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Abstract

This thesis comprises 28 papers

which illustrate the nature and direction of development

work and associated research undertaken between 1965 and 1993

The research

anchorage systems.

was

on

soil and rock

performed in order to obtain

a

basic

understanding of the behaviour of newly developed anchorage systems in a variety of
ground types and conditions, in order to improve anchorage designs, construction
methods

and

testing procedures, and thereby encourage the safe and economic

application of ground anchorages worldwide.

Field

development of anchorage construction methods in gravels, sand, clays, marls and

chalk

using cement grout injection techniques is described together with equations

evolved to estimate the ultimate resistance to withdrawal for each

ground type, based

on

systematic testing of full scale anchorages.

A

new

design method for single and multi tied stiff retaining walls installed in any soil is

detailed and validated

by large scale tests and closely monitored case histories.

interactions between wall,
of overall

The

anchorage and soil are illustrated, coupled with the refinement

stability analyses in cohesionless soils using wedge and log spiral based

mechanisms of failure.

For the

rapid installation of anchorages in granular soils, vibratory driving is investigated

in the

laboratory and two distinct types of motion are found to exist.

equations of motion

are

Theoretical

developed to define the penetration processes and facilitate the

design of vibrodrivers and vibrohammers.

World

practice in relation to the design, construction, testing and behaviour of rock

anchorages is appraised, and field studies permit an improved understanding of uplift
capacity by general shear failure, load transfer mechanisms, bond at rock/grout and
grout/tendon interfaces, debonding, service performance and post-failure behaviour.

Acceptance criteria related to service behaviour are created for load relaxation and creep
displacement with time, which

are

independent of ground type and potentially of short

duration.

The extent and nature of steel tendon corrosion is described based on

study of the corrosion performance of post-tensioned anchorages.
on

class of

an

Guidance is provided

protection, design principles and acceptable protective systems.
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international

For

rock

tunnelling

by

drill

and

blast

methods

of

excavation,

a

fundamental

understanding of rock bolt behaviour under static and dynamic loading is provided.
Field, laboratory and finite element studies are combined to investigate the character of
blast induced wave forms within a rock mass and the effect of these
rock bolt system.

bolt load
and two

are

Attenuation relationships for peak particle velocity and peak dynamic

presented together with effect of bolt prestress, bolt length, and both single

speed resin systems.

remarkable

signatures on the

resilience

to

Observations confirm that resin bonded rock bolts have

close

proximity blasting,

and the

data

provide a

a

new

understanding of stress transfer in tensioned bolts under static and dynamic conditions.

A

simple device to control rock bolt tensioning is developed and applied as a result of

observed variations in prestress

Ground anchorage
and

of

during production bolting.

technology is reviewed to highlight areas where further investigation

study would enhance understanding of anchorage behaviour and improve standards

practice.
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Introduction

4.

Over the past

25 years the author has researched

a

variety of subjects within the field of

geotechnical engineering, with particular reference to ground anchorages, grouting for
ground improvement and foundations, and structure-soil interaction in mining

The selected papers
from low

areas.

in this thesis are concerned with ground anchorage systems ranging

capacity rock bolts in ground reinforcement for tunnels, to medium to high

capacity anchorages in soils and rocks for the stabilisation of civil engineering structures.

The

exception is the first

from
■

final year

a

paper^

on the

ductility of metals where the research developed

project tackled by the author

as an

Engineering, University of Edinburgh in 1961.
towards

a career

in research and the final year

undergraduate at the Department of
This project stimulated the author

dissertation led the external examiner, the

late Professor Fisher Cassie, to invite the author to

study for a Ph.D. at King's College,

University of Durham in 1962.

Aside from the historical note,

purpose

illustrating the value of individual final

year

projects, the

of this introduction is to highlight in chronological order the nature and direction

of the author's research and

development in ground anchorages over the period 1965 to

1993.

While in industry with the
for the

Cementation Company (1965-71) the author was responsible

development of a range of ground anchorage construction systems based

primarily on cement grout injection

techniques-^.

As a result of these field studies in a

variety of ground conditions, for example gravels, sands, clays and chalk, safe
resistances to withdrawal
be

were

established for each

ground type to enable the systems to

exploited commercially for the first time in the UK.

included

Notable commercial "firsts"

anchorages in Thames Ballast (1967), London Clay (1968

1969

-

chalk

(1969

multi

underream), Keuper marl (1969
-

-

-

gravel placement;

straight shaft and multi-underream) and

straight shaft).

During this early period of commercial application the use of post-tensioned anchorages
as an

earth support

than the traditional
more

As

a

method for excavations was confirmed to be more cost-effective

application of internal bracing, but the new tie-back system involved

complex interactions between retaining wall, ground and individual anchorages.
consequence, these

interactions were studied and guidelines were

-
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published^

on

the

important design principles and practical considerations necessary for the safe

application of retaining wall tie-backs.

To facilitate soil
and

anchorage design by civil and structural engineers, the author organised

supervised a programme of full scale anchorage trials on a large number of sites

across

the UK over a four year

period.

For given ground conditions and construction

methods the tensile load-displacement behaviour of

including failure.
mechanisms

anchorages was analysed

100 to 1

and

From these studies a basic understanding of load transfer and failure
evolved

was

leading in turn to the

publication^

the estimation of the ultimate resistance to withdrawal of

sands and

up to

of empirical equations for

anchorages installed in coarse

gravels (permeability > 100 pm/s), fine to medium sized sands (permeability =

pm/s), stiff clay (Cu > 90

kN.m2),

stiff to hard chalk (weathering grades I, II and

III) and Keuper marl (weathering zones I and II).

Of particular interest was a parallel

development of construction methods to enhance the pull-out capacity of anchorages in
stiff

clay where the ultimate load of 150 kN for a straight shafted system was increased to

750 kN and 2400 kN for

The latter system
this

day.

gravel placement and multi-underream systems, respectively.

still provides the highest individual anchorage capacity in stiff clay to

In the anchorage design study, the work of Russian researchers Berezantzev

(1961)* and Trofimenkov (1965)+ on slender piles proved invaluable in helping the
author to create

appropriate bearing capacity factors for sand and gravel anchorages,

where the factors for

uplift conditions were related to both angle of internal friction and

slenderness ratio.

The programme

of full scale tests also led to recommendations for site investigation to

facilitate design and choice of anchorage
various components of a ground
to

assess

short

term

accommodate observed

basic reference

in

construction method, load safety factors for the

anchorage system, routine post-tensioning procedures
performance

anchorage

and

an

prestress losses during service.

current

and

national

international

overload

allowance

to

This publication remains a

codes of practice on

ground

anchorages.

*Berezantzev, V.G. et al (1961), Load Bearing Capacity and Deformation of Piled
Foundations, Proc. 5th Int. Conf. Soil Mech., 2, 11-15.
+Trofimenkov, J.G. & Mariupolskii, L.G. (1965), Screw Piles used for Mast and Tower
Foundations, Proc. 6th Int. Conf. Soil Mech., 2, 328-332.
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For

permanent

anchorages and temporary anchorages formed in

environment, the author created a corrosion protection

system®'®,

an

based

on

aggressive
corrugated

plastics sheathing and epoxy resin for the protection of prestressing steel tendon.

The

component design, choice of materials and fabrication details were based on the results
of full scale
The

testing in

gun

barrel apparatus, including long term creep

observations®.

protective system was first used in 1968 for anchorages installed to resist hydrostatic

uplift at Kilburn, London and these

protected anchorages remain in operation today.

Key elements of the protection system were adopted for 1000 anchorages associated
with the

To

ground works of the World Trade Centre in New York in 1969.

exploit the potential of multi-tied continuous walls for deep excavations, particularly in

urban areas, a novel
of

Cementation''®.

the method, e.g.

repetitive single tied wall design method
Prior to its

evolved with BJ Jack

application, the validity of the basic assumptions used in

triangular earth

pressures

for stiff walls, was confirmed by large scale

physical testing in the laboratory, and economic viability
with conventional strutted

was

was

checked by comparisons

designs and experimental results of US, UK and Danish

researchers, notably Terzaghi, Tschebotarioff, Rowe and Brinch Hansen.
the results of monitored

case

histories"'®

were

Thereafter,

published by the author to illustrate via

prestress fluctuations, retaining wall displacements and bending moment profiles, that
the

unique design method which takes account of the continuous wall construction and

excavation stages was amenable to various
solutions.
software

This

soil strata and provided safe and economic

empirical design method has been incorporated into a number of design

packages and is now used routinely for the design of anchored diaphragm and

contiguous bored pile walls.
For the

general problem of the overall stability of single line tied walls of any type in

cohesionless soils, the author

Switzerland) evolved
advanced

the block

simplified procedure of analysing the block mechanism of failure

by Professor Kranz (Germany) for waterfront structures in 1953 and further

refined for

Munich).

a

(working in conjunction with H. Locher of Losinger Ltd.,

anchorages in 1966 by Professors Jelinek and Ostermeyer (University of
The simplified

method9'"'®

reduced the number of external forces acting on

by incorporating the anchorage prestress as an internal force controlling the

geometry of the block at failure. The overall analysis was also improved and made more
realistic

by the adoption of Brinch Hansen's concept of safety i.e. F = tan cp/tan <pn.

For systems

with several rows of anchorages in cohesionless soils, a logarithmic spiral

shaped sliding surface

was

proposed by Locher and the author in 1970; the method was

again simple because the anchorage forces were eliminated in the moment analysis.

-
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Following a series of large scale laboratory tests at the University of Sheffield where
anchored walls

overloaded to induce failure of the

were

wall/ground/anchorage system,

the researchers Anderson, Hanna and Abdel-Malek reviewed current methods of

analysis

and concluded in 1983 that the

spiral method of analysis gave the best prediction of

The two

simplified methods of assessing overall stability of

observed

behaviour.

anchored walls have been

widely accepted in practice and

British Standard BS.8081 Ground

While

the

at

are

included in the current

Anchorages.

University of Aberdeen (1971-76) the author focused

more

on

rock

anchorage technology to complement earlier research on soil anchorages. At this time
there

was a

surprising dearth of data concerning the design, construction, stressing and

testing of rock anchorages which had been used by the mining industry in the form of low

capacity rock bolts for roof control since 1918, and by the civil engineering industry in the
form of

high capacity rock anchorages for dam raising since 1934.

worldwide had
an

developed in an ad hoc fashion, often on a regional basis, and there was

absence of field

investigations

anchorage projects.
success

In essence, practice

of soil

on

anchorage behaviour and well documented rock

As a consequence, within the construction industry where the

anchorages was providing new technical challenges and markets for

anchorages founded in rock, there were no comparable data on important issues such as
design principles, load transfer mechanisms, failure conditions, construction tolerances,
test criteria and service behaviour for rock

Following
author

a

anchorages.

three year study of developments and practices in over twenty countries, the

published a world state-of-the-art on rock

anchorages''8>20,21

Aside from the

presentation of a detailed analysis of this work, guidelines on good practice were

proposed for all aspects of rock anchorage technology and topics worthy of further study
and research

were

highlighted.

Subsequent research at Aberdeen was based on these

findings.
In

regard to detailed field investigations, access to an abandoned quarry in Lancashire

permitted

study of rock mass failure,

localised bond failure, critical depths of

embedment, tendon debonding and post-failure performance using instrumented full
scale

vertical

anchorages of different geometries installed in Upper Carboniferous

sediments of the Middle Grit Group

of the upper part of the Millstone Grit Series.

Conclusions and data from this work have been disseminated primarily through DD81 :

198278'

BS.8081

:

198980

and

international recommendations of the Federation

-
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Internationale de la Precontrainte (first published in 1982 and updated in 1993).
summary

paper^

In the

key findings included:

(i) uplift capacities for shallow anchorages in unweathered sandstone (slenderness ratio
<8) were related to general failure of inverted cones within the rock mass, the shape
being strongly controlled by the incipient rock mass structure,

(ii) above

a

critical

recommendations

slenderness
on

ratio

failure

was

localised

permitting

design

limiting depths of embedment,

(iii) bond values at the grout/tendon interface for straight parallel strands, locally noded
strands

and

generally

noded

tendons,

respectively,

permitting

design

recommendations,

(iv) the influence of strand spacing on grout/strand bond leading to a minimum
recommended clear

spacing for straight parallel strand tendons,

(v) bond values at the rock/grout interface for a range of grout surcharges, showing that
grout surcharge had no significant effect on bond capacity or debonding, but above a
critical limit the

surcharge inhibited explosive type failures,

(vi) the influence of tendon density (area of tendon/area of hole) on debonding leading to
an

upper

limit in practice for multi-unit tendons,

(vii)a basic understanding of the load transfer mechanism by analysis of tendon load
displacement behaviour, leading to recommendations on acceptance criteria for
apparent debonding,

(viii)

a

high post failure capacity, as a proportion of the initial failure load recorded at the

grout/tendon interface, permitting guidelines on post failure remedial measures and
acceptance criteria.

-
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The behaviour of vertical rock

method^

to

anchorages

also studied using the finite element

was

provide a predictive capacity, verified by field results, and to facilitate

parametric and sensitivity analyses (Drs. Yap and Rodger

were Ph.D. students of the

author).
In

regard to documented rock anchorage projects, the author created

history15'30
2000 kN

an

important case

by publishing his detailed design and construction procedures for 475 No.

anchorages installed in hard slate as part of the construction of two dry docks

for the Polaris submarine

complex at Devonport.

Short term load-displacement data

presented together with monitored service behaviour in the form of prestress

were

fluctuations

period

over a

up to

33,000 hours.

Monitoring of the service behaviour of

anchorages at this site indicated two distinct phases in terms-of rate of prestress loss.
Phase I

was

reflected

by a stabilising but fairly rapid loss with time, occurring within a

period of 3000 hours.

Thereafter,

observed.

on

Based

recommended for rock
indicate
the

a

slower and more uniform rate of prestress loss was

results

a

minimum

duration

thereby permit

an

monitoring

was

extrapolation of the results for

prediction of the service behaviour of the anchorages.

has

of

anchorages to cover Phase I and provide sufficient results to

clear trend for Phase II and

confirmed that the

The overall study also

anchorages were performing satisfactorily. This proven performance

played a crucial role in convincing the Ministry of Defence and the Navy that post-

tensioned

anchorages can be used to strengthen existing docks at Devonport to

withstand both
Trident
of

these

a

overturning forces and earthquake loadings in the construction of the

In this regard, the proven resilience

Complex, recently approved by Parliament.

high capacity anchorages to dynamic loading, when subjected to close proximity

blasting, provided
The

a

further valuable and unique case

history22.

subject of soil anchorages was not ignored at Aberdeen but experimental work was

restricted to

a

basic

investigation of vibratory driving in granular soils, since vibratory pile

driving methods (originally developed in 1930 by Hertwig in Germany) were being
studied for the

rapid installation of anchorages in sands.

To complement the field work

by industry, the research at Aberdeen concentrated on laboratory experimentation and
the

development of theoretical equations of motion to predict the experimentally derived

results.

The research

soils, and for the

AYap,

case

work34

identified two distinct types

of "slow" vibrodriving defined

L.P. & Rodger, A.A. (1984)

of vibratory driving in granular

the motion to be that of a rigid body

"A Study of the Behaviour of Vertical Rock Anchors
Using the Finite Element Method", Int. J. Rock
Mech., Min. Sci. & Geomech. Abstr. 21(2), 47-61.
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subject to viscous-Coulomb side and elasto-plastic end resistance under a combined
sinusoidal excitation and static surcharge force.

interactive computer

simulation introduced

The development of the theory and an

a new

understanding and provided sufficient

information to facilitate the specification and design of field prototypes
and

vibrohammering. Subsequently, the work has been extended into soil sampling, and

at the

On

present time vibratory impact moling in the field of trenchless technology.

returning to industry with the Colcrete Group of Companies (1976-84) the author

concentrated initially on

providing updated recommendations

controls, construction tolerances, and classes of test for the
:

for vibrodriving

198278).

good

on

new

practice3"1 quality

British Standard (DD81

The author also refined his work on corrosion protection by introducing the

concepts of single and double protection (now recognised worldwide in practice) and
started to develop new

procedures for the short term testing of anchorages to ensure that

they were fit for their intended purpose.

Thereafter, new anchorage nomenclature was

proposed to facilitate understanding and comparisons of national practices.
nomenclature has been

This

adopted by the three international organisations concerned with

anchorages, i.e. ISSMFE, ISRM and FIP. Anchorages were also classified by the author
into four main types.

For each type appropriate design

procedures3^ were described

analysed, and appropriate load safety factors proposed for use by industry.

and

These

anchorage types have been adopted by standards bodies addressing design such as BSI,
FIP and the US

Post-Tensioning Institute (PTI).

In relation to short term testing, new acceptance

proposed by the author in

198133

criteria for service behaviour were

after a two year period of field appraisal on contract

anchorages installed in soils and rocks..

These criteria were novel in that they

accommodated

testing

load-time or creep displacement-time

behaviour,

independent of ground type and potentially of short duration up to 50

were

by

either residual

Essentially time intervals on a logarithmic scale were established and for each

minutes.

time interval

a

single load relaxation or creep criterion was specified to ensure a

stabilising trend. The approach which is now well established was first adopted by BSI in

198278,

ISRM in

198548,

the current draft US code

In 1982 the author
for ground

and FIP in

199384.

The criteria have also been included in

(PTI) which should be published in 1994.

published design guidance on cement based

grouts38 which

are

used

anchorage applications, and elsewhere, based on experimental work and

studies carried out at both Cementation and Colcrete.
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At this time the author created an FIP
from

14

Working Group, comprising anchorage specialists

countries, to study over a three year period the corrosion and corrosion

protection of prestressing steel tendons in ground anchorages.
written by the
This report

author in liaison with the working group

was

A comprehensive report

published by FIP in

1986?9.

covered types and mechanisms of corrosion, aggressivity of the ground in

relation to steel and cement based grouts, and a detailed analysis of corrosion failures
collected

by the working group.

The analysis of failures also permitted the inclusion of

rigorous recommendations concerning principles of protection and properties of a

protective system, together with typical examples of acceptable protective systems.
The author

published a

illustrated for
no

summary52

of the findings from the corrosion failures which

example that corrosion was invariably localised and in such circumstances

tendon type

(bar, wire or strand) had a special immunity, ahd failure could occur after

only a few weeks of service or many years.
steels and

high alloy steels

embrittlement than

were

Quenched and tempered plain carbon

found to be

also

other varieties, and

are

no

more

susceptible to hydrogen

longer recommended for tensioned

anchorages.
Since

joining the University of Bradford (1985 to date) the author has focused on (a) the

behaviour of rock bolt supports

in tunnels, when subjected to close proximity blasting,

(b) the design and performance of anchorages installed in weak mudstones (UCS < 5

N/mm2)

with particular reference to load transfer and failure mechanisms and (c) the

service behaviour of

anchorages in a variety of ground types, e.g. sandstone, mudstone,

slate, granite, microdiorite and fossil scree.
be

The results of studies under (b) and (c) will

published during 1994 and 1995 and are therefore outside the scope of this thesis.

For rock

tunnelling by drill and blast methods of excavation, there was no predictive

capacity in 1985 for optimising the distance from the tunnel face to a safe location for the
installation of permanent

rock bolts, and the resulting designs were considered by the

author to be conservative and
behaviour under static and

To provide a basic understanding of rock bolt

costly.

dynamic loading and to enable the development of new

improved design procedures, a three part programme was undertaken.

(i)

Full scale tests

on

active tunnel construction sites at Penmaenbach (1987) and Pen y

Clip (1991) Tunnels in North Wales, where the initial tunnel support comprised rock
bolts in

conjunction with sprayed

measured

on

rock bolts

influence of prestress

concrete5^-55.

Axial load and acceleration were

positioned at various distances from the blast face.

The

load on rock bolt performance was studied as was the

difference in bolt response

resulting from single speed and two speed resin bonding.

-
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In addition, stress

distribution along the bolt length was studied at Pen y Clip using a

specially designed transducer system.

(ii) Large scale laboratory model tests to examine stress distribution within resin bonded
bolts under static and

dynamic loading.

(iii) Finite element computer simulation of the response of rock bolts to transient loading
assist

to

with

the

interpretation

experimental results.

This work

and

generalisation

of

field

and

laboratory

was a

development of the previous finite element

studies of the static behaviour of rock

anchorage systems published by Yap and

Rodger.

Aside from

the

establishment of unique attenuation

relationships for peak particle

velocity and peak dynamic load the results of the field monitoring at Penmaenbach

Tunnel53'88'60
to > 0.5

resin-bolt

constructed

through very strong rhyolite (fracture spacing typically 0.2 m

m), showed that all deformations were elastic and no significant load loss or
debonding was recorded even for bolts located only 0.7 m from the blast face

(accelerations
replacement

640 g).

up to

were

As a consequence, a large number of bolts scheduled for

in fact undamaged, resulting in substantial savings.

monitoring also provided corroboration of
finite element studies that

No

an

The field

important result found from laboratory and

prestressing the rock bolts decreases the vibrational loading.

appreciable difference was observed between the dynamic load responses of fully

bonded 3.5

m

and 6

m

bolts, but single speed bolts experienced twice the dynamic

loading of equivalent two speed bolts due to their shorter decoupled length. In relation to
blasting practice, where typically each blast generated 35 events (delays) in a blast
duration of 6 seconds, the effect of

induced in

varying the charge weight per delay on the vibration

nearby rock bolts was found to increase with improvement in rock mass

quality. This work is referenced in BS.8081 and has provided fundamental information
and

a

mass

new

understanding of the character of blast induced wave forms within a rock

and how these

Based
Tunnel

on

the above

signatures affect the overall rock bolt system.
findings the safe distance for permanent rock bolts at Pen y Clip

(longest hard rock tunnel in UK) was reduced to 3 m effecting a 38% reduction in

the cost of rock bolt support.
attenuation

The monitoring at Pen y Clip provided further unique

relationships (strong microdiorite with a discontinuity spacing of 0.1 to 0.2 m)

and confirmation that safe distances to the blast face could be reduced to 1 m without

significant damage to the bolt, in spite of the presence of a weaker rock mass.
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Basic data have also been obtained

on

the nature of the stress distribution and bond

development along the resin-bolt interface resulting from both static and dynamic
loading, and on the influence of prestress loading on bolt
distribution of rock bolts
the slow

response^.

The static load

exponential throughout the length of bolts tensioned after

was

setting resin had cured.

For standard two speed rock bolts, the loads

were

evenly distributed over the slow setting resin element, and exponentially distributed over
the fast

setting element.

rock bolts in

were more

effective than single speed

resisting tensile loads since these bolts could transfer the tensile load further

into the stable rock
the load

Two speed rock bolts

In practice, the two speed rock bolts did not

mass.

always transfer

required because load distribution is critically dependent upon the choice of

as

slow and fast

setting times for the resins in relation to the time of tensioning.

This

aspect needs to be more tightly specified and controlled in future production bolting.
Prestress
as a

loading

result

to facilitate

found to be highly variable in production bolting at Pen y Clip, and

parallel field trial was undertaken (with J. Conway) to develop

a

for rock bolt

was

a

field control

tensioning to ensure that rock bolts are installed with the specified load, and

monitoring of critical load fluctuations in

An additional

service^.

major finding from both tunnel projects, was that the frequency response

spectra of rock bolts responding to different blasts and at different distances from the
blast,
on

were

found to be of

a

similar form.

the form of rock bolt construction and the characteristics of the

mass.

co-vibrating rock

Looking ahead, this finding has indicated the possibility of developing a new non¬

destructive

testing system for ground anchorage integrity based on examination of the

signature of the response spectra.
a

The response spectra are assumed to depend

It is now intended to investigate the feasiblity of such

system using the database of over 9000 records (on FM magnetic tape) obtained from

Penmaenbach and Pen y

Development of such
out

a system

has also been facilitated by a field investigation carried

by the author and A.A. Rodger at a large excavation in the centre of Edinburgh (Port

Hamilton), where support
The

Clip projects.

was

provided by over 200 anchorages installed in mudstone.

anchorages had been installed two years previously and the fixed anchors were

positioned

as

Geophones

were

close

as

5

m

to a proposed tunnel to

installed in boreholes at the level of the distal end of the fixed anchors

and at various distances from the tunnel blast face.
taken

on

be excavated by blasting.

the anchor heads at

Vibration measurements

were

also

waling level and anchorage loads were monitored by check

lifting before and after blasting.

On this site, the vibrations did lead to load losses on

occasions, and thereby permitted the research team to obtain vibrational waveforms

-
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corresponding to permanent load loss.

A further important finding

was

corroboration

that measurements of anchor head vibration can be related to those at the distal end of
the fixed anchor for, in this case, a buried

dynamic

source.

The detailed results for this

project (1991-93) have been reported in full to Lothian Regional Council who should
permit publication during 1994.
Two

publications63'64

illustrate the outcome of the author's investigations into corrosion

protection of steel tendons and on-site acceptance tests for ground anchorages which
first disseminated by the

were

related

publications6"7.68

author through BSI and FIP standards.

arose as a

These and other

result of a programme of invited lectures to several

leading US civil engineering consulting firms in Boston and New York (all involved in
Boston's

Tunnel

and

Central

Artery

potentially

Project,

utilising

over

10,000

anchorages), where it became apparent that US practice and standards were lagging
behind national and international codes evolved in

the

author has

been

appointed

Europe.

Following these lectures,

foreign adviser to the PTI ground anchorage

as

committee, and is retained to advise the PB/MK Team (Parsons Brickerhoff and Morrison

Knudson) on behalf of the Universities Research Association for the development of
anchorages in the Taylor Marl for the Superconducting Super Collider being built at
Waxahachie, Texas.
underreamed

Straight-shafted anchorages, with and without postgrouting, and

anchorages are being investigated in relation to short term tensile load-

displacement behaviour, creep and ultimate capacity.
In 1991 the author reviewed world
those

areas

where

further

standards would enhance

practice and prepared a forward

look66

to highlight

investigation and development coupled with improved

understanding of anchorage behaviour and maintain ground

anchorage technology at the forefront in the field of geotechnical processes.
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5.

Selection of Papers

This selection

comprises 29 papers,and with the exception of the first paper on the

ductility of metals, the remaining papers cover the author's published work on ground
anchorage systems over the period 1965 to 1993.
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ELONGATION IN THE TENSION TEST AS A MEASURE OF DUCTILITY
By T. C.

Hsu,1 G. S. Littlejohk,5

an-d

B. M. Marchbank5

KEY WORDS:
aluminum

ductility, tension test, elongation, necking, strain distribution,
alloys, steel, strain rate.

ABSTRACT: Four quantities, independent of each other, arc derived to represent the
size and shape of the strain distribution curve. These are: the plastic strain at maxi¬
mum

load, the nondimensional length of the neck, the maximum strain due

to

necking,

and a factor of uniformity related to the increase in elongation owing to necking. The
strain distribution curves of seven nonferrous metals and several steels were plotted.
Strains were determined by measuring distances between lines of a grid pattern pre¬

viously photographed on the specimen. The effects of strain rate and specimen size and
shape were investigated. When the specimen width-to-thickness ratio was changed
from 4 to 8, the mode of fracture changed from shear to tear. The effect of both size
and shape was more pronounced for aluminum alloy than for steel specimens, but the
per cent elongation due to necking was identical for all specimens less than jV in. thick.
Strain rate had opposite effects on aluminum and steel as far as the strain due to neck¬
ing and factor of uniformity are concerned. Although additional tests at various strain
rates are needed to conclusively demonstrate the latter result, it does indicate that duc¬
tility cannot be accurately represented by a single index.
REFERENCE: T. C.

Hsu, G. S. Littlejohn, and B. M. Marchbank, "Elongation in

the Tension Test as a Measure of Ductility," Proceeding, Am. Soc.
Vol. 65, 1965, p. 874.

Testing Mats.,

the tension test, one can trace

Ever since the tension test was first
Used by engineers over a hundred years

proposals of

ago, it has been considered to be a test
for ductility as well as for strength. It

another as the ductility index, and (2)
the attempts to correlate such measure¬

was

natural for the

to measure

early test engineers

the total

elongation of the

broken specimen, first between the
shoulders and then, more sophisticatedly,
between two gage marks, and to take
the elongation as a measure of ductility.
The broken tension specimen has, how¬

rather complicated shape, so that
it, several measurements other than

ever, a
on

the

elongation

can

be made which

may

also be considered to represent

the duc¬
tility of the material. In the history of
1

Senior lecturer. Mechanical Engineering
Dept., University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,

Scotland.
1

874

(1) the

measurement

and

ments taken from specimens of different
size and shape. The following review is
written along these two separate lines:

(1) The proposals for the ductility
are summarized in Table 1. By
no means exhaustive, this table suffi¬
ciently shows that there has always been
indexes

an

element of doubt in the choice of the

ductility index.
(2) The analysis of the strain distri¬
bution along the tension specimen arose
out of the need to correlate results
obtained from specimens of different

size, shape, and

gage

length. The experi¬

theoretical studies of the
strain distribution are summarized in
Table 2.
mental and

Formerly of Civil aDd Mechanical Engi¬
neering Dept., University of Edinburgh, Edin¬
burgh, Scotland.
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TABLE 1—CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF THE CHOICE OF DUCTILITY INDEX.
Author

Year

Measurements
Made

Proposed DoctiKty

F&irb&irn

1850

Total elongation
and contraction
at fracture

Mallet

1858

Elongation and

Maximum strain
at fracture no¬

re¬

duction in area
of 1-in. square

bar,

Kirkaldy

1863

Whit worth

1873

3^ ft

Reference

Remarks

Itxiex

ticed,

p.

325, t

par¬

allel length
Total elongation,
diameter
outBide
the neck
and
minimum
section at frac¬
ture

Discussion

Percentage

by J.
Wbitworth, pp.
106-107, 4

elon¬
gation aaid to be
of equal impor¬
tance

as

tensile

ultimate

strength
Barbs

1880

Webster

18S3

Maximum
uni¬
form strain and
reduction
in

Hackney

1883

Percentage elon¬
gation and per¬

Percentage elon¬
gation and re¬
duction in

area

Correspondence
by J. J. Web¬
ster, pp. 147150, 6

area

centage
duction in

Tetmajer

1800

Unwin

1903

Sachs

1925

6

re¬
area

used
Maximum
uni¬
form strain
Uniform deforma¬
tion
at
maxi¬
mum load

p.

179,8

Percentage reduc¬
tion in

area em¬

phasised

MacGregor.....

1944

Zaitsev

1957

10

Maximum
uni¬
form strain and
the
maximum
strain
due to
neck formation
Maximum
uni¬
form strain and
strain at frac¬
ture were used

As can be seen in Table 2, crude at¬
tempts to determine the strain distribu¬

tion along the tension specimen are
almost as old as the tension test. In

particular, Martens' strain distribution
curves (instantaneous longitudinal strain
plotted against the distance along the

undeformed

11

specimen)

seem to

be

re¬

markably accurate (Fig. 36, Ref. 14,
cf. Unwin's strain distribution curves in

Fig. 3, Ref. 8, and Fig. 50, Ref. 16).
analysis of the strain
distribution, being hitherto stimulated
by the need to correlate results from
The theoretical
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TABLE 2—CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF THE STUDY OF STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
IN TENSION TEST.
v—r
l ear

i
Author

Experimental

Theoretical

Work

unit
0.18

1863

,

Reference

per

length

—

25/2,

+

(I,
=
length)
Kirkaldy

i_

Remarks

Extension

1850

Fairb&ira.

*>

Work

gage

Punch marks 3^in. apart put on

specimen
Committee
of
Civil Engrs..

.

1868

Variation of strain

p.

74, 6

along specimen
measured
Barb*.

1880

Percentage
gation

elon¬
propor¬

tional to

VZ/i,

u.

=

original
area,
I, = gage
length)
Adamson.

1886

Senarate use for
uniform
elon¬

IS

gation and the
elongation be¬
tween maximum

load

and

frac¬

ture

Bauschinger

Elongation

Before

neck

1887

tional to

Tetmajer

1800

Martens

1894

\^A,

Separated local
and general
elongation
Strain
tion

Also

distribu¬

1899

Strain
tion

ing

plotted

J4

by Pralon, 1891,
p. 209n, IS

curves

plotted
Martens

IS

in

propor¬

Fig. 220, IS

distribu¬
dur¬

curves

neck

for¬

mation
Martens

Percentage elon¬
gation = 100

1899

pp.

123-124. IS

(o+hVX/i.)
(c, b are
stants)
Unwin

1903

Elongation

meas-

M -in.
lengths

ured in
gage

con¬

Percentage elongation = 100
(o + bvCZ/i.)

S, 16

along specimen
Bartella

1922

Percentage elon¬
gation =

(.(VZ/y
(m, a, are
stants)

con¬

Quoted in IS
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TABLE 2—Continued.

erp™ul

y cxr

Author

1927

Tiedemann

...

HefertDCe

Separated uniform

...

17

...

18

...

jp

and local elon¬

gation

1928

Oliver

.

.

.

Percentage elon?
gation

=■

m(VT./w
Simiru and Ide...

1957

Percentage elongation in terms
of
maximum
uniform strain
and maximum
strain due to
neck formation

specimens of different size and shape,
was confined to formulas relating the
elongation to the cross-sectional area
and gage length.
called "elongation

Of such formulas,
equations", the one
by Martens and Unwin and that by
Bartella and Oliver are well known, and
their implications will now be discussed.
Unwin's elongation formula may also
be written

as

Elongation

=

tje + 0\/A~,

where:
t„

=

longitudinal strain outside the
neck,
gage length,
original cross-sectional area, and

l„

=

Ac

=

/S

= a

constant.

merely states
that the elongation can be divided into
two parts: one, which is due to a uniform
strain along the specimen and is pro¬
portional to the gage length, and the
other, due to local elongation in the neck,
is proportional to the square root of the
concerns

area.

The term

the so-called Barba's Law that

geometrically similar specimens develop
geometrically similar necks. Barba's
Law

is considered

strain at the fractured section is infinite,
that there is no uniform elongation out¬
side the neck, and that the
strain distribution curve is
of a certain type (Appendix
The historical survey of

form of the
hyperbola

a

I).

the tension
that the choice
of the ductility index is still open to
consideration, and that the strain dis¬
tribution along the specimen may war¬
rant further study. Our investigation was
test

suggests, therefore,

undertaken with these two

In this form the formula

cross-sectional

general elongation is possible only if
the gage length is longer than the neck.
Oliver, when deriving his formula, used
gage lengths shorter than the neck and
thus mixed together what Martens and
Unwin had separated. It can be shown
that Oliver's formula implies that the

to

be outside the

scope of this investigation.
The separation of the local

from the

points in

view.

Experimental Technique:
Our experimental technique consists
of printing, by photographic means, a
fine grid pattern on the surface of ten¬
sion specimens and measuring the strain
along the specimens. Grid patterns have
been photographed before on metal
surfaces for the study of plastic flow
in metal forming as well as in tension
test [20-23].* The refinement in this
1
The italic numbers in brackets refer to
list of references appended to this paper.

the
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technique consists of using a checker¬
pattern instead of a line grid
(like that of the graph paper), the ad¬
vantages of the former being its greater
accuracy owing to the use of the edge
of a square rather than a line as the
gage mark, the greater ease of photo¬
graphic work, and the less likelihood

in the

Tension Test

board

for the pattern

to disappear after de-

Wi

m

E
V)

A

p
—

c

i

«. A

c

_

Original Length

-

of

Vo"

Fig. 2—Tbe strain distribution

ij

i

>Y/A

'A_ Ccrttgr Line
Specimen
1

ALUMINIUM (Section

Vfe

*

curve.

'A

in.)

(A)

m
m

w*
w,

'

t

W,
cl_

Center

m

of

Line

Specimen

m

'///A
(B)

Fig. 1—Measurement of

in

a

tension

longitudinal strain

specimen.

Fig. 3—Strain distributions
mation of the neck.

formation. Two master

plates of checker¬

board pattern were used, one of 211
and one of 88 lines per inch, the choice

depending
To

on

the size of the specimen.

measure

the

strain

at

various

points along the specimen, the elongated
specimen was first aligned on the mi¬
croscope stage so that the centerline
coincided with a line on the microscope
screen, as

strain at

in Fig. lb. The engineering
midpoint between a and b is

taken to be

(Fig. 1)

during the for¬

e =

(a'b'

—

ab)/ab.

The Strain Distribution Curve:
To show the variation of the strain

along the specimen, the strain t may be
plotted against the distance along the
undejormed specimen (i„) measured
a convenient point as in Fig. 2; or
against a nondimensional distance as in
Fig. 3, where A o is the original cross-

from

sectional
sents
eters.

area

and the abscissa repre¬

equivalent diam¬
experimental points are

the number of

The
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rl i+X

Fig. 3 for the sake of
clarity. The specimen represented in Fig.
omitted from
3

stretched to fracture in

was

(90, 110, and 141 -lb load),
increased irregularly but
generally uniform along the speci¬

three steps
the strains
were
men.

When the load reached its maxi¬

mum

(168 lb), the uniform strain also

reached

and

its

(36 per cent),
the load dropped and

maximum

thereafter

the strain became localized in the neck.
The
to

highest curve in Fig. 3
the fractured specimen,

I

/

seven

steps, four before and three after the
neck had started to form. In the first

879

and is

=

(*- *.)dl.

Jh

Xe.

equal to

Average height of the
cross-hatched area,
Maximum

Fig. 2

height

An

area in Fig. 2 represents an elonga¬
tion, in inches, hence the cross-hatched
area
represents the increase in elonga¬
tion due to necking. The value of /

corresponds
and it will

Thi<k

Te

henceforth be called the strain distribu¬
tion curve.
For analyzing the elongation in a

2

Hokis

"J

dia.

fractured tension

specimen, the strain
is to be represented
by four quantities as follows. In order
to clarify the relation between the four
quantities and the dimensions of the
fractured specimen, the strain c is
plotted in Fig. 2 against the distance lc.
(1) The maximum uniform strain
(„, which is the plastic strain at maxi¬
mum load,
as well as the permanent
distribution

4Radius
B

curve

y~

JV

I'0.424-1 ^
=*6

716

strain outside the neck in the fractured

specimen.
(2) The nondimensional length of the
neck

Fig. 4—Dimensions of
nonferTous materials.

specimens of steels and

lies between

P

=

y/r

X

2

vX

where X is the

zero and unity. When it is
the strain distribution curve
has a high and narrow peak (large and
localized reduction in diameter), and
when it is nearly unity, the curve has a
flat top (nearly uniform reduction in
diameter).
For practical purposes, the four quan¬
tities defined above represent completely

nearly

zero,

length of the neck meas¬
along the undeformed specimen
and 2y/A0/y/r is the equivalent diam¬
eter of the original cross section.
(3) The maximum strain due to neck¬
ing, em which is equal to the strain at

when their values

the minimum section in the fractured

distribution

specimen less the maximum uniform

Thus, A and B in Fig. 2 can be located
by t« and X (= 2py/~Ac/y/r), C is
midway between A and B (for a sym¬
metrical neck) and at em above them,

ured

,

strain.

(4) The factor of uniformity,/, which
is defined

as

the strain distribution curve, because
are

curve can

known, the strain
be reconstructed.
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*

3

(5*)

(B)
70-30

J0

BRASS(HARD)

2

1
( Points

curve

ACB

can

curves

zero

,

,

2 & 3

one

7

omitted.)

for a)umbra (hard) and 70-30 brass

be constructed

slope at A, B, and C and
enclosing an area equal to (/Xtm). (For
precise representation of the strain
distribution curve, see Appendix II.)
Given appropriate values, the four
quantities <, p, im and / can represent
the most extreme types of elongation in
engineering materials. Thus, for some
manganese steels which stretch uniformly
with

6

5

4

outside the neck in specimens

Fig. s—Strain distribution

and the

3

(hard).

[IS], the value of
is equal to zero, and /
is unity because the whole parallel
length may be considered to be in the
neck. For nylon, which develops a welluntil fracture

p

is infinity,

occurs

u,

defined uniform neck of great

[2P],

p

Some

length

is large but finite and / is unity.
aluminum alloys neck until the

smallest section is

point, and for them

a needle
is almost infinity

practically
em
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BRASS (SOFT)

250

2o0-

150
2

<

100

12
( St»cim«n

3

4

juat bmyar. to

brwok.

2

<

£

100

I/)

7
( Points outside the neck

Hard—The materials

He in- thick.

were

(He in- thick),

Fig. 6—Strain distribution

/ is

zero.

curves

copper was

annealed at 400 C for 1 hr; 70-30

for 70-30 brass (soft) and copper

Tension specimens of

brittle materials break without a neck,
so that p and e„ are
equal to zero, e„ is

small, and / is unity or zero, depending on mathematical interpretation,

very

2 & 3 are omitted.)

originally about H in. thick in the annealed state; then cold-rolled to

Soft—From the cold-rolled state
brass annealed at £25 C for 1 hr.

and

in specimens

(ft)

(hard).

Experimental Results:
Strain distribution curves for nonfcrreus
materials—Seven nonferrous materials,
of composition and heat treatment given

(A)
COPPER

.

(SOFT)

<
ce

200

150
z

g
»-

100

co

■'O

2

1

Fig. 7—Strain distribution

PHOSPHOR
200i

"0

1

3
curves

5

4

for copper

6

7

W

(soft) and 64-36 brass (hard).

BRONZE (HARD)

2

3

4

FlO. 8—Strain distribution curves for
882

5

6

phosphor bronze (hard).
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Appendix Ut, were tested. The speci¬
size, conforming to British Standard
18:1956 (gage length equals 4%/A.), is
shown in Fig. 4. Their strain distribution
curves are shown in Figs. 5-8. The stressstrain curves for the materials, deter¬
men

mined in
insets in

a

tensometer and shown

Figs. 5-8,

are

based

CHROMIUM

•

in the

on

the

in the

Tension Test

As shown in Figs. 5-8, the strain dis¬
tribution curves of the nonferrous ma¬
terials vary from each other as much as
their stress-strain curves. Thus, in

Fig.

5a,b the elongation is entirely due to
necking, whereas in Fig. 6a it is largely

due to the uniform strain. 'Wide varia¬
tion is noticeable in- the value of
c.

MOLYBDENUM

STEEL

100

SPECIMEN

1

CHROMIUM

2

2
3
MOLYBDENUM

4
STEEL

AygS5. dircctior of rolling

100
SPECIMEN

2

i(f£>
Fig. 10—Strain distribution

curves

for chromium

molybdenum steel.

nominal stress calculated with the origi¬
nal cross-sectional area and the strain

(Figs. 5b, 6a)
74).

calculated with the

parallel length in
Fig. 4. The inclined ordinates are due to

Strain distribution curves for steel—
Careful examinations of the experimental

the characteristics of the tensometer.
For most of the materials, three speci¬

points on Figs. 5a and la will show that
specimens of the same material some¬
times develop necks of slightly differ¬
ent shape. For this reason it was de¬
cided to present the typical results for
the steels in three separate curves for
two cases (Fig. 9a, b). The chemical
composition and heat treatment of the
materials are given in Appendix IV and

mens were

measured and the results

superimposed

are

another. In cases
of unsymmetrical necks (Figs. 7a, 8),
one on

the higher leg is chosen to represent the
strain distribution curve—a practice in
line

with

British

(Clause 22, Note).

Standards

18:1956

as

well

as

in

p

(Figs. 5a,
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Hsd
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specimens
Each

4.

are

et al on

also

material

shown in Fig'.

as

was

Elongation

tested

in

two

directions, along and across the direction
of rolling.
The same variety of the strain dis¬
tribution curve is noticeable in Figs.
9-12 as in Figs. 5-8. In particular,
tested across the direction of rolling,

in the

Tension Test
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each Otis' to show that they are not
functions of each other.
It was shown in a previous section that
the four

quantities were sufficient to
represent the strain distribution curve;
it has

just been shown that each of them
because they vary inde-

is necessary,

manganese-molybdenum steel hardly
developed a neck at all, although all
the other results show well-formed necks.
The apparent success of Oliver's

elongation formula can now be ex¬
plained by the partial similarity be¬
tween the actual curves in Figs. 5-8
and 9-12, and those implied by the
Oliver's formula in Fig. 22 (see Ap¬

30
35

pendix I), where each hyperbola and
its mirror image together constitute a
strain distribution curve (to suitable

°/c
30

scales on the axes).
Correlation between the percentage

25

f

elon¬
gation and t,, p,
and f—It can be
easily shown that, for a gage length of
5.65 VX (five equivalent diameters),
the percentage elongation is given by

20

•

0.1 28"

Percentage elongation
=

100

It is possible, therefore, to compare each
of the four quantities e», p, em, and /
with

the percentage

elongation deter¬
mined by this formula, as in Fig. 13a, b.
In Fig. 13h, the percentage reduction in
area

is calculated

Percentage reduction in
100

=

(\1 +<" + +t- tj)

Fig. 13a, b that
no more relation
to the percentage elongation than the
percentage reduction in area does, and
similarly for c«, p, and /. It is hardly
necessary to plot <« p,
and / against
for example, bears

,

,

4

6

e

io

a

Fig. 14—Variation in the length of neck,
factor of uniformity, and percentage reduction
in area with respect to width-to-thickness ratio

(mfld steel).

it

e„

,

2

pendently of each other. In other words,

area

It is obvious from

"*1

was

shown that each of them

effectual, and

now

was

it has been shown

that none of them is redundant
These results show the limitations of
the

empirical relations sometimes found

elongation and
in area [19,24].
The cfeels of shape and size of speci¬
mens—Specimens of the following range
of size and shape of cross section were

between the percentage
the percentage reduction

Hsu
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Fig. 15—Variation in ea , tm,
with respect to width-to-thickness

made of

a

mild steel and

an

Elongation

percentage

in the

elongation and the elongation due to necking

ratio, (left) mild steel and
aluminum

alloy according to British Standards
18:1956.
Crew Section
width
thiw-knr<«

(right) aluminum.

were used, hence the curves in
Figs. 14-16 represent, not only the
effects of size, but those of metallurgical
nesses

variation
Thickness, in.

Tension Test

When

well.
the width-to-thickness

as

ratio

changed from 4 to 8, the fractured
surfaces in both mild steel and aluminum

MiJd steel

Aluminum alloy..

He to H
0.027 to H

(The thickness of 0.027 in.

1 to 12
1 to 12

was

due to

the slight reduction from jV in. when
the surface was polished for the photo¬

graphic work.) In most cases, two
specimens of the same size and shape
tested and the average measure¬
ments were taken. The results for the
mild steel and the aluminum alloy are
were

shown in Figs. 14-16. It should be added
that rolled materials of different thick¬

specimens changed from shear (Fig.
17a) to tear (Fig. 17c). In all cases,
however, the strain was measured along
the centerline

on

the broader side of

specimen. (The strain varies con¬
siderably across the width of the speci¬
men as shown in Fig. 18, which repre¬
the

points'
line AB (inset) on the undeformed specimen, near but not at the
fracture.) In most of the specimens in
this series of tests, the neck consisted
sents

the axial strain at various

along

a

of

contraction in. thickness rather

a
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70

FJG. 16—Variation in the

length of neck, fac¬

of uniformity, and percentage reduction in
area with respect to width-to-thickness ratio
tor

Fig. 17—Two types

of failure in the tension

specimen.

(aluminum).

13.
"20
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;t_

51

80

C
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A

I
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B

A

a

b

—

40

10

1

20

o

2

c

4

1
o
L,-oi—~e

*t

Fig. 18—Variation of

6

8

axial strain

than in width, hence, the nondimensional
length of the neck used in Figs. 14 and
16 (p, equal to \/l) is based on the
thickness rather than on the equivalent

diameter.

0

1
across

As

can

12

10

Tt

the specimen.
be

seen

in

Figs. 14-16, the
shape

effects of both the size and the
are,

in general, more pronounced in

aluminum. For
the elongation

some

unknown

reason,

due to necking, repre-
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(B)

Fio. 19—Effect of strain rate

on

tie strain distribution

curve

(mild steel).

ALUMINIUM
Strain Rates,

(B)

(C)
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3S0

44.7

E* *

12.5

16.0

P

139

126

80

126

31
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Em *
f
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L05
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.

133
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t
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2
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/

^baoo-
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fZ 1.

2K.
Fig. 20—Effect of strain rate

on

the strain distribution

curve

(aluminum).
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cross-hatched
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area

in Fig.

2, remains constant with respect to

in the

same

effects of speed of testing—The

steel and aluminum

were

used for

investigating the effects of strain rate.
The specimens were of J by J in. in
cross

section. For the lowest strain rate

(a, Figs. 19 and 20), the universal testing
rate was

used and the average strain
determined from the interval

between

yield point and fracture. For

machine

was

higher strain rates (b and c, Figs. 19 and
20), the specimens were mounted on
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However, AIA, = e~x by the in compress¬
ibility of the material, hence

width-to-thickness ratio for all specimen£ not thicker than iV in. (Fig. 15).
The

Tension Test

In F

=

ln(<r/cr.)

— e

+ \n(Ajr,)

which shows that, with ln((r/<r,) as
ordinate and I as abscissa, the lines for
constant loads (F) are straight lines
inclined at 45
axis (Fig. 21).

deg with the horizontal
The origin corresponds
to the yield point (<r = er.), F< is the
load producing the yield stress, and the
stress-strain curve is OG.
As can be seen in Fig. 21, from
the load increases with increasing

0 to G
strain,

special guides and tested in an Izod
testing machine, the average strain rate
being calculated from the total elonga¬
tion, the parallel length, and the veloc¬
ities of the hammer before and after the

impact.
By Figs. 19 and 20, it appears that
increased strain rate has opposite effects
on

the mild steel and aluminum in so
and / are con¬

far as the trends of
cerned. However, for

conclusive results,

further investigation with proper equip¬
ment for vaiying strain rates is required.
The results are shown in Figs. 19 and
20 to demonstrate the application of the

techniques rather than to present the
properties of the materials.
Significance of t,

,

p, c„

and f:

(1) The significance of
can be
discussed conveniently by plotting the
nondimensional stress-strain curve of
the material as in Fig. 21, where t is
the natural strain at the smallest section,
<r is the true stress (force
per unit mini¬
mum

section) and

r.

is the yield stress.

Let F be the current load and A
current area,

the

Natural

FlO. 21—NondimensJonal stress-strain

G the load reaches its maximum (Fmix)
and beyond G the load decreases. Be¬

at

tween 0 and G, the neck cannot de¬
velop, because the material at any
local contraction, being stronger than
the rest of the specimen, cannot contract
further. Beyond G, the neck is bound to
develop, because the material at any
local contraction, being weaker than
the rest of the specimen, must be further
stretched. Thus, at maximum load (at G),
mum.

=

a

A

=

\n(o/o.) -f In A + In

Therefore, the maximum uniform

natural strain (t0) is the strain at which
the slope of the nondimensional stressstrain curve (Fig. 21) is unity; in other

or

In F

curve.

the uniform strain also reaches its maxi¬

then
F

Strain C

c.

words, when

Hsu
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a

or

x-'

To convert natural strain into

ing strain,

One may

depends

one may

write

£0 =

-

engineer¬

which deformation
tion.

1

say that the value of e«
the curvature of the nonstress-strain curve (Fig. 21).

fracture.
It should be noticed that the per¬

centage reduction in area calculated
from £„ and
namely, 100 X (t« +

+ e«), is not the

same as

the percentage reduction in area meas¬
ured in the standard way, that is, by
the minimum diameter. In most ductile

materials, fracture starts at the center
specimen and when the specimen
breaks, there is a cavity in the material.
Therefore, the percentage reduction in
area as determined
by the minimum
diameter represents the strain at fracture
only if the cavity is counted as solid

of the

material.

on

relaxa¬

the Tension

Perfect

ductility, like perfect round¬
define; but degrees of
ductility, like degrees of roundness,
cannot be represented adequately by a
single index. A perfectly ductile materia!
ness,

is

easy to

is one which can be deformed infinitely
without breaking. All materials are, of

surface of the material at the centerline

begins to fracture (Fig. 17). Therefore,
this quanity may be said to be the strain

stress

Test:

is large; otherwise, it is small.
(2) The quantity (e« + «»), as it is
measured in this investigation, corre¬
sponds to the surface strain when the

tm

causes

Ductility Indexes Based

t.

«*)/(l +

of the "accident insurance"

design based on ultimate strength,
especially in structural members in

dimensional
If the curvature of curve OG is small
and increases slowly towards G, then

at

measure

in

also
on

Tension Test

in the

•

course, only partially ductile and partial
ductility can take many different forms.
It may be thought that the strain at
fracture can be used as a simple ductility
index, but it cannot be, because both the

strain and the stress at fracture
any

of the

many

can

be

different types of tri¬

axial stress and strain.

Besides, in many
engineering applications, the strain at
fracture may not be important; rather,
the worsening nonuniform deformation
may determine the performance of the
materials. As shown here, deformation
can become nonuniform in many differ¬
ent

ways.

Ductility indexes are used by engineers
in the hope that they indicate the per¬
formance of engineering materials in
load-bearing structures and manufactur¬
ing processes. Those who are familiar

ma¬

with the literature connected with test¬

terial in it undergoes nonuniform de¬
formation under complicated triaxial

ing materials are accustomed to the
complaints that test. results are not

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that
length of the neck p depends on the
extent of the plastic zone in the early
stages of the neck formation. The factor
of uniformity / depends partly on how
fast the plastic zone contracts during
the neck formation, and partly on the
value of tm. The product (/p<«.) repre¬
sents the elongation due to necking (in
equivalent diameters), and it constitutes

reliable

(3) Once the neck is formed, the

stresses.

the

guides in some particular ap¬
plications [25). These complaints are
not surprising because ductility indexes,
as Gillet [26] pointed out, are used for
a great variety of purposes, and there
are usually only two indexes to choose
from—the percentage

elongation and the

percentage reduction in area. Strictly
speaking, tension test results can pre¬
dict only the performance of the ma-

Hsu

et al on

Elongation

terials in processes similar to the tension
test, and the stresses and strains in most
manufacturing processes are quite unlike
those involved in the

determination of

percentage elongation and percentage
reduction in area. The correspondence
tension- test results and the

between

performance in manufacturing processes

and partly due to
of some aspect of
ductility in the particular processes.
Ductility indexes being necessarily
imperfect, too much faith in them is as
dangerous as too little. Engineers cannot
afford either to ignore or to trust them
completely and their workable applica¬
tions begin somewhere between credulity
and skepticism. Such being the case, it
may be desirable to supply the produc¬
tion engineers with several ductility
is partly empirical,
the predominance

indexes—each representing an aspect
of imperfeGt ductility. In other words,

though we cannot find "truer" ductility
indexes, we can define some which are
better differentiated than those in cur¬
rent use. If the different aspects of

partial ductility are mixed together in a
single index—as the uniform and local
strains are mixed in different proportions
in the percentage elongation—the index
may become less useful because the sig¬
nificance of its constituent parts may
be masked by each other. On the other

hand, if. several ductility indexes of
purer significance are available, different
engineers may choose what suits their
particular purposes, or derive new in¬
dexes by combining them. A case in
point is the apparently contradictory
variations in ductility with respect to
strain

rate.

In

Austin

and

Steidel's

results for titanium, the percentage re¬
duction in area increases with strain
rate but the percentage elongation de¬
creases

(Fig. 16, Ref. 27). And in Jones

and Moore's

results

for

hard-drawn

copper, the former decreases and the
latter increases with strain rate (Figs. 6

m the

Tension Test
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and

7, Ref. 2S). In this investigation,
opposite trends can also be seen in the
curves for the
percentage elongation and
percentage reduction in area in Figs.
14-16. Such apparent contradictions, due
to the mixture of several quantities in
the two ductility indexes, pose the
awkward question as to which of them
represents "true" ductility.
Of course, engineers are more in¬
terested in

a

workable than in the "true"

ductility index, and several indexes,
each of a different significance, are more
likely to be workable than one or two
mixtures of them. In the four quantities
defined in this paper, the maximum
uniform strain («„) marks the limit of
plastic stability, the maximum strain
due to neck-formation (O is the strain
range between the threshold of insta¬
bility and fracture, and the length of
the neck (p) and the factor of uniformity
(f) represent, respectively, the extent
and the evenness of
deformation. All four

the nonuniform
are

dimensionless

numbers, independent of the different
units of length in different countries
and none of them is encumbered by the
gage length on the effect of
much has been written.
Needless to say, all the valid ductility
indexes proposed in the past can be
derived from the four quantities dis¬
cussed above'. The calculation of the

arbitrary

which

four

so

quantities from the dimensions of a
specimen is

fractured round tension
shown in Appendix V.
A ckrurwlcdgmcnl:

investigation was carried out in
Department of Civil and Mechanical
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Engineering, University of Edinburgh.
gratefully acknowledge the encour¬
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neering, and the help of the Imperial
Chemical Industries, Ltd. and Colvilles,
Ltd. in supplying the test materials.
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APPENDIX I

IMPLICATIONS OF OLIVER'S ELONGATION FORMULA
Let

engineering strain at
the specimen

any

—

I,

—

distance from the fractured section

-

(measured on the undeformed speci¬
men)
gage length (- 21.)

It

r'.ft

Elongation

—

2

/

Je

■(fn

Percentage elongation

point along

c

Hence

f1'"

100

*

Jo

*•

Differentiating the last equation,
«<C,

(1
t

—

—

a)ji(\/T.)*

——

—

100 X 2* X l.'

,

—

we get
.

.x

(a constant)

1

—

/.•

Percentage elongation
For

-

100

elongation
gage

£
length

300

I.

rl»f*

I

edl.

'

According to Oliver,

Yt
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the

metals investigated by
varied from 0.14 to 0.74 [/£],
hence the strain distribution curve (t
against Z») is a hyperbola like one of those
in Fig. 22.

Oliver,

a

various

APPENDIX II

REPRESENTATION OF THE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION CURVE

Strictly speaking, the four

quantities

sufficient to repre¬
the exact shape of the strain distribu¬
curve. Thus, in Fig.
23, the areas
and/,

sent

not

are

tion
under the dotted and the solid curves are

the same,
same

hence both curves satisfy the
for t. ,p,e,, and/. For

set of-values

precise representation, therefore, a fifth
quantity, the maximum slope of the curve,
is required.

Original Langth
Fig. 23—Two strain distribution
same factor of uniformity.

curves

of the

APPENDIX ED

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND HEAT TREATMENT OF THE
NON-FERROUS MATERIALS
Composition, weight
70-30 Brass

Coppa

balance

Copper
Tin
Lead
Iron
Nickel

Manganese.

.

.

nd <0.002
nd <0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

70.05*
<0.001
nd <0.002
0.01/0.02
nd <0.01
<0.01
<0.01

0.005/0.007

0.005/0.007

nd» <0.001

.

.

Aluminum....

pa- cent

M-K Brass

64.6*

<0.001

0.002/0.003
0.02/0.03

Ahiznbra

76.3*
<0.001
nd <0.002

Pbospbor Brtmxe
balance
5.5*

0.005/0.007

0.01/0.02
0.01/0.02

nd <0.01
<0.01

<0.01
1.8*

<0.01
<0.01

0.005/0.007

0.005/0.007

0.005/0.007

nd <0.002
nd <0.001
<0.006
nd <0.01
<0.03

nd <0.002
nd <0.001
<0.006

...

...

nd <0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Magnesium...
Silver

.

Antimony....
Bismuth
Arsenic
Silicon

.

.

.

.

nd
nd
nd
nd

Phosphorus...
Chromium....
Titanium

•

•

•

'

.

nd
nd
nd
nd

<0.002
<0.001
<0.006
<0.01
<0.03

0.01/0.02
<0.03

nd
nd
nd
nd

<0.002
<0.001
<0.006
<0.01

0.03/0.05

•

0.035*

Oxygen
Zinc

<0.002
<0.001
<0.006
<0.01
<0.03

0.05/0.07

...

balance

balance

Chemical value.
Not detected.

895

balance

0.1/0.2

APPENDIX IV

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND HEAT TREATMENT OF THE STEELS
Composition, vei^ht
Element

Chromium
Steel

Photphonu
Mnnganeee
Nickel
Chromium

Molybdenum

cent

Nickel Chrome

Mupsae

Molybdenum Sled

Steel

Molybdenum Steel

0.40
0.27
0.016

0.35
0.28
0.014

0.365
0.21

0.026
0.57

0.035
0.58

0.026
1.23

0.21
1.34

1.49
1.40

0.09
0.12

0.65

0.20

0.46

0.38
0.29
0.043
0.035
0.68
0.47
12.6

Carbon
Silicon
Sullur

per

Chromium

...

0.028

Process

electrically melted electrically melted electrically melted basic

Heat treatment

heated to 950 C;

heated to 860 C;

cooled in oil.
heated to 750 C;
cooled in air.

cooled in oil.

cooled in oil.

cooled in oil.

heated to 640 C;

heated to 610 C;

heated to 610 C;

cooled in air.

cooled in sir.

cooled in air.

heated to 840 C;

open

hearth

heated to 860 C;

APPENDIX V

CALCULATION 0Ft,,p, £„ AND / FROM DIMENSIONS
ROUND TENSION SPECIMEN

\fr (,

Let

de

—

original diameter,

d,

-

diameter of tested specimen

dm

—

I,

- gage

I,

—

Xo

—

the

K

p"wT.K'~

outside

OF A FRACTURED
—

«.

)

neck,

diameter of the minimum section of
the broken

specimen,
length,
distance between the gage marks in
the broken specimen joined together

fracture, and
length of the neck in the broken speci¬
men joined together at the fracture
(which can be measured by placing
straight edges against the broken
at the

specimen).
Assuming that the gage length includes the
whole neck (Z« > Xo), we get
A'
*" "

«•

A'

-

-

A'

A' A1

-

AA(A»

-

- W - A')
A') - (*. - OA"

Note that the value of e„ so
the same as that measured

A'

ds

AA'

A> A'
"

not

—

dj

calculated is
by the tech¬

nique used in this investigation, unless the
hole at the fractured section is negligibly
small, as in some mild steel specimens.
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by Dr. G. S. Littlejohn, Ground Engineering
Division, Cementation Co. Ltd.

Ground anchors in
civil engineering: 2
Recent developments in Ground
Anchor Construction

During recent years there has been an
increasing demand for a means of an¬
choring both temporary and permanent
due primarily to the increas¬
ing tendency to design buildings with
a
number of basement floors. This

structures,

makes

it necessary to carry out very

deep excavations in both soil and rock,
the floor of the excavation being often
at considerable depth below the found¬
ations of the neighbouring properties
(see Fig. 1.). In such cases, shoring of
the piling in the traditional way by
means of interior strutting is unattrac¬
tive since the working space available
is often severely limited.
It is the existence of this type of
problem in connection with the shoring
of sheet piling and support walls, to¬
gether with the anchoring of founda¬
tions, masts and towers that has
brought about the development of sim¬
ple flexible methods of making anchor¬
ages in gravels, sands, clays and more
recently chalk.

Fig. J; Basement
cables, each

o1

excavation lor Rand Daily Mail Building with piles anchored by 300 steel
AO ton load.

of temporary works, where only
minimum time is required between

Thus

case

1. ANCHORS IN GRAVEL
Alluvium anchors can be formed in
any load bearing ground down to and

including clay but the highest resis¬
tances to withdrawal

obtained in
gravels and coarse sands where the
permeability is not less than 10"5 cm/
sec.
In homogenous ground of this

type,
safe

are

anchors are designed to resist
working loads of up to 80 tons.

a

anchoring and tensioning

a

high alumina

is used which enables the cable
to be stressed 24 hours after construc¬
tion.
cement

(d) Withdrawal of the lining tube
completely (see Stage 10).
(e) Following hardening of the grout
the cable is stressed to the de¬
sired load (see Stage 11).

The method which is
employed for
anchorages in gravel entails a number
of
working operations as follows:—
(a) Driving a lining tube, 2 in—4 in

W nii

cement

&

3
8

and
of the

(see

ill

H

P

DPrm

u-r

permeability

9/crn*)
depending
of the

on
ground. In the

«(V■ -■

vV\v-1'","-*

Fig. 2: Stages in the construction of

an

based

on

special VSL movable anchorage is

4).

recommPWy 'f0S°' 05 8nd 065 are
^commended for gruels and coarse
essurl PeCT'Vely- and the injection
o| 0Tnyc?y,,r0n1 5 ,0 150 lb/in'
32

A

(grouting of

water) whilst withdrawal
hning tube takes place
Stages 5—9).

is

anchorage. The rest of the cable

Homing of the cable which consists of high tensile steel strands
or wires
(see Stage
neat

anchorage

is encased in a protective sheath to pre¬
vent the cable from coming into con¬
tact with the surrounding ground and
also to provide a safeguard against cor¬
rosion.

5

(5—10 cm) nominal diameter,
through the ground to the desired
depth (see Stages 1—3, Fig. 2).

^assure
injection
hole with

the

fixed

rv=0 /F=0

Construction

(d)

the

grout injection and consists basically of
a cable which is bonded into a grouted
zone of alluvium and is known as the

alluvium anchorage.

stressing, which allows the
carried out in any
equired number of stages and at any
ime after construction. This post tenioning pre tests the anchor, thus en¬
Sed for

iost-tensioning to be

uring its

safety.

when pulled to failure.
Typical ground anchor details
produce these high resistances are
tons,

follows:—
Total
depth

of

formed consists of
as

anchorage = 50

ft

of the
size of

(15.2 m)

of this feature in preanchors cannot be
ver-emphasised and the following
otes are included to define the term

importance
tressed ground
The

Safety" in more detail.
The notation below is used by the
ementation Co. Ltd. for Ground Anhors.

Tb=minimum breaking load of the
steel cable.
Tf = failure load of the grouted fixed
anchor.
Tt = maximum allowable test load to
which an anchor can be tempor¬
..

arily subjected in
its capacity.
Tw = the working load
Sb = Factor of Safety
ing of cable.
Sf = Factor of Safety

order to check

Effective diameter of
= 16
in (40.6 cm)

Quantity of
(305 kg)
Angle of
deg.
As

a

cement

internal

result

of

fixed

anchor

injected =-6
friction

cwt

(<£) =40

testing anchorages

different fixed anchor lengths it
may be concluded that the tensile force
is mainly transferred to the ground by
skin friction, and the following empiri¬
with

cal

rule

has been established for the
calculation of ultimate resistance to
withdrawal (Tf) of anchors constructed
in coarse sands or gravels.
Tf = L.N tan $
where

of the anchor.
against break¬

fixed

anchor

depends

on

the

casing and the injection pressure
employed, and in compact medium
sand with an injection pressure of 75
lb/in'. (5.2 kg/cm1) the diameter of
the fixed anchor will vary from 4 in
(10.1 cm) to 8 in (20.3 cm) for 2 in
(5.08 cm) and 4 in (10.1 cm) casing,
respectively.

Length of fixed anchor = 12 ft (3.6 m)

■alety.

relatively smooth

a

grout cylinder (see Figs 4 and 5) since
the sand does not allow permeation of
the dilute cement grout. The diameter

to

Resistance to Withdrawal

Typical working loads (Sf=1.5) for
of this type are illustrated in

anchors

Table 1.
From this table it
that

can

be

observed

relatively low capacity anchors

formed

in

fine

cohesionless

are

material

using cement grout, and since underreaming is not practical, especially un¬
der the water table, the loading capa-

against bond

between grouted fixed
anchor and adjacent ground.
The
measured
Factor
of
Safety

failure

jainst cable failure (Sb = 1.5 (or great). The careful checks carried out on
I the tensile steel and anchorage com¬
ments employed guarantees this safefor each ground anchor.
The measured
Factor
of
Safety
lainst withdrawal of the complete
:ed anchor (Sf = 1.5 to 3.0) is evalued on site by carrying out a tempory test loading. The allowable test load
t) however is limited by the elastic
tit of the steel cable and consequent-

Sf=Tt/Tw (or greater). This method
testing takes into account the fact
at the local ground conditions in the
ed

anchor tone,

which

are

of

the

importance, often vary considerly. It normally establishes, however,
ily very small minimum values for the
fety against fixed anchorage withmost

awal.
In homogeneous

ground

therefore,

other form of check is used where a
;t anchor with an
overdesigned cable

pulled to failure, to establish the
imate resistance to withdrawal of
fi*ed anchor. In this
way the optiim fixed anchor
length for the remainl anchois can be
determined. If how-

L= Length of fixed anchor (ft)
and N = 12—16 tons per foot.
A recent example of a successful
contract, carried out by Losinger & Co.,

Above—Fig. 3: Diaphragm well for underground
cer perk in Berne with 111 temporary alluvium
anchors. Below—Fig. 4: Grout cylinder formed
in sand.

Berne,

is shown in Fig 3, where a
of 111 temporary anchors of 65
ton capacity (Sf = 3) were installed in
semi-coarse gravelly ground.
A reinforced concrete retaining wall
had been constructed by the E.L.S.E.
total

(slurry trench) method along one side
of the site of an underground car park
at the Berne Town Hall. The wall is
380 ft (115.8 m) long, 50 ft (15.2 m)
high and 32 in (80 cm) thick and is
very close to an existing line of build¬
ings. The anchors were formed in the
alluvium beneath these buildings.

-

sr, the

'ail

jacking capacity is insufficient

typical working anchor, then a
anchor is constructed with a reced fixed anchor
length whose fail1 load
Tf is expected to be less than
1
test load Tt.
t should be
noted that the Factors
a
ety referred to in this section are
a

t

iifilT

(a) Alluvium Anchors using Cement Crout
Construction.
When the standard procedure already
described for gravels is adopted in fine
to medium sized sands, the fixed anchor

Table

Diameter of

1

Casing

va'ues end

consequently
>uld not be
compared with the larger

°rS- 0ften

nrUf

emPloyed

by

sifuat^?
to take account
situationsen9'neers
which defy
calculation.
Stance

to

Withdrawal

la',rea^ ir,dica'ed- Beworking

loads

attained

depths
und

2. ANCHORAGES IN SAND.

nf

in

anchors constructed
ft" (15.2 m) below
have

sus

«%
surface

esistances

mobilised

to

withdrawal

maxiof 200

4 in

Anchor Detail

(10.1 cm)

Depth of anchorage

30 ft

Length of fixed anchor

12 ft

Effective diameter of fixed anchor

.

,

8 in

2 in

(5.08 cm)

(9.1 m)

30 ft

(9.1 m)

(3.6 m)

12 ft

(3.6 m)

(20.3 cm)
(228 kg)

4 in

2

(10.1 cm)

cwt

(101.6 kg)

Quantity of cement injected

4.5 cwt

Angle of internal friction (^>)

35 deg

35

deg

Working Load (Sf = 1.5)

25 tons

10

tons

this

operation, a flushing fluid is in¬
jected at low pressure — 15 lb/in3
(1.05 kg/cm')—to displace the void
water in the ground
surrounding the
injection cell, whilst at the same time
it provides a suitable medium for de¬
position to occur. This flushing fluid
may not always be necessary but it
provides the best known conditions for

jr.*.*

-x.d

pt

Concrete

looting

the formation of a consolidated
system.
Without interruption to the flow, the
resin grout (basically a diluted resinhardener system) is then switched into
the

circuit, and sufficient quantity in¬
— at
25 lb/in3 (1.75 kg/cm5)
pressure approx.—to produce the re¬
quired geometry of fixed anchor.
The shape of the fixed anchor de¬
pends on the homogeniety and per¬
meability of the ground but in a reason¬
ably homogeneous soil the shape would
approximate to a sphere (see Fig 6)

jected

F,f.
tpt

S: Grout ample teken from fixed mnchorformed in compect send.

city can only be improved by increasing
the overall depth of the anchor.

Anchors

(b) Alluvium

using

Chemical

Crout.

Resistance

fine sands which do not
permeation of dilute cement
grout and which cannot be underreamed. high capacity anchors can be
formed at relatively shallow depths by
the use of highly penetrating epoxy
resin grout. These grouts, only recently
developed, have very low viscosities
(20 cp at 20 deg C) and are formulated

At

In compact

allow

to

a

resin which drains

to

~\i/

Stevenston

in

Fig. 8:

Scotland, anchor¬

to carry
up to 40 tons,
in stiff to very

permeability. Following

stratified

safe working loads of
and

are

constructed

stiff clays, cohesion =

then grout the cable into the fixed an¬
chor zone using a tremie pipe. Anchor¬
ages of this type however, are of low
capacity since an adhesion of only
(0.3—0.35) C may be mobilised at the
grout-clay interface of the fixed anchor.
Thus a fixed anchor 30 ft (9.1 m) long
and 4 in (10 cm) diameter, constructed
in London Clay (C = 3500 lb/ft=) (17088
kg/m') may only develop 15 tons at

failure.
In view of this situation, the follow¬

Compact fin*

Prior to the grout
injection, a water
is carried out in the
hole to evaluite the
ground

in

(97648 kg/m:) (or greater).
Originally the technique of anchoring
was simply to auger a 4 in
(10 cm) hole
to the required depth in the clay, and

I

Construction

est

anchor

2000 lb/ft5

the

jrouting of Fixed Anchor

slightly stratified

grout

signed

points between particles and
sticks them together. Thus the
grout
imparts high strength by adhesion to
the ground to yield fixed anchor zones
having unconfined compressive
strengths of the order of 1000—5000 lb/
in! (70.3 kg—351.5
kg/cmJ)

stages for epoxy
esin
anchorages are identical to those
already described in Section 1, except
lor Stage (C) where
the grouting tech¬
nique required is more
sophisticated.

Chemical

fine "sand.

of this type were formed in com¬
pact
fine to medium sized sands
(j4=35—39 deg), at very shallow
depths, and high resistances to with¬
drawal were produced, as shown in
Figs 7 and 8.

contact

The construction

—

Withdrawal

ages

use in formations of low permeabil¬
ity (10~J to 10""* cm/sec) under both
saturated and dry conditions.
The grout does not fill the voids of
the soil with a gel but deposits from

solution

;; f

Compact fine sand

for

a

3

Fig. 7: Chemical
fine

sand

—

ing construction methods have been
employed to increase the fixed anchor
dimensions whilst maintaining a nomi¬
nal 4 in (10 cm) borehole for the re¬

homogeneous

grout anchor

in homogenous

mainder of the anchorage.

sand.

a) Underground craters using ex¬
plosives
b) Under-reaming using an expand¬
ing bit; and
c) Driving irregular gravel into the
clay adjacent to the fixed anchor.

Although the cost of chemicals in
this type of anchorage is high compared
with the cement grout anchor, it should
be noted that the cost of anchorage
per ton of working load is the critical
factor when considering different appli¬
cations.

j) Construction of
explosives

3. ANCHORAGES IN CLAY

interesting results have
using this technique and
high loading capacities have been de-

These

clay anchors

using

Extremely

been obtained

anchorages are normally de-

Anchorage No.

Table 2

2

1

Anchor Details

Depth of anchorage

30 ft

Wt. of

5 lb

Gelignite

30 ft

(9.1 m)

(9.1 m)

2.5 lb

(2.2 kg)

17 ft'

(1.1 kg)

Volume of chamber blown

35 ft'

Length of fixed anchor zone

4.25 ft

(13 m)

4 ft

3.25 ft

(.96 m)

2.33 ft

(.99 m')

(.48 m')

(1.2 m)

Effective diameter of fixed
anchor.
Cohesion of
tmogenous

s'oil! chem'c'1

grout enchor in

3200 lb/ft3

clay

Maximum Test Load

(Tt)

65 tons

(15624 kg/m=)

3200

(.71 m)

lb/ft3 (15624 kg/m=)

55 tons

Ground Engineering

35

nominal depths. The con¬
duction procedure is as follows:
1. Auger 4 in (10 cm) dia. hole to re¬
•loped at

quired depth.
Place

2

explosive charge at

borehole.

of

Fill borehole
send.

3

overburden and at least 2 ft into the

bottom

opr™

..

charge (Wt

Home cable.
Grout fixed anchor chamber
tremie pipe (W/C of grout=0.45)

5.

using

Fig.

9:

Westiield

Use of send end cley enchors
Properties site in Durben.

arges.

Although high loading capacities may
i
achieved using the technique desibed, the blasting operation and assoated vibrations may well restrict the
plication to open sites. This is examely important in the case of clay
ice the amplitude of the seismic dis¬
tance depends on the resistance of
e ground to distortion.
Clay has a
resistance to stress than rock and
vibrates, though with a low frequenat a higher amplitude for a given

.ver

.

ergy

input.

I Conitrucflon of day anchors

using

under-reamer.

an

rods and

through the tool, and it

its own hole to
the fixed anchor

ts

a

larger diameter
than

zone,

lied hole. The under-reamer

the

devel-

ed

by the Cementation Co. Ltd, rea
3} in (8.8 cm) hole and can
pand out to 9 in (22.8 cm) dependires

I on
r
!

the size of

cutters

that

are

made,

larger sizes, it has been found that
amount of air which can be
passed

wn

the rods is insufficient
hole.

to

clear

cuttings from the
sistance

to

Withdrawal

Westfie'd Properties in Durban,
'« was required that a

(l to m)
x 8 ft
m> h'9h
prevent disturbance to
r.bulLdin9 Whilst the wa» was
derninl/ ^°Ut 12 ft <3'6 m) *md
tied

=

9 in (22.8

clay, but with approximately 16 ft (4.9
m) of cover.
c)

Construction of clay anchors using
irregular gravel

This simple and
be employed in a

flexible method may
wide range of clays,

to
consistencies where underreaming may not be practical.
After the hole has been drilled and
cased to the required depth, irregular
fine to medium sized gravel is injected
into the hole as the casing is with¬
drawn the fixed anchor length. Follow¬
ing this stage a smaller casing, fitted
with a non-recoverable point, is driven
by percussion through the gravel, thus
forcing it to penetrate the surrounding
clay. The cable is then homed, the point
is displaced and the gravel injected

down

with neat cement grout, as

the smaller

casing is withdrawn the fixed anchor
length. When the injection is complete
both casings are removed completely
from the hole.

In stiff

lb/ft')

anchors

have

(9764—14647

kg/m')

tone of

t 9r0und c°ns<sied of

table^a'nd1 Jjb°Ve
Workino
iter,

'in,H

8 flucluating
/ a1Chors below,

fjwnn loads
Of
)
were

up ,0 34 tons
applied to fixed

(102 kg) per foot run).

2 cwt

Resistance to Withdrawal

Reading Inner Distribution
chalk anchors were installed

the

At

Road,

tie back a temporary sheet-piled re¬
taining wall nearly 30 ft (9.1 m) high
(see Figure 10). Site boreholes show in
general that below 10 ft (3.04 m) of
to

ground, a clayey sandy gravel
approximately 6 ft (1.8 m) thick over¬
lies 13 ft (3.9 m) of dense sandy gravel.
This material is underlain by a redeposited stiff rubbly chalk which changes
made

stiff/very stiff chalk.

using this technique,

carry safe working loads of 50 tons
(Sf = 1.5) at depths of 30 ft (9.1 m).
Fixed anchor lengths are normally 12 ft
(3.6 m) and the effective diameter of
the grouted gravel varies from 5 in (12.7
cm) to 8 in (20.3 cm).
As already indicated, the local ground
conditions in the fixed anchor zone are
all important, and it should be noted
that stiff clays often contain weak
to

due to the presence of
sand lenses, which may

zones
or

fissures
signifi¬

cantly reduce the anchorage capacity.
For this reason site pull-out tests are
recommended to determine the actual
Factor of Safety of the anchorage de¬

Fig.

sign.

toed of 65 tons

10:

illustre led

"rock"

4. ANCHORAGES IN

Reeding conlrect — the enchorege
is cepeble of resisting e working
(Sf=2J when formed in sound

chelk.

CHALK.

Approximately 80 anchors were suc¬

back

en

placed by tremie.

e) Inject cement grout (W/C = 0.5) in¬
to borehole using a tremie pipe, end
subsequently remove this pipe and
pump in additional grout at low
pressures (30 lb/in= approx.) (2.10
kg/cm-)
f) On completion of the grout stage
i.e. when further grout cannot be
injected at 30 ib/inJ (2.10 kg/cm!)
withdraw
casing from borehole.
(Normally, j- ■ ) cwt (17—25 kg) of
cement is injected per foot run of
anchor, but experiments in stiff chalk
at Ramsgate have indicated that the
cement consumption may rise to

with depth to a

clays (C = 2000—3000

been constructed,

grout

c) Redrill borehole, 12 hours after stab¬
ilisation. and repeat water tests.
d) Following a successful water test,
home cable.

Resistance to Withdrawal

The basic idea in this method is to
II the hole to the depth at which
is intended to start under-reaming,
d then instal the under-reaming tool,
is is rotated whilst air is blown down
i

meter

et

[length = 12 ft (3.6 m) dia¬
cm)] in the saturated

anchors

Withdrawal
Vertical anchorages
of this type
ve been successfully constructed to
rry working loads «f 60 tons on an
perimental site at Heme Bay, Kent
id in all cases these loads were susined for two to three months and the
tal upward movement of the fixed
qhor was less than i in (6.3 mm),
ible 2 illustrates the anchor dimen5ns obtained using different explosive

distance to

possible influence of the

excavation.

cement
ireutuciw *-a

required.

6

outside the

b) Water test borehole to determine
severity of fissuring and stabilise
hole
if
necessary,
using weak

of gelig¬
nite =1—5 lb (.45—2.3 kg) de¬
pending on size of fixed anchor
Detonate

4

Drill beyond this point to a
depth where the fixed anchor can be
formed in a stable zone of chalk,
chalk.

compacted

with

a) Drive a lining tube, 2—4 in (5—10.1
cm) nominal diameter, through the

jrri

wvtsT»*kD

anchor trials have been
carried out bs far back as 1955 to study
the resistance to withdrawal and creep
of cables grouted into stiff chalk, it
is only recently that the opportunity to
construct chalk anchors for retaining
walls has presented itself.
Although

The

construction
are as

work is

particularly significant because

the upper chalk layers
fractured with softening

stages

follows:

now

em¬

were

heavily

along the fis¬

sures.

Since this upper
of the problems

Construction.

ployed

cessfully constructed in the upper zone
of the chalk to resist working loads of
50—80 tons (Sf = 1.5 to 2) and this

chalk provides most
of bearing capacity

continued at foot of page
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CROUND ANCHORS

.

.

.

continued from page 36

end settlement of foundations
the opportunity was taken to

on

chalk,

study its
engineering behaviour. Test anchors
were pulled to failure and it was estab¬
lished

that

the

ultimate resistance

to

withdrawal, due primarily .to skin fric¬
tion, varied from 2.8 to 7:5 tons/ft' {28
82

tons/m') of grouted fixed anchor
(cf 8 to 10 tons/ft' (87 to 109 tons/m')
of fixed anchor in Ramsgate chalk). In
this range the consistency of the chalk

to

in

the

fixed

Bnchor zones at

Reading

changed from rubbly chalk with soft
zones

sured

(S.P.T. = 30 blows/ft) to unfis'rock' chalk (S.P.T. = 80 blows/

H).
Creep tests are also being carried
out on
the working anchors over a

period of six months to determine the
loss of prestress, if any, due to fixed
anchor movement under continuous
load. After three months the results in¬
dicate that the working loads have been

sustained, and the main proportion of
the relaxation is probably -due to cable
extension. At Reading, allowance was
made for loss of prestress by post-tensioning each anchor to working load

plus 15 per cent.
In conclusion, it is considered that
this type of field data may help to

optimise the factors affecting anchor¬
age design and construction and cer¬
tainly the type of experience gained at
Reading will be of value in cliff stabili¬
sation

work

England.

on

the

South

Coast

of

Retaining wall tie-backs
T H Hanna

University of Sheffield and G S Littlejohn Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd

Recent developments in earth support methods mean that much better efficiency can now
be achieved by using prestressing techniques for supporting braced cuts. The second
half of this article will appear next month
In construction
a

While

of retaining walls

balance between safety,

the

design of conventionally strutted
is relatively straightforward, the
design of walls supported by prestressed and
inclined ground anchors entails a fundamental

3 Ground water conditions.
4 Expected changes in the above conditions
due to climate, construction activity etc.

difference because construction methods play
more significant part in
determining the wall
forces and displacements which result. The

sands of

excavations

functional

performance and minimum cost must
a prime consideration for the
engineer. Responsibility is heightened
in today's congested sites on which
buildings often include several basement
floors. In the light of factors like these,
it is essential to have a simple and
flexible system which can accommodate
a wide range of structural and ground
always be

In

assessing

engineering problem it is
practical limits within
problem lies. General details of walls
an

which have been constructed and

methods of
temporary and permanent earth support
have been developed. New techniques
are constantly being applied to
keep
pace with the increased efficiency of
modern construction. It is

now common

to have several site activities in
progress

simultaneously—deep excavation,
foundation construction and steelwork
erection—but the optimised construction
programme is

complicated and
compromise usually results.
In many cases it is
possible to achieve
appreciably increased efficiency by using

procured representative samples and obtained
soil parameters, the design may
proceed. Two problems predominate in design;
the design of the wall system and the design of
the anchor system. The problems are inter¬
related and from a design point of view should
realistic

useful to establish the
which the

tied

back

using prestressed ground anchors are listed in
3. In the present context, prestressed anchors
are
individually loaded to a predetermined
design load value before the structure load is
resisted by them. In many of the walls quoted
in 3, complete information Is not given in the
cited reference; data is also scarce on stresses
in the wall and anchors and on resulting wall
and ground displacements. An examination of
3 reveals that many types of wall have been
successfully built in a wide range of soil
conditions. The variation in anchor dimensions,
loads, positions and inclinations reveals the
differing design approaches currently being
considered.

Several interrelated steps are required during
wall design. Of paramount importance is the

a

site investigation which should
following basic information:
1

provide the

Soil succession.

2 Quantitative

strength, compressibility and

classification data.

prestressing techniques for supporting
braced cuts, 1. This method of wall
support eliminates interior struts,
which in turn brings quite
large economic

GROUND

retaining walls can extend for thou¬
yards it is imperative that general

variations in soil properties across the site be
determined, and that local variations within a
few feet be known. Having investigated the site,

construction variables possible, however,
a full discussion
very complex. In the
following study the problem has been simplified
and only general trends are mentioned.
many
make

conditions.

Over the years many

Because

a

not be treated

dictated

separately. Anchor spacing is
primarily by wall height, flexibility,

anchor load and allowable wall stresses. From

reported designs, /?„ the depth to the first
large
35% of the wall height H, see 3.

anchor level varies widely and has been as
as

Anchor inclination
Anchor Inclination is kept small and Ideally
should be less than 20° to the horizontal. In
many cases, however, this is not possible due
to the

proximity of adjacent foundations and
advantages of anchor formation in rock
strata. Inclinations as high as 65° have been
used although values of 20°-45° are more usual.
At present anchor design is semi-empirical and
Littlejohn" discusses some of the approaches
used in the design of alluvium anchors. Hanna"
suggests that an extension of friction pile
theory, suitably modified to allow for suction
on the base and end bearing at the top of the
fixed anchor, may be employed. The anchorgeometry, the overall length and the position of the
to the

LEVEL.

and constructional

especially

so

advantages. This is
in cramped excavations, in

wide cuts

or on sites where the
contract
programme calls for the use of

efficient construction
machinery.

During the late 1950s a number of
engineers in several countries started
to use

ANCHOR

CABLE.

a

system of wall support whereby
the earth loads
against the wall are
resisted by inclined
preloaded anchors
fixed in the retained
soil mass, 1. The
system comprises
three components—the
wall, the anchors and
the beams which
'Stnbute anchor forces to
the wall

member.

BEDROCK.

ROCK

INJECTION

fFIXED ANCHOR.)
1

Principle of tie-back wall. This method
advantages

economic and constructional

of wall support eliminates struts which in turn brings large

anchorage zone within the retained soil mass
are the important variables. The size of the
anchor zone
load and soil

is

determined from anchor design

conditions, but the present design
approaches are based on experience. Much
laboratory and field work Is desirable to predict
anchor capacity using soil mechanics principies.

WALL

length is more difficult to
design with precision. The most widely used
method is that based on the work of Kranz"
Overall anchorage

FIXED

ANCHOR.

the German RecommendationsforWaterfront Structures". This method
assumes that failure of the wall would take
place along a 'failure plane' as shown in 2. By
considering the static forces acting on the wallsoil-anchor zone bounded by such an assumed
surface of failure, the overall factor of safety
of the wall-anchor system may be estimated.
An approximate value of the factor of safety of
a particular wall may also be obtained. Broms"
which is detailed in

has extended this

method to allow for the

vertical axial force in the wall member. It should
be

recognised, however, that several uncertain-

ASSUMED
CONTINUOUS
DEADMAN.

exist, both in method of analysis and
determination of the anchor forces. It is thus
considered prudent to provide an overall factor
of safety, based on this method of analysis, of
lies

at least 1.5 for

temporary works and at least 2
works. For individual ground
anchors, proven safety factors of at least 1.5 or
greater should be provided.
for permanent

Such factors of

safety

be inferred from the
prestressing records obtained during anchor
stressing. Usually these records are valid for
short loading periods of up to about an hour
and therefore do not provide directly the time
factor of safety of the anchor under service
loading. Experience has shown that the de¬
crease In anchor
carrying capacity under long
term loading Is relatively modest for most soil
types and, provided the factor of safety during
stressing is greater than 1.5, the anchor can be
considered sound. Special ground conditions
such as stiff fissured clay
subjected to perma¬
nent anchor loading deserve additional con¬
sideration and at this stage a somewhat
higher
factor of safety on short term
loading is

:IXED
ANCHOR

In addition to the above
stability calculation,
a check should also
be provided to ensure that
there is a safety against a
slip failure beneath
the toe of the wall, and

Wall

beyond the anchor

during

or

zone

after wall construction.

design

design of the wall

member includes proportionng of the wall, selection of
anchorage levels
ind an assessment of
the overall stability of
he

ire

wall-anchor system. Many wall
systems
currently In use, each of which possesses

°wn

desi9n features, ground

ocation
determining
the conventional

conditions and

the type of wall chosen,
types of wall associated with
'raced excavations
are as
follows: vertical
rood
sheeting; Interlocking steel sheet piles;
lider piles with
timber beam lagging; dia-

'Ored'piles" (S'Urry

<yPe): con,i9uous

edureni»y md,icated ,he construction proesion
yS 3n portant Par*anchored wall
the wal|SrfqU-ently the ran9e ol forces acting
sen, Jh
Unng con®»ruction and while in
all conX Tsidered- 0n lar9e contracts the
r

n

peration

asCfXwPs: "SS "

Installation
Excavation

Installation

"SS#mb,y '''ne

of wall
members.
within wall limits to
first level of
of

CABLE.

may

LOWER

2 Method

along

of determining anchor length. This method
failure plane

a

SOIL

tie-backs.
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H

ccH

(ft)

a

35-38

31

2

20-30

35

-

35-50

.29

.58

b

45

45

3

45

12 ft in

-

35

.18

.46

.67

.55

-

Rock at 45 ft

B-

N

(»0
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P

(ft)

(ton)
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that failure of the wall would lake place
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desirable.
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3

2

4

5

-

Tendon

-

-

-

Spacing Reference
(ft)

A

8

1

B

4-5

2

rock
b

-

75

Rock at 47 ft

b

47

47

4

40

Moraine
Rock at 40 ft

a

36

27

2

20-45

-

30

40-60

Rock at 22 it

b

22

22

2

45

b

40

40

3

45

60

Rock at 65 ft

c

65

65

45

40-115

Sand, gravel

a

60

48

3

15

Sand, gravel

a

59

50

3

15-17

35

.17

.36

16

20-25

.12

.55

15

135

10-15

-

13

65

~

50

35

1

30

49

15

b

56

50

3

35

32-45

15-20

Clay, rock at 52 ft

b

52

52

5

30-35

31-48

12

Silt, clay, sand

b

45

35

3

25-35

24-55

3.5

Clay

b

51

45

2

30-45

27-39

2

Sand, gravel, clay

c

56

46

1

35

73

Limestone

c

38

33

2

30

Sandy gravel

a

46

36

2

22-27

33-46

Sandy gravel

c

40

22

1

10

Rock at 72 ft

b

75

72

5

Sand and

c

37

26

Loose sand

c

49

Gravel

c

Shale

c

Till

b

Limestone

-

-

.36

.81

.2

.5

20
6-11

B

-

14

4

5

-

D

-

.8

3

-

D

-

6

B. D

-

.3

.46

.6

"

-

.45

.62

-

-

27

.2

-

.14

.34

.54

28-45

.12

.31

.5

30-60

.18

.4

.63

.2

.29

-

-

-

35

.05

.22

7.5

36

0.25

0.46

33-36

6.5

54

0.14

-

45

100-150

30-35

90-268

0.15

0.39

1

11-18

40

-

25

0.23

41

2

30

72

-

50

20

2

30-45

50-90

-

40

3

-

-

-

two

2

-

-

24

80

-

25

2

16

87

"

-

.29

-

-

C

-

-

7

7
8

23

-

~

"

.75

300

"

a

gravel

-

55-100

Till

-

19-56

17

50

Rock at base of wall

-

-

90

0.17

-

-

-

B

0.51

9

-

B

-

"

D

7

11

B. E

5-10

12

.7

.85

10

"

-

F

8

13

-

-

B

8

14

-

~

D

-

D

-

-

-

B

5.5

-

-

B

8.2

0.57

D

0.71

-

15
15
16
16

17. IB

-

-

E

2.5-5.5

19

-

-

D

6-12

20

4-8

21

D

8

30

O

8

30

65-70

0.34

0.67

13

65

0.07

0.13

-

-

-

D

14-18

75-100

-

-

-

"

O

-

8

"

-

"

9

-

B

30

Legend: a—sheet pile wall; b—solider pile and lagged wall; c—diaphragm *wall; N—number of anchor *e»ela; la—length ol tendon; 1g—grouted length;
H—see 1; A—12 in hote 42 in onderieam; B—1| in diameter rod; C—16 i t hole 32 in underteam; D—multi-strand; E—1 in dta rod; F—36 in dia
underteam with HT rod
_
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3 General details
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prIcfci

of walls constructed and tied back using prestressing. Note the wide range of both

and soil conditions

walls

load representative anchors to around
150% of the design load and to record the
anchor top displacement as this load is Incre¬
to

mentally applied. Thus a minimum value of the
safety factor of the anchor Is obtained for this

period of

individual loading. Subsequently the

overload is removed until the theoretical
load or the design jacking force value
anchor is reached.

design
for the

design load acting on the wall Is calculated
using simplified assumptions based on site
experience and an approximate pressure
envelope. The trapezoidal earth pressure
diagram used for strutted walls In clays and
sands has been shown to be appropriate for
walls In clay till soils (Hanna and Seaton'). A
The

similar type of pressure envelope has recently
been suggested by Broms". The decision to
use a triangular or trapezoidal earth pressure
load is controlled by the mechanics of wall
movement. Where the wall can kick out into the

excavation a trapezoidal pressure
considered valid.

envelope is

design pressure envelope is
resisted by the horizontal components of the
anchor loads, it is important that when the wall
member is watertight, ground water pressures
Since assumed

envelope. In special
due to freezing (McRostie and
Schriever') swelling and adjacent construction
activity must also be considered. Anchor
positions are invariably arrived at in an approxi¬
mate manner, and consequently the basic wall
design problem Is related to the earth pressure
distribution. Typical forces, moments and
pressures acting on an anchored wall are
illustrated in 4. Similar diagrams may also be
produced to simulate the various stages of
be added to the pressure
cases

pressures

excavation and anchor construction.

Boundary conditions
Changes in boundary conditions related to

a

typical construction sequence are illustrated in
5. Initially the wall member or
part of it is formed
in the ground, 5a. Excavation then
proceeds to
a depth cc H and the first level
of anchors is

installed,

test loaded and finally tensioned to a
predetermined design value. The tensioning
load may be somewhat less than the theoretical
value and is considered in detail later. A net
earth pressure on the
wall, a shear stress on

the embedded part of the
wall, an axial thrust
and a displacement of the
wall, are shown in 5b,

5c and 5d.

They illustrate the changes in the
load, displacement and boundary conditions

which result on installation of the second
anchor level and on
completion of the final
excavation respectively. It must be
emphasised
that these sketches are
Idealised and do not
represent the wall-soil behaviour in detail. The
ecision to allow for wall

tentative at present due to the absence of
any
field or laboratory data on the actual
pressure
distributions on a tie-back wall.
An

'

*

Important factor Illustrated by 5 Is the large

axial force In the wall member caused
by the
vertical load component of the Inclined anchor.

1

This axial load Is resisted by the side friction on
the wall and the end resistance at wall toe level.

With
bears

•

relatively wide walls,

or where the wall
sound rock, little trouble Is expected.
However, with sheet piling and walls of H-Section sollder plies large forces will be taken In
end bearing. For example, a wall with three
anchor levels, Incorporating 45 ton anchors
Inclined at 45° and spaced at 6 ft centres, will

be

on

subjected to

run

an

'

I

'

axial force of 16 tons

of wall. In such

cases

per ft
simple bearing

a

cases

are

where solider beams with timber

lag¬

used, bending moments in the pile

can

be based

"Booth W. S.: Tie-backs in soil for unobstructed

deep excavation, Civil Engineering, Sept 1966.
Tie-back wall braces building excavation: Construc¬
tion Methods and Equipment, Nov 1962,116-119.
Car parks under Paris: Engineering, June 14 1968.
"
Weber E.: Symposium on earth and rock anchors
Swiss Society for Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering Bulletin No. 62,1965.
"Foundation for tallest tower; water out, trains in:
Engineering News Record, Oct 31 1968, 30-32.
"
Tie-backs eliminate internal bracing: Construction
Methods and Equipment, July 1968, 104-109.
"
Mayer A. and Rosset F.: Anchorage of an in-situ
wall on the UNESCO site in Paris, Technical
Bulletin of French-Switzerland, Dec 11 1965.
"
Sondage-lnjections-Forages (1967), Soil Anchors:
Technical Bulletin, 11 Avendue du Colonel
Bonnet, Paris 16.
"
Losinger and Co.: Private correspondence 1965.
"Littlejohn G. S.: Recent developments in ground
anchor construction, Ground Engineering, May 1968.
"
Hanna T. H.: Factors affecting the loading behaviour
of inclined anchors used for the support of tie-back
walls, Ground Engineering, Vol 1 No. 4, Sep 1968.
"
Kranz E.: Ueber die Verankerung von SpundWaenden, Wm. Ernst 4 Sohn, Berlin, 1966.
11
Recommendations of the Committee for Waterfront
Structures, Wm Ernst 4 Sohn, Berlin, 1966.
"
Broms B. B.: Swedish tie-back systems for sheet
pile walls, Proc. 3rd Budapest Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Found. Eng. October, 1968.
"
Broms B. B. and H. Bennermark: Stability of clay
at vertical openings, Proc. ASCE Journal of Soil
Mech. and Found. Eng. Division, Vol 93,1967.
"
Broms B. B. and H. Bennermark: Stability of
cohesive soils behind vertical openings in sheet
pile walls, Proc. 3rd Budapest Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundations Engineering, October
"

on

surcharges, construction forces etc. The
lagging boards, which are flexible compared
with the steel H piles, carry a small load and
resulting bending stresses are very small. Field
measurement by Hanna and Seeton' suggest
that the earth pressures are less than the active
values. Consequently for design purposes an
active pressure load is considered safe.
Having arrived at the design load for the wall
engineer must decide whether to use
widely-spaced high capacity anchors or lower
capacity anchors more closely spaced. In clay
soils the force which an anchor will carry Is

the

significantly influenced by the soil strength,
and In such cases the safe anchor load

possible
spacing. With anchors in rock, sands
and gravels a wide range of working loads may
be realised. In sands and gravels for example,
loads between 20 and 100 tons are easily
obtained. In each case load and the spacing
dictate the wall system used, the wall thickness
dictates

and hence the overall cost.
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Retaining wall tie-backs
University of Sheffield and G S Littlejohn Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd

T H Hanna

second and concluding part of

This is the

an

article

earth support methods. Last
conditions around retaining walls.

We open

During construction three distinct operations
involved: construction of wall members,

are

construction and
soil excavation.

prostrosslng ol anchors and

The type of wall and the decision to employ
anchors are dictated by a number of engineering
considerations of which ground conditions,
site use, time available and site mechanisation

of boulders rules
out the use of sheet piles and favour a concrete
wall or a soldier pile and timber lagging system.
The presence of continuous water bearing and
pervious lenses within the soil mass may
necessitate the sinking of 'bleeder' wells or
important. The

are

on

ended with a section on boundary
here with some construction considerations

month's piece

presence

holes at 15-100ft centres to prevent bottom
heave as excavation proceeds. Drainage of the
soil behind a soldier pile wall Is possible

the London

clay. These anchors are 45-55ft
long. On this site, where 370 anchors were used,

each

anchor

was

tested

to

25% abovo its

working load, and one In ten
140% of the working load value.
Excavation
In certain ground

conditions

was

an

tested to

excavation,

with the associated release in

ground pres¬
sures, may result in a deterioration of ground
strength. Waterusually aggravates the situation
and can cause swelling pressures to develop,
producing a loss in bearing capacity near the
base of the wall. It is essential, therefore, to
assess the
deterioration potential of a site
before starting construction.
Construction

by
spacing the horizontal lagging boards and
providing filters behind them. With sheet piling
and diaphragm walls these structures are
normally considered to be watertight, although
they can be perforated.

present and their
importance should be realised. In the authors'
experience serious wall distress may be caused
by excavating too near the base of the wall and
accidentally penetrating beneath the wall to
cause a reduction In wall base support. This is

In sensitive soils and in cases where the wall
Joes not make good contact with bedrock or is
lot toed into a hard
stratum, loss of ground
Jue to soil flow beneath the wall toe
Is likely.
This subject is well covered

associated with surface settlement and wall
translation. Several cases are on record

by Broms and

6 Detail

errors are ever

onsuming because of the
necessary welding
nd site
filling. A survey of walls built recently
iveals a trend
away from the continuous wale
ystem to very short

lengths of wale,

to

a move

have been dictated
by cost
alone. The wale beam must
* several
requirements. First, the wale
upport struts and
beams must be correctly
igned to receive the
anchor loads. This is
isi y
achieved by proper
supervision of the

onsiderations

In or._]?'e
drilling and good site fabrication
ding. Secondly, all the structural
units
,T g lestSigned against local buckling both
we

ioading

and while in service.

reinforced concrete
diaphragm wall 2ft in
ickness
supporting a 40ft excavation in
indon clay is
shown in 7. The wall is 50ft
id is
deep
supported
by two rows of prestressed
ichors. The
top row, at 15ft depth, is inclined
15°.
It is 46tt

-60 toni
ie

long and
working load in

bottom
and

row at

carries

a

31ft

each anchor has
the Thames ballast.

depth is inclined

working load

at

of 50 ton in

steeply inclined, very large axial forces are
transmitted to the wall. Secondly, where the
excavation extends below the wall toe level, as
with excavations penetrating bedrock, an
adequate bench in the rock must be provided to
support the wall base.
occurs

Anchor construction

It has

already been stated that local variations
ground conditions within a few feet are
important and can alter anchor performance.
This is especially significant in clay. Whilst
this degree of coverage cannot be obtained
from a conventional site investigation, much
guidance is possible through experience from
other sites and through observations during
anchor hole drilling. Fluctuations in drilling
in

CONVENTIONAL

6.

seems

operations. In such cases the
calculated penetration depth of the wall below
excavation level should be increased by 20% to
allow for over-excavation. Two cases merit
close attention. First, where the anchors are

of steel clip assembly for contact timber attachment. This method is simpler than the
quicker to erect and dismantle

he ends of the
anchors bear on wale beams
ihich are fixed to the
wall members by struts.
1 some
designs this has been costly and time

iat

excavation

tional one, and is also

Jennermark " ". These authors outline anaytical methods of predicting this condition.
Where the wale beams are not
continuous,
:ontact lagging boards should be
considered,
his method of
timbering is simpler than the
conventional one and its chief merit is
speed of
erection and
dismantling. Details are illustrated
i

(Slater") where observed wall movements of a
foot or more took place due to neglect during

SOLDIER
PILE.

LAGGING.

conven¬

degree of blocking of the drill bit, change
content of the air or water flushings; all these
contribute to an understanding of anchor

rate

In

and soil variability. Because of
clay consistency from point to
point, It is not surprising to find that the design
anchor load cannot be mobilised at a particular
point. In such cases an additional anchor
should be installed or the length of the anchor¬
age zone increased.
Anchor hole formation is aided by various flush¬
ing techniques. In sands and gravels, for
example, water flushing widens and cleans the
hole and ensures a better bond at the grouk-soil
inter-face. However, in clays, marls, chalks and
in any soil or rock stratum liable to deterioration
performance

variations In

action, water flushing should be
minimised and where possible air flushing
employed.

from water

and casing the hole to the required

Aft'-t drilling

depth, the anchor member consisting of high
tensile steel rods, wires or strands is 'homed'
into position. The length of the anchor hole is
such that the anchor load is mobilised in the

beyond the zone bounded by the
critical wedge as shown last month. Theanchor
shaft is decoupled from the anchorage zone by
some form of sheath and is referred to later. The
cable is then grouted to the soil over the fixed
anchor zone. Normally, grout is injected under
pressure. Care should be taken not to exceed
the theoretical overburden pressure since this
could cause fissuring in the ground and
possibly lead to ground heave at the surface as
well as possible damage to existing anchors.
During the grouting stage therefore, a careful
note of injection pressure Is required together
with grout consumption. In order to cater for
the wide range of soils encountered the choice
of grout is also important.
soil

mass

In sands and gravels which allow permeation

Anchors may be constructed before or after
wale beams are placed. To ensure that the
wales fit over the anchors, It Is essential that
the anchors are in line. Considerable distress

possible when tying back re-entrant corners.
Is accomplished by bolting the walls
together through the retain soli mass, thus
eliminating some of the anchors and reducing
the possibility of anchors fouling. To date, few
engineers appear to have taken advantage of
this simple technique.
This

is to

curves

exceeded.

immediately.
Grout admixtures to give an
expanding or nonshrink grout have been
employed on many sites
bul ii is considered
that
restricted to impermeable

their usefulness is

ground. In rock, for
example, the use of an expanding agent
increases the 'confined'
compressive strength
thus
improving the bonding ability. In clays,
grout fluidifiers are
sometimes
give

a

employed to
pumpable low water/cement ratio grouts.

When the
sure
ha

anchorage

grouting,

care

zone

must

is formed by pres¬
be taken to

ensure

the anchor
borehole is not filled with grout
e ground
surface. It is common

ar

practice

to ill the space
surrounding the anchor
with a weak
grout which is placed
Position but not
pressurised. A mud slurry
y

or wirt-s

nr»i

preferable

ma^ a'so be used I they

except

tor

the

are

perhaps

additional

time

ornn("nrf lhe'r p'acin9- " ,tle anchor rods are
slressinn"th 10 ®round surface, during anchor
false

6

m

umn °' grout is stressed and

a

anchoren351"6 °'. ,he '0ad developed by the
test anr-h6 Z°ne 'S oblained- Experience with
Crushinn
fSafine.sand suggests that the
14ft lonn °a 0n 3 5in diameter grout column
the leTaVary,r°m 10 ,o25 ,on dependent
rounding sc>H. reS'raint Pr°Vided b* tbe
I

on

the fixed

anchor consists of

a

In

attempt to allow for these movements, it
initially

an

to

load somewhat less than the theoretical

a

load. A value of

80% is often used. This pro¬
rigid walls such as diaphragm
and contiguous bored piles. Detailed studies
are required to establish the practical validity of
this prestressing approach. Work by Hanna and
Seeton on a soldier pile and timber lagging wall
in which the anchors were stressed to 85% of

cedure is valid for

relatively

grout cylinder then some relative
displacement at the grout/sand interface may be
necessary to mobilise load. In these circum¬
stances the load carrying capacity of the anchor
is established from a second tensioning cycle.
The fixed anchor movement should be negli¬
gible provided the initial test load is not

the

design load.

is considered valid to stress the anchor

smooth

7 A

of the horizontal

wall due to vertical and horizontal movements.

when

enables the anchor to be tensioned within 24
hours. Consequently, if the
ground conditions
have deteriorated

If

sum

jacked into the anchor during
prestressing will change as wall construction
progresses. This results from the yield of the

loading and unloading takes place quickly. In
fine sands however, fixed anchor displacement
during the initial tensioning is fairly common
and this should not be associated with failure.

that the

The load that is

although friction between the protective sheath
distort the

ensure

earth pressure

formed in Thames Ballast is shown in 8. Note
how the fixed anchor movement is negligible
and the steel does

earlier section, each anchor

components of the anchor load equals the

Post

tensioning
During stressing it is usual to record the cable
movement at the top end of the anchor as the
load is incrementally applied. The load is
measured by means of a load cell or jack
pressure gauge. However, unless a reference
datum is established which is independent of
the wall system it Is impossible to Interpret the
load/deformation curve. For this reason optical
techniques of recording anchor movements
must be used. Thus the real elongation and
displacement of the anchorage can be obtained.
Since the apparent stretch of the movable
anchorage comprises several interrelated
movements—including wall displacement, ela¬
stic elongation of cable and fixed anchor dis¬
placement (see Hanna ")—the interpretation
of an anchor load test requires skill and experi¬
ence with the particular anchor system being
used. A typical loading curve for a test anchor

an

be tested to its theoretical design load plus
a margin of
safety. This margin of safety Is
usually 50%, although a range between 25% and
100% is on record. The possible test load Is
limited by the elastic limit of the steel cable.
After proof loading of an anchor to the specified
factor of safety, the anchor force is released to
the required design jacking value. The earth
pressure load that the wall is designed to resist
is normally based on an active pressure, or at
rest pressure assumption. Neglecting errors
and limitations of predicting the wall load, the
purpose of prestressing the individual anchors
may

can otherwise result. This Is not so critical with
flexible cables but may be more serious with
bar anchors. It is noteworthy that economy is

of
ordinary cement grouts, the water/cement ratio
normally varies from 0.5 to 0.65 but for high
capacity anchors at shallow depths in fine sand
it may be necessary to employ extra fine cement
or synthetic resin
grout. In clays, a stiff grout
(water/cement ratio 0.4) is recommended.
Where the ground is heterogeneous, high
alumina cement
is often employed since it

locally without being obser¬
ved, thetensioning stage will indicate a reduced
capacity, and remedial measures can be taken

As mentioned In

40ft excavation in London day. 370 anchors were
working load

their 'theoretical' load confirmed that anchor
loads about 20% greater than the jacking load
were

subsequently

developed.

Many other

factors condition loading. Wall movements are
the most uncertain but little is known about
their magnitude. Most reports suggest that the
movements are of negligible magnitude. In a
few special cases relatively large movements
are

reported and it is towards such cases that
study must be directed.

detailed field
Because

the

excavation and

anchor loads change during
construction the decision to

reload anchors, say, after the installation of a
row or after a period of several days or
weeks Is somewhat doubtful and should not be
followed without good reasons.
lower

Corrosion

protection
majority of tie-back walls are of a temporary
nature with a working life not in excess of

The

used on the site, and all were tested to well above

In these cases,

2 years.

where the ground

conditions are not hostile, a decoupling sheath
consisting ol a greased tape will suffice tor

protection. However, lor permanent anchors or
anchoring in marine conditions proper
corrosion protection ol the cable is essential.
Calhodic protection has been employed in
North America1" where a lull length electrical
conductor consisting ol a steel wire core
covered with zinc is placed with each cable.

-J

cable

when

details.

UJ

7n®

.

o sdia.

e=28.5*10*
u.

z

strands.

O

o

100-

7-wire

ifc/iN*

Z
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o
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the trend has been to apply protective
coating to the cables. Where a cable consists
ol several high tensile steel strands, the
individual strands can be coated with grease,
alter which plastic is extruded over the strands
In Europe

O
z

II
UJ

III

<

(D

under laclory controlled
conditions. This
protected cable is then delivered to site and

labricated the fixed anchor
length is stripped, degreased and cast into a
corrugated plastic tube using high strength
synthetic resin. This quick-setting resin is more
than capable of transmitting the working load
over the bond length while the remaining length
ol the cable is perfectly decoupled.
when the cable is

Wall-anchor behaviour

extending the tie-back principle of wall
support to new ground conditions it is prudent

When

to monitor overall wall behaviour.

Many meth¬

ods of studying wall behaviour are available.
The choice of field instrumentation is depen¬
dent

the quantities to

on

be measured and the

accuracy desired. A starting point, therefore,
is to examine the parameters which are of

interest and of

engineering

use.

A list ol field

instrumentation techniques considered appro¬
priate lor wall and anchor study is contained

frict10n
40-

in

9. Many instrumentation techniques are
available, and the list contains methods with

between
polypropylene
sheath
and
steel
during
initial

(tensioning.)

which the authors

are familiar. Some data on an
instrumented tie-back wall is reported by Hanna
and Seeton. Perhaps the
greatest use of field
instrumentation lies in its ability to simply supply
data on performance. Only when such data is
available covering a wide range of
design
".onditions can the performance of a tie-back
vail be fully understood.
Very useful

30-

20-

guidance

be obtained from an anchor test
prosimilar to a pile test programme.
Jnfortunately, cost limits such work to rela-

tan

iramme,

emporary
reduction

ively large projects.

friction
during
of
load/

Conclusions
he tie-back wall

is

attractive method of
in sands, gravels,
ays and rock. Due to the
many construction
vantages the use of tie-backs is
increasing
troug out the world. It has been
mentioned
an

Upporting deep excavations

'at.a range of wall

types, anchor systems and

esign approaches is in

use.

Due to the lack of

iperience and reported
behaviour, caution is
scessary in extending the tie-back

principle to

nit"r°r, cond'dons- For this reason opporIS i? be taken °' Pleld instrumentation
laiorfi
! Per'orrr|ance of walls can be
J3fSl9n assumptions. Factors which
Methnrf
? ueld assessment include:

3

2

movement

of

5

4

anchor

head.

qnches)

for test anchor in London ballast. Note how fixed anchor movement is negligible,
although friction is possible due to quick loading and unloading
8 Load extension curve

Methods available

Quantity to be measured

i

i

l

niiira

load

The^infiur.0' Car.ryin9

'nd anchofr Pe,'0,mfmce °f t'.-back walls
ge0,s^r'aHCtrs are being simulated in a
..ti6 S'Udy in,° ,he behaviour of
,ere
possible thpS
S^effie'd University,
field and
,workls being extended into
believed that ffied'T0'1!!65 ^ observeddies will result
obtained from these
'igns and perhan". more econ°mic and safe
borages in civil
dvM
^ '6ad ,0 new uses °f

pressures on

Surface movement of soil
behind wall

the wall with piezometers.

Use survey pins located 5 to 20ft apart and extending to 3
times excavation depth away from the wall. Vertical move¬
ments can be measured to 0.0005 inch by precise level.
Horizontal movements by invar tape measurements between

Top settlement by precise levelling. Horizontal top yield by
invar tape measurement. For precise work an inclinometer
duct may be cast in or fixed to the wall. Note: This gives a
measure of the position of the wall with respect to either the
top or bottom of the wall. Accurate to about 1 in in 150ft.

Soil movements

At depth they may
Care needed during

art

B

of

pins. Care required to prevent disturbing pins.

5

engineering.

Accuracy to 1%

Wall movements

;horaae

■

types available.

Vertical force in the wall member may be measured by load
cells cast in the wall or indirectly by recording wall compres¬
sions. Contact pressure can be measured by earth pressure
cells cast in the wall. Also necessary to measure pore water

Wall forces

oul anchor load tests
»»«'«-

cell—several

maximum load. Mechanical methods (4).

etiCa"y predictin9 anchor

capacity

ues in

Load

Anchor load

9 Field instrumentation

be monitored by an inclinometer duct.
installations. Expensive.

techniques appropriate for wall and anchor

study

SOIL ANCHORS

4.

G. S.

LITTLEJOHN, BSc, PhD, MICE, FGS, Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd

Following a note on the background to recent injection anchor
developments in the UK, the main applications associated with
prestressed soil anchor's are described. The type of site investi¬
gation and the soil properties required to facilitate anchorage
design and choice of construction technique are then discussed.
As o result of testing soil anchors to failure empirical design rules
are presented, which relate ultimate lood holding capacity to local
soil properties and anchor dimensions, for coarse sands and gravels,
fine to medium sized sands, stiff clay, stiff to hard chalk and
Keuper marl. Safety factors which are applied to these rules are
included together with recommendations for the post-tensioning
and testing of individual anchors. Data on the long-term be¬
haviour of soil anchors is limited but prestress losses due primarily
to fixed anchor
displacement are listed for guide purposes when
estimating realistic overloads. Corrosion protection is discussed
in relation to
fully restressoble cables for temporary and per¬
manent works.
Finally, the importance of pull-out tests is
emphasized together with field observations of anchorage per¬
formance, where these field data are related to the original design

criteria.

failure and observations on the long-term behaviour
of prestressed anchors, certain empirical design rules
with realistic safety factors have been produced relat¬
to

ing ultimate resistance to withdrawal of individual
anchors to soil properties and anchor dimensions.
3. Thus in 1970 it is only the soft compressible
soils which do not readily lend themselves to anchor¬
age systems, i.e. where the natural soil compressibility
severely restricts the amount of ground restraint which
can be safely mobilized without high prestress losses.
At present these restrictions on anchor loading can
increase the cost per ton of resistance to such an extent
that anchors are not attractive when compared with
alternative solutions, except for special applications.

Applications
Although many of the injection anchor systems
relatively new it would appear from the literature
now accumulating that the market for these techniques
is developing rapidly. In view of this trend some of
the main applications where injection anchors have
already been successfully employed are described.
4.

are

History
Although prestressed

rock injection anchors have been
installed regularly since 1934, when the late Andre
Coyne employed anchor stressing at Cheurfas Dam
in Algeria, it is
only in recent years that the field tech¬
nique has been extended to use soils. Initial develop¬
ment occurred

during the late 1950s when anchorage
construction techniques for cohesionless soils were
introduced in Europe, the majority of the applications

being associated with
many of these

cases

coarse

sands

or

gravels.

Retaining wall tie-backs
5.

This method of wall support

eliminates internal

bracing in cramped excavations or in wide cuts, thus

In

the

employment of soil anchors
using grout injection techniques
brought about an
increase in site
construction efficiency and the result¬
ing savings
quickly encouraged engineers throughout
the world to
adopt the techniques. By 1966 the be¬
haviour of injected anchor
systems was being studied
in the

UK, and several systems from continental
urope had been introduced
by specialist contractors.
Since these procedures
and expertise were
argely based on
experience of anchoring in heavy
uvium, the period 1966-69 in the UK was marked
y
developments in anchor construction to
-

rn

C|
applications to
ar,' of"eJ°
medium sized
this
«

work,

soils such as stiff clay,
sand and chalk. As a

involving field

anchor tests taken
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permitting the

use

of modern construction methods

for excavation and subsequent works (see Fig. 1).
In
addition the anchoring of base-free retaining walls

adjacent to

highways, railways and canals can
mini¬
mum (see Fig. 2).
Anchored gunite or concrete re¬
taining walls for the revetment of rock which is
gradually being broken up by frost and weathering is
another application since the permanently applied wall
pressure counteracts ice formation and prevents the
occurrence of disintegrating pressures.
new

reduce the amount of excavation necessary to a

Resistance
6.

permanent works

to

buoyancy

When

basin-shaped structures subjected to a
rising groundwater level are in an unloaded state the
danger of their floating exists. Prestressed anchors
founded in the ground beneath the structure can be
used to resist upward water pressure (see Fig. 3).
This application is usually associated with cofferdams,
dry docks and effluent tanks but, due to the increasing
tendency to build downwards in city areas, anchorage
of basement car parks can now be included. A
possible alternative to anchors is mass concrete but the
additional cost of the extra excavation normally
renders this method more expensive.
Resistance to

overturning
buildings and masts subjected to wind
loading, and transmission towers with high surge
loads, must be capable of resisting large overturning
7.

Tall

movements.

8.

Ground anchors tied to the foundations of such

structures, where the prestress

is calculated on the

design case, enable the foundations to resist the
applied forces without upward movement (see Fig. 4).
worst

Resistance to

sliding

pipe jacking or thrust boring where a bridge,
underpass, culvert or pipe section is being pushed
through an embankment, it is necessary to employ
some form of thrust block to provide a reaction for the
jacks. Where the passive resistance of the soil is not
9.

In

LITTLEJOHN

resist the jacking forces safely,
prestressed inclined anchors provide a horizontal force
component and a vertical contact pressure at the hori¬

available or sufficient to

zontal interface between

the block and subgrade, thus

increasing the resistance to

sliding (see Fig. 5).

Preloading to minimize structural settlements
10. Where settlement of a new structure in

com¬

is severely limited, prestressed

pressible ground

can be used to preload the ground where the
anchorage forces are of the same order and act over
the same area as the subsequent structural loads.
In

anchors

this way ground
construction (see

settlements can be induced before
Fig. 6). In low permeability soils

the borehole above the fixed anchor can be filled with
a

drainage material such as sand to accelerate

con¬

solidation.
11. The reverse problem, i.e. heave of an excava¬
tion floor, can be tackled in the same way, where the

anchorage forces are equivalent to the overburden
pressure which has been removed.
This aspect is
particularly relevant at present around London since
the proposed inner ringway involves some deep per¬
manent cuts in the London clay.
Pile and

12.

Fig. 6.

Preloading to minimize structural settlements

Fig. 7.

Pile and plate loading tests

plate loading tests
Where sites

are remote or

where

access to

and

available at a site location are restricted, e.g.
between existing railway tracks or highway lanes, the
use of ground anchors for
loading tests can be more
attractive than kentledge.
A typical pile test is shown
in Fig. 7 and this system is commonly used to mobilize
test loads up to 1000 tons.
space

13. Piles can also be prestressed using anchors
founded in the ground beneath the pile base. In this
way the pile can resist both compressive and tensile
forces with the minimum of movement.
14.

Other

applications which are almost wholly
injection anchors include the prestressing of dams for increased strength or before
raising, rock bolting for roof strata control and cliff
stabilization.
restricted

Site

to

rock

investigation

15.

When

a

potential application for anchors is

being studied, the value of a site investigation,
orientated towards
obtaining the soil properties which
acilitate anchor design and choice of
anchor

tion

technique,

construc¬

cannot be

overemphasized. Lack of
for6 r
c'a,a
w'"
'ead
,0 a request by the designer
additional information, especially if the soil condiions are
highly variable, or perhaps test anchors if
e

j'ev?nt

ground is

fairly homogeneous. On small conthe cost of obtaining additional test
accePtable and the resulting designs

.rac s' "ow«ver,

m*3y

n0t

be very

conservative.

In this way the obvious

tr)\an'k8eS
anc'10r system can
dr>«UC j" extent '^at an alternative
mav

kT' Penc*10

y Decome
more

be diminished
system, which

same degree on soil properties,
attractive

to the

designer.
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16. The ultimate resistance to withdrawal of an
injection anchor depends on the ground restraint
which can be mobilized adjacent to the grout injection
zone (or fixed anchor).
Anchors may be spaced at
intervals of only one or two metres and therefore a
knowledge of the local variations in soil properties is
valuable.
A conventional site investigation cannot
supply this order of detailed information, but sufficient
boreholes should be installed to enable a fairly accurate
soil profile to be drawn which will indicate the changes
of strata across the site together with groundwater
level. In soft heterogeneous ground for example the
variation in level and the thickness of a gravel layer
(the potential anchorage medium) have a direct bearing
on the length and inclination of the anchor.
17. Having assessed the soil succession from a few
preliminary logging boreholes, the relevant engineer¬
ing characteristics and classification data required for
particular horizons in the soil mass can be determined
for the remaining boreholes from undisturbed and
disturbed samples.
18. The tests for which undisturbed samples are
required are shear strength (unconfined and triaxial
tests), consolidation and density. In cohesionless soils
the angle of internal friction <f> combined with the
effective overburden pressure, which is dependent on
the location of the groundwater table and the unit
weight of the soil, enables the pull-out capacity of a
given anchor to be calculated. In purely cohesive
soils the undrained cohesion Cu is required for the
design of temporary anchors, i.e. less than two years,
but for a longer working life
<f>' and C' may be the
relevant shear strength parameters. Consolidation
and compressibility indices assist the
design engineer
in his assessment of the long-term behaviour of
prestressed anchors and, as more case histories become
available where the relevant soil properties have been

documented, the accuracy of predicting variations of
prestress with time will improve and lead to less con¬
servative anchor designs.
19. The tests for which disturbed
samples are re¬
quired include mechanical and chemical analyses.
Particle size distributions of frictional soils are in¬

valuable since they enable the
permeability and there¬
fore the groutability of the soil to be assessed.
20.

If the ground

permeability k„ is greater than
100[im/s cement grout may be used to permeate the
soil adjacent to the anchor cable
during the injection
stage. In finer soils, however, the natural pores in
the injection zone are
not large enough to accept

cement particles.
A knowledge of this limit is there¬
fore extremely useful when
predicting the effective
diameter of the grouted fixed anchor.
21. Grading
samples can also be used in conjunc¬
tion with standard
penetration tests to estimate the
relative density and then
d>, if values of <f> are not
a
ready available. Chemical analyses of the soil and
groundwater, to determine sulphate content and pH
value say, are
important since these results will deter36

mine the type of cement grout and degree of corrosion
protection required.
22.
Finally, changes in the site conditions due to
climate or adjacent construction activity should be
assessed.

Allowance for water level fluctuations due
climatic changes may now be regarded as a routine
procedure, but little attention is normally paid to
to

adjacent activities such as freezing, piling or blasting
operations. In frost sensitive soil, such as silty clay,
freezing can cause severe expansion and is capable
of imposing pressure of 14-29 kN/m2 on the anchored
wall.1
Little data Unavailable

23.

on the effect of piling
clay anchors, but in cohesionless soils
it has been shown2 that the compaction radius of a
driven pile can extend to 6 d, where d is the pile
diameter, and for blasting operations the type of
empirical rule shown by equation (I) may be used to
relate weight of charge W kg to radius of sphere of

blasting

or

influence

on

r m.

W
where

c

is

the

=

cr3

coefficient

(1)

(15-6xl0~3 for 60%

dynamite).3
relationships can indicate a potential
assumption that anchor performance is
only affected when the relative density of the soil in the
anchorage zone is altered.
These

24.

hazard

Load

on

the

carrying capacity

When the soil conditions have been obtained
given anchorage application the design of the
injection anchor may proceed. As a result of testing
anchorages in a wide range of soils where the length of
the injection zone (fixed anchor) has been varied, the
following guide rules have been established for
Cementation ground anchors relating ultimate load
holding capacity Tt to local soil parameters and fixed
anchor dimensions. Having estimated the ultimate
load holding capacity, a factor of safety against pullout S, is applied to give the working load of the
25.

for

a

anchor 7"w.

gravels (kw> 100 y.m/s)
and gravels where the ground
permeability Arw is greater than 100 pm/s, cement
grout can be used to permeate the soil in the fixed
anchor zone. In homogeneous ground of this type,
anchors are designed to resist safe working loads of
80 t (Sf = 1-5-2-5).
27.
The anchorage construction technique is to
drill and drive a casing (102 mm nominal diameter)
to the required depth, home a prepared steel cable or
bar and then inject grout under a nominal pressure
(30-1000 kN/m2) as the casing is gradually withdrawn
over the fixed anchor length.
For further information
on anchor construction techniques see ref. 4.
28.
When this technique is used in coarse alluvium
Coarse sands and
26.

In coarse sands

LITTLEJOHH

the ultimate load carrying capacity 77 may
mated from the following empirical rule

77

=

Ln tan <f>

be esti¬

140

(2)

120

....

fixed anchor length in metres, n = 40t/m and <f> is the angle of internal friction.
29. In equation (2) the factor n automatically takes
into account the depth of overburden above the fixed
anchor (h= 12-2-15-1 m), fixed anchor diameter
(400-610 mm) and the range of fixed anchor lengths
(0-9-3-7 m) over which the rule has been tested.
where L is the

60

30. Equation (I) indicates that the resistance to
withdrawal is transferred to the ground by skin fric¬
tion and the absence of an end resistance component
is considered to be due primarily to the limited fixed
anchor displacement which took place during the load¬

ing procedure, thus preventing the mobilization of any
significant end restraint. It can be readily appreciated
that equations simi'lar to equation (2) can be used only
by specialist contractors familiar with their own parti¬
cular anchorage system.
However, equation (2)
shows the type of simple rule currently being used by
anchorage contractors.
31. For more general use it is necessary to relate
anchor pull-out capacity with anchor geometry and
soil parameters, and equation (3) is recommended for
consideration.

77

Ay

=

(a +!)

?

<f>

ttDL tan + Byh (D2 - d2)
(side resistance) + (end resistance)

where A ratio of the

contact

anchor/soil interface

(3)

pressure at the fixed
to the effective pressure

of the overburden
B

bearing capacity factor
unit weight of soil overburden (submerged

y

h
L
D
d

unit weight beneath the water table)
depth of overburden to top of fixed anchor
length of fixed anchor
effective diameter of fixed anchor
effective diameter of grout shaft or column
above fixed anchor.

32. The value of A
depends on the installation pro¬
cedure and, for the
technique described where the cas¬
ing is driven using
rotary percussive techniques, A lies
within the range 1-2. If the soil is not

compacted or
displaced during the casing installation and no residual
grout pressure is left at the
fixed anchor grout/soil
interface on completion of the
injection stage, A might
reduce

to a value
approximating to the coefficient of
earth pressure at rest
K0.

,^e
va'ue of the
on

bearing capacity factor B

rp°.rfaintan? t'lezone
fact that
of

the anchor develops end

,

epends

the angle of
shearing resistance of the soil
jacent to the
top of the fixed anchor and the ratio
Je ' Consequently B resembles 7Vq, although from
experience the values published
by Terzaghi or
eyerhof are too
high to be applied directly to ground
nc ors.
The high value of the ratio
h/D in anchor
a

s

in a

soil disturbed

during construc¬
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Fig. 8. Relationship between bearing capacity factor N, and
angle of internal friction $ (after Berezantzev et al.s)
tion appear to be mainly responsible for the reduced
bearing value. In this connexion bearing capacity
factors Nq have been published5 for piled foundations
(see Fig. 8) where hiD = 25. In addition test results
have been published on the ultimate tensile and com¬
pressive loads on screwed piles,6 from which it may be
deduced that the ultimate bearing capacity is equal to
1-3-1-4 times the ultimate resistance to withdrawal for

equivalent bearing areas.

This combined information

should be considered when assessing the value of B
since the estimated values agree fairly closely with field
observations in cohesionless soils to date.
34.
In compact Thames ballast (<£ = 40=) pull-out
tests on

injection anchors have indicated values of 1-7

and 101 for A and B respectively. From Fig. 8 the
estimated value of B is 99-106, based on a ratio NJB
= 1-3-1-4.
Fine to medium sized sands

(kw = 100-1 pjn/s)

35. In this type of soil the fixed anchor formed con¬
sists of a smooth grout cylinder since the sand does not
allow permeation of the dilute cement grout. As a
result working loads of only 40 t (57 = 1 -5) are normally
mobilized when cement is used and the empirical rule

equivalent to equation (2) is
77 = Ln' tan <f>
....
(4)
where n'= 13-16-5 t/m. The range of application is
L = 0-9-3-7m, 77=180-200 mm and A=6-l-9-2 m.
36. In compact fine to medium sized sand (<f> = 35°)
pull-out test results on field anchors indicate values of
1-4 and 31 for A and B respectively in equation (3),
where the anchor construction procedure is similar to
the technique described for coarse sands and gravels
(estimated 5=35-38). In fine soil the value of A
depends primarily on the residual grout pressure at the
fixed anchor/soil interface, since during the injection
stage the cement forms a filter cake at the interface
through which only water travels. Thus the injection
37
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pressure on

the filter cake is transmitted to the soil

causing local compaction and a resulting increase in
the fixed anchor diameter.
When the injection stage
is complete there is sufficient shear strength in the
grout to enable a residua! contact pressure to be locked
into the system.
In this connexion equation (5) has
been used by some contractors for the estimation of
the ultimate load holding capacity.
7J
where p,

—

pynDL tan <j>

is the injection

pressure

(5)
during the grouting
...

stage.

Stiff clay (Cu > 90 kN/m2)
37. Originally the technique of anchoring in stiff
clay was simply to auger a hole to the required depth,
home the cable and grout the fixed anchor length
using the tremie method (see Fig. 9(a)). Anchorages
of this type, however, are usually of low capacity since
an adhesion of only 0-3-0-35 C„ may be mobilized at
the grout/clay interface with the dilute cement grouts
currently being used.
38. This situation can be improved by injecting
irregular gravel into the augered holes over the fixed
anchor length.
Following this stage a small casing,
fitted with a non-recoverable point, is driven by per¬
cussion through the gravel, thus forcing a proportion
of the gravel to penetrate the surrounding clay.
The
cable is then homed inside the casing, the point is dis¬
placed and the gravel injected with cement grout as
the casing is withdrawn.
This technique increases
the effective diameter of the grouted length in the fixed
anchor zone and gives a more intimate and rough
fixed anchor/clay interface (see Fig. 9(b)).
39. In this way a small end restraint
component
and a larger coefficient of adhesion
may be incor¬
porated into the empirical design rule.

:

(a)
£■

38

9.

•

•

T,

=

77Di(0-6-0-75)C+^ (D2-d2)N0Ca

where D is the diameter of the fixed anchor (180-250
mm), d is the diameter of the shaft (130-150 mm),
L is the length of the fixed anchor (3-1—7-6 m) and

Ne = 9.
40. With the gravel placement anchor, safe work¬
ing loads of up to 30 t (Sf = 2-2-5) have been mobilized
to date, and in cohesive soils, which are
particularly
susceptible to deterioration under water action, it is
noteworthy that non-aqueous grouts may be used.
41.
More recently further improvements have been
brought about by the introduction of the multiunderreamed fixed anchor (see Fig. 9(c)). In this
method an expanding brush underreamer is used to
form a series of enlarged cavities or bells at close
centres in the fixed anchor zone of the augered bore¬
hole (see Fig. 10). Thereafter the cable or rod is
homed, centralized and grouted in the usual manner
by the tremie method.
42. As a result of field tests on this type of anchor
it is considered that the maximum side resistance is
mobilized when failure occurs in the clay along a

cylindrical surface linking the extreme points of the
bells, and since this clay has not been disturbed by the
construction procedure the full undrained cohesion is
mobilized. Equation (7) represents the empirical
design rule used for this type of anchor and a shaft
adhesion component has been added since the use of
cement grout is normally considered to be the cheapest
way of filling the void immediately above the fixed
anchor.

T,

=

7TDLCa+-^(D2 — d2)NcCu + -die*

(b) Gravel placement

Straight shaft
main types

.

(7)

(side resistance) + (end resistance).-!- (shaft adhesion)

e

Augered anchorages in cohesive soil:

(6)

(side resistance)-}-(end resistance)

(,c) Multi-underream
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TD

i

20

40
Extension:

60
mm

Fig. 10. Section of multi-underreomed fixed anchor excavated
from London clay at Vauxhall Bridge

Fig. 11. Load-extension graph for multi-underreamed anchor
formed in Keuper marl at Moseley Road, Birmingham

where D is the diameter of the bell (350-400
d is the diameter of the shaft
(130-150

anchor, and hence an assessment of the variability on
any site is extremely important.
In this connexion
penetration test results from a site investigation can
highlight potential problems and it is noteworthy that
at Reading, where a stiff rubbly chalk (U= 20) changed
with depth to hard blocky chalk (N=80), the equiva¬

mm),
mm), L is the
length of the fixed anchor (3-1—7-6 m), I is the length
of the shaft (1-5—3 m), A'c = 9 and
Ca = (0-3-O-35)C„.
43. Anchors of this
type have already been de¬
signed and constructed to resist safe working loads of
601 (Sf = 3-3-5)
although, where the clay adjacent to
the fixed anchor zone contains
open joints which can
readily absorb flushing water during the underreaming stage, the value of Cu in equation (7) is re¬
duced by half in the absence of test anchor data.
This
reduction does not apply to closed
fissures, i.e. where
the fractures are not
visibly open.

Stiff to hard chalk
44.

In grades III, II and 11 of chalk safe
working
loads up to 100 t
(Sf =1-5-2) have been mobilized,
where the construction
technique is simply to drill a
hole of small diameter
(76-102 mm), home the cable
and grout the
fixed anchor zone by the tremie method.
45.
Variability of the chalk on any one site is the
main problem for
the anchorage contractor when
attempting to optimize the design and construction,
and
rubbly chalk with soft zones of fissured material
can
change to stiff unfissured 'rock' chalk within a
few yards.
Test anchors pulled to failure at
Reading
and
Ramsgate have established that the ultimate

resistance to

withdrawal, due primarily to skin friction,
may be in the
range of 214-1072 kN/m2 of fixed

lent ultimate skin friction values increased from 214

Thus on this particular site, although
penetration test values were used pri¬
marily to illustrate variability and not engineering
behaviour, the test anchors provided a useful correla¬
tion and SBkin (kN/m2) in equation (8) was replaced
by PN to give a more economical design.
T, = 7rDL8BMi
(8)
to

805

kN/m2.

the standard

....

where D is the diameter of the fixed anchor

(102 mm)

and L is the length of the fixed anchor (3-0-9-2 m).
46. In view of the limited data currently available
on chalk, anchor design arrangements are now being
made on a contract in Watford to pull 24 anchors to
failure in an attempt to correlate load holding capacity
with the engineering properties of the chalk.

Keuper marl—weathering zones I and 118
47. As in the case of chalk there is little information
available on the design of anchors in Keuper marl.
Pull-out tests on straight shafted anchors (90 mm dia.)
formed in stiff to very stiff friable fissured marl at
Charles Street, Leicester have indicated ultimate shaft
39
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values ranging from

adhesion

(Cu = 287-527

kN/m2).

172 to 247 kN/m2

At this site equation (9) was

used to estimate ultimate

load holding capacity and

anchors (working load = 30 t) were
successfully installed with a factor of safety of 1-6.
170 temporary

7)

=

TTDL 0-45 Cu

...

(9)

More recently two multi-underreamed anchors
have been constructed at Moseley Road, Birmingham,
in marl similar to that already described.
Test loads
of 150 t were applied without any sign of failure (see
48.

In view of these results it is now considered
loads of up to 100 t (57 = 2-2 5) may
marl where Cu is greater than
190 kN/m2.
At Moseley Road a straight shafted
anchor (127 mm dia.) mobilized an average adhesion
of 214 kN/m2 at failure.
Fig. 11).

that safe working
be mobilized in

Safety factors
49. In the field of prestressed soil anchors factors
of safety must be applied to the design of the indivi¬
dual anchors and the anchorage soil structure system.
50. Normally these factors are estimated, but in

prestressed anchorage work post-tensioning in the
field pretests the anchor thus ensuring its safety.
In
this way many of the estimated values can be checked
to give measured factors of safety.

51.

The various safety factors recommended for
current use are detailed with the following notation.

52.

Anchor soil structure system
57. When the geometry

of the anchorage system

has been decided, the stability of the whole system has
to be checked to see whether the chosen anchor lengths
are sufficient or not for a given factor of safety.
A
factor of 1-5 is customary, but as in all designs the
choice is based on how accurately the relevant charac¬
teristics are known, whether the system is temporary

permanent and the consequences if

failure

occurs.

A low factor of safety calls for a careful assessment of
soil properties, accurate calculations and a sound

theory.

A type of stability analysis which can be
retaining wall tie-backs is given in ref. 9.

working load of the anchor
factor of safety against breaking the cable
factor of safety against bond failure between
the grouted fixed anchor and the adjacent

During stressing it is usual to record the cable
movable anchorage as the load is
incrementally applied but, since the initial stretch of
the cable at the jack ram may comprise fixed anchor
displacement, cable elongation, wedge pull-in, bearing
plate and structural movement, it will be appreciated

ground

that

multi-anchor systems where

must

be

Thus if for

progressive
prevented, the minimum factor of

some

unforeseeable

reason an

anchor

Careful checks made

on the tensile steel and top
components guarantee this safety 5b for
each anchor where the
working load of the cable Tw
does not exceed 62^% of its ultimate tensile strength

77,.

53. Since the local soil
properties are not normally
known with the degree of
accuracy applicable to the

components,

a

higher safety factor 5t is used for

hxed anchor
design to cover the uncertainties. A
va ue of 2 is
common to temporary and permanent

anS.
rs ahhough in
s 1

58.

movement at the

anchorage

the case of permanent anchors in
clay 5t is increased to 3-3-5 to keep prestress
osses within
acceptable limits.

40

minimum of three test anchors pulled to failure is
recommended where the fixed anchor length is varied,
and the cable is designed in each case to ensure that
failure occurs at the fixed anchor/soil interface.

Post-tensioning

an

subjected in order

completely fails during service, the adjacent anchors
are capable of
resisting the additional imposed load.

steel

measured 5r= 1-6.
56. In order to check and possibly optimize the
fixed anchor design at the beginning of the contract a
a

maximum allowable test load to which

safety normally used against failure of the anchor is
16.

80% 77. Thus, for a cable working at
62-5% 77,, the maximum measured safety factor which
can be provided is S, = TJT„= 1-28.
55. Every anchor should be tested to 80% 77, and
representative anchors (1 in 10 say) should be con¬
structed with extra cable where 77 = 50% 77, to give

used for

In

failure

is equal to

minimum breaking load of the steel cable
failure load of the grouted fixed anchor
anchor can be temporarily
to check its capacity

77,
5b
5t

temporary test loading on site. However, the allow¬
able test load 77 is limited by the elastic limit of the
steel cable and the maximum recommended test load

or

Individual soil anchors

77,
77
77

54.
To establish a measured factor of safety against
withdrawal of the anchor it is necessary to apply a

interpretation of such a load test requires skill
and experience with the particular anchor system being
used. In order to assess short term anchor perfor¬
mance therefore the following simplified procedure
recommended for consideration as a routine test.

is

(a) Test load anchor to 80% of the ultimate tensile
strength of the cable, hold for five minutes and
then reduce load to zero.

(b) Restress anchor to the required working load
plus 10% and record cable movement at the
ram as the load is incrementally applied.
Dur¬
ing this second loading cycle the load-extension
graph obtained should compare closely with the
estimated extension of the free length of cable.
Lock off anchor at working load plus an allow¬
ance (usually 10%) for relaxation and pull-in of
wedges.
(c) Check anchor load after 24 hours. If a loss of
prestress in excess

of 5% is recorded, restore to
shimming.

working load + 10% by

LITTLEJOHN

(d) Repeat (c).
(e) If a further loss of prestress is recorded, reduce
anchor load until creep ceases. A safe working
load for the anchor is then equal to 62-5% of the
load showing no creep

T

Depth 12.Ba

f.A. 7-4■

Did. 20-23 »«

Cy 105

Greut

tMW/C

—

149

kH/wP

H.A.

after 24 hours.

59. For special load tests where
tural movement and fixed anchor

records of struc¬
displacement are

required this procedure is used but with load/extension
observations during the initial test loading cycle. In
this case optical surveying techniques using a reference
datum which is independent of the anchorage system
essential.

are

60. Broms10 states that, if the spacing of the
anchors is less than 2-5 m at any level, three anchors
should be tested at the same time. However,

Trofimenkov and Mariupolskii6 show that the pullout capacity of a deep screw pile formed in a sandy soil
is unaffected by the presence of adjacent piles provided
the spacing is not less than 1-5 d, where d is the fixed
anchor diameter.
61. In the UK the minimum spacing is normally
limited to 4 d but, if the loading intensity along a

waling demands
anchors

can

inclination.

be

closer spacing, alternate fixed
staggered by varying the anchor
a

Even in this situation it is not normal

practice in prestressed anchor work to load several
anchors simultaneously since the routine post-tensioning procedure with its 24 hour loading check
ensures that each anchor is making its proper contri¬
bution to the overall load. However, where a struc¬
tural unit, such as a radial beam on the floor of a
large stormwater tank, contains several anchors and
must be loaded evenly all the anchors can be tensioned

simultaneously.

Long-term behaviour
62.

The

majority of anchors currently constructed

are

prestressed to the designed working loads to mini¬
mize structural movements when the
imposed loads
are

Fig. 12. Prestress loss-time graph for gravel placement anchor
formed in London clay at Kilburn

mobilized during service.

Nevertheless structural

movements and fixed anchor
and it is important to know

displacements do occur,
what prestress fluctuations
may be expected during the
working life of the anchors.
63. Anchor forces
may be checked after one day,
then after one week and thereafter at
monthly inter¬

vals if required in order to
assess prestress fluctuations.
By this form of routine check
creep effects can be
eliminated. Data on the long-term behaviour of soil

anchors are limited but
prestress losses due primarily
to fixed
anchor displacement are included in Table 1
as ®
Suide when estimating realistic overloads.
64.

The permissible variation in anchor
force is
usually 10% of the design value, but it is
important
0 note
that restressing should be carried

only after
care ul
consideration. For example, in the case of a
a
tied back
using several rows of anchors in clay, a
ss of
prestress due to consolidation of the
clay adcent to the
fixed anchor may be observed without
ccompanying movements of the retaining wall. In
out

these circumstances remedial measures may not

be

required.
65. At Kilburn the opportunity was taken to pre¬
load the anchors during the main construction period
to minimize prestress losses during service.
Fig. 12
shows the loss of prestress with time for two identical
anchors Nos 1 and 10, preloaded to Tw and 7j»/2 re¬

spectively for approximately ten months and then
post-tensioned to the working load T„ plus 4%. After
nine months' service the results are encouraging and
further work on the effect of preloads in excess of Tw
would be interesting especially in the more permeable
and compressible soils.

Corrosion

protection

Temporary anchors
66.
Most anchors are of a temporary nature with
working life seldom in excess of two years. In these
cases where the ground conditions are not hostile,
a

cement grout

around the fixed anchor section of

the

cable and a greased tape decoupling sheath over the
elastic length form a reasonable protection. The
movable head or top anchorage with protecting strands
or bar may be sprayed or painted with a removable

plastic coating.
Permanent

anchors

anchors or temporary anchors
formed in a highly corrosive environment it is con¬
sidered desirable to have a protective system which can
be applied to the cable and inspected before homing.
If the cable consists of several strands, it can be
delivered to site fully protected and decoupled, where
67.

For permanent
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4in.dia. Drilled hole.
Grouted solid

41rufia. Drilled hole
solid
RV.C.
Cable

Outline of resin

binding tape
comprises K>

strands

eoch

"having

j
a

in.dia.

minimum

ultimate tensile strength
of 37 000 lb.
Strands to be greased and
then

10

j

In.dia.stronds vrith

polypropylene sheathing
removed and strands

sheathed

degreased

In

polypropylene.
Average thickness of coating

over

4,Of length

16gauge soft iron
; bin ding wire

O-O 50 in.

(b) SECTION AA

(a) SECTION BB

Fig. .13.

filled

preformed anchor
using 70mm Ld. 30mm a d
plastic corrugated sheathing

Typical cross sections of a fully protected restressable cable

it is greased and sheathed with extruded polypropy¬
lene under factory controlled conditions.
Polypropy¬
lene has a high resistance to absorption of water
and it resists attack by most inorganic acids, alkalis
and salts and organic compounds.
In addition, it is

tough and abrasion resistant with the advantage of
flexibility, and its use in fencing and for the covering
of electric cables has been well established

past ten years.
68. The thicker the

protection

can

plastic

cover

over

the

the longer the

be expected to be effective and the

thickness specified depends largely on the environment
and relative costs. For the majority of anchorage

applications a coating 1-27 mm thick is considered
adequate for corrosion protection and resistance to
abrasion during anchor installation. In the unlikely
event of severe mechanical
damage during handling,
repairs can be effected by the use of plastic tape and
sealing materials such as epoxy resin.
69. The cable is fabricated on site
using spacers

(and where appropriate hole centralizers) and then
the fixed anchor length of the cable is stripped of
polypropylene and degreased before casting into a
corrugated plastic tube using a high strength epoxy
or polyester resin.
These resins are specially recom¬
mended since they are the only materials which can
match the corrosion protection offered over the elastic
length of the cable and yet have sufficient adhesion to
allow transmission of the imposed stress over the bond
length of the fixed anchor without creep. On com¬
pletion of the cable construction and a final inspection,
the cable is homed and grouted in the normal way, to
give a fully protected restressable anchor. Full-scale
creep tests on a patented anchor of this type have been
made up to working loads of 2201 with satisfactory
results.
Figs 13 (a) and (b) show typical cross
sections of a protected cable over the fixed anchor and
elastic lengths, respectively. When the anchor has
been tensioned to the required load the top anchorage
can be finally protected as shown in Figs 14 (a) and (b).
Air outlet

VSL type M wovoble head

Load

brarfng

side plates

Injtction point

(b)

Bitumen or corrosion
resistant grease

Fig. 14. Typical corrosion protection

for permanent top anchorage
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Future work

With the rapid development of anchor con¬
struction techniques for a wide range of soils there is a
need for more test anchors taken to failure, especially
on large contracts, since the results can be used to
70.

optimize the design and construction of the anchors
particular site in addition to establishing actual
factors of safety. In this way the validity of empirical
design rules can be checked for the different soils en¬
on a

countered in anchorage work.
71. A minimum of three test anchors is recom¬
mended where the fixed anchor length L is varied, and

site condition and anchor position an
magnitude of the side shear and end
bearing components of the ultimate resistance to with¬
drawal may be obtained by plotting T, against L.
72. With regard to long-term behaviour of indivi¬
dual anchors, variations of prestress with time should
be recorded and it may be possible in due course to
establish safety factors Sr related to period of service
which will keep prestress fluctuations within accept¬
able limits. In this connexion the use of preloading
techniques is worthy of further study.
for a particular
estimate of the

73.

In

general site observations of anchor soil

behaviour are required and full use should
be made of field instrumentation to relate the perfor¬
mance of anchorage systems to the
design assump¬
tions.
structure
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Anchored Diaphragm Walls in Sand—Some
Design and Construction Considerations
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A/so shown are the results obtained by the
used methods.
The new method has the advantage of being a

generally

repetitive
single-tied wall design, and it is amendable to varying soil
strata which has always been a problem when implement¬
ing the trapezoidal method.
The Paper then describes the main design and stability
considerations associated with trench excavation under
bentonite, and gives recommendations covering the main
requirements for tremie concrete for load bearing dia¬

phragm walls.
Methods of estimating anchor location, overall stability
and load carrying capacity with relevant safety factors, are
illustrated. Anchor construction stages are described

together

with

the post-tensioning procedures

and

corrosion protection normally recommended for sand
anchors. Finally, the influence of prestressed tie-backs on
the lateral movements and settlement of the retained soil
mass is discussed.
The Paper is divided into four parts. Part /, Wall Design,
is by Mr B. J. Jack, Part 2, Wall Construction, by Mr Z. J,
Sliwinski and Parts 3 and 4, Anchor Design and Anchor

Construction by Dr

G. S. Littlejohn.

Introduction

SUMMARY
The Paper
introduces
loads ,vNnirea
required to

method of estimating the anchor
multi-tied continuous wal..
support a muiit-ueu
It involves a
if ir> n A fin
procedure which calculates the
ancj
p
magnitude of a resultant
tie at any stage o
ot/on
7 the wal! as a
single tied structure.
-rison of designs
n
carried out by the C
ntnt;on
method and
experimental work indicates that
re$uits
obtained provide a
good estimate of the honzoi "■ fnrrev
I

a

.

•

f

I

I

^
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Due primarily to the increasing tendency to design buildings
with a number of basement floors, the formation level of the
excavation being often at considerable depth below the foun¬
dations of the neighbouring properties, methods of temporary

earth support have been developed in recent
to keep pace with the increased efficiency of modern

and permanent

years

construction.
The diaphragm process
in the

of constructing load-bearing walls

ground prior to Inain excavation, based on
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Anchored Diaphragm

Walls in Sand—Some Design and Construction Considerations

hold open the excavation until concrete has

bentonite slurry to

method. The technique is of special
since diaphragm walls may be con¬
structed in very close proximity to existing buildings, where
other methods of piling and trenching may be ruled out by
restrictions on access and noise, and where a wall with high
structural efficiency and few joints is required. In addition,
settlements of the soil surrounding the excavation are mini¬
placed, is such a
value in built-up areas
been

the ability of the bentonite to reduce loss of
ground during wall construction and the strength and stiffness
of the wall itself. In some instances, the diaphragm wall may
serve as the exterior wall for the permanent structure.
In many cases it is possible to achieve appreciably increased
efficiency, as well as reducing settlements during the main
excavation, by using prestressed soil anchors for supporting
the wall. Anchors provide intermediate points of support at
one or more levels, thereby reducing bending moments, with
mised due to

separate requirements can quite often lead to different utests and affect the distribution of boreholes
throughout il
site. The role of the soils engineer in this kind of
problem
cannot be over-emphasised, he and the wail
designer shou'l <
co-ordinate from the initial concepts of the work
right through
to final design stage and even into the construction
period "
Once the soils investigation has been carried out and
it-*results are available, both for the permanent and
temporary
works construction, the design engineer must choose
what
type of wall is to be employed for the support of the exca\ation. At the moment a wide variety of methods is availahic

varying from planking and strutting through to the use oi
diaphragm walls which can be incorporated in the permanent
structure. Having chosen the method or a number of methods
of retaining the soil the design engineer is now faced with the
problem of how to determine the structural stresses, tie bar
forces, etc.
The design of walls to support deep excavations is an art
rather than a science, but nevertheless it is essential that a
logical approach is taken in the design. Shallow excavations
can utilise cantilever or single-tied walls for which much
valuable information has been supplied by Rowed) ;n his ex¬

perimental work. By

careful study of the soil

a

parameters,

wall flexibility, etc. in these designs the engineer can make
a fair estimation of the behaviour of the structure in practice.
At present little direction is available on continuous multitied wall design, where cable anchors or struts are incorporated

For deep walls using planking and
strutting the methods recommended are generally based on
the "trapezoidal" pressure distribution which was originated
by Terzaghi. This method was established from experiments
carried out on an excavation in Berlin through cohesionless
material supported by soldier piles and planking. It should be
remembered, however, that the pressure distribution was based
on an envelope enclosing assumed parabolic distributions at
each stage of excavation, the size and shape being calculated
equal to the magnitude and distribution of the actual measured
strut forces. This trapezoidal pressure distribution is valid only
under certain conditions since the actual earth pressures arc
a function of the degree and type of freedom for lateral ex¬
pansion of the retained soil.
It is evident that the soil pressures existing behind conti¬
in the support system.

Figure 1 General view of anchored diaphragm wall. By
courtesy of Trollope and Colls Ltd., — Guildhall Precincts

Development.
consequent reductions in dimensions, reinforcement and-depth
of the toe of the wall. Interior struts can be
in turn

brings quite large
advantages. This is especially

elimina\ed ' ^1
constI^'on.in
cramped excavations,

economic

so

in

and

wide cuts or on sites where the contract
programm
for the use of efficient excavation and construction mac

1

(Figure 1)

Although both diaphragm wall and soil anchor techniques
have been proved since the late
1950's, there is little pu 1S
•

information

on

walls

supported by prestressed tie-backs,

purpose of this Paper is to discuss in some detail the mam
design and construction aspects associated with an anchore
diaphragm wall in sand, which are likely to be considere y
the

practising engineer. The Paper
design procedures for excavations
planking are readily available, the
supported by tiers of prestressed
entails

play

a

and inclined soil anchors

fundamental difference because construction metho s
significant part in determining the forces and dis-

a more

placements.which
1.

also emphasises that w 1 s
supported by soldiers an
design of continuous wa s

result in the wall and anchors.

iVhen studying the
support of excavations
iave to be
considered.
1) The type of soil
to be retained.
2) The type of
wall to be used.

the

journal

of the

soldier pile construction as the earth

support provided by the material to be excavated at any
stage acts on the full wall face and not on small areas, which
is the case when using soldier piles. The bearing pressure will
be less, reducing the wall's lateral movement, thus affecting the
re-distribution of earth pressure.

Design Parameters
Rowe's work on single tied walls has clearly shown that
one of the most important factors in this type of design is
the wall's flexibility, which tends to reduce the maximum

bending moments and increase the tie bar forces through
arching of the ground. It is quite logical that the smaller the
deflection, the smaller will be the arching effect and it is
reasonable to expect that where the wall continues below the
excavation level, a high degree of fixity will produce a less
effective span, a smaller
of soil pressures due to

pressure
the

following topics

3) The method
of design.
The first
stage is the collection and
interpretation of soils
lata. In this
connection the design engineer has to decide the
Vpe of soils
investigation required to facilitate the design of
he
permanent structure and
provide the construction engineer
V|th

sufficient information

piling and diaphragm walling will be

wall deflection and less redistribution
arching. It therefore seems inappro¬

priate to use the "trapezoidal" method when designing walls
of this type, because in these instances, a more triangular

WALL DESIGN

General Considerations

s

guous piles, steel sheet
different to those of a

to

build the work. These two

institution

distribution would be expected. If an extreme, case

piled

is considered where a continuous diaphragm or sheet
wall is constructed in the ground and struts are
close centres as the excavation proceeds, little or no
distribution of soil pressures will take place and the

inserted at

pressure diagram will be of a
values will depend on the type
steel piling, where the wall is

triangular form. The actual

of wall used. In the case

of

driven into the ground, the
pressures before excavation at either side may be considered
"at rest", whereas -with diaphragm wall construction, where
an excavation is opened up and the ground stabilised by the
april

of highway engineers

re¬

resulting
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yielding of the soil occurs, tending to
to those approaching the active
Therefore, even within the field of continuous retaining
vails different parameters will have to be employed depending
uDon'the type of construction, spacing of props etc.
The stress distribution, which governs the design, depends
the walling material used, the method of construction and
the centres at which the struts or ties are installed since it is
the effective span at any one stage of construction which will
determine the deflection, and consequently the re-distribution
of soil pressures. One of the most important factors in this
respect is the strength of the soil in front of the wall mobilising
the passive pressure as this determines the additional dimen¬
of

bentonite, some

"Sduce the "at rest" pressures
16

sion below excavation level making
In the case of multi-tied walls, as

up the effective span.
stage by stage excavation
oroceeds the passive pressure producing the effective span at
my one stage can be assessed approximately, but as excavaion proceeds past a particular stage the ground which was
estraining the wall is removed and further deflection can take
dace. The amount of passive resistance built up at any internediate stage, when removed, must be added to the active
iressures on the wall, since in the previous stage it was subracted to produce the resultant pressure diagram and hence
he tie bar forces above. If this is done then the final soils
istribution achieved will be of a triangular form with
xaggerated "bumps" at each tie level, the amount of
dditional pressure at a tie being dependent upon the passive
distance built up at the installation stage of that tie.'
With regard to the soil parameters which should be used in
etermining the passive pressure which is available at any
articular stage of excavation, it is considered that the design
tould be evaluated for two conditions, firstly using the
imediate or undrained soil parameters and secondly with the
rained soil parameters, as it has been shown that the latter
indition can arise in a very short time period. This approach,

therefore, applicable not only to the design of works of a
irmanent nature such as underpasses but also for temporary
orks where, as in basement construction, the wall is
only
posed during the const-ruction period. Since the drained
rameters approach the ultimate
strength of the soil the
ctor of safety when
using these parameters can be reduced
low that normally
employed, and values of 1.1 to 1.2 are

,

totnmended for consideration.

'•sign Method
ie
following design method for multi-tied walls has been
veloped by Cementation to incorporate the effects of the
nporary support produced by the passive pressure at inter•diate excavation
stages.
It involves a
procedure which calculates the position and

Co)

magnitude of a resultant tie at any stage of excavation by
treating the wall as a single tied structure.
The method requires that the
following assumptions are
made:—

(1)

The

mobilising and resisting soil forces are those
using Rankine's earth pressure theory;
At failure there is a unique point of rotation in the

determined

(2)

plane of the wall; and
(3) The wall is only of sufficient length to mobilise a factor
of safety of unity against rotation at
any stage of excavation.
The first assumption is made to
simplify the calculations,
and is the usual one made when calculating earth
pressures
in the design office.
The second assumption, that the point of rotation occurs in
the plane of the wall, enables the following simple procedure
to be used in calculating the additional tie bar forces
pro¬
duced when the passive pressure is "transferred" to the active
side during the next stage of excavation.
Consider the equilibrium conditions of the system shown in
Figure 2 (a) and (b).
From

Figure 2 (a):

£H=0 is satisfied when

:

*

T,=Pa'-Pp'
Mp=Ma
From

(I)

-

ZM=0 is satisfied when

:

(about position of T,)

Figure 2 (b)

2H=0 is satisfied when

:

T, +T2=Pa"—Pp"
ZM=0 is satisfied when

Mp"=Ma"
In
at

considering

a

the centroid of

:

(about the centroid of T, and T2)
resultant tie R, in Figure. 2 (b) acting

T, and T2,

then:

R1=T1+T2=Pa"-Pp"
Substituting for T, from equation (1)
then

Pa'—PP'+T2=Pa"—Pp"
T2 =Pa"—Pp"—Pa'+Pp'

hence

of pressure transferred to T2 when
the point for the insertion of T3,
Figure 2 (c) shows this represented diagramatically.
The remaining problem now is to calculate the position and
magnitude of R,. As T2 is unknown then both the position
and magnitude of R, are unknown. By assuming one the
other may be calculated and the initial assumption checked.
Since the lever arm of R-| to the position of factor of safetv

which gives the amount
excavation proceeds to

CO

Cb)
WAy/^

\

Tl

\\

Ti

V

T2
►

Rl

■

\

Tl
►

T2

T2

\<\
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P a'
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small in comparison to its magnitude it is
dimension is calculated to a high degree
following iteration procedure is recom¬
mended to ensure a convergence upon the correct answer.
Figure 3 shows the case where the excavation level has been
reduced to a position for the insertion of the fourth tie.
of unity is usually
necessary that this
of accuracy and the

Considering the equilibrium of the system.
£H =0 is satisfied when

:

T4 = Rn—R
£M=0 is satisfied when:

(R.x)—(T4.y)=0
where y = D

—

x

—

(2)

1

ORIGINAL GROUND LEVEL.

Substituting in (2)

f(x)=(R.x)—T4 (D—x—1)
=(R.x)—T4D+T4.x + T4.1
Substituting in Newton — Raphson's iteration formula,
R-x—T4D+T4.x+T4.l
n+1~"
R+T4
where xn+i is the new estimate of X
and xn

is the previous estimate of X
(This process is continued until the required accuracy is
reached).
This method can now be followed through a typical design
by considering the action of the wall as excavation proceeds.
The first stage of excavation is usually a cantilever having an
exposed height of the order of 2 to 5 metres. The bending
Of TIE

moments

in the wall under this condition

can

be determined

by the usual methods, but it should be noted that the maximum
bending moment occurs below the first tie level and not at
the tie level as is often assumed when designing walls of

R

—

PREVIOUS

Rn

—

NEW RESULTANT TIE FORCE.

1

-

PREVIOUS

-

NEW RESULTANT TIE FORCE

In

this nature.
After the installation of the first tie, the second stage of
excavation proceeds down to the level required for the insertion
of the second tie. Under this condition a single-tied retaining
wall exists for which, as mentioned previously, knowledge of
the interaction of the soil and the wall flexibility is available.

RESULTANT TIE FORCE.

However, when the second tie is installed, very little informa¬
tion is available on the re-distribution of the soil pressures.

RESULTANT TIE FORCE LEVEL.
LEVEL

In this

TI,T2.T3, £| T4

rotation

INDIVIDUAL TIE FORCES.

occur at a tie level but at some intermediate level between the
first and second ties. Since this level cannot readily be deter-

FIG 3
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design method, it is assumed that there is a point of
as in the single-tied wall but this point does not
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osition has to

be estimated, as outlined previously,

min^ pSrgCecjure may be continued down through any number
of ties-

Design Methods

with Existing

orison

Comp«;^r,

Also shown

are the results obtained for
analyses carried out
by the generally used methods.
Figure 5 shows the method compared with a full scale ex¬
periment and designs for this project submitted by various
engineers.

designs carried out by the (Cementation

0£

experimental work indicates that the results
•°ed provide a good estimate of the horizontal forces and
ll.lam 4 shows this method compared with model experiments
^rn'ed out by Rowe and Briggs® for 2, 3 and 4 tied walls.
and

Field evidence

from

other

tests

on

full

scale walls

is

encouraging, but modifications to the method will be built in
if necessary in the form of flexibility coefficients when the
complete results of full scale and model tests, currently being
carried out by Cementation, are available.
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considered that until a method of design is produced
account the full interaction of the wall and
L' soil flexibilities then empirical methods of this nature
st be used. The approach described takes account of vary"e soil strata, wall flexibility and method of excavation, and
should enable the design engineer to make a better assessment
of the wall's behaviour than by assuming a trapezoidal pres¬
sure distribution for a continuous wall, for which it was not
originally envisaged.
The main advantages of the new method are listed below:—
(1) It is a repetitive single-tied wall design with which most
engineers are familiar and should involve no difficulties in
implementing;
(2) It is amenable to varying soil strata which has always been
a'problem when implementing the trapezoidal method;
(3) It allows struts or tics to be inserted at levels chosen by
the engineer to take full advantage of the initial cantilevering
abilities of diaphragm walls which is difficult, if possible at all
It

is

takes into

h ch

using the trapezoidal method;
(4) It allows the wall penetration to be calculated based on a
rotational criteria as well as the direct sumation of horizontal
forces used in the trapezoidal method; and
(5) Although the procedure is simple, it produces results
which comply closely with current experimental data available.
The necessity of close co-ordination between the design,
soils and construction engineers throughout all stages of the
work is again emphasised because, whenever the problem of
foundations is being studied, especially in the field of retain¬
ing walls, the design may have to be amended as the work
proceeds. The limited number of boreholes which can be put
down on any site is generally insufficient to provide a complete
picture of the ground strata and tie bar positions and forces
may have to be varied as construction takes place. For this
purpose it is necessary for a quick and rapid design method to
be available. It is noteworthy that Cementation have produced
a computer
program which can analyse continuous multi-tied
walls supporting soils of varying characteristics which enable
quick amendments to be made to the design based on the soil
conditions exposed as the wall is being constructed.
when

to

Further improvement in design consists of providing a kelly
which the grab is fixed. The kelly is guided above the

ground and the purpose of the arrangement is:—
(i) to position and stabilize the grab above the trench in the
minimum of time;

(ii) to guide the grab during lowering in

a true

vertical line;

and

2.

WALL CONSTRUCTION

Plant for Excavation of
Diaphragm Walls
The plant used for excavation of
diaphragm wall trenches
can be divided into
two main groups;—
0) First group — reverse circulation plant. The
principle of
machines of this type follow the
drilling technique in which

(iii) to provide additional weight to the grab.
Kelly-guided grabs are usually erected as an attachment to
standard cranes forming an efficient unit. Figure 6 shows the
Cementation Trencha Grab which can reach a very high out¬
put — 10 or even 15 sq.m per hr.
Trench Excavation

ie

rotary drilling bit loosens the ground, which is mixed with
entomte suspension and
brought up by circulation of the fluid
rough a hollow drilling rod (or kelly). The bentonite suspen¬
sion
plays a double purpose of stabilising the excavation and

:°nv^g the soil to the
'

'oil

'

^econ^.Sroup
bentomte

Th ®

"ant

m

surface.

uses tools which directly excavate the

suspension is only employed to provide the

f tbe s'^cs °f the trench. There
this
,

are many types

?e used
iK^C^an'Ca' ^'Sgers — either
cl

of

group:—

back or forward acting,
successfully for shallow depth (2.5-3 metres).
excayators of special construction (E.L.S.E.)

1C

can

US-'nS spec?al trenching grabs.
n'cal -nri
'S m0St interesting and in recent years econo'he (renf-v 1C16nt m.achines have been produced using grabs.
several r"® ®rak's tbc width of the trench but its length
biginallv
?FCater- The usual length is about 2 metres.
nd this tv
•
? S^abs were exc'usively rope operated
°werclosirT 1S k''i W1^e'y used, but to improve efficiency,
hydraulic' f1
ave now heen developed. The power can
a the
g'raht t?"1 oper?te.d mechanism) or electric (motors
sts of sneeHi le SUpcriority
power in closing grabs conf the
grab eft"" ?pe,ra,i°n ar>d the fact that the full weight
onch durino jCH T presses its jaw into the bottom of the
Partly used in"5!1"2'
lbe rope °Pernted method the weight
close the
The

i

•

e

io

AL 0F THE

.

grab.

institution_of_highway

engineers

Benfonite Suspension

(a)

The first recorded use of bentonite
the side of

a

trench

was

for

a

suspension to stabilize

wide excavation of

a

cut off wall

plastic fill in America in 1950. Later, about 1952-53, a
narrow type of concrete diaphragm was executed in Italy.
By 1954 a "slot" type excavation was an established procedure.
Bentonite is a special kind of clay (sodium form of Montmorillonite) and the properties of bentonite suspension were
first studied about 1926 by Freudlich and later by Lorenz and
Veder. These physical properties, which make bentonite useful
in stabilising the sides of a trench during construction, may be
with

summarised

(i)

as

follows:—

Dispersion
Bentonite, like other clays, is essentially insoluble in water,

disperses under hydration much
easily than other clays. The dispersed particles are elon¬
gated, disc-like, about 2-3 microns thick and up to 300 microns
In length. Even a low concentration of bentonite of a few
per cent (by weight) readily forms a colloidial suspension,
but when mixed with water

more

which in many respects

behaves like a solution.

(ii) Thixotropy

exhibits thixotropic properties,
but becomes fluid when agitated
by mechanical stirring. The' most popular explanation of the

The bentonite suspension
i.e. it gels when undisturbed
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bentonite is based on a theory that the clay

''"x° ,ropy of
.s have
•

negative electrical charges on their planer surPar"sCand positive charges on the edges. In a state of gel the
tides are orientated by electrical forces—a negative surface
'"'positive edge—and form a "lattice structure", which pro!i°ces the effect of a gel. When the suspension is agitated, the
bonding forces are broken, the particles are orientated at
random and the suspension becomes fluid. Left undisturbed,
the "structure" is automatically rebuilt into a gel form.

Capacity to form a filter cake.
placed over a filtering medium the bentonite
suspension loses part of its water into the permeable material
(iii)

When

solid constituents form a "cake" of clay particles on
of the medium. This filter cake, of few millimetres

whilst the

the surface

provides

thickness,

a

practically impervious.
When

bentonite

a

fairly resistant skin, which
suspension

is

introduced

can

into

be
an

excavation where the strata are pervious, it will penetrate the
soils. The depth of penetration depends on the excess hydro¬
static pressure, the permeability of the strata and the viscosity
of the fluid. When equilibrium is reached, the fluid forms a

gel in the trench and in the penetrated zone. Under excess
pressure a filter cake is formed on the sides of the excavation.
As the digging tool enters the excavation it turns the gel into
a fluid, but its disturbing action does not extend to the gel
entrapped in the penetrated zone or break down the cake
membrane

This

on

the sides.

Since

no precise formulae exist at
present for the calculation
stability of an excavation under bentonite suspension,
it is up to the specialist
engineer to assess the conditions and
use his own
judgment, based on site experience.
The following procedure is proposed in the
analysis of the
problem. It is hoped that it will help the engineer in his
appreciation, showing what are the essential assumptions and
what is left as intelligent speculation.
(i) First the possible passive resistance of the bentonite sus¬
pension must be examined since this is the basic force which
props the sides of the excavation. Neglecting the shearing resis¬
tance of the bentonite suspension, the basic
stabilizing force
can
be expressed as a simple hydrostatic pressure which
depends on the specific gravity (S.G.) of the suspension. The
S.G. of a freshly mixed suspension of low concentration is
only slightly higher than 1.0 but, when introduced into the
trench, it soons entraps grains of soil and increases in density.
Experience shows that, in average sandy conditions, the S.G.
can rise to about 1,2 when
grab excavation is used. (It is less
if a reverse circulation system is used.) Table 1 illustrates

of the

*

BENTONITE SPECIFIC GRAVITY RANGE

virtually impervious membrane allows the hydrostatic

of the suspension to act on the sides of the excavation,
without raising the pore water pressure within the mass of the
soil. This is one of the basic principles of the stabilizing action.

question of stability and equilibrium of forces under

bentonite is often discussed and the names of Schneebeli,
MorgensternW), Nash®, Veder<7> and El son'9) are well known.
The subject of the stability created
by bentonite was also the
topic of one of the Speciality Sessions of the Seventh Interna¬
tional Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering in Mexico 1969. At this session, the reporter,
J. Florentine0), said ''The record of some three million
square
metres of

walling already completed tends to show' that

method of construction has been
developed before a theory
stability, co-ordinated and acceptable to everybody, can
established." He added
encouragingly "Should we not

ex^Td'^ t'lat aeroP'anes

were fly'n8 before aerodynamics

fany cases
Il: ls not possible to balance the forces on the basis
simple hydrostatic
e

based

pressure of the

on

suspension and earth

existing classical theories; hence the ten-

can^' researchers to look for some secondary factors, which

are'-l°ntri'3Ute t0
stat>ility. Such factors often discussed
(jO The shearing resistance of bentonite in gel form.
limii.I1 ,art 8 action of the soil in relation to the usually
fc\
dlmensions of an excavated panel,
reinfore res'st?nce
the bentonite cake, which can act as
r,fC!i!ent ln k"31'1 vertical and horizontal directions to the
(d) A •
eXcavationwhich V„n?rease !n *'le shearing resistance of the zone of soil
'c) ELr-ir cntornte ge' permeated beyond the cake.
sides

°Sm°tic f°rees'
hvdrn^t ®.son<9) estimates that the main stabilizing force
^Hr75 to 90S a Pressure of the suspension, which accounts
;.xPt'ritnce thPt'r-fCnt
-"le stahi'iz'ng force. It is a matter of
^
usually ^ ' any minor collapse of the trench does occur,
:Xa!r>ple. jnst'h" VCS H ZOne
so'' at sha"ow depth, for
^'ftfore.
thal ""eat.h the concrete guide walls. It may well be.
!l1"
In prac

h the

lower

r-,CtaS^'Ca' 'heory
Part of
a

narrow

overestimates the soil

trench.

Specific

Gravity
Range

Made ground
Cobbles, Clay

4.5

1.05-1.19

B

Sand & Gravel

7.5

1.10-1.24

C

Shale, Gravel,
Sand, Sandstone

9

1.15-1.20

Cobbles in hard

4.5

1.05-1.10

6

1.15

D

Clay
E

Sand/silt

a

of
be
be

The problem consists of
expressing theoretically the state of
equilibrium which must exist in
practical cases, between earth
pressure and the
support offered by a bentonite suspension. In
essure

Normal
Bentonite
Mix (%)

A

(b) Stability

"

General
Ground
Conditions

Contract

pressure

The

TABLE I

pressures

typical S.G. values for bentonite mixes.
Next it is necessary to check the level of bentonite which
can be maintained at all times during the trench excavation
and concrete placing stages. It is necessary to examine the
strata for possible loss of bentonite, which the supply could
not maintain without a lowering of its level in the trench. Very
open strata, of permeability (Kw) more than 5cm/sec, can
practically prevent the level being maintained at the required
height. Similarly, cavities or unused drains can cause a sudden
lowering of bentonite level.
The level of bentonite in relation to the ground water table
is also important since the filter cake can only be formed :f
there is an excess of head in relation to ground water level.

The

practical lower limit is about 1.5 metres.

a result of the above study, a pressure line of basic
bentonile support can be drawn for both the minimum and
maximum anticipated density, bearing in mind that the density

As

increase from the lower to the upper
the excavation proceeds.
(ii) The second analysis refers to the expected active earth
pressure. Employing the classical two dimensional theory of
earth pressure, soil parameters such as <£ and unit weight
must be carefully established together with the water level and
its variations. In addition surcharge loadings from adjacent
foundations must be assessed when present in order to facilitate
the calculation of the active pressure in terms of Ka- A pressure
line can then be drawn to the same scale as the pressure of the
of the suspension will
limits of this range, as

benlor.ite.

(iii)

bentonite hydrostatic pressure
lines should provide a general apprecia¬

A first comparison of the

and the active pressure

tion of

stability.

the journal of

the institution of highway
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is at or above the line of
pressure, there is obviously nothing to worry
deficiency of bentonite pressure is more than 25
of bentonite pressure

which is more than can be expected from the

Cent say,

further study or test is required. The
recommended figure of 25 per cent is arbitrary and open to
discussion. If the deficiency is less than 25 per cent a study of
the influence of secondary factors is necessary.
The secondary factors have already been listed and it is now
relevant to comment on their quantitative effects:—
(a) Shearing resistance of beirtonite in gel form — Elson is
of the opinion that this will not exceed 5 per cent of the
stabilizing force. However, since the excavating tool disturbs
the gel and can reduce its shear strength to negligible proporsecondary factors, a

factor can be omitted.
(b) Arching action of the soil in relation to the limited
dimensions of a panel. This aspect can be very important and
the analysis of a three dimensional wedge or longitudinal arch,

ions, this

suggested by Schneebeli (1964)<6> is recommended.
(c) The resistance of the bentonite cake. This is an unknown
quantity and difficult to introduce into the calculation. It is
suggested that its influence be ignored.
(d) An increase in shearing resistance of the zone into which
the bentonite penetrated. This aspect is treated in detail by
Elson. He estimates that, in practice, it accounts for 10 to 25
per cent of the stabilising force when excavating in sands.
(e) Electro-osmotic forces. These forces are rather indefinite,
but they have been analysed recently by Wielicka<8) (1967) and
proved to be insignificant.
In most cases the introduction of approximate values for the
as

above factors allow a balance to be established between the
active and passive forces. In general, if the water level is some
1.5-2.0 metres below the ground level and the strata is not so
pervious as to preclude the possibility of maintaining the

suspension level, the excavation

can

be stabilised with benton¬

ite. Certain difficulties can, however, occur with new
fills. If properly used the method can control running

hydraulic
sands and

silts.

Although a record of collapses does not exist, it is significant
that most collapses occur in upper strata, which does not tie
in with classical theory.
Perhaps the lower strata possesses a
better shearing resistance than is
usually accepted, as suggested
earlier,

or

the active earth pressure

Settlement

tends to be limited at depth.

of

Adjacent Ground

is ai°' saT' ^200. In practice however, the support of bentonite
rating6
theoretical active pressure of the soil and the
the a"?' f3',roac'1 wou'd be to evaluate by how much it exceeds

Pre^s.ure and then to consider the strain created by

labora?SS m°k'l>sed >n the soil. Using a small scale model in the
lo iKp°r^' Tl ?n measured the settlement ( As) and related it
eranhs^6
sa-fety- For factor of safety 1.2, his
height fH\^ ^ settlement of about 1/1000 of the supported
diminish1

lVl'l
;he formal'

's

'

'ess than H/500. The settlement

^ronl wa" and should not extend beyond
Comb]
°£ 'he "active. wedse":a! knowled^ *>ract'?a' exPerience with present limited theoreti'djacent buTTS',ecia' Precautions should be considered where
;e|ilemcnt -ind"thS ?T struc;tures are particularly sensitive to
•dvisable to
? 'ouncfation soil is loose. In such cases it is
metres. In u 'Ul*e ''le 'en8'h of panels to a minimum of, say,
t

-

lre

followed

opened.
In most

where the soil is moderately
compact and
length of panel of about 5 metres is adopted,
the expected settlement will be
negligible.
It may be concluded that the
digging of a narrow trench,
using conventional methods, lo build a wall to protect a future

where

a

cases

standard

excavation, is

an established and successful method often used
in the immediate vicinity of nearby buildings. Excavation
under bentonite to install the wall offers much better conditions
since it supplies instant support for the excavation, prevents
influx of soil into the excavation and does not require pumping
associated with the lowering of a ground water table. There are
numerous

the

examples of bentonite walls installed successfully in
even in relatively soft grounds.

proximity of tall buildings,

Concrete for load
General

The

•
an

OtNAL

tie

Precaijllons taken by old trench diggers

theoretical factor
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bearing diaphragm walls

Requirements

requirement for finished concrete in the diaphragm wall
substantially from concrete in other reinforced

does not vary

concrete structures.

The concrete for
ite by means of a

diaphragm walls is poured through benton¬
tremie pipe and gradually, under gravity
forces, displaces the bentonite fluid from the excavation. No
mechanical means of compaction are used and for a successful
concreting operation, it is imperative to take into consideration
placing conditions at the stage of the mix design. The require¬
ments for a mix, which can successfully be placed under
bentonite (or water), can be summarised as follows:
(i) The consistency should be flowable to allow for gradual and
complete filling of the excavation under gravity forces. The
S.G. of the concrete is 2.3 approximately while the S.G. of
bentonite suspension varies from 1 to 1.3 depending on the
degree of contamination.
The more flow the concrete has the easier the tremie opera¬
tion. There are, however, limits — too liquid a concrete may
not be cohesive enough, or may show loss of strength.

(ii)

The mix must be cohesive and must not segregate or
,

Setting time of the mix must be long enough to permit
the operation of concreting to be completed without adverse
effects on quantities already delivered.
(iii)

suspension approximates -to
te active
pressure, then the active pressure in the ground will
i
ually be mobilised. Settlement of the adjacent ground will
en epend
mainly on the state of compaction of the soils. For
mpact sand, settlement could be
almost zero up to 1/1000 of
supported height whereas for loose sand this fraction could

sir

heavy superimposed loads on adjacent ground, consideration
can be given to chemical
stabilisation before the trench is

bleed.

The excavation of the soil from the
trench under bentonite
reduces the initial
existing earth pressure at rest to the ben
tonite pressure, and
consequently some movement can be
expected.
If the
support of the bentonite

the

ising the active soil wedge is increased by invoking the support
offered at the ends of the panel due to
arching within the soil.
In the case of very severe conditions of loose strata and
very

of

safety against mobil-

OF HIGHWAY ENGINEERS

(b)

Mix design

The mix
are

,

designer has to ensure that the above requirements

satisfied

as

far

as

possible, bearing in mind the final require¬

adequate strength, durability and impermeability.
Badly designed mixes which are too stiff or not cohesive
can cause serious difficulties such as blocking the pipe, insuffi¬
cient filling of ends and corners of the panel, segregation or
mixing with bentonite.
The following are practical recommendations:—
ment of

1.. Grading of the aggregate
In order to make a "flowable" consistency, the water has to
be "trapped" within the aggregate. It has been found from
experience that particles, which effectively oppose movement of
water within the mix are particles below British Sieve Size
No. 25 and these particles have to be in sufficient quantity.
Normally, 20 to 30 per cent of this size makes good concrete.
In order to reduce the tendency for segregation, it is advis¬
able to reduce the maximum size of aggregate to I9mm. The
shape of the grading curve should show evenly graded aggre¬
gate. Gap graded concrete is prone to segregation, but a certain
flattening of the curve between sieve No. 14 and 5mm can
be advantageous. Gradings which have been successfully em¬

ployed are illustrated in Figure 7.
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VARIOUS

AGGREGATE

CURVES.

AS USED FOR CONCRETE PLACED UNDER BENTONITE

zOSK
FIG 7.

2.

Cement

quantity

Because of the
content

is

high quantity of fines and water, the cement
high to ensure the required strength. In addition the

required to combine with the fines of the
desired cohesion and
flowability. In practice, the recommended minimum limit foi
a (21 N/mnr) 3000 p.s.i. concrete is 392 Kg/mJ per cubic yd.
of concrete (however leaner mixes are also used).
The chosen cement quantity should also contain a factor of
safety to cover the scatter of cube test results for flowable
concrete and for local partial segregation, which can occur in
spite of the best supervision.
cement

particles

are

aggregate and water to produce the

t.DOO

quantity — plasticisers
quantity should be adequate to produce a consis¬
tency of 150-200 mm slump. To reduce the water requirements
it is advisable to use plasticisers of a reputable type to make
the mix more cohesive and permit a reduction of water content
by 10 to 20 per cent. Reduction in water content not only
increases the cube strength but also has a pronounced antibleed action. Also, it increases, albeit slightly, the specific
gravity of the concrete, which helps to displace bentonite
during placing and increases the resistance of concrete to
erosion. On average, the water/cement ratio can be maintained
at slightly above 0.5.
3.

7000

Water

The water

Woo

6.000

5J00

o

4.
Retarders
The time of setting

5po°

has to be checked against timing of the
operation. Concrete setting too quickly (especially at. high tem¬
peratures) can be very difficult to tremie. In such cases, retar¬
ders are advisable. It should be noted that a slight excess of

\

<600

is less harmful than an insufficient quantity,
would produce stiff, non-flowable concrete.
an
of fines is less harmful than a stony mix. However, none
above recommendations should be exaggerated.
water

REQD

Similarly,

4000

g <000

TSOO

in

Examples of composition and cube test results are included
Figure 8 and it should be noted that excellent results have

been obtained with very

(c)

S000

_L_

"2MIN. CONTENT

OF CEMEFFT :

SLUMP: 7"
SIEVE CURVE Nos I 72
CW TEST RESULTS.

7e DAYS
ttO

LBS/CU YD
'

high slump concrete.

Trcmie Concreting.
operation of concreting is simple

but requires great care.
by slump tests and general
appearance. This latter aspect should not be underemphasised
since the human eye can be easily trained to detect bleeding,
segregation and non-acceptable consistency.
Prior to concreting, the bottom of the trench should be
cleaned of debris and bentonite suspension, which is contami-

The
It is
1

which
excess
of the

important to check the concrete
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beyond acceptable limits. The next step is the placing ot
stop ends true to position and verticality, followed by the
placing of the reinforcing cage and finally by the tremie pipe.
Tremie pipes used for concreting are lOin. diameter steel
pipes, and the required length is obtained by joining separate
lengths of pipe. There is no standard length of pipe between

nated

joints, but to

allow for simple adjustment of the tremie length

concreting, 2 metre lengths are recommended. The joints
of the tremie must be watertight, easily disconnected and with¬
out projecting flanges, since these could foul the reinforcing
cage. Experience shows that threaded pipe joints, carefully
handled, are most practical.
The tremie pipe is placed in the centre of the panel, although
two tremie pipes are sometimes placed in long panels. The
bottom of the tremie rests firmly on the ground, and the funnel
hopper is placed at the upper end. After assembly of the
tremie a "plug" is placed in the tremie floating on the
bentonite. The purpose of this plug is to separate the initial

3

ANCHOR DESIGN

Site

Investigation

Of paramount importance is the
provision of site investiga¬
tion data which will facilitate anchor
design and choice of
anchor construction technique. The basic information

during

batch of concrete from
concrete is

required

is illustrated in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Item

Data Required

Borehole

General Soil Profile
Groundwater Level

Undisturbed

Shear Strengths (<f>,

Sample

Density

Cu, c' &<£')

Consolidation and Compressibility
Indices

the bentonite, which is in the pipe. As

poured into the tremie, the plug travels down under

the weight of
The tremie

concrete, until it reaches the bottom.

Disturbed

Mechanical Analysis
Chemical Analysis

pipe is then lifted slowly from the bottom allow¬
ing the concrete to push the plug out. From this moment the
end of the tfemie must always be submerged in concrete and it
is therefore important to check the level of concrete near the
tremie and at the end of the panel regularly, after every deli¬
very. A sounding weight of S.G. = 2, is recommended for this

In-situ
Test

Standard Penetration
or Dutch Cone Readings
Vane Test Results

work.

Construction

Proximity of operations such
piling, blasting or freezing

During concreting, the top surface of the concrete will slope
from a high point at the tremie to a low point at the ends of
the panel. This slope indicates that the concrete is travelling
upwards from the bottom of the tremie pipe in greater quan¬
tity near the pipe than at the ends. This must be associated
with a horizontal movement on the concrete surface from
the centre to the ends of the panels.
The

fluid the concrete and greater the value of sub¬
merged length in relation to the length of the panel, the less
movement can be expected. For very short panels and a long
more

submerged length, the filling of the trench will consist of a
vertical movement without a horizontal component. This
horizontal movement can influence the concreting operation
in two ways:—

(i) the top concrete is gradually exchanged for fresh concrete
and.the time at which the initial set occurs is not as critical as
m
very short panels or piles; and
('0 the impurities in the bentonite are
ward to the ends of the
panel
tvhen cut off level is reached.

gradually moved for¬

and this fact has to be considered

Sample

In sands the friction

•

rr-The c9ncrete rises, gradually displacing the suspen-

if
iv

tli

if6
s

fspe.n^'on cannot build

a filter cake on the surface
S I ' -3S's .not Pen'ious. It can adhere to the bars only
co"csion which, for the concentration
employed, would
t

angle (<j>) combined with the effective

overburden pressure enables the capacity of the anchor to be
calculated since the resistance to pull-out of the anchor

depends

on

the ground restraint which can be mobilised

adjacent to the grout injection zone.

Grading samples

are

invaluable since they enable the per¬

meability and therefore the groutability of the soil to be
assessed, and in addition when the samples are used in con¬
junction with standard penetration tests to estimate relative
density, then <j> values can be determined if these are not
already available.
Chemical analyses of the soil and groundwater are important
since sulphate content and pH for example can dictate the
type of cement grout and degree of corrosion protection.
Anchor Location
Since the waling level and
mined in the wall design, the
and

*ond Stress
for to
concreting, the steel is immersed in the bentonite

as

spacing of the anchors is deter¬
location of the top anchor is fixed
only the inclination and length of the anchor remain to be

calculated.
Anchor inclination is

kept small and ideally should be less
In many cases however this is not

than 20° to the horizontal.

possible due to the proximity of adjacent
values of 20°

-

45°

foundations, and

are common.

retcPdr°Xlm^te'y
dynes/cm2 or 215 N/m2. Rising conxer(!j Ueto 'Agranular composition and its inherent friction,

«S 3 S°-rt sweeP'n? action which removes the benUS'3fns,otl. fr°m bar. On removal of stop end pipes
)at thF s
,r'n8 at the end of the panels, it can be observed
ours - s)v eeP'ng action is efficient. If left longer than a few
'ncrete
ost imP°ssibIe to remove the pipes because
E' Exner' 'ereS t0
s'ee'' which was submerged in bcnton'17 hav^R1'5 carr'ed out and described in C1RIA Report
round m'M°Wn
t'le hond stress, at no slip condition,
formed ha' St£e' ^ars was not mater'ally affected, but for
obable pvT
ere ernP'°yed, the bond stress is reduced. The

)nite

laced

adi

CVem

effirf a?atlon the above is that deformed bars
undpen,uSWecp'n® action and bentonite suspension is

ipped
As a resiT

the deformations.
of° i^'S report no adjustments are made for safe
Plicable to
deformedb^"' & rec*uct'on 10"2d Pcr cent's

'ncl stress

nal of the

'nstitutiontof

highway engineers
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regard to overall length, the fixed anchor must be
embedded (a) deep enough to avoid the localised passive failure
of the soil associated with the failure condition for shallow
dcadmen; and
(b) far enough away from the wall to ensure against a slip
failure beneath the toe of the wall and beyond the fixed anchor
zone, at a lower factor of safety than the design specification
With

allows.
A minimum depth of 5-6 metres is normally considered
sufficient to guarantee a deep seated failure condition at pullout, and, for initial guide purposes only, the "free" anchorage
length may be estimated with the help of the construction

diagram shown

in Figure 9.

is achieved the factor of

safety is defined

F

as

=

ta"
tan

-

</>n

where

<j> is the actual angle of internal friction. This definition
corresponds with the concept of partial safety factors as pro¬
posed by the late Professor Brinch Hansen. It is considered
that the main attraction of this method is its
simplicity, and
although the forces acting are assumed to be concurrent it is
considered that the value of F is

safe estimate since the

a

stabilising passive resistance available from the embedded
depth of soil within the excavation, is ignored in the calcula¬
tion.
For systems

Overall Stability
a second step the stability of the whole system must be
checked to ascertain whether the chosen anchor lengths are
sufficient or not. Where the waling loads on the wall have been

As

designed according to the principles outlined earlier it is
introduced will prevent slip
planes occuring between the wall and the fixed anchor zone. In
other words it is assumed that the prestressing of the anchors

assumed that the anchor prestress

introduces a new state of stress in the retained soil mass where
the normal stresses and consequently the shear strengths be¬
come

weight G and the forces E., and Rn are in equilibrium. If this
is not the case then </>„ has to be altered and when
equilibrium

large enough to prevent the mobilisation of sliding

surfaces ahead of the fixed anchor zone. The sliding surfaces
which are still possible will therefore pass beyond the fixed
anchor zone. As an additional safety precaution the midpoints
and not the ends of the fixed anchors are usually arranged

along the sliding surface with the required safety factor,
according to practice in Europe. It is noteworthy, however, that
in the absence of detailed information on fixed anchor/soil
interaction, the authors consider that the fixed anchor zone
should be completely beyond the estimated slip plane.
The shape of the sliding surface which will occur for
systems with only one row of anchors is known through the
work of Kranz (1953)<I3\ Jelinek and Ostermeyer (1966)<14' and
Ranke and Ostermeyer (1968)('5> and the procedure recom¬

with several rows of anchors the shape of the
sliding surface is not known from experiments and the stability
is evaluated using the circle or logarithmic spiral method. A
logarithmic spiral has the property that the radius from the
spiral centre to any point on the curve, forms a constant angle
<f> with the normal line to the curve. If a nominal friction
angle of the soil <fn is employed where tan <j>„

—*£'.
F

then

the line of action of the

resulting forces on each part of the
sliding surface will pass through the spiral centre. None of
the forces along the sliding line will therefore create a moment
around this point, and they can therefore be neglected, when
considering the equilibrium of moments around the point.
The safety factor F is correct, when the moments of the
remaining weights and forces on the sliding body total zero.
Figure 11 shows the principle, and again, by ignoring the
passive resistance of the soil beneath the excavation when the
moments produced by Gt and Gs balance, a conservative value
is obtained of F equals tan <f>/'tan
In both the stability analyses described the basic assumption
is made that anchor prestress increases the shear strength of
the sand sufficiently to displace the potential failure plane
beyond the fixed anchor. Care should therefore be taken not

mended for consideration is a modified Kranz method sug¬
gested by Locher in 1969 (Figure 10).

MG
SPIRAL
F

=

s
=

n:

i

MGt

*9 ^
*9

tg

f

tg

ff

F =

Figure 11. Stability

'''i'lire

c.

i...

al"'"y of
k«mz Method.
rk

a

wall with

one

row

of anchors:

of^h'1e,lxeci
?ressure F-i on die vertical cut through the midanc'tor is calculated with nominal friction

sliding
Hie

analysis—spiral-slwped sliding surfaces.

apply these methods outside the range of cohesionless soils.
example it is clear that anchor pre¬
stress will only increase the soil shear strength gradually as
consolidation occurs. Consequently, in this situation, a conven¬
tional analysis of the overall stability should be carried out,
neglecting the presence of the soil anchors, and then the fixed
■anchor must be located some distance "beyond the-potential
slip zone to ensure that excessive pressures are not transmitted
across this zone, which might lead to premature failure.
to

io

"wdifinj
m

The
Point
angle .

n

a

resultant force Rn on the inclined plane of the
slidi°e
mUSt
l^e same angle <f>n with the normal
MS plane.^°rm
</,n ]las t,een

correctly assumed if the

In slid cohesive soils for
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Load
In

carrying capacity
fine to medium sized sand where the permeability (K»)

from 10—2 to 10—4
consists of a smooth grout

cm/sec, the fixed anchor formed
cylinder since the sand does not
allow permeation of the dilute cement grout (Figure 12).

wnere

anchors

cement

grout, safe

are

formed

in

working loads

fine cohesionless soil
are

usually limited to 40

using
tons.

ranges
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ANCHOR CONSTRUCTION

Construction

For this type

of anchor equation 3 is commonly used by

specialist contractors,
capacity.
Tr

to estimate the ultimate

load carrying

L. n' tan </>

(3)

fixed anchor h= 6.1-9.2m fixed anchor diameter.
D_= 180200mm and the range of fixed anchor
lengths L= 0.9-3.7m
over which the rule has
been tested.
In general
however, practising
rule which relates anchor

engineers require an empirical
pull-out capacity with anchor dimen¬

sions and soil
parameters. Equation 4 for vertical anchors is
recommended for consideration.

A^(ht-L)
+ B yh

~

n

n cD2_d2)

DL tan ^ + B g h

»

m

interface

=

S

=

to the

(end

,h« contact pressure

resistance)

t

effective pressure of the

bearing capacity factor.
unit

weight of soil overburden

(submerge
beneath the water
table).
it =
depth of overburden to
top of fixed anc tor.
L =
length of fixed anchor.
D =
effective diameter of fixed anchor.
d =
effective diameter of grout shaft or
column.
A
normally lies within the range 1 - 2 but t e

depends to
'■e.

(4)

(D2—d2)

....

drilling

a

great extent on the anchor

„,P;nht

uni

B
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give

a

a

better bond at the

grout-soil interface.
(2.) The cable, which consists of high tensile strands, wires
or bar is homed, the length of cable above the fixed anchor
being decoupled from the ground'by some form of sheathing.
(3). Grout, consisting of neat cement and water, is injected
into the hole under pressure as the casing is withdrawn over
the fixed anchor length. The hole is then topped up with grout
and allowed to set following complete withdrawal of the casing.
Grout W/c ratios ranging from 0.4 to 0.65 are recommended
and the injection pressures may vary from 30 to 1000 KN/ml
Care should be taken not to exceed the theoretical over¬

Assuring in the ground
the surface as well as
possible damage to existing anchors. During the grouting stage
therefore, a careful note of injection pressure is required
together with grout consumption.
Where the ground is variable high alumina cement is often
employed since it enables the anchor to be lensioned within
24 hours. Consequently, if the ground conditions have deterior¬
ated locally without being observed, the tensioning stage will
burden pressure since this could cause
and possibly lead to ground heave at

a

reduced capacity, and remedial measures can

be

immediately.

Within six hours of grouting, the grout column filling
back using air and water, to within 1.5
metres, say, of the top of the fixed anchor.
(5.) When the fixed anchor has hardened (minimum crushing
strength of 28 N/'mm2 is normally specified), the cable is post(4.)

value
<ure

a

.

ic

tensioned to the desired load.
Thus the anchorage is based on grout

.'
^

i

medium sand
(</, = 35°) values of 1.4 and 31 to
respectively have been measured where rotary p
^'ve drilling
technitiucs have been employed
ejection
to

widens and cleans the hole and ensures

the hole is flushed

P

nnd B.

pressures of 350 KN/nf

Anchor hole formation is aided by various flushing tech¬
niques. In sands and gravels, for example, water flushing

indicate

depends on the angle of shearing t
ihc soil and
the ratio h/D. It is
fmc to
noteworthy that in,

J°URNAL

(1.) A casing, 50-150 mm nominal diameter, is driven
through the wall and the retained soil mass to the desired
depth, using rotary, rotary-percussive or vibrodriving

taken

installation P

method and grout
injection pressure.

capacity factor
oI

in sand

techniques.
=

(metres) 13-16.5 t/m
where L is the fixed anchor length (metres n' = 13-16.5 T/m
and $ is the angle of internal friction. In
equation 3, n' auto¬
matically takes account of the depth of overburden above the

B

Stage

The method which is employed for anchorages
entails a number of working operations as follows:—

Figure 12

soil

Safety

Having established the ultimate load holding capacity of the
anchor using either equation 3 or 4 it is
necessary to apply a
factor of safety to guarantee the performance of the individual
anchor. In multi-anchor systems where progressive failure
must be prevented, the minimum factor of
safety (Sf) normally
employed is 1.6. Since the local soil properties are not normally
known with the degree of accuracy associated with the steel
components of the cable and top anchorage, a value of 2 is
common for fixed anchor
design in cohesionless soil both for
temporary and permanent works.
In order to check and possibly optimise the fixed anchor
design at the beginning of the contract a minimum of three
test anchors pulled to failure is recommended where the fixed
anchor length is varied and the cable is designed in each case
to ensure that failure occurs at the fixed anchor/soil interface.
With regard to overall stability a factor of safety F = 1.5
is customary, but as in all designs the choice is based on how
accurately the relevant characteristics are known, whether the
system is temporary or permanent and the consequences if

"■
ratio ^L/U
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■

injection and consists"

basically of a cable which is bonded into a grouted zone of
alluvium (the fixed anchorage). The rest of the cable is encased
in a protective sheath to prevent the cable from coming into
contact with the surrounding ground and also to provide a

safeguard against corrosion.
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post Tensioning
T^P

0st-tensioning operation pre tests the anchor, thus ensur-

measured factor of safety against
necessary to apply a temporary
"'[ loading on site. However, the allowable test load (Tt) is
r ited by the elastic limit of the steel cable, and the maximum
commended test load is equal to 80 per cent of the breaking
load (Tb). Thus, for a cable working at 62.5 per cent Tb the
maximum measured safety factor which can be provided is
;
Tt/Tw = 1-28, where Tw is the working load.
Every anchor should be tested to 80 per cent Tb and repre¬
sentative anchors (1 in 10 say) should be constructed with
;Xtra cable where Tw = 50 per cent Tb to give a measured
^ty. To

establish

a

'^h'drawal of the anchor it is

_

5m =

1.6.

>

medium sized sand fixed anchor displacement
luring initial tensioning is fairly common and this should not
ie associated with failure, since some relative displacement
is the grout/sand interface may be necessary to mobilise load,
Figure 13). In these circumstances the load carrying capacity
if the anchor is established from a second tensioning cycle,
"he fixed anchor movement should then be simply due to
mall elastic'deformations provided that the working load is
:0t greater than 80 per cent of the maximum test load.
It should be emphasised that these test loads are only applied
or short periods but experience has shown that the decrease in
nchor carrying capacity under long term loading is relatively
In fine to

under

factory controlled conditions. The fixed anchor length
stripped and degreased before casting into
corrugated plastic tube using a high strength synthetic resin.

of the cable is then
a

This fully protected restressable cable is homed and grouted
in the normal way and after stressing the top anchorage can
be enclosed by a steel or rigid plastic cover filled with grease
or bitumen.

lodest for most cohesionless soils i.e. loss of prestress due to
xed anchor displacement is not greater than 5 per cent.

lorrosion Protection

Full scale sustained load tests have been carried out on resin
bonded strand anchors of this type (Figure 15) and the results
obtained from a test anchor prestressed to 220 tons (70 per cent

/here ground conditions are not hostile and the working
fe is less than two years, a greased
tape decoupling sheath
ver the elastic
length is normally specified with the normal

U.T.S.)

routing procedure which gives a cement grout cover over the
ted anchor. On completion of the
stressing stage the top or
lovable anchorage and the
protruding cable may be painted
ilh a removable plastic
coating such as "stripceal" (Figure

illustrated in Figure 16. Creep of the lower end of

are

the fixed anchor amounted to 0.09

mm

which occurred within

25

days whilst the movement at the jack amounted to 0.9 mm
after 30 days. This latter creep represents a loss of prestress in
the laboratory system of less than 5 per cent due to cable
relaxation and partial debonding in the fixed anchors. In prac¬
tice, where the "free" or elastic length is commonly 30 ft.,
the loss of prestress would be 1 per cent.

For permanent anchors individual strands
making up the
ible can be greased and sheathed with extruded
polypropylene

fco-

50-

40-

|ESTIMATED EXTENSION OF CABLE
DESIGN DETAILS.
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kijshed data on ground movements associated with
3IU hored diaphram walls in sand is limited, but two interesting

Soc. of Civ.

Engs. (S.M. & F.E. Div.) Vol. 96, No. SM3
(May)
(4) Morgenstern, N. R. and Amir-Tahmasscb, I. (1965) The
stability of slurry trenches incohesionless soils. Geotechnique 15, No. 4, 387-395.
(5) Nash, J. K. T. L. and Jones, G. K. (1963) The support
of trenches using fluid mud. Proc. Symp. Grouts and
Drilling Muds in Engineering Practice, pp. 177-180.

recently been described by Maestre'17) and
Lindent'8> at the Speciality Session No 14 of the
c entlt International
Conference on Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Engineering in Mexico. In both cases lateral
asured movements 01 the walls were only a few millimetres.
"\s Peck has suggested the absence of settlement records at
least suggests the absence of serious settlements.
histories have

^der

London: Butterworth.

-

Conclusions

820.

(1) For an anchored or strutted continuous wall, a design,
procedure is now available which takes account of soil prop¬
erties, wall flexibility, wall construction procedure and main
excavation stages. Observations of the performance of models
and field structures to
realistic anchor loads.

(2.) The design

date indicate that the new method

gives

method has been programmed for a computer

and if different soil conditions, from those assumed, are en¬
countered on site, the design can be quickly amended panel by

panel.
'
(3.) Where specialist companies within one group possess the
expertise and experience to construct both the soil anchors and
the diaphram wall, the programme can be employed to pro¬
duce a quick optimum solution for the design and construction
of the anchored wall.

(4.) Excavation under bentonite to install a diaphragm wall
iffers much better conditions compared with conventional
trench excavation methods, since the bentonite supplies imme¬
diate support for the excavation and does not require pumping,
associated with the lowering of a ground water table.
(5.) Soil anchors, employed for the support of braced cuts,
eliminate the need for interior struts, which in turn brings
quite large economic and constructional advantages.
(6.) The use of a stiff continuous diaphragm wall supported
by preslressed anchors can greatly reduce lateral displacements
of the wall and therefore settlements of the retained soil

mass

during the main excavation.
(7.) More use should be made

of field instrumentation to
observe the performance of anchored walls where the site

observations

are

related back to

design assumptions.

•
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A case history study

of multi-tied

diaphragm walls
G. S.
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The Paper is concerned with full-scale performance of multitied. diaphragm walls, designed according to an empirical
method of analysis first introduced in 1971. At the present

design method appears unique in that it takes
account of the continuous wall construction and excavation
stages and the procedure is amenable to varying soil strata.
time this

Problems encountered and lessons learned

are

lems encountered and lessons learned are detailed, and
where wall deflexions have been monitored these are

analysed in relation to the design assumptions. The dia¬
phragm wall at Victoria Street, London, which is described
by Hodgson in Paper 7 of this Conference, represents an
additional case study for this design method.

detailed, and

possible records of wall movement are analysed in
relation to design assumptions.
The Paper indicates that
wall deflexions and bending moments, which occur as excava¬
tion proceeds, follow a pattern similar to those predicted by
the new method. In addition the results suggest a triangular
pressure distribution for a semi-rigid diaphragm wall, as
distinct from the trapezoidal distribution commonly assumed.
In all the case studies presented, no significant vertical or
horizontal wall movements have been monitored during the
construction period.
The Authors submit that the empirical
design method results in economical structures exhibiting
satisfactory performance in the field.
where

INTRODUCTION
An empirical repetitive single-tied wall design method has
recently been introduced1 for the analysis of multi-tied
diaphragm walls. This method may be used in the design
office and the theoretical
background, together with results
from small-scale tests, are discussed in detail by James and
Jack in Paper 6 of this Conference.
2. At the
present time the method appears unique in

that it takes account of the continuous wall construction,
excavation and anchoring stages, and the procedure is
applicable to varying soil strata.
3. Certain basic
assumptions are made in the new

method,

e.g. that the soil pressure distribution is of tri¬
angular form and the wall yields progressively as excava¬

CASE STUDY NO. I: GUILDHALL PRECINCTS

REDEVELOPMENT, LONDON
For the Guildhall

5.

precincts redevelopment, the

Trollope and Colls Ltd and specialist
contractors were Cementation Piling and Foundations
Ltd and Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd.
6. A plan of the site is shown in Fig. 1. The ground
main

contractor was

comprised 6-8-8 m of gravel overlying London
The effective excavation depth was 10-4 m and
the soil was retained by a diaphragm wall 0-51 m thick and
anchored at two levels into the gravels (see Figs 2 and 3).
7.
To facilitate the study of full-scale results and
comparison with design assumptions it was considered
that information was required on contact pressures, wall
displacements and anchor loads at various stages during
conditions

Clay.

the excavation.
8.

gauges

and earth

cells in diaphragm walls formed under

bentonite

The installation of in situ

pressure

strain

expensive and difficult, and since contact pressures and
wall displacements are interrelated it was decided that the
most convenient and robust approach would be to record
the displacement profile of the wall at each construction
stage using a sensitive inclinometer. Designed to operate

is

inside

an

aluminium extruded duct

measuring 44-5 mm

this investigation
of 10" and a

square internally, the inclinometer for
had a gauge length of 152 mm, sensitivity

tion proceeds.

In addition, a point of contraflexure in the
wall is assumed to
occur at a point where the factor of

safety is unity against overturning. The purpose of the
full-scale monitoring studies described is to check the

Final

validity of the basic assumptions with particular regard to
bending moment profiles, and where possible to monitor

excavation

level
.+•

4-58

m

overall movements in order to
confirm satisfactory per¬
formance of this anchored
diaphragm wall system in the

field.

A 12

'

4'

Case histories have been chosen which are
repre¬
sentative with
respect to depth of excavation, number of
anchor levels and
variation in ground conditions. Prob¬

aPhragm

OD

walls and

anchorages.

Existing kerb line
Level

Fig. 1. Site

Institution of Civil Engineers,

*■

14-95

OD

plan—Guildhall

London, 1975, 113-221
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777Z :
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99kN/m2

7-2-16

I-82

m

Mj/m3

Fig. 2. Section A A through panel A12—Guildhall

Fig. 3. General view of anchored diaphragm wall—Guild¬
hall
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Recording errors would tend to cancel
length of the duct, but for the unlikely
of summation of errors a total error of 1 mm

of ± 3°.

range

the 9-7 m

over

extreme case

estimated.
To monitor anchor prestress, load cells consisting of
steel annuli of 76 mm internal diameter, 9 mm wall
thickness and 76 mm length were constructed, and located
between the load bearing plate and the anchor stressing

was

9.

head.

To measure axial

strain four electrical resistance

gauges (two axial and two circumferential)
onto the outer surface, diametrically opposite
to eliminate bending effects.
10.

were fixed
each other

overall movements of the wall a
base line, measured accurately by invar tape,

With regard to

permanent

established at a remote distance from the excavation
transferred by triangulation to a temporary base
line on site. A theodolite reading to 1" was employed
was

and

was

throughout. By further triangulation wall stations were
located. A geodetic level was used to measure any wall
settlements.
Three general surveys were carried out
during this investigation thus enabling the overall hori¬
zontal and verucal movements at two stages to be compu¬
ted.
11.

Panel A 12 (Fig. 1) was chosen to be
minimal effects from corners, and

monitored to
displacement
profiles were measured along the neutral axis of the wall
at points between two vertical rows of anchors.
All dis¬
placement profiles (see Fig. 4) were plotted relative to the
toe of the wall, no account
having been taken of the overall
displacement of the wall, except where this movement was
measured during a general survey (see profiles (d) and
(h) of Fig. 4). It should be emphasized that full explana¬
tions for the sequence of profiles obtained cannot be given
authoritatively without accurate information on the abso¬
lute location of each profile, but valuable data on
bending
moments can be obtained
by graphical differentiation of
the displacement
profile gradients (see Fig. 5).
ensure

Bending

(f)

moment:

Discussion of results
12.

In

display

a

general the displacement profiles given in Fig. 4
logical progression and give rise to confidence
in the inclinometer data.
Profile (a) shows an overall
rotation towards the excavation together with a superim¬
posed cantilever action above the excavated depth. The
maximum differential displacement (10 mm) between the
crest and toe of the wall occurred
during this initial canti¬
lever stage of construction, giving an overall rotation of
about 3-5 minutes of arc i.e. a slope of 1/970. The cor¬
responding moment diagram curve ((a) of Fig. 5) appears
to have been
unduly affected by the stiffening effect at
crest level due to the guide wall, and the peak of the curve
occurs at the same elevation as the base of the guide wall.
13.
The effect of stressing the top anchors is shown in
profile (b) of Fig. 4, where the wall has been drawn back
towards its original profile and the cantilever action has
been reduced. The difference between profiles (b) and
(c) corresponds to a time lapse of four days and indicates
the magnitude of the movement set up within the gravels
to mobilize the necessary restraint.
During this period
there has been

an

overall

movement

towards the

tion and a bulging deflexion below excavation
is further accentuated in profile (d).

excava¬

level. This

14.
Bending moment profiles (e)-(h) of Fig. 5 follow
pattern similar to that predicted by the design method.
In particular (g) and (h) appear to confirm conclusively
the bending moment profile that is assumed.
15.
It was considered mathematically unsatisfactory
to further differentiate the bending moment curve twice
in order to obtain the resultant pressure distribution,
a

polynomial resulted in a distribu¬
approximately triangular. Together with
the good agreement between design and measured bending
moment profiles at the later construction stages, this
reinforces the assumption of triangular pressure as op¬
posed to the trapezoidal distribution normally assumed.
but

use

of

tion which

a

sixth order

was

kNm

'g>

(h)
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CASE

[Test load Tt - 6IS kN i.e. I-28 7*W

STUDY

19.
S 500

and

30

20

10

40

50
Time:

Fig. 6. Long term

60

70

behaviour of anchor A12/T2

Although the results were checked the
probably due to movement of the base
line joining the fixed stations. In future the use of deep
as fixed datum points is recommended to facili¬
monitoring of overall wall displacements at each

boreholes
the

construction stage.2
17. Vertical settlements measured showed no appreci¬
able changes throughout the project, changes being scat¬
tered and of the order of 0-25 mm.
18. The upper anchors on panel A12 were monitored
over a

period of 103 days, and Fig. 6 shows that the preremarkably constant throughout.
results suggest that there were no significant rela¬

force remained

These
tive

movements

between the fixed anchor

zone

and the

wall.

47-9

TELEPHONE

EX¬

new

telephone exchange

specialist

at

Shepherds

contractor was F.

G. Minter

contractors were Cementation

Piling and

Engineering

Site conditions and soil parameters are

shown in

Figs 7 and 8. The site plan indicates a heavy surcharge
from the existing multi-storey telephone
exchange im¬
mediately behind the wall, which necessitated the adop¬
tion of panel lengths ranging from 4-5 m down to 2-2 m

profiles.

stress

For the

20.

days

apparent error was

tate

NEW

Foundations Ltd and Cementation Ground
Ltd.

16. From the general survey the overall displacements
monitored (profiles (d) and (h) of Fig. 4) show a displace¬
ment into the retained soil mass and some conflict appears
to exist between these wall movements and the inclino¬
meter

2:

Bush, London, the main

400

<

NO.

CHANGE, SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON

(f) (g) Profile (h)

(d) <e)

(c)

m

at

this site.
21.

For this

diaphragm wall the total excavated depth
generally the upper anchors were taken into
the gravel and the lower ones into the clay. In spite of
the close proximity of the existing exchange (see Fig. 9)
no movement or distress was observed within this
building
during the construction period. However, the external
re-entrant corner exhibited small lateral
displacements
(10-20 mm) into the excavation, and this led to ground¬
water seepage at local panel joints.
The joints were sub¬
sequently sealed by cement grout but it is clear that the
stability of external re-entrant corners is more critical
than a normal straight section of diaphragm walling and
special measures pertaining to wall design and the location
and testing of anchors are recommended as follows.
was

10

m

and

(a) Reinforcement should be continuous in the dia¬
phragm wall around the corner of re-entrant panels.
(b) A temporary capping beam should be cast if practic¬
able around the top of the re-entrant corner and exten¬
ded for two panels on either side, and should remain in
position until the permanent floors or supports are
installed.
or fixed anchor zone of one row of
be outside the zone of influence of the

(c) The grouted
cables

Existing y,
building 4

active

_ii
Surcharge />
180

J

must

wedge of the wall parallel to this row of cables.

kN/m2 ^

?

/////////;/

If UUIPSSF

Fig. 7. Site plan—Shepherds Bush
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(d) When an

individual 24 hour check is carried out on

anchor supporting a re-entrant corner,

an

there is

a

possibility of interaction with adjacent anchors still to
stressed. In this situation all anchors concerned
(usually within three panels on either side of the corner)
should be tested during the same period, preferably on
one day, even if the 24 hour check has already been

be

sive site

investigation report. For example it is unlikely
adequate in number, depth or
disposition over the site area, and rarely are samples
available for inspection. The designer is therefore faced
with making engineering judgements on the stratification

that the boreholes will be

of the anchors in question.
(e) Until more information is available on full-scale
behaviour of external re-entrant corners, all anchors
within three panels on either side should remain restressable until the permanent floors or supports are

carried out on some

—7777777777777777 ~

WL

Backfill

installed.

<f)

=

S

=

y

30°

22.

walling
history
successful

The CPF building was the first diaphragm
be executed in Singapore, and the case

is included in this

Paper simply to illustrate

a

3°1
5-49

CASE STUDY NO. 3: CPF BUILDING, SINGAPORE

contract to

Marine

m

clay
13-5

kN/m2

7= 1-93

Mg/m3

c=

application overseas in difficult ground conditions. The
anchorage contractor was Cementation Ground Engineer¬
ing Ltd.
23. The site plan and panel section for this excavation
are shown in Figs 10 and 11.
Typical of the waterfront
area of Singapore, ground conditions were highly variable
(loose sands, soft marine clays, soft to stiff clay, sandstone
and shales) with many old river inlet channels.
24. In such a situation it is rare for any anchored dia¬
phragm wall enquiry to be accompanied by a comprehen-

259 kN/m
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Fig.10- Site plan—Singapore

Fig. 12. General

view
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m

Fig. 11. Section CC through wall—Singapore

of anchored diaphragm wall—Singapore
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characteristics and strength parameters of the ground mass
not just where results are available from boreholes, but
also between boreholes spaced a hundred or more metres
apart.

Two-storey light
industrial

structure

The economics of the anchored wall construction

and its field problems are intimately and inextricably tied
to these fundamental judgements, which must be made
before any design calculations can proceed.
25. For this type of project a construction investiga¬
tion is necessary, in which continued observations are
used to check information previously obtained, so that as
the

picture of the ground

conditions becomes better de¬

fined anchor positions and forces may
For this purpose it is necessary for a

be varied if required.
rapid design method

it is noteworthy that a computer pro¬
has been produced which enables design amend¬
ments to be made quickly to take account of significant

to

Fixed station

be available, and

gram

South Lambeth Road

® Fixed station

differences in strata and soil conditions as these become

exposed on site. This facility proved invaluable at Singa¬
pore. However, bearing in mind that the program is now
readily available to UK engineers for local and overseas
contracts, care must be taken to ensure that site investiga¬
tions yield appropriate or relevant data of adequate quality
before the computer program is invoked to execute the

Fig. 13. Site plan—Vauxhall

calculations.
26. With

regard to wall construction, the panel thick¬
m and up to four rows of anchors were
installed as excavation progressed downwards to a maxi¬
mum depth of 16-8 m.
The presence of soft clays and a
high water table led to a reduction in length of wall panels
from 4-5 to 3-5 m in certain areas, these panels in general
being excavated down into stiff or very stiff clay and some¬
ness was

+2-89

273

times founded on the hard shale. Where the hard shale
was above final formation level the wall had to be under¬

pinned in short sections and in these

areas

the

between the underside of the wall and the shale was
found to be quite clean, the bentonite having been swept
clear by the tremied concrete.

Throughout the construction period

no

distress

observed on adjacent roads and footpaths although
these were heavily laden with contractor's
plant, supply
lorries and the dense
was

Singapore traffic (see Fig. 12).

CASE STUDY NO. 4: KEYBRIDGE HOUSE, VAUXHALL, LONDON
28.

Figure 13 shows a plan of a large double basement
Keybridge House, a new telecommunica¬
tions centre situated in a
built-up area, most of the sur¬
rounding buildings being old with shallow foundations,
particular concern was the close proximity of the
aterloo line,
supported on viaduct arches, and St
uuos
Church, where the diaphragm wall passed adja-

—

0-61

m

excavation for

C^Urc^ foundations along two sides of the old

bvdkf°

Fig. 14. Section DD through panel 9—Vauxhall

Load cell

Aligning collar

,v,29, The main
oo row

contractor for this project was Taylor
Ltd and specialist contractors were Cementation

"tig and Foundations Ltd and Cementation Ground

Normal stressing
head with

engineering Ltd.
thrM

machined face

^thaphragm wall, 0-61 m thick and anchored at

iS' W3S ac*0Pte(f t0 retain 14-5 m of soil as shown
Pane' 9 was chosen to be monitored
section6 f W3S fairly remote from corners and on a straight
that th ° Wa^' ^ f>ecame evident during the excavation
in Fi

because'

Panel 9 5
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OD

^
c'a^
P°ssibly

dtPPeci sharply in the region of

indicating

an

old river channel.

The

kN/m

339

contact

zone

27.

m

0-61

Loading
plate

Fig. 15. Location of anchor load cell
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Fig. 16. Displacement profiles of panel 9 at various construction stages

presence of such channels, which appear to prevail in
abundance in this district of London, necessitated con¬
siderable lengthening of certain cables in order to reach
suitable strata for the grouted fixed anchor zone.
31. At panel 9, wall deformations were measured mid¬
way

between two vertical

was

similar

to

rows of anchors. The method
that described for Guildhall, except that an

improved inclinometer3 was employed (range ± 5°,
gauge length 200 mm and sensitivity 15") and the base line
distances from fixed stations to one wall station (see Fig.
13) were measured using a Tellurometer MA 100 or
Geodimeter in conjunction with a Kern DKM3 optional
theodolite. These general surveys were supplemented
by measurements of the vertical position of each station
using a Kern GK23 level and staff, and closing errors
indicated an accuracy of about 0-3 mm.
32. Anchor loads were measured
using improved load
cells fitted with
eight electrical resistance strain gauges
(four axial and four circumferential) to reduce effects of
load
eccentricity, and improved alignment of the loading
system was also obtained
by the use of a machined collar
between the stressing head and load cell
(see Fig. 15).
Discussion of results
33. Figure 16 illustrates
relative

to

the wall displacement profiles
the toe of the wall, the overall
displacements

being included only at the time of a general survey.
34- Profile
(a) of Fig. 16 shows that an overall rotation

of the wall
occurred at an excavation depth of 3-05 m,
similar to that of
panel A12 at Guildhall. Slight bending is
indicated between the excavation
depth and 9-0 m, i.e.
± 3 m about the
upper level of the London Clay.
35- It is clear
from both panels monitored over the

cantilever stage
(Figs 4 and 16, profile (a)) that the disP

acement and overall
rotation of the wall represent a
arge proportion
(about 50%) of the corresponding movenic"ts
at

ar

full

excavation, thus illustrating the need for
are to be kept to a mini¬

y support if wall
movements
mum.

36.

Movement

dement

heave

of

are

diaphragm walls and associated
closely related to the method of

and manner of excavation. With anchored dia¬
phragm walls the position of the top row of cables is
governed by a balance between increase of the initial
support

cantilever moments in the wall and limitation of the result¬
inward movement towards the excavation.
In the

ant

areas of London where gravels overlie London
Clay, the first row of anchors is usually located 3-4 m
below ground level and the resulting inward deflexion of
the wall is reduced to some extent when subsequent

terraced

anchors are installed and tensioned. However, if move¬
ment of the wall must be kept to an absolute minimum,
the first row of anchors must be located as close to ground
level as possible; the limiting depth is usually 1-5 m,
as with shallower anchorages there is a risk of local ground
failure occurring behind the wall on tensioning the cables,
with associated wall damage.
37.
Profile (b) of Fig. 16 was monitored when all
anchors had been installed and stressed to 450 kN for one

week, except for one anchor immediately adjoining the
inclinometer duct. Nevertheless this wall panel has been
drawn back with apparent toe rotation, although the

bending in the region below 12 m indicates resistance by
the stiffer clay at toe level to the upper displacement of
the wall by the anchors.
38.
After a further 29 days when all upper level an¬
chors were stressed to 450 kN, the wall deflexion (profile
(c)) had reverted to the shape of profile (a). No major
change in prestress load was monitored.
39.
Following excavation to 6-8 m it was observed in
profile (d) that below a depth of 6-5 m the deflexions were
identical to those of profile (c), and an inward toe dis¬
placement towards the excavation of at least 2-25 mm
occurred due to consolidation of the clay on the cut side.
With the development of beam action below anchor level,
the cantilever action within the upper 6 m almost dis¬

appeared. The degree of bending at

this stage was very

being only 0-6 mm with
the line of overall rotation.

low, the maximum deflexion

respect to
40.
With two levels stressed a further wall displace¬
ment towards the excavation occurred (profile (e)) and the
deflexions within the upper 6 m were identical to those of

profile (d), leading again to low

bending moments.
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41.

of all

15
Following excavation to 10-4 m and the stressing
anchors the differential displacement between the

increased from

upper anchor levels
0-77 mm to 2-04 mm.
Thus transition from profile (e) to profile (f) involved a
further overall rotation of about 5 minutes of arc.
42. At the final excavation stage further rotation was

also toe displacement (about
1-5 ram) into the excavation. It would appear from this
profile that further excavation caused outward bulging at
and below lower anchor level and rotation about the toe
and some point between the two upper anchors. This
latter effect led to a reduction of differential displacement

indicated (profile (g)) and

between crest and toe.
43. At this time the

general survey indicated overall
displacements of 10 mm and 0-5 mm into the excavation
for the crest and toe respectively.
44. Vertical settlement readings indicated that the
crest of the panel had moved down 12-2 mm, probably
due mainly to the total vertical load component of the
three levels of inclined anchors, equivalent to 432 kN/m2.
45. After the final design stage was reached a delay of

bending moment maxima are in good agreement with the
design values although some variations in moment distri¬
bution occur. The magnitudes of peak bending moments
measured are less than the design values by about
23%,
although the magnitude of the design cantilever moment
is similar to that created by the stressing of the
upper row
of anchors.

However, it should be noted that the mea¬
relate to the normal groundwater level
whereas the design curves have been established on the
basis of flood level (see Fig. 17).
48.
Bending moment discontinuities at anchors oc¬
curred at slightly lower levels than the design elevations,
the divergence being up to one metre. This anomaly is
thought to be a function of anchor inclination and overdig

sured

before anchor installation.

non, as

1-3

50.

only a slight loss of prestress. This
possible consolidation of the highly stressed soil
surrounding the fixed anchor, or more likely that overall
movement of the retained soil mass containing the anchors
occurred. The total displacement of the crest was esti¬
indicates

mated

to

be 22-0

mm.

profiles the calculated bending
given together with the design values
for the corresponding stage of excavation (see Fig. 17).
Design values for the initial cantilever condition are also
shown, where a modulus of 24 500 MN/m2 (3-5 x 106 lb/
in2) and the full width of the wall (0-61 m) was used in
calculating the second moment of area.
47. It can be observed that the magnitudes of the
46.

For the final

two

moment curves are

Bending

moment:

above the

in the case at Guildhall, is the influence of the
at the rear of the crest which had a depth of

m.

49.

doubled, although the central

anchor load exhibited

moment curve

guide wall

up to

between crest and toe

The

anchor level is similar to one period of a sinusoidal
waveform. The probable explanation for this phenome¬
upper

three months occurred in the construction programme,
and profile (h) of Fig. 16 shows that differential displace¬
ment

moments

Comparison of the deformation profiles recorded
final excavation stage indicates that bending mo¬

ments were at

maximum values

at

this stage.

With

regard to overall behaviour the profiles indi¬
cate that more efficient anchoring was obtained with the
gravel anchors and the panel exhibited rotation about the

anchor regions. For the two anchors successfully
on the panel, a drop in load occurred over a
period of six months. These reductions were small, being
20 kN (2-8%) for level 2 and 100 kN (12-7%) for level 3.
51.
In general, crest displacements did not exceed
10 mm during the construction stage, and even at a later
date the displacement was limited to 21-5 mm which
corresponds to a ratio of displacement to excavated height
of 1/620, and hence no noticeable settlements are likely.
There is a dearth of information on acceptable movements
associated with anchored walls but Jennings4 has produced
some interesting observations (see Table 1) for some large
upper

monitored

kNm

20

tio' stc*ge
^ lending moment profiles of panel 9 at final excava1

120

(moments

based

on

0-30

m

strip)

Fig. IS. General viezc
wall—Vauxhall

of anchored diaphragm

Littlejohn and Macfarlane
Table 1

Depth i Crest dis- j
ofvation
exca- placement :

Predominant soil !

supported

:

|
Firm

j

A,

14-7

fissured clay

mm

H,m |
76

A_

h

Remarks

I
\

I

I

j 1:194 | Damage to ser-

j

vices in the
and

street

buildings

|

across

the

street

38

i

1:388

Acceptable

Firm

fissured clay

14-7

Firm

fissured clay

22-9

38

1:600

Acceptable

fissured

14-7

19

1:773

Acceptable

18-3

25

1:730

Acceptable

movement

movement

Very stiff
clay
Soft

jointed rock

movement

■

j

deep cuts in South Africa.

movement

From the results it would
limited to

appear that crest displacements should be
40 mm otherwise severe damage to adjacent

services or
result. At Vauxhall, although the move¬
ments were acceptable, it must be emphasized that the
total crest displacement more than doubled in the four
month period immediately following the final excavation
stage, and clearly the consolidation of the clay on the
excavation side was aided by the much reduced drainage
path length.

structures

by the empirical design method. In addition the results
suggest a triangular pressure distribution which is con¬
trary to the trapezoidal distribution assumed in the design
of deep strutted excavations.
53.
In view of the logical progression displayed
by the
displacement profiles formed using inclinometer data, it is
recommended that monitoring studies of the type descri¬
bed should continue but investigations should also be
carried out on a variety of similar construction techniques,
e.g. on strutted diaphragm walls and multi-tied contigu¬
ous bored piled walls.
54.
Finally, with regard to all the case studies presen¬
ted no significant vertical or horizontal movements of
walls have been monitored during the construction period.
The Authors therefore submit that the empirical design
method results in economical structures exhibiting satis¬
factory performance in the field, always provided that
those design procedures are supported by an adequate site
investigation programme.

may
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Ground anchors at Devon port
Nuclear Complex
BSc, PhD, CEng, MICE, FGS, and C. TRUMAN DAVIESf

S. LITTLE JOHN*

by g.

STAGE of the construction of
Submarine Complex at Devon-

THE FIRST
the Nuclear

has resulted in one of the largest
interesting anchoring contracts
ever undertaken in this country. Two dry
docks, separated by a central promontory
housing workshops, offices and other sup¬
port facilities, are to be constructed in an

port

and most

thick

mass
concrete
block near the
of the basin, anchoring this con¬
crete to the bedrock with 142 No. 2 000kN
vertical
anchors
and
connecting the
anchored block to the wall by means of a
a

centre

transfer the load to the surrounding rock,
and estimation of the magnitude and dis¬
tribution of the bond strength mobilised

along the fixed anchor is without doubt a
major problem facing the design engineer.

concrete thrust slab (Fig. 1). As
stability of the walls is essential before
dewatering commences both the placing

a

of the mass concrete and the installation
and stressing of the
anchors had, of

tribution varies
this knowledge

The site is immediately underlain by a
series of geosynclinal sediments of Upper
Devonian age, dominated locally by hard

necessity, to be carried

assume an

grey-blue banded slate, known as "shillet".
Numerous thin quartzitic greywacke layers
occur, together with the occasional thin
igneous intrusion. The rock surface dips

Design aspects
(a) Overall stability

existing basin approximately
situated in HM Dockyard.

140m square,

mass

out

under 15m of

water.

In very soft rock it is normal to assume
uniform distribution of bond stress but
for rocks of high elastic modulus the dis¬

for bond stress

out on

participation in

ferred

mass,

west

the site,

across

the

American

and the

orogenic

period.
The basin

was

major extension
mass concrete

directly

of a
Dockyard, be¬
as

part

to the
1907 and is

tween 1896 and

by

formed

surrounded

retaining walls founded

unweathered slate bedrock.
The minimum depth of these walls is 18m
and around the north west corner, because
on

of the bedrock
30m.

dip, they reach

a

depth of

The

Stage I contract, to produce a
dredged and dewatered "hole" approxi¬
mately 18m deep (15m below normal
dock water
level), involves the construc¬

tion of a cellular steel sheet
pile coffer¬
dam and stabilisation of the
existing basin
walls against
overturning.
The consulting
engineers decided that
the most suitable
method, on technical
and economic
grounds, of
wall

improving the

stability

was to drill inclined holes
the top of the walls
angled as near
heel of the wall as was

torn
e

cable,

into the

thought pracunderlying slate so that

j0, 2000 kN anchors could be in,n'!ed' Tt)a design required that these
! Id not be more than 2-5m
and tbat
.

||

an»»

around

necpso

bv

th

ary'

the

north

uaed centres of 1.0m

west

would be

'8 additional force provided

l

?rs was considered sufficient
nf'?u
east and tbe shallower sec-

toatahir

tion<s
north

n°rth and west waHs, but the
alroSa corner' where the anchors
«,

were
still nrpc
Beosu

at tbe'r tninimum

centres,

a problem-

if".--6also drock
d'ps under
judged that there
-'derlytoo *an i!°e of the nortb wa"
underlying

corner

bodily

was

P°sed. Thp

n

north
nortb

from the tendon to the rock by
bond the position of the apex of the cone
was chosen at the middle of the
grouted
or fixed anchor length. The uplift
capacity
is

normally equated to the weight of the
specified rock cone, and where the ground
is beneath the water table, the submerged
weight of rock is used. The effect of
groups of anchors involving interaction is
to produce a flat vertical plane at the
interface of adjoining cones (Fig. 2) and,
as the spacing for a single line of anchors
reduces a simple continuous wedge failure
is ultimately assumed. No account was
taken of the overburden pressure acting
on the bedrock or the shear
strength of
the rock.
Little information

out zone,

and

but it is known that

assume

the

some

de¬

that

other

rock

para¬

ignored in the calculation, e.g.
shear strength, will produce a sufficiently
large safety factor in the design as a
matter of course. After discussion with1
the engineers the design allowed for the
working load to equal the weight of rock.
Therefore based on a factor of safety
of 1.0 and using a submerged density of

1.28Mg/m3 (80lb/ft3) it was calculated
that the depth through rock to the middle
of the fixed anchor should not be less
than 12m. The spacing between anchors
specified at 1.0, 1.5 or 2m, depending
the calculated magnitude of the over¬

was

^y^rostatic head was im!?m °* Providin9 restraint

on

meters

on

wall was solved
by casting

available

signers apply safety factors of 1.6 to 2.0
whilst
others
equate
the weight of
rock
to
the
required working load

this
and

is

safety factors employed when analysing
the weight of rock in the assumed pull-

was

d red mass of slate sliding
centr® of the basin

tm,

when the
t0

.

turning forces. At a spacing of 1m, the
depth of alternate anchors was increased
by 2m to spread the zone of load transfer
over
a
greater thickness of rock and
thereby improve resistance to laminar
failure.

(b) Rock/grout bond

Anohors^rtc *^^^Manager. Ground

skin friction when de¬

T
L

uppermost
0.5-1.2m of bedrock are
weathered and extremely fissile. The rock
is tightly and strongly folded, due to its

from north east

3.5 deg on average

at

or

signing the fixed anchor, i.e.
The assessment of the overall stability
of an anchor is carried out to ensure that
failure of the rock mass surrounding the
anchor does not occur.
On this site an inverted cone of rock
with an included angle of 90 deg was con¬
sidered to fail and since the load is trans¬

to south

considerably. In spite of
it is current practice to
^equivalent uniform distribution

The straight shaft anchor relies mainly
the development of bond or shear in
the region of the rock/grout interface to

on

=

6 ski„

""

where L
D

=
=

fixed anchor length
fixed anchor diameter

Tw

= working load
Sskiin == working bond stress
Where shear strength tests are carried

at

representative samples of the rock
the maximum average bond stress

the fixed anchor rock interface should
exceed the minimum shear strength

not

divided by a suitable safety factor (nor¬
mally not less than 2). In the absence of
shear strength data or field pull-out tests,
the ultimate bond stress (in the case
of massive rocks) is often taken as one
tenth
of the
unconfined
compressive
strength1, up to a maximum value of
8„w„ = 4.2N/mm2 (600lb/in2), where the
core
crushing strength is equal to or
greater than 42N/mm2 (6 000lb/in2). Bear¬
ing in mind the lack of relevant geotechnical data, an apparent safety factor of 3
is usually applied and the working bond
stress is limited to 1.4N/mm2 (200lb/in2).
A minimum fixed anchor length of 3m is
also generally recommended. In the ab¬
sence of compressive strength data, but
where 100 per cent core recovery is re¬
corded the working bond stress is some¬
times reduced to 0.7N/mm2 (100lb/in2)
at the initial design stage, prior to test

anchors.
At the Nuclear Complex site, the geotechnical report included descriptions of
the "shillet" at fixed anchor level, core
recoveries ranging from 80-100 per cent
were recorded but no strength data was

provided. Flowever, the conclusions and
recommendations
anchors for the

of

a

report2

on

test

Frigate Complex
nearby were made available to the
specialist contractor. With reference to
anchor design this report suggested that
differences in the angle of bedding planes
of the "shillet" had no significant effect
upon the load carrying capabilities of the
bedrock, and further that to give a factor
of safety of 3 against failure at the rock/
grout interface the allowable working
bond stress should be 0.6N/mm2. A fac¬
tor of safety of 3 against shear failure at
the rock/grout interface was specified for
the Nuclear Complex anchors working at
2 000kN and consequently a bond stress
of 0.6N/mm2 was employed to calculate
a fixed anchor length of 8m for a 140mm
dia hole.

new

fig. I. Layout of anchors for

tne

Devonport Nuclear Complex, Stage I

(c) Tendon/grout bond

Little information is
readily available on
this subject in relation to rock
anchors,
but the Australian Code

(1973)s stipulates

a

maximum bond stress of
2.1N/mm2
(300lb/in2) for a clean strand tendon,
which is close to the
2.2N/mm2 recom¬
mended by CP 110
(1972)4 for deformed
bar

embedded in concrete of characteristic
strength equal to 30N/mm'2. This

the

design

is

part of

not

normally considered critieal since the
fixed anchor length, necessary to mobilise
sufficient
the
a

resistance

at

rock/grout interface,
allows
lerge safety factor againstusually
failure of the

tendon/grout

bond.

(e) Test anchor

(d) Tendon
safety of 1.6 against failure
of the tendon was specified, giving a
working load equal to 62.5 per cent of the
ultimate tensile strength of the strands.
To keep the borehole size and therefore
drilling costs to a minimum, 15.2mm dia
low
relaxation
"Dyform" strand was
adopted with an ultimate strength of
300kN. At the initial design stage 11
strands were proposed for a 140mm bore¬
hole, but after discussions with the engin¬
eers it was agreed that the working stress
in the tendon should be reduced in view
of possible future standards for perma¬
A factor of

nent anchors.

As a result of increasing the
size from 11 to 12 strands the
p

tendon
working

was reduced to 55 per cent UTS,
the area of steel in the tendon being in¬
creased to 14.2 per cent of the borehole

stress

P
W/)W5

area.
For permanent anchors it is con¬
sidered that the area of steel should not
exceed 15 per cent in order to ensure

adequate spacing between strands and

fig.
a

2.

Interaction

of inverted

stability analysis

outside grout cover of 5-10mm. Con¬
the same hole diameter of
140mm was used to accommodate the
new tendon.

an

w

sequently
cones

in

In order to check the design value per¬
taining to bond at the rock/grout interface
and also monitor short term behaviour of

proposed anchor system prior to the
a test anchor was constructed
according to the specified procedure for
the contract but with a fixed anchor of
only 3m. The hole, 140mm dia, was drilled
through 27m of concrete wall and 16.0m
of "shillet" and the tendon of 13 Dyform
strands homed and grouted with neat
the

contract,

cement

grout

(w/c

=

0.45)

during

one

day.
Initial stressing took place after nine
days using a PSC MonoGroup jack type
S335 capable of stressing the complete
tendon in one operation. The first stage
of the test was to stress the anchor to
800kN in 200kN increments at 5 min inter¬
vals. This was followed by destressing in
similar
decrements,
tendon extensions
being recorded at each load.
This cycle was repeated three times and
the results are shown in Fig. 3. The anchor
was then reloaded to 800kN and held for
53 hours, during which time monitoring
was carried out at regular intervals
but
no further extension was observed. For a

working bond stress of 0.6N/mm2 at the
rock/grout interface it was therefore con¬
cluded that the anchor behaved satisfac¬

torily under cyclic loading conditions and
no problem
in relation to long term be¬
haviour

was highlighted.
Following this stage the load

was

ap¬

plied in 200kN increments up to 2 400kN
when the full extent of jack travel had
been reached. The anchor was then destressed in 400kN increments, extensions

being monitored at each increment of
loading and unloading. At the end of this
period when the anchor was completely

destressed an apparent permanent set of
8mm was recorded.

Loading

resumed in 400kN incre¬
load of 2 OOOkN was reached
and the anchor automatically locked off.
The jack was reset to give the required
extra travel and loading was continued in
200kN increments to the maximum of
3OOOkN (Fig. 4).
was

ments until a

Fig. 3. Load-extension graphs for trial anchor during cyclic loading which indicates
absence of permanent set

posed bond

//

stresses of 1.61 and 2.27N/
tendon/grout and rock/grout
interfaces, respectively.

mm2 at the

/
Tendon

e>

tension

Construction aspects—Wall
anchors

—

An existing redundant services trench
1.2m wide and 2.0m deep, running around
the existing basin provided the location
for a heavily reinforced anchor beam, into
which the load distribution plates and
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If
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or

could

be
the

kept within the allowed
initial

holes

were

checked

meter.

Although the Specification for the con¬
struction of the existing walls called for
the removal of all weathered "shillet" and
excavations for the bases of the walls to
be
taken
a
further 600mm into
un--

Initial lo adingto24C OkN

weathered
countered

rock,

soft

zones

were

en¬

during the drilling of certain
anchors, mainly around the deep north

/

Final loa ding to
i

/

i1/
4 j_0 ^

drilled

regular intervals, using a
single shot photographic borehole inclino¬

ify

Fig

were

for deviation, at

/

19

(i

ing

tolerance

i

•

/'

/

/

/

/

140mm anchor holes

Holman hammers fitted with button bits.
Holes were inclined at 7 to 15 deg from
the vertical and the maximum permissible
deviation of the anchor zone centre line
from the required position was specified
at 1 in 80; this degree of accuracy was
essential to avoid drilling into the soft
material behind the wall. Until it had been
demonstrated satisfactorily that the drill¬

i

/

!

—-

The

/

if

prior to drilling.

using Holman Voltrac rigs and Mission

/

ilr
w

were cast

(a) Drilling

i

I

/P

i

guide tubes

n
♦
/
i

It was considered that the test anchor
behaved satisfactorily throughout the test
and the results indicated a minimum fac¬
tor of safety of 4 with respect to fixed
anchor length. Assuming an equivalent
uniform distribution of bond the test im¬

Extension (mm)

extension graph for trial anchor
confirming a safety factor of 4

300 OkN

corner
section. These zones of
softened material occurred directly under
the wall and were made evident by loss
of air flush, difficulties in withdrawing the
drill string or collapses into the hole ob¬

west

structing the homing of the tendon. In
all cases they were stabilised by injection
and subsequent redrilling.
The delay between drilling and grouting
should always be kept to a minimum and
on this contract drilling of the fixed anchor
zone, cable homing and subsequent grout¬
ing always took place on the same day.
Each hole was overdrilled by 0.60m to act
as a sump for drilled debris which might
be left in spite of air and water flushing.

(b) Tendon fabrication
The tendons were fabricated in a
large
covered area in which the strand de¬
livered to site was also stored. The ten¬
don comprised twelve 15.2mm
Dyform
strands laid parallel and since the anchors
are

permanent it was

specified that the
length of individual strands should be
greased and sheathed with plastic under
factory controlled conditions. Protective
free

systems from

strand manufactureres

are

readily available but suffer one major
disadvantage, in that over the fixed anchor
length it is necessary to remove the pro¬
tection and carefully degrease the indivi¬
dual wires of each strand to permit effici¬
ent transmission of the load by bond.
To eliminate the laborious and inherently
risky job of attempting to completely re¬
move
a
graphited bituminous grease,
which has been designed to resist easy
removal, a machine has recently been de¬
veloped to grease each individual strand
and
apply a protective plastic sheath
(1.5mm wall thickness) only over the free
length, where it is required (Fig. 5). The
machine, which was designed for site
operation, requires a power source equiva¬
now
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lent to 12kVA.
It consists of a thermostatically con¬
trolled tank, to heat the grease to a suit¬
able viscosity, a small air compressor

running
*

>.
'

v*

'*Jf
'

5. Protection of inividual strands

sheathing

a

pneumatic

pump

which

pumps

the grease under pressure to the greasing
head, and a drive unit to feed the strand
from its coil through the greasing head
into the plastic tube. In operation, the end
of the plastic tube is clamped into the

on

site

f

greasing head and the strand is fed
through to provide the projecting or
stressed length. The pump is then started
and the strand is greased under pressure
before entering the plastic. In this way
the free length is treated until the stressed
length is clear of the end of the pre-cut
plastic tube. The tube is then released
and the fixed anchor length is fed past the
head and the strand is cut by the integral

\

.

•*•

V

using

a

specially developed greasing

machine

disc cutter.
When 12 strands had been prepared
this way, the tendon was assembled,

in
in¬
cluding a 25mm flexible tremie tube, and
coupled to a purpose-made nose cone at
the leading end of the fixed anchor; the
anchor head was also fixed in place. In
order

y
/

,
f

t

r

L

/

■•/ ■// '/ '
/

to

ensure

a

reasonable

of

cover

grout of 5-10mm over the fixed anchor
length, and to encourage efficient distri¬
bution of bond stress, specially developed

spacer/centraliser units were attached
2m centres (Fig. 6). These units, made
high density polythene, were designed
give a minimum outside grout cover
10mm.

It is

parallel

considered that the

strands,

properly

use

spaced

at

of
to

of
of

and

centralised over the fixed anchor, is sup¬
erior to the more traditional method of

unravelling strands which gives a rather
congested zone of individual wires with
random spacing and cover.

(c) Tendon installation

With the longest tendons (45m) weigh¬
ing over 700kg and almost every tendon
being more than 30m long, it was neces¬
sary to find an efficient way to transport
them around the site and lower them into
the anchor holes. A machine built for the

comprised a large hydraulically
powered drum, mounted vertically on a
contract

wheel trailer which could be pulled
around the site by a Fordson tractor (Fig.

two

7).

GA125 tend°n
spacer/centraliser

On site the drum, which has a variable
drive in both directions, was driven to the

tendon preparation shed. A special yoke
then attached to the head of the
tendon which was wound on the drum.
The tendon was taken to the anchor hole,
the drum reversed, and the tendon low¬
was

ered slowly into the
head was resting on

hole, until the anchor
the load distribution

hanging free in the

with the tendon

plate

hole. Once the tendon was in
hole was flushed with fresh

position, the
water, after

hole was left filled with water.

which the

(d) Grout injection

The neat cement grout used in the in¬
jection stage was mixed in a Colcrete
colloidal mixer. This patented method of
mixing is based on the colloidal mill prin¬
ciple which produces an intense shearing
action. The following advantages of the
method were considered important at this

site.

(i) Production of a grout that is virtually
immiscible with water.

(ii) For any given water/cement ratio the
fluidity of the grout is increased
thereby permitting the use of lower
water/cement ratios.
On this contract a 28 day minimum
crushing strength of 27N/mm2 was speci¬
fied but a neat grout (w/c = 0.45) using
a Rapid
Hardening cement was chosen
giving 42N/mm2 at 28 days, so that the
specified strength could be reached at an
earlier time. As a result stressing was nor¬
mally carried out 7-10 days after grouting,
when the grout had reached 28N/mm2
(4000lb/in2) as established by grout cube
tests. These test
each anchor and

cubes

were

taken

regular checks

for

on

the

fluidity of the grout were also made
further quality control during mixing.

as a

Once mixed, the grout was pumped at
controlled rate to the bottom of the
anchor hole via the tremie tube. Injection
was continued
until good quality grout
emerged from the top of the anchor hole,
and since all
grouting took place in an
a

open hole

no pressure greater than the
head of grout in the borehole was
applied to the fixed anchor. It is note¬

excess

worthy that today where plastic covered
tendons are used, or where the free
length
is otherwise
de-bonded, grouting is usually
carried out in one
operation for economi¬
cal reasons,
compared with the more tra¬
ditional method of
primary and secondary
grouting of the fixed and free anchor

engths, respectively. It is
o

0

most important
ensure that the set
grout column has

contact with the anchor
l

Ul"'n® stressing

be generated

1

strut

°f the

(eJ

in

head, othera compressive load
the grout and this

effect" may prevent
proper

fixed anchor

loading

aac^ anci1or

was

operation using a
jack (Fig. 8).
was to record ten-

procedure
inremem 31 the iaCk

mm

Was

sild ?Tntally
anrh°

ram 9S the load

aPP|ied- until the de¬

'°ad
was attained.
Workina u ^aS, then locked off at the
ProximatBi°air: P an allowance of apfile

uP6r Cent re,axat'°n. During
9' aachors were tested to 1.25 and
of prI" a dlracted and to check for loss
sichors uf
residual loads in selected
stressinn
15

t

inifial, tensioningm0n't0red U dayS after
recommenri»!^OI?y t'1at

tested

to

at

i

more

that

rigorous testing is required for per¬

manent

For

anchors.

important works involving perma¬

carried

W°n°,Gr0Up stressing
don

temporary anchors only and indicate

nent anchors in the future it is recommen¬
ded by the authors that all anchors should
be tested to at least 1.5 Tw.

Mon® cont'nuous

Psr

in ten pre-selected working anchors should
be tested to 1.5 Tw, but recent recommendations5'u-7 accept this practice for

zone.

Stressing

oJrin9 °f

Fig. 7. Hydraulically operated tendon transporter for handling 45m long tendons

'east

current practice

a" ancllors should be
1.25
Tw, and that

one

Underwater anchors

(a) Underwater concreting and
placement

stool

The initial
level
within
out

by

a

operation,
the

basin,

to

reduce
was

the

carried

dredger which also removed the

weathered surface of the "shillet".

Final

cleaning of the surface, immediately prior
to concreting was done with a conven¬
tional air lift, suspended from a floating
crane.

All the

placed through

underwater concrete was
a

tremie pipe, and in areas

each edge of the thrust block and at pour
divisions, to act as permanent shutters
and provide a level track for the under¬
water screed. Concrete was then placed
within the units and screeded when the
final level was reached.
Since the concrete was not reinforced
it was necessary to provide a method
of spreading the high loads that are im¬

posed by the anchors. To achieve this end,
and to assist in collaring the holes, a pre¬
cast stool, 800mm square and 600mm high
incorporating a 2 OOOkN anchor load dis¬
tribution plate was placed at each anchor
position. These stools were assembled
in groups of three in frames on land, low¬
ered into the water by crane and guided
into the correct position by divers. The
frame was fitted with levelling jacks to
facilitate levelling and when set in posi¬
tion the individual stools were grouted
to

the surface of the thrust block. When

the grout

had set the frame was released.

where the rock surface was uneven con¬
was placed intially to bring it up
the underside of the 2m thick thrust
block. L-shaped precast concrete units,
2m high, were placed along the line of

crete
to

(b) Anchor installation

To provide a stable working platform
for drilling rigs and compressors use was
made of a number of coupled Uniflotes.

v*i IMI l

stressmen
the roof

l «_#01

UV/wV/l I II I I UU Q CCU

and the
a
3 OOOkN

observer, and from
hydraulic stressing
jack was suspended having its master con¬
trols on the surface and duplicate gauges
and controls
chamber was

within

the

chamber.

The

also

equipped with com¬
munications, lighting and an emergency
air supply.
The stressing operation
commenced
with the chamber being roughly positioned
over the anchor stool, by reference to sur¬
face setting-out points. The divers, wear¬
ing self-contained breathing apparatus,
descended and entered the chamber, re¬
moved their breathing appartus and direc¬
ted the chamber over the anchor. The
anchor load was applied in the normal
manner, operation of the jack being con¬
trolled from the surface, where tendon
extensions and load increments were also
recorded in

a

control

room

on

the

diving

platform.

Service behaviour
Bearing in mind the importance of this
contract, a specimen number of vibrating
wire load cells have been installed at three
wall
locations. Each group of instru¬
mented anchors straddles the location of
an existing inclinometer station
in order
to facilitate future

analyses of wall

move¬

ment in

relation to anchor loads.
The installation of load cells at Devonport represents part of a general field

investigation by the Geotechnics Research
Group into the service behaviour of soil
and rock anchor systems. The specific ob¬
jectives

on

this contract

are:

(i) to provide data on long term behavi¬
our
of high capacity rock anchors
with particular reference to prestress
fluctuations, and
(ii) to monitor anchor loads during dewatering and subsequent construc¬
tion stages at three wall locations, in
order to check that behaviour of the

complete anchor/wall system is satis¬
factory.
It is hoped that this work will provide
an interesting case study in the future.
J. 8. An operator recording
turse of multistrand

the tendon extension of
stressing

a

2 OOOkN anchor during the
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isition
id

held by two hand winches

was

mooring

ropes and the

platform

3y

means of a
special communications
met, the diver then
directed the driller
set up the
rig vertically over the centre
the stool.

Wiling,

anchor

fabrication, tendon placinjection were then carried
the same
procedures, as for the
"
anchors, except that an electrical
ut
end grout

using

level indicator
probe was attached
ne
tendon at a
predetermined level. To
9r°ut
wastage and contamination of

•

water which
would effect

visibility it
decided to
stop injection as soon as
9.rout reached this level.
Secondary
'ng was
"sen

carried

stressed.

out

(c) Diving chamber
The installation of

was

trutted" against the
existing walls.
ter the initial
positioning of the plat'm had been
made in relation to the
sin Contractor's
setting out, the drill
is set
up and fixed in
approximately the
rrect position.
The hammer and casing
>e were
then coupled until 15m had
en
assembled, and the diver descended
ng the drill tubes as a
guide to "stool
el.

after anchors

under

15m

high capacity anchors

of water presented a

problem—that
the

unique

of satisfactorily stressing
After considering possible

anchors.
methods it became apparent
that this must be done by divers and, be¬
cause of the minimal underwater visibility
in the basin, it was decided to use a div¬
alternative

Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners for per¬
mission to publish this article. The main
contractor for the civil work was Costain
Civil Engineering Ltd., and the anchoring
contractor was Ground Anchors Ltd.
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Parti: Design
INTRODUCTION
THE HISTORY OF prestressed rock anchors
dates from 1934, when the late Andre
Coyne pioneered their use during the rais¬
ing of the Cheurfas Dam, in Algeria. Since
then, the employment of rock anchors in
dam construction has become world wide,
and several million tons of working capa¬
city have been successfully installed. Rock
anchors have also been used for many
years to ensure the safety of large under¬

ground excavations and the stability of
natural and artificial rock slopes.
In recent years the range of applications
has widened considerably due in part to
the success achieved by soil anchors in

tying-back retaining walls, holding down
dock floors, and pile testing. Now, largely
as a consequence of the success of anchors
in these new applications, rock anchors are
expected to perform without difficulty,
even when
installed in relatively poor
quality weathered or laminated rock.
In addition

there

is

trend

a

towards

higher load capacities for individual and
concentrated groups

higher dams in

of anchors. For the

today, prestressing
200t/m may be required,
necessitating individual anchors of capa¬
city well in excess of 1 000 tonnes. In the
field of suspension
bridges concentrated
groups of anchors with a working capacity
of 6OOOt are
already being seriously con¬
sidered, and design loads of 15 OOOt are
vogue

of the order of

anticipated in
competent

levels

are

the future.
rocks, these

Even

in strong
prestress

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

by failure within the rock mass,
by failure of the rock/grout bond,
by failure of the grout/tendon bond, or
by failure of the steel tendon or top
anchorage.

UPLIFT CAPACITY OF THE
ROCK ANCHOR SYSTEM

Design procedures
This section

Therefore in order to establish the overall
safety factor for the anchor each of the
above phenomena must be considered in
turn.

Broadly speaking,

present

have

design criteria

be classified into two equally unsatis¬
factory groups. On the one hand there are
the procedures based on the classical
theory of elasticity. Clearly, the validity of
results derived from, for example, photomay

elastic

dent
when
mass.

a
theory, is questionable
dealing with a heterogeneous rock

On

crude

the

other

hand, anchor

para¬

frequently selected by,

empirical rules

or

at
and

trial

best,

no

cur¬

been

constructed

in

a

vertical

or

eers

assume

cone

of rock is

be reduced where it

error

can

be demonstrated

methods, and at worst, by pure guesswork.
The gap between these two extremes is
still very real, despite a growing aware¬
ness of the problems, as witnessed
by the
recent appearance of standards or draft
codes on ground anchors in several coun¬

adjoining cones (Fig. 2). As the
spacing for a single line of anchors reduces

tries.

further,

The main design concepts are

now

by test anchors that the working force

can

be otherwise achieved safely.
The effect in groups of anchors is the

production of

flat, vertical plane

a

at

the

interface of
a

simple continuous wedge failure

in the rock is assumed. This approach has
been employed by many engineers in prac¬

re¬

viewed with
modes listed

respect to the four failure
above, but it should be em¬
phasised that these concepts relate pri¬
marily to prestressed cement grout injec¬

tice and is described by
Hobst (1965), Littlejohn

Parker (1958),
(1972) and Hilf

(1973).

tion anchors.

However, although the shape of the fail-

high
demanding engineering judge¬

ments in areas where

methods

that, at failure, an inverted
pulled out of the rock mass
(Fig. 1). The uplift capacity is normally
equated to the weight of the specified rock
cone, and where the ground is situated be¬
neath the water table, the submerged
weight of rock is used. The depth of anchor
calculated in this manner may, of course,

such

meters are

with

steeply inclined downwards direction.
In the case of single anchors, most
engin¬

finite element techniques depen¬

or

on

deals

rently used in practice to estimate the
anchor depth required to ensure that the
working load will be resisted safely with¬
out failure occurring in the rock mass. The
methods described apply to anchors which

relevant prece¬

dents exist.
Bearing these points in mind, the authors
believe that there is a
growing need to
establish and employ reliable
design formu¬
lae and realistic
safety factors together
with relevant
quality controls and testing
procedures.
The first article in this
state-of-the-art
review, therefore, considers
design proce¬
dures relating to

overall stability, grout/
bond, tendon/grout bond, and
tendon,
along with the choice of
safety factors. The
second
rock

article deals with the
practicalities

0

mstallation,

stressing procedures!.

The purpose of
this general appraisal is
0
escribe current practice
in relation to
°c
anchors by
drawing
on the experience
gained in
various countries over the
past
Years. Experimental
and theoretical
u ies
in the fields of
reinforced and preressed concrete
are also included where
JT; is hoped that the information
inn
.will be of direct benefit to anchorser'
^ut- at the same time, the
articles are intended as a basis for

la) L0A0 TRANSFERRED BY BOND.

Fig. 7. Geometry of cone, assumed to be mobilised when failure occurs in a homogeneous
rock

mass
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DESIGN—AN
grouted

A

more, of the

INTRODUCTION

rock anchor
may

following modes:

fail in

one

Fig. 2. Interaction of inverted

cones

in

an

overall stability analysis

table

i—geometries of rock cone related to fixed anchor which
have been employed in practice

uiduded

Position of apex

angle

Base of anchor

60 deg
60 deg

deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg

90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90

Canada—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)

Base of anchor

USA—Hilf

of anchor
of anchor
of anchor
of anchor
of anchor
of anchor
of rock bolt
Base of anchor
Base of anchor where load
is transferred by end plate

Britain—Banks (1955)
Britain—Parker (1958)
Czechoslovakia—Hobst (1965)
USA—Wolf et al (1965)
Canada—Brown (1970)

Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base

90 deg

or

(1973)

Australia—Longworth (1971)
USA—Lang (1972)
USA—White (1973)
Garmany—Stocker (1973)

grouted fixed

transferred by bond

90 deg

90 deg
90 deg
90 deg
*60

deg-90 deg

*60

deg-90 deg

Middle of anchor
Middle of anchor
Middle of anchor

Britain—Morris & Garrett (1956)
India—Rao (1964)
USA—Eberhardt & Veltrop (1965)

Top of fixed anchor
Top of fixed anchor
Top of fixed anchor

Austria—Rescher (1968)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)

90

deg

60

deg

Australia—Rawlings (1968)

Middle of fixed anchor where
load is transferred by bond
Base of anchor where load
is transferred by end plate
or

Britain—Littlejohn (1972)

Australia—Standard CA35

(1973)

or

Base of anchor

deg employed primarily in soft, heavily fissured

but receives little attention is that

are

cone;

in these

a

r =

mass is
countered, and so, in the vast majority of
cases, modifications to the simple cone
approach should be made by experienced
rock mechanics engineers.

In connection with this "weight of
method of calculating the ultimate

F

s =

S|°ns on

the basis that certain rock para¬
meters, e.g. shear strength, otherwise
ig¬
nored in the
design will give rise to a
of

safety

as a matter

C„°".rSe' "^'s
b°nus °f shear strength is,
greatly reduced when anchors

of course,

shear

strength of rock
(tonnes/m2)
factor of safety against failure
(F = 2-3 customary)
spacing of anchors (metres)
angle of friction across
fractures in rock

withdrawal, little data are avail¬
able on the safety factors
employed. How¬
ever, it is known that safety factors of 3
and 2 have been used
by Schmidt (1956)
and Rawlings
(1968) respectively, while
most recently a factor of 1.6 was
employed
for anchors at the
Devonport Nuclear Com¬
plex by Littlejohn and Truman-Da vies
('974). In current practice the factor of
safety is reduced to unity on many occa-

iciently large factor

=

0 =

rock"
resis¬

y =

tance to

su

weathered rock mass

installed in

solid,
seldom en¬

homogeneous rock

or

highly fissured "loose" rock
masses, especially those with much inter¬
stitial material or high pore water pressure.
This point was recognised by Hobst (1965)
when he presented the formulae given in
Table II for calculating the depth of the

volume is

widely agreed, its position
with respect to the grouted fixed anchor
length (socket) varies somewhat in prac¬
tice. This aspect is illustrated by Table I,
which contains examples
drawn from
anchor designs in various countries. An¬
other feature which is widely appreciated,
tire

mass

specific gravity of rock
(tonnes/m3)

Note that the shear strength is consid¬
ered in dealing with anchors in homogene¬

rock, whereas rock weight is the domi¬
parameter when dealing with fissured
rock masses. In Britain, the shear strength
ous

nant

is usually ignored in practice
(thus erring conservatively) since quantita¬
tive data on the fracture geometry and
shear strength of the rock mass are seldom
available at the design stage. In this con¬
nection it is noteworthy that Klopp (1970)
found in typical Rhine Slate, that elevated
hydrostatic and seepage pressures could
reduce the shear strength of mylonitic
parameter

TABLE II—DEPTH OF ANCHOR
FOR OVERALL STABILITY (after Hobst, 1965)
Formula for

Rock type

/

rock

/

v

Irregular fissured

JI

s»

rock
»

Irregular submerged
fissured

rock

depth of

'J

massive rock,

anchor, in homogene¬
is dependent on the
shear strength of the rock and the surface
an

of the cone, which for a 90 deg cone
is proportional to the square of the depth
of embedment i.e. 4tth1. Usually a maxi¬
mum allowable shear stress is specified,
area

2.83

r

3F.p

•

y .s.

/

3F.P
(y—1)trtan<j>

.

•

tan

allowed and specifies a safety factor of 2
on a test load displacement of up to 12mm.
Values in excess of 0.024N/mm2 may be
used if verified by field tests.

In general, there is a dearth of data on
anchor failures in the rock mass but a set
of tests which provides some results on
the overall stability aspect is presented by
Saliman and Schaefer (1968) who describe
the failure of grouted bars on the Trinity
Clear Creek 230kV transmission line. Four
tests

were

forcement

carried out on deformed rein¬
bars grouted into 70mm dia¬

holes to

a depth of 1.52m in sedi¬
largely shale. In all cases failure
occurred when a block of grout and rock
pulled-out; the propagation of cracking to
the rock surface gave an indication of the
cone of influence
(Fig. 3). Assuming a
bulk density of 2Mg/m3 for the rock, back
analysis of the failure loads indicates very
conservative results—safety factors on the
pull-out load between 7.4 and 23.5—if the
apex of the 90 deg cone is assumed at the
mid-point of the anchor length, but lower

meter

ments,

factors—0.9 to 2.9—for

a

with the

cone

the base.
However, in laminated dolomite in which
Brown
(1970)
installed shallow test
anchors, the shape of the pull-out zone
could not be observed, although the ex¬
apex at

tensive

area

over

which the rock surface

uplifted around certain anchors sug¬
gested failure along a horizontal bedding
plane (laminar failure).

was

Spacing
Rock

failures

of

this

mode

Brown

thought to be restricted to shallow anchors,
but in current practice, fear of laminar fail¬
ure

or

excessive fixed anchor

movement

during service has led to the adoption of
staggered anchor lengths even at great

depths for closely spaced anchors. In un¬
favourable conditions, for example where
rock bedding planes occur normal to the
anchor axis, the purpose of staggered

lengths is to reduce the intensity of stress
such planes at the level of the fixed

across

anchors.
tor

s

/If.
F.P

3F. P
Ytt tan 0

r

over the cone surface e.g. 0.034N/
(Saliman and Schaefer, 1968)). Hilf
(1973) advocates that regardless of rock
type a value of 0.024N/mm2 may be

It is thus evident that whilst a major fac¬
in the choice of anchor depth is the size
of rock cone or wedge to be engaged, the

F.P

F'P
4.44

cone

Group of anchors

One anchor

Sound" homogeneous

capacity of

ous,

Experimental evidence

wedges

Top of fixed anchor

•60

mate

mm2

Germany—Stocker (1973)

anchor where load is

90 deg
90 deg

component of the ultimate pull-out resis¬
Brown (1970) states that the ulti¬

tance.

acting

wedges

Middle of

90 deg

about 20 per cent of the "ideal"

laboratory dry value, and occasionally to
as low as 4 per cent of this
figure.
Other engineers confirm that rock shear
strength generally contributes a major

of inverted cone

Geometry

to

zones

possibility of laminar failure may also influ¬
ence the designer's choice of length
in
closely spaced anchor groups.
The

<

F.
(y—1).s .tan <f>

South

African

Recommendations

(1972) suggest that in the case of a "con¬
centrated" group, where the fixed anchors
are spaced
at less than 0.5 x the fixed
anchor length apart, the stagger between
alternate anchors should be 0.5 x the fixed
anchor length. This compares with a stag¬
ger of 0.25 x the
mended for the

fixed anchor length

recom¬

Devonport Nuclear Com-

22000 Lb.

22000 Lb.
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Fixed anchor design
The straight shaft anchor relies mainly
on the development of bond or shear in the
region of the rock/grout interface, and as
described by Littlejohn (1972) it is usual
in Britain to assume an equivalent uniform
distribution of bond stress along the fixed
anchor. Thus the anchor load, P, is related
to the fixed anchor design by the equation:

48000 Lb.

"/) "

.7

\ V

\

\
\

15000 Lb.

TEST

r^62°
No. 3.

TEST No.4.

P

Possible failure modes based on test results at Trinity Clear Creek

fin 3.

(after Saliman and Schaefer, 1968)

where L

=

d

=

=

irdLr..

•(?)

fixed anchor length
effective anchor diameter

Truman-Davies

wide range of rock materials and masses
which have been carefully classified, in

spaced at 1m centres. Another method to
dissipate load within the rock mass, is
simply to install anchors at different incli¬
nations as in the design by Soletanche
(1968) for the Zardesas Dam, Algeria. In
some other countries a minimum distance

order to study the shape and position of
the rock zones mobilised at failure. Such
programmes should accommodate single

cardi, 1973), Canada (Coates, 1970), and

anchors and groups tested over a range of
inclinations. Only in this way can anchor

USA (White, 1973).
The rule is based

by Littlejohn and
<1974) where 2 000kN

plex

anchors

were

anchors is stipulated. Broms
(1968), reviewing Swedish practice, confir¬
med a minimum spacing of 2.5m, whilst the
Czech Standard (1974) recommends 1.5m,
between

one

consideration being to reduce "inter-

grouting", although this phenomenon
not necessarily a disadvantage in prac¬

hole

is
tice.
It is

noteworthy that these guide rules
or approaches are based
on experience
and engineering judgement, and not on an
intimate knowledge of stress distribution
around the anchor.

Remarks
With regard to uplift capacity no experi¬
mental or practical evidence and only very
little

design in relation to overall stability be
optimised both technically and economi¬
cally.
BOND BETWEEN CEMENT GROUT
AND ROCK
Introduction
Most designs to date concerning straight
shaft fixed anchors have been successfully
based on the assumption of uniform bond
distribution over the fixed anchor surface
area. In other words it has been generally

accepted that the bond developed is
merely a function of fixed anchor dimen¬
sions and applied load.
However,
recent
experimental
and
theoretical analyses have indicated that the
character of the bond to the rock is

more

theoretical data substantiate the
methods currently used (Table I) to calcu¬
late the ultimate resistance to pull-out of

complex, and reflects additional parameters
which often give rise to a markedly non¬

individual,

cases

of anchors. Indeed,
there would appear to be results (Saliman
and Schaefer (1968) and Brown (1970))
or groups

which indicate that failure in a rock
does not generally occur in the form

mass

of

an

inyerted 90 deg cone or wedge. However,
it is
reassuring to know that most designs
are likely to be conservative in
adopting a
cone

method with

allowance for the
shear strength of the rock mass.
Nevertheless, some standardisation on
safety factors for temporary and perma¬
nent anchors is desirable
together with
agreement on what allowances should be
made for
surcharge due to unconsolidated
overburden and the effect of upper layers
of weathered
rock.
'n general, effort
should now be ex¬
pended, in the form of field
testing in a
no

9o°-0

uniform stress distribution. Thus, in many
the assumed mechanism of load
transfer in the fixed anchor zone may be

grossly inaccurate. For example, the situa¬
tion could well arise where, for a high
capacity anchor, the level of bond stress at
the loaded (or proximal) end may be ex¬
tremely high, possibly approaching failure,
whereas the more distal parts of the fixed
anchor may in effect be redundant. Clearly,
such a situation will have a bearing on
overall stability analyses, the interpretation
of anchor extensions, and long-term creep
behaviour.

Design criteria are reviewed relating to
the magnitude and distribution of bond,
fixed anchor dimensions, and factors of
safety. For comparison, the results of rele¬
vant theoretical and experimental investi¬
gations are presented.

u.c.s

r =

working bond stress

This approach is used in many countries

France (Fargeot, 1972), Italy (Mas-

e.g.

on
the following
simple assumptions:
(/') Transfer of the load from the fixed
anchor to the rock occurs by a uniformly
distributed stress acting over the whole of

the curved surface of the fixed anchor.

(//")

The diameter of the borehole and the

fixed anchor

are

identical.

(Hi) Failure takes place by sliding at the
rock/grout interface (smooth borehole) or
by shearing adjacent to the rock/grout in¬
terface in weaker medium (rough bore¬
hole).
(/V) There are no discontinuities or inher¬
ent weakness planes along which failure
can

be induced, and

(v) There is no local debonding at the
grout/rock interface.
Where shear strength tests are carried
out on representative samples of the rock
mass, the maximum average working bond
stress at the rock/grout interface should
not exceed the minimum shear strength
divided by the relevant safety factor (nor¬
mally not less than 2). This approach ap¬
plies primarily to soft rocks where the uni¬
axial compressive strength (UCS) is less
than 7N/mm2, and in which the holes have
been drilled using a rotary percussive tech¬

nique.' In the absence of shear strength
or
field pull-out tests, Littlejohn
(1972) states that the ultimate bond stress

data

is often taken

as

one-tenth of the uniaxial

compressive strength of massive rocks
(100 per cent core recovery) up to a maxi¬
mum
value rult
that the crushing

of 4.2N/mm2, assuming

strength of the cement
grout is equal to or greater than 42N/mm2.
Applying an apparent safety factor of 3 or
more, which
is conservative bearing in
mind the lack of relevant data, the work-

cr-

Tult. =(U.C.S./2)tan (45°-0/2)

ComPressUe°streP l3^tween sflear stress and uni,

Fig. 5. Effect of <p on

ult ^UCS ratio
O

bond stress

ing

1.4N/mm2.
In

TABLE III—ROCK/GROUT BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE
BEEN
RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGN

is therefore limited to

connection it is noteworthy that
(1970) allows a maximum working
of 2.45N/mm2 but with a safety fac¬

this

Coates

Rock type

bond

Igneous

of 1-75, which indicates a value of rult
4.3N/'mm2. In some rocks, particularly
granular, weathered varieties with a rela¬

tor

of

tively low <t> value, the assumption
equals 10 per cent rock UCS may

that rult
lead to

artificially low estimate of shear
strength (Figs. 4 and 5). In such cases, the
assumption that rult equals 20-35 per cent
an

justified.
As a guide to specialists, bond values,
as recommended throughout the world for
wide range of igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks, are presented in Table
III. Where included, the factor of safety
UCS may be

relates to the ultimate and working bond
values, calculated assuming uniform bond
distribution, it is common to find that the

magnitude of bond is simply assessed by
experienced engineers; the value adopted
for working bond stress often lies in the
range 0.35 to 1.4N/mm2. Koch (1972) sug¬
gests bond stresses in this range for weak,
medium and strong rock (Table III), and
Code

the Australian

CA 35—1973 states

that a value of 1.05N/mm2 has been used
in a wide range of igneous and sedimen¬

tary rocks, but confirms that site testing
has permitted bond values of up to 2.1
N/mm2 to be employed.
In this connection the draft Czech Stand¬
ard

Medium hard basalt
Weathered granite
Basalt

Granite

1.21-1.38
1.38-1.55

Serpentine

0.45-0.59

mon

to

procedure amongst anchor designers
arrive

estimates of permissible
working bond values by factoring the value
of the average ultimate bond calculated
from test anchors, when available.
Usually
the recommended safety factor
ranges from
2 to 3, but is
frequently lower in very
competent rocks, and higher in weaker,
fissured, or weathered varieties.
The degree of
weathering of the rock is
at

Factor of

safety

5.73
1.50-2.50
3.86
4.83
1.55
1.72-3.10

Granite & basalt

Source

3-4

India—Rao (1964)

3.1-3.5
2.6-3.5
1.5-2.5

Japan—Suzuki et al (1972)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
USA—PCI (1974

4.0
1.5-2.5

USA—White (1973)
USA—PCI (1974)

2.8
1.5-2.0

Switzerland—Losinger (1966)
Britain—Littlejohn (1970)

2.8-3.2

Metamorphic
Manhattan schist
Slate & hard shale

0.70

2.80

0.83-1.38

Calcareous sediments
Limestone
Chalk—Grades I-111

1.00
0.01 N

2.83
0.22-1.07

(N = SPT in
blows/0.3m)

Tertiary limestone

(Temporary)
3.0-4.0

0.83-0.97
0.86-1.00

Chalk limestone
Soft limestone
Dolomitic limestone

(Permanent)

2.76

2.9-3.3
2.8-3.2
1.5-2.5
1.5-2.5

2.76

1.03-1.52
1.38-2.07

Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)

Arenaceous sediments

Hard coarse-grained
sandstone

2.45

1.75

Weathered sandstone
Well-cemented mudstones

0.69-0.85
0.69

Bunter sandstone
Bunter sandstone

(UCS

>

Canada—Coates

3.0

(1971)
New Zealand—Irwin (1971)
Britain—Littlejohn (1973)
Britain—Littlejohn (1973)

2.24
0.83-1.73

2.7-3.3
1.5-2.5

Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)

0.17-0.25

3.0

0.60

2.0N/mm2)

Hard fine sandstone
Sandstone

0.69-0.83

Argillaceous sediments
Keuper marl

Britain—Littlejohn (1970)
C =undrained cohesion

(0.45 C )
Weak shale

Soft sandstone & shale
Soft shale

u

0.35
0.37

0.10-0.14

(1970)

New Zealand—Irwin

2.0-2.5
3.0
3.0

0.40

Canada—Golder Brawner

(1973)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
(1974)

2.7-3.7
1.5-2.5

0.21-0.83

USA—PCI

General

Competent rock
(where UCS > 20N/mm2)

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

compressive

compressive
strength—10

strength—30
(up to a

(1974) concludes that since the esti¬

mation of bond magnitude and distribution
is a complex problem, field anchor tests
should always be conducted to confirm
bond values in design, as there is no effici¬
ent or reliable alternative.
Certainly, a com¬
is

Working bond Ultimate bond
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)

value of

up to a
maximum
value of

1.4N/mm2)

(4.2N/mm2)

maximum

Weak rock
Medium rock

Britain—Littlejohn (1972)

0.35-0.70
0.70-1.05
1.05-1.40

Strong rock
Wide variety of igneous
and metamorphic rocks

1.05

Wide

0.98

variety of rocks

Australia—Koch

Australia—Standard CA35

2

(1973)

France—Fargeot (1972)
Switzerland—Walther (1959)
Switzerland—Comte (1965)
Switzerland—Comte (1971)
Italy—Mascardi (1973)

0.50
0.70

1.20-2.50
2-2.5

0.70

(1972)

(Temporary)
(Permanent)
2.76
4.2

4
3

15-20 per cent
of grout

3

0.69
1.4

Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
USA—White (1973)
Australia—Longworth (1971)

crushing
strength
1.5-2.5

1.38-2.76

Concrete

USA—PCI (1974)

80000

2"dia-

TABLE IV-

-ROCK/GROUT BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED IN
PRACTICE

jack capacity

Working
bond
Rock

60000
-rhyolite tuff

(N/mm2)

Basalt
Basalt

Tuff
Basalt
Granite
Dolerite

o

40000

1.10
0.80

0.72

Basalt & tuff
Granodiorite
Shattered basalt

1.56
1.09

Fractured diorite
Granite

tuff

soft)

Metamorphic
Schist

0.31

1.20

quartzite
0.2

0.3

deflection

0.4

i ins.)

MidwavT^
°f w.eatherin9
at Currecanti
y
Transmission
Line
(after Saliman

and

Schaefer, 1968)

Slate

Slate/meta greywacke
Granite gneiss
Folded quartzite

1.72
1.72

1.72
1.72

0.81

1.56

1.72

1 52

1.67
1.23

1.1
1.1

1.73

1.1

1.10
0.43

1.57
0.36-0.69
0.51

0.34

0.93-1.20
0.95

Source

Britain—Parker (1958)
USA—Eberhardt & Veltrop (1965)
France—Cambefort (1966)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
USA—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)
USA—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)
USA—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)
Switzerland—Descoeudres (1969)
Switzerland—Descoeudres (1969)
Canada—Barron et al (1971)

(1953)
Finland—Maijala (1966)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Switzerland—Birkenmaier

1.1

Weathered meta tuff

Greywacke
Quartzite
Microgneiss

1.72

1.01

0.32-0.57
0.95
0.63

1
(ultimate)
3.3

1.24
0.93

All types
Weathered fractured
Blue schist
Weak meta sediments

m

6.37

1.72

Very fissured felsite
Very hard dolerite
Hard granite

s

(test)

3.60

1.56

1.56
1.56
1.56

Mylontised porphyrite

20000

01

bond

0.63
1.56

Flow breccia

rhyoute

Ultimate

1.93

Decomposed granite

(weathered,

Test
bond

(N/mm2) (N/mm2)

Igneous

(unweathered)

o

type

0.29

Britain—Cementation

(1962)

Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Britain—Cementation (1962)
Sweden—Broms (1968)
Australia—Rawlinqs (1968)
USA—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)

Germany—Heitfeld & Schaurte (1969)

1.02-1.32

1.1

Britain—Gosschalk 8i Taylor (1970)

Italy—Mantovani (1970)

for
Working

Test

Ultimate

bond

bond

bond

(N/mmi)

Pock

&

schist

Slate

metasediments
graywacke

Highly

metasediments
Micaschist/bioti te
Various

gneiss
Slate

Sound Micaschist
Micaschist

Carbonate

1.24

1.3

Switzerland—Moschler & Matt

1.08
1.40

1.3
1.3

USA—Buro

1.57
0.53

0.80

0.60

0.90

1.74

2.16

1.5

1.80

1.5

3.0

1.24

sediments

limestone
Fissured limestone &
intercalations

1.08

0.63
1.19

limestone

0.32

Massive limestone

0.39-0.78

Karstic limestone

0.54

Tertiary limestone

1.00

2.83

2.8

0.03-0.07

Marly limestone

0.27

USA—Saliman & Schaefer

1.80

Canada—Brown

Limestone

0.26

Limestone/
puddingstone

0.44

Limestone

1.18

Chalk

1.2

Dolomite

1.66

Dolomitic siltstone
Limestone & marly
bands

(1968)

0.43
0.37

0.55

1.5

(1973)
Italy—Mongilardi (1972)

Arenaceous sediments
Sandstone
Hard sandstone

1.44
1.42

1.58
1.56

1.1
1.1

Britain—Morris & Garrett (1956)
Britain—Cementation Co. Ltd.

Bunter sandstone

0.95

0.98

1.03

Britain—Cementation Co. Ltd.

Sandstone

0.76

0.84

1.1

Britain—Cementation Co. Ltd.

Sandstone
Sandstone
Sandstone
Poor sandstone

0.74
0.31
0.80
0.40
1.14

USA—White

(1962)
(1962)

Good sandstone
Sandstone & Breccia
Bunter sandstone

0.60
1.17

Sandstone

Argillaceous

1.73

1.29

5.6

Czechoslovakia—Hobst
USA—Drossel (1970)

(1962)
(1968)

0.95
1.20

Australia—Williams et al

0.62

Very weathered
Shale

0.10
0.30

0.28

shale

Grey siltstone

0.13-0.24
0.62

Clay

0.14-0.24

marl

Shale

Canada—Hanna & Seaton (1967)
USA—Saliman & Schaefer (1968)
USA—Koziakin

(1970)

Britain—Universal Anchorage Co.
Ltd. (1972)
0.21-0.36

0.62
0.82
0.63

Argillite
Mudstone

2.1

1.5

Germany—Schwarz (1972)

1.4

Canada—McRosite et al (1972)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
Australia—McLeod & Hoadley (1974)

Miscellaneous

Bedded sandstone &
shale

Porous,

sound

goassamer
W

k.sandstone

gott rocks

Sandstone
S

& shale
tstooe & mudstone

ed rock

nc

UB per cent

Poor

Italy—Beomonte (1961)

0.25-0.50
1.57

1.72

1.1

Britain—Cementation Co. Ltd.

0.07
0.75
1.82
1.65

0.10

1.5

USA—Reti

I
&

0.20-0.23

test anchors in rhyolite tuff,

Sound anci weathered varieties. No
j/-8 P[ov'ded on grout or rock strengths
form h S'9nh'car|t that the equivalent uni-

citv
soft
'he

constructional
errors
or
inefficiencies,
could induce a serious decrease in that
anchor's capacity.

regard to the choice of anchor dia¬
several considerations may be taken

(/) Type and size of tendon,
(//') The relation of diameter to perimeter
of fixed anchor and hence the
anchor capacity, assuming uniform

(1968)
(1968)
(1968)

bond,

exploited. For example, Suzuki er al
(1972) state that for weathered granite,
the magnitude of the bond can be deter¬
mined from the equation:
ther

at maximum jack capa-

v!C3ree|y °-1N/mm2. For design in
stanHeTred
rocl<s there are signs that
ard penetration
test
or

is

being fur¬

(Hi) Ratio of steel area to cross-sectional
area of borehole for efficient bond dis¬
tribution and corrosion protection,
(/V) Drilling method and rig to be used,
and

(v) Nature of rock in the anchor zone and
presence
of unconsolidated over¬

(2)

burden, if any.
The authors find from a survey of sev¬
eral hundred commercial anchor reports
that no direct relationship may be obser¬

Similarly, Littlejohn (1970) illustrates a
correlation between N and ultimate bond

ved bearing in mind the range of anchor
types, but that most anchors conform to
the trend indicated in Table V1.

a

stress

the effect of any sudden drop in rock
quality along the anchorage zone, and/or

into account:

Italy—Berardi (1972)

•

of botL

The recommendations made by various
engineers with respect to length of fixed
anchor are presented in Table V. Under cer¬
tain conditions it is recognised that much
shorter lengths would suffice, even after
the application of a generous factor of
safety. However, for a very short anchor

area

USA—Saliman & Schaefer
USA—Saliman & Schaefer
USA—Saliman & Schaefer

0.24
0.35
0.75

ult?m'»r uCtor
affects not only the
cha.3
d ^ut also the load-deflection
dZu T!'ICS- R9- 6 sh°ws the results
data
but

(1964)
(1966)
Poland—Bujak et al (1967)
Australia—Maddox ot a! (1967)

shale)

caly

Fixed anchor dimensions

meter

Sweden—Nordin

Good

L'mestonee
breccia

consistent with rock type and com¬

With

(1962)

Average
..

to type of anchor and extent of the
testing programme.
(//) "Standard" values for a certain rock
type have often been modified to reflect
local peculiarities or irregularities of the
geology.
(/'//') Factors related to the construction
techniques e.g. drilling method, flushing
procedure, and grout pressure will influ¬
ence the results obtained. (The effect of
these aspects will be discussed in Part 2—
Construction.)

(1972)

Canada—Juergens (1965)
Italy—Berardi (19G7)

2.8

0.63
0.39

related
anchor

petency.

sediments

Marl
Shale

are:

Different designers use different bond
values and safety factors, which may be

gree

Britain—Littlejohn (1973)
Australia—McLeod & Hoadley (1974)

2.0

are not strictly accurate,
that few failures are en¬
countered at the rock/grout interface and
new designs are often based on the suc¬
cessful completion of former projects;
that is, former "working" bond values are
re-employed or slightly modified depend¬
ing on the judgement of the designer.

On the whole however, it would appear
that the bond values employed are to a de¬

USA—Thompson (1970)
Germany—Brunner (1970)
Germany—Brunner (1970)
France—Soletanche (1968)

0.38

Sandstone

Shale

0.40

bond distribution
it is noteworthy

(/')

USA—Buro (1972)
Britain—Associated Tunnelling
Co Ltd. (1973)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)

0.70

Although it would appear from evidence
presented in subsequent sections that the
assumptions made in relation to uniform

which

France—Soletanche Co Ltd
1.42

(1968)

Italy—Berardi (1969)
(1970)
Italy—Berardi (1972)
Italy—Berardi (1972)

0.39-0.94

Marly limestone

grades III, II and I of chalk, he ob¬

type/ the magnitude of bond used in prac¬
tice is extremely variable. There are many
reasons for this, the most
important of

0.21-0.36

0.28

(3)

test, and ultimate bond values, the mea¬
sured and designed safety factors are pro¬
vided where available. In certain cases, the
fixed anchor diameter has been inferred, to
facilitate analysis of the data, as published.
It will be noted that, even for one rock

(measured)
Limestone

=0.01 N (N/mm2)

Table IV contains data abstracted from

(average)

Limestone
Dolomitic limestone

follows:

reports of rock anchor contracts through¬
out the world. In addition to the working,

(1962)
(1966)
France—Hennequin & Cambefort
(1966)
France—Hennequin & Cambefort
(1966)
France—Hennequin & Cambefort
(1966)
Switzerland—Losinger & Co. Ltd
(1966)
Switzerland—Ruttner (1966)
Italy—Berardi (1967)
Switzerland—Muller

4.55-4.80

Limestone

(1972)
Germany—Anon (1972)
Germany—Abraham & Porzig (1973)
USA—Nicholson Anchorage Co. Ltd.
(1973)
Britain—Littlejohn & Truman-Davies
(1974)
USA—Feld & White (1974)
USA—Feld & White (1974)
USA—Feld & White (1974)

Britain—Cementation Co. Ltd.

0.65

Limestone

(1972)

Italy—Berardi (1960)

1.1

as

served a range of
of 0.21 — 1.07N/mm2
based on test anchors pulled to failure.

0.83

0.07

Loamy

Poor

Tuii

Italy—Berardi (1972)
Italy—Berardi (1972)
Italy—Berardi (1972)

.52-0.74

&

Very-poor gneiss
mud band

stiff/hard chalk,

Source

0.95

1.08

&

Slate

(ultimate)

0.05
0.10
0.63

schist
Ouartzite/schist
Sericite

calcareous

ni
(test)

1

In

Metamorphic-contd.
Argillaceous

fN/mm2) (N/mm2)

s

Tlllt =

where N

0.007N + 0.12 (N/mm2)
=

number of blows per 0.3m

TABLE V—FIXED ANCHOR LENGTHS FOR CEMENT GROUTED ROCK ANCHORS
WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR RECOMMENDED IN PRACTICE

(T^/pinu2
01

Fixed anchor

length (metres)

Sweden—Nordin

3.0
3.0

Canada—Hanna & Seaton

(1967)
Britain—Littlejohn (1972)
France—Fenoux et al (1972)
Italy—Conti (1972)

3.0-10.0
3.0-10.0
3.0- 8.0

4.0

hard rock)

(very

1^

(1966)

Italy—Berardi (1967)

4.0- 6.5

3.0

6.0

(soft rock)

South Africa—Code of Practice

(1972)

South Africa—Code of Practice

(1972)

France—Bureau Securitas

5.0

USA—White

5.0

(1973)
Germany—Stocker (1973)
Italy—Mascardi (1973)

3.0- 6.0

3.0
3.0
3.0

~

pation of the tensile stresses radially at
the distal end of the fixed anchor. For a
1 500kN capacity anchor in a 75mm dia¬

TABLE VI—APPROXIMATE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIXED
ANCHOR DIAMETER AND WORKING
CAPACITY

Diameter,

hole, the maximum tensile stress is
estimated to be about 145N/mm2 at the

meter

50—100
90—150
150—200
200—400

3 000— 4 500
4 500—14 000

rock

The third and fourth considerations will
be dealt with in Part 2—Construction, but it
is noteworthy that where corrosion pro¬
tection is important, the South African
Code (1972) stipulates that the fixed
anchor diameter should be equal to the

outside diameter of the tendon plus at least
12mm. This approach has also been dis¬
cussed

by FIP (1972) who recommend

a

grout cover to the tendon of 5mm, and
5-10mm for temporary and permanent rock

anchors, respectively.
With regard to the amount of steel
which should be placed in an anchor
borehole there is a scarcity of informa¬
tion although Littlejohn and Truman-Davies
(1974) suggest that the steel should not
exceed 15 per cent of the borehole

sectional

cross-

can

sustain these stresses. It

anchor

be assumed, the rock must have an
elastic modulus in the range 0.1-0.2 x 104

can

N/mm2. Using

area.

Theoretical evidence
Studies of the stress distribution around
cylindrical anchorage in a triaxial stress
field have been carried out
by Coates and
Yu (1970),
using a finite element method.
n9S. 7a and 7b show the
typical anchor
geometry and the model employed to
calculate
approximately the stress induced

a

statistical relationship de¬

rived by Judd and Huber (1961), which re¬
lates rock compressive strength to elastic
modulus:

(after Coates and Yu, 1970)

UCS

=

•

350

seems

probable that cracking will occur, and the
magnitude of the maximum tensile stress
decrease, as it transmits radially outwards,
reaching an equilibrium position if the rock
remains in position. The propagation of
such cracks due to large tensile stresses
acting parallel to the anchor axis possibly
accounts in part for the anchor creep fre¬
quently observed to occur for a period of
time after stressing. Deformation measure¬
ments adjacent to such anchors would
provide useful information in this respect.
With regard to the magnitude of Ea,
Phillips (1970) quotes a value of 2.1 x 104
N/mm2 for a neat grout of water/cement
ratio 0.4 and Boyne (1972), using a 0.35
water/cement ratio expansion grout, ob¬
tained a value of 1.0 x WN/mm2. There¬
fore, before the uniform bond distribution

eA/eR = '00

Fig. 8. Variation of shear stress with depth
along the rock/grout interface of an

proximal end of the fixed anchor in rock,
whilst at the opposite end, this stress is
48N/mm2, provided, of course, that the

mm

vEa/Er=oi

i

(chalk)

200— 1 200

05

(1972)

Co. Ltd. (1972)
(1974)
Britain—Associated Tunnelling Co. Ltd. (1973)

1 000— 3 000

04

ea/er=10

Britain—Universal Anchorage
Britain—Ground Anchors Ltd.

3.0
3.5

Capacity, kN

03

Source

Range

Minimum

02

Phillips estimates therefore that the
pressive strength of the rock in this

■(<*)
com¬

case

should be

significantly less than 6N/mm2.
However, the majority of rock anchors
to date have been installed in rocks
giving
values for the ratio Ea/Er of between 0.1
and 1, and for which, according to Fig. 8,
the bond distribution is markedly non¬
uniform. Indeed, for anchors in these rocks
of compressive strength
in excess of
6N/mm2, stress concentrations at the proxi¬
mal end are most likely, having a magni¬
tude possibly 5-10 times the average stress
level.

Although less satisfactory from a theore¬
point of view, anchors in strong rocks
at present represent less of a problem in
practice, since a large safety factor can be
accommodated without significantly in¬
creasing the cost. However, for the accu¬
rate design of high capacity anchors, in¬
sufficient attention has been paid to the
high stresses at the proximal end, and in
particular to the effect of debonding on
tical

a

y an anchor loaded either
in tension or
compression. The authors show that the
stress (i.e. bond)
distribution, is dePendent on the ratio of the
elastic moduli

s ear

°Mhe anchor material
f

(Ea) and the rock

J. Fig. 8 shows the variation

"T stress along the
„j-

or,

smlif

'ength

of

the

interface of

an

equal to six times its
uE°/£r ,ratios of °-1' 1 and 10- The
rat'o

the larger is the stress

anrhi^.t L.at the Proximal
ciatorf'
It ;e
ic

„.Wlth more~
|

n,at

are asso-

even oucas
stress uij»uluuuuns
distributions.
that for Ea/Er > 10, i.e

sum^th S°ftur0cl<s' it:.'s
alonn

end of the

va'ues of the ratio

•'?

bond is

reas°nable to

as-

evenly distributed

'^nd ,hat the anchor de"
based accurately and directly
strength of the weaker

signmavbph
on

the

u

medium

'^sheafcT[esses
subl'ected
In turn

stresspc

;

tensile loading
induce tensile

r°C'<' wb'ob reach a maxiancliorage ^in1
qth,?illustrates
proximalthe end of the
9- 9
mu,n vain

rapid dissi¬

Fig. 7. The geometry of the rock anchor studies: (a) definition
model

of axes: (b) finite element
(after Coates and Yu, 1970)

distribution. In this context Phillips
suggests three possible approaches:

(1970)

Following debonding, the restraint imd by the rock on the uneven rockinterface causes dilation. Additional
Wage, movement is only possible

pos®

further shear failure

through
inn

possible stress

a

S in Figs. 10a and

10b.

residual bond stress, when con¬

The

2

of the grout,

distribution as

sidered alone, and ignoring dilation, will
depend on the magnitude of "ground
pressure" acting normal to the interface.
This will probably vary over the debonded
length and it may be less than the grout
shear strength (Fig. 10c). If it is greater
than the grout shear strength, the stress
distribution will revert to that of Figs. 10a
and 10b.
3

tion

It is

probable that the stress distribu¬

will vary with applied load possibly
asshown in Figs. 10d, 10e and 10f. This pre¬
sumes an initial stress distribution similar
to the theoretical stress distribution (Fig.
10b). At large loads, virtually the whole
of the anchor is debonded and the stress
is distributed according to the amount of
relative movement and the degree of dila¬
tion or frictional shear strength mobilised
(see Fig. 10f).
It should be emphasised however that
these approaches are hypothetical and ex¬
perimental work is required to confirm
their validity in relation to rock anchor de¬
sign.

Fig. 9. Variation of tensile stress in the rock adjacent to the end of

a

tension anchor
(after Coates and Yu, 1970)

T/Tn

T/T°

10
SKIN

FRICTION

Experimental evidence
In Italy much valuable experimental re¬
search has been conducted, principally by
Berardi, into the distribution of stresses
both along the fixed anchor and into the
rock. In 1967 he reported on tests to deter¬

mine

the

distribution

of

fixed

anchor

BOND

stresses and concluded that the active por¬
tion of the anchor is independent of the

total fixed anchor length, but dependent
on its diameter and the mechanical
proper¬
ties of the surrounding rock, especially its
modulus of elasticity.

Figs. 11a and 11b are typical diagrams
which illustrate the uneven bond distribu¬
tion as calculated from strain
gauge data.
Both anchors were installed in 120mm dia¬
meter boreholes in
marly limestone (E =
BxWkN/m2; UCS = 100N/mm2 approxi¬
mately). Other results show that the bond

distributions

uniform

T/T°"1_(ifd)A
(C)

for

high
Etrmt/Erock,
non-uniform for low
values of this ratio i.e. for rock of
high
aastic modulus,
thus confirming the preare

more

values of

ctl°ns of Coates and Yu.

Muller (1966) produced
interesting
s
m

ear

rethe distribution of

Switzerland on
along the 8m fixed anchor of

stress

Q

T/T0

T/T0
.

T/T0

&

a

r«!r

BBRV anch°r (Fig. 12). From
clur("!?S bta'ned dur'n9 stressing, he conl

'he l°ad was not uniformly
t0 tbe roc'< over Ibe length of
anchor. For example, at a load of

jj

the

f,

55

,

formlnnes
force was transmitted unian 2 °ver tbe Pr°ximal 5.55m, implying
tonne* u9® bond of 0.22N/mm2. At 185

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

LOAD

LOAD

LOAD

w,ever' load was recorded over
111 of tde tenclon with apupperTn
°' tde tendon over the
by the h T'
ut 20 tonnes was resisted
the

in,

Parent

rfk

/°
of tbe anchor, but between
stre*and C' (F'9- 12) the avera9e
to"nesTS W3S about °°8N/mm2. At 280
measured Compar's°n of theoretical and
points

bond

that tota!
Curred

e'on9ations suggested

*b0ndin9 °' the tendon
^ the'font
I a" ttle loacl was
the fixed
0

«

had

oc-

resisted

anchor. The values

Fig.
10. Hypothetical stress distributions
*

around a partly debonded anchorage
(after

Phillips, 1970)
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Fig. 12. Strain distribution along tendon in fixed anchor zone of a 220t capacity anchor

strength quoted above compare
value, based on uniform
distribution, of about 0.65N/mm2, which

for bond

with

an

average

is well below both the actual value at 185
tonnes and the

grout shear strength.
Decoupling, equivalent to an addition in
free length of 2.2m, has also been re¬
ported by Eberhardt and Veltrop (1965),
during the stressing of a 1 300t capacity
test anchor installed in basalt (fixed anchor
length = 11.5m, diameter = 406mm).

Remarks
From mathematical, laboratory and field
evidence, the distribution of the bond mobi¬
lised at the rock/grout interface is unlikely
to be

uniform unless the rock is "soft". It

appears that

non-uniformity applies to most
/E ^ is less than 10.
case of high capacity anchors evi¬
dence exists that partial debonding in the

rocks where E
in the

Since the validity of the uniform distri¬
bution of bond which is commonly as¬
sumed by designers is clearly in question, it
is recommended that instrumented anchors
should be pulled to failure in a wide range
of rock masses whose engineering and

graphy: quantitative data on the nature
orientation, frequency and roughness of thi
major rock mass discontinuities; shea
strength of these discontinuities; and com
pressive and shear strength of the rocl

geological properties can be fully classified,
in order to ascertain which parameters dic¬
tate anchor performance. In this way it
should be possible in due course to provide
more reliable design criteria.
In general, there is a scarcity of empirical
design rules for the various categories of

Also, particularly in the softer rocks
weatherability and durability should be as
sessed, especially on samples drawn fron
the level of prospective fixed anchor zones

rocks, and too often bond values are
quoted without provision of strength data,
proper classification of the rock and
cement grout.
The prior knowledge of certain geologi¬
cal and geotechnical data pertaining to the
rock is essential for ;the safe,
or

a

design of the anchor

a'rid

economic

correct

choice of

fixed anchor occurs, and that debonding
progresses towards the end of the anchor
as the load is increased.
Information is

construction method. The authors believe
that the following geotechnical properties
should be evaluated during the site investi¬

scarce

gation stage, in addition to the conven¬
tional descriptions of lithology and petro¬

concerning the conditions where debonding is serious.

(after Muller, 1966

material.

It is realised that the determination of thi
modulus of elasticity is rather involved am
expensive, particularly for rock masses

However,

as

the influence of this para

meter on anchor

performance has alread
be mad
realisti

been demonstrated, efforts should
whenever possible, to obtain a
value.
The ground water regime is also

of prim,

importance, especially the position of th
water-table, and the groundwater rate c
flow, pressures and aggressivity. It shouli
be noted that the ratio of anchor length t

discontinuity spacing determines the rela
importance of intact material an'
mass properties in any one case. Fo
example, where the fracture spacing i
relatively large, the rock material propertie
tive
rock

of, for ex
ample, drillability and rock/grout bone
However, this is rarely the case, and th
will be the dominant controls

S z
o o

Fixed anchor length
= 5-9m

properties of the rock mass are usuall

Fixed anchor
=

length

11m

crucial, particularly in the assessment c
the overall stability of the anchor system.
The extent of the site investigatio
should be determined by the importance c
the contract, and the potential difficultie
and risks inherent in its execution. In sit
anchor tests should be carried out whereve

possible to clarify design proposals.
Bearing in mind that anchors are ofte
installed at very close centres it would ap
pear in site investigation that a "construe
tion" stage is required where drill log:
penetration rates, grout consumptions an
check pull-out tests are monitored i
order to highlight "difficult" or change
3

ANCHOR

FlS-11. Distribution

of bond

rock conditions. These terms need to b
defined in order to avoid legal problem
and the question is important wheneve
doubt about anchor competence exists.

1

m

LENGTH

along fixed anchor length

(after Berardi, 1967)

nnMQ
bo

between cement grout

TABLE VII—-TRANSMISSION LENGTHS
FOR SMALL DIAMETER STRAND

and steel tendon

SHEAR

'^inattention

has been paid to this
ect of rock anchor design, principally
because 'engineers usually consider that

strand

length.

Fig. 14. Idealised representation of major
components of bond

tions.

proximal end and then moving progres¬
sively distally to be replaced by friction
and/or mechanical interlock. Frictional and
interlocking resistances increase with lat¬
eral compression and decrease with lateral
tension. Clearly, the grout shear strength

this section, the mechanisms of bond

discussed and anchor design pro¬
employed in practice are re¬
viewed. Bearing in mind the scarcity of
are

cedures

and the nature of the tendon surface, both
micro-and macroscopically, are major fac¬

presented,: which relate to the magnitude

tors in

It is

widely accepted that there

are

three

mechanisms:
1, Adhesion. This
provides the initial
"bond" before slip, and arises mainly from
the physical interlocking (i.e. gluing) of the

microscopically rough steel and the sur¬
rounding grout (Fig. 13). Molecular attrac-

CEMENT

Fixed anchor design
It is common in practice to find embed¬
ment lengths for bars, wires and strands
quoted as equivalent to a certain number
of diameters, as this method ensures a
maximum value of apparent average bond
stress for each type of tendon. The trans¬
mission length is the length required to
transmit the initial prestressing force in a
tendon to the surrounding grout or con¬
In

(/')

TENDON

Fig. 13. Magnified view of interface
between grout and steel
tion is also

sidered

to

(/)

Britain, the following general

For

a

bright

thought to act. Adhesion is con¬
disappear when slip comparable

dilatancy and wedge action also

contribute to this frictional resistance as
radial strains are mobilised
where the long¬
itudinal strain
changes.

are

Mechanical interlock. This is similar to
lcro
mechanical locking, but on a much
arger scale, as the shear
strength of the
9 °ut

recom¬

mobilised against major tendon
e.g. ribs, twists.

"regularities,

" ^ea''sed representation
Re
'30nc' comP°nents is

tbr

adhp S|ve
.'

of these

shown in

or short embedment lengths the

component is

most

important, but

25-31

rusted, plain

or

may

With

regard

to

permissible

applied to neat

bond
bars
the

cement grouts on occa¬

Reduction factor
0.8
0.6
0.4

3
4

It is

important to note that no information
is provided in the Code on group geometry
e.g. minimum spacing, where the reduction
factors should be employed. In addition no
guidance of any kind is given for groups

inden¬

be assumed

of strands or wires.
With reference to minimum embedment

(»)

For a wire of a considerable crimp
1.0mm off-set, 40mm pitch, a bond
length of 65 diameters may be assumed for

lengths, Morris and Garret (1956)

e.g.

have

calculated from stressing tests on 5mm dia¬
meter wires that the minimum necessary
embedment is just, over 1m. Golder Brawner Assocs. (1973) found that although the

the above conditions.

(Hi) Galvanised wire provides a poor
bond, less than half that of comparable
plain wire.
(/V) It may be assumed that 80 per cent
of the maximum stress is developed in a
length of 70 diameters for the conditions
mentioned in (/) and in a length of 54 dia¬

given in brackets.

No. of bars in group
2

when the cube strength of the concrete or
grout at transfer is not less than 35N/mm2.

meters for the

(±50)

results

(/'/')
For a group of bars, the effective
perimeter of the individual bars is multi¬
plied by the reduction factors below

wire with a small off-set crimp e.g.
0.3mm off-set, 40mm pitch, a transmission

■

25-28

sions.

ted

length of 100 diameters

with the size of the micro indentations on
the steel occurs.
2. Friction. This
component depends on
the confining
pressure, the surface charac¬
teristics of the steel, and the amount of
shp, but is largely independent of the mag¬
nitude of the tendon stress. The
pheno¬
mena of

is

or

(±25)

values stipulated by the British Code for
different grades of concrete. These values

Wire

OR WIRE

330
500

stresses for single plain and deformed
in
concrete. Table VIII
illustrates

mendations may be followed, based on
CP 110, 1972 and information supplied by
Bridon Wire Ltd (1968).

STEEL BAR

12.5
18.0

Bar

crete.

GROUT

19-24

release of load also increases the trans¬
mission length. (An additional 25 per cent
is recommended in Rumania).

determining bond characteristics.

and distribution of bond.

The mechanisms of bond

( diameters )

(±25)

(/'/') Tests in concrete of strength 41.448.3N/mm2 with Dyform compact strand
at 70 per cent ultimate show an
average
transmission length of 30-36 diameters.
According to the results of an FIP
questionnaire (1974) national specifica¬
tions vary considerably for transmission
lengths, the most optimistic being those of
the United Kingdom. It is accepted that
compact strand e.g. Dyform, has transmis¬
sion lengths 25 per cent greater than those
for normal 7-wire strand, and that sudden

for longer lengths, all three may operate—
adhesion failure occurring initially at the

information pertaining to anchors, data
abstracted largely from the fields of re¬
inforced and prestressed concrete are also

(mm)
200

N.B.—Range of

SLIP

proach is apparent related to the grout/
tendon bond, and the rather simple design
assumptions commonly made are in contra¬
diction to certain experimental observa¬
In

(mm)

9.3

L fjxed anchor length chosen with reoect to the rock/grout bond ensures
Smore than adequate tendon embedment
However, as has been demonstrated in
the section dealing with rock/grout bond§,
little standardisation or uniformity of ap¬

Transmission length

Diameter of

(MECHANICAL INTERLOCK)

grout/strand bond is higher than expected
from tests on single wires due to "spiral
interlock", the value drops rapidly if the
embedment length is less than 0.6m. Re¬
sults from Freyssinet anchors with spacers
have shown that each strand can with¬
stand about 156-178kN with 0.6m embed¬

conditions mentioned in (//').

Strand

ment. Since the capacity of such strand
is usually in the range 178-270kN, Golder
Brawner Assocs. conclude that no strand
of a rock anchor logically needs an embed¬

(i)

From the available experimental data,
the transmission length for small diameter
ordinary strand is not proportional to the
diameter of the tendon. Table VII gives
values of transmission length for strand
working at an initial stress of 70 per cent
ultimate in concrete of strength 34.5-48.3
N/mm2.

length in excess of 1.5m. However,
for other reasons, a length of 3m is usually
considered the minimum acceptable.
Data abstracted from papers describing
ment

rock

anchor

contracts

is

presented

in

TABLE VIII—ULTIMATE ANCHORAGE BOND STRESSES
Characteristic

strength of concrete (f,.„, N/mm2)

Type of

20

Plain

1.2

1.4

1.5

1.9

Deformed

1.7

1.9

2.2

2.6

25

30

404-

Maximum bond stress, N/mm2

I

9

for bar, wire and
strand, respectively. In all the calculations,
except where otherwise noted, the bond is
assumed unifoim over the whole tendon
embedment zone, which is taken as equal
to the length of the fixed anchor.
Bearing in mind the relatively small num¬
ber of values, comments are limited to the
IX. X and XI

Tables

following:

would appear to be a greater
of uniformity on values chosen for

(/) There
degree

working bond between strand and

the

TABLE

grout, than for the bond developed by bars
and wires with grout. The value of the bond

(up to 0.88N/mm2) for 15.2mm strand is
slightly higher overall than that for 12.7mm
strand (up to 0.72N/mm2), and in both
there is a trend towards a reduction
of the bond with an increase in number of
strands.
cases

(//)

The actual safety factor against fail¬
of the grout/tendon bond is
usually

ure

well in

(iii)

excess

The

Working
Load

load

bond

(m)

(kN)

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)

Much of the work to investigate the dis¬
tribution of bond along grout/steel inter¬
faces has been carried out in the United
States in connection with prestressed and
reinforced concrete. Gilkey, Chamberlin

bond

v

25mm dia deformed bar

1.83
0.06
0.06
0.12
0.12
0.18
0.18
0.36
0.36
5.9
11.0

25.4mm dia square

25.4mm dia plain

plain

dia plain
28.6mm dia plain

Plain

Crimped
Groups o(5.S,
No. JlmPed
5mm
No. 5mm
" No. 5mm

Test anchor.

289
52

10.1

11.2

52

5.5

67

7.0
4.4
8.1
4.9

63
117

139
148
160

360
505
700
610

6

12.2

15

No. 7mm

8 NS: 7«m^IV,nl,ed
HT
8mm

Hydro~(1972)

Italy—Berardi (1960)
Italy—Beomonte (1961)

anchor
anchor

anchor
anchor

Bond for deformed
plain bar

the first

conducted at 28 days,
and the second at 90 days

Canada:—Brown (1970)
USA—Salisman & Schaefer (1968)
Australia—Pender et al (1963)

3.0
3.3

Test anchor: bond known to be
much higher locally
Design criteria

2.72
7.2

Test anchor
Test at bar UTS

5.74

Test anchor

Commercial anchor

Commercial anchor
Anchor pile
Test anchor
Commercial anchor

0.64
0.54
0.75
1.06
0.37

Anchor

pile

Test anchor

4.7

Italy—Berardi (1967)
Switzerland—Comte (1971)
USA—Drossel (1970)

Switzerland—Muller(1966)

USA—Wosser et al (1970)
USA—Drossel (1970)
USA—Oosterbaan et al (1972)
Canada—Jaspar et al (1969)
Canada—Barron et al (1971)
USA—Feid et al (1974)
Canada—Jaspar et al (1969)
Canada—Brown (1970)

BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR RECOMMENDED IN PRACTICE

Embedment

Load

(m)

(kN)

bond

Test bond

Ultimate
bond

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)

Working

1.7-3.4
6-12

Design criteria

280
500

1.0

1540

9.14

2.62

700

0.49

950
850

0.67

2000

670
3750
11570

0.27
0.32
0.076
0.23
0.70

0.78

7.5
2.5

600

4.0

500
1300

0.93
0.47
0.23
0.51

3.5
0.6
1.5
5.2
3.5
2.9

1380

Design criteria

1.035
0.53
0.33

515
450

7.6

0.23

2.26
2.0

2740

0.33

1700
675

0.62

0.77
0.47
0.7
0.7

1450

4.5
3
6.5
8.4

3.5

Source

Britain—CP110 (1972) also
CP115
Switzerland—Comte (1971)

(1969)

350
2470

4.0

9.14
2.5

.Remarks
Design criteria

0.5-1.0

5.0
4.0
18.3

HT

Canada—Ontario

5.1

0.35
0.6

2.44
2.44

^ No. 5mm
»„*• 5mm

(1970)

test

0.31
0.16

160
400
220
605
700
545

anchor
anchor

bar=5 x bond for
Test anchor
Tests: for each pair

1.98

53.5

320

1.8

9^1?mmm

5.0

0.9

7mm

K

sS0'6mm

2.7

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

0.6
1.2

»

m°"

Canada—Brown

100d
65d

I feT,14 No. 5mm
pi ° % °. 7mm

oK0'
90 w0'
io K°- 5-4mm
? K°-7mm
K°' 7mm
5 K°' 5mm
nj Jo. 7mm

0.56
1.1

1750

1.83
1.2
8.5
6.1
6.1

X—GROUT/WIRE

Britain—Roberts (1970)

Short embedment test
Bond dependent on embedment

tensile stress
Design criteria: "solid" rock
Design criteria: "seamy" rock

0.91

3Dmm dia plain
31.8mm dia high tensile
31.8mm dia and thread
31.8mm dia Dywidag & locknut
35mm dia mild steel
35mm dia plain
35mm dia plain
43mm dia mild steel
44mm dia plain

Design criteria

and grout

mm

Wire tendon

on concrete

2.62

30d
40d +
2.5
2.2
3.9
2.2
2.2
0.2
0.4
0.6

Source

Design criteria:, bond dependent Britain—CP110(1972)

1.38

Deformed bar
Deformed bar

TABLE

Ultimate

5.25
7.0

20 No. 20mm dia plain
20mm dia ribbed and threaded
with end nut

10

Distribution of bond

(N/mm2) Remarks

1.7-2.6

Ribbed
Plain
Plain and threaded end

15

developed by

1.2-1.9

Square twist

28mm dia

Test

Embedment

Plain
Deformed

35

bond

deformities increases the bond magnitude
up to 2 times with respect to plain bars.

by

IX—GROUT/BAR BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR RECOMMENDED IN PRACTICE

Bar tendon

28

of 2.

average

bars, especially deformed types, is on aver¬
age significantly higher than that developed
by strands or wires. Also the presence of

2250
1725

0.46
0.69

1255

500

0.47

870

0.36
0.54

700

Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Test anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Test anchor
Test anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Test anchor
Test anchor:
at wire UTS
Test anchor
Test anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor
Commercial anchor

Australia—Standard CA 35 (1973)
Switzerland—Pliskin (1965)
Poland—Bujak et al (1967)
Britain—Morris et al (1956)
Switzerland—Birkenmaier
India—Rao (1964)
USA—Reti 1964)

(1953)

USA—Thompson (1970)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
Switzerland—Pliskin (1965)
Brazil—da Costa Nunes (1969)
Africa—Anon (1970)

Italy—Berardi (1972)

Australia—Rawlings (1968)
Switzerland—Ruttner

(1966)

Australia—Maddox et al

(1967)

Germany—Anon (1972)
Switzerland—Pliskin (1965)
Britain—Bundred (1973)
Switzerland—Walther (1959)
Switzerland—Mdschler et al (1972)

Italy-—Berardi (1972)
Germany—Anon (1972)

Beat
bond

!"

TABLE

(1940) discuss in general terms

XI—GROUT/STRAND BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR
RECOMMENDED IN PRACTICE

characteristics of bars during
II out As the load increases progressive
P|U "at the proximal end occurs, and the

intensity of bond
towards the distal end. The

of the maximum

location

moves
Lal resistance continues to increase pri¬
marily because the length of the tendon
which has passed its maximum resistance
tresses

release entirely but exerts a resi¬

not

does

dual resistance or drag acting concurrently
with the adhesive bond in the region -of
maximum bond stress. Fig. 15 is an ideal-

bar

plain

intermediate
early

drag

'

ii

"'-t early

o

4.3
1.8
5.0
6.0
3.6

495

0.72
1.71

495
1020
1120
1350
860
5410
1200

0.64

0.46

0.65
0.41

0.63

1335

0.46
0.44
0.45

1360
1760
7010

0.29

4 No. 15.2mm

3.0

500

0.88

6 No. 15.2mm
8 No. 15.2mm

7.3
6.1

520
1500

0.25

2150
1900
2000
3000
1950

0.67
0.65
0.44

\

No. 15.2mm 6.7
No. 15.2mm 6.1
No. 15.2mm 8
No. 15.2mm 3
No. 15.2mm 6.5
No. 15.2mm 7.6
No. 15.2mm 7.6
No. 15.2mm 7.62

(1973)
Design criteria

USA—PCI

Switzerland—Sommer et al

15

19 No. 15.2mm

(1974)

(1974)
anchor USA—White (1973)
anchor USA—Feld et al (1974)
anchor
anchor Canada—Hanna et al (1967)
anchor Switzerland—Pliskin

anchor

Canada—Juergens

(1965)

(1965)

anchor Canada—Hanna et al

(1967)

Canada—Barron et al (1971)
anchor Canada—McRostie et al (1972)
anchor Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
anchor USA—PCI (1974)

(15.4mm) and "Dyform" (15.2mm)

Commercial anchor Britain—Universal Anchorage
Co. Ltd. (1972)
Commercial anchor USA—Chen et al (1974)
Test anchor
USA—Nicholson Anchorage
Co. Ltd. (1973)
Commercial anchor Australia—Williams (19721
Commercial anchor Australia—McLeod et al (1974)
Commercial anchor Britain—Littlejohn et al (1974)

0.64

Test anchor

1.61*

Commercial anchor Switzerland—Pliskin (1965)
Commercial anchor Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
Commercial anchor USA—Schousboe (1974)
Test anchor
Commercial anchor USA—Feld et al (1974)

0.52
0.66
0.43

4330
2825
3770
3740

Australia—Standard CA35

Test anchor
Test anchor

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Test anchor
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

0.59
0.71

1565

Source

Design criteria
3.105

8 No. 12.7mm
8 No. 12.7mm
8 No. 12.7mm
9 No. 12.7mm
5.2
12 No. 12.7mm 4.5
12 No. 12.7mm 6.1
12 No. 12.7mm 5.2
12 No. 12.7mm 6.1
12 No. 12.7mm 6.5
16 No. 12.7mm 6.1
54 No. 12.7mm 11.3

18
18

\

bond

<2

4 No. 12.7mm

12

SUP""'"
_drag

Ultimate

bond

Any type

18

—

Test

bond

(m) (kN) (N/mm2)(N/mmi)(N/mm2)Remarks

Any type

10
10
12
13

ultimate

"FIRST

Working

ment Load

Strand tendon

N.B.—In the following, no distinction is made between "Normal'
strand. All results are calculated using the smaller diameter.

V

"first slip"

\

Embed-

0.58
0.28

intermediate"'

Tx/T0
=

where

bond stress at the proximal end

t0 =
d

=

of the bar
diameter of the bar

a

=

a

(after Gilkey, Chamberlain 8t Beai, T940)

ised diagram showing the progressive nat¬
ure of bond
distribution at successive
stages ot a test. Curves (a) represent in¬
tensities of bond stress between the bar
and concrete. Curves (b) may be con¬
sidered as stresses in bar, at successive

Considering Fig. 15,

it is apparent that
for a plain bar
pull-out test:
(<) Bond resistance is first developed near
'he proximal end of the
bar, and only as
slight slip occurs are tensions and bond

constant

relating axial stress
in the

in the bar to bond stress

anchorage material

Assuming the applied tensile load, P, is
equal to the sum of the total bond stress
multiplied by the surface area of the ten¬
don, Phillips (1970) extended the above
theory as follows:

points along the specimen. It should be
recognised that for curves (b), the in¬
tensity of bond stress at any point (rate
of change of stress in the bar) is repre¬
sented by the slope of the curve, with
respect to the axis of the specimen, at
'hat point. Bond is what makes stress
transfer possible and can be present only
in a
region of changing stress in the steel
°r the concrete.

■(5)

e

bond stress at a distance x
from the proximal end

=

(distance from loaded end of pull-out specimen]

Fig. 15. Qualitative variation of (a) bond
stress, (b) total tensile stress, during a
pull-out test

t„

0.01

-at,

srd2
P

trd r-.dx

=

d

■

"(1-

—

-e

)

•(6)
between the limits x — o and x = L, where
L is the length of the fixed anchor. The

Fig. 16. Theoretical stress distribution
along an anchor
(after Hawkes & Evans, 1951)

length of the anchor will depend upon the
axial distance required to transfer the load
across

L0).
At
it

x

can

—

be

L,
seen

(Tx/p)

TTd2

(transmission length

the interface

approaches 0 and from (5)
that Ax/d approaches

finity, giving
srd2

Jesses transmitted

progressively distally.
("J The region of maximum intensity of
hond stress moves
away from the proximal

P

=

■

■(7)

end as the

pull increases. Between the
Proximal end and the
region of maximum
°nd stress there
is
'onal or

mtensity.

fairly uniform fricdrag resistance of greatly reduced

First slip"

a

only

occurs

intensity of bond

speci-

offers'Ve res'.stance disappears and the bar
drag

resistance

pertlaPs°htalf\enti'ie length' amountin9
attained

to
ultimate total resistance

'n
were

Britain, Hawkes and Evans (1951)
ahi e
Mawkes and Evan
to
that the Ri-?-u0n.c'uc'e 'rom pull-out tests
distribution of
Ponential

(srd2)

=

Ae d

P

(8)

resistance has

the^a"^ 1133 aPProached the distal end of
adhL'^'tSr aPPreciable slip, the primary
or

(5) into equation

T
—

after the

veiled nearly the full
length of the

'hro'int.3 'nctional

equation

Substituting
(7) gives

bond obeys an exlaw of the form:

Equations (5) and (8) are
graphically in Figs. 16 and 17

represented
which show

variation of shear stress along the
anchorage and its dependence upon the
constant A. The greater the value of A, the
larger the stress concentration at the free
the

or

proximal end of the anchor.

The smaller

the value of A the more evenly the
are distributed along the length of

stresses

anchor.

Although values for A have been ob¬
tained for steel anchorages embedded in
concrete—Hawkes and Evans give A =
0.28—insufficient information exists at pre-

Fig. 17. Load distribution along an
anchorage assuming AL/d is large

(after Phillips, 1970)

sent

on

the

behaviour of cement grout

anchors in rock to provide meaningful
values for A. It is reassuring however, to
find that the
similar to the

results in Fig. 17 are very
results of Coates and Yu

(1970) in Fig. 8 with EJEr proportional to
MA, which suggests that the basic ap-

Hawkes and Evans is applicable

proach of

rock anchors.

to

(Hi)

Magnitude of bond

In a rigorous investigation of the
bond between concrete and steel bars,

Bars.

Chamberlin and Beal (1940) em¬

Gjikey,

phasise the following major points relevant
to rock anchors:
1
Contrary to accepted belief, bond re¬
sistance

is not proportional to the com¬

pressive strength of a standard cured con¬
crete, there being some increase
in bond
but a reduction in the ratio of bond resis¬
tance to the ultimate compressive strength
strength

the

as

of concrete

increases,

especially for the higher strengths. To be
specific, for the weaker concretes (UCS
<21N/mm:) bond increases with the
compressive strength. However, as the
concrete strength exceeds this value, the
in bond resistance becomes less,
and within the strong concrete range i.e.
UCS > 42N/mm2, no added bond allow¬
ance is justified for added strength of con¬
increase

crete.

2. The bond developed by added length
ol embedment is not proportional to the
additional length. The shorter the embed¬

the greater is the average unit bond

ment,

that can be developed by a plain
bar. Therefore doubling the length of em¬
bedment as a means of increasing the
stress

anchorage does

not actually double the
amount of tension that the bar can resist

by bond. On the other hand, additional
embedment does add to the sum total of
bond resistance.
3. Variations in age and type of curing
seem to alter bond resistance much less
than they alter the compressive strength
of the concrete, bearing in mind that the

strongest concrete gives the higher bond,
but the weakest concretes have the highest
ratio of bond to compressive strength.
Little information is available on the
effect of spacing but Chamberlin (1953)
conducted a series of tests with various
types of bars to determine the effect of

spacing on bond magnitude. For clear
ings of 1 d and 3d differences in bond
not significant.

spacwere

Wires and strand. Based on results ob¬
tained from almost 500
pull-out tests,
Stocker and Sozen (1964) conclude:
(a) Due to the helical arrangement of the
exterior wires, strand rotates while
slipP'ng through a grout channel, but the in¬
crease in bond is not
significant. (Ander¬

son et

al

(1964) also

strand of about

15

observed rotation of

deg during pull-out

tests.)
(') Bond magnitude

proximately 10
concrete

ange

increases

by ap¬
6.9N/mm2 of
strength, in the

per cent per

compressive

16.6-52.4N/mm2.

(c)

Results from pull-out
externally applied lateral

9r°m

tests

subjected

pressures rang-

O-17.25kN/m2 indicate a linear insurpS6| k°nt* SUen9th wifh lateral presshririu R connection with this, concrete
kage

is

clearly important.

Effect of rust on bond

effectSt 81
also investigated the
irtonm
St^6' sur^ace conditions on bond"9 Properties
and

irm!!k flakey

6-8
wioinn
a

surface

or

12

deu

rust on bars, following

.K* W'" deve'°P a bond

i

The loose powdery rust which ap¬
pears on bars during the first few weeks of
ordinary exposure has no significant effect
on the bond properties of bars.
These findings have also been confirmed
by Kemp et al (1968) for deformed bar,
and Armstrong (1948), Base
(1961) and
Hanson (1969) for wire and strand.

Remarks
Some designers consider the question of
grout/tendon bond in anchor systems to
present no problems, as the design at therock/grout interface is more critical. There¬
fore any embedment length accommodat¬
ing that interface automatically ensures a
high factor of safety at the tendon/grout
interface. A factor of safety of at least two
is allowed by other designers.
While there is an appreciable amount of
information available concerning the mech¬
anism of bond transfer in the field of rein¬
forced and prestressed concrete, it is con¬
sidered that much more study is required
in the field of rock anchors. The mode of
failure of a tendon bonded into the grout
of

an

to

that of the tendon pull-out test used in

in situ rock anchor may

concrete

9lir,t.<iPec'
'n
y rus*ed

be dissimilar

technology and from which

most

data

are obtained. In the former case the
grout is usually in tension, whereas during
a standard bond test,
part, at least, of the
surrounding concrete is in compression.
In rock anchors, therefore, the mechanism
of bond action depends on the

respective

clastic moduli of the steel and grout.
Little work has been done on multi-unit
tendons with respect to their bond distri¬
bution. The use of spacers and centralisers,

leading possibly to decoupling, also war¬
investigation.
In general, recommendations pertaining
to
grout/tendon bond values used cur¬
rently in practice for rock anchors com¬
monly take no account of the length and
rants

of tendon, tendon geometry, or grout
strength, and for these reasons it is still
advisable to measure experimentally the
embedment length for known field condi¬
type

tions.

FIP
to

(1974) also confirms that

be

more

of strand is
tries where

strand tends

popular than wire, and the use
now accepted even in coun¬

the basic material cost is
greater. It is now widely recognised that
the smaller the diameter of the tendon, the
less is the cost of the material
per unit of
prestress force, but direct cost compari¬
for the supply of tendon material in

sons

any country can be misleading since the
real cost of. the tendon also reflects cost
of fabrication, installation and

stressing.

Tendon characteristics
With regard to general characteristics it
is of value to know that in Britain the
pro¬
duction of prestressing tendons is gov¬
erned by BS 4486:1969 (Cold Worked

High Tensile Alloy Steel Bar), BS 2691:
(Steel Wire), BS 3617:1971 (7 Wire
Strand) and BS 4757:1971 (19 Wire
Strand).
Following publication of CP 110:1972,
permissible stresses are quoted in terms of
the specified characteristic strength which
1969

is the guaranteed limit below which not
than 5 per cent test results fall, and
none of these is
less than 95 per cent
characteristic
strength. For wire and
more

strand, the specified minimum strength is
taken as the characteristic strength, which
for practical purposes is termed 100 per

fpu.

cent

At home and abroad it is common to find
tendon stresses quoted in such terms as
elastic limit, 0.1 per cent proof stress and
0.2 per cent proof stress. Therefore to

facilitate understanding and comparisons,
reconciliation is required between
these terms and characteristic strength. In
this connection it is noteworthy that in the

some

preamble to the French
Securitas 1972) the term
and defined as the elastic
as the 0.1 per cent proof

Code (Bureau
Tg is identified
limit, measured
stress, i.e. that

point at which the permanent elongation
reaches this value. The same note draws
attention to the fact that this limit should
not be confused with the 0.2 per cent proof
stress
on

adopted in the British Codes. Based
advice of wire metallurgists the

the

authors understand that the 0.1

TENDON

Introduction
Accurate data on the mechanical prop¬
erties of tendon components are readily
available, but the choice of type of ten¬
don and safety factors to be employed

against rupture still demand assessment
and judgement by the designer, especially
in countries not covered by a code rela¬
ting to anchors.
Tendons may be formed of bar, wire or
strand. The latter two have distinct advan¬
tages with respect to tensile strength, ease
of storage, transportation and fabrication.

Bars, however, are more readily protected
against corrosion and in the case of shal¬
low, low capacity anchors, are often easier
and cheaper to install.
Largely as a result of recent develop¬
ments in prestressing equipment and tech¬
niques, the use of strand appears to be in¬
creasing in popularity. A recent survey by

per cent

proof stress varies from 3-5 per cent below
the 0.2 per cent proof stress which is de¬
fined as 87 per cent fpu in CP 110. Taking
the average figure of 4 per cent below 0.2
per cent proof stress, then a 0.1 per cent
proof stress is equivalent to 83.5 per cent
fpu. This correlation may be employed
when comparing safety factors in subse¬
quent tables.
With respect to the values of elastic
modulus quoted subsequently, it is known
that an error of 5 per cent is possible, al¬
though the majority of results are within
three standard deviations from the

mean.

Knowledge of this possible variation can
be very important when interpreting loadextension graphs and for the same reason
relaxation characteristics of tendons should
be assessed

carefully. Both aspects are de¬
review, but it is of
general interest to know that relaxation
loss is a function of the logarithm of time.
For example, the loss after one hour is
tailed in Part 3 of this

TABLE XII—TECHNICAL DETAILS OF BRITISH PRESTRESSING BARS

found that:

s,exposura. 'owers the bond, but
°°SeSt rust
final|y produces

greater

kave
(")

I

th

three months exposure, developed
greater
bond than unrusted or wiped rusted bars.

Bar diameter
Item

20*

Sectional

(mm)

Unit

area

4x32

4x40

mm2

314.2

380.1

490.9

615.8

804.3

962.1

1256.6

3217

5026

In each case, the

kN

325

375

500

625

800

950

1250

3200

5000

characteristic
tensile strength

equal to
wbich the bar would

Minimum

unrusted condition,
bars, following up to

•Recommended sizes

breaking load

22

25*

28

32*

35

40*

1000N/mm2

is

cent of that at 100 hours, which
is about 80 per cent of that at 1000

.go per
turn

V)
UJ

STABILIZED WIRES ANO STRANDS

<x

1000 hours is also about
hlf that at 5-8 years. Relaxation loss dends on the initial stress in the tendon and
The loss at

A
RANGE

Production

history, and whilst tendons of
exceptionally low relaxation properties can
produced, the anchor designer should re¬
member that little advantage will be gained
through their use, if-for example creep in
,l,e ground is likely to be large in compari-

OF

STRESS

LL
O

VALUES

FOR

RELIEVED WIRES

.

S

Z
o

of

175 OOON/mm2.

With regard to

relaxation Antill (1965)

found that the load loss for a typical alloy
steel bar, initially stressed to 70 per cent
UTS is about 4 per cent at 1 000 hours, and
double that at 100 000 hours. For compari¬
son the performance of bars
relative to
other tendon components is shown in Fig.
18. This information is provided for de¬
signers bearing in mind that CP 110 ad¬
vises that an

"appropriate allowance for

relaxation" be made "for sustained loading
conditions".
The use of bar anchors is very popular in
Germany and North America, where bar
sizes are available from 6.4mm (No. 2 bar)
to 25.4mm (No. 8 bar) in steps of 3.2mm,
and thereafter to 35.8mm

(No. 11 bar) in

slightly larger increments.
Bars tend to be used as tendons in fairly
short low-medium capacity anchors mainly
in single bar situations, but are increasingly
used in certain sophisticated forms in Ger¬

where compression tubes and elabor¬
ate end bearing devices are incorporated.
Groups of up to four bars have been used
on occasions, but larger
groups are rare
although Berardi (1960) successfully used

many,

RANGE OF

X

(rem)

Characteristic
strength (N/mm')

Mill coil (BS 2691 Sect.
4)
5-0*
1570*
1670
1720
4.5*
1620*
4.0*
1570*

3.25*
3.0

2.65
2.0

^straightened—Normal
7.0*
6.0

5.0*
4.5
4.0*

1670
1770

<

:

~

STRANDS (NOT S/R)

i/>
UJ

o:
<"

10
010

100

500

at

1000

STRESSING

TIME AFTER
Fig. 18. Relaxation of British tendons

-

HOURS

20"C from initial stresses of 0.7 UTS
(after Antill, 1965)

20 No. 20mm plain bars for a
anchor.
2. Wires. Prestressing wire

of capacity 1
Soviet Code

1 750kN test

375-1 865N/mm2 to meet the
GOST, 7348-63. A popular
choice for anchors is 5mm wire (1 670
N/mm2), with elastic modulus 184 000
N/mm2 and 6.8 per cent relaxation at 1 000

is manufac¬
carbon steel,
example Ger¬
many, quenched and tempered (oil hard¬
ened and tempered or oil hardened) varie¬
ties predominate.
The ultimate tensile strength is inversely
proportional to wire diameter, but also de¬
pends on the method of manufacture, and
the steel specifications of the country con¬

tured from cold drawn plain
and in a few countries, for

hours. Wire tendons are recommended by
Shchetinin on the basis that they eliminate

suspected torsional and bending problems
of strand anchors.
In

general, tendons comprise between 10
(5-8mm diameter), depend¬
ent on the required anchor capacity, but
660 No. 5mm wires were employed at the
Cheurfas Dam by Soletanche in 1934.
and 100 wires

cerned.
The major properties of British wire are
summarised in Table XIII. CP 110 indicates
that a typical value for the elastic modulus
of wire and small diameter strands is
200 OOON/mm2.
It is noteworthy that Shchetinin (1974)
reveals that Soviet industry produces wires

3. Strand. All strand

is made from cold

wire in Britain
by far the most
popular. Seven wire strands are stress re¬
lieved after stranding to produce a "normal
relaxation" type, in two grades—regular

drawn plain carbon steel
and seven wire strand is

TABLE XIV—TECHNICAL DETAILS OF

BRITISH PRESTRESSING

STRAND
Average
relaxation
1000 hrs
from 70
per cent

Remarks

at

Average £(N/mm2) = 192 000
0.2 per cent stress = 75 per cent specified
minimum strength.
Average relaxation at 1 000 hours from
70 per cent = 8 per cent ultimate at
20 deg C

Minimum
Dia

load

ultimate at
Average E. 20 deg C

(mm)

(kN)

(N/mm1) (percent)

breaking

Regular: normal relaxation (BS
6.4
7.9
9.3
10.9
12.5*

15.2*

44.5

69.0
93.5
125.0
165.0
227.0

198
198
198
198
198
198

000
000
000
000

000
000

Regular: low relaxation (BS
9.3

93.5

2020

10.9

125.0
165.0

relax

12.5*
15.2*

1470
1570*
1670
1570*
1670
1720
1570*
1670
1720
1570*
1670
1770

7"

tr

1670
1720*
1770
1670
1720*
1770
1770
1870

1470
1570
1470
1570*
1670

VALUES

LU

TABLE XIII—TECHNICAL DETAILS OF BRITISH
PRESTRESSING WIRE
Wire diameter

BARS

_fJ2RJTRESS_RELI£VED STRANDS
RANGE OF VALUES ?o"r 19~wiRE~ "

<

j°Bars. CP

110 (1972) quotes detail sup¬
plied by McCalls Macalloy Ltd. (1969) on
typical British bars in use (Table XII). The
modulus of elasticity is about 165 000
N/mm2, although CP 110 suggests a value

ALLOY STEEL

(BS 2691, Sect. 2)
Average £(N/mm2)

:

227.0

200
200
200
200

000
000
000
000

5.6
The load at 1.0 per cent extension or
(7
0.2 per cent proof load = 89 per cent
maximum) actual breaking load (average).
The load at 0.01 per cent proportional
limit = 73 per cent actual breaking
load,

proof stress = 85 per cent
specified minimum strength.

1.1

.(2.5

maximum)

12.9*

138.0
184.0

15.4*

250.0

11.3

Average relaxation at 1 000 hours from
70 per cent = 3.8 per cent ultimate at
20 deg C

The load at 1.0 per cent extension ==
1 per cent actual breaking load

^average).
load

he
at 0.01 per cent proportional
limit = 80.5 per cent actual breaking

load

Super: normal relaxation
9.6
102.5
197 000
197 000
197 000
197 000

(average)

3617 Sect. 3)

201 000

0.2 per cent

Remarks

3617 Sect. 2)

(average)

5.5
Load at 1.0 per cent extension = 85
(7
per cent actual breaking load
maximum) (average).
Load at 0.01 per cent proportional
limit = 76 per cent actual breaking
load (average)

Super: low relaxation

•Preferred sizes

9.6
11.3
12.9*
15.4*

102.5
138.0
184.0
250.0

198
198
198
198

000
000
000
000

1.15

Load at 1.0 per cent

extension ==

(2.5
90 per cent actual breaking
maximum) (average).

load

Load at 0.01 per cent proportional
limit = 79 per cent actual breaking
load

(average)

Dyform
12.7*
15.2*
18.0*

209.0
300.0
380.0

198 500
196 500
195 100

1.1

Load at 1.0 per cent extension =
92 per cent; 92 per cent and 91 per
cent actual

breaking load.

respectively (average)

Load at 0.01 percent proportional
limit = 85 per cent, 85 per cent and
83 per cent actual breaking load,

respectively (average)

•Preferred sizes

13

"Low relaxation" strand is pro¬
duced by a patented stabilisation process
of applying a tensile stress to the strand
during the stress relieving process. Again

and super.

grades are available. In addition, strand
may be subjected to a compacting, or "dytwo

whereby about 20 per
cent more of the nominal cross-sectional
area is occupied by steel, with respect to
ordinary strand, and so higher loads can be
sustained. Such strand also has low relaxa¬

TABLE XV—ALLOWABLE STRESSES AND SAFETY FACTORS WHICH HAVE BEEN

RECOMMENDED FOR ANCHOR TENDONS
Test

stress

stress

sured

Ultimate

(per
cent)

(per

safety

safety

cent)

factor

factor

50

75

1.5

2

<"50

70

1.5

*>2

w.r.t.

75-80
80

1.5-1.6

2

w.r.t.

1.75

forming" process

tion properties.
The mechanical

properties

of

British

wire strand are summarised in Table
XIV, bearing in mind that the values of mini¬
mum breaking load and
elastic modulus
may vary by up to 8 per cent and 5 per cent
strand is available in dia¬
meters of 22.2, 25.4, 28.6, and 31.8mm, with
minimum breaking loads of 503.1, 658.9,
823.6 and 1 002.0kN respectively.

Source

With respect to

(w.r.t.)

Britain—Littlejohn (1973)
Britain—Mitchell

characteristic tensile strength
50

^60

<"90

70

77

1.1

1.43

<-69

<90

V-3

>1.45

<"70

<"95

w.r.t.

Britain—CP 110

yield strength

"Swissboring SA" BBRV

Switzerland—Descoeudres (1969)

1.43

w.r.t. 0.1

residual

per cent

France—Fargeot (1972)

elongation
the.elastic limit

80

1.2-1.5

1.5-1.9

1.3

2

w.r.t.

France—Adam

In

65

w.r.t.

85

w.r.t.

59

Italy—Mascardi (1972)

tensile strength

Finland—Laurikajnen (1972)
Finland—Laurikainen (1972)

elastic limit

strength

Czechoslovakia—Voves (1972)
Czechoslovakia—Voves (1972)

w.r.t. elastic limit

<"57

<"69

60

80

50

75

(1972)
(1972)

France—Bureau Securitas

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

1.69

or

71

(1972)

France—Fenoux et al

elastic limit

w.r.t. ultimate

1.54

or

ultimate tensile strength

w.r.t. elastic limit

1.5-2

general, tendons comprise between
(12.7 and 15.2mm dia¬
meter) but 54 No. 12.7mm strands were
used for 7 010kN capacity anchors in the
Interstate Highway 1-96 retaining wall,

Switzerland—Draft recommendations

w.r.t.

<60

four and 20 strands

yield strength

(1973)
1.36

60
53-66

(1972)

Germany—DIN 4125 (1972)

anchors
w.r.t.

(1974)

Britain—Ground Anchors Ltd. (1974)

characteristic tensile strength
1.5

Nineteen wire

Detroit, USA.

Remarks

characteristic tensile strength

seven

respectively.

Mea¬

Working

>1.75

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

strength

Czechoslovakia—Draft Standard

1.33

1.67

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

strength

Canada—Golder Brawner Assocs.

2

1.5

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

strength

USA—vVhite

tensile

strength

Brazil—da Costa Nunes

(1971)

Brazil—da Costa Nunes

(1971)

>1.2

(1974)

Allowable stresses and safety factors
In Britain, the vast majority of anchor ten¬
dons are designed with a working stress of
62.5 per cent fpu i.e. a factor of safety
against failure of 1.6. However, in recent
years several publications have suggested
that whilst this approach is acceptable for
temporary anchors (working life less than
two years), the design stress for permanent
tendons should be reduced

to

50 per cent

fpu, giving a safety factor of 2 and permit¬
ting a larger test overload. Since the French
Code (1972) is widely recognised as one
of the most authoritative documents on
ground anchors published to date, it is en¬
couraging to observe that for temporary
and permanent anchors, the Bureau Securitas recommend
design forces of 0.75Tg
and OBTg,

(1973)

w.r.t.

90
65

1.1

1.54

>1.2

>143

or

w.r.t.

Permanent anchors have been
sidered.

pacity anchors

being installed, often
I po°r duality rock. In such conditions a
for ? 6St. over'oacl is considered necessary
bv aec^ri*V' and This can only be achieved

aK6 ii00 'n t'1e 'eve' working stress
narm,0lJt per ceflt ultimate. Otherwise,
don nent S6t ma^ be induced in the ten-

yield strength

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

South
South

strength

Wires w.r.t. ultimate tensile

<67

>1.49

Bars w.r.t. ultimate tensile

South

Africa—Parry-Davies (1968)
Africa—Parry-Davies (1968)
Africa—Johannesburgh (1968)
Africa—Code (1972)

South Africa—Code

(1972)

South Africa—Code

(1972)

strength

or

1.25

80

Bars w.r.t. 0.2 per cent

>1.49

>1'67
2

1-6

80

50

proof

strength

75

<"60

w.r.t. ultimate tensile
w.r.t. ultimate tensile

strength
strength

Australia—Koch (1972)
Australia—Code CA 35

w.r.t. ultimate tensile

strength

New Zealand—Irwin

(1973)

(1972)

Test load
Measured

safety factor

/

=

Working load

Failure load
Ultimate

safety factor

TABLE XVI—DESIGN STRESSES AND

/

—

Working load

SAFETY FACTORS WHICH HAVE BEEN

EMPLOYED IN PRACTICE FOR BAR TENDONS
Working
Bar

are

South

strength

strength

con¬

It would
appear that there is a definite
land towards
raising both the measured
and ultimate
safety factors, to 1.5 and 2.0
respectively; this is undoubtedly an enuraging feature, at a time when larger

tensile

<70

cr
Practice, and by practising engineers,
throughout the world. For convenience,

'

limit

>143

are

almost identical to those presented in re¬
cent British publications.
To provide a more
general picture. Table
XV shows
recommendations made in Codes

elastic

w.r.t. ultimate

80

<70

respectively. As shown earlier,
T9 is the elastic limit which is equivalent to
83.5 per cent fpu and thus it
may be calcu¬
lated that the French recommendations

w.r.t. ultimate

1.7-1.9

1.1

55-60

(1973)

28mm Lee

stress

Test stress

(per cent
ultimate )

(per cent
ultimate)

Macalloy

Ultimate

Measured
safety
factor

70

safety
factor

Source

—

1.43

Britain—Banks

(1955)

56

84

1.5

1.79

Britain—Jackson

32mm hollow

54

64

1:2

1.85

Sweden—Nordin

35mm

50

75

1.5

2

22mm HS

47

52

1.1

2.1

32mm

Macalloy

HS bars

1.5

—

—

35mm Bauer

44

54

1.2

2.27

27mm

55

58

1.06

1.82

Dywidag

(1970)
(1968)
USA—Drossel (1970)
USA—Koziakin (1970)
USA—Wosser et al (1970)
USA—Larson et al (1972)
Japan—Construction Ministry
(1964)

to

fromHaf ^"(XVIII have been prepared
asoPM «prov'^ed in papers describing this
arnolaa0 ancflor design. A number of ex|or D,,mare quoted for each type of tendon
The av°SeS °' '"us.tration and discussion,
wire* an^i396 work'ng stress is highest for
against run?WeSV°r barS; the safety factor
'"verse reLTrfn T^1®"^" is thus in the
Workinn
Testing to 1.5 times the
lS seems at

hceDtinn

r

and

Wire

7mm

7mm

TENDONS

Work stress

Test stress

Measured

Ultimate

(per cent
ultimate)-

(per cent
ultimate)

safety

Safety

factor

fa ctor

64

74

1.36

1.57

Britain—Morris et al (1956)

63

69

1.1

1.59

Britain—Gosschalk et al (1970)

66

79

1.2

1.52

Switzerland—VSL (1966)

68

82

1.2

1.47

Switzerland—VSL (1966)

50

65

1.3

2.0

Switzerland—Moschler et al (1972)

Source

1.08

1.67

Canada—Golder Brawner Assocs. (1973)

60

70

1.17

1.67

USA—Eberhardt et al (1965)

60

62

1.03

1.67

Australia—Rawlings (1968)

60

com-

over-prethought equivalent

SAFETY FACTORS WHICH HAVE BEEN

EMPLOYED IN PRACTICE FOR WIRE

Present to be the

rnT than the rule,
slressed hi? an
r3Ctamount
anc^ors are
monly

TABLE XVII—DESIGN STRESSES AND

XVIII—DESIGN STRESSES AND SAFETY FACTORS WHICH HAVE BEEN

TABLE

anchor heads will be discussed in Part 3 of
this review.

EMPLOYED IN PRACTICE FOR STRAND TENDONS

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Although rock anchors have been used

Source

Suand

for

30
60

61
80
57

1.1
1.37
12

—

65
50

80
80

15 2mm

60
59

80
79

12Jmm

60

55
58
43

15 2mm

Jl 2mm

i? 7mm
12 7mm

&

12.7mm

]?7mm
15 2mm

73

2 7mm

33
1-67

1.23
1.6
1.5
1.33
1.34

1.54
2.0
T.93
1.67
1.69

Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
USA—White (1963)

1.42

85

TABLE XIX—PITCH

—

Britain—Ground Anchors Ltd. (1973)
France—Soletanche (1968)
Switzerland—VSL (1966)
Switzerland—Sommer et al (1974)
Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)

2 43

78

52

7mm

1.82
1.71
2-1

1.67

USA—Buro (1972)
USA—Schousboe (1974)

Australia—Langworth (1971)

OF TENDON SPACERS IN THE GROUTED FIXED ANCHOR ZONE

pitch of
tendon
uauci J

/m)

Remarks

Source

05

Cheurfas Dam
3m fixed anchor
Multi-wire tendons
VSL anchors
Multi strand tendons
Multi strand tendons
Dependent on "stiffness"

USA—Zienkiewicz et al (1961)
Czechoslovakia—Hobst (1965)
France—Cambefort (196o)

Conenco (Freyssinet)

Canada—Golder Brawner Assocs.

0^5
0*8
0^6

0.8-1.6

*2.0

O.5I2.O

Switzerland—Losinger SA (1966)
Britain—Littlejohn (1972)
Italy—Mascardi (1972)
Germany—Stocker (1973)

In view of the inconsistencies between

of tendon system

1.5-2.0

(1973)

anchors

2.0

7.3m fixed anchor
8m fixed anchor

0.5

Multi-wire tendons

1.8

USA—Chen

et al

(1974)
Britain—Littlejohn et al (1974)

(12 No. 15.2mm strands)

over 40 years, it is difficult to
justify
technically certain aspects of contemporary
design. Progress in the development and
rationalisation of design has been slow,
largely due to the scarcity of reliable lab¬
oratory and field experimental data relating
directly to rock anchors.
As a result, practising engineers have
been obliged to make reference to values
and methods employed with apparent suc¬
cess in earlier designs, without fully appre¬
ciating or understanding their accuracy or
reliability.-Bear'mg-this in mind, it is perhaps
understandable that the majority of designs
are overconservative in certain aspects, if
not in all. This dilemma is becoming increas¬
ingly acute now that engineers are being re¬
quested to design for circumstances where
no exact precedents exist.

USSR—Shchetinin (1974)

theory and practice which have been high¬
lighted in this design review, it is con¬
sidered that

attention should be dir¬
studies in the following

more

towards

ected
areas:

1.

Uplift capacity. There is little justifica¬

tion for the inverted

long term load losses—usually 10 per

to

cent.

Tendon spacers
Spacers are used in both the free and
fixed sections of multicomponent tendons.
In the free length they may serve to centra¬
lise the tendon with respect to the borehole
but their main function is to prevent tang-

lihg
or

or

rubbing of the individual bars, wires
particularly important in

strands. This is

long, flexible tendons, where, if the ten¬
don is allowed to lose its design geometry,
load may be dissipated through friction in
the free length during stressing. In addition,
extremely high stress concentrations may
develop, particularly just under the top
anchor head, where rupture of individual
elements can easily occur. Spacers in this
part of the anchor

are

hollow cored and

between 4-8m apart.
In the grouted fixed anchor zone the
spacers encourage effective penetration of
grout between the tendon units, thereby
ensuring efficient transmission of bond
stress. In addition the spacer units should
be

designed to centralise the tendon in the
borehole to (a) avoid contamination of

tendon e.g. clay smear, and
(6) give ade¬
quate cover of
grout for corrosion protec¬
tion and good grout bond at the borehole
interface.
.

Spacers

in this

zone may also be used
with intermediate fastenlngs to form nodes or waves, in order to

]n conjunction
Provide

a

more

positive mechanical inter-

surrounding
grout. Whilst this method gives a tendon
geometry which allows adequate penetra¬
tion and cover of grout, it is important to
note that the practice of unravelling strands
followed by bushing of the wires gives a
random geometry which cannot guarantee
lock between the tendon and

efficient load transfer.
With reference to the pitch of spacers.
Table XIX gives an indication of the dis¬
tances which have been employed in prac¬
tice. In general it would appear that little
work has been carried out on the influence
of pitch or spacer design on load transfer
in the fixed anchor zone.

Remarks

produced to a high
breaking
loads are specified for use by the designer,
few load/extension tests have been carried
out on long tendons (10-30m) which are
comparable in size to the free anchor
lengths used in practice. Since interpreta¬
tion of anchor load/displacement character¬
istics can be quite controversial in prac¬
tice, particularly in the case of strand, it
would be of value to know if long strand
tests give E values which are significantly
different from those obtained using short
gauge lengths of 0.61m. The influence of
tendon curvature, and splaying of multicomponent tendons near the top anchor
head on stress/strain behaviour also re¬
quires clarification in view of the dearth of
published information, at present. Top
Whilst tendons

standard

and

are

reliable minimum
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part 2: Construction

INTRODUCTION
IRRESPECTIVE OF THE care and conser¬
vatism applied to the design§ of an anchor
system, thoughtless or careless construc¬
tional procedures can cause rock anchors
to fail at very low loads. The majority of
failures seem to be related to the grout¬
ing stage although some bond failures have
clearly been due to poor tendon prepar¬
ation. On a few occasions the drilling and
flushing techniques may have been in¬

Fortunately, failures have not oc¬
have usually
been highlighted at the stressing and test¬

With
respect
to
choice of drilling
method, the rock type, rate and scale of
drilling operations, availability of plant, hole
geometry and labour and drilling costs

together with guide information on the
prediction of drilling rates. The latter is
perforce qualitative, simply because in¬
sufficient research has yet been conducted
—or published—on
the determination of

optimum axial thrust interrelated with the
available torque can achieve a maximum
penetration rate for a particular rock. Op¬
erating below the optimum thrust de¬
creases
the penetration and imparts a
noticeable polishing or grinding action to
the bit. Operating above the optimum
thrust requires high rotational torque, and
stalling of the machine is likely.
In general, rotary drills have a higher
torque output than either percussive or
rotary-percussive drills and require higher
thrust capabilities. Types of machines and
operating practice are described in detail
in a US Army Report [1964],
Where specified, most core drilling is
carried out using diamond bits which are
available in two main forms—(a) "Surface

"rock

set"

all be assessed.
The prediction of drilling rates involves
careful study of machine characteristics,
must

bit and flushing medium properties as well
rock and borehole parameters. It is con¬
sidered that a prior knowledge of drilling
as

provides a sound basis for evaluating
feasibility of planned operations and
selecting alternative operational pro¬

correct.

rates

curred too often and these

the
for

ing stage.

cedures if necessary.
The range and selection of drilling equip¬

It is

significant that although the tech¬
nology of drilling and grouting can be
highly complex, site techniques on the
whole are left to skilled and experienced
specialists, and close on-site inspection by
supervising engineers has been relatively
uncommon to date.-Thus, rock anchoring
after 40 years is still regarded as an art.
Whilst it is appreciated that the highly
variable ground conditions encountered in
practice, giving rise to a large number of
construction techniques, add to the mys¬

tique of anchoring, nevertheless it

seems

that the time is overdue for certain guide¬
lines on construction practice to be pre¬
sented for consideration
by civil eng¬
ineers.
The second part of this review discusses
anchor construction
techniques related to

drilling, flushing,

water

testing,

tendon

preparation and installation, grouting and
finally corrosion protection§. Since anchor
construction is sensitive to poor workman¬
ship emphasis is placed on quality control
and close on-site
supervision.

Aspects

of anchor

stressing and testing

will be reviewed in
the third and concludmg part of this series of articles.

introduction
In practice
nc or

drilling

production

ro»e,|Ce
3 mai°r
t major
u

rates often dictate
and therefore in-

rates

way overall costs. As a
to be taken by an-

decisions

clud^SPeC'a' StS before eactl
0 The selection
(in

Tk

s

of

the

ment

and

methods

are

described

drillability indices". Drilling toleran¬

mentioned in relation to
rock anchor practice.

ces

briefly,

are

bits with individual diamonds set in
metal matrix, and
(b) "Impregnated
bits" with fine diamond dust incorporated
in a matrix.

a

current

Drilling methods

The diamonds used for the surface set
bits vary in both quality and size. Choice

The major mechanical drilling systems
in use are rotary, percussive and rotary
percussive. Each system is characterised

by the

is
it

can
be summarised that "the harder
the rock, the smaller the size and the higher
the quality of the diamonds". Dixon and
Clarke (1975) give specific recommenda¬
tions on size of diamonds in bits related

in which the bit attacks the
simple comparative analysis of

manner

rock, and a
the mechanics of various drilling systems
can often reveal the inherent limitations of
each and indicate the most promising sys¬
tem for a specific type of rock. For ex¬

type of rock. It is noteworthy that tung¬
bits are less costly than diamond bits
but are not regarded as suitable for drill¬

to

sten

ample a rock of high compressive strength,
regardless of its abrasive properties, is
likely to respond well to the crushing/
chipping action of a percussion bit. On
the other hand, a rock classified
because it is highly abrasive, but

as

governed by the rock to be drilled, but

ing in

very hard rocks.
When drilling with

surface set diamond

bits, Paone et al [1968] have shown that
the most significant parameters affecting
penetration rates are thrust and rotation

hard

which is Ij
weakly bonded, may respond to percussive i speed of the drill, and the rock compresaction more like a ductile material than a ! sive strength, hardness, and quartz conbrittle one. For such a rock a percussion
tent.
bit would do inferior work compared with
j
Diamond drilling is not commonly ema wear-resistant rotary
drag bit. A current \ ployed in anchoring, partly for economic
rule of thumb for the applicability of drill¬
reasons, and partly due to the smoothness
of the hole it creates, thereby leading to
ing methods for different rock categories
is based on the resistance of rock to pene¬
poorer rock-grout
bond characteristics.
Borehole roughness is undoubtedly in¬
tration, as shown in Table I.
creased by using percussive methods, but
Rotary drills
A rotary drill imparts two basic actions
to date this does not appear to have been
quantified.
through the drill rod and bit into the rock
For anchor construction in soft rock
—(i) axial thrust (a static action), and
formations, such as stiff-hard clays and
(ii) rotational torque (a dynamic action).

I]

DRILLING

.

The resultant force applied to the rock
is increased until rock fracture is induced
and each machine has a point where an

contract in-

most

suitable

e^'c'ent
drilling method, and
prediction of

penetration rates.

TABLE I. APPLICATION OF DRILLING
Resistance to

Method

SYSTEMS

penetration of rock

—

Hard

Soft

Medium

Rotary-drag bit

X

X

Rotary-roller bit

XXX

Very hard

Rotary-diamond bit

X

X

X

X

Percussive

X

X

X

X

Rotary-percussive

XXX
(After Paone, Under and Tandanand. 1968)
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TABLE II. DRILLING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT RELATED TO GROUND CONDITIONS
Percussive

Percussive

method

Basic

Standard coupled
rods, separate anchor

Drill string

Percussive

Coupled rods also

Coupled drill tubes and
rods used simultaneously
from same drive adapter.

act as anchor

Rotary

Rotary

Coupled flight

Standard rotary drilling
tubes

augers

Atlas

Copco Overburden
Drilling method

Wagon drill with

Special independent

drill with

drifter or,crawler
drill with

potation
drifter mounted
on

independent rotation
Compressed
powered.

drifter. Compressed
air powered.

Wagon drill with
crawler

machine

Drilling

drifter or

drifter.
air

heavy wheeled chassis

independent rotation

or

air

crawler.

Compressed
powered.

Standard auger drill
capacity of torque and

Rotary rod drill

hydraulic power. Chassis
powered wheel or crawler
designed for drilling of
shallow angle holes.
Wheeled

or

skid

mount

thrust 0-500 r.p.m.

Diesel/hydraulic power.
powered wheel
or crawler designed for
drilling of shallow angle
Chassis

holes. Wheeled

possible.

mount

Muti-wire strand "or

Anchor

Special coupled rods

single bar.

Multi-wire strand and

Multi-wire strand most

single bar.

common.

or

diamond drill.
Performance about
2.7m.kN torque, 50kN

thrust dependent on hole
size and depth. Diesel/

or

skid

possible.

Single bar most common
in Bauer system.
Multi-wire strand

Single bar also

as

possible.

possible where ground
is self-supporting.
Normally air but
water could be used.

Flushing medium

Water. Air used very

Invariably water but
occasionally

air

None

Water. Air used very

rarely.

rarely.

useful.

Self-supporting rock

SUITABLE STRATA

All materials

All materials.

provided

only. Few metres of
overburden possible
with aid of stand

drill tubes

pipe.

continued alone with rods.

are

uncoupled when rock is
encountered and drilling

All

All soft materials

self-supporting soft
as clay and

such

clay, sand and gravel.

material such

as

chalk. Not rock. Not

Also soft and medium
rocks. Not hard rock.

collapsible material such
sand and gravel unless
casing is used.

as

(Modified after Mawdsley, 1970)

marls, augers are
fall into three broad

(//')

categories:

(J) standard continuous flight augers for
normal open/hole drilling,
(2) continuous flight augers with hollow
couplings to permit water, bentonite
or cement grout to be pumped into
the bottom of the hole, and

(3) hollow stem augers with a removable
centre
bit to
facilitate
sampling
through the centre of the auger dur¬
ing the drilling stage, and subsequent¬
ly to permit homing of the tendon
prior to withdrawal of the auger.
Augers are available which can accept
the standard U4 sampler tube, and on
occasions this drilling method can be
very attractive from a quality control
point of view.
In general, a wide

range

crushes

s

ow's
a

or

fractures rock when the

sufficiently large. Torque, rotation-

speed, and thrust requirements are
significantly lower for percussive systems
an

s,ve

they

are

for rotary or rotary percus-

systems.

Hammer drills, in which the hammer rems at the
surface, are used for drilling
es

up to

125mm in diameter. Down-the-

e t00'.s' (DTH) in which the

I
i

frn
p

hammer is

irTlrnediateIy above the bit, are
,1Jainly f°r Hole diameters ranging
120 to 750mm.

chnf161?1'011 rates °1 Percussive drills are
Ryd & H°ld0 t1956] t0 be
suDnlio^u8' t0 tRe rate at wH'ch energy is
Rotarv
tfle reciPr°cating
piston.
"«ary-percuSSive
drills
Drtlnrm-

<He

drflf bit'-"S 'mpart 'Hree actions through

') axial thrust
18

(///)

higher than

a

impact.

The rotation mechanisms may be pow¬
ered by the impact mechanism or by a

rotary and

Drilling equipment
Irrespective of the method of drilling,

percussive mechanisms.

there are certain desirable characteristics
which are common to most rigs used in

Choice of drilling method
The method of drilling is chosen prim¬
arily with respect to
(а) the type and capacity of the anchor,
and hence the diameter and depth

ground anchoring work. For instance,
Mawdsley [1970] recommends the follow¬
ing items.
The rig should have powered traction so
that it can easily be moved and positioned
for each hole. When site floor conditions
are bad the
rig should be mounted on
crawler tracks. An exception to the above
is when the rig is mounted on another
piece of equipment which is itself mov¬
able, for example, a floating pontoon.
The centre of gravity of the rig should
be as low as possible as many anchor
holes are drilled at shallow angles. The
necessary drilling thrusts cannot be ap¬
plied safely unless the rig is stable.
The rig should be capable of drilling at
any angle from horizontal to vertical and
should be able to perform as many drilling
methods as possible e.g. rotary and auger.
In the view of the authors, the following

of the hole,

of lower

magnitude than

mass,

(c) the borehole surface roughness re¬
quirements,
(d) the accessibility and topography of
the site,

(e) the availability and suitability of the
flushing medium, and
(f) the drilling rate.
A guide to the choice of drilling method
is given by Mawdsley [1970] who con¬
siders that in the majority of projects the
most important factors affecting choice are
the type of anchor and the strata to be
drilled (see Table II). Parker [1958] writes
that for holes up to 100m dia. and 60m
in length percussive methods are prefer¬
able for most rock conditions. For deeper
holes, which put a severe strain on per¬
cussive equipment, or poorer ground con¬
ditions, rotary methods are recommended.
Mcdregor [1967] summarises in general
terms the relation between rock type and
diameter as shown in Fig. 1, and emphas¬
ises the differences (see Figs., 2 and 3)
when drilling in soft friable rocks and vari¬
able strata. Where the rock has alternat¬
ing hard and soft (collapsible) zones the
use of a rotating eccentric bit has proved

was

in

consequences are greater.

separate motor, and the mechanism of
rock failure is considered by White [1965]
to
combine the characteristics of both

of drill bits is

Percussive drills penetrate rock by the
action of an impulsive blow, usually from
a chisel or
wedge-shaped bit: repeated ap¬
plication of a high intensity short duration
orce

much
and

(DTH)

Dam

drill but
percussive drill,

(б) the nature of the rock material and

available from auger tool manufacturers
but experience is required in making the
correct choice in practice. For example, a
tungsten tipped finger bit is normally suit¬
able for moderate to hard formations such
as hard
shale, siltstone, and soft decom¬
posed sandstone whilst a fishtail bit is
often ideal for
boring clean holes through
soft shale and stiff/hard
clay.

Percussive drills

illustrated recently at Muda
Malaysia where two very expen¬
sive hammers were jammed at depth. Nor¬
mally, the down-the-hole hammer is less
prone to jamming than the ordinary per¬
cussive drill but when it does, the financial

a rotary drill,
torque, lower than a rotary

that of

often employed. They

practical aspects may also merit consider¬
ation:

been
swing away from the use of per¬
cussive or rotary percussive drills, to rotary
drills in built-up areas. This is primarily
due to noise restrictions and a noise level
of 75dBA at 15m is now specified in urban
areas. In 5-10 years it is anticipated that
rotary percussive drifters will be banned
in built-up areas. In future planning there¬
fore it is recommended that consideration
should be given to hydraulically powered

Noise: It is noticeable that there has
a

!

recent

rigs.

successful innovation in recent years
since it underreams the rock permitting
the use of a uniform size of casing, as

Nevertheless, whilst percussive drills
continue to be employed it is important
for engineers to appreciate that exposure

opposed to the more traditional use of
telescopic casing which gradually reduces
in size with increasing depth.
It is noteworthy that one of the dis¬
advantages of the down-the-hole hammer

to

a

high noise levels, usually above 90dBA,
extended time periods can produce
physiological damage to the ear. On many
construction sites, particularly in the UK,
warnings of this potential hazard to drillers
for

eem in the main to go unheeded.
Versatility: All rigs should be designed to

accommodate a rotary head, rotary per¬
cussive, drifter, vibrodriver and down-the-

Where high production is
required, mechanical handling of drill rods
and casing could be advantageous and use
0f drill racks, rod-changing units and hy¬
draulic positioners merits consideration.
Prime movers: All prime movers to oper¬
ate rigs should be "built-in" to give a com¬
pact, independent
unit. For the vast
majority of anchor applications a power
supply o' 50-60 h.p. is considered sufficient.
h0|e hammer.

Mast movements:

A sub-mast is required

capable of rotating 90 deg. in

elevation

vertical to horizontal. The main mast,
attached to the sub-mast through a turn¬
table/sliding carriage, should be capable
of rotating 180 deg. in plan.
The ability to (a) position the toe of
the main mast at the hole location, (b) hold
the main mast at any level from 0-2m
above thearound is considered important.
Hoist and feed rating: Bearing in mind
possible use of vibrodrivers in the future
to cope with unconsolidated ground over¬
lying rock, a maximum feed rate of 10m/
min may be desirable. A satisfactory hoist
rate is 3m/min.; acceptable hoist capacity
35kN; and acceptable feed capacity =

quality control.

pressive

Exhaust pollution: In the future, attempts
should be made to design and specify

prime movers which emit "clean" exhaust.
In spite of the above recommendations,
it is noteworthy that for anchors installed
directly into rock the traditional wagon
drill with a percussive hammer may still
provide the most economical solution in
some

In

circumstances.

general, the

correct choice of a

method and machine for

ject is

an

drilling
anchoring pro¬

critical factor in the eventual suc¬
cessful completion of a project and there¬
fore the greatest care should be exercised
in making that choice.
a

i.e.

=

25kN.

giving a meas¬
and feed capacity during
drilling should be incorporated in the rig.
These gauges could be monitored by an
experienced driller or engineer to highlight
changes in the strata, and thereby improve
Ideally,

ure

pressure gauges

of torque

Drilling rates
Since the rate of

drilling holes in rock
the nature of the material drill¬
ed and the drilling machine, it is desirable
to have as much knowledge as possible
depends

on

on

both the rock and the machine.

Regardless of origin, all rocks may
possess
complex secondary structures,
banding or foliation, and the degree
of fracturing and weathering, and bedding
of the rock mass can affect the physical
properties and the drillability of the rock.
Consequently, although average or typical
properties can be established for sound,
unweathered
specimens
of rocks, in
practice each site tends to be evaluated
individually, and purely geological classi¬
fications of rocks offer little help in group¬
ing rocks according to drillability. On the
other hand classifying rocks on the basis
of their physical properties, such as com-

and

tensile

strength, Young's
impact hardness,
toughness and others, is a major factor in
establishing a suitable drillability scale.
modulus,

scratch

and

no definite
conclusion has
been reached as to which are the most
useful physical parameters to determine,
and no single property correlates perfectly
with drilling rate, although rock compres¬
sive strength remains a popular and use¬
ful parameter in the hands of the specialist.

Nevertheless,

Most recently, van Ormer [1974] has
attempted to relate penetration rate to
rock mass and material properties, and
considers texture (porous to dense fine),
hardness (1-10 on the Moh scale), break
ing characteristics (brittle to malleable)
and geological structure (solid to lamin¬
ated). In each case the first named in the
range sustains a faster drilling rate than
the other extremes. Table III summarises
the data pertaining to hardness, and the
drilling rate for various rocks relative to
1.0 (for solid, homogeneous Barre Granite)
is shown in Table IV. The latter table does
not
take into
account
the secondary
structure of the rock mass—the influence
of which, it is claimed, is best determined
from

experience.
Differences
between
and
predicted drilling rates
physical properties of the rock
are probably due to the ever present vari¬
ation of these properties throughout the
length of hole. Although rock material and
mass anistropy is known
to affect drillability, little work has been carried out to
quantity its influence. In view of its im¬
portance however some effects are sumarised by van Ormer in Table V.
Whilst solid formations should provide
good drilling, seamy, broken formations in¬
measured
based on

duce slow rates as tedious, careful super¬
vision is necessary to avoid loss of flush¬

D-T-H

ing capacity, loss of drill string, and bit
sticking.
From the standpoint of the anchor con¬
tractor, one of the simplest procedures at
present for predicting penetration rates,
particularly in percussive and rotary-per¬
cussive drilling, is to determine the coeffi¬
cient of rock strength of the rock to be

ROTARY

drilled. The test, which was first described

PERCUSSIVE

1100
E

AUGERS

Ul

DRAG BITS

2

5200

by Protodiakonov [1962] and subsequent¬
ly modified by the U.S. Bureau of Mines
(Paone et al, 1968), consists basically of
fracturing rock samples by impacting them
with
a
falling weight. The resulting
damage is measured by screening the bro¬
ken sample. The test is relatively simple,
does not require elaborate equipment and

300-

PLASTIC
ROCK
EG CLAY
r-

1

'S- /.
end at

SOFT

MEDIUM

FRIABLE
ROCK

SEDIMENTS

HARD
SEDIMENTS

IGNEOUS
ROCK

(after McGregor, 1967)
Preferred methods of drilling different classes of rock
different hole diameters. Depth of hole generalised

FEET
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Fig. 3. Preferred methods in variable strata

(after McGregor, 1967)
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one

can carry

man

TABLE III. HARDNESS OF SOME ROCKS AND
MINERALS

the apparatus into the

make several determinations in
Good results have been obtained

Held and
one day

correlating field penetration rates with
the coefficient of rock strength for rotaryaercussive drills (Ungor & Fumanti, 1972)

Mineral

or

rock

Hardness

Sratch

test

in

percussive drills (Schmidt, 1972).
One major disadvantage, however, in
using only the coefficient of rock strength
for prediction is that no account is taken
of drill power and machine characteristics.
Penetration rates, particularly for per¬
cussive drills, are a function of the air
pressure supplied to the drill, the condition
of the drill and the type and condition of the
bits. Other technical factors such as flush¬
ing medium and bit diameter are also im¬
portant, but to date have received little
investigation. Since these parameters are
usually difficult to measure with any de¬
gree of precision, especially in the field,
and for

surprising that some discrepanc¬
and measured

it is not

between calculated
rates are evident.
ies

result it is now widely appreciated
that a step that considers energy output
of the drill must be included to further re¬
fine the procedure for predicting drilling
rates. Whilst much work remains to be
tackled Paone et al [1968] in a detailed
account have already suggested a method
of estimating penetration rate based on
the quantity of energy required to cut a
unit volume of rock and the energy output
of the drilling system. It is also note¬
worthy that Paone et aI [1969] have sug¬
As

a

Diamond

9.5

Sapphire

9.0

Chrysoberyl

8.5

Topaz

8.0

Zircon

7.5

Quartzite

7.0
O)

Chert

Trap rock

unit volume of rock.

Flushing
It is vital

particles from the
bit quickly and efficiently.
Energy ex¬
pended on
grinding
such
fragments

obviously

to

c

6.5

Quartz

'Z

6.0

Quartz

T3

Magnetite

0)

>

'55

Schist

W

5.5

Glass

5.0

Knife

3

Apatite

4.5

O
%m

Knife

0)

Granite

4.0

Q_

3.5

Limestone

3.0

Knife

>2
2.

Galena

2.5

Potash

2.0

Gypsum

1.5

Fingernail

Talc

1.0

Fingernail

Copper coin

5'

"

Fingernail

CO

(After

van

Ormer, 1974)

TABLE IV. DRILLING CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMON ROCKS

Characteristics

Comparative
drilling speed

Hardness—1-2

1.5 and up

Texture—Loose

Breakage—Shatters

Rock materia!

Shales
Schist
Ohio Sandstone
Indiana Limestone

cannot

Commonly used flushing media are air,
"mud"—usually being a colloidal

Hardness— 3-4

1.0 to 1.5

Texture—Loose grained to granitoid

Limestone
Dolomites
Marbles

Breakage—Brittle to shaving

Porphyries

water or

suspension of bentonite in

water.

A

dis¬

tinction is also drawn between normal and
reverse flush circulation. In the former, the
flush is introduced via the rods and
bit,
and returns to the
surface between the
rods and the hole wall. In the
latter, the

opposite situation occurs.
Of the media
listed, air is probably the
most efficient
scavenger, water the best
coolant and mud the best lubricant. Air is
t e
commonest fluid used for surface drill¬
ing with percussive
machines, and with

rag-bit and

Hardness— 4-5

Texture—Granitoid

0.6
to fine

to

1.0

Granite

Trap Rock
Most fine-grained igneous
Most quartzite

grained

Breakage—Strong

Gneiss
0.5 and less

Hardness— 6-8

Hematite

Texture—fine grain to dense

(fine-grained, grey)
Kimberly chert

Breakage—Malleable

Taconite

roller-bit

aits™63'
^'r 's ^est
ough it can

rotary drilling in
used 'n drV ground,

be used in very wet con'fons provided
ample air is available but
ers

Copper coin

o.

remove

be used for hole pro¬
duction; comminution of the fragments
also increases wear of the bit.

Knife

3J
O

Dolomite

gested using the coefficient of rock
strength to determine the energy required
to remove a

10.0

Carborundum

(After
Barre Granite is used

as

van

Ormer, 1974)

determining a comparative drilling speed of 1.0 because of its
texture, hardness, and consistent drilling.

the standard for
even

little

advantage over wet drilling.
..er9r?u[1c'' and in confined spaces genair.'s unsatisfactory unless used in

cjrcu'ation, because

of the health

TABLE V. EFFECT OF ROCK MASS STRUCTURES ON DRILLING RATES

j° dust Particles. Rock-drilling

in
(ofo
sPacss such as tunnels is theredriiii,!!?rnrlL restl"icted to wet or suction
rewJ3'
'atter being one example of
Averse circulation.

Rock

Nature of fractures

mass

Drill rate

•

useH3tff ""shin9 's the standard method
where
n"in9 in sticky ^ound (i.e.
th

6/e's a sma" inflow of water into
combin! T ttle rock' on|y sufficient to
or
wher W'*h ^ cuttings t0 form a Paste
are
clayey
the

layers), for

J'n,9andar

the water table at depth,
l?rriond
drilling. The quantity of
not

water nc
*ater
used is
an 4
litres

20

per

excessive—usually less
minute for conventional

Fast

Massive
Stratified

Perpendicular to drill rod; > 1.2m apart, clean

Fast Medium

Laminated

Perpendicular to drill rod; < 1.2m apart, clean

Medium

Steeply dipped

Small angle to

Seamy

Various inclinations to drill rod; close, open
fractures

drill rod, 1.2m apart, clean

(After

van

Ormer, 1974)

Slow Medium
Slow

hole drilling. In spite of this wet
is often regarded as a messy and

hor

drilling

TABLE

VI.

LIMITING
FLOW RATES
WHICH HAVE BEEN
RECOMMENDED
EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE THE NEED FOR WATERPROOFING

"convenient
method, whilst mud flushing
!

COnsidered expensive and thought to
a great deal of preparation. Mud
flushing is not common in rock anchor

Flow rate

Lquire

construction although it has been used
successfully in France for open hole drill¬

through silts and sands overlying rock.
The type of flush employed may in cases
improve the efficiency of hole formation.
In weakly cemented sandstones for ex¬
ample, water flushing widens and cleans
the hole and ensures a better bond at the
grout/rock interface. However, in rock
strata liable to deterioration from water

Source

(recommended

(Brunner)
(Bomhard & Sperber)

litres/min
litre/metre/min/10

atm

0.00091
0.00670

1

litre/metre/min/10 atm
gal/ft/min/10 atm

0.00670
0.00800

SWITZERLAND

(Moschler& Matt)
(Buro)

0.08

0.075

NEW ZEALAND

0.01

AUSTRALIA

0.001

to a

USA

0.001

of the flushing process, it is usual in anchor
construction to leave a "sump" length for
debris at the bottom of the borehole. In

MALAYSIA

minimum.
Regardless of the supposed efficiency

practice,

current

0.3-0.7m is

commonly

gal/100 ft/min

0.00013
0.00167

gal/ft/min
gal/in. dia/ft/min

0.00067

gal/in. dia/ft/min
(hole full plus 5 p.s.i.)

0.00063

0.003

0.00050

gal/ft/min

UK

(Parker)
(Falmouth)
(Devonport)

added to the designed borehole length.
After each hole has been drilled to its full

depth and throughly flushed out in order
to remove any loose
material, the hole
should then be sounded
to ascertain
whether "fall-in" or "blow-up" of material

(gal/ft/min/atm) *

5
1

SOUTH AFRICA

marls and chalks, water
flushing where necessary should be kept

Flow rate

employed)

GERMANY

ing

action such as

or

0.00167
0.00021
0.00670

0.01 gal/ft/min
0.25 gal/min
1 litre/metre/min/10 atm

•Imperial units have been used in this table since the majority of references relate to contracts carried
out prior to transfer to S. I. Units

has occurred and whether it will prevent
the anchor tendon reaching the required

depth. If satisfactory the top of the hole
should then be effectively plugged to pre¬
vent debris falling into it.
With regard to the logging of data re¬

lating primarily to ground water and flush¬
ing medium, it has been shown that local
variations in ground conditions, over a few
metres, can have marked effects

on

subse¬

quent anchor performance—especially in
soft rocks. Much qualitative data can be
obtained on ground conditions by logging

drilling
but

a

rates and the degree of bit blocking,
sensitive record is often pro¬

more

vided by

observing changes in the amount
composition of flush return.
Other data relating to ground water,
pressure and permeability
can also
be
readily obtained if close Mason is estab¬

and

lished and maintained with the driller. For
example, the following should be noted:
(') the depth at which ground water is
first encountered in the hole,

(")

any

('")

assist drilling,
the level of water, and

water

added

to

the

hole

to

and

diameter of casing in the boring at
the end of the shift, and
('") the level of water when work recom¬
mences.

Alignment

and deviation
In the
drilling of rock anchor, boreholes,

jt isa, important

to maintain a true, straight
terminating in the expected, cal-

0

Cu

at®d

Position. Three
fay be recognised:

causes

of

errors

(a) incorrect setting-up, with the drill
pointing in the wrong direction at the
start of
drilling,
C>) misalignment, in which the drill is
correctly lined up but the hole is out
°f llne with the axis of the drill, and

,

.

eviation in which the hole is started
the correct line but
subsequently

m

alters

direction.

matter^ Settin9"uP of
alwav=
and

drill
drill

on-

rnH
ma

k

troublesome and can result in damage to
the drill and string as well as causing jam¬

ming of the rods. Furthermore, McGregor
[1967] notes-that the rubbing of the rods
the wall of the hole may

dislodge rock
fragments whilst the resultant friction—
especially in rotary drilling—can increase
enormously the torque requirements. Re¬
settlement of the rig when the drilling
thrust is relaxed may also be a problem
in soft ground and experience indicates
that special care is required when drilling
from free-floating platforms.
Deviation of the hole during drilling does
not normally arise from a single circum¬
stance. It may originate by using too thin
rods, from excessive thrust, or by the bit
following a fissure or other rock planar
structure. Deviation is not usually a seri¬
ous problem
for DTH drills, but is ex¬
aggerated by the hole length in diamond
on

drilling.
The above remarks have been

related to
amount

a drill is largely a
C3re and a good eye' but should
f a|deb by the use of a profile
?ve''
use °f a casing or
Plate at the base of the

Regardless and,vantageous'
of cause,
misalignment

is

OR

primarily

vertical downward-holes. With

angled holes, the rods are apt to lie on the
lower side of the hole and this has the
effect of upturning the bit slightly. Hence
angle holes often—but not invariably—tend
to follow a shallow curve away from the
vertical.
Wherever

permitted

by the South

African

Code.

Contractors often quote average devi¬
ations of 1 in 50 i.e. 1° 09' and tolerances

usually relaxed in the fixed anchor
(Tolerance is measured as a devi¬
ation of anchor hole from the specified
centre line divided by the length of drill
hole).
A
common
method of inexpensively
checking the deviation in a vertical hole is
to lower a torch down it and observe by
how much, if at all, the face is obscured at
various depths. Alternatively, the deviation
may be more accurately checked at regular
intervals using a single-shot photographic
or
continuous reading borehole inclin¬

are

zone.

ometer.

WATER TESTING AND

WATERPROOFING
the anchor
"watertightness", since subsequent loss of grout from
On completion of drilling,
borehole must be tested for

the tendon in the fixed anchor
is of prime importance in relation to
efficient load transfer and corrosion pro¬
tection. Reasonable threshold values for
water loss
or
gain must be assessed
which, when exceeded, dictate the need
for waterproofing. In practice, it has been
around

zone

possible, drill holes should
planned so that they intersect the
major rock discontinuities at as high an
angle as possible. If this rule is not ob¬
served, then it is probable that a propor¬
tion of the holes will tend to deviate
along the planes of the rock. In mica-schist
for example, holes will follow the mica
defined schistosity if originally drilled at,
say, a 5 deg. angle to it.
It is therefore essential to set-up the

generally accepted that cement is not suit¬
able for the treatment of fissures which
are. less than 250 microns wide although
recent experimental studies suggest that

drill with the greatest care and precision
and to monitor the progress of the hole.
It becomes progressively more difficult

mosphere which is caused by a single fiss¬
ure of this width may then be specified as
a threshold value which dictates the need
for waterproofing.
It may be estimated that a single 160
micron fissure under an excess head of
one atmosphere gives rise to a flow rate
3.2 litres/min
(Littlejohn, 1975). It is
therefore suggested that this order of flow
should be considered as a reasonable
threshold for water loss when Ordinary
Portland Cements are employed in the

be

and costly to alter the direction of the
hole after drilling has proceeded beyond
a few metres.
Little guidance on maximum permitted

tolerances of
(Parker, 1958), 1° 10' (Eberhard and
Veltrop, 1965) and 0° 43' (Littlejohn and
Truman-Davies, 1974) may be compared
with the less rigorous maximum of 2° 30'
deviations has appeared, but

0° 28'

the lower limit is
for Ordinary and

closer to

160 microns

Rapid Hardening Port¬

land Cements.
The authors

believe that a logical ap¬
proach is to establish the minimum width
of fissure which will permit flow of cement
at

low

pressure.

The water flow per at¬
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cement grout.

neat

A lower fissure width

gives a flow rate of 0.6
I res/min/atm. and this may be a more
realistic threshold for minimal penetration
when fine-grained cements are employed.
With regard to rock anchor practice, the
magnitudes of water flow which have been
permitted in various countries to date are
listed in Table VI.

confirmed

Clearly, great care must be taken in the
interpretation of limiting flow rates, with
particular regard to the length of section

tested. To avoid serious misinter¬

being

recommended that permissi¬

pretation, it is

should be quoted simply in
terms of litres/min/atm, no reference be¬
ing made to flow per unit length of hole
ble flow rates

or

stage.
In general,

by

or

examination of
using a camera
television
and/or

close

circuit

multipacker injection tests.
In order to waterproof the hole

against

loss, grout should be tremied into
the hole from the base upwards. After a
period of time (usually from 6 to 24 hours)
water

the

fjole is redrilled and the water test
repeated. The anchor construction proedure may only continue when the water¬
proofing criteria are satisfied. If the
pregrouting is not successful on the first
one

or

two

occasions,

then

pressure

grouting may be required to force the
grout into the fissured rock mass and
thereby stabilise the borehole wall against
subsequent redrilling.

it is considered that water

carried out over sections e.g. the
with the aid of packers are
preferable to rate-of-fall tests carried out
under atmospheric pressure from the sur¬

close

the borehole interface

100 microns

„

TENDON

Storage and handling

face, since more
be obtained over

testing is not

Longbottom and Mallett [1973] make a
regard¬
ing this topic, on the basic assumption
that anchor tendons must be protected
against mechanical damage and severe

many

corrosion

essential however and on
occasions rate-of-fall tests can be

carried out more cheaply and quickly. In
these situations packer testing may only
be warranted if the acceptable water flows
are exceeded.
On the

practical side the hole must be
thoroughly flushed with clean water from
the bottom before testing, and during the
test it may be of value to reduce the
level of water in any adjacent holes so that
any interhole connections may be more
easily detected.
From

review of current world practice,
it is clear that water-testing is not a rou¬
tine procedure and even when waterproof¬
a

ing is carried out, generally acceptable
flows have

water

rock anchor

not

been established for

grouting. As

result, the
following recommendations are presented
a

lor consideration.

(a) Waterproofing is required if leakage
loss in an anchor borehole
exceeds 3.0 litres/min/atm. The dur¬
ation of the test should not be less
than 10 minutes and in terms of the
Lugeon coefficient the above flow is
equivalent to 10L.

or water

(h) Where there is
or

a

measured

outflow

water

gain (under artesion con¬
should always be taken
counteract this flow by the appli¬
cation of a "backpressure"
during the
grouting stage. If the flow cannot be
stabilised in this way waterproofing is
required, irrespective of the magnitude
of the water
gain.

ditions)

care

to

(0 Permissible flow is related to "excess
ead
Therefore the position of the
.

water table in relation

the section
be establishso that the
driving or excess head
ucing flow at the section may be
culated
accurately. In fine fissures

®mg
e

m
a

'9
r

investigated

applied

pressures

ulent flow,

I lents and
thie

^res«
local

to

must

create

open

may

high

up

the

induce
pressure

natural

a principle, changes in

environment should be mini¬

tllerefore the applied press" ,?
.Vt^ln9 flow should be as small
as
Possible.
um

'

■

valL"0^

rates 'n

are minimum

fisnir! '"I? they a" Pertain to single
rate* S
ar'y> larger limiting flow
fissnro"^/ aacePtable if a number of
exist Th,c'cn®ss < 160 microns)
situation
ls

however

must

be

are

ungrouted for long after cleaning, especi¬
ally if paraffin has been used.
Anchors with multi-strand or multi-wire
tendons usually require more time for fab¬
rication. If the strand is supplied already
coated in PVC, then great care should be
taken to degrease the intended fixed an¬
chor length effectively, using solvents such
as

acetone,

number of sound recommendations

on

site.

Tendons must
abrasive surfaces

be dragged across
be accessible to weld

not
or

splash. Bars should be stored in straight
lengths, and wires and strand in coils of
diameter

at

least 200

times that of the
Kinked or twisted wire

tendon diameter.
should be rejected,

since experience has
shown that bond and load/displacement
characteristics can be adversely affected.
To avoid damage to protective sheath¬
ing, the ends of the tendon should be
treated, after cutting to size, to remove
very sharp edges. With respect to bars,
care
should be taken to protect the
threads. Superficial damage to the threads
can often be repaired by means of a file,
but it is usually impracticable to recut or
extend a bar thread on site
the hardness of the steel.

because

of

outdoors for several months without seri¬

corrosion, provided it is stacked off

the ground and completely covered

by

a
tar¬

waterproof tarpaulin. Although the
paulin should completely cover the steel
it-should be fastened so as to permit cir¬
culation of air through the stack.
The humidity of the air, allied to possible
atmospheric
pollution
(industrial
and
marine) is the major cause of corrosion
during storage. There would appear to be
little problem if the relative humidity is al¬
ways less than 70 per cent, but severe
corrosion

occurs

at

levels in

excess,

of 85

per cent. The worst conditions are experi¬
enced in marine tropical areas, where the
average

rate of corrosion is about three

times that in a heavy industrial area in
the UK. In such areas, wrappings should
be impregnated with a vapour phase in¬
hibitor powder, and in this case air through
flow must be prevented.

Although it is known now that normal
rusting actually improves the bond to
grout, flakey, loose rust must be complete¬
ly removed, and tendons which are sev¬
erely pitted, particularly in the case of
small diameter multi-wire strands, or at
threaded sections of bars, should be re¬
jected.
Fabrication
With respect to bar anchors,
be thoroughly cleaned

must

or

paraffin.

lay. This basic method is

correct

and

an

efficient,

if

recom-

somewhat

to the system
has been developed by U.A.C. Ltd., who
introduce small ferrules on to the central
wire prior to relaying the strand. This pro¬
duces nodes in each strand and undoubt¬

edly increases the resistance to the strandgrout'failure. Altrnatively, to eliminate the
laborious and inherently risky job of at¬
tempting to completely remove a graphited
bituminous grease which has been design¬
ed to resist easy removal, a machine has

recently been developed (Littlejohn and
Truman-Davies, 1974) to grease each indi¬
vidual strand and apply a protective plas¬
tic sheath only over the free length where
it is

required.

The fixing and location of spacers and
centraliseTs must be done with care and

precision, especially in the fixed anchor
length where the tendon is usually formed
into a roughly circular configuration with
steel or polythene spacers and wire bind¬
ing's. Attention should also be given to
the bottom of the tendon and use of a
■sleeve or nose cone which will minimise
the risk of tendon or borehole damage

during homing is recommended.

Ideally, steel for anchor tendons should
be stored indoors in clean, dry conditions.
If this is impossible, the steel may be left
ous

trichloroethylene

Some contractors specify unravelling of
the strand to facilitate effective cleaning;
the wires are afterwards returned to their

time-consuming refinement

fixed anchor,

detailed information can

it is important to ensure that
properly screwed into couplers,
and that full thread engagement is obtain¬
ed in nuts and tapped plates. To minimise
corrosion, the tendon should not be left
bars

xmended

tests

specific locations. Packer

oiled, and

all threads
and lightly

Homing
Any method
it will

ensure

can

be used provided that

that the tendon is lowered

at a steady controlled rate. It is recom¬
mended that for heavy flexible tendons of

weight in excess of 200kg, mechan¬
ically operated pulleys or large drums
(Littlejohn and Truman-Davies, 1974) be
used to gradually unreel the tendon into

total

the hole. It has been found that 200t capa¬

city anchors, weighing about 16kg/m, are
largest that can be handled in restric¬
ted
areas,
e.g.
dam crests, without
elaborate handling equipment.
If the borehole grout is preplaced under
water, grout dilution can occur if the
tendon is lowered too quickly. The use of
drums from whichvto unwind the tendon
into the hole is preferable to the use of
cranes,
or
(for vertical anchors) man¬
handling, as both these methods often cre¬
ate sudden bending of the tendon which
may damage both steel and protection.
Immediately prior to homing, the tendon
should be carefully inspected, and in cer¬
tain situations the efficiency of the centraliser/spacer units may be judged by
carefully withdrawing the tendon—prior to
grouting—to observe damage or distort¬
ion, or the amount of smear.
,
In
general the choice of the best
methods of storage, handling, fabrication,
and installation of anchor tendons is wholly
an exercise in commonsense. Prestressing
steel and fittings are valuable stores, and
the

should be treated

as

such

on

site.

GROUTS AND GROUTING
The most

common

and lowest basic

material used for fixing and protect¬
ing rock anchors is neat cement grout.
The influence of certain grout parameters
on bond development has already been
noted (Littlejohn and Bruce, 1975) and
information on grout mixes and grouting
procedures as used in rock anchor practice
is now reviewed, and recommended quali¬
ty controls are discussed.
cost

Grout composition

often necessary for
pumpability.
Since cement surface areas
(and there¬
fore particle sizes) are
ation

most

in

stored on site for more than one
month,
and must be kept below 40
deg. C, under
cover. Cement should be used in
order of

vary

delivery.

(Type I) may suffice in many
sulphate-resisting (Type II), or a
rapid hardening variety (Type III) may be
required. In Britain, Ordinary and Rapid
Hardening Cements must comply with
BS 12 and High Alumina Cement with the
Cement
cases, a

relevant clauses of BS 12 and 195. It is
recommended that high alumina cement
be restricted to short term test anchors, in

view of the

use

of high water cement ratios

water, a test on the lines of
BS 3148 "Tests for water for
making con¬
crete" may be carried out.
Water-cement ratio (w/c)

normally controlled
likely deterior¬
cement quality may be due to
age or poor storage, when partial
dehy¬
dration or carbonation
may lead to parti¬
cle agglomeration and reduction ih
postmix hydration.
Although large sizes may
be removed by sieving, it is
likely that
better control may be exercised
by in¬
sisting on fresh cement, and by careful
storage. Ideally cement should not be
by specification, the

Cement
The type

of cement used will obviously
from contract to contract as dictated
by ground conditions and the installation
programme. Thus, while Ordinary Portland

quality of the

The

proportion of water to cement in
rather than the quality of water
is the most important determinant of
grout
properties. Excess water causes bleed, low
strength, increased shrinkage and poor
a

grout

durability. The extent to which these (and
also fluidity) are related to the w/c ratio
of an OPC grout is shown in
Fig. 4.
Table VII.has been prepared to illustrate
range of w/c values recently used or
recommended throughout the world, for

a

neat

cement

tween

Water which is suitable for
drinking (ex¬
cept for the presence of bacteria) is gen¬
erally considered suitable for cement grout
formulation. Water containing
sulphates

(> 0.1 per cent), chlorides (> 0.5 per
cent), sugars or suspended matter e.g.
algae must be considered technically dan¬
gerous. High chloride content should be
particularly avoided where the steel ten¬
don is in contact with the
grout.
Where there is some doubt as to

grouts. Most ratios are

be¬

0.40 and 0.45 which

gives a grout
with sufficient fluidity to be pumped and
placed easily in small diameter boreholes,
and yet retains sufficient
continuity and
strength after injection to act as a water¬
proofing and/or strengthening medium.

Water

Admixtures
The use of inert "fillers" such as ground
quartz, limestone dust, fine sand, clay,
and even sawdust, has long been common,

particularly in Europe. The resultant mixes
have been used primarily to waterproof

the

TABLE VII. RANGE OF W/C RATIOS RECENTLY USED OR RECOMMENDED
W/C ratio

Ordinary

Rapid

Portland

0.45
0.3

2^

Anti-bleed admixture permitted

Maddox et al

U.A.C. anchors

Anon

Anchors in

0.4

0.4-0.45

Source

Alumina

0.4

0.4

Remarks

High

Hardening

0.4

0.4-0.45

Keuper Marl

Cementation Co Ltd.

Recommendation

(1969)

Mullett

"Intrusion aid" permitted

(1970)
Buro (1970)
Thompson (1970)

Expanding agent

Barron et al

Fluidifier permitted

0.45

(1967)

(1969)

0.4

Gosschalk and Taylor (1970)
0.46

0.38-0.43

req[uired

(1971)
(1971)
Littlejohn (1972)
C.P. 110 (1972)
Bureau Securitas (1972)
Mascardi (1972)
Ontario Hydro (1972)
South African Code (1972)
Stocker (1973)
Hilf (1973)
White (1973)

Recommendation

0.4

0.4

<0.45

<0.45

0.35

Recommendation

<° .45

Recommendation

0.35-0.4

Conte

Admixtures permitted

<0.45

Recommendation

<0.45

0.4

0.4

Recommendation
Recommendation

<0.5
(T36—0.44

Recommendation

0.38-0.44

0.38-0.44

0.45

Recommendation
Recommendation

0.45

0.4-0.5

Golder Brawner

Expanding agents or
retarders permitted
0.45

0.4-0.45

0.4-0.45

(1973)

Littlejohn and Truman Davies (1974)
Ground Anchors Ltd (1974)

0.4-0.45

TABLE VIII. COMMON CEMENT ADMIXTURES FOR ANCHOR GROUTS

Admixture

Accelerator

Retarder

Chemical

1—2%

Calcium
Chloride

Remarks

Accelerates set
and hardening
Also increases

Calcium

Lignosulphonate
Tartaric acid

Sugar
Fluidifier

Optimum dosage
(°/o of cement by weightJ

0.2—0.5%
0.1—0.5%
0.1—0.5%

fluidity
May affect
strengths

set

Calcium

Lignosulphonate

0.2—0.3%
0.5%

Detergent

Expander

Aluminium

Anti-bleed

Cellulose Ether

powder

.005

—

.02%

0.2—0.3%

Entrains air

Up to 15%
expansion
Equivalent to
0.5% of mixing
water

Aluminium Sulphate

up to

20%

entrains air
23
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■*

70 +-

*

W/C

R.H.PC GROUTS

040

-*

0.45
0.50
0.60

»

W/C
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.60

*-

—m

•-

—

*-

~7~

-RESISTANCE TO FLOW

(SHEAR STRENGTH dynes/cm2)

I

Ikg.f

0.5

0.6

0.7

=

0.9

0.8

WATER/CEMENT RATIO

981 *103 dynes

(by weight)

Fig,4. (above). Effect of water content on grout properties

5

Fig. 5. (right). Gain in strength of set grouts
consolidate boreholes prior to redrilling
role in which neat cement grouts may.
be uneconomic. Such fillers are seldom

or

Moy [1973], While confirming the findings
Leech and Pender, he emphasises the
great sensitivity of grout mix properties

—a

of

employed however in grouts used for ten¬
don bonding.

—and its

With respect to anchor grouts, chemical
admixtures have often been employed

particularly those
permit

a

to prevent shrinkage, to
reduction of the w/c ratio while

ensuring fluidity, to accelerate or retard
setting, and to prevent bleeding which in
turn

discourages corrosion. Table VIII lists

common

types of admixtures employed in
grouts. Care should be taken however to
ensure that the basic
grout materials are

compatible and except under carefully
considered and controlled conditions, diff¬
erent types of admixture should not be

included in the
admixtures such

[1964] conclude
'hat
aluminium-based expanding agents
improve grout
workability while increasing
'e confined"
compressive strength (i.e.
where expansion has been restrained on
setting). This latter effect increases the
bond
capacity of the grout which has
been illustrated

experimentally by a re¬
duction in bond transmission
length. Leech
and Pender
[1961] have also favoured the
®e of

aluminium powder in an amount of
by weight of cement and
'hoy stipulate that
hibited. Pender et albleeding was also in¬
[1963] advocate that
® 2
per cent
expansion of
volume is
desirable: this figure can grout
be attained by
®ln9
per cent

0.002-0.005
a

per cent aluminium pow¬

warning

on

atiminium powder has been
24

some

achieved with calcium

success

has

been

lignosulphonate

as a

grout fiuidifier, when used at a concen¬
tration of 0.03 per cent by weight of ce¬
ment. In this way a pumpable low w/c

the

use

of

sounded by

7 8 910

"experience has shown that their use im¬
proves the quality of the grout". Nitrates,
sulphides, and sulphates are also banned,
and total expansion should not exceed
10 per cent.
In Germany,
rare,

the

use

of

any

additive is

and only those which increase work¬

of the
grout
are
employed.
Mascardi [1973] states that in Italy mod¬
erately expanding additives are used but
air entraining or metallic expanding types
ability

are

as are rapid hardening agents.
[1973] considers that sand, and an-

banned,

Hilf

grout—0.3—can
be satisfactorily pro¬
duced for anchors, installed in water sen¬

tibleed and expansion agents are accept¬
able in the United States, whereas White

sitive marls and shales.
In rock anchoring, grout bleed seldom
receives consideration despite its great

discourages the use of anything
cement grouts. A very com¬
prehensive survey of grout admixtures has
been prepared by the American Concrete
Institute [1971], and is recommended to

bleed additives based on cellulose ethers
have been successfully employed (e.g.
Maddox et at, 1967: 0.2 per cent by weight

grouting.
Geddes and Soroka

However,

Britain,

importance in corrosion protection. Anti-

be used with
sulphate resisting, supersulphate or high alumina cement. Calcium
chloride can also corrode steel in contact
with the grout and to
avoid this potential
hazard the authors recommend that use
°' this
admixture should be banned in
anchor

der.

In

as

not

"■005

of aluminium powder added
efficiency of dispersion and mix¬
ing. For example, slightly larger dosages
of powder can give a markedly spongy
and crumbly grout.

to the amount

same

grout. For example,
calcium chloride should

6

AGE (DAYS)

of

cement), although slightly lower grout
crushing strengths and higher initial grout
viscosities result. They found from field
that the final mix gave negligible
settlement at the top of the tendon, and
tests

complete grout cover free from fissures or
water filled lenses. Commercial products
are readily available and Celacol M5000DS
Methocel
65HG4000
mended for consideration.

and

are

recom¬

Dosages are
normally expressed as a percentage of the
mixing water, rather than the cement, and
vary according to the viscosity grade of
the
material.
For
example
Celacol
M5000DS and equivalent grades are nor¬
mally added at a rate of 0.4-0.5 per cent
by weight of water.
In
general, considerable international
agreement on the use of admixtures is
apparent. For instance, the use of chloride

bearing compounds is banned in Britain,
Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy and
the United States. CP 110 stipulates that
admixtures may be permitted only when

[1973]

other than

the interested reader.
In summary,

it

may

be concluded that

of admixtures for grouts is still
very much an art. Even the manufacturers
the

use

have relatively little practical experience
of their use for rock anchoring. Conse¬

quently, whenever a new mix is designed
or adopted, the following must be record¬
ed:

(/')
(//)
(Hi)

water/cement ratio,
admixture concentration,
flow reading (through
flow

(/V)

or

flowmeter,

viscometer),

crushing strengths (two cubes each)
at

(v)

cone

3, 7, 14 and 28 days, and

notes on amount of free expansion
or shrinkage, bleed and final setting
time.

Even if the

design is satisfactory, unless
admixture is delivered on

the cement and

site ready mixed, very careful supervision
of the grout mixing personnel is essential.
Hence the general indication is that ad¬
mixtures should be used only where ab¬

solutely necessary.

crushing strength
Some grout properties have already

Grout

alluded to—pumpability, slight ex¬

b en

pansion

on setting, a mininnum w/c,
resistance to bleeding. In addition,

and
the
strength requirements are of fun¬

crushing

damental importance.

110 states that grout

CP

used for pre-

work must have a com¬
in excess of 17N/mm2
at 7 days. Normally higher strengths are
specified for stressing, and Littlejohn
[1972] finds that 28N/mm2 is favoured
stressed concrete
pressive strength

in

Britain. A survey of

world practice re¬

this figure is in fact common in
many countries, although Mascardi (Italy)
feels that 35N/mm3 is necessary (w/c <
0.45. whilst PCI [1974] recommends a
minimum value of 24N/mm2.
It is noteworthy that Thompson [1970]
describes how satisfactory anchors were
installed at the John Hollis Bankhead Dam,
Alabama, with a grout of 28 day strength
of 17N/mm2. However, this serves as a
veals that

trifugal pump. The grout is recirculated
through a zone of high shear with sufficient
impact to break down lightly bonded
clusters or agglomerates,
and provide
maximum interdispersion of water and
cement.

Where conventional

employed,
the

best

paddles

installation

in

adverse

conditions.

How¬

where time and bond length are not

restricting factors—especially where large
annular volumes
nomic substitute
available.

are

to

involved—no
cement

eco¬

grout

is

The authors recommend that to ensure
good practice, the following fundamental
points should be observed.
1. The cement (and fillers where appli¬

cable) must be measured by weight.
2. Water should be added to the mixer
before the cement (and fillers) and any
admixtures should be added with great
care

usually during the latter half of
mixing time.
3. Although the
mixing time depends on
the

the type of mixer, the total time should
not be less than 2 minutes
according
to CP 110.

4-

Mixing by hand is
couraged.
The equipment

to

be strongly dis¬

an

must

impellor in

a

to

tank, combines

cie° ma'or effects which influence the effishe,C^Tu' m'x'n9—circulation and fluid
sin/ I16se are essentially incompatible,
projyg ar9® slowly rotating impellor will
low ch~
ihea 3

c'rcu'atin9 capacity and

6ar rate' wh''e 3 small rapidly
?|0rP-eMOr.
Impe"0r will
yield aa high
shear rate
W'" y'e,c'
hig'1 s^ear

tatin,,

and
aid

9routcW ,Clrcu'at'ng capacity.

For cement

•W/'c ratio s'lear

rate is a
and ideally imquired S|Pee^.s of 1 500-2 000 rpm are remixer i//
connection an ideal type of
Which
^°'cr3te double drum mixer
rculates the grout
through a cen¬
critical

Pellnr

t

actor in mixing
i

due

to

friction

in

the free anchor

length.
On

the

practical side, before grouting

commences,

it is advisable to check the

points should

be fitted

at

the base

of

cake

ly water-flushed from the bottom upwards

The use of rapid "snap-off" couplings
permits the quick removal of obstructions

for at least 10 minutes prior to grouting.
If the grout is to be postplaced the tremie
pipe may be conveniently incorporated in
the
tendon, but terminating at least
150mm from the foot.

tanks to avoid formation of
at the bottom.

tend

to

form

cement

in bends

of flexible

constrictions. It is noteworthy
that rigid steel pipes do not allow the
position of the obstruction to be quickly
or at

ascertained.

Finally it is an elementary yet important
observation that a high standard of clean¬
liness of grout mixing and pumping equip¬
ment
is usually associated with simpler
and more efficient grouting operations.

Grouting methods
There are basically two distinct modes
of anchor grouting, namely by two-stage

single-stage injection.
Two-stage grouting involves first inject¬
ing a "primary" mix to effect the bond

or

tendon

and

rock.

After

final

stressing, a "secondary" phase is intro¬
duced, largely for the corrosion protection
of the free length. In the one-stage sys¬
tem, both functions of the grout are sim¬
ultaneously performed.
In
two-stage injections the primary
grout may be preplaced or postplaced with
respect to the introduction of the tendon.
Postplacing can be advantageous when
dealing with large tendons and poor
"slabby" rock, and is the only choice for
very shallow or upwards-inclined anchors.
It is good practice to ensure that the
primary grout extends for at least 2m
above the designed fixed anchor length.

Grout should

as to whether the tendon
left static after homing (FIP,

currently differ

ing grouting
occur

so that grout shrinkage will
in this pipe and not in the hole. In

it is traditionally regarded as good
practice, particularly in relation to dams,
to "top up" anchor holes where necessary,
a few days after the major grouting op¬
any case

eration.

Grouting

general conclusion amongst special¬
ist contractors is that high grout pressures
are
completely unnecessary for success¬
ful

anchors

in intact rock

but useful for

badly fissured rock. Analysis of
the data received suggests that grouting

anchors in

450-1

_420
.§390

1360•Sf

§ 330

o

240-

>Z 210

vibrated (Standards Association,

pressures

The

Secondary grouting is usually accom¬
plished with a mix of the primary composi¬
tion although Mitchell [1974] recommends
that to ensure complete freedom of tendon
movement, an American practice of back¬
filling the free length with sand, sand and
gravel, weak grout, or stone chippings,
should be adopted.
At the present time the two-stage sys¬
tem is more common in practice, but has
certain disadvantages:
(a) an additional interface is created at
the top of the fixed anchor and is
considered to
be a prime target
for corrosive agencies,

or

steady

The Australian Code recommends that
it is preferable to provide a standpipe dur¬

Australia, 1974).

1973)

a

ute.

300
270-

be

at

drop below that of the exit pipe, otherwise
air may be drawn into the grout placed.
In the single-stage method or during the
secondary phase of a two-stage injection,
grouting should continue until grout of the
same composition as that mixed has been
emerging from the hole for at least 1 min¬

<

should

tremied

ing the operation. At no time must either
the end of the tube be lifted above the
surface of the grout or the level of grout
in the pump storage tank be allowed to

This inhibits crack formation in the prox¬
imal end of the anchorage during stress¬
the tendon should be homed within 30
minutes of the injection. Even after the
tendon has been correctly homed, prob¬
lems have been experienced with grout/
tendon bond development and opinions

be

and the pipe, if not incorporated in
the tendon, may be withdrawn slowly dur¬
rate,

ing. Where the primary grout is preplaced,
be able

produce
9mut of uniform
consistency, and should
ave two
drums or tanks: one for mixing,
other for storage and
delivery. In order
0
avoid heating of the
grout, slow agitat¬
ori only is
permissible in the storage tank.
ate of shear
during mixing is particulty important and it is
noteworthy that
e
most common
type of grout mixer,

uprising

zone

in diameter—should be blown and flushed
with water.
Both hole and tendon should be thorough¬

cases, unstrained and lumpy grout
overflows
into the delivery tank and
thence into the borehole. In addition exit

between

Mixing

the

such

pipes

ever,

obtained when

are

cut

the exact quantity and quality of the
primary batch is difficult to judge
without careful checking, and
(c) a two-stage method is intrinsically
more time-consuming and laborious.
Single-stage methods are free from
these problems. However it must be noted
that unless the free tendon length is
meticulously greased before sheathing all
the load applied at the head will not be
transmitted to the intended anchorage
vital

airtightness of all pipes involved, and the
tremie pipe—flexible and usually 12-25mm

which

strength
yielding rocks.
In general a major disadvantage of ce¬
ment grouts, even when admixtures are
used, is the time required for the grout to
develop full operational strength (see Fig.
5). Other problems are associated with
its low tensile strength, brittle nature, and

are

but that often the strainer between the two
tanks is too small or easily clogged. In

acceptable in rigid, competent rocks where
"arching" mechanisms of the particulate

be mobilised, whereas high
grouts are necessary in soft,

results

with slots, and where
slotted baffle plates are fitted around the
perimeter of the tank or drum.
Experience suggests that the actual mix¬
ing in the field is generally satisfactory,

reminder that low strength grouts are only

grout can

paddle mixers are
analysis indicates that

field

(b)

o

5f

HARD LIMESTONE
SAND AND GRAVEL
SOFT CHALK
SILT

§ 180
<

150

o
w

120H
90
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PRESSURE OF GROUTING (N/mm2)

Fig. 6. Anchor resistance related to
grouting pressure
(after Soletanche, 1970)
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TABLE IX.

GROUTING PRESSURES RECOMMENDED AND USED FOR ROCK ANCHORS
Grouting pressure (N/mm2)
Downwards sloping
anchors

Upwards sloping
anchors

3.5

Holz

0.5—2

Buro
0.69

0.3

0.207—0.345

0.345—0.522

Irwin

Conti

<2.5

normally lie in the renge 0.28

pressures

0.70N/mm*.

A.T.C. Ltd. (1973) experimented with
different injection pressures when grout¬
ing anchors in chalk and concluded that
there is no real benefit in employing grout¬

ing pressures of the order of 4N/mm2.
Practical and economic
considerations
often set the maximum grouting pressure
at 3N/mm2, and for the subsequent con¬
tract anchors, a pressure of 2N/mm2 was
used. Fig. 6 illustrates the relation of grout
pressure to averaged
anchor capacity,
claimed
for
Soletanche
"Tamanchor"

(I.R.P.) system anchors. Others grouting
pressures which have been used in prac¬
tice

are

It

shown in Table IX.
be summarised that permissible

can

grouting pressures are largely a matter of
conjecture. They depend on the circum¬
stances and geology of the site and "rules
of thumb" should be proven at each site
by in situ water or grout pumping tests,
before being put into general use. As a
starting point the most common rule for
permissible pressure appears to be 0.023
N/mm2 per metre of overburden.

(1963)

Broms

0.1

0.2—0.3

(1968)

Koch

(1972)
(1972)

F.I.P.

(1973)

by agitation during storage, and pumping

of

Variations

quantities and
qualities from those specified in the grout
design are largely a reflection of the
standards of site organisation, equipment
and supervision and as such are difficult
to quantify. Neville [1963] has attempted
however to define the
mixes by relating the
ation of cube strength

between

prolonged

cement

sequence

micrationreactions
leading
and

and

water

of exother¬

to complete

hy-

ultimately final setting of the
cement-water paste. There are normally
our
stages to .this reaction:
v) an initial
highly exothermic reaction
'asting 5-10 minutes,
I") a dormant
period lasting up to 2
hours during which there is a low
....

rate of hea.1 evolution-

an) an

increasing

rate of reaction
final set after 6 or more

0

and

( )

a

continuing decreasing

action after

qroiiTTk

leading
hours,

rate of re-

setting.

d°rmant period,

a

cement

d ma'nta'n a consistent physimeasuren'a !^hen .its ProPerties can be
this
Predicted. In order to obtain
oement n-s'stj"1 pllys'cal state when the
mochanif-'8] .ed.t0 ^ water' sufficient
ca|

stat

m

fully
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Hi*

a9'tati°n

perse

the

must be induced to
cement
grains. To

cent

are

sample
contained in a wide, low container, and in
anchors the actual magnitude of bleed is
less important than the fact of its ex¬
any

istence.

Laboratory measurements of grout flu¬
idity in terms of shear strength and vis¬
cosity are normally carried out with a
rotating disc or coaxial cylinder visco¬
Two

instruments

which

are

com¬

monly used in the field are the Colcrete
flowmeter (which expresses fluidity in
terms of horizontal slump) and the Port¬
land Cement Association cone (in terms
of flow time). Various specialists and re¬
searchers have calibrated these
ments
in
terms
of
standard

instru¬

tests.

grouts.

cone

TABLE

X.

VARIATION

OF
STRENGTHS

CONCRETE

Coefficient of

variation

Degree of site control

=

Standard deviation
mean

strength

5

laboratory control

Check measurements of water/cement
ratio can be made on site by measuring
the specific gravity of the grout using a
Baroid mud balance (see Table XI). Hy¬
drometers are not recommended since at
low water/cement ratios larger errors are
introduced due to the thixotropy and solid
structure of the

reliable

Furthermore, samples are often carelessly
taken, or not taken for every anchor.
Additional measurements are therefore
recommended which permit the quality of

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

2.10

1.95
1.84
1.74
1.67
1.61
1.56

source,

after the anchors have been constructed.

Water/cement ratio

Specific gravity

obtainable
laboratory
precision should have a coefficient of vari¬
ation of 10. This will require:
(a) Obtaining cement, fillers and chemical
a

grout.

TABLE
XI.
CALCULATED
SPECIFIC
GRAVITIES
OF
WATER/CEMENT
GROUTS

The best possible results
when site control' approaches

(b) Storage of cementitious materials
under dry and constant conditions,
(c) Accurate determination and monitor¬
ing of moisture content of fillers,
(d) Use of cement in fresh condition,
(e) Weigh batching of all materials
(meter for water is acceptable),
(f) Controlled water/cement ratio,
(g) Adequate mixing rate and time of mix¬
ing,
(h) Immediate pumping and injection of
grout after mixing, and
(i) Rigid supervision of all operations.
In practice the cement grout is expected
to fulfil the dual role of fixing the anchor
to the rock and protecting it against cor¬
rosion, often in "aggressive" environ¬
ments. It is surprising, therefore, that the
only common method of checking quality
is by crushing a nominal number of cubes

Nevertheless flowmeter and flow
data can be useful in assessing effi¬

ciency of mixing.

(after Neville, 1963)

admixtures from

to a

per

cement

12
15
18
25

Contact

above 0.5

site control, and it is considered that these
standards
(Table X) could apply to

Excellent
Good
Fair
Bad

eads

bleed

grout
parameters e.g. w/c ratio, but for par¬
ticular grouts it is the authors' view that
the most direct information on fluidity is
still best obtained from field pumping

quality of concrete
coefficient of vari¬
to the degree of

10

grouts

of

meter.

material

Best site control

Mixing of cement

levels

relatively easily detected in

and placement after mixing.
Variation in grout quality

Variations in grout properties arise from
three principal causes:

to.

cipally as laboratory measurements, for
example, Powers float test and the ASTM
method (see Powers, 1968). In the field,

achieve this and at the same time avoid
false sets, mixing for a period of 5-10
minutes is normally required. Under most
field applications this should be achieved

Best

any anchor contract, that methods of stor¬
age, batching,
mixing and testing of
materials be rigidly defined and adhered

in the field. Some property measurements,
such as bleed, have been developed prin¬

(1970)
(1972)

Quality control
(a) inadequate mixing,
(ft) variations in grout materials-quantities
and quality, and
(c) apparent variations arising from the
testing procedure.
In order to obtain a
satisfactory basis
lor grout mix
design it is essential, prior to

bility of potentially expensive and/or
dangerous errors occurring.
Measurement of important grout properties
Accuracy of measurement of grout
properties is an important factor in deter¬
mining the variability of grout properties

Source

Either

the grout to be assessed before the grout
is injected, thereby pre-empting the possi¬

In most grouts the hydrogen ion con¬
centration is of value as an indicator of
chemical contamination; pH is therefore
another parameter which can be a useful
control in practice and where a large num¬
ber of site tests are planned, a battery or
mains pH meter can be used.
With regard to the strength develop¬
ment characteristics of cement grouts. Fig.
5 indicates the curing times required by a >
range

of grout mixes made from Ordinary

Portland and Rapid Hardening Cement to
attain the minimum strength of 28N/mm2
before stressing. The results were obtained
from 150mm grout cubes but 75mm cubes
should give reliable results in practice.
Care must be exercised, however, when

attempting to, correlate 75mm and

150mm

cubes.strengths. On demoulding, the larger
cubes are invariably warmer, even when
efficiently cured. In addition, the curing
water takes longer to influence the centre
of the larger cubes. Both these phenomena
act

to

increase

the

early strength

(1-7

with the crucial
grouting operation will be
eased if the equipment is

kept clean and
good repair, adequate supervision and
skilled labour is provided, and
unnecessary
complications (e.g. small amounts of ad¬
mixture) are avoided. Data relating to the
operation should be carefully recorded—
w/c, type of cement, and/or additives,
type of mixing and pumping equipment,
mixing and delivery time, grout fluidity and
in

INJECTION TIME

Idealised representation of various
grout injection time-pressure characteristics

Fig. 7.

(after Longbottom & Mallett, 1973)

days) but 'tend to depress
strength of the larger cube sizes.

the

later

The recommended controls, including
bleed measurements where corrosion pro¬
tection by grout is vital, can be readily
exercised during the actual grouting op¬
eration, which ideally should always be
carried out the same day the fixed anchor
section of the hole is drilled.
To ensure that injection pressures do
not cause undue disturbance of the ground,
the pump should be fitted with an effective
control against pressure build-up. Pressure
and pump speed may be considered as
one control: the balance between the two
is dictated by actual conditions. In this
connection pressure gauges fitted with

diaphragms are
contact with the
tances in excess

couraged,
properties.

this

as

Monitoring the
jection

recommended to avoid
grout. Pumping over dis¬
of 150m is strongly dis¬

change the grout

can

grout pressure

during in¬

provide useful information
about the quality of the grout being pump¬
ed, and the efficiency of the operation.
can

Idealised curves (see

progress are described

Mallett [1973],
Curve 1—Good

Fig. 7) for grouting
by Longbottom and

grout, normal
"standard" mix.

stiffening—

Curve 2—Gradient greater than

standard,
possibly indicating that the grout
is

stiffening

too quickly.
fracture in the sys¬
at time A; leaking of the

Curve 3—Indicates
tem

grout

a

indicated

by

constant

pressure.

Curve <1—Indicates partial
blockage at 6.
Curve 5—Serious
blockage at C, possibly
with stiffening. If the maximum
pressure is exceeded, grouting
should be stopped, and the sys¬
tem flushed.

it is concluded
that problems associated

strength, source and chemistry of mixing
water, length of grout line, pressure and
quantity of grout injection, air temperature,
and the names of the
operating personnel.
Such data will help to pinpoint reasons
for anchor malfunction, should it subse¬
quently occur.
It is strongly recommended that
specific
gravity checks as well as flow cone or
flow meter testing should be used to
sup¬
plement the results of conventional cube
crushing
programmes—a
retrospective
source

of data.

(2) Corrosion involving crack formation
under tension ("hydrogen embrittlement"). This is more a physical cor¬
rosion, mainly affecting highly stress¬
ed

carbon steels. The best known
of brittleness is nascent hydro¬

cause

gen

(Fig. 8b). The cathode reaction:
2H+

disrupt the
From

act to

a

layer of

as

more

common

ele¬

follows:

rust:

i02 + 40H- + (n-2) Hfi

Sn Pb

There

pro¬

two main chemical con¬
these reactions—water, and
electrochemical potentials.

trols

are

on

(/') Water. Regardless of the

type of cor¬

rosion, it can only occur in an ionic
medium, and, under natural conditions,
water is the most widespread bearer.
The

renewal

of water

increases the

risk, while humidity is an even more
dangerous parameter. The factors are
closely interdependent: the supply of
oxygen;
the intensification of the
microcell effect by the formation of a
cathode at the water/air interface; and

> Cathodic

major mechanisms of corrosion:
(1) Corrosion by pitting. Under conditions

environment

[1974] noted, however, rust so formed
easily removed by the circulation
or infiltration of water, thus
leading to
progressive dissolution of the steel.

H2 Cu Ag 0,

The general rule is that electrolyte
action will be more severe between elec¬
trodes which are widely separated in the
table than between those which are closer.
There are generally held to be three

alkaline

is

(passivated Al)
Anodic <

the

vided by a good dense grout, steel is
passivated in this way. As Portier

(stainless steel)
Na Al Zn Cd Fe Ni

40H-

—>Fefi3 nHfi
In

anode, which is normally lower in the elec¬

the action of hydrogen embrittlement.
(/'/) Electrochemical potentials. With re¬
spect to Fig. 9, in Region I there is

of chemical

geneity

accelerate corrosion:

2Fe-1+ +

the presence of chlorides or other salts in
solution.
The cathode has a higher electrical po¬
tential relative to the electrolyte than the

arranged

structure of the steel.

survey

The reaction is favoured by alkaline
conditions (see Fig. 8c) and oxygen
concentrations at an anode lead to the
formation of a protective, passivating

{Hi) direct metallic interconnection.
The electrolyte is usually aqueous, and
a mere surface film is
adequate. Reactions
are initiated as a result of inhomogeneities
or impurities in the steel or grout, or
by

ments are

a

cathode which also have

trochemical table. The

H2

—»

02 + 2H.fi + 4e-

The corrosion of prestressing steel is
largely electrolytic and Longbottom and
Mallett [1973] list the pre-requisites as (/)
an electrolyte
having interfaces with (//')
anode and

2e-

of reports on hy¬
drogen embrittlement it appears that
oil quenched and tempered steels are
far more susceptible to hydrogen em¬
brittlement than drawn types. There
is however no
unanimous opinion
about the susceptibility of prestress¬
ing steel to hydrogen embrittlement
in highly alkaline grout.
(3) Corrosion involving oxygen. Local
concentations of oxygen at a cathode

CORROSION AND CORROSION
PROTECTION
Mechanisms and causes of corrosion

an

+

is favoured by acid environments, and
the hydrogen so produced tends to

and/or physical inhomoin the steel or electrolyte,

formation of ferrous ions, and general¬
ised dissolution. Hence it would ap¬

ionisation will occur at both anode
and cathode, constituting a bimetallic
cell (Fig. 8a).

pear that to avoid corrosion, it suffices
remain within pH 8.5—13.5, i.e. in
the range created by grouts. However
to

1.6

12

0.8

0.4

i

0

=5

hydrogen

■

cell

0.4

Y / /. Y/y

•

e/ecfrJoi,
^eladonof
tr°chemical potential
.

(after Longbottom & Mallett, 1973)
types of corrosion to pH and
(after caron. ,972)
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protection is very inadequate
it is known that (Region II),
despite the passivating action of
Fefi, formation, there may be corro¬

this

since

sion by

pitting under the influence of

such as CI- when present in

ions

the

cement. Also, Region III, corrosion
with crack formation may occur.
Thus, although no domain is ab¬

solutely safe, the
can

be simply

(a) creating a

Chloride, sulphide, sul¬

carbonate ions all tend to

lower the pH of the grout, enhancing
electrolytic action,

the possibility of harmful

(b) avoiding
ions,

e.g.

sulphides, sul¬

chlorides,

phites, contacting the steel surface,
(c) selecting steels with low susceptibility
to corrosion under tension, and elimi¬
nating from grouts anions which
favour the passage of hydrogen e.g.
SH-, NO-, CN-, and

(d) preventing, as far as possible, the cir¬
culation of water.
Corrosion is thus aided by porous grout

and Rehm [1968] has found
that in certain cases a cover of 25mm is
insufficient. Therefore in anchors the poro¬
or

concrete,

sity of the grout, and not simply its thick¬
ness of cover, should be stipulated.
Prestressing the steel may accelerate the
rate of intensity of corrosion, although the
elastic and strength properties of nonstressed
steel
are
similarly affected.
Quenched and tempered steels are far
more susceptible to stress corrosion than
cold drawn carbon steels of the type used
in the UK for strand. Stress corrosion is
more1 acute than
ordinary corrosion for
three main reasons—

(1) Stressing and releasing, if repeated,
constantly destroys any protective
oxide film,

(2) Stressing facilitates the development
of micro-fissures, and
(3) Prestressing steel is, a priori, more
susceptible than ordinary steel.
There is an increasing realisation that
the failure of highly stressed materials un¬
der the influence of corrosion
may be com¬
plex, and as yet it is impossible to be

specific

as to

wiH not

the conditions which will or
rise to stress corrosion. The

give
only safe principle to follow is that if con¬
ditions could be
dangerous—as in per¬

manent
ground anchors—then the whole
design of the

system should be orientated
towards ensuring complete protection of
'he
prestressing steel.
Whilst many of the problems of corro-

s|on

protection in prestressed systems in

general are not
present in

ground anchor

orks Portier
[1974] has pointed out that
ere are a
number of corrosion problems
pecmc to ground
anchors, namely—

J'J

's due to uplift

pressure.

Anchors

.J s®rve t0 stabilise foundation
tahi
'ocated underneath the

Thoti3'!0' ^enc.e liable

rafts,
water

to uplift pressure,

test or'fice serves as a drain cock
Thic -at6rmay then flow along the tendon.
chnrc'S b®rt'cu'arly seri°us for strand an"se an -9h So|etanche Co Ltd.,
epoxy pitch which is claimed to
and

Denptrot

I

"MIWI

ia

^laiuieu

IU

'6 e ,tenc|on core and ensure abmannfJTPerV'ousness' ancl British strand
Penetrat
BrSxappear confident about the
"sed
t°n corrosion resistant greases
sheathing present with polypropylene
soluto

trends-!?!'ther
^?' There
are
the risks

two
are

protect the

(as described below) or the risks are
thought minimal and the tieback is im¬
mersed in the cement grout.
The latter method is older, and about 90
per cent of existing permanent anchors
appear to

have been

whilst

failures have been observed

no

so

constructed, and

contrary

considered

no

systematic records of corrosion have been
taken.

[Hi) The free length. This usually

reduced by:

pH environment of 9-12

in the grout.

phate and

risks of corrosion

great and attempts made to
steel

sists

of

a

steel sleeve,

or

more

con¬

often

a

sleeve, which may easily be
rendered impervious at the join. The ten¬
don which passes inside is already pro¬
tected by this sleeve, and also has addit¬
ional protection from the cement filling
the space between the sleeve and bore¬
hole wall. A problem is to prevent the
formation
of longitudinal paths
(along
which water can flow) along the axis of
plastic

the sleeve. Various substances have been
used for filling as cement grout does have
certain disadvantages, and recent trends
are
towards synthetic substances which

impregnate the core of the tendon,
while being at the same time flexible.
(/V) The head. While often being the most
susceptible zone, it invariably receives
can

least attention.

It is vulnerable for many

settling affects it, leaks
it, mechanical and heat
stresses
create electric
couples out of
proportion with those of the sealing, and,
it is in contact with the potentially corro¬
sive atmosphere. One possibility is to en¬
sure that on completion of the final grout¬
ing operation the top anchorage is
completely encased in concrete. This how¬
ever pre-empts the possibility of restressing the anchor at a future date. An
alternative is to enclose the top anchorage
in a steel or rigid plastic cover filled with
grease or bitumen, again after final stress¬
ing. The PCI Recommendations [1974] ad¬
vocate the "asphaltic painting" of all top
anchorage hardware.
grout

reasons:

emerge

through

Recommendations

also

refer

to

the

aggressivity of the

grout towards the steel
In order to avoid "stress

of the tendon.
corrosion" of the tendon, the cement must
not have a chlorine content, from chlor¬

ides, which exceeds 0.02 per cent by
weight, and sulphur from sulphides, which
exceeds 0.10 per cent by weight. These
are provisional values only.
Any admixtures used must likewise con¬
tain no elements aggressive towards the
steel or cement, and so the use of calcium
chloride is forbidden.

Degree of protection recommended
practice

in

Methods used to protect rock anchor
tendons reflect the following factors; the
intended working life, the aggressiveness
of the environment and the consequences
of failure due to corrosion. Systems should
be capable of effective protection against
mechanical damage, as well as chemical,
and should not therefore be impaired by
the
or

operations of fabrication, installation
stressing.

Three different situations

can

be deline¬

ated for the purposes

of discussion, but in
practice their distinction is often difficult,
(a). Temporary anchors in a non-aggres¬

sive environment

It is normally safe to
that the cement grout will protect
the fixed anchor length and the specified
assume

Classification of groundwater

aggressiveness
It has been demonstrated that certain
ions, both in the grout and in the ground¬
water initiate and sustain corrosion. Quan¬

titative limits on aggressivity of environ¬
ments have been drawn up by Bureau
Securitas [1972] and FIP [1973], Ground
and mixing waters classed as aggressive
are:

(7) Very pure water. It is termed aggress¬
ive if the concentration of CaO is less than
per litre. Such waters dissolve
free lime and hydrolyse the silicates
aluminates in the cement.

300mg

the
and

(2) Acid waters. If pH is less than 6.5,
they are considered aggressive as they
may attack the lime of the cement. They
are normally industrial waters, water with
dissolved

carbon dioxide,

or water

con¬

taining humic acids.

(3) Waters with a high sulphate content.
These react with the tricalcium aluminate
of the cement to form salts which dis¬

the cement by swelling. Among
(a) selenious water, with a high
content of dissolved sodium sulphate, and
(b) magnesian water, with a high content
of dissolved magnesium sulphate. Waters
with these salts are classed
as very
aggressive when the concentration of the
salts
exceeds
0.5g/litre for selenious
water and 0.25g/litre for magnesian water.
It is noteworthy that these values refer to
stagnant water, and for flowing water the
concentrations are 40 per cent of the
arrange

these

Fig. 10. Corrosion protection of tendons at
Cheurfas Dam

are

above values.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)

(after Cambefort, 1966)

630 5mm galvanised steel wires
Average diameter of bound cable: 15cm
Average diameter of finished cable: 20cm
"Flint-kot" coating
Bindings every 50cm
"Flint-kot" coated tarpaulin
Aloe rope
Plastic mattress (mixture of grease and
bitumen)
Tarpaulin sheath with zip fastener
Cement stopper sealing wires and tarpaulins
Scraped wires
White metal point
Sealing tube

cover for this type of anchor is
normally very large. Figures quoted
varj0us engineers indicate a range of
values for this type of anchor from 5 to

minimum
not

- form of pro¬
length is not now
is not always en¬
forced. White [1973] states that in the
United States often no protection is pro¬
vided even for a temporary anchor with a
working life up to three years. Generally,

The need for some

20mm

tection over the free
disputed although it

however this is not so, and a combination
of grease and tape is common practice,
pip [1973] recommend a grout cover of at
least

possibility that the anchor will be ex¬
posed to an aggressive environment can¬
not therefore be excluded. It is now wide¬
ly held that permanent anchors should be
provided with a double corrosion protec¬
tion system. It is recommended that, as
far as possible, the protection should be
made and checked under workshop or
equivalent conditions. The chosen protec¬
tion system should not adversely affect
the handling of the tendon or the behavi¬
of the bond.
Over the fixed

(b) Temporary

anchors in an aggressive

environment. The fixed anchor zone can
still be satisfactorily protected with a good

quality grout cover. .However, the mini¬
mum cover now becomes more important
and Matt [1973] has recommended that a
minimum value of 30mm should be guaran¬
teed. Greater importance is also placed on
the assurance that this grout is not
cracked: if this possibility cannot be ex¬
cluded some additional protection system
should be included. Protection of the free
anchor length is still only a single pro¬
tective system in most cases, plastic
sheathing or greased tapes being the usual
solution although grout or other protec¬
tive coatings are also possible. The risk
of failure due to corrosion of the tendon
is greatly reduced if components of dia¬
meter in excess of 7mm are used. A mini¬
mum
grout cover of 5mm
recommended by FIP at present.

is

mon method. PVC
sleeving, or water re¬
sistant or greased tape is now almost
standard
protection for rock anchors.
Greased tape in particular is easy to handle

and

apply with a 50 per cent overlap,
although the risk of damage during
tendon installation is high, it does form an
extremely efficient barrier to chemical

our

and

length, there is always

grout cover, but it is
an

5mm.

between systems for pre-protection and
post-protection. The former are employed
prior to homing, whereas the latter are
effected after tendon installation.
With respect to systems of pre-protec¬
tion sheathing is currently the most com¬

a

common

to

provicfe

additional

coating. The coating may be
high strength epoxy or polyester resin

but

suitable material which has a
resistance to the existing aggressivity and does not adversely affect the
bond may be used. Sometimes it is con¬
sidered sufficient to pregrout the anchor
zone and inspect it before homing the ten¬
any

proven

don. The cover recommended by FIP is
5-10mm minimum.
The free anchor length is similarly dou¬

bly-protected.

Grease

packed
plastic
sheaths fitted under factory conditions are
becoming a popular method. Various other
elastic substances

can

also be used within

plastic tube; for example, bitumastic
compounds like buto rubber, or greased

a

attack.

arate

(c). Permanent anchors. These should al¬
have protective systems designed
assuming an aggressive
environment:
environmental changes during the life of
the anchor cannot be anticipated and the

or

it

can

process

on

be introduced in

rent,

(d) rigid synthetic anchor plugs, and
(e) metal casings under compression

outside the plastic tube is normally
grouted but in some cases bitur
enriched grout is used.

cement

Systems

of

post-protection

numerous

employed in practice

situ

Numerous systems of protection against
corrosion have been used—and in some
cases
abandoned—for
rock
anchors.

tensioning. The substances

SECTION CC

i

distinction

is

drawn

or

tension.

Corrosion protection systems

a

sep¬

(c) synthetic, semi-rigid films,

space

Fundamentally,

a

site (Littlejohn & Tru-

man-Davies, 1974).
Other
pre-protection systems, which
are- described in
an
excellent article by
Portier [1974] include:
(a) coatings providing cathodic protection,
(£>) cathodic protection by electric cur¬

again

ways

allow

strands,

tapes used within the sheath. The annular

men

The

grease
should be supple
subsequent tendon extension dur¬
ing stressing without causing large friction
losses, or being destroyed, and should
thoroughly penetrate the tendon. With ref¬
erence to sleeving, PVC or polypropylene
sheathing may now be delivered to site
already on the individual steel wires or
to

a

are

also

and consist basically of filling insleeve over the free length, after

from fluids, such as oils

used

range

contain¬
ing lime, to bitumens and cement, and
the various materials have been described
or water

inuitmt

Spiral reinforcement
Protective sheath(PE)

SECTION AA

Borehole

SECTION BB

.^Protective

/r

\

footed tendon

■Ribbed

or

corrugated
plastic tube

Protective sheath

Coated tendon

(flushed free with bentonite suspension

or

/

Grouted body

(flushed free)

coating

✓jCl/ /Sealing connexion
K HI /
/Protective sheath
•Wtjr^L/ / /Steel.Borehole
tendon

A

Buffer bubble

WQter)
Sealing connexion

e^-2?c/)0

^^'''^^^^^^^^^^^tKaa^Tensiongrouted
cracks in
body
Sealing

Si

i/i

cross-section

Temporary anchor construction

O

of

Type A
(after Ostermayer, 1974)

Sealing

Corrosion

protection
paste (Vaseline)

Fig. 13. Permanent anchor constructions; (a) Type A with coated
tendon; (b) Type A with ribbed plastic tube; (c) Type B with
pressure

pipe

(after Ostermayer. 1974)
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detail by Bureau

classified in some

and

[1972] according to duration of
protection and aggressivity of the sur¬

Securitas

medium.
interesting illustration of the de¬

rounding
An

of corrosion protection sys¬
provided by comparing the anchors
used at Cheurfas, in 1934 with a modern
counterpart. As shown in Fig. 10 in the

velopment
is

tems

bitumen was liberally employed,
wires were galvanised (except in

former,

the

and

the

length). A claim (Khaova et at, 1969)
that about 11 per cent of the total tendon
cross-sectional area has been lost due to
corrosion in just over 30 years has been
discredited recently by Portier [1974],
fixed

sophisticated modern type

A

is the

Cementation Long Life Anchor (Fig. 11)
in which the polyester resin not only en¬
sures complete protection of the fixed an¬
chor tendon length, but contributes a
"deadman" effect to the whole anchorage

The free length of the tendon con¬
of strands individually coated in

system.
sists

covered by polypropylene

and

grease

sheathing.

[1974] discusses the classi¬
sophisticated bar anchors
most commonly used in
Germany. For
temporary anchors, Type A (Fig. 12) is
Ostermeyer

fication of the
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generally used with only one stage of pro¬
tection (sheath on the free length and at
least 20mm of grout over the fixed length).
Ostermeyer emphasises the importance of
head protection and recommends that at
least one coat of paint be applied to the
head and the tendon above the sheathing.
Anchors of Type A (fixed under tension.
Figs. 13a and b) and Type B (fixed anchor
under compression. Fig. 13c) are used in
permanent works. Such
anchors have
double protection—against both mechani¬
cal damage and chemical corrosion.
In Type B, the corrosion protection can
be applied and tested under factory con¬
trolled conditions without difficulty. The
protection on the whole length is examined
electrically and then covered with a
sheath. As the protection does not trans¬
mit load, a relatively elastic material can
be used and paste or grease pressed into
the annular space between sheath and
tendon may be considered adequate.
In Type A, the application of a protec¬
tion which remains undamaged during con¬
struction and stressing is difficult. For the
anchors shown in Fig. 13a a synthetic
coating is desirable which not only has

enough to carry high bond stresses over
a long period. When the
coating is thick,
the danger exists that the fixed anchor will
be subjected to high bursting stresses. A
spiral reinforcement is therefore provided
to

resist these stresses.

For the
tendon is

.Type A anchor in Fig. 13b, the
inside a ribbed plastic sheath.
The annular space is filled with cement.
Although this cement will crack, as in all
type A anchors, the criterion of corrosion
protection is considered to be fulfilled
when the cement in the annular space is
least 5mm thick, and the sheath at least
1mm thick. When a ribbed plastic sheath
is used, the danger of material fatigue is
less than in cases - where a protective

at

coating has been directly applied to the
tendon (Fig. 13a). The requirements of
double corrosion protection are also met
at

the anchor head.
It is generally concluded

dition, must

but, in ad¬
also be flexible and strong

that whilst the
protection of rock anchors is a serious
problem, it does not appear to be a crucial
one at present and responsible engineers
are clearly corrosion conscious. Neverthe¬
less there is a growing need to establish
standards of corrosion protection which
will be accepted and used widely by con¬
sulting and contracting engineers.
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Aberdeen Question¬

Part 3: Stressing and testing
INTRODUCTION
PRESTRESSING AN ANCHOR automatic¬
ally tests the installation, confirms to a
certain degree design safety factors, and
ensures satisfactory service performance.
This is equally true for prestressed anchors
subsequently intended to act as
"passive" untensioned members, and in

and those

both cases an initial stress history often
enhances subsequent behaviour.
In addition, acceptance criteria based on
standardised tests gauge the suitability and
effectiveness of the installed anchor with
respect to. the intended application. Pos¬
sible errors made in either the design or
construction stages will be pinpointed im¬

mediately and potentially dangerous and
expensive consequences avoided.
Incorporating these important precepts,
this third part of the rock anchor review!
describes anchor stressing techniques, the
monitoring and presentation of data, and
provides guidance on the interpretation of
stressing results. This basic information is
intrinsic to anchor testing.
The authors believe that

a

standard ap¬

proach to the testing and analysis of anchor
behaviour should be established, relating to
both short and long-term behaviour. Ac¬
cordingly, the following basic types of test
and quality control are recommended for
consideration, and are described in detail:
I precontract component testing,
2, acceptance testing of production an¬

chors,
3, long term monitoring of selected pro¬
duction anchors,
i special test anchors, and
5, monitoring of the overall
anchor/rock/
structure system.
A final section
deals with aspects of
long-term service performance, and reviews
the
relatively small number of case studies

Published

to

date. These highlight various

parameters and phenomena which influence
anchor behaviour in the long term.

STRESSING
Mode of

stressing

There are basically two methods of
ap¬
plying stress to an anchor tendon:
(/) torque, applied via a torque wrench
to some form of
anchoring nut thread¬
ed on to a rigid bar tendon (Fig.
1a),
and

(/'/') direct pull, which
the tendon

ample

on

may be applied to
by a jack seated for ex¬
a stressing stool or chair

(Fig. 1b).
Torquing is normally restricted to small
capacity (150kN max.) single bar tendons
i.e. rock bolts of various types. In practice
be taken to ensure that torsional

care must

stresses are not

incidentally applied to the
tendon, since they may combine with the
tensile stresses and reduce

the

effective

strength of the bar. This disadvantage can
be alleviated by introducing a friction re¬
ducing material e.g. a molybdenum disulphide based lubricant, beneath the lock-nut
prior to stressing.
The required torque to produce a speci¬
fied load is usually expressed empirically

variation in airline pressures, it is not sur¬
prising that the equipment needs frequent
calibration and that good maintenance is
vital. For reliable results therefore it is re¬
commended that a calibrated hand wrench
be used as a check in all cases. Neverthe¬

less, the equipment is light, compact, easy
handle, and the stressing procedure is
simple, and cheap. As a result the torquing
method of stressing rock bolts is very
popular in practice, and for the interested
to

reader more detailed information can be
found in the ISRM draft publication "Sug¬

gested

methods

for

rockbolt

testing"

(1974).
By far the most common and indeed for
the vast majority of anchors the only suit¬
able method is stressing by direct pull.
Strand is now much more commonly used
than wire, and as a result multistrand and
monostrand direct

pull jacks are the most
used today in prestressing. Monojacking relates to single strand
stressing and the individual tendon units
common

are

systems

tensioned in

turn

(Fig. 2a). Multistrand

jacks permit all the strands of the tendon
to be stressed simultaneously. These jacks
may be of solid or hollow ram design
(Figs. 2b & c).

in the form

Practical aspects

Tensile load (kN) = C X torque (kN.m)
but whilst C may be defined within narrow
limits under controlled laboratory condi¬

In order to introduce the reader to some
basic procedures and concepts, as well as
the

tions, experience suggests that variations
of ± 25% can be expected for the value of

tion deals with practical aspects
to anchor stressing in the field.

C under field conditions. In addition the
installed load is subject to variations due
to a number of conditions related to con¬
trol of alignment, friction between mating

Top anchor movements should be kept
ideally to a minimum. Therefore the bearing
plate may be placed directly on to strong
competent rock, or alternatively embedded

parts and size
mind also that

in a mass concrete block to spread the
anchor forces in the case of weak rock.
For anchors with design loads in excess of
150kN it is important, prior to start of

of bar tendon. Bearing in
torquing is usually accom¬
plished with the aid of an air driven impact
wrench, the output of which is subject to

of stressing

stressing jargon, the following descrip¬
relating

T orque wrench

Hydraulic

pump

(Manual)

Hydraulic hollow ram-jack

ng. 7

o

ressmg by (a) torque wrench, and
(b) direct pull
31

Single strand

-

Hydraulic

Bearing plate

pump

connection

SINGLE STRAND HOLLOW RAM JACK

(Monojack)

Hydraulic

pump

-

connection

Bearing plate

MULTI-STRAND SOLID RAM JACK

Fig. 2. Typical jacks for tensioning rock anchors; (c) (below)
depicts a hollow ram multi-strand stressing jack

Fig. 3. Typical anchor heads for

a

strand

or

wire tendon

(photo, courtesy. Ground Anchors Ltd.)

strands

are

not

crossed within the

free-

length before fitting the anchor block and
jack assembly (Fig. 4a). The correct align¬
ment of strands is best accomplished by
providing a form of comb grillage or fork
(Fig. 4b), and the use of guide cords with
caps is particularly beneficial on high capa¬
city multi-unit tendons.
To simplify the description the remaining
practical comments will relate primarily to
multistrand stressing using a hollow jack.
If the tendon is to be subjected initially
to a special test overload to prove its de¬
sign capability, then the permanent grips
are normally omitted from the anchor block
at this stage of the work. The jack is now
fitted

stressing,

to check that the steel bearing
plate has been
correctly bedded centrally
and normal to the
tendon. This check can

eliminate chaffing of the perimeter tendon
components in the case of multiwire or
strand tendons which
splay outwards 1°
the zone of the
top anchorage or jack as¬
sembly (Fig. 3). This problem does not

appear to be recorded for the case of
Parallel rigid bar
groups.
Once the anchor
grout has reached a

specified strength,
stressing
The authors
recommend

proceed.
crushing
strength of 2STC/mm2 (see Part 2: Con¬

struction)

important

capacity (kN)

or

usable

ceed.
It should be emphasised immediately
that the space in front of the jack, and in
line with the tendon axis must be kept free
of personnel during the prestressing opera¬
tion. Alternatively, a properly designed
small aperture steel mesh cage should be

provided for protection of the operators or
passers-by.
A hand pump is the simplest means of

pressurising the jack system to advance
ram but where many tendons need to
be stressed and a high output is required
a
motor-driven pump is advantageous.

the

Bearing in mind that the stressing sys¬
may have been designed to operate at
high pressures (quoted test pressures of
600 atmospheres by manufacturers are not
uncommon), it is not always practical to
monitor pump pressures below 40 to 50
atmospheres. The initial position of the jack
piston is therefore noted at this pressure
tem

which is also considered sufficient to take

Maximum-rated

verify that the wires

of 30mm for the maxi-

TABLE I. APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF
HOLLOW RAM STEEL JACKS

a

or

to

excess

may

single unit tendons, the
tensioning assembly may be fitted on to
'he tendon
as soon as it has
been thorough¬
ly cleaned. For
multi-unit tendons however
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the strands and the temporary

will be be in

200

.

For solid bar

"'s

over

stressing units (Fig. 4a) are then assem¬
bled. The jack chair or stool which provides
a support for the jack is placed centrally
over
the tendon and the side opening
should be in a convenient position to allow
the operator to inspect the anchor head
during the tensioning operation (Fig. 2c).
The jack is now fitted manually or by a
mechanical lifting device. Mechanical lifting
and handling equipment is recommended
for jacks weighing in excess of 80kg, and
a guide relating the approximate weight of
hollow ram steel jacks to their maximum
rated capacity is given in Table I.
It is important, prior to stressing, to
verify that the elongation at the top anchor

load to be

applied, otherwise the re¬
grips (wedges) in the temporary
loading head (Fig. 4c) cannot Pe freed on
destressing. Where extensions of 30mm or
less are envisaged the jack piston should
be advanced .to 30mm before placing the
temporary loading head. The re-usable grips
must be lightly lubricated with high pres¬
sure grease prior to their fitting. These
grips are finally homed to give a tight fit,
by a gentle tapping with a special ring or
U-shaped hammer. Stressing may now pro¬
mum

1

2
3
4

500
000
000
000
000

Approximate
weight (kg)
20
40
80
150
200
300

slack in the tendon. The actual zero
reading for the piston can be found by ex¬
trapolation when the ram extensions at
subsequent higher pressures are noted
(Fig. 4c). Throughout the stressing opera¬
tion, both extensions and gauge pressures
are recorded but this aspect is discussed
up any

in

more detail below.
Where a test load has to be held for

a

period of time a slight fall in gauge pres¬
sure will be noted even though the exten¬
sion of the piston remains constant. This

don, although the temporary grips will have
be removed until the
fitted.

to
are

permanent

grips

During stressing the chair provides a
the up¬
gripping
wedges. When the desired pump gauge
reading is attained, the jack rgm is retract¬
ed and immediately the wedges are drawn
reaction head (Fig. 5) restricting
ward movement of the permanent

or

to

pulled in around the tendon as it tries
retract, and so load is locked off. It is

noteworthy that when this final load is con¬
sidered insufficient (for reasons described
below) the anchor may be restressed, and
if necessary steel spacers or shims of var¬
ious thicknesses inserted beneath the an¬
chor block to raise the load at lock-off by

increasing the tendon extension (Fig. 6).

Is) (above), Anchor block and components of jack assembly; (b) (below
left), Fork for alignment of strands; and (c) (below right), Stressing through the
temporary load bearing plate
(photos, courtesy. Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd.)
fig. 4-

Choice of

stressing system

Multistrand

stressing is swift and simple

in operation once the jack has been cor¬

rectly located, and requires relatively little
data recording and back analysis in most
cases. Nevertheless, multistrand stressing
cannot provide a high degree of control
over

units,

the
or,

equal load
important
than 10m,
small and

behaviour

of

individual

tendon

at final

lock-off, a guarantee of
in each unit. This is particularly
in anchors of free length less
where extensions are relatively
so variations in the amount of

wedge pull-in, for example, will represent
proportionately larger load discrepancies
than in a longer tendon.
Conversely, with respect to anchor
block lift-off checks — detailed later — the
multistrand jacking system alone can show
the total load

on

the anchor in

one

stres¬

sing

loss is internal to the system and a gentle
application of pressure to the original read¬
ing will in (post cases produce the same
extension
term

as

stressing

initially recorded. For longa

recommended.
On completion

lock valve
of the

at

the jack is

initial

stressing

operation, the double-acting ram retracts
and leaves the
temporary loading head in
position

to

allow its removal. Gentle tap¬

ping with a wooden or rubber mallet is us¬
ually sufficient to release the grips which
should now be re-greased and kept in a
clean condition ready for the next stressing
operation.
In order that load can be finally locked
into the tendon, permanent grips must be
inserted into the permanent anchor block.
This should be possible without the total
removal of the jack and chair from the ten¬

operation. Furthermore, for cyclic
loading and unloading programmes, this
system is easier and quicker to employ and
gives more control, especially during the
destressing stage. Some engineers also
consider that a multistrand jacking system
alone is capable of economically supplying
prestressing loads in excess of 3 000kN.
This view is based on .the larger number of
individual time-consuming stressing opera¬
tions, and the larger spacing required to
separate the strands in the anchor block if
a monojack is employed.
On the other hand monostrand stressing
is a relatively popular method for tension¬
ing tendons of up to six strands, and close
control over the force in each individual
strand can be achieved. Since the develop¬

of high speed front gripping jacks,
bearing in mind the limited" number of
strands, the method is not unduly time con¬
suming. In addition, most single strand
stressing jacks are light and easy to
handle, which is a major advantage on
ment

and

sites.
There are however important points con¬

most

monojack stressing operations
widely recognised but remain
largely unexplained. For example, when
Mitchell (1974)
monitored with strain
gauges the load fluctuations in two adja¬
cerning
which

are

cent strands of an anchor tendon, he ob¬
served that the load in the first tensioned
strand decreased steadily during the stres¬

Anchor block

guide

sing of the adjacent strand (Fig. 7). This
effect was in fact exaggerated because in
this experiment the load was not incre¬
mentally applied to each
strand in
sequence as recommended in
Nevertheless the results clearly
Mitchell's subsequent advice that

borage'0 Stressin9 mechanism at the top

Fig. 6. Jack arrangement for
shimming

practice.

justified
after ap¬
plication of a nominal seating load to each
strand, the remaining load should be ap¬
plied in four or five equal increments to
each strand in turn, in a specific sequence
to

ensure

a

uniform

distribution of load
33

1600

attempted, extensions should be monitored
at load increments equivalent to 10% or
less of the maximum load for each stage in
the stressing investigation.

I 1400

The

0

various

sophistication

z

II

performance in both long and short term
experimental programmes. Such cells are
expensive, relatively fragile, and require
regular care and maintenance if reliable
performance is to be guaranteed.
Hanna (1973) discusses load measure¬

1 1000
"5
>

800

<N

ment in

(/)
0)

is

600

ested

0
«
L

(V
01

reader, since many

indicates that

400

the choice of load

cell

is

usually controlled by three factors:
(/') cost,
(/'/') environment e.g. access, temperature,
humidity, susceptibility to damage,

0
01

B

considerable detail and this refer¬

strongly recommended

to the inter¬
load cells are
described which are applicable to anchor
situations. By way of introduction Hanna
ence

■£

measurement

load measurement, load cells have been
installed on occasions to monitor anchor

1/)

O

of

time, money and personnel available. For

1200

0
m

levels

understandably reflect the

200

and

w

(Hi)

25

0

50

75

100

125

Extension (mm)

(a) mechanical

Fig.7. Interference between two strands duringmonojack stressing (after
across

the tendon. Mitchell also found that

six strand tendon, at the completion of
each stage of incremental loading, the
greatest and least load losses monitored
in

a

always occurred

on

the

first and last

strands loaded, respectively. This pheno¬
menon has also been personally observed

by Barley (1974) and the authors. In prac¬
tice, after the final increment of one stres¬
sing sequence, the uneven distribution of
the loading can be minimised by conduct¬
ing a final stressing round to bring all
strands up to the required load.
In general, it is wrong to recommend one
stressing system over the other. Realistic
comparisons, made to effect a choice,
should only be attempted when the stres¬
sing and testing specification, and the en¬
vironmental considerations e.g. accessibil¬
ity, are known.
Whichever system is used, it is import¬
ant in
many cases to verify that the ap¬
plied prestress is actually
being resisted
by the grouted fixed anchor zone, and
further that the method of
applying the ten¬
sile load is relevant to the
particular ap¬

plication. For example the load may be ap¬
plied remotely
through a simply-supported
beam, or by prestressing through a plate
or
pad bearing directly on the rock over¬
lying the fixed anchor being tested. In the
latter case, the
tensioning procedure may
simply prestress the rock and/or grout
column between the fixed anchor
and pad.
This may have
serious consequences if the
lest is
supposed to check the
e

stability of

against uplift, if it performs in ser3S
the
footing of a transmission tower
or
example. No work has been published
on this
phenomenon in rock, to the authors'
nowledge, but current research being con¬
noted by the
Universal Anchorage Co.
'4. and the
Geotechnics Research Group
suggests that, for shallow

|lce

anchors installed

horizontally

bedded flaggy sandstone,
load is resisted
locally by the rock
ass in the
grouted fixed anchor zone,
e

?w the slenderness ratio (depth to top
xed
anchor/hole diameter) exceeds 15.

Monitoring
e
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procedures

Prestressing

of any anchor, either

Mitchell, 1974)

production or special test, presupposes the
graphical plotting of anchor load against
tendon extension. Such a plot facilitates
judgement as to the anchor's competence
and efficiency. Therefore, it is most import¬
ant to be familiar with the parameters to be
investigated, and methods of their mea¬
surement, presentation, and interpretation.
The parameters
The two basic parameters are, obviously
toad and extension. The former is self evi¬

dent, being the actual amount of prestress
locked into the tendon at any one time.
The tendon extension, however, involves
other
nised

not always recog¬
being significant in load — exten¬
sion analyses. An extension, as measured
before lock-off may be regarded as the
"gross extension". At lock-off in the case
of a wedge grip type top anchorage (Fig.
3a), pull-in of the wedges (and strand)
will occur until the system is "tight". After
lock-off, there may be movements due to
bedding-in of the top anchor block and
bearing plate, deflection of the structure,
and/or permanent displacement of the fixed
anchorage, in addition to the elastic ex¬

measurements,

as

tension of the tendon under load.

Long term monitoring may necessitate
the recording of ground or air temperature,
as variations in temperature will affect ten¬
don prestress, and instrumentation such as
vibrating wire
With

gauges.

regard to the recording of load-

extension data Mitchell (1974) has recom¬
mended in practice that the details should
be noted over four or five equal increments

during loading or unloading cycles. How¬
ever, Hanna (1969) considers that for a
load extension diagram to be of "engineer¬
ing use" it is essential that the load incre¬
ments are small e.g. 10-20% of the working
load

nature of load and accuracy required.
In summary, the major types of cell ap¬
plicable to anchors are

(Tw). In this connection the Nicholson

Anchorage Co. (1973) describe the stres¬
sing of test anchors at Greenwich, Con¬
necticut, in six equal increments, after an
initial seating load.
In general, it would appear that in any
one stressing stage, at least five load incre¬
ments should be monitored in routine pro¬
duction anchor tests. In special tests how¬
ever, where a more basic analysis is being

— based on
proving
ring
systems
(up
to
2 OOOkN)
force
measuring blocks
(up to
10000kN), and
cup springs (greater than 4 50OkN),
(b) strain
gauged
elements
(up to
5 OOOkN), and
(c) vibrating
wire
systems
(up
to
10 OOOkN).
Other methods involving photoelasticity,
hydraulics and springs have also been used
in practice. In all cases at least 1 % ac¬
curacy is preferable and, regardless of the
cell type, eccentric loading of the cell
should be either assessed or prevented.
The upsetting effects of eccentricity on
load cell readings in the field are well
illustrated by McLeod & Hoadley (1974)
referred to later. It is also imperative that
load cells are calibrated prior to and after

use

in the field.

An

alternative and cheaper method for

measuring anchor load is to use the pre¬
stressing equipment available, together
with a destressing stool or chairs The
method is applicable to both individual
strands or the tendon as a whole. In both
cases the principle is the same: a feeler
gauge

of specified thickness (0.1mm) is

inserted under the anchor block or indivi¬
dual grip unit upon stressing through the
stool to a certain load. The jack pump
pressure at the earliest moment of insertion
is recorded, and the minimum load at "lift¬

off" is thus evaluated. This initial residual
load is commonly referred to as the "lockoff" load. The method is very common in

practice, if somewhat crude, but an ac¬
of ± 2% can be obtained by a care¬

curacy

ful operator. In the case of a single unit
tendon the accuracy can be improved since
the access to the tendon often permits the
moment of "lift-off" to be registered by a
dial gauge reading to 0.01mm (Fig. 8). In
this connection it is noteworthy that the
Czech draft code (1974) suggests that the

jack calibration accuracy should be ± 1 %
as measured from two gauges. In the case
of torquing, the lift-off load is related to the
reading on the hand torque wrench when
the locking nut is just in motion.
In a similar way to load measurement
there are a number of levels of sophistica¬
tion in measuring the tendon extension. The

should be taken into consideration. There
is ns disagreement with this statement but
the authors believe that the significance of
the actual value of movement can only be

Reinforced
wall

concrete

appraised

when

the free length of the
known. For example, a plate
movement of only 5mm would be sufficient
to lose 20-25% of the initial
prestress in
the case of a free length of some 4m. In
anchor

is

general however where the top anchorage
represents less than 5% of the
tendon extension it is usually ignored in
the routine stressing of production anchors.
A direct, as opposed to interpretive,
method of measuring the amount of fixed
movement

Deflection dial gauge

anchor movement involves the embedment
of a wire in the fixed anchor. The wire is

Reaction chair

decoupled

over

the free length and extends

out of

the top anchorage assembly. With
the wire loaded in tension, simply to keep
it taut, the wire movement indicates fixed
anchor movement (Fig. 9). Alternatively
a redundant tendon
unit may be used in

Fig. 8. Jack arrangement for mono-unit stressing and measurement of residual load
(after da Costa Nunes, 1966)

simplest, and least accurate, method is to
measure the jack ram extension. Even if the
correct null extension point is noted —
when the jack has fully gripped the tendon
or strand
there is no guarantee that the
jack extension thereafter is the same as the
strand extension. This is particularly the
case where slip of the strand relative to the
temporary grip wedges on or in the jack
occurs. Usually, therefore, the true tendon
extension is overestimated by this method.
A preferable method of measurement is
the one whereby a piece of adhesive tape

More refined methods, often associated
with special test anchors, include the use
of dial gauges attached to a simply sup¬

other means is used to mark all or
representative number of strands at some
distance above the permanent load bear¬
ing Plate. The difference between this dis¬
tance in the unloaded condition and that
measured at successive load increments
provides the basic data for a load-exten¬
sion graph. For

is the method of ac¬
curately determining the movement of the
permanent load bearing plate and should
be considered whenever possible. Knowing
these movements, gross extensions can be
corrected to give extension data dependent
solely on tendon elasticity and fixed

—

or some
a

single strand stressing, this
distance is measured after lock-off at each
load increment when the jack has been re¬
moved. Where a solid ram multistrand jack
used no lock-off or
jack removal is rePaired at intermediate load increments. In
e Particular
case of hollow ram multi®

strand

stressing it may be more convenient
10
measure the distance
between the
strand mark and the
temporary load bearing

Piste. This
approach

feasurement

permits

an

accurate

of gross

extension without
removal of the
jack, provided that the dissnce between
the temporary and permannt
bearing plates is recorded. These dis¬

tances are usually measured with a stiff
steel rule, and an accuracy of ± 1mm can
be attained. In this connection the Czech
draft code stipulates an accuracy of ±
0.1mm.

ported datum beam, in order to monitor
the temporary bearing plate.
In very special cases, strain gauges of

movement of

either mechanical
installed.
Remote survey

or

electrical

types

are

anchor movements. The Czech draft code

stipulates

that

precise

observations

be

made of vertical and horizontal movements
of the structure and those of the rock.

Also, the supports for all measuring instru¬
should be such that they are inde¬
pendent of the structure and not influ¬
enced by deformations produced by the
prestressing operations. Usually for anchors
in competent rock, and prestressed against
a properly designed bearing plate system,
top anchorage movements provide a very
ments

small proportion of the total tendon elonga¬
tion. PCI (1974) recommends that bearing

plate

movements

greater

place of the wire. This method has been
successfully by Liu & Dugan (1972).
Another parameter involving measure¬
ment on the tendon is the strand wedge
pull-in at lock off. It should be emphasised
however that this parameter is solely moni¬
tored as an indirect means of establishing
used

SECTION A-B

than

13mm

the amount of lock-off loss and the result¬

ing residual load at that time.
By careful measurement, the amount of
strand wedge pull-in can be estimated to
at least ± 1mm accuracy. With a multistrand stressing system the difference be¬
tween extensions immediately before and
just after lock-off is the amount of pull-in.
With monostrand stressing, this amount
can be readily judged by close observation
of the strand near the jack nose during the
lock-off operation.
If accurate monitoring is required it is
.

considered

advisable

to

measure

in

the

field the amount of

wedge pull-in and ex¬
press it as a distance in mm, rather than
as contributing a
certain prestress loss,
since the magnitude of this loss is directly
proportional to the free length of the ten¬
don in question.
This point can be illustrated by reference
to details of two test anchors reported by
Barron et at (1971) and shown in Table II.
Recent research conducted jointly with
the Universal Anchorage Co. Ltd. has led
the authors to conclude that the amount of
wedge pull-in increases linearly with load
in the strand, after a comparatively large
initial pull-in at loads up to 30kN/strand. At
200kN/strand for 15.2mm Dyform, the
amount may be as high as 6mm but mostly
averages between 2-4mm in fair agreement
with Fenoux and Portier (1972) who esti¬
mated 2-3mm.

It has also been found that the amount

wedge pull-in is less in monostrand
compared with multistrand stressing. This
is due to the practice of tapping home the
individual grip wedges immediately prior to
lock-off, in the monojacking operation.
of

Reaction block

Presentation
All data relating to the stressing opera¬
tion should be collected and carefully pre¬
served. The list of items given in Table III
in a full stres¬
sing record. The data describe the rock
anchor, jacking equipment and personnel,
in addition to the load/ movement read¬
ings which should be recorded during
stressing, as already described.
There is limited published data on the
stressing records recommended for torquing but a brief list of requirements is
suggested in the ISRM draft document
is recommended for inclusion

method of measuring fixed anchor movement
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TABLE II. LOCK-OFF LOSSES (after Barron et al, 1971)

Anchor

Free length

Applied load

3.96m

1 352kN

10.67m

1 427k N

"Suggested methods for rockbolt testing"
(1974).

Although the final graph
extension will be based on

corrected data,

original monitored data should also be
presented on the stressing record since
this information will not only provide his¬
torical data and facilitate back-analysis, but
it will permit interpretation by other an¬

Lock-off

lock-off

loss

937kN
1 256kN

extension =

30.7%
12.0%

length X load
—

Esteel x cross-section

of load against

the

Load after

meaningful

a

the load-extension graph (Fig. 10). During
the —initial loading of an anchor the char¬
acteristic trend of the measured loadextension curve is to approximate to lines
of short free length initially, but to pro¬

and

sensible

area

comparison

between actual and theoretical extension
characteristics is permitted.

Similarly,

a

graph of load against time

should have superimposed the theoretical
relaxation curve for the tendon in question,

computed from the manufacturer's data.
In this connection it is noteworthy that
elevated temperatures occurring naturally
or artificially e.g. adjacent to concrete nu¬
clear reactor vessels, considerably increase
the rate of loss. It is not generally ap¬
preciated that for wire and strand at 40°C
as

alysts.

plotting the load against exten¬
variable to define clearly is
the point of origin of the graph. In most
cases, the "zero" extension is
recorded
after the application of a certain seating
load to the tendon, and not actually at zero
load. The seating load is supposed to take
up the slack in the tendon and jack, and
compensate for friction and other losses in
the jack/pump assembly thereby giving a
When

sion, another

accurate measure

more

of load-extension

data.

For instance Larsson et al (1972) begin
extension readings at 12% Tw — "to take
up slack" — but also assume a zero ex¬
tension of 2.5mm. On the other hand Longbottom and Mallet (1973) simply recom¬
mend starting at 10-20% Tw and N.A.C.
Ltd. (1973) commonly begin reading from
10% Tt. The biggest seating load publish¬
ed to date is 25% Tw on anchors at the

the

relaxation

greater than at

losses

are

at

least

50%

20"C.

Interpretation
The

fundamental

property of the load-

extension curve to be adjudged is its
elastic behaviour, whether linear or non¬
linear. Due to limits on the accuracy of the
monitored data collected, it is rare to ob¬
tain a perfectly linear plot, even for the
most efficient anchor. However, if the de¬
viation from linearity is both marked and
consistent in trend, it is most likely that
this is due to one or both of two factors:

(/') debonding in the fixed anchor at the
grout/tendon interface, and
(/'/') fixed anchor movement.

Frigate Complex, Devonport (Short 1975).
Most anchor codes e.g. Czechoslovakia
and Germany advise reading from 10% Tw
although P.C.I. (1974) recommends a start

The latter phenomenon is unusual in all
but the weakest rock strata, but unless

from 10%

some

T(. In the authors' view it would

appear more realistic to try and gauge the
actual seating load required for any par¬

ticular anchor/jack assembly in order to
optimise the measurement of residual dis¬

placements,

due to fixed anchor move¬
ment at zero load. Nevertheless, the above
recommendations are simple and although
zero readings are
extrapolated the method
is probably adequate for routine short term
e.g.

testing.
The final presentation of load-extension
indicate the maximum possible
measurement error
in
each
parameter.
Thus, when the line corresponding to the
extension of the theoretical tendon
length
is drawn
from the relationship

should

form of direct measurement
has been incorporated, it can only

(Fig. 9)
be con¬
fidently dismissed by cyclically loading the
anchor at least once to ensure that the
load-extension characteristics of the anchor

reproducible.
Assuming allowance has been made for
the top anchorage and fixed anchor move¬
ments, an interpretation can be made with
respect to the amount of partial or total
debonding within the fixed anchor zone, by
calculating the effective free length to pro¬
duce the true elongation of the tendon
actually monitored at different loads. In
practice, this analysis is facilitated by
drawing construction lines, equivalent to
the extension of different free lengths, on
are

TABLE III. RECOMMENDED ITEMS FOR INCLUSION IN STRESSING RECORD

General classification

Project
Date

Anchor No.

Contractor

Engineer

Inspector

Time started

Time completed

Stressing personnel

Jack type

Pump type
Type of top

anchorage
assembly

Free

Fixed anchor

Rock type

Working load (Tw)

Test load

Area of piston

Maximum rated

Date of last

capacity

calibration

Pressure gauge

Pressure gauge

Date of last

range

accuracy

calibration

Initial seating

Strand pull-in

(T,)

pressure
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Tendon extension

Jack pressure

family of these

load point, following the last loading
cycle thereby eliminating the permanent
set produced in the anchor by previous
stressing.
A refined cyclic method is described by
Fenoux and Portier (1972), which they
consider to be systematic, easily conduct¬
ed, and economic. The principle is that
by careful destressing and restressing,
without real change in tendon elongation,
a-value of load equivalent to twice the
zero

total frictional
be deduced.

effects in the

anchor

can

The method and interpretation is shown
in Fig. 10. Assuming section X-Pm and
X-Pb are sensibly parallel, the line X'-Y'
represents the true values of loads cor¬
responding to measured extensions since
losses due to friction have been compen¬
sated. The point R, defined by X' and Y'
and Al' gives the true final load sustained

by the anchor. The method also permits
lock-off losses to be readily determined.
Different failure modes within the anchor
may be recognised
from close analysis

during stressing and

of load-extension data.
For example, a continuous cumulative per¬
manent displacement indicated either by
rapid load loss or from a cyclic loading
plot usually indicates interface failure in
the fixed anchor. Whether this is rock-grout

grout-tendon failure may be verified by
loading each tendon unit with a monojack
and
comparing load-displacement char¬
or

acteristics.

Discrepancies

between the

theoretical

and actual extensions are more often the
rule than otherwise. Commonly, the amount
of discrepancy permitted on any one site
reflects the allowable anchor movements

bearing

mind

in

proximity

of adjacent

the load safety factors, accep¬
table errors in measurement, and the con¬

structures,

if failure occurs.
P.C.I. (1974) states however, as a gen¬
eral rule, that, where the measured and

sequences

Numerous potential sources of error can
be listed. For instances, as noted in Part I

Design, the E values given by the manu¬
for his prestressing steel, and
based on short lengths may be in error.
Furthermore, Janische (1968) found that
in extension measurements on long lengths

facturer

Gata monitored
during stressing

ranent
bearing
P'ste movement

a

lines should be drawn through each new

—

E value of steel

Lock-off mechanism

involving cyclic loading,

crepancy".

length

Tendon type

extension characteristics.
It should
be
noted that when drawing straight, theo¬
retical extension lines on such diagrams

theoretical elongations have more than a
10% difference, "investigation shall be
made to'determine the source of the dis¬

data

length

gressively intersect lines of longer free
length with increasing load.
Cyclic loading not only highlights fixed
anchorage movement, but generally facili¬
tates back analysis, and confirms the de¬
gree of reproducibility of the elastic load-

Tendon pull-in
at lock-off

of strand (100m) the extension for any
particular applied load varied considerably,
yielding E values in the range 180 000 —
220 OOON/mm2, averaging 196 000 ± 9 000
N/rnm2. Variations of this order were
noted in strands for prestressing the Wylfa
nuclear reactor, but even more relevant
was the observation that the elongations
of tendons were comparatively much great¬
er than their constituent strands,
E

d

CL

=

183 000

—

195 OOON/mm2

=

171 000

-

179 OOON/mm2
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Fig. 10 (above) "La Methode du Cycle" {after Fenoux & Portier, 1972)
Fig. 11 (below) Extension-load diagram illustrating the
influence of friction

a

measured extension X

frA=f:'xrf:B=Fx2.and
fA=FxvFB=FX4
Extension

(after Hennequin & Cambefort, 1966)

Fig. 12 (right) Influence of type of friction on form of
load-extension

graph

(after Fenoux & Portier, 1972)

highlighted the difference between valua¬
of E when testing long and short
specimens, by noting that the value for a
tion

137m

specimen

that for
strand.

a

short

was some
test piece

9% less than
of the same

On

a less sophisticated level, overdrilling
underdrilling of the hole will alter the
free length in practice, and the accuracy
and reliability of the recording — as dis¬
tinct from the accuracy of the instrumenta¬
tion— should always be considered.
Friction is another major source of error.
or

Even if allowance for friction losses in the

jack is made — some manufacturers quote
a
figure of 1% over the whole loading

friction still occurs along the free
length, particularly in long sheathed ten¬
dons surrounded by a protective grout sur¬
range

—

charge column, and around the grip as¬
sembly of the top anchorage.
Such friction will act to reduce the mea¬
sured extension simply by dissipating a

proportion of the applied load which can
the total tendon length. This re¬
sults in an extension corresponding to a
free length apparently less than is actually
present. For example, Hennequin & Cambe¬
fort (1966) describe stressing details from
a contract near Paris. They noted that the
measured extensions were markedly lower
than those estimated theoretically, and con¬
cluded that on average, only about 70%
the total applied prestress was transmitted
over the whole tendon length (Fig.
11).
act over
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tiiaT

attl)ibuted this

k

to the possibility

don,W,u-stressin9 of multistrand tentha_ i n9 a longer period in the field
Plast 'c
,

a

frictional losses can often be over¬
simply by overloading by an amount
particular to each anchor type.
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Such

come

Fenoux & Portier (1972) have also
cussed friction in anchor systems and
tail three types:

dis¬

(/') constant value,
(ii) proportional to load, and
(Hi) variable.
Each

type

acts on

the load extension

shown schematically in Fig.
12. Friction around the top anchorage is
thought to have two distinct sources:
graph form

as

(a) between tendon and grout due to the
bending of the tendon units under the
bearing plate; this is of the order of
3-6% but can be alleviated by efficient
lubrication; and

(b) between tendon and bearing plate,
which may be up to 50% if the bear¬
ing plate and anchor block are badly
positioned.
Commonly however, up to 10% total
frictional losses in the top anchorage as¬
sembly may be expected.
Data on errors in prestressing measure¬
ments have been supplied by Longbottom
& Mallett (1973). This information suggests
that the difference between the observed
and the theoretical force may be as much
as 15%
when dealing with rock anchors

(Table IV).
TABLE IV. ESTIMATED ERRORS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESTRESSING
OF ROCK ANCHORS

Variation

Source

Different type of manometer
Typical manometer error
Internal jack friction
Error in reading extension
Stress-strain & production

together,

a
mated to be ±

1%

3%

error

However since these values
act

2%

6%

tolerance of tendon

Calculation

1%

2%

more

will rarely

likely error is esti¬

5%.

Remarks
It is encouraging to observe the increas¬
ing use of prestressing to load anchors,
thereby subjecting the overall system to
a
stress history and so improving sub¬
sequent performance in service.
Measurement of anchor load in the field
is generally regarded as a simple opera¬
tion, although more regular calibration of
37

and pressure gauge

Ck

undoubtedly lead to a

equipment would

higher degree or

^Accurate monitoring
exception rather

of extensions is the
than the rule, because

measurements in the field are often
considered to be awkward or time-consumjng and in any case, less important than
ihese

the'ultimate attainment of anchor loads.
Insufficient attention

is paid to the inter¬

consideration of the moni¬

pretation and

load-extension data. As a result
there has been little progress in the under¬
standing of basic anchor behaviour with
particular regard to component movements
tored

of the overall anchor system.
In spite of the background

technology

available in the field of prestressed con¬
crete, there is currently a lack of awareness
concerning the sources of discrepancies
between the theoretical and field results
for rock anchors.
During the stressing operation safety
standards would be considerably improved
by the use of protective barriers and warn¬
ing signs.
TESTING
Precontract component testing
Prior to use on site, manufactured com¬
ponents such as the tendon and top anchor
assembly units should be tested in an in¬

dependent testing establishment to guar¬
component safety factors and ensure
efficient performance. Alternatively, it may
be acceptable on occasions when employ¬
ing a standard form of component, to ob¬
antee

tain test certificates from the manufacturers
in order to facilitate or substantiate the
choice of appropriate components.
With regard to the testing of the tendon

steel, manufacturers should be requested to
characteristics for
each reel or batch of material delivered. In
the UK, testing and the supply of test cer¬
tificates and stress/strain diagrams should

supply load-extension
,

be carried out in accordance with BS 2691
"Steel wire for prestressed concrete" and
BS 3617 "Seven-wire steel strand for
pre¬
stressed concrete". Useful guidance will
also be found in FIP "Recommendations
for approval,
supply and acceptance of
steels for
prestressing tendons".
To confirm that the

specified minimum
stress/strain values have been met, the per¬
manent

extension method is used by manu¬
facturers in routine testing. In the case of
stee' the
non-proportional
elongation,
Quoted in the definition of
proof stress*, is
equal to the permanent
elongation which

remains after the proof load has been

moved.

Provided the

re¬

elongation
fban that defining the
proof stress
(e.g. less than 1.0%), then the
specifica¬
tion has
's ess

been

permanent

met.

normal test procedures is

( ) An

as

follows:

initial tensioning stress of 10% of
the specified
minimum tensile strength
is
applied to the test piece (gauge

length

o.6m)

=

(2) The" extensometer is

set at zero.

load is increased to the
specified
proof stress, and
held for 10 seconds,
he total extension
is noted,
e load
is reduced to just below
e

initial stress, and then increased to the
initial stress,

effect of low temperatures

on

'j de,lned as a stress which i:
1° Pe under load, a non-propor
^ri,
n0.8 sPacified percentage of
o
(are obtained from .1
/•proof stress is there
0
""
strainht iTni f Staph by marking off parallel
fssund |ine L
j".8 (°r line of proportionality) a
6Point
of into™!, .ance eSual to 0.1% extension.
r,e gives
the
°' th's offset line W'th the
me
proof stress.

'pnal
e

tensioning systems".

tn

for prestressing applications.
(/') Test of load efficiency of the anchored
tendon, consisting of a short term
static tensile test on the proposed
anchorage attached to the tendon.

ages

n

test

,

•

«

^

average

not

failure load

UTS of tendon

be lower than 92%, where

the average

appropriate.

(//') Test of dynamic behaviour

of the an¬
chored tendon where a fluctuating
force between 0.60 and 0.65 fpu at

frequency not exceeding 10Hz is
applied for a minimum of 2 X 10°
cycles. Loss of initial cross-sectional
area
of the tendon due to fatigue
a

5%. It is considered
that this dynamic test is only relevant
where the anchor application involves
must not exceed

fluctuating

stresses which are trans¬
mitted to the tendon.
Test of force transfer to the load bear¬

(///)

ing block, consisting usually of

a

short

static compressive test on the
complete top anchorage assembly to
ensure that the load
bearing block

term

can continuously support a minimum
force of 1.1 fpu.
It is suggested that the test of force
transfer to the load bearing block of the
form described in BS 4447: 1973 should be
applied to all types of top anchorage as¬

sembly

so

that bearing plates, walings, and

the additional reinforcment placed in a con¬
crete diaphragm wall are subject to the

design and performance checks that
currently applied to reinforced concrete
load-bearing blocks in prestressed concrete.
The design of load-bearing blocks is cur¬
rently covered by the recommendations of
CP 115 "The structural use of prestressed
same
are

concrete".

Bearing in mind the application of rock
in excavation engineering it is
noteworthy that the German DIN 4125:
1972 stipulates that the anchor head should
be in a position to bear secondary stresses
Imposed
by unforeseen
flexure with
adequate safety e.g. by deformation' of the
anchors

excavation structure or by angle deviation
from the planned axial direction of the ten¬
don.
With reference to jacking equipment the

authors

are

unaware

of any codes which

specify test procedures. In, the light of dis¬
cussions with jack and pump manufacturers
it is recommended that all jacks and ancil¬
lary equipment should be tested in the fac¬
tory to a proof loading or pressure equiva¬
lent to at least 1.25 times the rated capa¬

Overloading

city.

above

the

maximum

rated capacity must not be permitted in
the field and the choice of jack should be
such that the rated capacity can accommo¬
date 85% of the characteristic strength of
the largest tendon (largest tendon unit for
a

monojack) in the

group

of anchors being

considered.
When new

equipment is delivered certifi¬
concerning proof testing, internal
losses and load-pressure conversion charts
or factors should be supplied by the manu¬

facturer.
To ensure that the monitored data is ac¬
curate,
ment,

pressure
must

UTS of the tendon is de¬

gauges,

like the equip¬

be well maintained and cali¬

brated regularly. It is recommended that
the gauges should be calibrated for the
start of every contract, and then checked
on site against a control gauge at monthly
intervals or every thirty production anchors

depending
must

as

The characteristic strength of the
anchored tendon is calculated as the
characteristic strength of the tendon
times the actual efficiency. In this test
limits of percentage elongation are
also stipulated.

cates

The British Standard describes three
methods of testing prestressing anchor¬

elonaatinn
Ssuge lenoth

ing of steel wire",

the ultimate

strength of steel tendons. For 1 570/1 720
N/mm2 steel wire a slight increase in
strength occurs as the temperature fails.
Sub zero temperatures (Farenheit scale)
would, however, be necessary to produce a
5% increase in tensile strength, without
the elongation being affected.
Apart from any question of the effect of
temperature change on mechanical pro¬
perties, it is useful to remember that a
change in temperature of 1°C will produce
a change in stress in a fixed wire of the
order of 1.9 to 2.2N/mm2. For applications
where a significant range in temperature
may be recorded in the anchorage zone,
it is clear that provision of a coefficient of
thermal conductivity will facilitate the an¬
alysis of test results.
Data on fatigue resistance of prestres¬
sing steels is also limited, and the manu¬
facturers do not supply endurance diagrams
for their products as a routine procedure.
As Longbottom (1974) has stated, the
provision of such data requires the investi¬
gation of a series of stress ranges each
about a series of mean stresses (see for
example FIP "Recommendations for ap¬
proval, supply and acceptance of steels
for prestressing tendon").
In practice ground anchors are seldom
subjected to pulsations of stress of any
magnitude relative to the prestress, but if
in a particular case significant alternations
of stress are predicted, these can be ac¬
commodated in the design of the tendon
and top anchor components, and by pre¬
stressing to the service load plus the fluc¬
tuating stress. The successful application
of prestressed concrete and steel in railway
and highway bridges in resisting impact
and fatigue (Lee, 1973) is ample evidence
that satisfactory solutions can be pro¬
duced. Eastwood (1957), Baus & Brenneisen
(1968) and Edwards & Picard
(1972) have described the fatigue strength
of rolled threaded bar anchorages, prestres¬
sing strand and some types of wedge grip
top anchorages.
With reference to the top anchorage sys¬
tem, which may be regarded as a combina¬
tion of the tendon, grips, anchor block and
load bearing plate or waling acting to¬
gether, both the grip components which
secure the bar, wire or strand within the
top anchorage and the complete top an¬
chorage assembly should be tested in ac¬
cordance with BS 4447 "The performance
of
prestressing anchorages for posttensioned construction". Useful guidance
is also given in FIP "Recommendations for
acceptance
and application of post-

The load efficiency

'^'sufficient

termined in accordance with BS 18
"Methods of testing metals" and BS
4545 "Methods for mechanical test¬

(6) The permanent extension is noted, and
(7) By plotting the results, the modulus of
elasticity can be calculated making use
of the proportional stress/strain rela¬
tionship.
Very little has been published on the

tion

on usage.

every

Independent calibra¬

equipment is recommended
three months.

of jack

testing of production

Acceptance

SHORT-TERM

ACCEPTANCE tests on all
highlight potential diffi¬
culties pertaining to service behaviour and
provide measured safety factors related to
the design working load. These tests are
associated with the initial stressing opera¬
tions and normally include quality control
nroduction anchors

observations over a
hours.
As a

period of up to 24
.

•

...

first priority, the testing procedure
yield a measured safety factor as
determined by overloading for a short

must

period. Such overloads, however, must be
compatible with the allowable stresses and
safety factors permitted in the country
concerned. The relevant details are dis¬
cussed in Part 1—Design (Table XV) §, and
these suggest an encouraging trend to¬
wards standard safety
the world at the present

factors throughout
time.

To check the measured
performance
against that predicted by calculation, it is

essential that a load-extension graph be

plotted for each anchor, in the manner dis¬

cussed in Part 3—Stressing!.
In addition, an attempt should be made
on either preliminary test anchors
or on
early production anchors to obtain an in¬
dication of fixed anchor movement, since
this information allows the analyst to
assess a component of permanent displace¬
ment which in turn permits a reasonable
estimate of the degree of debonding, if any.

Finally, it is necessary to ensure that the
service load locked-off after stressing is
stable. The alternative methods employed
in practice are monitoring loss of prestress
with time, and monitoring creep displace¬
ment of the anchor with time.

:

Acceptance testing of temporary anchors
Germany is covered by DIN 4125 (1972).
This standard concentrates solely on soil

1.2 T

(Point X) where unloading is first

carried

out,

the elastic component

and permanent component (a*p)
total
displacement A» can be

(a*«)

of the
distin¬

guished. The curve, T0 X, in Fig. 13b is
taken as an approximate path for the elastic
displacement.
It is further specified that at least 5% of
the anchors must be tested up to 1.5 T„,
bearing in mind that the maximum test load
cannot exceed 0.9 T„ (Type III test). At
the maximum test load the observation
times are as stated for the Type I test.
In

general, the acceptance regulations
are met for Type I tests, when at a load of
1.2 T, the displacements stabilise within
the observation time, and when the elastic
extension curve lies between two boundary
lines plotted on the load-extension graph.
The upper boundary line (a) corresponds
to the tendon extension equivalent to the
free length plus 50% of the fixed anchor

length,

110% of the free length in the
tully decoupled tendon with an
end plate or nut. The lower boundary line
(6) corresponds to 80% of the free length
of the tendon. It is important to emphasise
case

or

of

a

that account should be taken of sources
of error as already described in Part 3—
Stressing, and generally it is merely re¬
commended
that
the
observed
loadextension line should be compared with
the calculated theoretical extension due to
the elastic extension of the free length of
the tendon.
The permanent displacement, calculated
with the aid of the approximate elastic ex¬
tension line To X, should conform closely
with the results of the basic test but the

permanent displacement (Ap) must not be
greater than that observed for the basic
test over the load range T„ to 1.2 T, (see

in

"Special test anchors").
For Type II and III tests, the acceptance

anchors but it is considered relevant to
describe the recommendations in this re¬
view since the tests are rigorous and have

conditions are met when at maximum test
load
the creep displacement stabilises
within the observation time, and when the
free length of the tendon and permanent

been carefully devised. In addition, import¬
ant principles are introduced which
may
well be stipulated for rock anchor
testing
in the

future, particularly in the

highly weathered materials,

or

case

of

fractured

rock masses with interstitial
clay.
Each production anchor is

subjected to
initial load T„ equivalent to 0.1 T„ (T„
yield strength of the tendon, assumed to
be the 0.1%
proof load which is equivalent
jo 83.5% fpu) after which it is stressed
in one
operation to 1.2 T„ (T„ = speci¬
fied working
load) and held for at least
minutes in non-cohesive soils, and 15
minutes in cohesive soils, whilst tendon
extensions are monitored at the top anchor¬
's6 (Type I test).
-

between

grouted

a*e[jcheckar,chor interaction
zones is less than one metre,
may be necessary,
on

js will involve

several

adjacent anchors

ein9 loaded and observed simultaneously.
°j the first ten anchors, and thereafter

sliaht? tSn °' a" subsequent anchors, a
and th m°re r'9orous approach is taken
afi the extensions must be monitored from
lent? datum,

J,o0-4T„,

at load increments equiva-

0.8 T1.0 T. and 1-2 T„.

a^ount being taken of strand slipNth i? " test)- At The maximum test
'he Tv8 °. ervat'on times are as stated for
Paq

test' anc'
°ad
an
prf.,teXtens'on 's

initial

|

man
ol

is

on destressing to the
indication of the perprovided. In the case

sub?»reSSec' anchors,

the working load

For

and locked-off.

Plotter)

t?ue!J.t'y applied
=es

l

pe " test the results are

own in

Figs. 13

a

In the

case

of permanent anchors, gener¬

ally regarded as having a service life in ex¬

an

Where the spacing

displacement have been proved in a similar
way to the Type I test, through backanalysis of the observed extensions.

& b and at

of two years, current

cess

thinking in Ger¬

is illustrated in the Draft DIN 4125
(1974) which has been published for com¬
ment. In this document, it is suggested that
each anchor should be tensioned from the
initial load T„ to 1.5 T„, with a preliminary
reading at T„. The anchor is then unloaded
many

To, the permanent elongation is meas¬
ured, after which the anchor is retensioned
to T„.
For the first ten anchors, and thereafter
one in every ten, the test load is to be
applied at stages, 0.4 T„, 0.8 T„, 1.0 T„,
1.2 T„ and 1.5 T„. Unloading then occurs
in the same stages to To, before T„ is re¬
to

applied.
The displacements occurring at 1.5 T«.
should be measured 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15
minutes after lock-off. The specified obser¬
vation period of 15 minutes should be ex¬
tended if displacements occurring between
5 and 15 minutes are greater than 0.5mm,
and

monitoring should be continued until

clear estimate of the creep rate is pos¬
sible. An observation period of 5 minutes
is considered sufficient in frictional soils,
a

provided that the displacements are

smaller

than 0.2mm.
The

results

of

these

measurements

favourably with test anchor re¬
sults, and a comparison of elastic exten¬
compare

sions and the creep rates

is usually suffici¬

ent.

The acceptance test is considered to

be

satisfactory if the elastic extensions fall
between the two boundary lines (a) and
(b) previously described. Further, the creep
should be less than 2mm at a load of 1.5
T„ (see "Special test anchors").
With regard to acceptance testing in

France, Bureau Securitas (1972) states that
overloads of 1.2 T» and 1.3 T„ should be
applied to temporary and permanent pro¬
duction anchors, respectively. In the case
of permanent works, where anchors are in
service for more than 18 months, it is
further suggested that 5% of all anchors
could be tested to 1.5 T„. No maximum

permissible stress is specified for the steel
tendon, but the Bureau warns that great
viligance is required when the elastic limit
is exceeded (83.5% fpu), and normally the
test would be stopped if the extension
reached 150% of the extension

at

the 0.1%

proof stress.
Accurate estimation of load

losses e.g.

through friction, is emphasised when plot¬
ting load-extension data, and an accuracy
of not less than 3% is stipulated for mano¬
meters. Tensioning by stages starts at 0.150.20 T, and at least five stages are recom¬
mended in order to draw accurately the

load-extension diagram. In frictional soils
the test load is held for 1-2 min. During
this time the displacement should not ex¬
ceed 1mm and the observed free length of
the tendon, based on back analyses of the
load-extension diagram, should lie between
the theoretical free length and the theore¬
tical free length plus 50% of the fixed
anchor length. For anchors with a working
life less than nine months, an observed
free length equivalent to 90% theoretical
free length is accepted. If these tests are

satisfactory the service load is locked off
plus an allowance for losses.
In cohesive soils, the test load is held
for five minutes, and the curve of displace¬
ment

with respect to time

should compare

closely with the performance of anchors
subjected to creep tests (see "Special test
anchors"), in addition to complying with
the extension criteria described above.
In Czechoslovakia the draft standard for

prestressed

rock anchors

(Klein, 1974)

stipulates the test loading of all temporary
anchors to 1.2 T„ in" cycles as shown in
Fig. 14: (a higher test loading for perman¬
ent anchors is expected but yet to be
specified). The maximum permissible stress
in the steel tendon is the 0.2% proof stress
which is equivalent to 87% fpu. The obser¬
ved displacements are separated into elas¬
tic and permanent portions and the obser¬
ved elastic displacement at 1.2 T„ should
lie between the boundary lines (a) and (b)
as specified in DIN 4125 (1972). The per¬
manent displacement due to the increase
in load from T„ to 1.2 T„ should not ex¬
ceed by more than 10% the permanent

displacement obtained in the basic anchor
test over the same load range (see "Special
test
anchors"). With regard to creep
under a constant service load, it is stipu¬
lated that the displacement should not ex¬
ceed 0.135mm/m of free tendon for every
tenfold increase in time. To simplify mea¬
surements on production anchors, the draft
Code suggests that constant time intervals
should be chosen for the observations, and
that changes in displacement must not in¬
crease
in these time intervals. For the
specific time intervals in Fig. 15, the dis¬
placements must be less than 0.02mm/m
of free tendon, and for acceptance testing,
the total period of observation must be at
least ten minutes. Finally, the creep dis¬
placement is compared with the results

from basic tests.

test load has stabilised within the ob¬
servation period, and

On every site, it is specified that the
first three production anchors and 5% of
the remainder should be subjected to a

(b) the measured elastic tendon extension
corresponds to the calculated elastic

more rigorous test loading to 1.4 T„ and.
1.5T« for temporary and permanent works,

respectively. A service life of less than

extension.
In

connection with (b), the calculated
free tendon lengths based on the observed
elastic extension of the tendon must not
exceed the free tendon length plus 50%
of the fixed anchor length or 110% of the
free length, or be less than 90% of the free
tendon length.
Current practice in Italy has been re¬

two

is considered temporary.
The FIP final draft (1973) suggests that
the tensile stress in the tendon must never
exceed 0.9 T, (75% fpu, assuming T, is
years

equivalent

to

the 0.1% proof stress)

and

all production anchors should be tested to
1.2 T« and 1.3 T„ for
temporary and per¬

vealed

manent

Rodio. From

by Arcangeli and Tomiolo (T975) of
an initial seating of 0.10 Rak
(Rak = characteristic tensile rupture stress
of steel), extensions are recorded at 0.15
Rak intervals up to 0.85 Rak. This load is

works, respectively. A service life

of less than two
years is considered tem¬
porary.
Details of the acceptance test are shown
in Fig. 16 and
extensions are monitored at
load increments
equivalent to 0.15-0.20 T

applied usually for 10-15 minutes until
creep losses in the steel are negligible
(less than 0.1mm in 5 min.). Thereafter
following destressing down to 0.3 Rak in

For soils and rock not
susceptible to creep
the test load is held for 2-5
min., and the
anchor is accepted if:

(i)

no

0.15 Rak increments, the anchor is restres-

noticeable displacement (approx.

observation,

(") the measured

and

required load.

Displacement (A)

total

displacement

at the

top anchorage is in reasonable agree¬

Tendon Free

Length (L)

All anchors

(mn#J provide

are

and
and

acceptance"

Fenoux and Portier

e

i

I the

constructed thereafter,

pest the anchor is accepted if:
displacement of the anchor under

the

procedure

of

gests the test loading of every anchor to
least 1.15 T«. During the test loading
the prestressing load in the tendon should
at

not

exceed 80% fpu. The maximum test

load is usually applied for up to 15 minutes,
and extensions should not diverge by more
than 10% from the calculated values, other¬

At the

gramme is
ton
anchors
,n

losses

to

service conditions of the installations.
In the United States, PCI (1974) sug¬

closely to those of

acceptance" test.
beginning of a contract, it is rec°mmended that between three and ten
Production anchors should
undergo an "exed
apceptance" test. The stressing pro¬
shown in Fig. 17 and this test is
Pplied to
approximately 10% of the pro¬

lock-off

way

safety factor of 1.3
for frictional effects

(1972) is used. In gen¬
eral the results from each site or geotechnically distinct anchor area are analysed
and compared statistically to verify the

(see below).

For soils and
rocks susceptible to creep,
the observation
period at constant test load
must be
long enough to enable the relation¬
ship between creep
displacement and time
to be
ascertained, and a minimum period
m hve
minutes is specified. The anchor is
oohed off at the
required service load if the
measured total extensions and
creep dis¬

sents
conform
Wended

to

tested in this

a measured
compensate

ment with the results of the "extended
test

locking off at the

sed to 0.85 Rak before

1mm) is observed during the period of

wise an

Displacement at Top Anchorage

for acceptance
displacement

Fig. 15. Working diagram
criteria for creep

(after Czech Draft Code, 1974)

investigation is required. For tem¬

porary anchors in rock (up to three years
where there is no apparent danger of cor¬
rosive attack) it would appear that exten¬

sion measurement is not usually required.
With reference to losses of prestress during

service, PCI states that

meaningful lift-off

DISPLACEMENT AT

TOP ANCHORAGE

DISPLACEMENT AT

Fig. 16. Stressing programme for

Fig. 17. Stressing

acceptance tests

acceptance tests

(after FIR Draft. 1973)

checks can be carried out after 24 hours
and that in most cases of rock anchors the

primary time dependent loss is steel

re¬

laxation.
In Britain, CP 110

"(1972) permits tensile

testing to 80% of the characteristic tensile
strength (fpu) of the steel tendon and the
authors' recommendations on safety factors
related to acceptance tests are reaffirmed
in Table V.
The above recommendations are
gradu¬

ally being adopted in Britain, but for
porary and permanent anchors the
common method

in

current

practice

tem¬
most

con¬

sists of test loading in increments
up to
1.25 T» with a minimum observation
period
of five minutes at
this maximum test load.
The anchor load is then reduced to zero

before restressing in increments up to a
lock-off load of 1.10 T„ (Lrttlejohn, 1970).
Tendon extensions are monitored but since
the movement
the initial

the top anchorage during
stage may comprise fixed
displacement, tendon extension,
at

loading

anchor

wedge pull-in, bearing plate and structural
movement, the interpretation and analysis
of the data
are usually restricted to the

load-extension graph obtained during the
loading cycle.

second

The observed extension should
compare
closely with the value estimated from the
'ree length of the tendon and the
permisS|ble
discrepancy on any site varies, the
value often

being directly related to the
of the measurements and para¬
meters used in the calculation.
In order to
give some

accuracy

insight into service

aviour °' anchors in Britain,
emphasis
ate has been
placed on monitoring loss

TABLE V.

TOP ANCHORAGE

programme

for extended

(after FIP Draft, 1973)

of prestress with time which is a simple
alternative to the German and French prac¬
tice of measuring creep displacement. A
lift-off check is carried out immediately
after lock-off to measure the actual residual
load in the anchor. This residual load,
which is usually 1.10 T„, is then checked
after 24 hours. Bearing in mind the errors
in measurement referred to in Part 3

"Stressing",

a loss of Up to 5% is accept¬
able in practice. If the load is less than
0.95 T„, the anchor should be replaced or
otherwise dealt with as agreed with the

Engineer.
Where the anchor load lies between
0.95 T„ and 1.05 T„, the tendon should be
retensioned to 1.1 Tw, and retested after a
further period of 24 hours. If the anchor,
after three such tests, still fails to retain a
load of 1.05 T„, the anchor should be de¬
rated or replaced, as agreed with the En¬

or

working force (T„)

J" '«• safety
(T.)

factor

only 140kN (46.7% fpu) and could there¬
upgraded to 50% fpu (150kN) to
give a safe working load on the anchor of
fore be

1 350kN if

one

strand failed. The

same

ap¬

proach may be applied if gripping wedge
failure occurs and fresh wedges cannot be
fitted.
In South

Africa the Code of Practice
"Lateral Support in Surface Excavations"
(1972) stipulates a test load of 1.25 T„

case it is recommend¬
ed that the load be reduced until no pre¬
stress losses are

over

ing plate, and the residual load at this point

of at least

on

is recorded. If this residual load is greater
than 0.80 T„ but less than 1.05 T» the ten¬

gineer. In the former

observed,
week, based

a period
daily read¬
ings. A safe working load may then be
established equal to 62.5% and 50% of
one

this reduced stable load for temporary and
permanent applications, respectively (see
Table V).
If a component of a multi-unit tendon

fails during the stressing stage, a reduced
anchor capacity, in proportion to the num¬
ber of components left, may be agreed with
the

Engineer, unless the individual com¬
ponents have stresses in service which are
below the limits specified. In this situation
it may be possible to upgrade the load in
each

component to compensate to some

Anchor category

es'9n

be required in Britain for a permanent
anchor with a working load of 1 400kN. In
this case each strand would be resisting

for every prestressed anchor. This load is
maintained for a period of not less than
ten minutes to test the anchorage, and is
then reduced to a load of 1.1 Tw.
Between 24 and 48 hours after lock-off,
the tendon is retensioned until the anchor
block just lifts off the permanent load bear¬

RECOMMENDED SAFETY FACTORS AND TEST FORCES IN BRITAIN

Item

extent the loss of the redundant com¬
ponent. For example, a tendon consisting
of 10 No. 15.2mm Dyform strands might

Temporary
(Life < 2 years)

Permanent

62.5% fpu

50% fpu

78% fpu

75% fpu

1.25

1.5

don should be retensioned to 1.10 T* and
then retested 24 hours later. If after three

such retests at 24 hour intervals, the ten¬
don still fails to maintain a load above the

working load it should be condemned and
replaced, or derated as approved by the
Engineer.
In the

case

of tendons which are to be

permanently protected against corrosion by
grouting, they may be grouted after the
24-48 hour test but not later than seven

days after this test. Such fully bonded
tendons are not subjected thereafter to
further tests.
In this connection Parry-Davies (1968)

emphasises the advantages of leaving the
tendon ungrouted over a period of, say, 12
months in order to facilitate tests.
He further reasons that since the working
strain in the tendon is only a small fraction
of the ultimate strain, a generous safety
factor against "catastrophic collapse" is

provided. Since a small extension of the
tendon supporting a basement excavation,
for example, will relieve excess forces
41

build up, the safety of the sys-

hjrh may

1

much, therefore, in the
!,io of actual stress in the tendon to ulti¬
mate stress, but in the ratio actual strain
to

lies not so

ultimate

strain.

Remarks

overloading an anchor to
-ive a measured load safety factor and to
impose a stress history which can improve
subsequent behaviour, is widely appreciThe

value of

estimation of the amount to be expected
should be gauged from test anchors instal¬
led well in advance of full-scale production.

Where test anchor results are not avail¬
able and the rock is of poor or variable

quality, it has been recommended in Britain
that periodic checks of anchor stress
should be carried
out
on
production
anchors

ated.

the interpretation of
load-extension data, however, important
With reference to

in acceptance criteria are ap¬
and clearly use of boundary lines

differences

parent,

which'

reflect permissible discrepancies
must not be employed inflexibly or with¬
out a basic understanding. For example, an
anchor with negligible fixed anchor move¬
ment but which has apparently debonded
along half the fixed anchor might be judged
acceptable. An anchor in which only 80%
of the applied load has seemingly been
transferred to the fixed anchor zone might
also be considered satisfactory. These two
extremes illustrate that ill-considered use of
the extension criteria could be misleading
and potentially dangerous expecially when
considering the corrosion risk (debonding
at tendon interface) or the overall stability
(inadequate load beyond potential failure
plane).
It is suggested that while load-extension
boundary lines are favoured in practice,
care and attention is required in interpre¬
tation. To alleviate problems of interpreta¬
tion, the authors recommend that all pro¬
duction anchors should be subjected to at
one stage of cyclic preloading. The
analyst should then concentrate on the
load-extension plots of the second and any
subsequent load cycles, from which most

least

of the initial non-recoverable movements
have been removed e.g. plate "bedding-in".
In this way, closer correspondence between

theoretical and observed extensions should
be apparent, easing the analysis of anchor

performance.
If discrepancies are still considered sig¬
nificant, on-site discussions are necessary
to decide the
appropriate action, which may
lead to acceptance, derating or replace¬
ment of the anchor,
depending on the cir¬
cumstances and the consequences of fail¬
ure.

Long-term monitoring of selected

production anchors
Long-term monitoring
cess of 24

end acts

over

periods in

ex¬

hours checks service behaviour

as a

control to verify that anchor
Performance is satisfactory. Furthermore,
collection of data relating loss of prestress or creep
displacement to time, type
°f

rock,

and anchor

load

and

Wn

geometry,

improve understanding of the service
ehaviour of anchors and could well lead to

e
refinements in design. In the short
errn, such data establish if overload allow-

act
u

(/'/')

first ten

anchors should

be checked

weekly for one month, then monthly
for the next three months.

(Hi) Subject to satisfactory results after
four

months, 5%

anchors

should

of

be

all

production

checked

at

six

months, and again at 12 months.

test

for the

is satis¬
first

six

months and thereafter at three monthly
intervals if the first monthly test is

satisfactory.
After 12 months, all tendons remaining in
service should be tested at intervals laid
down by the Engineer; in no case should
such intervals exceed six months.
As an alternative to the measurement of
loss of prestress, creep displacement may
be monitored since test results in Germany
and France have indicated that, under con¬

load, the stabilisation of displace¬
of the tendon, the fixed anchor, and
the ground in the vicinity of the fixed
anchor proceeds linearly, when displace¬
ment increments A are plotted against the
logarithm of time. The displacement incre¬

stant

ments

ments

when

increase with increase of load and
the stresses at the fixed anchor/

The permissible variation in anchor load
is usually
0.1
and restressing is only
carried out after careful consideration. For

ground interface approach the ultimate
strength of the ground the displacements

example, in the case of a retaining wall
tied back by several rows of anchors in¬

logarithmic scale.

stalled in a weak shale, loss of prestress
due to consolidation of the shale in the
fixed anchor zone may be observed without

accelerate in relation to time

on

a

semi-

On the basis of these observations
tain authorities clearly consider that

cer¬

the

may be considered stabi¬
lised when, for a constant applied load, the

displacements

sures

displacements are successively smaller, or
that they do not increase more than linearly
when plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale

considers that
although the ground anchor tie-back system
is now a safe and thoroughly tried and
tested method, it is absolutely necessary to
plan a monitoring or control procedure

against time (see "Special test anchors" in
Germany).
In current practice where an attempt
is made to gauge the long-term perform¬
ance, this commonly consists of one lift¬

which will detect possible failures in time.
As a result, periodic monitoring of perman¬
ent anchors for a period of at least ten

off check but the time of observation varies

accompanying movements of the retaining
wall. In these circumstances remedial mea¬
may not be required.
Bureau Securitas (1972)

is compulsory in France.
During the first year, monitoring takes
place at intervals of three months, at six
month intervals in the second year, and
thereafter at yearly intervals. As already
years

indicated, the Bureau classifies anchors ac¬
cording to basic geometry and type of
ground at the fixed anchor. In each cate¬
gory, the minimum number of anchors to

e.g. at 24 hours (Buro, 1972,
Mitchell, 1974), 72 hours (Australian Stand¬
ard, 1973), 7 days (Gosschalk and Taylor,

considerably

1970, Chen and McMullan, 1974) or 28
days (Morris and Garrett, 1956). Certainly
few

production

anchor

checks

are

as

thorough as those executed by McLeod
and Hoadley (1974), all anchors being
checked at 3, 7 and 21 days, and 100 out
of 1 800 by load cell each day for six
months.

be monitored is:

10% of production anchors

(total installed,
1-50)
7% of production anchors (total installed,
51-500)
5% of production anchors (total installed,
over 501)

Remarks
For economic as well as operational
reasons the time involved for the stressing
and control of anchors on a construction
site should be minimised. The question
remains whether it is realistic, or indeed

The Bureau further states that the con¬
trol apparatus must be reliable, simple, and
have an adjustable sensitivity; it need not

possible, to judge the long-term load hold¬
ing capacity of the anchor on the basis of
a short-term test. Although prestress losses

be a measuring device, and a limit device
capable of detecting load losses of between
15 and 25% is adequate. In this connection

due to lock-off, friction and steel relaxation

predictable, the

different types of rock

behaviour of
due to anchor load¬

creep

control

ing is largely unknown. Field experience

apparatus should also be capable of moni¬
toring prestress gains, particularly in the
case of anchors for retaining walls.
In selecting the production anchors to
be observed, the FIP Draft Recommenda¬

indicates that such losses may be signific¬
ant in heavily weathered rock, or fractured
rock with clay infill.

the

authors

would add that the

are

tions

within the anchor
combination of steel relaxation and

3-10 anchors should be monitored, followed

upper threshold of acceptability in practice,
but these figures are rather arbitrary and

,or preep (see "Service behaviour of

It would seem that the South African
Code "Lateral support in surface excava¬
tion" (1972) recommends the most rigor¬

Long-term losses

.

follows:

factory.
(r'v) Monthly intervals

A prestress loss of up to 5% in 24
hours or a creep displacement of up to
4mm in 72 hours has been used as an

load' jjPP'
iedadequate
t0 the working
load at initial
are
and realistic.
due

as

The load in all anchors should be
checked 24 hours after stressing to
provide an early warning of load loss,
if any. This check applies to tempor¬
ary and permanent anchors.
On a large contract where the con¬
sequences of failure are severe, the

(/')

satisfactory.

(JTP) One month if the 7 day"

to

a

uctl0n anchors"). The relaxation

ns,ICs °f prestressing steel

turerV'1^ rea<^'y available from

3r|.LS' Ss's known

are

charwell

manufac-

about creep in rock
format- systems largely because basic intribuf '°n re9arci'n9 the magnitude and diszone °n °' stresses 'n the fixed anchor
Wea,h ls not available. Nevertheless, in
infill c6reeP r0C^ or fractured rock with clay
losses
may be

significant and

an

(1973) indicate that for "extended
acceptance" tests, an initial number of

by

a

ous

percentage

of all others—usually 10%.

approach at the present time, namely

anchor should be tested at the
following intervals after stressing unless it
is to be permanently protected against cor¬
rosion by grouting:
(i) Not less than 24 hours and not more
that each

than 48 hours.

(//')

Seven days if the 24/48 hour test is

regarded as provisional.
Only when creep losses are monitored
over long periods for a variety of anchor
loads and geometries, and for a wide
range of classified rock types, will an ac¬
curate predictive capacity be available. In
the meantime, therefore, it is recommended
that periodic checks of anchor stress or
creep displacement should be carried out
on anchors whenever possible, and every
effort should be made to publish the field
should be

data obtained in the form

of

case

histories.

Special test anchors
In cases where there is no prior expen¬
se of anchoring in a particular rock,

should be carried out to opti¬
design assumptions, and also
to pinpoint any important practical con¬
siderations relating to construction and
stressing. In rocks susceptible to creep,
the duration of the test should be sufficient
special tests

mise or check

establish a safe working load for

mini¬

to permit assessment of an
overload allowance or restressing pro¬
mal creep, or

gramme to
all rocks an
these

accommodate creep losses. In
attempt should be made to test

anchors to failure so that actual

safety factors can
It is

be determined.

interesting to note that Stefanko

(1964) use the terms

Cruz

and de la

"Dynamic" and "Static" when summaris¬
ing types of test, as follows:
(i)

Dynamic: progressive and continual

loading of the anchor until failure is
induced. Such tests provide data on
the ultimate capacity of certain ele¬

grout/tendon bond or rock
/grout bond, and usually these ulti¬
ments e.g.

values are simply factored to pro¬
vide suitable working parameters. In
mate

Europe such tests are referred to as
"basic" or "suitability" tests, and they
must be carried out on specially in¬
stalled anchors which will not sub¬

sequently be employed in service.
(ii) Static: load-time relationships are de¬
termined to investigate the anchorage
effectiveness. Such "decay" tests are
more time-consuming and costly, and
are not yet as widely conducted as
would appear
advisable. Anchors
undergoing this type of test can be
used as production anchors if required.
In Germany, the basic suitability of any
ground anchor system is ascertained from
basic tests

on

at

least three

anchors

in

recognised types of ground (DIN 4125:
1972). The construction, testing and sub¬
sequent excavation of the anchors must
be monitored by a recognised professional

institution which also classifies the ground.

Approximately

one

stressing is carried
placements

are

week after grouting,
anchor dis¬

out and top

measured from

a

remote

datum for different loads above the initial

seating load

(T0 > 0.1 T,). Proceeding

from this initial value T„, load increments
equivalent to 0.15 T„ are applied until fail¬
ure, or until the yield stress of the tendon
is reached (Fig. 18a). After the load in¬
crement equal to 0.3 T„ and thereafter at
each successive higher load increment, the
tendon is unloaded to T„ to provide data
on permanent displacements, and to enable
calculation of the effective free length of
the tendon. The top anchorage displace¬
ments occurring at loads below T„ are not

unloading operation dis¬
placements are observed under constant
load in non-cohesive soils until the

stop,

but for

move¬

at least five minutes.

At 0.6 T» the load is held for 15 minutes
and the associated displacement Ai is
noted (Fig. 18b). At 0.9 T„ the observation
time

is

increased

to

at

least

one

hour

(associated displacement = A2). In co¬
hesive soils the observations at 0.6 T„ and
0.9 T„ are continued until the displacement
during the last two hours is less than
0.2mm. If the working load (T„) is less
than 0.6 T„ the maximum applied test load
should be at least 1.5
(observation
time at least 1 hour), and the working load
(T„) should be applied for at least 15
minutes.
All applied

loads

should

measured with the aid of

ideally

be

load cells, and

the displacements via dial gauges accurate
to 0.01mm.

During the basic test the actual shape,
length and character of the complete
anchorage is determined by excavation
after the stressing stage. Particular atten¬
tion is paid to the grout-tendon interface
and central position of the tendon in the
grouted fixed anchor zone.
On plotting the load-displacement results,
the measured displacements at the top
anchorage are divided as for acceptance
test analysis into elastic (A.) and perman¬
ent (A,) portions (Fig. 18). For a specific
anchor load (Point X) as shown in Fig. 18a,
the total displacement is A, with an elastic
component A„, end permanent displace¬
ment A*p. In Fig. 18b the elastic and per¬
manent components of displacement are
plotted for each load increment, and the
failure load is readily observed as being
0.94 Tt. However in this case, the upper
load limit specified might be 0.9 T„, if this

Theoretical Elastic Line

at

Top Anchorage M

Elastic

Displacement

Permanent

free and

fixed

anchor

chosen for

jected

a

to three

contract must also be

suitability tests

sub¬

the con¬
struction site, if the local ground is differ¬
at

ent to that of the basic test, or if the dril¬

ling procedure or borehole diameter is sub¬
stantially different from the basic test. In
contrast

to

anchors in
vated after

the basic tests however, the

suitability
stressing.

tests

are

not exca¬

For permanent soil anchors in Germany
(Draft DIN 4125: 1974) the basic tests are
similar to those already described for tem¬
porary anchors with the following varia¬
tions.
The tensile load is applied in the stages
specified in Table VI commencing at T„.
When each stage of loading has been
reached, the load is subsequently reduced
to To, so that elastic and permanent dis¬
placements can be judged.
The anchors should be stressed to 0.9 T„
if the failure load of the grouted fixed
anchor is not reached at an earlier stage.
In order to determine the limit load for
minimal or acceptable creep (Tt), the dis¬

placement must be measured under con¬
loading prior to the removal of each
load e.g. after 1, 3, 5, 10 and 30 minutes,
and recorded as shown in Fig. 18c. The
required minimum observation periods are
shown in Table VI but these periods can
be extended if necessary until the trends
are clear and the creep K A related to the
displacement of the anchor, can be deter¬
mined. In addition, it is recommended that
if the creep is greater than 1mm for a
course grained soil, then the longer ministant

Displacement

la]

-.

'9-

observed

lengths. In the case of the observed free
length, the curve of the elastic displace¬
ment A, (Fig. 18b) should lie between the
boundary lines (a) and (b) (see "Accept¬
ance testing").
It is noteworthy that any anchor system

Observation Time (minutes)
0
15
60

^Boundary a

Displacement

the maximum load step at which the

displacements under constant load clearly
stabilised during the observation period.
If the upper load limit is not reached in
the basic test, the largest test load applied
is taken as the upper limit, but never
greater than T„.
Following the basic test a report is pro¬
duced which describes fully the ground
conditions, anchor characteristics and stres¬
sing results. The upper load limit is quoted
for the

measured.
Before each

ments

was

'8.

Stressing programme

for basic

or

suitability tests

(after DIN 4125-1972)
43

Period of Observation

Time(min)

Symbol

10
30
60

°

End of Test

■o

0.75TG

_§ 0.65Te
a>

0.55Tg

1 0.45Tg

Displacement at'Top Anchorage
End of Test

(b)
PERMANENT
ANCHORS

Displacement at Top Anchorage
Fig. 19 (left). Method for the determination of Ka
(after Draft DIN 4125-1974)

2

3

A

5

Fig. 21 (above). Stressing programmes in soils where anchor

Creep Displacement(mm)
mum

behaviour is known

observation periods for

soils should be adopted.
In accordance with Fig.
K a is calculated as follows

fine grained

19, the creep

(after Bureau Securitas, 1972)

load cycles
(range—0.3 T„ to 0.6 t,) and the exten¬

anchor is subjected to twenty
sion
must

at

the maximum and minimum loads

be measured at least after every

five

cycles. Pauses for observation of exten¬
At

KA =

should not be included for inter¬
mediate cycles. Subsequently, the load is
reduced to t0, then increased to 0.6 T, with

sions

-

-

...

(1)

log t,/t,
The values of k a are evaluated at differ¬
ent stages
of loading and recorded as
shown in Fig. 20, and by definition the
limit force Tt corresponds to a creep Ka
of 2mm. After this stage of the test, the

appropriate observation period.
similar approach is applied to the
suitability tests on the construction site,
where it is specified that the tests should
an

A

be carried out in the most unfavourable
soil conditions. The loading stages are
shown in Table VI with the basic observa¬
tion periods. Subsequently, twenty load

cycles (range—0.5
to 1.0T«.) are car¬
Only when these rigorous tests
have been completed satisfactorily, is the
ried out.

permanent service load locked-off.
In both the basic and suitability tests
the maximum permissible load specified for
the anchor is the smallest of the follovying
values:

(/)

T»/1.75 (T,

=

guaranteed yield str¬

ength of the tendon),

(//) Tt! 1.75 (7/

=

failure of the bonded

anchor), and
(Hi) Tit/1.50 (Tt = limit force for creep
3> 2mm according to equation (7)
fixed

above.

0.8Xr

0 02TW

1.0TW

O.ATw

Tensile Load
Fig. 20. Method for the
limit force Tk

determination of

(after Draft DIN 4125-1974)

basic test anchors as detailed
by Bureau Securitas (1972) are categorised
by geometry and ground type, and the
minimum number of test anchors is related
to the number of production anchors in one
In France,

category, as

shown in Table VII.

STAGES AND OBSERVATION PERIODS FOR BASIC AND

TABLE VI. LOAD

CONSTRUCTION SITE SUITABILITY TESTS (after Draft
Minimum

Stage of loading
Basic test
T. > 0.1 7,

Suitability tests*
To > 0.2 r„

DIN 4125: 1974)

period of observation

Coarse grained
soils

Fine grained

30 min

End of
Test

soils

0.30 T,

0.40 Ty,

15 min

0.45 Ty

0.80 Ty,

15 min

30 min

0.60 T y

1.00 Ty

1 hour

2 hours

0.75 Ty

1.20 Ty,

1 hour

3 hours

0.90 Ty

1.50 Ty,

2 hours

24 hours

♦If the working load is not known at the time of the test or the upper limit load is uncertain, it is
recommended that smaller load stages should be selected

&

TABLE VII. MINIMUM NUMBER OF TEST
ANCHORS RELATED TO NUMBER OF
PRODUCTION ANCHORS
(alter Bureau Securitas. 1972)

test

In order to eliminate from the start para¬
sitical movements such as tendon slack and

plate "bedding-in", two successive load
cycles are recommended (Table VIII) with
pauses only to record the extensions. On
completion of the second loading cycle,
stressing is carried out in stages, with ob¬
servation periods under constant load at
each stage to permit creep observations.
At each of the stages, displacement
measurements are taken every 30 seconds
during the first two minutes, every minute
between the second and tenth minutes, and
every two minutes thereafter. After the one
hour observation period at 0.9 7„ the load
is removed completely in stages and then
reapplied in stages up to the lock-off load
with pauses only for displacement read¬
ings. Allowing for lock-off losses, the initial

No. of

No. of

anchors

production anchors

2

1—

200
500

3

201—

4

501—1 000

5

'1 001—2 000

6

2 001—4 000

7

4 001—8 000

As an example, if a project involves 500
anchors, of which 300 are inclined and 200
are vertical, then two categories are
pre¬
sent, based on geometry. If, in addition it
is known that 200 are inclined into gravel,
100 are inclined into clay, and all the ver¬
tical anchors are installed in clay, then a
total of three categories must be recog¬
nised as follows:
200 inclined/gravel—2 test anchors
100 inclined/clay —2 test anchors
200 vertical/clay —2 test anchors

envisaged. This

concerns the method

of

con¬

struction and anchor
geometry although it

|larger
s accepted that the tendon
to

can be of
capacity to permit a high test load
verify a high safety factor or possibly

induce failure of the
grouted fixed anchor.
For ground where
previous anchoring
nowledge is available and there is no risk

.■ureep'
»le with

Bureau

states that it is pos-

confidence

to

load

ifCnncU-? t0a"dt'1e0.60
ant'c'Pated

the

test

working load

»
T, for temporary and
remanent anchors,
respectively (Figs. 21a

TABLE VIII. RECOMMENDED

residual load must not be lower than 0.80

Ty and 0.65 7, for temporary and perman¬
ent anchors, respectively, to accommodate
tendon relaxation and ground creep.

After
reapplied and the in¬
crement of top anchorage displacement to
regain the initial residual load is monitored.
This displacement should be less than 4mm.
The anchor is then unloaded completely
prior to a final stressing operation where
72 hours the load is

Bureau Securitas states that the test
anchors must be similar to the
categories
of the production anchors

requirement

the load is increased in load increments as
before until failure occurs or the exten¬
sion of the steel tendon is equal to 150%
of the extension at the 0.1 % proof stress

(Fig. 22). The test is now complete and
the load is reduced to zero before the
anchor is abandoned.
Where the ground conditions are not
prior experience of anchoring in
the ground does not exist failure may
occur at a load below 0.9 Ty. In these cir¬
known,

LOAD INCREMENTS AND PERIODS OF OBSERVATION

0.30 T,
0.45 7,
0.55 7,
065 T,

0-75 7,

es=

Permanent anchors
Period of
observation

Third load

^i^__cycle
0.157,

(after Bureau Securitas, 1972)

anchors

Load increment

Jiaitwo

or

cumstances the maximum test loads for
the first three load cycles which are carried
out without pauses are lower (see Figs.

FOR BASIC TEST ANCHORS

Temporary

b). 7, is the elastic limit of the tendon
equivalent to 83.5% fpu.

and

(minutes)

Load increment
Initial two

Third load

Period of
observation

cycle

(minutes)

0.15 7,

10

0.15 7,

0.15 7,

10

0.30 Ty

10

0.30 Ty

0.30 Ty

10

0.45 Ty

10

0.45

0.45 Ty

10

0.55 Ty

30

0.55 Ty

0.55 Ty

30

0.65 7,

30

0 60 7,

0.60 7,

30

0.75 Ty

30

0.65 Ty

30

0 90

60

0.75 Ty

30

0.90

60

Ty

load cycles, there
is

no

pause

load

cycles*

Ty

Ty

other than that necessary for the recording of extension data

Extension (%)
Fig, 22. Typical stress-strain curve for
prestressing steel (after Bureau Securitas, 1972)
23a &

b). During these three cycles, dis¬
placement measurements are taken each
time the load is changed by 0.05 Ty. With
regard to creep or relaxation losses mea¬
sured over 72 hours, the initial residual
loads locked-off are 0.85 70 and 0.7 7, for
temporary and permanent anchors, respec¬
tively. If the displacement required to re¬
gain the initial residual load is less than
4mm, then the test proceeds as already
described. If however, the displacement is
greater than 4mm indicating creep of the
grouted fixed anchor, a second 72 hour
check is carried out (Fig. 23c). If the dis¬
placement now required to regain the init¬
ial residual load is less than 1mm, the test
may

proceed

as

already described. If how¬

the creep displacement exceeds 1mm,
the Engineer may continue the present test
or order a second test anchor and repeat
the test but with a lock-off load at least
30% lower. It is important to note that the
Bureau Securitas recognises that the figures
of 4mm and 1mm are rather arbitrary and
ever

should be regarded as

provisional values

only.
at

If failure of the first test anchor occurs
load 7, during one of the intermediate

test stages, tensioning of the second or
subsequent anchors should follow the prin¬
ciple illustrated in Fig. 24 for temporary
anchors. The basic approach is identical to
that already described in Figs. 21 & 23 but

this time the load increments are related
to 7, and not 7,.
With regard to the scatter of results, if
all test anchors fail in the fixed anchor
zone or the test is stopped due to exces¬
sive extension, the ultimate loads should
not differ by more than 30%, with respect
to the smallest ultimate load. Where the

is above this figure, a rigorous an¬
alysis of the reasons is necessary.
The maximum working load is specified
equivalent to 0.67 Tmin and 0.50 Tmin for
temporary and permanent anchors, respec¬
tively (Tmin = minimum ultimate load for
test anchors). If none of the test anchors
fails, the maximum working load must not
exceed 0.75 7, and 0.60 Ty for temporary
and permanent anchors, respectively. These
working loads can only be applied of
scatter

course

creep

to

test

anchor results where the

displacement criteria already des¬

cribed have also been satisfied.
The Czech Draft Code (1974) relates to
45

Period of Observation

Time(min)

Symbol

10
30
60

v

Period of Observation

o

°

of Test

Time(min)

Symbol

10
30
60

o
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(a)
TEMPORARY
ANCHORS

«

.

E20 ,c)
l72h~lPossibly

§ 0.65Te

°-55T3

0.70T

| 0.45Tg
I 0.30Tg
0.15TG

Displacement at Top Anchorage

Displacement at Top Anchorage

of Test

Period of Observation

Time(min)

Symbol

*0
0
°

0.60Tg

(b)
PERMANENT
ANCHORS

>•601!

Displacement at Top Anchorage

w

0.50Ti

0.40T)

Fig. 23 fa & b), (above). Stressing programmes in soils where
anchor behaviour is not known, (c), (above right), Stressing
programme where creep replacement is excessive

0.30Ti
0.20Ti
O.IOT1

(after Bureau Securitas, 1972)

0
Fig. 24 (right). Temporary anchors: stressing programme for the
second test anchor after failure of the first at load T,
(after Bureau Securitas, 1972)
both DIN 4125 (1972) and Bureau Secur¬
itas (1972). A basic anchor test is recom¬
mended for each type of anchor which in¬

cludes subsequent excavation. No details
are provided however on
acceptance cri¬
teria related
ment. It is

load or creep displace¬
noteworthy however that a
prime objective of the basic tests is to con¬
firm design
safety factors of 1.5 and 1.6 for
to test

temporary and

permanent

tively.

anchors respec¬

In

the case of ground where anchor
behaviour is unknown, the FIP Draft Recom¬
mendations (1973) suggest special long-

Displacement at Top Anchorage

bearing component of the ultimate load
is ascertained, if failure is achieved at the

ground/grout interface, by plotting the fail¬
ure
load against fixed anchor length. In
addition to establishing actual factors of
safety, the validity of empirical design
rules

can

be checked.

assessing the suitability of a pro¬
posed anchor system for a contract the
minimum data required from test anchors
on the construction site are shown in Fig.
25. In current practice the number of test
anchors usually ranges from one to three.
When

erm

acceptable practice but monitoring the
of the fixed anchor and the
P
anchorage
is also recommended to
'
itate analysis of anchor behaviour. No
specific guidance is
provided by FIP on
instance
criteria
in
relation to these
long-term tests
In order to

'^placements

0f
I,

Q

P

tion

'
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prestress

24 hours, say.

The fixed

nnd '°r

anchor

length

particularly if the production anchors are
The test anchor is then locked-off at
and left for at least 24

is

3 particular ground condi¬

anc'10r Position

an

estimate of

a9mtude of the side shear and end-

situation it is considered that for the value
7t shown, 7«. should have a value less than
7, in order to minimise loss of prestress

subjected to cyclic loading.

a particular type
a minimum of three test anchors

,enVecomnnended in Britain (Little-

m

over

optimise the design
vcoiyn and
anu convui i-

inh,

tio

Loss of

l0n °' anchors in
'

this

stressed, the load-extension graph

en

r

or permanent, respectively, since
will represent the normal load test
(71) in practice. After an observation

porary

period of five minutes the anchor is debeing
plotted for the full cycle. On restressing to
Ti, the load at the cross-over point Tx is
noted if additional fixed anchor displace¬
ment is required to mobilise 7,. In this

tests using restressable top anchorage
eads. Where it is
necessary to observe
e variation
of load over a period of time,
'Pbecks or the use of load cells is

Strnrtl

Assuming that the basis of the production
anchor design is to be checked before the
contract, then the tendon strength at 80%
fpu should be sufficient to test the anchor
to give a measured safety factor of 2, or
in the case of ground susceptible to creep,
the safety factor may be in the range 2.5
to 4.0 depending on duration of service.
The anchor is first loaded incrementally
up to 1.25 7„ or 1.5 7„, depending on
whether the production anchors are tem¬

Displacement at top anchorage
Fig. 25. Minimum stressing programme
test

anchors

for

(after Littlejohn, 1970)

hours to

T,,

measure

loss of prestress. Thereafter, the duration
of the test should be as long as possible
since it serves to indicate whether creep
of the anchor is likely to be serious during
service. The test anchor is finally stressed
to

failure,

or

80% fpu, in

an

attempt to

actual factor of safety of the
addition, the ultimate bond
values attained at the ground/grout and
arout/tendon interfaces, respectively, are
compared with the values assumed in debijsh the

es

In

bor.

sign.
During the second loading
f, the load-extension curve

cycle up to

should com¬
with the theoretical extension
length of the tendon. Bear¬
ing in mind the known sources of error in
materials and measurements (see Part 3—
pare closely
due to the free

Stressing), British engineers normally ac¬
cept a discrepancy of ± 5% between ob¬
served and calculated results. Where dis¬
crepancies approach =fc 10% a detailed
examination of the results is undertaken to
more fully interpret and explain the ob¬
served behaviour.
Remarks
The major advantages of test anchors
may not be fully appreciated at present,
but it is important to note that these tests
can

provide:

(/) confirmation of specified safety fac¬
tors (in the case of test anchors taken
failure, the validity

of empirical
design rules can be verified since ulti¬
mate values are determined),
(/'/') a check on the suitability of the pro¬
posed anchor system for the construc¬
to

tion site,

(///') advance

warning

of

construction

difficulties, and
a predictive capacity concerning timedependent phenomena, where the test
loading is observed over a significant
period of time.
A survey of the most influential recom¬
mendations reveals no general agreement

(iv)

the number of anchors to be tested, but
it would appear that a minimum of three
precontract anchors should be tested for
each geotechnically distinct rock
type like¬
on

ly to be encountered on site. One test
anchor in each group should have sufficient
strength of tendon to fail, or at least test
severely, the bond at the rock/grout inter¬
face.
The time and expense involved in test
anchor programmes warrants careful planring, execution and analysis, otherwise the
potential

advantages above will not be fully
realised. In this respect the value of prac¬
tical

guidelines, agreed nationally or inter¬
nationally, cannot be over-emphasised.

Monitoring of the

Monitoring the complete anchor/rock/
structure system can improve basic under¬
standing of anchor behaviour and act as
quality

control

by checking that the oversolution adopted is satisactory during service. This form of monir|ng covers the behaviour of the struc-

engineering

diuVi

r°n ^ mass anc' anc'lors<

whether in-

°r 'n 9rouPS' ancf facilitates study
twoeen
8 Sj1°rt
an<^ 'on9-tsrm interaction bedifferent
of th

P'ete system.

components of the

com-

imon'S
°' mon't°ring is particularly
StaL|l1ant 'n excavation engineering e.g.
it j 'lsatlon of opencast pit slopes, where
havjnf vanta9eous to observe overall betion
"°n

r,Uf
ttle ancf'ored
proceeds.

slope

as excava-

eSy'

m0nitoring of overall behaviour
Pfactic nsive anc' tlrne consuming and in
operatiQ maV' be restricted to major mining
Ptoiecr=nS
Prest'gious civil engineering
is

studies :
Patina
fects be

^evertheless.

t

stress losses and therefore residual loads
to be

Introduction
This final section deals with the
longbehaviour of rock anchors in service,

term

with

particular reference to the load-retain¬
ing characteristics of anchors for periods in
of 24

hours

after final stressing.
research has
been conducted into this aspect of rock
anchors, despite its important bearing on
various fundamental aspects of
design,
excess

Disproportionately little field

stressing and testing. This dearth of data—
including attempts to correlate anchor per¬
formance up to, and after, the first 24 hours
of service— is due partly to the fact
that the potential yield of such results is
not

fully and widely appreciated, and partly

the time and expense required to set up
and pursue a programme of
long-term

to

monitoring.
This lack of knowledge exists despite
the fact that all engineers associated with
anchor contracts have a responsibility to be
concerned with long-term behaviour and
would benefit from such information. For

example, the designer would be able to
"feed back" performance data collected
during service into future designs and
thereby optimise such parameters as over¬
load allowances and safety factors. Like¬
wise a prospective client could be accur¬
ately and confidently informed by the con¬
sulting engineer of how the anchors in¬
stalled at his expense would perform after
installation. Furthermore the presence of a
comprehensive "data bank" would permit
engineers to judge at an early stage whe¬
ther anchors being monitored were, in fact,
acting satisfactorily or in a potentially dan¬
gerous manner. Long-term monitoring also
permits correlation of anchor load fluctua¬
tion and structural movement e.g. the per¬
formance of a diaphragm wall tied at sev¬
eral levels (Saxena, 1974; Littlejohn and
MacFarlane, 1974; and Ostermayer, 1974).
In the following review the authors firstly
discuss information relevant to the relaxa¬
tion and creep properties of steel tendons,
since tendon characteristics alone can be
assessed accurately under controlled test
conditions in the laboratory. In analysing

subsequent field observations, this know¬
ledge can be used to isolate and recognise
other time-dependent variables influencing
the service behaviour of full-scale anchors.

overall anchor rock

structure system

n

SERVICE BEHAVIOUR OF
PRODUCTION ANCHORS

only

by

such

can 'mPortant concepts

verrtiecT" stability and

group ef-

Finally,

a

limited number of

case

records

is presented to illustrate different aspects
of field anchor performance.

Time-dependent behaviour of steel
tendons

Assuming that
relaxation

no

structural movement

creep of the tendon
will result in loss of prestress during ser¬
vice. Relaxation is regarded as the de¬
crease of stress with time while the tendon
occurs,

is

held

under

or

constant

strain,

creep is the change in strain of
with time under constant stress.

whereas

the tendon

Relaxation
According to Antill (1965), both relaxa¬
tion and creep lead to approximately the
same loss of prestress in practice for a
given tendon under constant temperature,
but the computation of such loss from
relaxation

characteristics of the

steel is

preferred by steel manufacturers because
of actual working
conditions in the field of prestressed con¬

of its closer simulation

construction. In this connection, pre¬
stressed rock anchors may be regarded as
a similar application and long-term relaxa¬
tion properties for the tendon permit pre¬
crete

determined in practice.
Details of tendon relaxation have already
been presented in Part 1—Design, of this
review. However, it is relevant at this point
to consider the major conclusions reached
by Antill (1965), Bannister (1959), and

Mihajlov (1968):
(/') Early conceptions that relaxation values
at 1 000 hours are equivalent to ultimate
values are completely erroneous. Currently,

long-term relaxation is understood
the stress

to mean

loss

after 100 000 hours, and
Antill (1965) suggests that the ultimate
loss of stress is about twice the loss at
1 000 hours at 20°C, for all common values
of initial stress. In fact, the loss at 100
hours is twice that at 1 hour, 80% of that
at 1 000 hours and 40% of the loss at 30

according to

years,

long-term tests

on

various types of steel.

(/'/') The introduction of "stabilised" wire
and strand has reduced load losses from
5-10% in ordinary stress relieved steel, to

1.5%

75%

at

mate tensile

GUTS (= guaranteed ulti¬
strength) and 20°C.

(Hi) The rate of load relaxation increases
rapidly with temperatures above 20° C.
(/V) The rate of relaxation varies with the
initial stress, the actual rate being a func¬
tion of the type of steel. Relaxation from
initial stresses up to 50% GUTS may be
considered negligible in practice.
In fact for initial stresses greater than
0.55 fy the relationship is

f,

log t

—

f,
where f,

=

fi

=

fu

—

t

=

=

1-

fs
(—-0.55)

10
f„
residual stress after time t

initial

stress.

0.1 % proof stress at working
conditions and temperatures,
and,
time in hours after application
of initial stress

(v) With initial stresses of 70% GUTS,
restressing at 1 000 hours reduces the
amount

of

ultimate

relaxation to

almost

one-quarter of its normal value and for
initial stresses of 80% GUTS the reduction
is about one half. Insufficient information is
available at present to permit firm con¬
clusions with respect to the effect of re-

stressing at 100 hours.
(vi) An unduly high order of accuracy in
determining relaxation losses is often not
warranted since the significant parameter
in practice is the residual stress in the ten¬
don.

(v/7) Deliberate temporary overloading of
the tendons (for a short period of time e.g.
2-10 min.) at the time of initial stressing,
in order to reduce future relaxation losses
by disposing'of the rapid initial relaxation,
is thought to be generally beneficial and a
particular advantage in the case of strand.
However,

the

reduction

sequence in stabilised
long term relaxation loss
in any case.

is of little

con¬

strand where the
is not appreciable

(v/7/) A feature of importance in the field
is the effect of the design of strand jacks
upon the relaxation behaviour of the pre¬
stressed strand. The tendency of strand to
"unwind" under load has been discussed

by Bannister (1959): it arises from the pre¬
of a torsional component approxi¬
mating to 10% of the load applied to the
tendon. The presence of this component
would appear to have a marked effect upon
sence

relaxation losses and in tests
strand

on

12.7mm

(Duckfield, 1964), the relaxation at

1 000 hours was found to be of the order
of about 5% and 8% with and without
47

torsional

"ctical

restraint, respectively. Hence, for

purposes, those jacks designed
key way or other device to prevent

th a

during stressing may

rotation
Creep

.

Creep

intrinsically more difficult to

is

experimentally

theorise upon, or measure

field. The phenomenon of creep

the

in

be preferred.

(fluage) in steel is, however, discussed by
Fenoux and Portier (1972).
As a result of precise experiments aug¬
mented by the findings of other authors,
they conclude that
(a) The creep rate a(F) increases over the
range 0-30% GUTS, is constant to the
(68% GUTS
and then in¬
creases rapidly at higher loads.
(b) The amount of creep can be repre¬
sented by an equation of the form:
creep at time t after lock-off = a(F)
limit of proportionality
the case studied),

in

practice.
In the following examples, the relevance
of such allowances may be readily judged.
Much of the early published data relates
to the prestressing of dams and in the

particular
founded

of raising existing dams
good quality rock, where the

case

on

is

structure

"old

and

worked",

Parker

(1958) advises that no allowance is neces¬
sary for creep and shrinkage in the con¬
crete. Loss of prestress with time, there¬
fore, is only due to tendon relaxation. In
this connection, Walther (1959) describes
the performance of VSL anchors at the
Luzzone Dam. In particular, for a 1 OOOkN

anchor (fixed anchor length = 3.20m,
diameter = 90mm), the loss in prestress
over 3 500 hours was 4%—"virtually ex¬

actly that which had been anticipated from

B

-

Buttress No.

T

-

Tendon load

15

20

(kN)

N- No. of tendons in buttress and

that

creep does not terminate with time,
but no indication of' a practical time
limit for stabilisation
or
negligible

(1961) have estimated that load loss is
primarily due to creep in the concrete of
the dam and only secondarily to tendon

L-Length of tendon from top to

log t.
Fenoux

&

Portier

point

out

creep is provided.
(c) Values of a(F) appear independent
of steel type for stresses less than the
limit of proportionality.
To illustrate the importance of creep for
a test stress near the limit of proportion¬
ality, Fenoux & Portier have stated that
the creep in 2 minutes is 0.2mm/m of free

length.
It is further shown that the relation
between creep and relaxation rates, under
identical conditions, is of the form
where

p(F)
/3(F)

= E x a(F)
is the rate of relaxation, and

E

is the elastic modulus of
the tendon.

Field observations
To illustrate the importance of the
phenomena causing load loss, the authors

have assembled some of the better docu¬
mented case histories. Generally, however,
the type and quality of the
scanty data
published to date relating to long-term be¬
haviour are
disappointing. For instance, it
is intuitive to
suppose that rock type is
a
major influence on anchor performance,
yet little information on relevant rock
pro¬

perties, other than

the geological name,
is
commonly supplied in case histories.
For example, Schwarz
(1972) monitored
the behaviour of
many anchors at frequent
intervals over seven months in
Stuttgart
ut

although he presented comparisons of
anchor performance in
lithologically distinct
orizons, no relevant rock properties were
detailed.

It would
appear that

available
for

'mary

little

guidance is

Code level. PCI (1974) affirms
most rock anchor
applications, the
at

time-dependent loss is steel relaxa'0n7"up 10 3% in seven days dependent
a

type of steel, and the South African

losses.

They computed that

an

ultimate

prestress loss of 9% was possible—com¬
pared to an allowance of 10% at the Allt-

na-Lairige Dam, where the anchors were
installed in fissured granite.
Eberhardt & Veltrop (1965) conclude the
the 24 hour load check is much too soon
check "one significant possible source
of stress loss; namely shrinkage and creep
of the concrete". They estimate ultimate
load losses to be of the order

to

2.0%
3.6%
Steel creep
1.0%
but overload by 10%, to cover the worst
possible case.
Thompson (1969) describes six test
BBRV anchors (fixed anchor length = 9m,
diameter = 152mm) as detailed in Table
IX, at the John Hollis Bankhead Dam, Ala¬
Concrete-creep
Concrete shrinkage

bama.
The

relatively high load loss in anchor 6

is ascribed to its shorter length causing the
fixed anchor to intersect the lower of two
0.6m thick coal seams in the sandstone—
shale sequence. Thompson claims that
some

seams

crushing in
could

one or both of the coal
for the higher loss.

account

The longest record of prestress loss avail¬
able is that from Cheurfas Dam, the salient

summarised in Table X.
consisting of a
grouted borehole (250mm dia.) with two
under-reams (370mm dia.) was formed in
10m of yellow sandstone, overlain by about
points of which

The

4m

fixed

are

anchor zone,

of fossiliferous limestone

and

under¬

lain by marl.
A claim by

Khaova et al (1969) that the
long-term load loss was due principally to
corrosion of the tendons has proved un¬
founded (Portier, 1974).
Gosschalk & Taylor (1970)
ous

aspects

of 2 740kN

describe vari¬
(fixed

anchors

OF ANCHOR LOAD WITH TIME FOR SELECTED ANCHORS AT THE
JOHN HOLLIS BANKHEAD DAM, ALABAMA (after Thompson, 1969)

^nf?10r

included in envelope.
centre of fixed
variations

^ree

Initial

35

3336

206mm

3336

35

3363

205mm

3278

35

3278

206mm

3220

Total

Residual

Length (m) load (kN) extension load (kN)

35

3336

214mm

3278

35

3363

210mm

3336

29

3363

217mm

3163

elapsed

Load
loss

(kN)

% Load

loss

0

0

18 hrs

85

2.5

19 hrs

58

1.8

58

1.7

16 hrs

31 hrs
5 & 10
5 & 10

(after Gosschalk and Taylor, 1970)

TABLE X. RECORD OF PRESTRESS LOSS
FOR CHEURFAS DAM

Years after

Amount of loss

stressing

(kN)

3

408
449
459
561

6

9
18

% Loss

4
4.4

4.5
5.5

anchor length
installed
in

5-6.5m, diameter = 140mm)
quartzite at Muda Dam,
Malaysia. The stressing procedure involved
stressing to 3 030kN, followed by two com¬
plete load—unload cycles. The residual load
was measured at seven days, and was
found to have dropped by up to 450kN.
Restressing to 3 030kN resulted in all loads
being above 2 887kN three days later. Sub¬
sequently 25% of the anchors were moni¬
tored, and were found to have "remained
fairly steady" as shown in Fig. 26. Mea¬
sured settlements of the anchorage blocks
at service were considered negligible.
The long-term performance of anchors
designed for service in other applications
has also been briefly recorded.
Comte (1965) describes 1 250kN BBRV
anchors in very variable fissured argillace¬
ous schist in the Nendaz Cavern and re¬
corded losses of 4-8%—-notably less than
the 10%> margin allowed. The greater part
of this loss was found to occur in the very

early stages of a five year period of obser¬
vation.
In the

course

of stressing two test an¬

(fixed anchor length 6m, diameter =
99mm), Barron et al (1971) subjected one
to three loading cycles prior to lock-off,
whereas the other was loaded directly to
the lock-off load. Both were installed in

jointed
which

Time

anchor [ml

Fiy. 26. Envelopes of tendon load

chors

TABLE IX. LOSS

48

10

test

relaxation losses".
For new dams, Zienkiewicz and Gerstner

x

a

Code (1972) recommends locking-off an
overload of 10%> as "an allowance for re¬
laxation and creep" similar to British

granite,
was

27

0.8

days

200

6.0

mass

(0.15 ± 0.04 X 10+4 N/mm2) than for
the material 6.3 x 10+4N/mm2).
The load on the first anchor remained
stable throughout the observation period,
whereas this stable state was only achieved

after marked loss in
(Fig. 27). This difference in
behaviour was ascribed to "time-dependent
behaviour of the rock under load, causing
closing of fissures etc". They concluded
that it is advisable to precycle the load up
in the second anchor

the first week

days

the elastic modulus of

40-50 times less for the

Remarks

140

The

quality and accuracy of information
on the time-dependent behaviour
of steel tendons would appear to be wholly
published

135

suitable for application to rock anchor sys¬

^Anchor N°4-lnitial Load=133.8kN
(Length of Tendon =59.5m)
Not cycled before lock-off

130

tems.

On the other hand, the authors find that
few long-term records of actual field
behaviour provide sufficient data about an¬
chor load and geometry, and rock classifica¬
tion. One important consequence is that
too

125

-

! 120

optimum overload allowances

V

8 115

determined
losses.

-

-Anchor N°1-lnitial Load

=

119.5kN

f< 110

loading

20

'A.

210
3

100

®

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In the field of rock anchors the

quality
workmanship during construction greatly
influences subsequent performance of the

K-10

of

"

-20

2

1

3

4

5

10

6

Time (months)

Fig. 27. Comparison of anchor performance with time
Z 133

132
131

(after Barron et al, 1971)

expected, normally 5-10%, but occasionally
up to 20%.

1

—

0

One of the most informative case his¬
tories has been published by Hutchinson

(1970). Six

ID

UD

cD

Ol

of anchors were installed
into Upper Chalk on the Isle of Thanet to
stabilise a cliff face (Fig. 29a). With a
factor of safety on the ultimate chalk-grout
bond (0.5N/mm2) of 3.75, the fixed anchor
lengths ranged from 5-8m (hole diameter
102mm) to provide working loads from

O

Time (months)

rows

=

1. Initial reading.
2. Designed load.

(132.7 t)

3. Theoretical tendon relaxation
4. Actual anchor performance.
5. Lowest load recorded.

curve.

Fig. 28. Performance of
anchor

one

time was 14% in one of the upper rows of
anchors (in the poorest quality chalk). Load

its maximum level for several cycles, in
to minimise load loss after lock-off.
There would appear to be a temperature
effect on the apparent load—but this could

to

order

be due to the
susceptibility of the load cells
to temperature
variation.
Moschler and Matt (1972) presented
data on the performance of a 1 330kN VSL
anchor (fixed anchor length
4.50m) after
test loading to 1 725kN in fractured calcare¬
ous schist in the Waldeck
Cavern. This is
shown in Fig. 28, in which the theoretical
steel relaxation curve is also
plotted.
As noted
previously, one of the largest
scale anchor performance
programmes described (McLeod & Hoadley,
1974) involved

'be placement of
load cells under 100
=

76mm)

an¬

'est load of
1.4T„.
Of the
results considered satisfactory,
'be
average load loss after 3-6 months
Was 97«,
but 80% of the anchors had an

average loss of only 5%. The rather higher
apparent losses in the other anchors
On

mum

loss

was

of

16%

was

recorded

in the

uppermost anchor.
Hutchinson considers his data provide a

good correlation between chalk quality and
load loss, and it is noteworthy that in the
good quality chalk, the interfacial safety
factor employed in design was associated
with insignificant creep loss.

anchor. In addition, rock anchors are often

spaced at close centres, and the normal
site investigation programme cannot high¬
light, on such a small scale, subtle varia¬
tions in rock quality which will affect the
behaviour of individual anchors.
As a consequence, it is strongly recom¬
mended that each anchor should be sub¬
an initial proof loading stage.
Whilst it is fully appreciated that stressing
is a skilled operation, and that considerable

jected to

judgement must be exercised when analys¬
ing the results of the operation, only in this
way can the safety of each anchor be en¬
sured.

Bearing in mind the rapid growth of
ground anchor technology, specialists
should be aware of possible conflicts be¬
tween new design concepts and existing
code
recommendations.
For
example,
BS 4447 stipulates a 92% efficiency for the
head relative to the tendon GUTS, although

rating factor in current
design is related directly to tendon f.p.u.
As a result, BS 4447 may well be stipulat¬
ing a lower rating factor than those actu¬
ally specified (see Table XV, Part I).
the minimum load
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(a)

Loss in Anchor Load in the
11 years

Initial

following the

Stressing Period.%

Solifluction Chalk
Sh
Heavily Frpst;t Shattered
ialk

installed in

Silurian mudstone in Melbourne. The maxi¬
mum
working load was about 900kN with
Tost locked-off at
250-300kN, following a

(In

repeated three times on all
anchors, after which all but one in each
row were finally grouted up and locked off.
The remaining six anchors were moni¬
tored over 1.1 years, and the results after
that time are shown in Fig. 29b. A maxi¬
restoration

monitored

(after Moschler & Matt, 1972)

chors (diameter

167 to 265kN.
The anchors were initially locked-off at
1.25 T„ and checked ten days later when

they were restored to the designed initial
values. The maximum recorded loss in this

[Loss of 4t = 3%]

ave

pre¬

may

creep.

0

E

95

■0

be

long-term

O

-

90

cannot

eliminate creep during service,
choice of a large interfacial safety factor
may inhibit creep, and restressable anchor
blocks can be used to compensate for

.o

105

accommodate

However, it is evident that cyclic

(Length of Tendon=10.1m)
Subjected to 3 loading cycles before lock-off

0

to

Fairly Closely Bedded

and Jointed Chalk (some

joints slightly open)

Slightly Harder Chalk,
Spaced Discontinuities

Wider

(tight)

may

been due to' instrument malfunction.
-

second site

where

more

care

was

'oat^ ce"s- 'he average loss

'

one month
was

'usses

only 1 %, with no large
recorded in that time. The authors
that in general load loss can be

concluded

Fig. 29. Anchor performance related to chalk quality

(after Hutchinson, 1970)
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Summary
The paper describes a test anchor project, initi¬
ated by the N.C.B. Opencast Executive as part
of a feasibility study concerned with the use of

In order to assess the relative merits of these
alternatives and the technical feasibility of rock

high capacity prestressed anchors to stabilise
rock slopes in open-pit mines.
The construction and testing of trial anchors

full-scale test anchor programme at Westfield
to observe method and rate of anchor installa¬

with various

reinforcement, the N.C.B. Opencast Executive
commissioned, as part of their overall study, a

tion, load holding capacity, and service be¬
when subjected to routine mining
operations such as close proximity bulk blasting.

grouted fixed anchor lengths are
indicate the load holding

haviour

described, which

Geology
Coal is being extracted from the Productive
Coal Measures and Passage Group strata of
Carboniferous Age, the majority of coals lying
within the Passage Group which rests uncon-

formably

upon

interbedded volcanic and sedi¬

mentary strata of the Upper Limestone Group.
Structurally the site occupies a syncline at the
northern end of the Bowhill Basin, with a north

capacity of the interbedded volcanic and sedi¬
mentary strata at Westfieid. Maximum interfacial bond values are presented, together with
typical load-extension data.
The service behaviour of 1500 kN capacity
anchors is monitored with particular regard to

prestress fluctuations during blasting. Instan¬
and residual load increases are presented
for a major blast in the immediate vicinity of
the anchors.
The overall results of the project indicate
that anchored rock slopes are technically and
taneous

economically attractive compared with restora¬
tion of slopes to a lower angle, and that pre¬
stressed anchors are capable of withstanding
close proximity blasting.
General
Westfield

Opencast Coal Site, situated in Fife,
Scotland, is currently the largest open pit in
Britain (Fig 1), with original reserves of 25
million tonnes of recoverable coal and

ing

a

produc¬

million tonnes of washed coal per annum.

The site covers an area of 372
hectares, of
which the pit itself occupies 140 hectares with
a

proposed depth of 200 metres. Below this
a further 1.5 million tonnes of coal is

level

sterilised but which could be
tapped
aid of rock reinforcement of final
a

complete re-design of slopes to

a

Fig 1. Aerial view of Westfield open pit looking south, showing forward reduction in Phase III to
the north, and backfill area in Phase II to the south (courtesy of Costain Mining Ltd - Summer

with the
slopes, or by
lower angle.

1975).
East
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QUARTZ-DOLERITE

Scale
lOOm

5

Section of Opencast

Pit with

Proposed

i

t

<nuth west

north

axis plunging towards the

1 irnd lying to the south of the Ochil Fault,
beyond

which is a large

quartz-dolerite sill. The

SECT/ON X-X THROUGH ANCHOR HO 10

further complicated by faulting and

structure is
small folds

superimposed on the limbs of the
resultant dips varying from
70'to horizontal. The steepest dips are generally
on the north west limb (west wall) up against
the Ochil Fault; to the east of the pit the strata
gently falls away to form smaller and more
gently dipping structures. The coals thicken up
considerably towards the axis of the syncline
where the maximum depth from surface to the
base coal (*P* Pavement) is 308 metres at the
main

SCALE

syncline, with

northern

end of the structure.

Ground Conditions
The

coal-bearing strata comprise the normal

sequence

of sandstones, siltstones, mudstones

seatearths, with occasional fragmental
clay rocks and clay mylonite bands, the latter
and

with the coals and having

usually associated

strength properties (C residual = 0;

low shear

0 residual = 10° - 15°). Once the coals have
been won from this stratum the final batters

predominantly composed of the Upper

are

Limestone Group (Fig 2). This particular zone
of strata is extremely variable in both lateral
and vertical extent, being composed of rapidly

alternating tuffs, lavas, tuffaceous mudstones,
agglomerates, with some mudstones and sand¬
stones (Fig 3).
Some of the volcanic tuffs have low strengths
(Cresidual = 0; 0 residual = 25°) and on weather¬
ing undergo a form of slaking. It is also thought
that many of the volcanic rocks have suffered
penecontemporaneous

sub-aerial

Fig 3. Typical section X-X through Rock Anchor Zone (see Fig 10).
tonnes of material.

r

failure favoured

0140 mm
BOREHOLE

Em BACKFILL

-l

Em aluminum
slurry

<

explosive:

0

anchorage system.
Excavation

The site is divided into three

working

areas;

Phase I and part of Phase II are now backfilled
and
occupy the southern end of the syncline
(Eig 1). The forward reduction and main exca¬
vation areas
which is the

are now

in

operation in Phase III,
deepest and also the largest part of
e
contract operated by Costain Mining Ltd on
chalf of the N.C.B.
Opencast Executive. The
method of extraction is
by face shovel and truck
m 8
metre horizontal
layers or 'lifts', which
ave been
previously blasted to obtain the
quired

n

fragmentation.

rotary rigs

axe

Both down-the-hole
used for blast-hole drilling in

patterns which
vary from 3m
with a
depth of about 6m.

x

Ue to t'le Predominantly

,

»»aUftere<i'
exPP°sives
along with the
u

3m to 6m

x

wet conditions

of the slurry type

normal

6m

are

AN/FO type (Fig 4).

Execi?6" e'ect"c face shovels owned by the
intn fi"6 116 emPl°yed to load overburden
root!, 664 °f ^ ~ ^ dump trucks which haul
coal

cxcavat'

three t
each1

t0 tlle backfill 31638 in Phase II and
Washery bunkers. In general the
•

^tS-Ue

comPounde,i into units of

81!e a ^'nai benching system 24m apart,
bench being
roughly 10m wide (Fig 2).
u

—

will be needed if coal recovery below the present

site,
focal
point for both surface and ground water. The
highly stratified nature of the geology gives rise
to a complicated system of
aquifers, and ground
is a significant factor in stability
calculations. The ground water on site is also
aggressive, demanding serious consideration of
corrosion protection measures for any proposed

by the geometry of the slope which was
upwards at the base. This part failed first
with a subsequent slab slide of the then unsup¬
ported material above. Only a thin slab of
material about 3
4m thick lying on top of a
clay mylonite band was involved. A similar
geometry exists in many of the future slopes on
the site, especially where the strata roll over
into the central part of the syncline. The revised
batters will ensure coal recovery to 220 level.
However, without undergoing further costly reexcavation, some form of artificial slope support
convex

system.
Water is a continual problem as the
situated in low-lying ground, provides a

water pressure

Opinion at the time of the

double slab and buckle slide

caused

weathering,

resulting in many of the tuffaceous strata being
highly fractured and altered. The presence of
swelling clays in the mineralogy of the argil¬
laceous rocks is also being investigated. Fortun¬
ately, interbedded with these rocks are a number
of competent olivine-basalts and some tuffs,
which have proved to be suitable for the grouted
anchor section in any potential artificial support

a

H/CH DENSITY
PRIMER

Fig 4. Diagrammatic Section ofBlast Hole.

proposed working depth is to be attempted.
With this in mind the Opencast Executive in¬
vestigated background technology concerning
artificial support of rock slopes1"4, and the feasi¬
bility of using prestressed anchors for this pur¬
pose in their larger opencast mines5. As a result
of this study, the use of prestressed anchors was
recommended, but, before any actual design
was contemplated, it was thought prudent to
carry out a field investigation to prove that
anchors could perform in an opencast coal
environment, and in particular that the ground
conditions at Westfield could be accommodated.

The final product is then washed and screened,
and despatched by Merry-Go-Round Trains to a

Test Anchors

large Power Station.

The

Slope Design
The overall slope angle on the West Wall varies,
but on average is about 40°. This area has been
recently re-designed since a number of failures
occurred during the winter of 1974/75, and the
wall is currently being re-excavated. This re¬
design allows for the possibility of winning coal
from the deeper part of the basin, and also for
any unforeseen changes in the structure of 'P'
Pavement which may be present at depth. A
programme of forward drilling has been set up
to give as much advance information on this
aspect as possible, since even very small changes
in structure at depth in a pit of this size have a
compound effect on the batters above. Since it
is not often possible to re-excavate batters, then
any significant change, especially steepening of
the dips, results in lost coal.
In January 1974 a large failure took place in
Phase II of the pit involving about 100,000

anchoring programme consisted of two
stages. In the first stage ten anchors of various
lengths were installed and stressed to investigate
the

load-carrying capacity of the bedrock. The
involved four "production"
a working capacity of 1500 kN
using appropriate grouted lengths as determined
from the first stage results. The service beha¬
viour of these "production" anchors was moni¬
tored with the aid of load cells while normal pit
blasting operations took place.
second
stage
anchors with

Anchor Construction
Anchor holes (140mm dia.) were drilled at an
inclination of 45° to the horizontal in the open

pit in order to encompass as many rock types as
possible (Fig 3). A Hands-England crawlermounted rotary hydraulic drill rig with rock
roller bits was used throughout, and penetration
rates for the rig averaged around 2.5m/hour,
falling to as low as 0.5m/hour in the basaltic
rocks.

anchors were constructed initi
ally, all with a 12m free length, and two each
with fixed anchor lengths of 2, 3, 5 and 7m. The
fixed anchor length is the grouted zone where
load is transferred from the tendon through the
cement grout to the surrounding rock. The
shorter fixed anchor lengths were installed first,
and, as drilling and installation continued, it
became clear that many of the fixed anchor
lengths were being installed in a competent unweathered oliving basalt, in which failure of the
longer anchors would be unlikely. It was decided,
therefore, to install a further two anchors of
3m fixed length with shorter free lengths so that
they would be anchored in a weaker rock type.
Eight Stage I

The anchor tendons were composed of 13
No. 15.2mm diameter Dyform high tensile steel
strands enabling a maximum tensile force of
3120 kN to be applied. Over its free length each
tendon was greased and sheathed on site in high
density polythene to decouple the tendon from
the surrounding rock. Over the fixed anchor
length, the steel strands were left unsheathed

and

were

bound into the anchor

configuration

using specially designed spacers to ensure even¬
tual grout cover around the tendon and between
individual strands.
Prior to tendon installation each anchor
hole was water-tested by a simple falling head
method. Where the acceptance of water was too

high, i.e. in excess of 3 litres/min./atmosphere,
thus indicating likely cement grout loss, the
holes 'were pre-grouted using a neat 0.4 water/
cement ratio grout6. Such a pre-grouted hole
was then re-drilled the
following day and again
water-tested. Five of the ten Stage 1 anchors
had to be pre-grouted, and were waterproofed
in this way.
After a successful water test the anchor

tendon, which weighed up to 0.3t, was installed
complete with tremie tube, using a purposemade transporter. Once the tendon had been

placed, the water from the water test was blown
out with compressed air and the fixed anchor
length was tremie grouted. Rapid Hardening
Portland cement was used without admixtures
for the 0.4 W/C grout. In order to control the
quantity of grout placed, a grout level indicator
was attached to each tendon at the top of its
fixed anchor length.
After the grout had set, the top level of the

grouted fixed anchor
ding, and recorded.

zone was

checked by rod-

During the grouting stage of each anchor,
150mm grout test cubes were taken to monitor
the gain in strength of the cement grout, since a
minimum cube strength of 28 N/mm2 was speci¬
fied before stressing could take place. This

strength

was

generally achieved within 4 days,
was normally carried out

although stressing

after 7 days.
The construction
anchors was generally

sequence for Stage 2
similar to those of Stage 1,
except that tendons consisted of 10 No. Dyform
strands, and both the fixed and free anchor
lengths were fully grouted in a single operation.
Shortly after grouting the grout at the top of
each hole was flushed out to give clearance
below the anchorage block required for stressing,
thereby avoiding a strutting effect between the
grout column and the block.

Pig 6. Typical Load-Extension for Stage 1 Anchor.

1
Testing
anchor loads were

cure

The

-

applied using a P.S.C.

multi-strand hydraulic jack, which enables aU
Z str;mds of a tendon to be tensioned simul¬

of

taneously, and

also facilitates load cycling

'^Th^acking

and anchor loads were trans¬

ferred onto

the rock surface

by purpose-made

anchorage blocks up to one
metre square (Fig 5). These were bedded on
cement grout or sand to even out surface irregu¬
larities of the rock slope.
recast

concrete

1 anchors were loaded cyclically
failure or a maximum test load of 3120 kN
(equivalent to 80% of the characteristic strength
The Stage

up

to

tendon). In general each loading cycle
higher than the preceding cycle,
and gave a total of twelve loading cycles up to

ANCHOR LOAD-kN

0f the

250 kN

was

6).
During any loading or unloading cycle the
load increment was only maintained for suf¬
the maximum

test load. (Fig

ficient time to

take and plot the reading, which

1000

5;
Q'

considered sufficient to judge the repro¬

5j

the

anchor's load-extension

The movement

of the precast concrete

g|H

was

ducibility

of

characteristics.
anchorage blocks was
gauges.

2000

5!

also monitored using dial

(Fig 7).

To facilitate analysis, the load-extension
graph of Fig 6 was then divided into its per¬
manent and elastic portions as shown in Fig 8.
This graph shows a close correspondence
between actual and theoretical elastic exten¬
sions, indicating that the free length is decoupled
and that the load is being successfully transferred
into the rock over the fixed anchor length. This
data can therefore be used in practice to check
that the anchor load is being resisted in stable
ground beyond the potential sliding mass.

Fig 7. Typical Settlement ofStressing Pad during Loading

•
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1 - Test Results
of the eight original

anchors, installed in
interbedded basalt and volcanic tuffs with fixed
anchor lengths varying between 2 and 7m, could
be failed at a load of 2.1 times the production
anchor working load (Table 1). This is equiva¬
lent to an ultimate rock/grout bond in excess of
3.5 N/mm2 for the shortest anchor length in
that formation.
One of the

anchors of shorter free length,
(No. 13) with a 3m fixed anchor installed in

basalt and tuff, began
to fail at a load of 2250 kN (1.5 times working
load), equivalent to an ultimate rock/grout
bond stress of 1.7 N/mm2, and finally failed at
a maximum load of 3000 kN (2.3 N/mm2).
interbedded sandstone,

at

Anchor No.

Free Anchor

Fixed Anchor

Maximum Test

Equivalent

Length (m)

Length (m)

Load

Uniform Bond
Stress (N/mm2)

1

12

2

12

3
4
5

5

6
7

12
12
12
12
12

8
13
14

12
9
9

5

For the variable and interbedded rock strata
Westfield a safety factor (Sf) of not less than

3 is
data

3
3

3120
3120
2895*
3000*
3120
3120
3120
3120

7
7
2
2

Stage 1

-

2.4
2.4

1.3
0.9
1.0
3.5
3.5
1.4
2.3
2.4

3000f

3
3

Table 1.

(kN)

3120

Maximum test loads

recommended against failure. These limited

length of
result, of the
had 6m fixed
3) and the second pair had 4m

therefore suggest a fixed anchor

6m for production anchors. As a
four Stage 2 anchors installed, two

lengths (Sf >
fixed lengths (Sf > 2).

Stage 2 - Testing
These anchors are cyclically loaded, in a similar
fashion to the Stage 1 anchors, up to a maximum
load of 2400 kN, equivalent to 1.6 times their
working load of 1500 kN. (Table 2).
After a successful proof load each anchor
was then locked off at working load plus 10%
to allow for prestress losses such as wedge pullin and plate bedding-in.
Immediately after locking-off, the anchor
was check-lifted to establish the actual load
locked into the tendon, and a second series of
load cycling was carried out up to 1.5 times
working load to establish the load-extension
behaviour of the anchor at this stage. It was
hoped that subsequent lift checks and load
cycling would establish whether any changes

Anchor No.

9

Free Anchor

Fixed Anchor

Maximum

Length (m)

Length (m)

Test Load (kN)

12

4

2400

Initial
Service
Load (kN)
1655

Remarks

Load cell

installed
10

12

6

2165

1600

Two strands

broke during

stressing.
Load cell

installed
11

12

4

2400

1640

12

12

6

2400

1605

Table 2. Stage 2

-

Maximum test loads

-

Period of

Observation
(days)

Remarks
No. 9

No. 10

0
4

1655
1610

1600
1580

5

1610)
1610)

1575
1575

6
7

1610
1610

1570
1570

8

1600)
1600)

1575

1600
1610
1610
1610

1570
1570
1570
1570

1620)
1660)
1650 (1 min)
1645 (5 min)

1565
1625
1620
1620

11
12
13
14
15

in either the load carrying capacity or the loadextension behaviour of the anchor could be

Anchor Service Load (kN)

discerned, before and after blasting. Due to the
advancement of the pit excavation however it
was not economically feasible to gain access

Initial service load after check lift.

to

)
)

Blast A

)

Blast B (603 Kg aluminium slurry).
Average charge = 23.2 Kg/hole.
No change in load.

1575 )

(730 Kg aluminium slurry).
Average charge = 31.7 Kg/hole.
No change in load.

Stage 2 — Service Behaviour During Blasting
Anchorages Nos. 9 and 10 were monitored
using 200t capacity load cells in order to high¬
light any serious losses of prestress due to creep
in the ground, say, but more particularly to
register prestress fluctuations when the anchors
were subjected to the close proximity blasting
shown in Fig 9.
Table 3 highlights the observations made
during this period of blasting, and these results
confirm that the prestressed anchors behaved
remarkably well under the circumstances, the
most significant increases occurring during blast'
C, where the first line of charge holes was posi¬
tioned

)
)
(1 min)
(5 min)

only five metres from the anchor heads.
Fig 10 shows full details of blast C which
increased the load in Anchorages Nos. 9 and 10
by 40 and 60 kN, respectively. These increases,
observed visually from remote readout meters,
represent only 2.5 to 4 per cent of the service
loading, and within a few minutes the prestress

Blast C

(1205 Kg aluminium slurry).
Average charge = 30 Kg/hole.
Increase in load observed

=

2.5%

(No. 9), 3.8% (No. 10).
1645 (15 min)

1620

18
19

1640
1625

1630
1630

22

1625 )
1625 )

1600)
1630)

(15 min)

values had stabilised.
To gauge the instantaneous

C,

a

few seconds

reading restored.

36

1625
1610
1610

Table 3. Record

a

Fig 11. The effect of the blast is more dramatic,
and an increase of 110 kN (7% of service load)
was recorded within one secord of detonation,
the vibration dampening to show a fairly stable
increase of 64 kN (4.1%) after 10 seconds. In
general, it is considered that overall increases in
prestress were probably caused by an opening
of the joints in the rock, which in turn extended

(1518 Kg AN/FO). Average
charge = 35.3 Kg/hole. Momentary

Blast D

load increase of 1.9% observed in

32

effects of blast

portable tape recorder

was coupled to
Anchor No. 10 and the results are shown in

No. 10 but within

27

the anchor heads to carry out these tests

subsequently.

1600
1585

the tendons.

1585

Bearing in mind that permanent anchors are
designed to accommodate without distress load
increases of up to 60%, the resilient anchor per¬
formances at Westfield are very encouraging,
and confirm that high capacity prestressed
anchors can operate reliably in an open pit
mining environment. In this respect the authors

of pres tress fluctuations during period of close proximity blasting.

believe that the instantaneous and residual pre¬
stress fluctuations monitored during blasting

operations are the first of their kind to be
published in relation to ground anchorages.
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Conclusions

Employing the 'P' Pavement failure as a hypo¬
thetical test case in conjunction with the test
anchor results, the N.C.B. Opencast Executive
has found that it is economical to

use

anchors

compared with re-excavation of potentially
unstable slopes. Further, since the cost of open
pit mining is strongly influenced by the angle of
the batters, anchors can play an important part
in saving costly excavation, especially in the
deeper parts of the mine. In these respects the
use

of anchors

can

now

be assessed for other

pits owned by the Executive where large slopes
(in the order of hundreds of metres) .are planned
in areas of adversely dipping strata (say 1:5)
and low strength materials are encountered.
From a practical as well as economical point
of view it is evident that anchors are most effec¬
tive if designed into the site at the planning

stage. In this way savings in excavation and
anchor design can be sensibly brought together
to maximise production and cost effectiveness.
In already existing slopes they can still be used

(although

less cost effective) as remedial
slopes which are found to be poten¬
tially unstable, and in areas where re-excavation
measures on

is

impracticable.
At Westfield, maximum test loads of

up to
3120 kN have been mobilised in the interbedded
volcanic and sedimentary strata of the Upper

Limestone Group,
values in the range

indicating interfacial bond
2.3 to 3.5 N/mm1. During
service safe working loads of 1500 kN can be
sensibly maintained by prestressed anchors,
even when subjected to blasting in the immedi¬
ate vicinity.
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SOMMAIRE
La communication
minaires des essais

SUMMARY

prbsente les rSsultats prelien vraie grandeur des
cin-

The paper discusses the preliminary findings of
full scale tests on 57 anchors installed in carboni¬
ferous sediments.
The site geology is briefly
described together with the anchor construction
and testing methods adopted.
To investigate the
influence of anchor geometry on failure mode,
anchors ranging in overall depth from 0.75 to 12
metres were tested with grouted fixed anchor
lengths of 0.75 to 6 metres. The observed effects
of depth of embedment, grout surcharge, tendon

quante-sept ancrages dans des sddiments carboniferes. Le site geologique est brievement decrit,
ainsi que la construction de I'ancrage et les
methodes d'essais adoptees. Avec des scellements
de difterentes longueurs (0.75 a 6 m) a des

profondeurs

diff6rentes

(0.75

a

12

m),

divers

modes de rupture ont ete obtenus. Des valeurs
d'adherence de I'interface roche-coulis sont donnees

ainsi que

I'influence de la pression d'injection

configuration, interstrand spacing and tendon den¬
sity on anchor performance are discussed in rela¬

des hearts entre les brins sur le transfert des
charges et le comportement a la rupture.
et

tion

to

practice.

current

Measurements of inter-

facial bond and load transmission

are

presented.

INTRODUCTION
A world-wide

In order

of prestressed rock anchor
and Bruce (1975-1976) has
highlighted a dearth of information concerning the
fundamental behaviour of rock anchors with particular

practice by

survey

study phenomena such

to

as

rock mass

failure, localised bond failure, critical embedment and

Littlejohn

debonding, full scale pull-out tests have been carried
out on 57 instrumented rock anchors.
The purpose
of this paper is to highlight the preliminary findings.

reference to the mechanism of load transfer and modes
of failure.

SITE GEOLOGY
TABLE 1

Summary of geotechnical properties
The anchors were installed in
Upper Carboniferous
sediments of the Middle Grit Group of the upper part

jjtownwards
the Millstone
Grit Series. The
from

sequence

fined

Fracture Index

gently dipping massive, coarse, gritty
to finer grained flaggy and shaley
sandstones. In addition, a total of eight soft, friable
roudstone beds were
exposed or inferred in the sequence,
siliceous sandstones

.

rentnches,
stratigraphic
levels due to the presence of various
but each intersected at least
argillaceous
J at the grouted fixed anchor level. The whole

Elastic Modulusmaterial (N/mm3)

Joint spacing varied greatly,

properties

coarser
are

sandstones.

60—100
2.45

—

2.60

2.50

2.00

—

4.50

3.50

0.50

—

6.00

3.80

Ultimate Pulse

Strength (N/mm3)

Was conspicuously vertically jointed, the
orientations being north, east-north-east, (most

<0 ' metre in the
geotechnical

6

90

Diametral Point Load

q.uence^
jor

main r

weight (Mg/m3)

Velocity (km/sec)

one

-

10—1

RQD
Unit

liferent groups of anchors were installed from diffe¬

beirTnen^' anC* south_east-

Mean

Range

The

Elastic Modulus

provided in Table 1.

mass

82

(N/mm:)

(1.3

—

2.8) X l0+<

2.0 X

10

(0.5

—

1.6) X 10+<

1.0 X

10

-

+«

ANCHOR CONSTRUCTION

drilled vertically, by rotary percussion,
provide a nominal diameter of 114 m. The tendons,
which consisted of 10 No.
7-wire Dyform 15.2 mm
diameter strands of 300 kN individual capacity were
assembled in a straight, parallel formation with a
lO mm clear spacing (fig. 1) unless otherwise specified.
In order to dissociate the free (elastic) length from the
surrounding grout or ground, grease impregnated tape
was wrapped around each strand
over the required
Ml holes were

|0

length.
Prior to tendon homing each hole was water tested,
and sealed with neat cement grout, if the water loss

exceeded 3 litres/minute/atmosphere. On completion
of sealing, neat Rapid Hardening Portland Cement
grout (w/c = 0.45) was tremied into the hole and the

homed.

tendon slowly
The grout,

prepared in

a

conventional paddle mixer,

bleed readings of 1.3 to 2.1% and stressing only

gave

took place once the grout had achieved a crushing
strength of 28 N/mm2. At least two anchors of each
type were

installed.
Fig.

1.

Arrangement

—

for

standard

ten

strand tendon.

ANCHOR TESTING
A

hydraulic stressing system was evolved to enable
to be incrementally, and cyclically loaded
to failure, or to a maximum of 260 kN
per strand.
The system comprised remote loading through a simply

0.61 mm accuracy, and annular load cells gave a direct
reading of the applied load to 1 % accuracy. A second,
independent, direct measure of stress distribution was
provided by strain gauges attached at strategic positions
on a large
proportion of the strands installed. At
least one anchor of each type was instrumented in

the anchors

supported beam and accommodated both multistrand
and monostrand stressing modes.
Dial gauges yielded
anchor extensions and rock surface displacements to

this

wav.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Rock

mass

performance

TABLE 2

Table 2 illustrates the overall

performance of the
shallow fully bonded anchors, where all the major
nodes of failure are
reproduced.
Anchor No

Embedment Maximum Test

Load(kN)

(m)

1

0.75

2

0.75

500

3

0.75

450

4

1.50

1 495

5

1.50

6

1.50

Average interfacial bond values at maximum test loads
for shallow fullv bonded anchors

Rock-grout
(N/mm2)

bond

Grout-tendon
bond (N/mm2)

Grout Crushing
strength (N/mm2)

Rock

mass

45

Rock

mass

46

Rock

mass

2.09

60

Rock

mass

2.52

1.89 F

62

Grout-tendon

2.24

1.68

50

Rock

1.23

45

1.86

1.40

1.68

1.26

2.72

1 355
1 206

440

1.64
.

Mode
of failure

mass

23

1.50

(u)

1 834

3.41 *

2.56

50

Rock

mass

24

1.50

(u)

1 594

2.97 *

2.23

51

Rock

mass

51

2.25

2411

2.99

2.24

35

-

None-rock
imminent

mass

52

2.25

1 978

2.45 F

1.84

36

53

2.25

1 891

2.55 F

1.76

37

Rock-grout
Rock-grout

7

3.00

2 353

2.19

1.64

49

Strand fracture

8

3.00

2 469

2.30

1.72 F

43

Grout-tendon

9

3.00

2 122

1.97

1.48 F

44

Grout-tendon

( ) Calculated

as

a

straight shaft. F - failure value at interface.
83

Up to embedment depths of 1.5 m, failure occurred
mainlv in the rock mass. For greater depths failure
tended to be localised at one of the grout interfaces.
For rock mass failure, the shape of the rock volume
mobilised in each case was strongly controlled by the

incipient rock mass structure

(fig. 2).

example, the major radial fractures developed
along the trends of the major joint directions, whilst
for

the projected shape of the rock volume mobilised
below the surface was strongly influenced by the
laminar nature of the mass. Under similar conditions,

undernamed anchors sustained higher loads than their
straight shaft counterparts. Underreaming was carried
out with a UAC patented tool to form pairs of «bells»
of 230 mm diameter and whilst a greater extent of rock
was mobilised, the pattern of surface fracturing was not
radically different.
For the shallow anchors installed in unweathered
rock in this project, the ultimate resistance to rock mass
failure is reasonably estimated from the empirical rule

(kN)

P

=

600 cP, where d is the depth of embedment

(m).
For the traditional and conservative design
concept pertaining to the weight of an inverted 90°
cone, and using a unit weight of 2.5 Mg/m3 for the
rock, factors of safety ranging from 14 to 45 are indicat¬
ed, assuming the apex at the base of the anchor.
Employing the observed extent of the fissuring to

speculate on the size of cones mobilised, included
angles of (117°-144°) and (90°-114°) can be calculated
for the apex positioned at the mid point and base of
the anchor, respectively. Assessing the weights of these
cones the factors of safety
against pull-out are (14-56)
and (8-29) for the apex at mid point and base,
respectively. These figures highlight that other «rock
strength* parameters constitute the major component of
resistance to pull-out, and assuming that the actual
failure volumes were more akin to cones with apices
at the mid
point of the anchor, then average «rock
strength* values mobilised over the surface area varied
from 0.076-0,185 N/mm2. These values may be com¬
pared with the design recommendations of 0.034 N/mm2
by Saliman & Schaefer (1968), and 0.024 N/mm2 by
Hilf (1975). Based on the rock surface displacements

Fig. 2. — Failure volume induced at anchor 4, showing
control of the dominant .VW-SE joints.

the tests show considerable surface disturbance for
maximum loads of 900 kN for slenderness ratios (dis¬
tance from rock surface to the
proximal end of the
grouted fixed anchor divided by the borehole diameter)
UP to 8, but at a value of 15 for loads of 1560 kN no
surface movement was observed. Above a value of

13, failure

TABLE 5

Average bond values

at maximum loads
of grout surcharges

Anchor

beam.

a

bearing plate of

a

interface

Bearing

a range

Max.

Grout

(m)

grout-steel

strength

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)

0.00

2.39

simply supported
16

Grout-tendon

for

Surcharge rock-grout

Max.

localised, invariably at the grout-tendon
it is considered that this type of observa¬
tion is invaluable when
assessing the relevance of
was

interface, and

stressing through

the

1.31 F— 1.78

(N/'mm2)
5S

17

0.00

1.86

1.01 F

—

1.40 F

58

18

1.44

1.98

1.39 F

—

1.48

44

19

1.88

1.95

1.46 F

46

22

1.70

2.00

1.29 F— 1.50 F

48
48

in mind the high grout strengths measured
P™r to the
stressing of each anchor (> 35 N/mm2) no
orrespondence between ultimate average grout-tendon

20

3.00

1.79

1.34 F

21

3.00

1.95

1.46 F

50

grout strength was detected.
The
grout (up to 9 m) did not markedaffect grout-tendon bond values (table
3) or the

56

3.00

2.24

1.68

47

57

3.00

2.22

1.66

48

43

6.00

2.16

1.64 F

44

44

6.00

2.11

1.58 F

45

°nd values

and

Frese"ce °f surcharge
y

Phenomenon of debonding.
Pull

ivd

surch

A grout surcharge in

excess

m ^ however lead to a steady and quieter
sjran(3s compared with the sudden explosive
^a''ure which may be observed without
84

45

9.00

2.08

1.56 F

46

46

9.00

2.24

1.68

47

Strand spacing was also varied but no reduction in
bond was observed down to a clear

noteworthy that of the five anchors with
surcharge, four had an initial failure
followed by a higher maximum, or a maximum, followed
tv failure' at a lower load on the subsequent cycle.
j\'verage ultimate bond values of 1.01-1.68 N/mm2
were recorded
compared with a design range of
025-1.35 N/mm2 which are commonly observed in
practice according to Littlejohn & Bruce (1975). In
this respect it should be noted that for a single strand
anchor PC I (1974) indicates a bond of about
51 N/mm2, and the Australian Standard CA 35 (1973)
suggests a working bond of up to 2.1 N/mm2 in design
for single or multi-strand tendons.
Ii is also
,han 2 m

spacing of 5 mm.
Thereafter, only when strands were actually in contact
was
any significant
reduction in bond observed
(table 5). Nevertheless, the use of centraliser/spacer
units in the grouted fixed anchor zone is
strongly
advised, and spacings lower than 5 mm are only
recommended where noding is employed to increase
mechanical interlock.

TABLE 5

Average bond values

With regard to load resisting characteristics in
relation to tendon configuration, individually noded
strand tendons were more effective than generally noded

(table 4) but both showed distinct advantages
parallel, straight tendons. To effect general
tendon noding the strands were bound intermediate
to the spacers in the fixed length.
Individual strand
nodes were produced by unravelling each strand and
introducing a small metal collar onto the straight central
wire at the appropriate point:
the peripheral wires
their original lay around it,
proturbance thereby created at that point.

tendons

over

then returned

with

a

grout-tendon interface

between
strands

Max.
Test
Load

(mm)

(kNV

Strength
(N/mm2)

Spacing
Anchor
No

were

at

different interstrand spacings (6 strand tendon)

to

for

Grout
Max.
Bond

Crushing

(N/mm2)

35

10

1 535

60

1.79 F

36

10

1 555.

62

1.81

41

5

1 555

42

1.81

42

5

1 555

44

1.81

37

0

3 351

38

1.57 F

38

0

1 455

40

1.69 F

TABLE 4

values at maximum test loads for
configurations (10 strand tendon)

Average bond

different tendon

Anchor

20

(% fpu)

straight,
parallel

1 920

64

48

strands

2 093

70

2 481

(N/mm2)

1.34 F

Grout-tendon failure

50

1.95

1.46 F

Grout-tendon failure

83

48

2.31

1.73

2 248

75

49

2.09

1.38 F

/ local noding

2411

80

50

2.24

1.68

Load held

of strands

2411

80

48

2.24

1.68

Load held

,3'

)

general

*

tendon

34

Grout Crushing
(Max. Bond)
Strength (N/mm2) Rock-grout
1.79

)
)

i 33

■

Test Load

(kN)

21

■'32

!

Max.

Remarks

V

:

Tendon

Configuration

Grout-tendon

j No

|

load held

-

large, extensions

noding of

In relation

to

the

of

extent

Initial

yield at 1 978 kN

debonding table 6

''ms'rates the basic characteristics for

a strand tendon,
where the steel
represents 10.7% of the hole area, and

TABLE 6

Extent of effective

debonding for 6 and 10 strand tendons, at various tendon stress levels
.

Anchor No

Effective debonded

length (m) at tendon stress of (% fpu)

No of Strands
40%

50%

62.5%

20

10

1.12

1.52

2.04

21

10

1.12

1.52

1.94

35

6

0.81

0.95

1.10

36

6

0.91

1.05

1.03

75%

—

85

—

—

1.29

1.52

1.15

1.20

f.p.u.: characteristic strength of the tendon (0.1% proof stress

Failure

80%

=

2.48 (1 920

kN)

2.63 (2 095

kN)

1.75 (1 535

kN)

83.5% fpu)

None

21 For

strand tendon (17.8% hole area). The inference
for the less congested tendons, namely that the
rate of effective debonding is slower and the failure
load per strand is greater. Whilst it is appreciated that
10 strand anchors would normally have a fixed anchor
greater than 3 m, the homing of a high density tendon
(17-18% hole area) can give problems due to damage
or contamination
of the strands, and fixing of the
centraliser/spacer units can be difficult and time
consuming. Therefore whilst the former installation
is feasible, it is recommended that the tendon density
be limited to 15% of the hole.area wherever possible.
Debonding is a little understood phenomenon and
although the analysis of strain gauge and load/extension
data are by no means complete the major conclusions
a

10

to

grout/tendon failure the limit of effective de-

bonding was 0.5 to 1.0 m from the distal end. Under
working conditions (50-60 % fpu), where fpu is the
characteristic strength of the tendon, an effective
debonded length of 1 to 2 m should be anticipated.
The partially debonded zone extends some distance
distally of the point of effective debonding, possibly
about 0.8 m at 62.5% fpu, Based on this preliminary

is clear

information it is
reduction in the

length of 3

m,

clear

be no
anchor

often recommended in practice.

In

general, where localised failure of the complete
tendon at the grout/tendon interface was observed
subsequent restressing mobilised on average a total
tendon load of about 85% of thar recorded at first
failure.
When tested with a monojack individual
strands commonly yielded pull-out resistances in excess
of the initial average multijack value. «Failed» anchors

date are:

debonding occurs at low loads (15 kN/
strand) and progresses distally with increasing load.
The effective debonded length comprises wholly
debonded, and partially debonded sections.
The
latter, pertaining to adhesive bond failure, may be
determined from strain gauge records, and the
extent of this adhesion zone appears to be propor¬
tional to the applied load.

1) effective

may therefore have a useful role to play at a lower
capacity for temporary works. In these circumstances

it

is strongly recommended that post failure cyclic
loading tests be carried out in order to assess maximum
safe working loads for anchors which might otherwise
be discarded.
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THE

around anchor

such data collection permits all
parties to judge at the earliest possible
stage whether anchors being monitored
are, in fact, acting satisfactorily. On a more
general front, this form of monitoring may
permit correlation of anchor load and
more,

Introduction
WITH

STEADY

development

of

technology over the years,

there has been an increasing awareness
of the need to obtain and provide infor¬
mation concerning long-term performance
of post tensioned anchors.
The present authors (1977) have writ¬
ten of the benefits to be gained from such
data; the engineer being able to "feed
back" performance observations into fut¬

designs and thereby optimise such
parameters as overload allowances and
safety factors; the prospective client be¬
ing accurately and confidently informed
of how anchors installed at his expense
will perform after installation.
Further-

structural movement, which will lead to a
better understanding of anchor/ground/
structure interaction.

Site description

ure

1

The

first stage in the construction of
Submarine Refit Complex at HM

the

Dockyard, Devonport, featured
largest and most interesting
contracts undertaken in the

one

of the

anchoring

UK.

Director, Colcrete Ltd.
^Contracts Engineer, Colcrete Ltd.
At the planning and instrumentation
stage of
this study, both authors were members of the
Geotechnics Research Group, Department of En¬
gineering, University of Aberdeen

directly on bedrock. The minimum
depth of the walls is 18m but around
the north-west corner -a depth of 30m
is reached due to the areal dip of the
rockhead.

Initially, the project featured the pro¬
duction of a dredged and dewatered basin
some
18m deep necessitating the con¬
struction of a cellular steel sheet pile cof¬
ferdam across the south of the basin, and
the stabilisation of the existing basin walls
against overturning (Fig. 1). In addition
part of the dock floor was prestressed,
by installing and post-tensioning anchors
beneath 15m of
trained d-iverst.

water

using

specially

Twin

dry docks were constructed in
existing basin approximately 140m
square, origin-ally formed as pan of the
major dockyard expansion between 1898
an

'Technical

ed

and

by

1907, and surrounded on three sides
retaining walls found¬

mass concrete

view of dewatered basin prior of

construction of dry docks at HM

fThe
was

thrust slab illustrated in Fig. 2
designed to give additional support to the

horizontal

basin walls at the north west corner. The thrust
slab does form a foundation for one section of

dock
was

floor but the anchoring of the
carried out under the main civil

contract

Dockyard, Davenport

dock floors
engineering

The method of
ensuring wall
install 330 No. 2 000kN

stability

was to

anchors
in holes
angled as near to the heel of the
wall as possible, and founded in the un¬

derlying bedrock (Fig. 2—'Sections AA
and

BB). The design required that these
anchors, inclined 7-15° from the vertical,
were not more than
2.5m apart, and in
places, as close as 1.0m. An existing re¬
dundant services trench, 1.2m wide and
2.0m deep,
running around the top of the
walls provided the
location for a heavily
reinforced anchor beam, into which the

load distribution
plates and guide tubes
were cast
prior to drilling the holes, and
Installing the anchors, (Fig. 3). The design,

construction and stressing of the anchors
have been described
by Littlejohn & Truman-Davies (1974).

Monitoring
At

programme
early stage in the anchoring con¬
tact, permission was
granted for the au¬
to monitor the time-related per•ormance of selected
production anchors,
he
study had two principal aims:
I )
an

thors

to

investigate

the actual anchor loads
""ting the crucial basin
dewatering and
subsequent construction stages and therey judge the
performance of the anchor/
W3|l

system, and,

(2)
term

to provide a case history of the longbehaviour of permanent high capac¬

ity rock anchors.
The authors trust that this report will
illustrate the relative ease and simplicity
with which such a programme may be

inaugurated, and the value of the results:
it is hoped that it will thus act as a spur
to the conduct and publicising of similar
projects.
Site geology
The site is underlain by a series of
geosynclinai Upper Devonian sediments,
mainly in the form of hard grey, purple,
and dark blue slates, known locally as
"sh'iflet". Numerous thin quartzitic greywacke beds, and less frequent igneous
intrusions are found in nearby exposures,
but none appear to have been intersected
by any boreholes drilled in the vicinity of

the anchors.
The rock surface dips at an average of
3.5° from north-east to south-west across
the site, and the uppermost 1.5m or so is

commonly recorded as very weathered
fissile, with frequent softer shale or
clay bands. Generally the rock is tightly
and strongly folded, due to its partici¬
pation in the American orogeny, and the
cleavage dip varies from 60-80°.

Hand

specimens show frequent quartz

and calcite veins both along and across
the fissfl'ity, whilst iron staining is alsc
common

along virtually

every

planar

sur¬

face.

Very tittle geotechnical data were actual¬
upon which to base de¬
sign —• core recoveries of 80-100%, and a
submerged density of 1.28Mg/m3. Some
core
samples were later obtained which
enabled diametral point load tests to be
conducted. The actual specimens were not
of ideal shape, due to the small angle
ly made available

core axis and rock cleavage, and
close separation of the cleavage
planes. However, twelve tests gave val¬

between
the very

ues of
ls in the range 0.45 - 0.97N/mm2,
and an average of 0.67N/mm2 (moderately
weak to moderately strong). According
to
Walker (1975)
this average value
would relate to estimates of uniaxial

compressive strength, elastic modulus and
uniaxial tensile strength of 12.0, 3.1 X 103,
and 1.0N/mm2 respectively.
The anistropy index ranged from 8 to 18
with a mean of 11.

and

Anchor and instrumentation details
General
The salient features of the anchors
monitored may be summarised as follows:

fixed anchor length was 8.0m,
nominal diameter of 140mm as
Lied by DTH hammers, giving an aver¬
se rock-grout bond
at service load of
nproximately 0.6N/mm*. A factor of safe¬
The

n

„th a

of 3 against failure of the
bond was verified by one test

tyin excess

jock-grout
anchor.

.

Hi) The tendons consisted mostly of
twelve Dyform 15.2mm strands. With a
working stress of 55% fpu and a steel

section/borehole area ratio of 14.2%.
Over the free length the strands were 'in¬
dividually protected from conrosion, and
debonded from the surcharge grout, by
1.5mm wall thickness plastic sheath with
grease infilling.
(Hi) Special spacer-centraliser units were
located at 2m centres in the fixed length
and the tendons were
mediate distances.

noded at inter¬

(iV) The tendons were

homed mechan¬

and then fully tremin
grouted 'in one operation, with neat 0.45
w/c Rapid Hardening Portland cement
ically into the holes,

grout.
Anchors under observation
Ten anchors were selected for monitor¬

ing as detailed in Table I, and their loca¬
tion in plan is shown in Fig. 2.
All those anchors except N'os. 49 and
51 had been previously stressed by multistrand jack, and therefore were destressed

prior to installation of the instrumentation.
Each group of anchors also straddled an
inclinometer station (Fig. 2) so that any
wall movement could be analysed and
correlated with anchor performance and
vice

versa.

Fig. 3. Anchor heads located in redundant services trench

Installation of load cells

Vibrating wire load cells,
ay Cementation Research Ltd.,

as

supplied

were

chosen

in the belief that cells of this type were
most suited to the demands of long-term

monitoring

programmes.

Following removal of the original anchor
lead plate where necessary,
of the load d'stribution plate

the surface
was thor¬

oughly cleaned with a wire brush.
A carefully machined
bright steel bearing
'ing (tolerance = O.Tmm) was then fixed
to the plate with
Devcon, a rapid harden¬
ing liquid steel". The annular load cell
located 'in the recess formed in this
and finally a new top anchor
Mock, with a specially machined locating
Mess on the
underside, was fitted. The
ose of Devcon
and the closely matched
'Urfaces of the bearing ring, load cell, and
anchor block were
designed to promote
was

bearing ring,

axial

loading

After

conditions for the cell.

stressing, each anchor head
embly, including projecting strands,

as-

™er.

'e

a

et ''ttfd to this unit

and "into which

rec°rding unit could be connected.
„Jch®n's't>ac' cell contained three sensing
'

arranged

at

120°

intervals

and

by

means °* a portable battery
r.„.
meter, manufactured by Gage
n'brat"qUex
*~td"
avera9e of the three
wy frequency
readings was related
low

,*

tensions
an

were

accuracy

measured

by stiff rule to

of 1mm, after each stressing

stage.
In

general the load-extension curves of
individual strands were parallel, as should
be expected, although at lock-off the total
extensions deviated by up to 15% from
the

As the strands for each tendon
were cut from1 the same reel, and there¬
fore had approximately the same E value,
it is most likely that these deviations were
caused by frictional and lock-off losses in
the main.
The stressing records for Anchors 220
mean.

and 276 indicated that one strand from
each tendon had experienced grout-steel

failure. It is noteworthy that both "failed"
strands were located on that part of the
tendon circumference which, due to the
inclination of the boreholes, would have
most intimate contact with the borehole
wall during homing, and therefore the

highest chance of contamination,
A simple analysis and comparison of the
original multijack and subsequent monojack stressing records appear in Fig. 5.
Both records show that the recorded ex¬
tensions for the complete tendon were
less than those calculated theoretically,

although field results were generally with¬
in the limiting boundaries A and B, first
proposed in DIN 4125 (1972). The auth¬
ors

istic

consider that

correlation

Anchor

Load cell

No.

No.

Wall

Anchor head
spacing, m

chart.

West
West

51

3

West

1.0

27.16

1.0

27.21

26.33
1.2

North
North

an-

221

6

North

the
ick
ilf keen installed, a multistrand
itan tn
not. ke easily employed. A
ironnh
m0noiack was therefore used

222

7

North

274

8

East

275

9

East

276

10

East

roi?

u

'ncreased height of the

°Ve tfle thrust pad

once

length,

1

4

stressing

Anchor free

2

5

»d

pro-

50

219

hnrULt0j tb,e

in practice

49

220

Anchor

limits offer real¬

TABLE 1. REFERENCE NUMBER, POSITION AND LENGTH OF MONITORED ANCHORS

29.16

.

fequency-load

these

acceptance criteria

was

^closedThe'by wires
a protective sheet metal cyfrom the cell led to
L

ing of the cell. A final fifth operation was
applied on occasions to mobilise the ap¬
propriate total anchor load, or to attain
an equal load distribution between strands.
Typical load-extension data, in this case
for Anchor 221, are shown in Fig. 4: ex¬

29.21
1.0
27.21
1.0
29.21

m

and

uenro

ri

dressing proceeded' in

'.ncrfirnents

esigned to

per strand, in a se-

ensure

uniform load-

2.0

22.69
22.69

2.0
22.69

m

6

19 4#
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"
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12
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X
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r

76, 5,

>00

Extension, mm

Fig. 4. Typical load-extension data

vided that they are applied wisely in that
accuracy of monitoring and probable vari¬
ations in E value are taken 'into account

during interpretation of the results.
Table II provides a summary of the
itial loads for each anchor. The period

in¬
of

reasonably

for the

variations

during dewatering.

be ascribed to temperature
affecting the load monitoring
equipment. Fig. 7 also illustrates the fre¬
quency of readings, which was tailored
to provide maximum information at cer¬
tain stages: daily for the first week, weekly

next

6

months,

but twice

daily

As noted in the earlier section on
"Anchors under observation", wall move¬
were measured by inclinometers,
during dewatering, when the support

ments

and

installation, instrumentation, and stressing
of the ten anchors

was

four days.
B: Theoretical extension for

Service behaviour of monitored

3 000 T

a

free

length

^

0.8 x designed free length

anchors
(i) Up to 24 hours
The 'load on each anchor was re¬
corded at
approximately hourly intervals
in the first

day after

to 4 500 hours

This period extended for
approximately
27 weeks
after final stressing and included the crucial basin
dewatering oper¬
ation.
,n

2 000

(0.6%) and 67kN

(2.9%) respectively.

,

designed free length

proof stressing.

Seven of the anchors
gave records sim¬
ilar to that shown
by Anchor 50 (Fig. 6).
Rather anomalous patterns were noted
in the case of
Anchors 49, 51 and 274,
where the load
actually increased by
160kN (7.3%), 14kN

(") Up

C: Theoretical extension for

Anchor No. 221 (North Wall)
Load cell No. 6

1 000

Free

F'9. 7

I

shows typical load-time records
this case for Anchors 50
(previously

stressed multijack) and 51. The beneficial
influence of prestressing
history (2 OOOkN
°r
3100 hrs) on the
subsequent perform¬
ance of
Anchor 50 is clearly illustrated.
r
temperatures were recorded throughact as
load

tests had shown

fluctuations

of

up

that

to

O

length 27.21m
o
I Average & range for monostrand stressing
□ Data from earlier multistrand stressing

150

100

Extension, mm

apparent

4kN

might

Fig. 5. Comparison of original multijack and subsequent

monojack stressing data

regular
month
Seated that the walls inclined inwards
the base to give maximum lateral
rlisolacements in the range 5 to 50mm at
crest level over wall depths of 18 to 30m.
of water was removed,
monitoring over a period of one

160

,Anchor49J2

13m

I

180 kN — 2 337 kN max)

mm

) Up to 33
Due to the

000 hours

contractor's site activities,
inconvenient and imprac¬
tical to take regular readings throughout
the period. Following dewatering, each cell
was read at monthly intervals until 10 000
hours after stressing. Thereafter, readings
were taken at approximately four monthly
intervals up to about 18 000 hours, foll¬
owed by a final set at 33 000 hours (196
proved both

it

Anchor 274 (2 344 kN

weeks).
The records obtained after 10 000 hours
were further influenced by the progress
of the works as a whole. For example the
North Wall anchors were destressed after
13600 hours (Anchor 219) or 14 600
hours (Anchors 220-222), and other cells
were damaged during construction activ¬
ities, as summarised in Table III.
The long-term records for each group
of anchors are shown in Figs. 8-10.

Anchor 51 (2 158 kN

—

2 410 kN max)

2 172 kN max)

12

24

18

Hours after lock-off

Discussion of results
(/) Behaviour to 24 hours
Seven of the ten - anchors illustrated

which are both predictable and
— a relatively rapid 'initial
load loss, qdickly and progressively reduc¬
ing in rate. Such load losses are ascribable partly to the relaxation characterist¬

—

Anchor 50

(2 176 kN — 2

125

kN)

patterns

widely recorded

Fig. 6. Anchor performance up to 24 hours

ics of the tendons themselves, but else
to other discrete sources such as move¬
ments associated with the bedding-in of
the anchor head assembly. The maximum
loss recorded on site was 44kN (2%) in
Anchor 50, 90% of this occurring in the
first four hours. However, the immediate

performance of the other three anchors
was both
surprising and anomalous in
that load increases were recorded, after
final lock-off, and the complete removal
of the jack.
The interpretation of this phenomenon,
which has also been observed although
not officially recorded on a
number of
occasions by field operatives known to

Load(Anchor 50)

Monostrand stressing 6-8-74
Multistrand stressing 17-3-74
Anchor No. 50 (West Wall)
Load cell No. 2
Free length 29.16m

2 150

the

authors, is outside the scope of this
study, and the particular fields of know¬
ledge of the authors. What is clear is that
some external
source
of energy acted
upon the three anchors 'in question after
final lock-off; what is not clear, is the
source of

Monostrand stressing 6-8-74
Multistrand stressing
Anchor No. 51 (West Wall)
Load cell No. 3
Free

this energy.

By way of speculation, the reader is
referred to the results of laboratory and

length 27.16m

Load (Anchor

51)

exPer'mer|ts conducted by Nichols &
Abel
au

ual

(1975). They highlighted that resid¬

energy locked into igneous and meta-

30-- 2100-

-

rnorphic rock masses maybe released by
engineering activities. This energy release
ls

fual'y manifested by rock bursts, small

stale

deformations, and larger scale deormations along geological discontinuities
n
equivalent to earthquakes up to
mooter magnitude 3.
An excellent review
by Lee, Nichols &
vag® (1976) also

concluded that "apinternal energy exm most
'stsinmr"
rocks at shallow depths" and
cite a
multiplicity of recorded examples.
It
.

1 strain gauge

'able recoverable

wwSeerns P°ssible, therefore, that the
a"9 activities"
drilling a bore200Olrki
sut)secllJently exerting over
mav ii
°u prestress on the rock mass

non-operative

hole

of

ran?

resolv

prestre

a

e tr'9gered off such a release

ener9y' which in three cases
an increase in tendon

l° e^ect

5-L 2 050
0

—I—

5

10

15

Weeks after stressing

Fig. 7. Anchor performance up to

4 500 hours

—r

—r-

20

25

Behaviour to 4 500 hours
With regard to the crucial dewatering
nhase the records showed rio major fluc¬
tuations in load; those recorded were
scarcely above the order of variation to
Hi)

expected from the influence of

be

air temperature
ment.

on

Anchor No.

ambient

basis of the ten anchors mon¬

itored it is

apparent that the major change
the basin upon de-

Initial load, kN

Initial tendon
stress, %

the load sensing equip¬

On the
in

TABLE II. INITIAL SERVICE LOADS AFTER PROOF STRESSING

49

2337

65

Not previously stressed (multijack)

50

2180

61

Previously stressed

the

to

51

2172

60

Not previously stressed (multijack)

achieved minimal load change in

wall anchors.

(Hi) Behaviour to 33 000 hours
As explained in the earlier section "Ser¬

monitored anchors":
(Hi) up to 33 000 hours", several occur¬
rences restricted the number and accuracy
of readings after 10000 hours (60 weeks)
although good records for the East and
vice

(multijack)

2 OOOkN for 3 100 hrs.

external loading in

watering

Remarks

fpu

behaviour

of

anchors were maintained be¬
yond 17 500 hours (104 weeks).
It is evident from Figs. 8-10 that the
long-term load time curve consists of two
distinct phases — a rapid loss phase (I),
followed by a slower and more uniform
reduction in prestress (Phase II). This is

219

2094

58

220

2085

63

11 strands effective

221

2110

59

All

222

2384

65

274

2410

73

11 strands effective

275

2250

63

All

North Wall anchors
stressed (multijack) to I
1 150 hrs.

West Wall

East

stressed
1 200 hrs.

276

2114

Wall

anchors

previously

(multijack) to 2 280kN for

59

illustrated in Table IV. In six cases the
of load lost in this initial phase

amount

(of up to 18 weeks i.e. 3 000 hours dura¬
tion) was in excess of 85% of that meas¬
ured at around the two-year stage, and of
the other four, the lowest figure was 57%.

Conclusions
(/) Monitoring of the service performance

TABLE III. LENGTH OF RECORDS, AND CAUSES OF TERMINATION
Anchor No.

Length of record
(hours)

of ten anchors

on
this site indicate two
distinct phases in terms of rate of prestress
loss. Phase I is reflected by a stabilising,
but fairly rapid loss with time, occurring
within a period of 3 000 hours. Thereafter,
a slower and more
uniform rate of pre¬
stress loss is observed (Phase II). Based
on these limited results, it is recommended
that where service performance is being
studied the duration of the study should
be at least 5 000 hours. This period should
cover completion of Phase
I, and hope¬
fully provide sufficient results at say
monthly intervals to indicate a clear trend
for Phase II and thereby permit an extra¬
polation of the results to cover the service
life of the anchors.

(") The final set of readings which could
be taken revealed residual loads 'in An¬
chors 49, 51 and 275 of 2 275kN, 2 020
kN, and 2190kN respectively, after 33 000
hours. In all three cases, this confirms the
very gradual rate of load loss of Phase
".the total losses
being 62kN (2.7%),
kN
(7.0%) and 60kN (2.7%) respec¬
tively, The maximum prestress loss re¬
corded was 4.7% at 3 000 hours when
the rapid loss
Phase I was complete and
/• after 33 000
hours. These values are
reassuring bearing in mind the 10% overcad

allowance

commonly stipulated

in

anchor practice.
W It is known that
restressing tendons
er a
certain period reduces the subequent prestress losses due to
relaxation

Wtlejohn
l

I!

Notes

49

33 000

50

10 000

Cell

51

33 000

2 out of 3 channels stable and reliable.

2 out of 3 channels stable and reliable.

destroyed due to construction activity.

219

10 000

Destressed after 13 600 hours.

220

14000

Destressed after 14 600 hours.

221

14 000

Destressed after 14 600 hours.

222

14 000

Destressed after 14 600 hours.

274

18 500

Cell destroyed due to

275

33 000

Only 1 out of 3 channels stable and reliable.

276

18 500

Cell destroyed due to construction activity.

construction activity.

TABLE IV. SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF LOAD LOSSES
Anchor

49

Max.
initial
load

Final load

(A)/(B)

loss monitored

%

Rapid loss Phase I

(kN)

(kN)
(A)

2337

39

(weeks)

(16)

(kN)
(B)
45

(weeks)

(110)

87

ltu"der9°ne two phases of
low 'JaC'< and mon°iiack), the
I mi

stressing
generally

„i
Prestress losses recorded are conwoulm W't'1 ^'s view. This is particularly
II. 1 ustrated by the West Wall anchors,
the
1 may be generally concluded that
in ter
0TS ^aVe functi°ried satisfactorily
cruris?8 'oad"t1'°,lding capacity during a
rnonit- .00nslTuction
phase, and for the
af,
°nn9 Period of almost four years
wt6r

stressing.

Not

previously

stressed

(110)

65

(110)

89

Not previously
stressed

34*

(81)

91

11

(5)

89*

(87)

96

(16)

56*

(87)

93

7

(2)

9*

(87)

78

2410

20

(4)

35

(110)

57

275

2250

32

(16)

42

(110)

76

276

2114

13

(1)

15

(110)

87

50

2180

13

(3)

51

2172

102

(18)

219

2094

31

(8)

220

2085

85

221

2110

52

222

2348

274

20*

114

&

Bruce, 1977). Bearing in
at eight of the tendons in question

Remarks

•Extrapolated

strands
effective

11 strands
effective

Weeks after lock-off

Fig. 8. Long-term performance of West Wall anchors

<

1 000 hrs.

3 000 hrs.

'

1

1001

10 000 hrs.

1

1

1

25

0

18 500 hours

up to

50

1

I

75

100

Weeks after lock-off

Fig. 9. Long-term performance of North Wall anchors

up to

destressing at 14 600 hours

o

Theoretical relaxation
•

\
1 000 hrs.

276

I-

27R

10 000

3 000 hrs.

i

i

t

i

25

50

hrs"

i

i

1

75

100

Weeks after lock-off
<

18 500 hours

Fig. 10. Long-term performance of East Wall anchors up to

tions
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Synopsis
Following an introduction to anchor

applications, techniques and recentlyproduced codes of practice, the paper
discusses the major site investigation
requirements pertaining to ground
anchors, and present day short¬
comings, including an assessment of

ground aggressivity.
In anchor design, topics include
stability, ground/grout interface,
grout/tendon interface, grout mix,
tendon, anchor head, safety factors,
corrosion, corrosion protection and

'S.J

stressing equipment.
The text provides an insight into the
state-of-the-art on cement grouted
anchors but also discusses
recommendations to improve practice,
end

highlights areas where further
knowledge is required. In anchor
construction, current practice and
relevant quality controls are discussed
lor drilling, water testing, tendon
fabrication and homing, grouting,
anchor head installation and
stressing.
For the final

testing and acceptance
slage, five classes of test are
highlighted, special attention being
directed to proof loading, load-

extension data and service behaviour.
nnaity, the importance of records and
controls are emphasised

Figure 1 Resistance to static and dynamic uplift forces provided by 576
permanent anchors installed in rock to depths of 17 to 38m, and prestressed to
working loads up to 2490 kN, at stilling basin No. 3, Tarbela Dam, Pakistan.

quality

including proof loading of every
anchor to comply with
specified
acceptance criteria. More research
and Held
monitoring are recom¬
mended to
mance of

corrosion.

investigate service perfor¬
anchors, debonding and

S inopsis
hi a 'n

inleiding

wat oor ankeraanwen-

hings, -tegnieke

en

onlangs-daarge-

atelde gebruikskodes
handel, bespreek
hie

bry/spankabel-tussenvlak, brymengsel,
spankabei, ankerkop, veiligheidsfaktore, korrosie, korrosiebeskerming en
spantoerusting.
Die teks verskaf nie slegs insig in die
huidige stand van kennis wat
sementbryvulling van ankers betref
nie, maar bespreek ook aanbevelings
om praktyke te verbeter en werp lig op
gebiede waar verdere kennis benodig

uitgelig, met spesiale klem op
proefbeiasting, lasverlengingsgegewens en diensgedrag.
Ten slotte word die

belangrikheid van
gehaltebeheer, insluitende
proefbeiasting van elke anker om te
verseker dat dit voorgeskrewe
aanvaardingsvereistes nakom,
beklemtoon. Meer navorsing en
rekords

en

veldkontroles word aanbeveel om die

referaat die belangrikste terreinwreistes in verband met
grondankers
Bn

word. In ankerkonstruksie word

diensgedrag van ankers, bindverlies en

huidige praktyke en toepaslike
gehaltebeheer vir boorwerk, water-

korrosie te ondersoek.

insluitende

russtandherstelling, bryvulling, anker-

hedendaagse

gressiwiteit.

'n

tekortkominge,
van grondag-

naming

Ankerontwerp sluit in
soos

onderwerpe
stabiliteit, grond/bry-tussenvlak,

ncete

Beton No
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toetse, spankabelvervaardiging en

kopinstallering

en

spanning, bespreek.

aanvaardingstadium word vyf soorte toetse
Vir die finale toots- en

This paper was presented at a CSSA
symposium on prestressed ground
anchors in October 1979.
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1,

introduction

There has

2. Site

been a dramatic increase in

2.1. General
The planning and general
requirements of site investigations are
well understood and the purpose of
the following note is to highlight

of ground anchors during the
past ten years. Not only has the
number of anchor installations
increased but the range of appli¬
cations has widened considerably and
today anchors may be associated with
retaining walls, dry docks, cofferdams,
the use

water tanks,

particular features which are relevant
ground anchors. Of prime
importance is a detailed knowledge of
the ground. Whilst there may be
adequate data to indicate both the
feasibility and advantages of an
anchor system, it is usual to find that
to

concrete dams and

spillways (Figure 1), tall buildings,
suspension or arch bridges, tension
roofs, pile and plate loading tests,
lighthouses (Figure 2), towers, masts,
ski jumps, cliff stabilisation, open mine
pits, shafts, tunnels, underground
caverns (Figure 3), pipelines, and oil
platforms (Figure 4).

there is insufficient detailed informa¬
tion to permit its economic design or
construction. In this regard the data

For these

applications anchors can be
employed to solve problems involving
direct tension, sliding, overturning,
dynamic loading and ground prestressing.

Equally significant but perhaps more
striking have been the developments
descriptive terms such

as

anchors installed in 17m of alluvium

prestressed to 850kN working
load, at the lighthouse at Kullagrund

multi-under-

ream, gravel placement, lost point,
straight shaft, compression tube, end
plate, rotating plate, multi-helix,
inflatable membrane, expandable
wedge, continuous auger, tube a
manchette, resin cartridge, and resin
injection, indicate the large number of

techniques

now

Figure 2 Resistance to sliding and
overturning provided by 6 permanent
and

in anchor construction, and

investigation

on

the Baltic coast of Sweden.

required for the safe design of
temporary anchors is often similar to
that necessary for permanent works.
Since ground anchors are installed
horizontally as commonly as they are
vertically, lateral variations in ground
properties must be investigated as
thoroughly as the more easily
investigated vertical variations. For
structures such as

an

anchored

retaining wall it is recommended that
the maximum centres of investigation
locations should not exceed 20m,
unless a well known "solid" geological
formation is encountered. In addition
the plan dimensions of the site need
to be

carefully defined

so as to

available.

Although ground

anchor technology is
still in an active
stage of development
the use of anchors is
widespread for
doth
temporary and permanent works
in soils and
rocks, and there is clear
evidence that a variety of design and

testing concepts exists in

current

practice. It is considered that if
reliable performances are to be

maintained

in the future

a more

etailed technical
appraisal of anchor
systems is required
by the practising
engineer in addition to the routine
comparisons on the basis of cost and
""ration of contract. In this
regard

jvaral
countries (1He>
ns (11>
have

ancj organisa-

introduced standards

or

commendations in recent years.
documents bring together the
s of Practical experience and

...

rsn! investigation, and define
whiriP aspects °f anchor technology
attom ?re general|y accepted. In
tempting

to standardise

£i!'Ca*ions
and
th6SP

I

improve practice

Hnnirwonln

u«h/hese
documents should
torrestrict the

be6 used

chniques
of

not

advancement of

that

are

evolution.

currently in the

Figure 3 Self supporting cavern 106m long, 54m deep and 33,5m wide using
784 permanent rock anchors installed to lengths of 20 to 28 m and prestressed
to working loads of 940 to 1 300kN, at Waldeck II Pumped Storage Scheme in
West Germany.
Concrete Beton No 17 March/Maart 1980

exposures, borehole interface observa¬
tions and parameters, such as Rock

Quality Designation, can be invaluable
when back analysing water test data
to determine the need for pregrouting.
Careful fabric or structure
observations such as outlined above
are

rarely made in routine

investigations.
In regard to sampling, the available
techniques are well documented and
in soils, samples for examination and
laboratory tests should be taken from

each stratum and at maximum inter¬
vals of 1,5m in thick strata. Interme¬
diate disturbed samples, suitable for

simple classification tests, should also
be obtained, so providing a specimen
of the ground at a maximum of 0,75m
intervals of depth. In variable strata,
continuous undisturbed sampling may
be necessary in the probable vicinity
of the fixed anchor

:igure 4 To provide a reaction to enable lifting of heavy structural members
nto place on the Brent 'A' jacket, four reinforced concrete blocks were
irestressed into the ground with a force of 5000kN each.

zone.

Where

granular soils are encountered,
investigation of density by Dutch
Cone Penetrometer or Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) may well be

justified. These results in turn indicate
the insitu shear characteristics when
combined with grading and particle

include the probable fixed anchor

shape assessments. In the probable
zone of the fixed anchor length, tests

(Figure 5). Too often in practice,
particularly for deep excavations,
anchors are installed beyond the site

zone

perimeter where there is
ground data.
2.2 Main field

a

should be made at, at least, 1 m
intervals of depth in each borehole.

dearth of

In

rocks, emphasis must be placed on

obtaining maximum continuous core
recovery, which generally implies core

investigation

The geometry of an anchor
system

diameters of not less than 75mm. In

and its mode of

operation requires, in
particular, knowledge of ground
conditions local to the grouted fixed

addition, the use of double- or triple-

anchor zone. Minor variations in
ground conditions therefore assume a
greater degree of importance than, for
example, in foundation design. For
soil anchors the
recording of the

structure or fabric of the soil is
recommended since the presence of
thin
partings of silt or sand within a

H-piles and lagging

construction.

clay can have a marked effect on the
behaviour of the soil in shear and on
the

softening action

(Figure 6).

of

drilling water

This in turn can
severely limit the load
which can be placed on
clay anchors,
particularly the under-reamed type. In
the case of rock
anchors, discontinuity

frequency

21 Row of anchors 0 32 mm St 80/105

Bored piles

0 0,88m

and orientation data

together with joint continuity and
foughness

can

be vital in

determining
the size and
shape of a rock mass
liable to fail in service
(Figure 7) and,

therefore,

are

critical in any overall

stability analysis.

On the practical side
these data
obtained from rock

Concrete

Beton No
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liiiik

07>rxnr*<

1

31,80

\ Shaft
0 2,70 m

Figure 5

Excavation Allianz Stuttgart

Marl

barrels is recommended. For
which are difficult to core,
the SPT has been exploited to give a
relative measure of insitu quality.

lying between the fixed anchor length
compressibility
characteristics Cvand Mv should be

tube core

and the structure, the

weak rocks

determined, since such data can
provide guidance as to possible loss
of prestress particularly through case
history comparisons. This aspect is
important in view of the current lack
of predictive capacity related to long

Stress/strain characteristics, eg, Evalues, are important in design since
they influence bond distribution, and
may dictate the failure mechanism in
the fixed anchor (see section 3.2).
Radial stress/strain characteristics of
the ground mass can be obtained in
granular and cohesive soils, as well as

term

in soft rocks, by a pressuremeter test
within a borehole. For strong rocks
the Goodman Jack is appropriate

relate

measurements from cores should be

seriously considered. These tests are
rarely carried out in practice for

ground anchors.
Determination of the groundwater
conditions on the site will almost

2.3 Laboratory
investigation
For general classification of soils the

grading of granular soils and the
Liquid and Plastic Limits of cohesive
soils should be determined for
every
stratum encountered in the

investigation. Grading

can

give an

emperical guide to permeability and

Figure 7
controlled

Rock failure strongly
by incipient mass structure.

this value in turn influences the radius
of grout travel by permeation. The

determination of low Plasticity Indices
in a cohesive soil, even in very
localised zones, can influence both
the type

of anchor and the method of
drilling eg, under-reaming may be
precluded.

granular soils of mixed grading,
peak shear strengths of samples may

In

be obtained from direct shear tests for
series of densities from loose to

a

dense, at the relevant stress level. For
cohesive soils the shear strengths
should be obtained by triaxial
compression tests on representative

samples. The type of test to be
employed, namely undrained or
drained, will depend on the design
method, the mass permeability of the
soil and the probable rate of stressing
of the anchor. Where the ground
under investigation possesses a high
mass permeability eg, silts, clays
possessing a permeable fabric, chalk
or marl, both undrained and effective
shear parameters should be
determined to permit a study of the
influence of the relatively high
permeability under different loading
conditions of the anchor. In current

Figure

6

Influence of sandfilled
ssures on underream
configuration.

8

cheap, easily undertaken and cor¬
approximately with other
parameters such as uniaxial strength,
although currently it is more common
to determine directly the uniaxial
compressive strength or occasionally
the tensile strength on specially
prepared test cylinders. Alternatively,
a large shear box test may be used to
assess the shear strength of intact
material or an existing discontinuity.
The shear strength of joints may also
be estimated by a detailed study of the
joint geometry and materials characte¬
are

although, if results are difficult to
determine, deformability

certainly be essential for the overall
design of the project as well as the
anchor system, particularly where ex¬
cavations are proposed. This area of
investigation, and the recording of
long term groundwater conditions by
properly sealed piezometers, although
well understood, are too often given
scant attention. Allied to this subject,
the permeability of the ground mass
can be assessed from
pumping tests
in order to assess groutability. In hard
rock where low permeability is
confirmed it is noteworthy that the
environment is sometimes regarded as
virtually non-aggressive on the basis
of low groundwater
percolation rates.

performance.

In rocks, index tests such as Point
Load Strength are attractive since they

practice, anchor design in clay is
based primarily on undrained
parameters. For systems which will
apply a high average stress to a clay

ristics. All these tests are used by the
designer to estimate rock mass
stability and the bond or skin friction
in the fixed anchor zone. In regard to
bond distribution however, rock

deformability is the key parameter,
and stress/strain relationships should
be obtained from uniaxial

compression tests in the laboratory, or
preferably from insitu pressuremeter
tests.

The

susceptibility of rock to weather¬
ing can be assessed by the Slake
Durability Test apparatus, augmented
by a microscopic examination of the

nature of the minerals. With this
information the sensitivity of the rock
to

flushing water, and the possibility

of mineral reaction with grout or

groundwater can be investigated. In
regard swelling tests are also
pertinent. In general, there is a need
to concentrate more on ground
parameters which affect or may be
affected by the drilling process. For
example, quartz content combined
with strength are useful figures when
assessing drillability.
this

2.4 Chemical

analyses
Sulphate and chloride contents are
established as a routine and dictate
choice of cement, but the overall
corrosion hazard is seldom quantified.
a guide, Table 1 illustrates some
aggressivity limits with respect to

As

cement, whilst Table 2 proposes limits
for two key

parameters with respect to

metals1121.
Concrete Beton No 17 March/Maart 198'

2.5 Investigation during construction
Where the initial investigation shows
that ground conditions are liable to

variations eg, glacial drift,
all ground data obtained during

random
then

anchor drilling should
and subjected to daily

system will act as an

a

device should
or

be recorded
analysis. Such

"early warning"

variation in strata levels

ground type require changes in

design or installation method. The
behaviour of test anchors should also
be considered as part of the ground
investigation and carefully compared
with all field and laboratory data. In
particular, the behaviour of an anchor

semi-permeable soil will be de¬
pendent on the ratio between the rate
of dissipation of porewater pressure
and the rate of loading. Thus it is
possible that the available anchor load
may well be increased if stressing can
be applied slowly, eg, in a series of
stage increments over a period of
time. Similarly the behaviour of a clay
in a

soil between the fixed anchor length
and the anchor head may well depend
on the stressing procedure. These

aspects have received little study to
date, yet they influence proof loading,
and, more important, subsequent
service behaviour, with particular
reference to prestress loss with time.

installed at such shallow
a

depths where
general shear failure of the ground

mass occurs, and it is more common
to find fixed anchors founded at a

depth where the top of fixed anchor is
not less than 5 metres below ground
surface or, alternatively, with a
depth/diameter ratio exceeding 15. In
these circumstances, field experience
indicates that failure is localised and
does not generate to the ground
surface.

Overall, there is little experimental or
practical evidence to substantiate the
methods currently used to calculate
the ultimate resistance to

individual,

Table 1

or groups

pull-out of
of anchors,

although present practice

appears to
be conservative. It is important to
observe however the trend towards

higher anchor loadings combined with
growing exploitation of weaker

a

ground. In the

large
the

of

a

rock

mass,

groups of anchors are located in
rock horizon, and the rock
is horizontally bedded, the

same

mass

possibility of laminar failure should be
subject requires
more research, although in unfavour¬
able conditions it is common practice
-to stagger anchor lengths to reduce
the intensity of stress on any plane.(3) (14)
considered'16? This

Aggressivity of groundwater with respect to cement

Groundwater environment

Remarks

Very pure water

(CaO< 300mg/litre)

Such waters dissolve the free
lime and hydrolyse the silicates
and aluminates in the cement

pH< 6,5

the cement, but

on

aggressivity

Acid waters attack the lime in

9-12
Selenious water

are

pH values of
passivating

(SO3)>0,5g/litre
(stagnant)

3.

Design

>0,2 g/litre

3.1

Stability

(flowing)

Individual anchors

case

careful classification with particular
reference to fracture geometry would
facilitate an optimum design. Where

must be installed at

depth sufficient to resist safely the
applied working load without failure
occurring in the ground mass. For
rack, calculations on uplift capacity
are based on crude
cone or wedge
mechanisms (Figures 8a and b),13)
which are
invariably conservative
since they are
primarily based on
weight, no tensile or shear strength
a

Magnesium water (S03)>0,25g/litre
(stagnant)
>0,1 g/litre
(flowing)

Table 2

These sulphates react with the
tricalcium aluminate to form
salts which
cement

disarrange the
by swelling

Aggressivity of soils with respect to metals

being

Ground Environment

the presence of discontinuities
restrict application of these
simple
methods and necessitate modifications
by the experienced rock
engineer

Redox potential

Remarks

Resistivity
(ohm cm)

(corrected to pH = 7)
Normal hydrogen electrode
(mV)

on

aggressivity

<700

<100

Very corrosive

700-2000

100-200

Corrosive

2000-5000

200-400

Moderately corrosive

>5000

>400

apportioned to the rock'14! In
many cases rock mass heterogeneity

or

"sing his engineering judgement (See
hgures 8c, d and
e)(13l

for soils,

an

creasing in

expanding conic plug

diameter from the top of
fixed anchor
might be assumed at
re (Figure 9)',5> In this case
wever shear
resisting forces are

o

L

onsiderBd

to act at the failure
aces in addition to soil
weight.

rent

practice, anchors

are

In

>430 if clay

Mildly or non-corrosive
soil

rarely

oncrete Beton No
17 March/Maart 1980
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necessary to obtain E-values for rocks
and stiff clays, and insitu stress levels

together with elastic and dilatancy
properties for sands and gravels.
These field characteristics, although
rarely available, are required if the
behaviour of instrumented anchors is
to be

properly understood, with
particular reference to stress/strain
behaviour around the fixed anchor.
on this topic will also

Further research

facilitate prediction of long term
service performance in due course,
and permit a more detailed analysis

of

failure mechanisms.
.

3.3 Grout/tendon interface

Recommendations

pertaining to
grout/tendon bond values commonly
take no account of the length and type
of tendon, tendon geometry, or grout
strength, and for these reasons it is
still advisable to measure

experimentally the embedment length
Figure 8 Geometry of rock mass assumed to be mobilised at failure
(a) individual anchor in isotropic medium, (b) line of anchors in isotropic
medium, (c) perpendicular to planes of discontinuity, (d) parallel to planes
discontinuity, (e) at an acute angle to planes of discontinuity.

3.2 Ground

grout Interface

A

straight shafted, cement grouted
mainly on the
development of bond or shear in the
region of the rock/grout interface. A
uniform distribution of bond along the
fixed anchor is assumed, and the bond
value is commonly based on field
anchor in rock relies

experience.'141^

the absence of this
experience or field test data, the
ultimate bond stress is often taken as
one-tenth of the uniaxial compressive
strength of massive rocks up to a
maximum value of 4,2N/mm2.
In fact, the distribution of bond is
unlikely to be uniform unless the rock
ls "soft", and
non-uniformity applies to
most rocks where
Egrout/Erock is less
man

10.

Although stress transfer from

anchor to rock is

understood, the
accommodate

imperfectly

rock

our

mass can

ignorance in most

cases and rock reinforcement

systems
can be
remarkably effective in spite of
a lack of
precision in design. In soils
Reload transfer mechanism is chiefly
°"e of surface
adhesion in clays, and
skin friction in sands and
gravels. For

s'raight-shafted

or

under-reamed

anchors current designs are

analogous

to those

employed for

°red, cast insitu piles.(17)A major

exception is

the post-grouted anchor
the ground and primary grout
"ydrofractured. Since the

ere
re

10

for known field conditions. Three

of

magnitude and extent of fracturing are
virtually impossible to quantify, all
hope of calculating pull-out capacities
is abandoned, and the results of many
field tests are used to draw up statis¬
tics and correlations. As an example
Figure 10 illustrates for sands and
gravels the relationships between
uniformity coefficient, fixed anchor
length and ultimate load holding

capacity.'18)
In

are widely recognised
(Figure 12) and our understanding of
these mechanisms, including bond
distribution, is still indebted to

interlock

American research in the 1940's.<19)
a guide, bearing in mind the
compressive strength 30N/mm2 often
required for cement based grouts prior
to stressing, the permissible average
bond stress under proof loading

As

conditions should not exceed

1,0N/mm2 for clean plain wire or
plain bar tendon
(ii) 1,5N/mm2 for clean crimped wire

(i)

tendon

practice, fixed anchor lengths are

seldom less than 3 m. Where

transferred

mechanisms of bond, namely
adhesion, friction and mechanical

load is

primarily by bond or shear

upper limiting length exists beyond
which the extra length is redundant
unless the proximal end of the fixed
an

(iii) 2,0N/mm2

for

clean

strand

or

deformed bar.
The above values also apply in parallel
multi-unit tendons provided the clear

spacing is not less than 5mm. For

yields. A knowledge of the
of the
tendon reinforced grout, and the

anchor

tensile stress/strain relationship

ground restraint/displacement curve
for the fixed anchor is

required to
fixed anchor

calculate the maximum

length for any particular situation. In
practice, fixed anchor lengths seldom
exceed 10m, even in weak soils, and
the above calculation is not usually
contemplated. For those anchors
where the tendon load is transferred
through a plate or prefabricated cap¬
sule, axial and radial compressive
stresses are mobilised which must be
resisted by the lateral restraint of the
surrounding ground (Figure 11). To
investigate this possibility it is

Figure 9

Geometry of soil mass

assumed to be mobilised at failure.

Concrete Beton No 17

March/Maart 198(

Figure 12 Idealised representation of
major components of bond.
agents can have a deleterious effect
bond. A light uniform surface
rusting may in fact provide a useful
visual quality control but there is a
need to classify corrosion, so that
acceptance criteria can be established.
on

A

Figure 10

Load carrying capacity of anchors in frictional soils showing
(uniformity coefficient), density and fixed anchor length.

influence of soil type

topic that demands more detailed
study, particularly in high capacity
anchors (>200 tonnes) is debonding,
which

occurs as

the ductile tendon

transfers stress to the brittle cement
noded tendons which can mobilise
mechanical interlock or the shear

strength of the grout, the minimum
spacing criterion does not apply. For
cement grouted anchors minimum
tendon embedment lengths of 3 and 2
metres, are also applied for tendons
bonded insitu, and under factory
controlled conditions, respectively. For
shorter bond lengths or where doubt
exists concerning the factor of safety,
the proposed design should be

checked

grout (Figure 13).|14)

rusted tendons

Micro cracking of the grout at the
grout/tendon interface is inevitable,
with a probable loss of adhesion and
friction over a critical length of the
tendon embedment. Over this length

by full scale tests. Slightly
are acceptable since
this surface condition does not impair
bond properties. Deep, flaky or loose
rust however must be removed from

the tendon

prior to homing, and steel
pitting should be
rejected. In current practice some
enigneers have a fetish about tendon
with surface

cleanliness, and it should be

emphasised that certain protective
and films from degreasing

waxes

tendon extension occurs, the value of
which is important when interpreting

load/extension data at the anchor
head during stressing, particularly
when acceptance

criteria are related
(See section 5.3).
Equally important is the effect of grout
cracking on the long term
performance of anchors installed in
aggressive environments (See section
3.8). Tendon density appears to be
related to magnitude of debonding,
to extension limits

and

a

current recommendation is that

the steel tendon should not exceed 15
per

cent of the borehole area.'20'

3.4 Grout Mix
All conventional

hydraulic cements
namely ordinary, rapid hardening,
sulphate resisting, and low heat
varieties are acceptable. In order to
avoid "stress corrosion" of the steel

tendon, however, the cement must not
have a chlorine content from chlorides
which exceeds 0,02% by weight, and

sulphur from sulphides which exceeds
0,10% by weight. Use of Fligh-alumina
Cement is

now more

restricted

worldwide, and may be confined to
test anchors, and temporary anchors
with

F'gure

a

service life not

exceeding six

months, in view of the high heat of
11

Concrete

Bursting mechanism of compression type fixed anchor.
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hydration and problems of reversion.
1

Admixtures should only be used if
tests have shown that their use
improves the properties of the grout,
eg

by

STRAIN

increasing workability, reducing
the grout slightly.

bleed, or expanding
Admixtures must be

free from any

product liable to damage

a £
o o
x o

the steel or

O cb

grout itself. For example, no
admixture should be used which
contains in total more than 0,1 % of
chlorides, sulphates or nitrates. Use of
calcium chloride is forbidden. In
the

a
LU
X
LL

general, use of admixtures is restricted
clay, where water reduction is
important, and protective grouts in
permanent anchors where low bleed is

ANCHOR CROSS SECTION

to

desirable. Bearing in mind the many
benefits attributed to admixtures by
manufacturers, care is required when

54 No. WIRES
7mm DIAMETER

Figure 13
of

a

Strain distribution along tendon in fixed anchor
capacity anchor.

zone

220 tonne

making a technical assessment of the
admixture prior to its adoption eg,
effect of dosage on long term

performance, or permanence in the
anchor environment. As a guide to the
data

required for the mix before

grouting is approved, key characteris¬
tics

are

listed below:

Water/cement ratio
Admixture concentration
Flow reading

Expansion, shrinkage or bleed
Setting time
Strength development with time
To ensure that the cement

grout has
good bond and shear strength the mix
should be designed to attain a uniaxial
compressive strength of 40N/mm2
minimum at 28 days. Further, the
bleed of the tendon bonding grout
should ideally not exceed 1 % by
volume.

Figure 14 illustrates the extent to
which these properties are related to

the w/c ratio of an OPC
grout. W/c
ratios generally lie in the
range 0,35 to

0,50, although higher values
used in sandy alluvium.

are

still

3.5 Tendon

Tendons
wire used

may consist of bar, strand or
either singly or in groups. In

Practice popular sizes
steel wire (7 mm
dia),

are non-alloy
non-alloy 7-wire
strand (12,5 to 18mm
dia.), and low
a
oy steel bar (20 to 40mm dia.).
stainless steel wire (7 mm dia.) and
ar (10 to
32 mm dia.) are now

available, but there is limited data
currently available on relaxation
characteristics. In this regard the

aximum prestress loss allowed for in
ssign is normally taken as the relax-

'on ?'ter
1000 hours for the jacking
lmPosed at

f rce

12

transfer. Centralisers
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provided on all tendons to
ensure that the tendon is a) free of
borehole contamination, and b)
centred in the grout column and thus
protected against corrosion. Good
centralisers ensure a minimum grout
cover of 10mm to the tendon, and
spacing is dictated by anchor inclina¬
tion and tendon sag between points of
support. In current practice tendon
should be

Table 3

Suggested safety factors for anchor design

Anchor

category

Minimum

safety factor

Temporary anchors where the service
life is less than 6 months and failure
would have few serious consequences
and would not endanger public safety
eg,

centralisation does not receive

1,3

short term pile test.

sufficient attention, and grout/tendon
bond failures due to contamination are
recorded occasionally at the proof
loading stage. Spacers are required in
the fixed anchor length of all multiunit tendons to ensure separation
between the individual components of
the tendon and thus effective

Temporary anchors with a service life of
up to 2 years, where although the con¬
sequences of failure are quite serious,
there is no danger to public safety with¬
out adequate warning eg, retaining wall

penetration of grout to provide
adequate bond. A minimum of three
should be provided in each fixed
anchor length, and field tests to date

anchors in a

1,6

tie backs.

All

permanent anchors. Temporary

highly aggressive environ¬
2,0

ment, or where the consequences of
failure

serious eg, temporary
anchors for main cables of asuspension

indicate that for parallel strands no
reduction in bond is apparent for clear

are

bridge or as a reaction
structural members.

for lifting heavy

spacings down to 5 mm.™
3.6 Anchor head
The anchor head

normally consists of
stressing head in which the tendon
is anchored and a bearing plate by

safety and cost of structural damage.
Suggested minimum safety factors for

which the tendon force is transferred
to the structure. Secondary distribu¬
tion systems in the form of concrete
end blocks or steel walings then

in Table 3.

a

transfer the force to the main
structure. Whilst the design of

different anchor

Since the minimum safety factor is
applied to those anchor components
known with the greatest degree of
accuracy, the values listed invariably
apply to the tendon or anchor head.

such

systems is well covered by structural
engineering practice it is noteworthy
that the head should be fitted to

regard to the major interfaces
also occur design
safety factors range generally from 2
to 4. Since the quantity and quality of
data pertaining to the properties of the
In

where failure may

a

tolerance of ± 5mm concentrically
with the tendon which, in turn, should
not suffer an
excess of ±

angular deviation in
position

materials at the interface are

3° from the axial

(Figure 15). Excess deviation reduces
load transfer
efficiency, and creates
difficulties in wedge pull-in. In this
regard

no

problems should be

anticipated provided wedges
homed within
(Figure 15).
3T

a

5mm

are

depth band

Figure 15

Recommended tolerances

Having established broad guidelines
aggressivity in the ground (See
section 2.4) in relation to cement and
metal, it would appear that engineers
are currently most interested in
tendon corrosion. In this regard the
corrosion of steel bar in concrete and
its relation to cracking, has been
surveyed recently.'21'It is clear that
corrosion is likely to start first where a
bar intersects a crack and in the short
term (say up to 2 years) there is a
significant influence of crack width on
for

investigated for all major
constituent materials and component
rfaces of the anchor system, for
example:
(®) within the ground mass
or

ground/

mechanical anchor interface

Concrete

the circumstances.
3.8 Corrosion

The safety factor of an anchor is the
ratio of the ultimate load
holding
capacity to the working load. In
ssign potential failure mechanisms
should be

ground/grout,

extremely varied, it is not considered
advisable to stipulate specific values
and the designer must judge on the
basis of the data presented in each
case, what safety factor is prudent for

at anchor head.

Safety factors

) at the

categories are listed

Beton No 17 March/Maart 1980

(c) at the grout/tendon, and/or grout/
capsule interface
(d) the tendon and anchor head.
For each

potential failure mechanism

safety factor must be chosen having
regard to how accurately the relevant
characteristics are known, whether the
system is temporary or permanent, ie,
service life, and the consequences if
failure occurs ie, danger to public
a

13

the

amount of corrosion

found near a

term (say 10 years
or more) however, the influence of the
width of cracks on the amount of
corrosion is negligible. Figure 16 illu¬
strates the nature of cracking around
a ribbed deformed bar/22'It will be
crack. In the long

that the force is dominantly
transferred from steel to concrete by
the mechanical action of the ribs, and
adhesion is largely lost.
seen

The time t0

is the time taken for a
depassivating front to penetrate to the
tendon steel; it will depend on whether
or not the grout is cracked, the
crack
width, the cover and the nature of the
environment. For cracked grout in a
marine environment, t0 = 0 would
seem a reasonable

assumption. In
considering the variables that will
control t„ the first problem is to define
unacceptable corrosion; for reinforced
structures, the onset of spalling has
been proposed; for anchors the
monitoring of a loss of prestress in
excess

of 10% would

cause

concern,

and

assuming that the sole cause
corrosion, it is likely that loss of

was

mechanical interlock would occur in
advance of spalling. The time taken to
cause loss of mechanical interlock

clearly depends on rate of corrosion
and currently no predictive capacity
exists to establish values for t0 and t.
More fundamental research and field

monitoring are urgently needed in this
important field.
3.9 Corrosion protection
The problem is to decide whether the
rate of corrosion merits the expense of

Figure 16

Schematic diagram of

conditions close to

a

deformed

reinforcing bar.

When steel rusts, the corrosion

products generally occupy a volume

of 2 to 3 times the volume of metal
removed, and the ability of the sur¬

rounding grout to resist the internal
stresses mobilised depends on the
location of the tendon unit, the tensile
capacity of the grout cover and,
finally, the lateral restraint which may
be available in the
surrounding
ground. In reinforced concrete struc¬
tures the ratio of cover to bar diameter
is a

protection. Exposure either to

preferred that both stages be
susceptible to inspection prior to
tendon

homing.

Protective systems consist almost

exclusively of those aiming to
preclude a gaseous atmosphere
around the metal by totally enclosing
it within a covering or sheath. Their
effectiveness depends on:
(a) the maintenance of continuity of
coverings
(b) external fluid pressure gradients
across coatings and joints in
coverings
(c) content and cleanliness of
atmosphere during application of
coatings
(d) details of junctions in coverings
especially at fixed anchors and
anchor heads

(e) the electrochemical environment
at the metal surface.

Commonly, individual tendons are
provided with a protective covering
such as plastic sheaths and grease
infilling over their free length. For
plastic, a minimum wall thickness of
1 mm is often specified, but control on
greases is lax. Not all greases
maintain their required properties for

combinations of oxygen and chlorides
or to anaerobic conditions in the pre¬
sence of sulphates, or to severely

the life of the anchor and it is useful,
for example, to establish the oxidation

fluctuating and high stress levels all

For the fixed anchor

enhance the rate of corrosion. How¬

section, the complete tendon is often

since there is no certain way of
identifying corrosive circumstances
beforehand with sufficient precision to
predict corrosion rates it is considered
that all permanent anchors should be
fully protected. Double protection is
commonly specified, which means that
at least two stages of protection are
applied to the anchor, and it is

encased inside

ever,

resistance for

comparative purposes.
or

tendon bond

a corrugated plastic or
using epoxy/polyester resin
or cement grout. Figure 17 illustrates a
fully protected permanent anchor.

steel tube,

3.10 Stressing equipment
Stressing equipment which is normally
hydraulically operated for wire and
strand tendons should preferably

major parameter, and little signi¬

ficant corrosion
damage, ie, spalling,
basbeen observed when this ratio
exceeds 3.

The object of
design against corrosion
is

to ensure

that, during the economic

design life*of

the anchor, the

Probability of unacceptable corrosion
occurring is acceptably small. It has

een
suggested'21' that a rational
approach to design would be to satisfy

grout tubes'

rne

following inequality:
esi9o life = < t0 + t,

i

)

th

smooth sheath

plastic coated and

greased strands

where to = time from construction to
e "ligation of corrosion
t, = time from initiation of
roosion to the occurrence of

acceptable
14

corrosion.

Figure 17

Permanent VSL anchor.
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whole of the tendon in one
operation. This technique facilitates
cyclic loading tests, but both single
unit and multi unit operations are used
in practice. Where the maximum force
in a bar unit does not exceed 0,33 x
characteristic strength, stressing by
torque wrench is permitted. The
design of the jack should permit the
tension the

elongation at every stage to be
measured to an accuracy of ± 1mm.
In this regard the hydraulic pump
tendon

should be designed to permit precise
control of the stressing jack, whether
opening or closing, to an accuracy of
nor more than ± 0,5mm of jack stroke.
The circuit must permit the accurate
reading of the pressure gauge without
vibration and the pump unit should
always be equipped with a siteregulated pressure overload relief

prevent tendon damage by
over-tensioning. All flexible
connections between pump and jack
should have a burst pressure at least
valve to

twice the maximum pump pressure

rating and should be fitted with nonspill connectors to avoid
contamination. Torque-wrenches
should be capable of tensioning the
tendor bar units to an accuracy of ±
5%. When provided with a calibration
certificate the condition of calibration,
the specification of the nut and
washer surfaces, and the lubrication
should be stated. For the
measurement of force, pressure

gauges are commonly used, but rarely
supplied with a calibration certificate.
Where load cells are provided they
should have means of accurately

centering them on the jack to ensure
co-axiality with the tendon, and the
surface tolerance on seating may have
to be 0,1 mm

or

readings

required. Cells should be

are

better if accurate

provided with calibration certificates
which show the effects of sustained
loading on the cell unit where this is

appropriate. In general, stressing

aquipment is manufactured to a high
mechanical standard but on site,
regular calibration to

ensure reliability
accuracy is relatively rare. It is
recommended that pressure gauges

t

ould be calibrated either
every fifty

jessings
or after every fourteen
(whichever is
the

,h ,i„„

more

days

frequent)

no

significant variation, in which

case

the interval between calibrations may
be doubled.

4. Construction

which indicates that cement is not

4.1

Drilling
Drilling methods normally involve

a

rotary, percussive or rotary-percussive
mechanism and, occasionally vibratory
driving techniques. Diamond core
drilling is rarely used for anchor holes
because of high cost and the belief

that the smoothness of the bore
reduces the bond capacity. The

drilling method should be chosen to
give minimal disturbance to the
surrounding ground. For example, air
flushing should be used with caution
in weak fine grained soils, and in the
neighbourhood of buildings control of
flushing pressure is vital to avoid
hydrofracture of the surrounding
ground (Figure 6). Hole stability is
critical, and special care is required to
ensure that the drilling or flushing
method does not give rise to loss of
ground, significantly above the volume
of the specified drill hole. In this
respect the volume of material
removed during drilling should be
checked. For specified drill holes, the
entry point should be positioned
within ± 75mm with an angle
tolerance of ± 2°

,

and

an

frequent),

nCrete Beton No
17 March/Maart 1980

to

an adjacent unstressed anchor then
stressing of that anchor should be
carried out prior to, or 7 days after
pregrouting. In unconsolidated
deposits where large voids or cavities
are suspected, eg, by a complete loss
of flushing medium during drilling in
the anchor zone, water or pregrouting
tests should be carried out prior to
homing the tendon to measure the
insitu permeability or grout-take
respectively. If grouting proceeds in

the absence of these tests and then

excessive grout-takes are recorded at
nil back pressure, grouting should
terminate when the volume

injected

exceeds three times the theoretical

overall hole

anticipated (Figure 18). Drilling of the
length should be carried
out on the same day as tendon
homing and grouting. A delay between
completion of drilling and grouting
can have serious consequences due to
deterioration of the ground,
particularly in over consolidated,
fixed anchor

fissured cohesive materials and soft
rocks.

4.2 Water
On

testing

completion of drilling in rock

strata the hole should be tested for

"watertightness" by measuring rate of
water loss or gain in the drillhole. The
purpose of this test is to provide an
assessment of the likelihood of
cement

grout loss, when fractures

dgring drilling,

the rock formation is suspect.
Grout loss from around the tendon in
the fixed anchor zone is of prime

more

for the treatment of fissures which are
less than 160 microns thick. A single
160 micron fissure gives rise to a flow
of 3,2 litres/minute/atmosphere. Where
the water test indicates a connection

deviation of 1 in 50 should be

on site- Similarly, load cells
be calibrated every fifty stres¬

complementary pressure
used
simultaneously indicate

period of 10 minutes'241 (see
Figure 18). This flow threshold is
based on experience in rock grouting

suitable, because of its particle size,

have been encountered

sor after every 28 days use

litres/minute/atmosphere, measured

over a

also

properly maintained class A

Whichever is the

loss in the hole exceeds
3

or

importance in relation to efficient

Figure 18

Drilling operations at Laing

Dam, South Africa, where

a

tolerance

hole

verticality of 1:150 was
specified, together with a watertight¬
on

criteria of 0,05 litres/metre of
hole/minute at 5 bars. 131 high
ness

protection. Pregrouting is

capacity anchors were installed into
rock, with overall lengths of 14 to
63 m, and working loads in the range

recommended if leakage or water

4800 to 6000kN.

distribution of load and corrosion
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Table 4

Recommended items for stressing record

General classification data
Project

Contractor

Engineer

Inspector

Date

Time started

Time

Stressing

completed

personnel
Free

Anchor No.

length

Fixed anchor

Ground type

length
Tendon type

Jack type
Pump type

Type of
anchor
head
Data monitored

E-value of steel

Working load (Tu)

Test load

Area of

Maximum rated

Date of last

capacity

calibration

piston

(Tt)

Pressure gauge

Pressure gauge

range

accuracy

Date of last
calibration

Lock-off
mechanism

Initial

Strand

pressure

seating

pull-in

during stressing

Permanent

Tendon

bearing
plate

extension

Jack pressure

Tendon

pull-in

at lock-off

movement

volume calculated for the hole. In this

ciency of the centraliser and spacer

regard, useful grout consumption
figures may already be available from
adjacent anchors. Water testing,
although considered prudent by
engineers, is not common practice.

units, and also to observe damage,
distortion or the presence of smear,
eg,

in weak, cohesive ground.

4.4

Grouting

The function of the

4.3 Tendon

defined

Anchor tendons should be fabricated
a workshop or in the field under a

(i)

in

covered area,

during fabrication

and

subsequent

storage, tendons should be supported
off the floor
by trestles. In multi-unit
tendons spacers and centralisers
made of steel or plastic must be

securely fixed, so that their positions
are maintained
during subsequent

handling

and homing operations.
When homing the tendon a
steady

controlled rate should be maintained
and for
heavy tendons weighing in
excess of 200kg, mechanical
handling
equipment should be employed as
manual operations can be difficult and

hazardous (Figure 19). The use of a
funnel or radiused
entry pipe at the
fop of a cased hole is recommended
to avoid
mechanical damage to the
tendon. On occasion,
particularly at
the start of a
contract, the tendon

should be withdrawn

operation,
16

in order to

grouting

may

be

follows:

the formation of the fixed anchor
in order that the applied load may
be transferred from the tendon to
the surrounding ground

using trained personnel.

Tendons must be free of detrimental
rust or any deleterious substance and

as

augment the protection of the

(ii)

to

(iii

tendon against corrosion, and
where pregrouting is deemed
necessary, to fill voids
fissures in the ground

and/or
prior to

tendon installation.

Mixing should be carried out
mechnically with a high shear action
in order to obtain a homogeneous
grout. On completion of the mixing,
the grout should be kept in
continuous movement eg,

Figure 19 At Milton Dam, Ohio, USA
difficulty of access, the anchor
tendons were transported and homed
by helicopter.
due to

slow

pressure should be limited to avoid
distress in the ground or on adjacent
structures. A limiting pressure of
20kN/m2 per metre depth of ground is
in practice. Basic data to be

common

recorded for the
follows:

agitation in a storage tank. Each stage
of injection should be performed in
one continuous operation, and if, for
any reason, grouting is interrupted or
delayed beyond the setting period, the
tendon should be removed from the
borehole. The initial grout should then
be removed by flushing or redrilling,
and the tendon homing and grouting

after the homing

stages repeated. Where grouting is

judge the effi¬

carried out under pressure,

such

grouting operation

are as

Mix constituents

Type of mixing equipment

Mixing time
Grouting pressure
Quantity of grout injected
Injection time
Details of samples and tests.
Quality controls should include fluidity
specific gravity measurements
during the fluid stage, setting time and

and

Concrete Beton No 17 March/Maart 1980

bleed

during the stiffening stage, and
crushing strengths at, say, 7 and
28days. The number and frequency of
tests will vary according to site

cube

circumstances,

but generally these

tests should be carried out

daily. As a
principle in quality control, emphasis

should be placed

those tests which
permit the grout to be assessed prior
to injection. The current
amphasis is
on cube tests.
4.5 Anchor head
In soil conditions

where

some

creep

relaxation of the fixed anchor may
continue after grouting of the free
'ength of the tendon, grouting should

^terminated

below the anchor head
and the void in
the anchor head zone

subsequently filled

a flexible
corrosion protection material eg,
bitumen. In this way fixed anchor

by

dis¬

placements cannot impose excessive
compressive stresses on the grout
I

column in the free
length. This
achnique
also
prevents falsely high
'"ads

being

1.6

mobilised.

Strewing

Messing is required to fulfill
C°ncrete

equipment and
procedures should be specified
accordingly:
(a) to tension the tendon and to
anchor it at the required force
(b) to ascertain and record the
behaviour of the anchor so that it
be compared with the
behaviour of control anchors.

two
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otherwise load transfer efficiency may
be reduced. For disc cutters the
minimum distance is two tendon unit
diameters.

5.

Testing

can

on

or

'

functions and the

Stressing and recording should be
carried out by experienced personnel,
but preferably not before the primary
grout forming the fixed anchor has
attained a crushing strength of at least
30N/mm2, as verified from tests on
100mm cubes. No tendon which is to
form part of any temporary or
permanent works should be stressed
at any time beyond either 80% of the
characteristic strength, or 90% of the
0,2% proof strength. Table 4 details
items for inclusion in the stressing
record for each anchor.

5.1 General

Five classes of test may be
anchor project, namely:

relevant for

an

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Precontract component testing
Field test anchors
Routine acceptance tests
Monitoring of service behaviour of

(v)

Monitoring of the overall
anchor/ground/structure system.

individual anchors

Classes (i) and (ii) are often combined
in the form of precontract proving
tests where the objective is to
demonstrate in advance of any site
use the quality and adequacy of the

cutting of the tendon after final
grouting or stressing should
preferably be done without heat, eg,
disc-cutter. Where cutting torches are
used the cut should not be closer than

design and material, and the levels of
safety which the design provides. Test
anchors should, ideally, be installed at

four tendon unit diameters from the

anchors, to

The

face of the anchorage

wedge or nut

the

same

strata as

inclination and in the

same

proposed for the service
ensure

relevant and

that the results are

directly applicable.
17

length equivalent to the free
length plus 50% fixed length
(Figure 20), or 110% of the free
length in the case of a fully
decoupled tendon with an end

testing of each
demonstrates the
ability of the anchor to act

Routine acceptance

production anchor
short term

satisfactorily, in addition to providing
a measured load safety factor.

Although these tests are
commonplace, acceptance criteria
have not been standardised and some
current procedures are described
briefly in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. In
contrast, there is a dearth of data on
long term monitoring both for
individual anchors and complete
systems. One important consequence
for acceptance

testing is that optimum

overload allowances cannot be
determined to accommodate long term
losses. Field monitoring studies of
anchorage systems are necessary if

important concepts relating to overall
stability and group effects are to be

plate or nut.
5.4 Service behaviour

relaxation losses a load
5%, or a creep
displacement of 1 mm, measured after
24 hours, has been specified as
acceptable on occasions, but no
reliance should be placed on these
arbitrary figures. Can, in fact, a 24hour acceptance test guarantee
satisfactory performance over a
service period of 50 years? More
results should be published where
long-term monitoring over periods in
For creep or
loss of up to

excess

as a

5.2 Proof

Proof

of 24 hours has been carried

out to check service behaviour and act

verified.

control to verify that anchor

performance is satisfactory.!25)

loading

loading an anchor automatically

tests the installation and confirms to a

certain

degree design load safety

factors. Significant errors made in
either the design or construction

stages will be pinpointed immediately
and potentially dangerous and
expensive consequences avoided. At
the present time there is a clear trend
towards proof loading each anchor to
1,25 and 1,5 times the working load
for temporary and permanent works,
respectively. Whilst proof loading is
common practice however, accurate
monitoring of extensions is the
exception rather than the rule.

6. Anchor location

records
Proper records are important for both
temporary and permanent
installations. Lack of knowledge of the
location of temporary anchors may

damage of construction plant.
It is usual for copies of records to be
deposited at the local authority
Building Regulations department.
Further, for the benefit of future
developers, plans showing the details
and locations of the anchors should
be retained with the Deeds of the
property. Records may also be
lead to

5.3 Load-extension data

required by the owners of adjacent

Insufficient attention

property.

is

paid to the

During anchor construction the quality
workmanship greatly influences
subsequent performance. This
workmanship factor limits the ability
to predict anchor behaviour solely on
the basis of empirical rules and
ground investigation data. As a
consequence quality controls and
record keeping are strongly recom¬
mended during construction because
precautionary measures save more
time and money than remedial
of

Further, each anchor, once
installed, should be subjected to an
initial proof load greater than the
measures.

_

required working load, followed by a
check

on

the "lock-off" load after a

short

period of service. In this way the
safety and satisfactory performance of
each anchor should be ensured. Short

term

acceptance criteria have not

however been correlated with
term behaviour to date.
In

long

general, much more field research

needs to be conducted on the service

performance of anchors, the
mechanisms of debonding and
corrosion, all of which are still not
properly understood.
Millions of anchors have already been
installed, apparently successfully, and

bearing in mind the absence of
serious failures, there is a strong

base

upon which anchor specialists can
build and expand their market with

confidence. There is

no room

for

complacency however; engineers must
rigorously apply high standards and
much field development remains to be
tackled.

interpretation

and consideration of the
monitored load-extension data. As a
result there has been little progress in
the understanding of basic anchor

behaviour

with particular regard to
component movements of the overall
anchor system. In this regard, the

acceptability of anchors should also

^judged

from the load-extension
compared with the load-

curve when

extension curves obtained from
Previous test anchors and from the
similarity between the calculated free
en9th and the specified free length. In
some

foreign

codes<2> <6> <7it is stipulated

hat the plotted results should lie
between the lines corresponding to:
(a) the extension of a tendon of

length equivalent
length, and

( ) the extension of
18

a

to 80% free
tendon of

7. Conclusion
Experience indicates that higher
quality and more detailed ground
investigations are required at the
planning stage of many anchor
projects in order to permit their
economic design and construction. A
proper design should consider static
and dynamic loads, location of
anchors, load transfer lengths, overall
stability and service life. In this
respect, account must be taken of
loads and accompanying deformations
under service conditions, as well as
the deformation mechanisms
developed at failure. Systematic full
scale testing remains the finest source
of information on the behaviour of

►

anchors.
Concrete Beton No 17
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Design estimation of the ultimate

load-holding capacity of

ground anchors
iyG- s. UTTLEJOHN
brief description of the four
ior types of cement grout injection
LU used in current practice, empirical
l,eiqn methods for the estimation of the
following a

itimate

capacity of the grouted
presented.
which have been crettd solely through systematic full scale
isting and from general field experience
discussed in relation to rocks, coheionless soils and cohesive soils.
Topics for further investigation are
flighted such as load transfer mechan¬
ic, grout pressure limits, fixed anchor
lid/displacement relationships and serpull-out

xed anchor zone are
The design rules

i

teability safety factors.
The importance of construction techique and quality of workmanship are

Tiphasised since they influence pufl-out
ipacity and limit the designer's ability to
ske accurate predictions.

In

this

as

the

general failure is defined
of slip lines or
the generation of significant deformations,
extending to ground surface. Field ex¬
perience indicates that general failure does
not

context

full

occur

mobilisation

for slendemess

ratiosS

in

ex¬

of

15, and for the small diameters
involved, the top of the fixed anchor is

than

usually founded at depths in

excess of
the ultimate

not

5m.

thy

load-holding capacity of the anchor (T,)
is dependent on the following factors, al¬
though due to lack of knowledge item 5
is not generally isolated in design calcu¬

out

cess

In

such

circumstances

lations:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Definition of failure,
Mechanism of failure.
Area of failure interlace.
Soil properties mobilised

(5)

ure interface, and
Stress conditions acting
ure

interface

at

jning ground anchors in order to judge
advance the technical and economic
nihility of a proposed anchorage solujn. In retaining wall tie-backs, for exiple, anchor dimensions can be varied
the calculations to optimise such fac¬
ts as anchor load and spacing in relation
wall design and cost considerations,
(sign rules also permit assessment of the
nsitivity of the load-holding capacity

§Slenderness
chor/effective

four

times

the

effective

diameter

(D), which usually
less

than

that
on

from

means a spacing of
1.5-2m. It is also notewor¬

field testing has been carried
anchor lengths (L) ranging

fixed

about

1

to

16m in

order

to

create

and check the design rules, but in cur¬
rent commercial practice a minimum fixed
anchor length of 3m is considered pru¬
dent.

at

the fail¬

on the fail¬
the moment of failure.

Itroduction
SLCULATIONS ARE ESSENTIAL in de-

It should be emphasised that the de¬
sign rules described herein for rocks and
soils apply to individual anchors and no
allowance is made for group effects or
interference. Accordingly, it is assumed
that the fixed anchor spacing is not less

= depth to top of fixed
diameter of fixed anchor

ratio

an¬

Anchor types
Anchor pull-out capacity for a given
ground condition is dictated by anchor
geometry but the transfer of stresses
from the fixed anchor to the surrounding
ground is also influenced by construction
technique, particularly the grouting pro¬
cedure, and to a lesser extent drilling

variations in anchor dimensions and
ound properties, the results of which
iy dictate working loads, choice of

•ety factors, and possibly the extent
(I intensity of a supplementary
site
/estigation.
The purpose of this Paper is to describe
"ent design procedures for cement grout
action anchors, with particular reference
Anchor
head

estimation of the ultimate resistance
withdrawal of the grouted fixed anchor
fa (Fig, 1) Bearing in mind the wide
faty of theoretical and empirical equans which have
been proposed to date,
1

text concentrates
!iled through field

design

on

rules

experience and sys-

|aiic
full-scale testing,
pasign rule predictions of
™9

capacity

are

assuming that

ultimate load-

invariably

the ground

n9

created

has failed

slip lines (shear planes), postulatfailure mechanism and then examin'he relevant
forces in a stability ana¬
's
Using simple practical terms there
a

ls

I

asical|y
two load transfer mechanwhich ground restraint is mobiocally aS t(,e fjXed anchor is with"amely end-bearing and side shear.
^
'ail

in

local

bo,.m^an,sms
;

Reinforced resin

1

shear

or by a

via

one

of

combination

Pr°vided
that sufficient constraint
^ 'r°m
the surrounding ground.

Fig. 1. Ground anchor nomenclature

or cement

grout capsule

where choice and method of
important. Accordingly, the
\ti of anchor to which the design rules
' e applicable are now described. The
rhnique

.

Lh

ere

lour types

are

illustrated in Fig. 2. These

comprise:
hpe

A'

Tremie-grouted straight shaft

borehole which may be lined or unlined
depending on hole stability. This type is
most commonly employed in rock, and
very stiff to hard cohesive deposits. Resstance to

withdrawal is dependent on
the ground/grout interface.

5lde shear at

low-pressure grouted bore¬
lining tube or insitu packer,
where the effective diameter of the fixed
anchor is increased with minimal distur¬
bance as the grout permeates through the
pores or natural fractures of the ground.
Low pressure normally implies injection at
pressures not exceeding total overburden
pressure. This type of anchor is most
commonly employed in soft fissured rocks
type B:

hole via a

end coarse alluvium, but the method is
also popular in fine grained cohesionless
soils. Here the cement panicles cannot

C

o
c

©

TvoeA

permeate the small pores but under pres¬
sure the grout compacts the soil locally
io increase the effective diameter. Resis¬
tance to

0
.*>

e

O

Typefi

Fig. 2. Main types of

TypeC

cement grout

Type D

injection anchor

withdrawal is dependent primarily

Strand

side shear in practice, but an end-bear¬
ing component may be included when
on

Plastic spacer

calculating the pull-out capacity.
Type C: High-pressure grouted borebole via a lining tube or insitu packer,
where the grouted fixed anchor is enlarged
via hydrofracturing of the ground mass
lo give a grout root or fissure system be¬
yond the core diameter of the borehole.
Where stage grouting along the fixed an¬
chor or regrouting are envisaged a tube-amanchette system > can be incorporated
as shown in
Fig. 3. This anchor type is
employed primarily in cohesionless soils

although

Rubber manchette

Grouting orifice

Grouting pipe

125mm dia
shaft

some success has also been ach-

ieved in stiff cohesive deposits.
is based on the
assumption of
shear along the fixed anchor,

Design
uniform

Grouting head with double

type D: Tremie-grouted borehole in
which a series of
enlargements (bells or
under-reams) have previously been form¬
ed
mechanically. This type is employed
m°st
commonly in stiff to hard cohesive
deposits. Resistance to withdrawal is dePendent

primarily

on

side shear with

packer top and bottom

Grouting

pressure distends rubber
manchette and forces grout through

sealing grout

an

end-bearing

■

component, although for sinunder-reams the
Ipround restraint
may be mobilised pri¬
9e or

widely spaced

50mm dia. tube

marily by end-bearing.

a

Weak sleeve grout to secure
a manchette in hole

tube

manchette

Fig. 3. Detail of tube

a

manchette for pressure grouting control

Rock
he earliest

reports of anchoring bars
rock to secure a roof
date from 1918

0

® Mir Mine of Upper Silesia in
' an£f by 1925 faces of an inclined
l0 ■. ln Chustenice shales in Czechos,'8t were secured against caving by
In th^ r arS 'nsta"ecf 'n a f0n pattern5.
l0 6,
°' c'v" engineering the hisnZ n °I roclc anchors dates from 1934
p,

shait

.

Coyne pioneered their

On

use

during

j?!s'n9 °' Cheurfas Dam in Algeria',
.profect 37 anchors were con6 ,'n sandstone, fixed with the aid

struct

T,

of ri

under-reams. and then tenw
'odividually to 1 OOOtonnes.
Plicah'lSt 8" ancllor types A-D are aphie-orn
r°C,C' ,he straight shaft trein currU1ed TyPe A is the more popular
9nd .■en' Practice on the basis of cost

snchor^H
°' construction. For such
lion -(S t)esi9ns are based on the assumpihe pUMUn
bond distribution 5. Thus
tqn j" "0ut capacity is estimated from

*DL

Tull

...

(7)

(/V)

There

are no

discontinuities

or

in¬

herent weakness

where rult = ultimate bond or
tion at rock/grout interface.

skin fric¬

planes along which failure
can be induced, and
(v) There is no local debonding at the

grout/rock interface.
This approach is used in many coun¬
tries such as France, Italy, Switzerland.

Britain, Australia, Canada and USA, al¬
though
'

workinc

it
•

factor has

is

just

in P,aCe of

as

r

common
ult

to

use

where 8 Safety

been incorporated.

Eqn. 7 is based

h

sionpH

=

on

the following simple

assumptions:

(/)

Transfer of the load from the fixed

anchor to the rock occurs by a uniformly
distributed stress acting over the whole
of the perimeter of the fixed anchor,

The diameter of the borehole and

(/#")
the

fixed

anchor

are

identical.

(/V/) Failure takes place by sliding at the
rock/grout interface (smooth borehole)
or by shearing adjacent to the rock/grout
interface in weaker medium (rough bore¬
hole)
,

Where shear

strength tests are carried
representative samples of the
rock mass, the maximum average working
out

on

bond

stress

should

not

at the rock/grout interface
exceed the minimum shear

divided by the relevant safety
(normally not less than 2). This
approach applies primarily to soft rocks
strength
factor

the

where

uniaxial compressive

strength

(UCS) is less than 7N/mm5, and in which
the holes have been drilled using a rotarypercussive technique. In the absence of
shear strength data or field pull-out tests
the
as

ultimate bond stress is often taken
one-tenth of the uniaxial compressive

strength of massive rocks (100 per cent
recovery) up to a maximum value

core
r
7
'

,
,

ult

of
=

4.2N/mm:.

As

confirmation

4.3N/mm5
is indicated for design
'

TABLE I.

ROCK/GROUT BOND VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN RECOMMENDED FOR
DESIGN

Working bond Ulhmste bond
(N/mm')
(N/mm')

Fk>ck type

Factor of

safety

Source

igneous
Medium

herd

Weathered
Basalt

basalt

granite

1.21-138
1.38-1 55
0 45-0 59

Granite

Serpentine
Granite & basalt

5 73
1.50-2.50

3-4

3 86

2.8-3.2
3 1-3.5

4

83

1 55
1 72-3 1 0

2 6-3.5

1.5-2 5

India—Rao (1964)
Japan—Suzuki et al (1972)
Britun—Wyclifle-Jonei (1974)
Brimn—Wyclifl»-Jone« (1974)
Wycl.He-Jonts (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)

Metamorphic
Manhattan schist
Slate & hard shale

0.70

2 BO
0.83-1.38

4.0

1.5-2.5

USA—White (1973)
USA—PCI (1974)

Calcareous sediments
Limestone

Chalk—Grades l-IM

(N-SPT

1 00

2.83

O.OQ5N

0.22-1.07

2.0

0.01 N

(Temporary)

.n

2 8

blows/0.3m)

grained sandstone by

hard coarse

„

Janadian

research

particularly

rocks,

some

In

granular

veathered varieties with a relatively low
lvalue, the assumption that rul, equals
(•/, DCS may lead to an artificially low

Itimate

(Fig. 4), In
the assumption that rllU equals

of shear strength

aich cases,
B.35% UCS may be
Bond values which

justified.
have been recom¬

mended5 for a wide range of igneous,
ietamorphic and sedimentary rocks, are
resented in Table I. Where included, the
Ictor of safety relates to the ultimate
nd working bond values, calculated asuming uniform bond distribution. It is
;ommon to find that the magnitude of
iond is simply assessed by experienced
ngineers and the value adopted for work19 bond stress often lies in the range

3.0-4.0

Tertiary limestone

0.83-0.97

Chalk limestone
Soft limestone

0 86-1 00

Dolormtic

of igneous and sedimentary
site testing has permitted bond

wide range

|cks,
|lues of up to 2.1N/mm: to be employed,
j this connection the draft Czech Stanjrd'concludes that since the estimation
I bond

magnitude and distribution is

limestone

Areneceous sediments
Hard coarse-grained

In general, there is

bs'9n rules
'

for

rocks, and

[ten bond

a

the

as

scarcity of empirical
various categories

data,

or

rock

and

I

0 69

a

soft

weathered rocks there are
!™s that the standard
penetration test

0.69-0.83

Argillaceous sediments
Keuper marl

0OO7N
-

+ 0.12

(N/mm-)

num5er Qj blows per

stiff/hard

r»ii ~

ecln' 3 has
chalk '»

been

...

(2)

0.3m

Weak shale
Soit sanastone & shale

-

3.0

)

c

Britain—Wycl iff e-Jones (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)
Britain—Littlejohn
c

=

...

(3)

made by various
length of fixed

w''h respect 10

are presented

in Table

(1970)

undrained cohesion

u

Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)

0.35

0.21-0.83

2.7-3.7
1.5-2.5

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

3

compressive

compressive
strength—10

0.10-0.14

Soft shale

0.37

Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
(1974)

USA—PCI

General

Competent rock
(where UCS>20N/mmJ)

strength—30
(up to a
maximum
value of
1
rock
Medium rock

Strong rock
Wide

4N/mm?)

up

to

variety of igneous

Britain—Littlejohn

(1972)

a

maximum

value of

(4 2N/mrr»J)
Australia—Koch

0.35-0 70
0.70-1.05
1.05-1 40

Weak

2

1.05

(1972)

Australia—Standard CA35

(1973)

and metamorphic rocks
Wide

variety of rocks

France—Fargeot (1972)

0.98
0.50
0.70

Switzerland—Walther (1959)
Switzerland—Comte (1965)

Switzerland—Comte (1971)

1.20-2 50
2-2.5

0.70

Italy—Mascardi (1973)

(Temporary)
•3

«5

(Permanent)
4

2.76
4 2

0 69
1 4

15-20

per

3
3

cent

Canada—Golder Brawner (1973)
USA—Wh.te (1973)
Australia—Longworth (1971)

of grout
crushing
strength

1 38-2 76

Concrete

1 5-2 5

USA—PCI (1974)

FIXED ANCHOR LENGTHS FOR CEMENT GROUTED ROCK ANCHORS
WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR RECOMMENDED IN PRACTICE

TABLE II

Fixed anchor
Minimum

length (metres)

Sweden—Nordin (1966)

Italy—Berardi (1967)

30
4 0-

3.0

Source

Range

30

6.5

3.0-10.0

Canada—Hanna & Seaton (1967)

Britain—Littlejohn (1972)

30-10.0

France—Fenoux et al (1972)

3.0- 8 0

Italy—Conti (1972)

4.0

6.0

South Africa—Code of Practice

(1972)

South Africa—Code of Practice

(1972)

II. Under

(1972)

5.0

France—Bureau Securitas

5.0
3.0

(1973)
Germany—Stocker (1973)
Italy—Mascardi (1973)

3.0

Britain—Universal Anchorage Co. Ltd.

3.0

Britain—Ground Anchors Ltd. (1974)

3 5

Britain—Associated Tunnelling Co. Ltd.

3.0

length

i-6 recommendations

(1971)
(1971)
(1973)
(1973)

(soft rock)

established

001N (N/mmu)

anchor

'

Britain—Littlejohn
Britain—Littlejohn

(very hard rock)

'

I

2.7-3.3
1.5-2.5

0.17-0.25

,

pt'eN

2.24
0.B3-1.73

(0.45

or

ein9 further exploited. For example, in
sphered granite in Japan the magnitude
'"6 ultimate bond has been deter""d" from
eqn. 2.
=

(1970)

New Zealand—Irwin
New Zealand—Irwin

cement

The degree of weatherinq of the rock
3
major factor which affects not only
3
ultimate bond but also the loadection characteristics.
Degree of weae,in9 is seldom quantified but for dem

Canada—Coates

(UCS>2 ON/mm?)

proper

out.

ln

3.0

Britain—Wyclifie-Jones (1974)
Britain—Wycliffe-Jones (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)
USA—PCI (1974)

too

without

quoted

are

'ovision of strength
testification of the

Table

in

shown

values

3.0
2.0-2.5
3.0

0.40
0.60

Hard fine sandstone
Sandstone

problem, field
anchor
always be conducted to confirm
bed values in design, as there is no
picient or reliable alternative. Certainly,
common procedure amongst anchor de¬

,

1.75
0.69-0 85

Well-cemented mudstones
Bunter sandstone
Bunter sandstone

hould

fies is to arrive at estimates of pertesible working bond values by factoring
value of the average ultimate bond
dlculated Irom test anchors.

2.9-3.3
2.8-3.2
1.5-2.5
1.5-2.5

2.76

2 45

sandstone
Weathered sandstone

a
tests

(implex

(Permanent)
2.76
1.03-1.52
1 38-2 07

'.35-1.4N/mm:.
The Australian Code 7 states that whilst
value of 1.05N/mm- has been used in

Switzerland—Losinger (1966)
Britain—LittJejohn (1970)

(chalk)

USA—White

3.0- 6 0

(1972)

(1973)

T,

L

where L

=

fixed anchor

q

—

n

=

Fixed anchor length
«

(<)

=

11m

n ten q

length (m)
angle for internal friction
factor which apparently takes
account of the drilling techni¬
que
(rotary-percussive with
water flush), depth of overbur.
den and fixed anchor diameter,

grouting pressure in the range
30-1
field

OOOkN/m-, insitu stress
dilation

and

characteris¬

tics.
Field

sec),
in

and

n ranges
fine to medium

10~"m/sec)

sands

(k^

=

ID"4 to

reduces to 130-165kN/m.
Eqn. 4 is simple but crude and is used
mainly by specialist contractors familiar
with their own particular anchorage sys¬

Anchor length

Ji), 5.

indicates that for
gravels
> 10~«m/
from 400 - 600kN/m, whilst

experience1"
sands

coarse

Distribution ol bond along fixed anchor length

n

The rule tends to be conservative in
of the limited use of information

tem.

view

concerning anchor dimensions and ground
parameters, and the underestimate can be

(r,/plrrf5

significant if the rule is applied

to dense
where the

alluvium

"over-consolidated"

values were initially established in "nor¬
mally consolidated" materials. In this re¬
gard the over-consolidation ratio (OCR)
should be quantified in ground investiga¬
tion reports, to permit more field studies
n

into the effect of OCR and relative den¬

sity

on

eral

use

pull-out capacity. For more gen¬
eqn. 5 is recommended since it
relates anchor pull-out capacity to anchor
dimensions

Tt

=

and

soil

A ,r'r rDL tan

e

properties1".

-I-By h— (D-

d-)

-

4

Fig. 7. Relationship between bearing capapacity factor
and angle of internal
[hi. 6. Variation of shear stress with depth
il'ong the rock /grout interlace of an

ho

j"wch
cer.ainshorter
conditions

it is recognised that

lengths would suffice,

even

salety. However, for

short an¬
chor the effect of
any sudden drop in rock

Quality along the fixed
or

constructional

a

very

anchor zone, and/

inefficiencies
could induce a
serious decrease in that
'"chor's capacity. As a result a minimum
'en9th of 3m is often specified.
Italy, much valuable experimental rescarch" has been
conducted into the
Rtribution of stresses both along the
"red anchor and
into the rock. From this
u is
concluded that the active por1011 ol
the anchor is independent of the
olal fixed
anchor length, but dependent
1,1

'Is

diameter

l6riies of the

errors

and the

or

mechanical pro-

surrounding rock, especially
is
modulus of elasticity.
'9- 5 shows
typical diagrams 11 which
I ustrate the
uneven
bond distribution

as

'dilated from strain
gauge data. Both
"chors

were

iftiLK0les

installed in 120mm diameter

'n mar'y limestone (£

J! /m!;
UCS
results

3 x

= 100N/mm■ approx.).
show that the bond distri-

Sr

'°"s ate
more
,

|.

=

uniform for high values
non-uniform for low val-

°' 'his
!"c

ratio, i.e. for rock of high
modulus. These findings have also

=

ratio

of contact pressure at
fixed anchor/soil inter¬
face to the average effective
overburden pressure,
the

y

=

E

*ro*JE

rork

'S

less than 10.

It is realised that the determination of
the modulus of elasticity is rather involved
and

expensive, particularly for rock masses.
However, as the influence of this para¬
meter on anchor performance has already
been demonstrated, efforts should be made
whenever possible to obtain
value in order to advance

a
our

to

CohesiorHess soils
It was in Germany in 1958 that Bauer 13
first time demonstrated that a
bar could be anchored into gravels through
a 150mm diameter borehole with the aid
the

of cement grout injection under pressure.
Since then the development of grouted
anchors in frictional soils has steadily

'ffharics

grouted anchors of
Type B the ultimate load holding capacity
T, is most simply estimated from eqn. 4.
pressure

—

D

Africa.

average

effective overburden

=

(h + L/2) for

a

fixed

vertical

chor in ref. 10),
effective diameter

of

an.

fixed

anchor,

are

strictly accurate, it is noteworthy that
are encountered at the rock/
grout interface and new designs are often
based on the successful completion of
former projects; that is, former "work¬
ing" bond values are re-employed or
slightly modified depending on the judge¬
ment of the designer.

low

=

<r'r

depth of overburden to top
of fixed anchor,
length of fixed anchor,

y

not

For

L

under¬

uniform bond distribution

the Americas and South

=

realistic

few failures

for

h

pressure adjacent to the
anchor (equivalent to

standing.
Although it would appear from evidence
presented that the assumptions made in
relation

unit weight of soil overbur¬
den (submerged unit weight
beneath the water table),

uniformity applies to most rocks where

gained momentum, particularly in Europe,

that the distribution

(end-bearing)
(5)
-

A

f^1 ^dieted by Canadian researchers11
imaybe concluded

+

where

of the bond mobilised at the rock/grout
interface is unlikely to be uniform unless
the rock is "soft". It appears that non-

iher the application of, a
generous factor
el

friction <p

(side-shear)

q

=

B

=

d

=

angle of internal friction,
bearing capacity factor, and
effective diameter of grout
shaft above fixed anchor.

In practice the fixed anchor diameter
(D) is rarely assessable with any accuracy,
but approximate estimates can be made
from grout takes in conjunction
with
ground porosity. For boreholes of 100 to
150mm, D values of 400 - 500mm can be
attained in coarse sands and gravels, say
3 4d. Where grout permeation is not pos¬
sible and only local compaction is achie¬
ved, D values for the above borehole dia¬
meters
and an applied pressure up to
1 000kN/m:, may range from 200 - 250mm
for medium dense sand1", say 1.5- 2d.
For very dense sand D values of 180200mm have been attained14, say 1.2 - 1 5d
The value of B depends on the angle
of shearing resistance of the soil adjacent
to the top of the fixed anchor, and slenderness ratio (h/D). Based on Russian
-

and 0

I1!

|

relationship between the

the

-hn

Conventional

value of 15- h/D can m"

siqnificanrly. but for increasing

w

complimentary

i

effect becomes

ratios the

imderness

'progressively less

led

Fig. 7 for slender

is sbown in

Up to a
„

capacity factor

bearing

significant (Table III),
study" has also indi-

NJB equals 1.3-1.4, and this
information is used in current
Ictice to estimate B. For compact
andy gravel (p = 40°) at Vauxhall Bridge
that

nrnbined

London and compact dune
Ardeer Scotland, values

:|01

sand (0=35 )

of B equal to

and 31 have been measured in the
f-uio which are in good agreement with

respective values of (99-106) and (35-38)
estimated via Fig. 7.
The value of A depends to a large ex-

construction technique and for
B anchor relevant to eqn. 4,
1.7 and 1.4 have been recorded
incompact sandy gravel (0
40°) and
compact dune sand (0 = 35°) respec¬
lent on

the Type
Mlues of

tively10 .
The end-bearing component of eqn. 5
is occasionally omitted by anchor spec¬
ialists, perhaps on the basis that anchor
yield can be recognised at relatively small
bed anchor displacements, which do not
(emit full mobilisation of the end-bearing
Resistance. In this regard eqn. 6 has been

E

(reduced in British Columbia1' for grouted
(ir anchors installed in medium to dense
andy gravel with some cobbles (0 =
"-42°)
1400

T,
rhere

K) -DL cr'r tan

=

®

...

(6)

Fig. 8. Influence of grouting
capacity

Kt, coefficient of earth
varies from 1.4
2.3 with no grout

pressure,
to

injection

2100

Pressure of grouting,
pressure on

2800

3500'

kN/m'
ultimate load-holding

pressure.

for fine sands and silts recommended
la'ues for K, are 1.0 and 0.5 for high and
Dw relative
densities, respectively18, alhough it is recognised that
is probably

lependent

Gravelly
sand

MaDiuirr, <&.

injection pressure18. For
Boston, Massachusetts10,

on

Ifnse sands in
i
= 1.4 has been
liner anchor.
Bearing

obtained

for

S-5-nCy

the

is

in mind the diffi-

*. • -

alty in assessing the effective fixed anhor diameter
(D), eqn. 7 using the shaft
borehole diameter (d) has been sugiisied lor design in Sweden11.

*•

HS-UB

I

VfiTjy

®©r®E

Dumpf! Q,? girouasec SCCty D *

2 *

n Ti

ji Sa-TCit, CrraM«li

3+lETI u"s

"

sjpircl'f

^r

=

f- -dL ir'r tan

0

...

\x ^ X V- if' * S

(7)

.

WtCSiWKt.

.

ased

N\ \
tests in

on

fn at Sundsvall,
'

silt

coarse

and sand

i

t© ©©$"$3?

SsifThlH

ffweistlh-.

* S

gravel
D«a meier ©*
D * 50
H5e«m
Bond

300-600kN/m:.

lutaV •t was es!irna'ed10
L, y in the ran9e of 1-2,

v\

U * 2. 5

PPsala, K, ranges from 4 to 9 with
average value of 6 for injection pres11 fs
ol

v.

and fine

and

HO

for eqn. 5
but that if

01 was pot compacted or displaced
n' 6 cas'n9 installation and no resinchor°Ut presaure was left a1 the fixed
L«™«/»il interface on completion
valu»inieCt'0n SIa9e- ^ might reduce to

10

tnofejibss.

ground lengih L. m

Fig. 9. Ultimate load-holding capacity ol anchors in sandy gravel and gravelly ssmd
showing influence of soil type, density and fixed anchor length

uri

ual

Ppproximating

to

KB

.

In the light

of experience this reduction is now con¬
sidered unduly pessimistic since even with
tremie grouting the full hydrostatic head
of the grout is applied at the fixed anchor

jection

interface, which creates

enable

a

contact pres¬

iE'r«FFliIi'^PR0XIMATE
«

relationship
AND SLENDERNESS RATIO

■—

26'

30°

34°

37°

40°

11

20

43

75

143

y

19

41

74

140

8

18

40

73

139

placed coupled with ground restraint t©
a

residual

the

system.

pressure to be locked
In such circumstances
eqn. 8 has been used by some contrac¬
tors, particularly in Continental Europe.

greater than K0 o-'„ in normally con¬
solidated ground.
As a consequence, even for the tremie
grouting method it is difficult to envisage
a value of A less than 1 for design pur¬

into

In fine grained materials A de¬
pends greatly on the residuaf grout pres¬
sure
at
the fixed anchor/soil interface
which is some function of the injection
pressure since during injection the cement
forms a filter cake at the interface through
which only water travels. Thus, the in¬

where

sure

L

pressure is transmitted to slue seS!,,
and when the grouting is complete there
is sufficient shear strength in the grout

poses.

T,

=

P, ;-DL tan

P,

= grout

$

....

injection

This rule has been

(§)

pressure.

tested recently for

injection pressures of 1000-2 OOOkN/urt*
in dense fine uni'orm sand
= 40*) at

Kuguk Cekmece Lake in Turkey11. In such
soil

the

rule

is shown

to

overestimate

Sr
No 2

\

0.0584/v

■

<

0.546

\
No 8

L
10

20

30

40

50

N

Fig. 11. Relationship between maximum skin friction and
value (N)
20

10

40

30

between maximum skin friction and

t/V/IOcm)

Relationship between ultimate load-holding capacity,
and dynamic penetration resistance lor

fixed anchor length

pull-out capacity and a modified version
(eqn. 9) is recommended.

7/

=

2/3 P, cDL tan

(9)

<p

The overestimate

of eqn. 8 has been
highlighted for the very dense
shelly sand at Orford Ness, England34
and injection pressures of 1 000 to 1 400
kN/m3, where the residual pressure ap¬
proximated to 1/3 Pt.
It is considered
that as the in situ permeability of the
soil increases, filter cake formation be¬

further

comes more

difficult

and hence

more

of

the injection pressure is dissipated during
the plastic stiffening stage, as the grout

slowly

permeates

through

soil.

the

In

this regard the stiffening time and shrink¬
age of the grout, together with the load/

deformation properties of the soil may
also be influential. In spite of this ap¬
restriction

parent

design curves, based
on the work of
Jorge-3 have been pub¬
lished relating grouting pressure directly
lo ultimate load
capacity per metre of
fixed anchor for major classes of ground34
(Fig. 8). These curves are used primarily
for Type C anchors where the
injection
pressures usually exceed 1 000kN/m3.
It is a feature of
Type C anchors that
calculations are based on design curves
,

created from field
°l soils rather than

experience in a range
relying on a theoretical
°r
empirical equation using the mechani¬
cal
properties of a particular soil. In el¬
uvium for example, test results33 in medlu"i sand in
Brussels, alluvium at Marcoule, sands and gravels at St-Jean-deU', and Seine alluvium at
Bercy have
indicated for 100-150mm diameter boreass ultimate
load-holding capacities of

wvI^OkN/m

2500kN/mc.

of fixed anchor

and

190-240kN/m

'n more
recent years

kPe

C

anchors

rough

basic

design

have

tests

been

in

p" '0rshows30
sandy gravels and
how the
'

eases

with

density

ovePer|!ieS'
lo

h°r

Hv

0

at

P, of
P, of

curves

for

'e ln"uence

the

French tests

to provide a secondary
grouting at high pressure may
explain the different emphasis on injec¬

stage of

T,

vel. Since these skin frictions

are

much

2
where

(70)

=■-

s/
D

=
=

sin <y'

■yhm. tan^' (kN/m3)

regression constants,
effective fixed anchor dia¬

L

=

D,

=

(cm),

D0

=

fixed anchor length (m),
% soil grains with diameters

< 0.2mm.

% soil grains 0.2mm < dia. <
0.6mm,

have been noted. For very dense
fine to coarse gravelly sand at National
Capital Bank in Washington DC33, (P{ =
2 800-3 100kN/m3), radial stresses of ap¬
proximately 20 x the overburden pressure
pressure

D.

=

% soil

grains 0.6mm < dia. <
2.0mm,

De

=

% soil grains dia. > 2.0mm,

k

=

coefficient of permeability

■y

=
=

(cm/sec),

have been deduced.
In practice density

hni

sured

unit weight (kN/m3), and
depth of overburden to mid¬
point of fixed anchor (m)

The correlation

analysis yielded a mul¬
correlation coefficient of 0.96 and
the following values for the constants of
eqn. 10:
tiple

a,,

=

s'i

=

a..

=

a,

—

2679.36
34.12
+
29.20
+
30.94

a.
Ss

-

+

=

=

a.

Sill
fine

=
=

20.63
31.92
-2051.48
+
9.73
+

+

Sieve analysis

Hyorometer analysis

Clay

r

-

meter

effect due to dilation of the soil as the
fixed anchor is withdrawn. The effect is
an increase in radial or normal stress at
the ground/grout interface, and values
of 2-10 times the effective overburden

however, that certain fluctuations in test
results are possible due to the soil inhomogeneity even when anchors have
been properly installed. Japanese inves¬
tigators39 have also provided a relationship

+ a, rDL +a:.Di + a}.Dt
atX). + ai.Dc + ae.k +

a.r

higher than would normally be predicted
by conventional soil mechanics theory,
the values attained in ground anchors are
explained by an interlocking or wedging

is commonly mea¬
indirectly by in situ penetrometer
tests, and Fig. 10 illustrates how pene¬
tration resistance can be used to provide
a rough estimation of ultimate load hold¬
ing capacity for 3m 6m and 9m fixed
anchor lengths3'3. The authors emphasise,

= a„
+

Gravel

medium

fine

fine

medium

908070upper

boundary-

60-

Germany35-

gravelly sands

these two soil

50-

if

P

40-

30-

•lower

boundary

7'

2010-

on pull-out capac-

contrasts with the French ob¬

rf'
re9ard the
'he tube-^-manchette

particular
system

in

mean

(Fig. 11).
The most sophisticated attempt to cal¬
culate accurately load-holding capacity is
provided by an evaluation of test anchors
in Hannover, West Germany39 using statis¬
tical methods, specifically a linear multiple
regression analysis. For frictional soils
eqn. 10 is recommended:

tion pressure.
For the German design curves average
skin frictions can be as high as 500kN/m3
for sand, and 1 OOOkN/m3 for sandy gra¬

extended

'ncreases in grouting pressure
fan9e 500-5 OOOkN/m3, and fixed
C"ameler (100-150mm) are found
l

servi.'

ese

at

ultimate load inand coefficient of

prQ0rTri."y- Compared with

anrk

two

oI Irictional soil

types

N

N value

Dynamic penetration lest (50kg hammer)

Fig. 10.

mean

0 002

0.006

0.02

006

0.2

0.6

2.0

6.0

20

Fig. 12. Boundaries of the grain si2e distribution of the investigated frictional soil

this

wjth

,

however,

"0"

mathematical sophistica-

there is no possibility of

account

int0

' ocedures. and this rule applies solely
fd anchors' of Type C.

—oil

Mjjpg eqn. 10 to estimate the pull-out
aoacity f rT,ust be observed that the
size curve lies within the boundarol Fig. 12 and that the values of the

Influence

factors do not
limits:
< -DL <

0 98m:

740cm <D<
4,10m < L <
0%
<05 <
10%
<D„ <

Lr

Very dense

2 0m
4 5m

Dense

3 0m

—c

1300

Lin

lowing

Bond length

Soil density

different construction

D

1200

exceed the fol¬

1100

3.61m11.50cm
15.00m
867.
787.

Medium

2.0m

dense

4.5m

Loose

2.0m
4.5m

A—

1000'
900

Very dense

£

800

z

< D, <177.
< Ds <777.
10~-cm/s < k <25.2 10"2cm/s
31.7kN/m2
< r <95.6kN/m2

700

0%
0%
0.122

500
500

importance of
boundaries cannot be
The

these limits and
overemphasised as

experience30 indicates that

400-

Medium

of
one
parameter outside
the stipulated
range e.g. k which may then be incompafield

ilble with the grain size,
anomalous results.
Distribution of skin friction

can

dense

use

T
max

produce

Loose

r
max

Designs are normally based on the as¬
sumption of an equivalent uniform skin
friction; actual field values20'20 are rare
and

even

stresses

~i

1.0

then are estimated from bond
at
the grout/tendon interface.

1

1

2.0

3.0

loading step before failure is
Fig. 13 shows for instrumented

of skin friction
fixed anchors ranging from 2 to 4.5m

anchors the distribution
on

length20.

m

rt * mean r,

1

4.0 Length

|m)

-jzzsmmmmwwi zzzmi

For the last

reached

rf * mean rt

■■

2.0m

'

3.0m

/

*

4.5m

Fig. 73. Distribution of long-term friction r, ar ultimate had in
density (D = 91 - 126mm

relation to tendon bond length and soil
in gravelly sand)

The decisive influence of soil density is
clearly shown by the maximum r, values
ol 150, 300 and 800kN/m2 for loose, med¬
ium dense and
very dense gravelly sand,

/°,(ton)
Tendon
extension

respectively. For the 4.5m long anchors
in loose and medium dense
gravelly sand,
skin friction is more or less constant over
'he ground/grout interface. For dense and

Undernamed

Fixed anchor

dense sands the maximum values
are effective
along a relatively short length,
and the location
of
this
peak zone
shifts distally as the test load increases.
very

length 3 On-

These observations for Type C anchors
have been confirmed in similar
very dense
Irictional soils
in
Washington
DC2',
where it

was

also noted that fixed

an¬

Straight shaft

displacements of only 2-3mm were
required to mobilise high values of load

Fixed anchor

chor

transfer

length 10.?m

(150-370kN/m).

Assuming

rnum

r,

anchor

that the limit value or maxiis identical for different fixed

lengths, the

mean values of
r,
anchors are smaller than for short
anchors, a feature which is apparent in
'9- 9. Taken to the extreme there exists
a critical
limit to the effective fixed anchor
angth beyond which there is no evident
'"crease in
w

long

load-holding capacity. Fig. 14
.I'.
<!er'se Fractional soil (N = 50) indi¬
cates211
small load

very

ate.r lhan 6.7m,

increases

for L

T,

opM6r"5 Wh° concluded

"ernark' 'r0rT1
9 and

have
il0n

te e

pressure"9routed anchors of Type
**' <W° distmct design approaches
ev°'ved — namely empirical equa¬
'1?
envelopes, respectively.
'he ^es'9n
main distinction between the

'wo anc'
s"chor

relates to the magni'ude of
grout injection pressure, more
'"'dance 'S required on
injection
pressure
Wilts
. .
n'jeuuL
types

=

rDL

(")

x

where cu = average undrained
gth over the fixed

shear stren¬

x

In

=

stiff London Clay (c„>90kN/m2) x
of 0.3-0.35 are common31
bear¬
.

ing in mind the dilute cement grout (w/c
<0.40) usually employed. Type A an¬
installed

in

stiff

hrouM

•

S "°

would

determine if the
Permea'ed or hydrofrac-

overconsolidated

clay (c„ = 270kN/m2) at Taranta, South¬
ern Italy32
have indicated similar values
,

of

x

=

0 28-0 36.

For stiff

40

Extension,

150mm

60
mm

Fig. 15. Comparison of load-extension
responses of an under-reamed anchor and
a straight shaft anchor

marls

adhesion factor.

values

chors

20

*

anchor len¬

gth, and

,

lured

Hole diameier

Cohesive soils
For tremie-grouted straight shaft anchors
of Type A, the pull-out capacity is most
conveniently estimated from eqn. 11.

which supports Oster-

lhat 6-7m was
^ econom'c P°'nt °' view.

Keuper Marl (2ones I —III
> 190 LN/m5

Fig. 14. Effect of fixed anchor length on
load (P) -displacement (rt,) relationship

to

very

stiff

(c„ = 287kN/m2), at Leicester in
England, values of 0.48-0 60 have been
monitored, although x = 0.45 is suggested
for design10. A value of x = 0.45 has also
been confirmed for stiff clayey silt (c„ =
95kN/m-') in Johannesburg33
Anchor¬
ages of Type A are generally of low ca¬
pacity, and various construction methods
have been attempted10-23, including the
use of explosives in London Clay at Heme
.

early as 1955. in order to in¬

Bay'

55

crease

resistance to

withdrawal. The most
date in terms of
load-holding capacity is the

600

successful method to
ultimate
mulu under-reamed

Type D anchor which

developed from the field of piling.
Under-reaming of pile bases was pion¬
eered in locations such as Texas. USA.
the Orange Free Stale in South Africa34
and India33'3n where severe foundation
problems in expansive soils were experi¬
enced. Of particular note is the develop¬
ment of single, double and mulli underream piles which has taken place at the
was
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The rule was proved initially in London
at Lambeth (c„ = 134-168kN/m-).
lor the following dimensions,
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brush under-reamer
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*

6
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o
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of eqn. 72 for design1'":
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~
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4

|H uj

with

extensively developed from

zDLc„

10

length L.

400

commercially3"' from 1966. In the same
year, small diameter under-reamed anchors
(D = 250mm, d = 75mm). using a mech¬
anical expanding flight under-reaming tool,
were already being successfully installed
in clay at Westfield Properties in Dur¬
ban31- " to give safe working loads of
up to 340kN with a 4-m fixed anchor. In
England high capacity multi-under-reamed

T,

6

Bond to-ground

900mm, d = 300mm) were installed in soft
shales and very stiff clays in the United
States3" from 1961 and rapidly developed

anchors were
1967 in stiff
sulted in the

post-grouting

L'Cl _t3.5

medium

200

of the under-reamed spacing/
ratio at 1.25-1.50.

Following the pioneering work in piling,
retaining wall tie-backs in the form of
single under-ream tension piles (D = 600-

medium

without

Very stiff
without

Institute at
design terms
the result of this work" includes (/) de¬
velopment of equations for estimating
ultimate bearing capacity, (/'/) confirma¬
tion that under-reamed piles act similarly
in tension or compression, and (Hi) opti¬
misation

Sandy silt

post-grouting
Very stiff to hard
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Roorkee dating from 1955. In
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-
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Fig. 76. Skin friction in cohesive soils lor various fixed anchor lengths, with and without
post-grouting
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city and significant short-term losses of
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shaft

tests

(h/). eqn.

9
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(assumed from
pile ex¬
perience in Lon.
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don

components of eqn.

4 which
'or disturbance
and
may occur

soi
n

the particular
case

j!ent °'and0.5 is
car

softening of the

during construction
where the clay ad-

vital

fissures,

a

reduction coeffi-

recommended for the side

end-bearing

components.
also in cohesive

importance
during which drilling,

Posits is the time

er"rearTun9
and grouting take place.
should be kept
to
minimum in view

Th 'S

a

<
v

a| softening effect of

cw

water on the
of delays of only
reduced load capa-

he consequence

hours include

=
=

spacing of under-reams

Nc

=

estimate

,r't

=

can be used to
allowable spacing

maximum
failure along a

cylindrical

0.75 - 0.95
0.3 -0.6
6.5 (range 6
ma!

to give
surface1".

rDrJ c„ <
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4

(D3"-d=)

(74)

Nr

fj <

i.e.

40

anically
reamer

T,

= r

expanded double
(see eqn. 75):

DL 1 c„ +

(N.c„

u

-nil

—
4

under-

flight

(D'-d'-)

+ ,T'r) + ~dlf,Cu.h»C
(75)
...

13

to

or greater)

nor.

proximal end.
on

site

were

D

(450 - 530mm), d (140mm) L (3m) and
I (7.6m). In regard to under-ream spac¬
ing it is stipulated that rj > (1.5-2) D
and d> (0.6 -0.7) D in order to ensure cy¬
lindrical shear failure. For stiff to very stiff
fissured silty clay (c„ = 130 - 290kN/m3)
at
Neasden Underpass, London, with a
mean

For example, if D = 400mm. d = 150mm
and N( = 9, then (J = 0.77m. Quite in¬
dependently, a similar design approach
was developed in London Clay at Orford
Ness14 (c„ = 54 - 72kN/m;) where Type
D anchors were constructed using a mech¬

-

effective stress

The anchor dimensions

72 to al-

jacent to the fixed
anchor contains open
°r
sand rilled

74

where f „

fr

Clay)

In the absence
of results from test anR ors in
the field, multiplier reduction co¬
efficients ranging from 0.75 to 0.95 are
commonly applied to the side shear and

end-bearing

prestress.
With regard to

value of 175kN/m= assumed for de¬

sign, test results4" for a multi-flight mec¬
hanical under-reamer (D — 540mm, d =
175mm) have indicated an efficiency factor

f„ = 0.75.
The

success

of multi under-reamed

an¬

chors over straight shafts can perhaps be
illustrated best41 by reference to Fig. 15.
Based on the same augered hole diameter

of 150mm, the straight shaft Type A an¬
chor with a fixed anchor length of 10.7m
failed at 1 OOOkN. whereas the underreamed anchor of only 3m withstood,
without any sign of failure, a load of

have also been

The advantages

,-mkN

London Clay*' where meabrushed under-rearns by
caliper indicate D (363mm) and

..(led lor
51i3°
pntc
ol

S"'!hole

The
this

values for
culated:

?
It. an improvement of 2.59
\
anchor back-analysis gives an
lesion factor i = 0 78 c.f. the straight
lit i of 0.35 i.e. an improvement of
i23 Consequently, an overall improveby

of more

both

than five times is confirmed

examples.

As a result of tests of this type and
accumulated field experience of commer¬

safe wording loads of 500
lOOOkN can be obtained in stiff to hard
clays using the multi under-reamed an¬
chor Type D, compared with 300 - 400kN
using straight Type A anchors. These fig¬
ures are based on load safety factors of
25-3.5, which are considered necessary
,o minimise prestress losses due to concial anchors,

0 98 and the

was

the

have

constants

ledge of the stresses imposed on the
clay would assist calculation of the mag¬

following
been

cal¬

nitude and rate of consolidation around
fixed anchor, and hopefully improve

the

a, = - 21.22
a5 = + 10.34
a„ = + 95.15
a. = +
2.56

71.84

-r

a,

=

-

9.81

a3

=

-

1.99

prestress with time. The relative importance
of the tendon type e.g. bar or strand, must

also be ascertained

values of the influence
allowed to exceed the

0.98m56.48m5
6.50cm <D
< 16.80cm
4.10m <L
< 15.00m

<D, <76%

12%

<D.

factors

are

Factors of
When

following limits:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

<D3<27%
2% <D,< 34%
0.84 </c <1.35
50.7kN/m5<r,<

recorded. Under-reaming is

below

virtually impracticable

cu

failure, where E
deduced"

6.9 x 10<kN/m5

=

of the high

of 80-160mm. Skin friction
with increasing consistency

in¬

and

decreasing plasticity. In stiff clays (/c =
0.8-1.0) with medium to high plasticity,
skin frictions of 30-80 kN/m5 are the lowest recorded, whilst
the highest values

(rv > 400kN/m5)

obtained in sandy

are

silts of medium plasticity and very stiff
to hard
consistency (/c = 1.25). The tech"'Que of
post.grouting is also shown to

generally increase the skin friction of very
stiff clays
by some 25-50%. although
9'eater improvements
(from 120 up to
ebout 300kN/m:) are claimed for stiff
clay
ol medium
to high plasticity.
From Fig.
" the
influence of post grouting pressure
on skin
friction is quantified for clays of
"tedium to high
plasticity15, showing a
tieady increase in ru with increase in p(.
for Type C anchors in
cohesive soil,
1 e
Mainover analysis18 provides eqn. 76.
=

a,

r

+
+

where

rr =

OIL +

03 +
ao

D, +

a3

~c

tan

01/

■■■

°.i

Bearing in mind that E values for grout
be in the range (1-2) x lO-'kN/m5.

.

.

I.

All

at

Just

once,

pieces all at once, —
and NOTHING FIRST.

10. it is interesting to observe
non-uniformity in Fig. 19, where the elas¬
tic modular ratio is well in
Remarks

vant

EtTBax/ETC.ri

excess

of 100.

ing

The subject of load transfer with parti¬
cular reference to the major parameters
which influence stress distribution ap¬
pears

to

failure

conditions

further

warrant

upper

the

Under

results could

regard to

cost

indi¬

how accurately

characteristics

the system
service life,
occurs
i.e.

are

is temporary
and the

rele¬

or permanent,

consequences

i.e.

if failure

danger to public safety and
of structural damage. Since the mini¬

to

gested in Table IV invariably apply to the

400
19
to
*

test

it

-i

anchors

n

medium

high plastic clay
00

1

m CO S
15 1450) f

l„ = 25-35%
!c= 1.1-1.2

12 (770)

15 i1000)
Z

300

(15)

x

'

Bore diameter 9.2-15.0cm
With

casing, dry

Without casing, dry
Without casing, flushwater
15 (420) Bore diameter 15cm

420kg cement post grouted

1000

3000

2000
Post

grouting

pressure.

kN/m1

consistency index

LL

the

known, whether

mum
safety factor is applied to those
anchor components known with the great¬
est degree of accuracy, the values15 sug¬

fixed anchor length
(L). In current practice L seldom exceeds
10m. Under service conditions a know¬

cate an

limit

study.

as

D„

% soil grains 0.02mm < d <
0 06mm
% soil grains d > 0 06mm

LL

—

bubbles do when they burst."
The Deacon's Masterpiece, by
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Thus for each potential failure mechan¬
ism a safety factor must be chosen hav¬

angle of inclination of anchor
=
% soil grain d <0.006mm
= % soil grain 0.006mm< d <
0 02mm

-

one-

shay.

went to

=

=

collapse

...

.

+ £' COS5
0

Di

will

' COS5 a
2 tan5 0')

+ sin5 i (1 +
+ 2 sin i cos

1

part

D,

a5

>c +

yhm

a,

each

That was built in such a logical way
It ran for a hundred years to a day.
And then, of a sudden it

was

exceeds

Type C anchor, with and with¬
post.grouting, is worthy of study. The
results of a large number of fundamental
tests15 are shown in Fig. 16 which can be
used as a design guide for borehole dia¬

Ti

hoss

.

pressure

use

failure

"Have you heard of the wonderful

can

circumstances,

cause

simultaneously.

(cv = 270kN/m5 average). Fig. 19
illustrates the shear stress distribution at

out

creases

to

ta55

and that for rocks a uniform stress distri¬
bution is anticipated55 where

meters

of the ground mass,
of the ground/grout bond,
of the grout/tendon bond, or
of the tendon or anchor head,

consideration must be given to
all of these aspects.
The traditional aim in designing is to
make a structure equally strong in all its
parts, so that when purposely overloaded

Distribution of shear stress
As for strong rock and dense frictional
soils, the variations in measured stress
in grout bonded tendons in
clay, and the
calculated shear stresses at the clay/grout
interface can be non-linear".44 both at
low stress levels and at failure.
For stiff overconsolidated clay at Taran-

of 50

kN/m:.
In such

Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure

anchor,

general, there is still a serious shortaoe of field performance data for anchors
m" cohesive soils, and little information
lS available on soil strength below which
under-reaming is impracticable. In the
writer's experience, under-reaming is ideal¬
ly suited to clays of ev greater than
S0kN/m:, but some difficulties in the form
ol local collapse, or breakdown of the
neck portion between the under-reams
should be expected where cu values of 60
In

are

safety

a

and in order to determine the mechanism
of failure and actual safety factor for the

165.3kN/m5

solidation of the clay.

-70kN/m:

bear¬

respect

grouted anchor fails, it must be
by one of the following modes:

not

4%

<27%

in this

ing in mind the greater stiffness of bars
which will magnify the prestress loss in
any comparitive study.

Estimating the carrying capacity of
ground anchors in cohesive soil by using
eqn. 76, the grain size curve must be
within the boundaries of Fig. 18 and the

20%

predictive capacity concerning loss of

our

+ 721.51

a0 =
a, =

test

menI

multiple correlation coefficient for

equation

-

-

m

PL

Fig. 77. Influence of post-grouting

pressure on

skin friction in

a

cohesive sori

4000

engineers simply specify the latest an
largest safety factors irrespective of th
ground, there is a need for a more thoroucinvestigation of load-displacement rela
tionships for fixed anchors in differer,
ground conditions, since these relation
ships influence choice of safety factor
which should be related to permissible
movement

well

as

as

ultimate

load.

Fo

specific ground conditions it may be pos
sible for example to establish a correla
tion between a yield load giving unaccep
table movement, and the ultimate load
holding capacity. Thus, if an enginee
wishes to specify a factor of safety (S„)
against a yield condition, it may be feasi¬
ble then to apply a modifying factor tc

S, to provide
ultimate
d«

0.002

Fig. 18.

0.06

0.02

0 006

0.2

0.6

2.0

6.0

20

Boundaries of the grain size distribution of the investigated cohesive soil
of the tendon

characteristic strength
anchor head.

or

poor

quality ground has been exploited by
so safety factors have increased

anchors,
in

In regard to the ground/grout interface
of the fixed anchor upon which this Paper
has concentrated, overall design load safe-

value

take

to

of

account

(/) larger

ty

fixed anchor displacements for given load
increments'" (Fig. 20), or (/»') creep phe¬
nomena. In the case of (//') for example.

where

S, values of 2-2.5 for

factors (S,) range from 2-4 generally,
S, is applied to the ultimate loadholding capacity (T,). T, may be de¬

fined as the constant load at
fixed anchor can be withdrawn

temporary anchors
clay where the service period is less
than 2 years, rise to 3-3.5 for permanent
anchors, in order to keep prestress fluc¬
in

which the

steady

at a

tuations within acceptable limits. In other
words designers are quietly building in

e.g. creep in cohesive soils, or the
maximum load attained prior to a distinct
failure involving a sudden loss of load
rate

e.g.

Serviceability Factors.
To

breakdown of bond in rock. As more

TABLE IV.

avoid

the

growing situation where

SUGGESTED SAFETY FACTORS FOR ANCHOR DESIGN

safety factor

Proof
load factor

1.4

1.1

Minimum

Anchor category

Temporary anchors where the service life is
less than 6 months and failure would have
lew serious consequences and would not

endanger public safety

e.g.

Temporary anchors with

a

short

term

pile lest.

1.6

a

reaction for

Anchor
construction
technique
and
quality of workmanship greatly influence
pull-out capacity, and the latter in parti¬
cular limits the designer's ability to pre¬
dict accurately solely on the basis of
empirical rules. As a consequence the
calculated figures should not be used too
dogmatically in every case, since they
often provide merely an indication of
comparative values to the experienced
designer. In anchor technology, practical
knowledge is just as essential to a good
design as ability to make calculations.
In 1969 at the Mexico Conference. Re¬
porter Habib observed spectacular pro¬
gress in anchoring in loose soils, but stated
was

1.25

lent

were

today it might be argued that little

progress has been made. In the author's
view some sympathy must be expressed

for the attitude
and application

Temporary anchors
or

where the consequences of failure are
serious e.g. temporary anchors for main

cables of

an em¬

rather odd to realise that the
still empirical in nature.
Since empiricism in design is still preva¬

danger to public safety without adequate
warning e g. retaining wall tie backs.

highly aggressive environment,

T, is estimated from

Conclusions

theories

2 years, where although the consequences
of failure are quite serious, there is no

in a

estimate of S, for the

pirical equation or design envelope. This
concept of safety factors may grow ir
importance with the advent of Limit State
Codes. In an effort to encourage the ana¬
lysis of test anchor results there is per¬
haps a case for two levels of safety fac¬
tor depending on whether actual test re¬
sults or calculated
ultimate loads are
used for design purposes.

that it

service life of up

lo

All permanent anchors.

when

versa

an

load-holding capacity (Tf) or vice

2.0

1.5

suspension bridge or as a

lifting heavy structural members.

that

resists the creation

of the more sophisticated
theories, since they invariably demand
accurate values of a multitude of ground
and anchor parameters in order to attain
the improved accuracy. In this regard, a
good example is short, low capacity rock
bolts where the cost of investigating the
detailed variation in a heterogeneous rock
mass far outweighs the cost
of installa¬
tion and proof-loading additional bolts, in
the event of unsatisfactory performance.
In reality a period of technical consoli-

500
r
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10.0
I

IkN m* I

30.0

20.0
I

I

—!

,

1

I",1 c»
10

'00
Vertical displacement

F|9- '9. Calculated

I

shear stresses

at

failure

200
movaMe anchorage, mm

Fig. 20. Load/displacement relationship 1or compact fine/med'um
(o = 35°)

sand

taken place over the past
the form of standardisation

dein
of
ts„,;ce combined with a steady colleclonof short-term test data. At the same
L the world anchor market has con.
Led to expand dramatically, and forced
^signers into a wider range of ground
conditions, particularly poor quality mater,
iels Design rules have been created, em¬
ployed and confirmed to be satisfactory
|f| the main over this period, and signijCSntly but understandably most arten,i0n has been directed towards simple
pull-out tests. Routine tests of this kind
are of paramount importance, since the re¬
sults can be used to optimise the design

70.

»

sod construction of the anchors on a par¬
ticular site, in addition to establishing
actual factors of safety. In this way the
validity of empirical design rules can al¬
so be checked for the different ground

conditions encountered in anchorage work.
In the future, more attention should be
directed towards monitoring load displace¬

relationships and service behaviour
with particular regard to loss of prestress
with time in order that more confidence
can be established for permanent anchors
in soils and weathered rocks.
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study of vibratory driving in granular soils
A. A. RODGER* and G. S.

Two types

of vibratory pile driving have been

identified by the Authors termed respectively ' slow '
and ' fast' vibrodriving. The occurrence of slow or
fast motion is determined by the initial soil density,
pile diameter, displacement amplitude and accelera¬
tion of vibration. Slow vibrodriving is concluded to
be the most widely encountered and the paper,
therefore, concentrates on this type of motion. A
theory and interactive computer simulation of the
case of slow vibratory driving has been developed.
The motion is considered to be that of a rigid body
subject to viscous-Coulomb -side and elasto-plastic
end resistance under a combined sinusoidal excita¬
tion and static surcharge force.
Experimental
verification of the theory has been by means of tests

fully instrumented 0-745 kW (1 hp) model in
dry cohesionless soils. The need for further research
work to quantify soil resistance and the dependence
of this on displacement amplitude and frequency of
on a

vibration is stressed. The Authors recommend that
this information is obtained from full scale tests

using a prototype designed on the basis of the
information provided by the present research work.
Deux types de battage de

pieux vibratoire ont ixi

LITTLEJOHNt

les auteurs et designes respectivement
vibrobattage ' lent' et vibrobatta^e ' rapide'. La
'lenteur' ou la 'rapidite' du mouvement est determinee par la densite initiale du sol, le diametre du pieu,
I'amplitude du deplacement et 1'acceleration des vibra¬
tions. Selon les conclusions, le type de vibrobattage
lent' est celui qui se rencontre le plus frequemment
et rarticle se concentre done sur ce type de mouvement.
identifies par

par

'

Une theorie et une simulation interactive sur ordinadu cas du vibrobattage 'lent' ont ete mises au

teur

point. Le mouvement est envisage comme etant celui
rigide soumis a une resistance visqueuse,
type Coulomb et extremite elastoplastique, sous
Taction simultanee d'une surcharge statique et d'une
d'un corps

excitation sinusoldale. La theorie a ete verifiee experimentalement par des essais sur un modele 0-745 kW

(1 HP)

a

instrumentation complete dans des sols sees

cohesion. L'article insiste sur la necessite d'efifectuer des recherches supplementaires pour quantifier
la resistance du sol et sa dependance avec l'amplitude
du deplacement et la frequence de vibrations. Pour
obtenir ces renseignements, les auteurs recommandent
d'effectuer des essais a Tdchelle a Taide d'un prototype
realise sur la base des renseignements obtenus a partir
des travaux de recherches actuels.
sans

INTRODUCTION

Vibratory driving is a technique used for driving piles, tubes and rods rapidly into the ground
by imparting to the driving unit a small longitudinal vibratory motion of a predetermined
frequency and displacement amplitude. The vibrations serve to reduce the ground resistance,
allowing penetration under the action of a relatively small surcharge force.
Although under research since 1930 the mechanism which causes reduced ground resistance
and penetration has not as
yet been identified. This has led to conservative piling design and
overdesign of the vibrator unit. This Paper describes the results of a research project under¬
taken at Aberdeen University to
investigate this mechanism.
From this research two types of penetrative motion are identified defined respectively as
slow' and 'fast'
vibratory driving. The research work concentrated on the mechanism of
slow
vibratory driving since this is considered to be the most widely encountered in practice.
A
theory and interactive computer simulation of slow vibratory driving is developed using
Discussion on this paper closes 1 December, 1980. For further details
Department of Engineering, University of Aberdeen.
TColcrete Group of companies, Kent.

see

inside back cover.
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numerical methods. The validity of this theory is investigated by means of laboratory tests on
a fully instrumented model vibratory driver and some monitoring of a 7-45 kW (10 hp)
prototype.
NOTATION
A

peak displacement amplitude

g

acceleration due to

B, C, D, E

constants

k

elastic soil resistance

F»

dynamic force

r

RIM

Fi
Fs

instantaneous

t

time

X

vibrational

M

Fp
Fv
R

Fn
R'E

Ru

dynamic force
surcharge force
mass of vibrator and pile

required to sustain
penetrative motion
power required to sustain
power

X

xmKt
y

vibrational motion

a

plastic soil resistance
dynamic soil resistance
point resistance to penetrative

V

motion

6

minimnm

dynamic side

resistance

V

*s
Rst

dynamic side resistance

T

static side resistance

4>

V

penetration velocity
pile diameter
base of natural logarithms

d
e

/D
/s

fs

frequency of vibration
F»/M
fvlr
Fs/M
fair

displacement

<V xlr
maximum value of the

displacement
penetrative displacement
constant of dynamic shear
strength reduction
ratio of amplitude of vibrational
acceleration to that of gravity
phase difference between force
and displacement
damping constant
oj'nt
angle of internal friction of soil
dynamic angle of internal
friction of soil

4>m

minimnm

dynamic angle of

internal friction of soil

2-7183

f
/D

gravity

^Bt

static

angle of internal friction

of soil
(V

angular velocity
natural circular

CO

frequency

a>/ion

historical development

Research into the vibratory driving of piles began in 1930 in Germany and the first
commercial application was carried out by Hertwig in 1932. In co-operation with Hertwig
the firm Losenhausenwerk registered the German Reich's patent DRP No. 611392, which
outlined the principles of vibratory driving.
almost at the same time in the USSR as a

The concept of vibratory driving was discovered
by-product of soil dynamics research by Pavyluk
on
footing vibrations begun in 1931 and in 1934 Barkan (USSR) showed that the vertical
vibration of a pile markedly decreases the skin friction of soils (Barkan, 1949, 1967). This
early work was, however, interrupted by the Second World War, and investigations were
resumed by the Russians only in 1946 when a study of impact mechanisms was begun by
Rusakov and Kharkhevich. Within 2 years work had begun at the Road Scientific Research
Institute of the Soviet Union to investigate the use of vibratory hammers to extend the method
to cohesive soils. This research discovered that
impacts occur between the pile and the soil
with the use of low frequency vibratory drivers (Tsaplin, 1953).
Three years later Barkan proposed the use of vibratory drivers for the installation of
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exploratory boreholes which led to the development of a vibrocorer working at 42 Hz producing
a 2 mm displacement amplitude and powered by a 3-5 kW electric motor. In the same year a
vibratory driver (BT-5) working between 38 and 45 Hz was used to drive sheet steel piles during
the construction of the Gorky Hydroelectric Station. Production rates of 11 m in 2 to 3 min
were achieved (Medvedev, 1953; La Technique Moderne, 1955; Barkan, 1962).
The year 1953 saw the appearance of definitive theoretical treatments of vibratory driving
and hammering by Neimark, Blekhman and Tsaplin. Further progress in this year included
the introduction of the VPP high frequency range of machines which first used a resiliency
mounted surcharge load to assist penetration and which could achieve depths of 20 m with piles
weighing up to 2 Mg in saturated sands. Penetration of piles of larger point resistance was made
possible by water jetting. Also in 1953 the first use of vibratory drivers for the installation of
sand drains occurred and in the next few years some 35 000 were emplaced (Barkan, 1962).
In 1955 Tatarnikov designed the VP low frequency range of machines (7-16 Hz) to extend
the method to piles of larger point resistance, since at low frequency, large displacement
amplitude, separation of the pile tip from the soil and hence impacting could occur which
assisted penetration. In 1959 Barkan attempted to increase the capacity of vibratory drivers
by using the concept of pile-soil resonance and production machines were developed on this
basis. This coincided with the invention of Bodine of the high frequency resonant driver in
the USA where the resonance considered is that of the pile rather than the pile-soil system.
German and French engineers encouraged by the reported successes in Russia designed
high frequency machines for use in Western Europe, but high rates of wear in motors and
bearings later led to a reduction in frequency to 25 Hz. By 1961 vibratory drivers were being
produced commercially in West Germany, France, USA, USSR and Japan. In 1962 Bodine
obtained a patent for his resonant machine, and two years later research was initiated in the
USA to study the resonant machine at model level (Hill 1966; Ghahramani, 1967; Griggs,
1967; Yang, 1967).
To date it has been reported that in the USSR about 400 000 Mg of sheet steel piling has been
driven by vibrators and more than 100 million m of exploration boreholes installed using
vibratory hammers. The major developments in Western Europe have been confined to the
highly specialized installation of medium to large diameter piles, H and sheet steel piles,
although it is encouraging to note that more recently some UK companies have begun
developing low- and medium-powered vibrators for a variety of geotechnical applications.
Cementation Ground Engineering Ltd have developed rod (40 mm dia.) and casing drivers
for alluvial grouting and soil anchor applications. Aimers McLean Ltd working in close
collaboration with the Institute of Geological Sciences and the National Engineering
Laboratory have produced a commercial gravity coring machine which can be used to obtain
sea bed
samples up to 14 mm diameter and 6 m long (Kirby, 1972). In 1972 BSP Ltd obtained
world rights to the Christiani-Shand variable parameter electro-hydraulic machine and
within 2 years produced an improved version (Pearson, 1974).
CURRENT

VIBRATORY DRIVING PRACTICE

Vibratory drivers are classified in practice by their range of application, that is, by the
maximum side or end resistance which can be accommodated within the range of the machines'
dynamic parameters. The two parameters normally used to define the range of application
the displacement
amplitude and frequency of vibrations. From the available published
information it would appear that the choice of frequency of vibrations should be related to soil
type: coarse grained soils, 4-10 Hz; fine-medium sands, 10-40 Hz; cohesive soils, 40-100 Hz;
are

and that

a

high displacement amplitude (10-20 mm) should be selected for piles with a large
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Table 1.

Machine classification
Dense cohesionless soils

Cohesive soils

High acceleration
Low displacement

Low point
resistance

amplitude

High point
resistance

High acceleration

Requires high

Loose cohesionless soils

Heavy piles Light piles

Low

frequency. Large
displacement amplitude

acceleration for either
shearing or thixotropic
transformation.
Predominant side

High
acceleration

resistance
A

Predominant side
resistance.

Predominant end
resistance. Requires

Requires high

high displacement
amplitude and low
frequency for maximum
impact to permit elastoplastic penetration

acceleration for
fluidization

Requires high
acceleration
for
fluidization
A

B

A

Predominant
side
resistance.

Recommended parameters

/>40 Hz
6-20 g
A: 1-10 mm
x:

/: 10-40 Hz
X: 5-15 g
A: 1-10

mm

/: 4-16 Hz
x: 3-14 g

A: 9-20

mm

/: 10-40 Hz

X: 5-15 g

A: 1-10

mm

point resistance, and a small displacement amplitude (1-10 mm) for piles with low point
resistance. The explanation for this selection of vibrator parameters follows and is summarized
in Table 1, along with recommended parameters collated from published information.
In cohesionless soils of low relative density the application of vibration causes a considerable
reduction in the shear strength of the soil, often termed ' fluidizationThe degree of fluidization induced is proportional to both displacement amplitude (A) and frequency (f) of vibration.
In loose soils this fluidized zone is assumed to extend beneath the pile. The penetrative motion
can, therefore, be considered to be controlled by the applied surcharge force, displacement
amplitude and frequency of vibration. The combined influence of the latter two parameters
can be defined by amplitude of vibrational acceleration, since this is directly proportional to
displacement amplitude and frequency of vibration. A similar motion is assumed to occur with
piles of low point resistance driven in more dense cohesionless soils, where the major compo¬
nent of resistance experienced is that at the pile sides.
With piles of larger point resistance in cohesionless soils, it should not be assumed that

pile tip, since experimental evidence suggests the occurrence
impact situation, which cannot be satisfactorily explained by the fluidization concept.
Penetration, instead, occurs by means of an elasto-plastic motion which is assisted if an impact
situation develops (separation of the pile from the soil). A large displacement amplitude and
low frequency ensure maximum impact and plastic penetration.
In cohesive soils, the shear strength mobilized is attributable to the high bond strength
generated between the small grains, although, adhesion to the pile can exceed these inter-

fluidization
of

an

occurs

beneath the

OF
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Classification by acceleration of vibration

Table 1

Acceleration range

Power demand

Class

(s)

(kW)

Remarks

A

12 to 40

2 to 60

Upper mechanical limit for vibratory driver without
including resonance. Application of class A machine
is defined by the amplitude of acceleration

B

1 to 12

20 to 200

Threshold value for fluidization of the soil (lg).

Application of class B machines defined by the
amplitude of displacement
40 to 100

C

Can be

>

750

Resonant driving. Application
defined by frequency

of class C machines

granular attractive forces. A cohesive soil can usually be considered as a visco-elastic material,
and, if vibration occurs at the pile-soil resonant frequency with a large displacement amplitude,
all the power will be absorbed by a large volume of the cohesive soil. To minimize this volume
it is necessary to vibrate well above the pile-soil resonant frequency, with small displacement

amplitude. Penetration of cohesive soils usually occurs by shearing of the soils, but if sufficient
moisture is present, thixotropic transformation can occur.
Consideration of Table 1 allows the formulation of the vibratory

driver classification system

described in Table 2.
SOIL RESPONSE WITH VIBRATORY DRIVING

It is useful at this

point to review in more detail the mechanism by which the phenomenon
strength reduction or fluidization occurs.
amplitude of vibrational acceleration is now accepted as the parameter controlling the

of shear

The

occurrence

strength of
Fig. 1.

shearing
shown in

of fluidization and that with reference to the effect of this parameter on
a

cohesionless soil, three distinct physical states may be identified as

In the first state

(acceleration {d2 x/dt2)<0-6 g), which can be defined as the sub-threshold
(elastic response) state, interparticle friction does exist but the overburden pressure acting
normally on the shear plane is periodic. Normally this would lead to dynamic stability but
if the soil
density is less than the critical value, compaction will occur. In this state the shear
strength has not been found- to decrease by more than 5%.
In the second, or trans-threshold
(compaction response), state (0-7 g<d2xjdt2< T5 g) the
decrease in the shear strength is governed by the exponential function of acceleration of
vibration. The parameters of this exponential function are determined by the grain size and
shape, and the magnitude of the static normal pressure.
In the third (fluidized
response) state the shear strength reduction reaches a maximum.
Theoretically this should be achieved at an amplitude of acceleration equal to that of gravity;
however, in practice, due to the presence of interparticle friction, the amplitude required is
aPproximately 1 -5 g.
These three posited physical states of shear strength reduction have been confirmed by
dynamic direct shear tests (see, for example, Mogami and Kubo, 1953).
Barkan (1962) found an exponential relationship between the coefficient of internal friction
and
amplitude of acceleration, describing the trans-threshold state, of
tan

<f>d

=

(tan

tan ^ e-*1' + tan

(1)
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zone

Fig. 1.

zone

zone

zone

Relationship between shear strength and amplitude of acceleration

where
tan

(f>d

=

dynamic value of the coefficient of internal friction

tan

(f>^

=

static value of the coefficient of internal friction

tan

<f>m

=

minimum value of the coefficient of internal friction

ax =
7] =

constant (0-23 for a medium grained dry sand)

ratio of amplitude of vibrational acceleration to that of gravity

This

relationship has been verified by subsequent research work by Ermolaev and Senin
(1968) and Youd (1967).
It is suggested that it would be valid to apply a relationship of this type when evaluating
the soil resistance in the case of class A machines or, the side resistance, only, in the case of
class B machines.
The

validity of this proposal

who undertook extraction tests

can be confirmed from the results of Preobrajbenskaja
full-scale piles from medium dense silts and saturated

(1956)

sands.
exponentially with the amplitude of acceleration
with the maximum reduction in resistance occurring at an accelerational amplitude of 1-2 g.
The following relationship was fitted to the results,
on

His results show that the side resistance varied

Rs

=

+ C^st—-^M) e~a*1>

(2)

where
<*2 =

constant

i?s

=

dynamic side resistance

Ru

=

minimum dynamic side resistance

Rst

=

static side resistance

Representation of the point resistance encountered by class B machines is much more
difficult to formulate. Typical representation has been of the form of either a linear viscous
or a linear
elasto-plastic model (see Table 3 for classification of representations which have been
adopted to date) although, in practice, it is expected that neither the viscosity, elasticity or
plasticity is linear. The possibility must also exist of an impact situation developing, with
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Classification of proposed theoretical solutions
Penetration with no
modification of soil

Penetration by
Pbcnomcno-

modificat

on

of soil properties

properties
Semi

Semi

Penetration *

Assuming a
non-rigid pile

Phenomeno¬

empirical

Empirical

empirical

logy cal

Wave

solution

solution

solution

solution

solution

equation

(1957)
Wu (1965)

Shekhter

logical

Barkan

(1955)
Barkan

(1962)
Schmid

(1970)

Schmid and
Hill (1966, 1967)
Bernhard (1963)
Kondner and
Edwards (1960)

Al-Shawaf (1970)

Podol'nyy Neimark (1953)
Blekhman (1954)
(1964)
Senator

(1967)
Yang
(1967)

Koushov and
Shliakhtin (1954)
Barkan (1962)
Savinov and

Luskin (1960)-

Barkan (1962)
Parkin (1961)
Ghahramani (1966)

Griggs (1966)
Hill (1967)
Bernhard (1967)
Rockefeller (1968)

Schmid (1970)

separation of the pile from the soil occurring once per cycle, where the elasto-plastic character¬
assume lower values due to the vibrations. Further, the formulation of
elasto-plastic penetrative motion does not completely rule out the possibility of fluidization
occurring beneath the pile point, but instead shows that it is unnecessary to explain penetration
of the pile as long as the total dynamic and surcharge forces are sufficient to exceed the soil
istics of the soil

resistance.

Interdependence of side and point resistance must be considered as the soil beneath the pile
more compacted than at the sides, requiring a downward flow of soil This would lead
to a reduced, localized side resistance and a cone of depression at the surface.
Substantiation for the elasto-plastic impact mechanism has come from the work of Schmid
(1969) at Princeton University, from experimental work at Aberdeen University (Rodger,
1976) and from field prototype work undertaken at the National Engineering Laboratory,
East Kilbride (Rodger, 1975).
Professor Schmid has found that there are three possible domains for the dynamic force
measured at the pile point.
(a) The Sinusoidal Resistance Domain—where the dynamic force is less than the maximum
elastic resistance of the soil, allowing no plastic motion and varies as a sinusoidal
function in phase with the soil resistance.
(b) The Impact Domain—where the dynamic force is less than the impact threshold but
greater than the resistance threshold. The dynamic force is no longer sinusoidal but
approaches short periods of impact followed by periods of separation of the pile from
will be

the soil.

(c) The Instability Domain—where maximum end resistance is encountered. In this
domain the dynamic force has exceeded the impact threshold and a phase difference
occurs between the point resistance and the dynamic force.
Prom a study of theoretical models proposed to date and the above considerations the
Authors consider that a valid theory must account for:
(a) The dependence of side resistance on the vibrational parameters including the concepts
of fluidized soil viscosity and external friction. Fluidization has to date been accounted
for by a linear viscous damping term (vdxjdt) where the damping constant (v) must
be considered as a function of the displacement amplitude and frequency. Only
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in

c
a)

O

y

Impaction only

Critical

'Slow' vibratory driving

f
Compaction only

'Fast' vibratory driving

=*1-2g
Acceleration ot vibration

Fig. 2.

Determination of the

Barkan

occurrence

of vibratory driving motion

(1962) has considered the external friction of the soil separately

as a

function

of the vibrational parameters.

(b) The complex end resistance which may take the form of a fiuidized soil volume
beneath the pile.
Fluidization may occur beneath the pile tip but this alone cannot explain experimentally
observed phenomena such as the occurrence of an impact domain. This, however, can be
accounted for by an elasto-plastic end resistance where the elasto-plastic properties of the soil
are modificed by vibration.
A successful solution would therefore have to incorporate a viscous-Coulomb side resistance;
and an elasto-plastic end resistance, whose parameters were a function of depth of penetration
and vibration.
THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS PROPOSED

It is

proposed that two types of vibratory driving motion exist—' slow' and ' fast' vibratory
driving. This is because the classical elasto-plastic situation beneath the pile tip, as described
above, will only occur when the pile is able to mobilize a threshold value of the soil resistance.
The two types of motion can be defined with reference to Fig. 2. Motion is assumed only to
occur when the amplitude of acceleration exceeds the threshold value for fluidization of the
soil and the amplitude of the force exceeds the soil resistance. It is the relationship between the
soil density in situ and the critical soil density which determines whether slow (impact) or
fast vibratory driving will occur.
The two types of motion can be defined in the following way.
Fast

vibratory driving (see Fig. 3(a))
granular soils it is assumed that there is no reversed penetrative, as distinct from
vibrational motion, allowing the possibility of treating the two cases of vibratory and penetra¬
tive motions separately. Penetrative motion occurs by the progressive compactive collapse of
the voids in the soil, the resistance being assumed to be almost wholly due to fluidization of the
In loose

soil.
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Fig. 3. Physical modes of vibratory driving motion: (a) fast model; (b) slow model

Slow

vibratory driving (see Fig. 3(6))

In

granular soils where the density is greater than critical, if the surcharge force is in¬
reversal of motion, the end resistance acts only during a portion of each
cycle. Penetration is assumed to occur as in a classical elasto-plastic impact situation. Restraint
at the pile sides is assumed to be due to external dry frictional and fluidized viscous soil
sufficient to prevent

resistance.

Experimental confirmation of the existence of these

two types

of motion

can

be found from
granular
in dense

examinations of the dynamic force waveforms measured at the pile point. In loose
soils and in vibratory extraction, a sinusoidal force response is obtained, while
granular soils there is an impact type of waveform.

THEORETICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR ' FAST' VIBRATORY DRIVING

Assuming that the relatively small vibratory motion can be separated from the comparatively
large penetrative motion and that the sole purpose of the vibratory motion is to reduce the
resistance to penetration, the equation of vibratory motion is

M~JF+Rt> = Fvsincot
where
M

=

x =
=

Fd

=

oj =

t

=

mass

of vibrator and

vibrational

pile

displacement

dynamic soil resistance

dynamic force
angular velocity
time
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Similarly the equation of penetrative motion is
cP

y

M-j^ + Rx = Fs + Mg

(4)

where

PE

=

soil resistance to penetration

F3

=

surcharge force

y =

penetrative displacement

If it is assumed that the shear resistance per unit
the end resistance is

length is independent of depth, and that
proportional to depth, then resistances may be expressed as
R-o

=

R'e

=

^y

.

where v1 is the viscous shear constant and k the elastic soil resistance

The

(6)

.

(end bearing constant).

equations of motion therefore become

M^+yly^ = FI>sinwl
M^+*y%+ky-Fs
The shear constant v1 is

(7)
+Mg
(8)

function of soil

properties, pile diameter and the frequency and
displacement amplitude of vibration. Experimental observations (Littlejohn, Seager &
Rodger, 1974) have shown that v1 must increase sharply when the frequency and displacement
a

amplitude falls to the threshold value below which fluidization of the soil does not occur.
Solution of equations (7) and (8) assuming constant penetrative velocity, gives the following
expressions for the power demand

Py

= power
=

Pp

(9)

Fv2/4Mco

= power
=

required to sustain vibratory motion

required to sustain penetrative motion

(vs-yV+ky-Mg)V

where V is the constant penetrative velocity.
For the vibratory motion the displacement
a

from which
motion

or

an

assessment of the values

fluidization

can

_

amplitude is given by

fpA"
{(Majf+iyLyff

of the

(10)

fin

dynamic parameters needed to sustain penetrative

be found.

THEORETICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR ' SLOW' VIBRATORY DRIVING

Figure 4 illustrates the motion considered in the elasto-plastic model of slow vibratory
driving. When the pile is penetrating, the resistance is plastic, assuming that the maximum
elastic resistance has been overcome. Between periods of penetration there may occur phases
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Fig. 4. Form of the penetration motion

of reversal and recovery

against elastic end resistance. The reversal may be great enough to
bring the end of the pile out of contact with the soil. If loss of contact does occur, there is no
end resistance during part of the reversal-recovery phase.
The theoretical equations of motion may be defined as follows. If *max *s
maximum
value of the displacement x, up to any point in time, then in the region of plastic motion
(t1<t<ti) the end resistance can be represented (see Fig. 5) by

RE

=

R

(12)

(see Fig. 5)

in the
is

region of elastic motion where xmax — R/k < x < xmax (and t0<t<tl) the end resistance
given by
Rv. = R + kjx-x^)
(13)

and in the

region of out of contact motion, which

occurs

wherever

(14)

*<*ma x-Rft

(hl<t<t0n see Fig. 6) the end resistance will be zero. The equation of motion for this
fflay be formulated

system

as

(15)

M-j^+Rs + Re = Fs+F-Dsin(iot + 6)
where

R3

=

RE

=

the side resistance which

may

be viscous

or

Coulomb

or

both

[/? — k(xm&x — x)] where the square parentheses denote Macauley
notation

9

=

phase difference between force and displacement.

The best
approach to solution of this equation is by numerical
Useful to examine a
special case to illustrate the form of the solution.

methods; however, it is
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/
-

Penetration

Elastic motion

Plastic motion

Fig. 5.

Formulation of the elasto-plastic end resistance

F'g- 6.

Motion allowing

separation of the pile from the soil
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Analysis of motion

without side resistance and with

loss of contact

no

6) let the pile be at the start of an elastic phase of motion which continues
until t = ty Take x-= 0 at r = 0 and let the instantaneous value of the dynamic force at
/ = 0 be
sin 0. Let
At r

=

0 (Fig.

In the

ain2

R/M,

r =

=

elastic region, 0<t<tx, x.maI

k/M, fB

=

=

FsIM, fx

=

F-JM

0,

cPx/dt^ + r + ojjf x =/s+/1sin(wr+ 0)

(16)

with solution,
x

—

dxjdt
Initial conditions

Bsin con

tCcoso>n

t-F——S-+—^—5sin(u>r+0)
,cos(ajf+0)

ajn2?coso;nt-conCsincoBt +

=

dxjdt

are x =

=

0 when t

....

(17)

.

(18)

.

0, therefore,

=

c--&V_J5£»
con'-co'

09)

OJn-

B

ffto/tOjf cos6

=

.

(20)

OJjf — CO2
writing
{

_

'

r

dx

.

X

—(*

f

r'

r

conx

.

X

_

/,

t

>

dt

—l±

r

co

co

coB

then
x =

Bsin t + Ccos t + (fs—l) +

x =

Boost—Csin r +

r-^-nsin (cor+0)

(21)

(wt+6)

(22)

1

—

CO

cos

1

—

CO

where

/*

fx <I> cos 0

con2B

,

J}

0

1- cL2

"n2^
"'n"

C-—
_

At the point of maximum reversal

x =

/■/

,,
1\

/isin 0

C/g-1)- —
■CO2

_

0 and x> 0. Let this occur at t = r0,

then

^costo-csinro+t^—tcos(o»t0+0) = 0
1

(23)

— CO

-2

fxco
Bsinr0+Ccosr0+-r^—5sin(cor0+0)<O
1
—

In order for there to be

no

(24)

CO

loss of contact it is necessary

that x(r0)>

—

1, that is
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£sinr0+£ cos r0 +/g + y~rj sin (cDr0 + #)>()
The elastic

region ends at

r = tx

where ^(tj)

5sinr1 + Ccosr1 +
In the

=

(25)

0, that is

(/s—l)+yA-5sin(<Iir1+0) = 0

....

plastic region where t1<t< t2,

=fs+f1sm(cot+6)

(27)

(fs-r)t-—cos(cot+ 6) + D

(28)

K/s-r) t*-4
sin (tot + 6) + Dt+E
or

(29)

x

+r

therefore
x =

CO

X =

or,

in dimensionless form
x =

(fs-cos (<I)T+6)+ D

(30)

i(/s~l)T2—^ sin (cIit + 0) + Dr+£

(31)

CO

x =

or

Initial conditions

are x

=

D

0, J
—

P1 when

=

—

r = rls

therefore

Ws~ l)r1+4cos(cSrr1+^)
CO

l)Tl2+4 sin (<57!+^)
CO

End of

plastic region

occurs

when

r = r2

Motion with loss of
=

x

=

contact

follows

a

(32)

(33)

where

^(r2)
x

(26)

=

0

similar form of

analysis the equation being: at t

=

0,

0.

/s — 1 +/1 sin (cDr + 6)

Elastic motion:

x

+x

Out of contact:

x

=/s+^sin(a)T+ 8)

(35)

Plastic motion:

x

=/s —1+/xsin(uir+0)

(36)

=

Having considered the special case of zero side resistance over only one cycle
need for the introduction of numerical methods is evident. The problem in

(34)

of motion the
formulating a
numerical solution is the selection of the initial soil parameters and the variation of these
parameters with depth of penetration. These parameters have not as yet been defined accurately
enough for assessment by calculation. Any approach must, therefore, be semi-empirical in
nature until sufficient data are available to either construct design charts to predict values of
soil parameters, or to evolve a satisfactory relationship between the soil parameters and
acceleration and displacement amplitude of vibration.
The approach to the solution of the problem was two-fold. Firstly, an interactive computer
simulation of the theoretical equations of motion was developed and secondly on a model level
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Computer simulation: (a) initial cycle of motion; (b) complete motion

the influence of the various parameters was

investigated. The theoretical simulation was fitted
possible values of the soil resistance—

the variable parameter test results, thereby defining
the solution being thus semi-empirical in nature.
to

For the purpose of the simulation a linear variation with depth was chosen for all forms of
the soil resistance, while the side frictional resistance was found using a relationship similar to
that of Preobrajhenskaja,

i?g

=

R-^e~~ar''7T dx

(37)

where -ndx represents

the perimeter of the pile at depth x. It was also assumed that the
displacement per cycle was sufficiently small to consider constant values of the soil resistance
over one cycle of motion. Fig. 7 shows a typical
computer simulation.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THEORY
To confirm this

semi-empirical theory of vibratory driving, the 0-745 kW model vibratory
This machine was capable of: exciting a force of
constant magnitude independent of frequency, and exciting a force which could be varied
independent of frequency. The machine was used to drive an instrumented 38 mm o.d., closed
ended steel pile into a bed of dense fine-medium grained sand (£7=1-2; D10 = 0-29 mm;
^r = 71-5%; <f> = 41°).
Figure 9 shows a blpck diagram of the instrumentation and transducers employed. The
purpose of the transducers was to provide a direct measure of the following parameters.
(a) Acceleration of vibration of the pile cap and tip.
(b) Triaxial acceleration of the resiliency mounted surcharge load.
(c) Dynamic and static forces at the pile cap and tip.
(d) Phase angle between displacement, force and acceleration of vibration.
(e) Penetrative displacement.
(f) Dynamic and static soil pressure.
Since Fourier analysis of the complex signals from the transducers was essential, all the
signals were fed into an FM magnetic tape recorder. Fourier analysis was then accomplished
using a standard algorithm—the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The instrumentation required
this form of analysis is shown in Fig. 10. The experimental test results may be summarized
as
follows.
driver shown in Fig. 8 was constructed.

Fig. 8.

(a) General view of

model vibratory driver;

(b) and (c) detailed views

of model vibrator unit
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External

trigger

Fig. 10.

Equipment required for spectral analysis

Frequency of vibration tests
A series of tests

were

conducted where the eccentric moment of the vibrator

was

held

constant while the

frequency was varied between 20 and 50 Hz. It was found that the
penetration-time profiles could be represented by an exponential relationship of the form:
y =

A1-B1e^

(38)

where A1, B1 and C1 are constants. During the period of steady-state motion the relationship
between frequency and penetration velocity was linear exhibiting a threshold value, below which
no

penetration occurred, for the frequency of 18 Hz. This corresponded to a free vibrational

acceleration of 1 -6 g and a peak dynamic force of 550 N. This threshold value may be explained
with reference to the exponential variation of soil resistance with amplitude of vibrational
acceleration described earlier. Its existence is consistent with the concept

of fluidization and
elasto-plastic end resistance the properties of which are reduced in
magnitude by the vibration. This threshold value is identical to the resistance threshold defined
earlier. Figure 11 indicates the occurrence of the threshold with reference to acceleration of
the formulation of

an

vibration.
The existence of three domains of the

dynamic force was also confirmed. Penetration
dynamic force first exceeded the resistance threshold of 550 N. A second
threshold, the impact threshold, of between 550 and 725 N was identified beyond which the
pile separated from the soil. At 800 N an effective upper limit to the dynamic force was also
found, a limit threshold beyond which the ultimate depth of penetration no longer increased
with increasing dynamic force. These threshold values are not absolute but are related to the
dimensions of the pile employed.
Over the ' steady-state' motion period, when the dynamic force was in the pre-impact range,
the first harmonic of the
dynamic force was predominant (see Fig. 12(a, b)). When the force
occurred when the
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Dynamic lorce
variation with
constant

frequency

Side and end
resistance

Side resistance

1.06 g
Acceleration of vibration

Fig. 11.

level

Illustration of threshold condition: variable frequency tests.

increased

beyond the impact threshold an impact 'spike' formed (see Fig. 12(c))
magnitude up to the limit threshold, when a
secondary impact spike developed in each cycle of motion.
In variable frequency extraction tests the motion was represented by the same exponential
relationship indicated in the penetration tests. Extraction velocity was found to be independent
of frequency of vibration with constant eccentric moment, consistent with the formulation of a
viscous-Coulomb side resistance and independence of vibratory and extractive motions.
No impact profiles were observed in the force waveforms although the force level was
sufficient to exceed the impact threshold earlier defined. This implies that insufficient soil
was

which decreased in duration and increased in

resistance

was

mobilized to allow

an

formation of a viscous side resistance.

impact situation, which is again consistent with the

Over the frequency range
50 Hz the second harmonic

investigated the force response was almost purely sinusoidal—at
representing only 8% of the first. From the variable frequency
tests it may be postulated that the motion of the pile during penetration was slow vibratory
driving and fast vibratory driving during extraction.
Eccentric

moment tests

One series of

frequency of 30 Hz while the eccentric
kg mm. The relationship between penetration velocity
and eccentric moment was linear with a threshold value, below which no
penetration occurs,
of 200 N—a value which
corresponds to a free vibrational acceleration of 1-06 g and a displace¬
ment amplitude of 0-3 mm. The threshold value, as in the variable
frequency tests, may be
explained with reference to the exponential variation of soil resistance with amplitude of
acceleration as shown in Fig. 13.
Observations of the dynamic force again confirmed the existence of the three force domains.
moment

was

tests was conducted at a constant

varied between 22 and 90
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Illustrations of threshold conditions: variable eccentric moment tests

Inthepre-impact range, the first harmonic of the dynamic force was predominant (60% greater
than any other harmonic). Beyond the impact threshold an impact spike formed which
increased in magnitude to the limit threshold.
In the variable eccentric moment extraction tests the extraction velocity increased with
increased eccentric moment—consistent with the formation of

resistance. The force waveforms

a

viscous-Coulomb side

found to increase

linearly with eccentric moment with
significant impaction. With increasing eccentric moment, increased soil
resistance was mobilized due to the increased displacement amplitude. This caused the force
waveforms measured in the pile to include second- and third-order harmonics although
remaining predominantly sinusoidal. In all the tests the force level was below the threshold
value of the dynamic force measured in the penetration tests.
The static force required for extraction was 6% of the predicted static value and was found
to vary
exponentially with acceleration of vibration in both the variable frequency and
eccentric moment tests, after the manner of the tests of Preobrajhenskaja.
no

were

indication of

Surcharge force

tests

Over the range of surcharge forces investigated (FS/FD from 0T3 to 0-22) increasing the
surcharge force caused an increase in both penetration depths and velocity. No threshold
value for the surcharge was identified since this would only occur when the dynamic force was
less than the soil resistance. An
upper limit to the surcharge force occurred when it exceeded
•be dynamic force and vibration was
suppressed. From published literature (e.g. see Hill, 1966,
fflodel tests; Savinov and Luskin, 1960, field tests) it appears that an optimum value occurs
when

FD

comparison

Comparison

=

2FS

(39)

of the experimental and theoretical results

of the

experimental and theoretical work is restricted by the present lack of
on the empirical constants necessary to define exactly the dynamic

quantitative information
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Experimental results
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curves

this, the equation of motion with viscous-Coulomb side resistance

is

Mx+R^ + R^+R-kix^-x)
From

Fs+FBsinu)t

=

+ C^ST ~ -^M) e~*iV

R^ = vx, where and v are functions of depth, frequency and
of vibration. In comparing experimental and theoretical results there

of

(40)

equation (2)

^Si
while

=

displacement amplitude

is therefore the problem
R and k and, in addition, the variation of these

predefining the soil parameters i?M, v, <%,
depth of penetration.
By means of an interactive computer display, which allowed the variation of soil resistance
parameters it was found possible to reproduce the exponential type of penetration-time curve.
Figure 14 shows the variable *max (the maximum displacement at any time) fitted to one
of the curves from the variable frequency test series. This simulation involved a viscous side
resistance and elastic end resistance where the soil resistance resulting from parameters v and
R was found to follow the exponential behaviour shown in Fig. 15.
Figure 16 shows the theoretical behaviour of penetration velocity as a function of displace¬
ment amplitude, showing that a similar trend to that described in the experimental work can
be obtained. The trend is towards increased penetration depth and velocity with increased
displacement amplitude. On increasing the surcharge force it was found that the trend was
also towards increased penetration depth and velocity. Once a threshold value was exceeded
it was found that the vibrational motion was suppressed. This was found to occur theoretically
when FS/FD = 1*2 for the model vibratory driver.
Once a fit between experimental and theoretical results had been achieved a Fourier analysis
of the theoretical solution was undertaken. From this it was found possible to generate har¬
monics similar to those observed in the experimental results.
with
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CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical solution to the most

commonly encountered form of vibratory driving has been

proposed. It has been found that with suitable choice of soil resistance parameters
can

the theory

successfully predict experimentally derived results. To develop the solution further the
requires to be quantified together with its dependence on frequency and dis¬
placement amplitude, preferably at field prototype level. The research work to date has
Provided sufficient information on the behaviour of the dynamic parameters involved to allow
specification and design of a field prototype on which such tests can be conducted. The
values found from full scale tests can then be applied in the theory of slow vibratory driving,
and a
comparison of penetrative and vibrational motions in theory and practice obtained.
s°il resistance
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In anticipation of such work being initiated, the research is at present being extended to
examine the possibility of representing the end response by a conventional static function,
assuming that in the course of slow vibratory driving, end response is not substantially altered
by the vibration. If, as early results indicate, the end response can be thus represented, the
research to date will be of immediate practical use in optimizing the vibratory driving process.
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Acceptance criteria for the service
behaviour of ground anchorages
byG. S.

LITTLEJOHN*, BSc(Eng), PhD, CEng, FICE, MIStructE, FGS

Introduction
WHILST DEGREE OF
acceptable limits for
haviour are generally
throughout the world,
tance criteria related
1,

proof loading and
load-extension be¬

in close agreement
by contrast accep¬

to service behav¬
widely divergent in regard to

iour are

duration of monitoring, and whether load
relaxation or creep displacement should
be

monitored.

countries such as Britain,
South Africa and Australia tend to

Engineers in
USA,

relaxation criteria, e.g. a prestress
5% in 24 hours (Britain),
whereas in South America, Continental
Europe and Eastern Block countries, en¬
gineers prefer creep criteria, e.g. a creep
displacement of up to 4mm in 72 hours
(France), or a creep rate of less than
0.135mm/m of free tendon for every ten¬
fold increase in time (Czechoslovakia). All
favour

loss of up to

have been used as upper
thresholds of acceptability in practice, but
these criteria

widely recognised by the
concerned that the figures are
nature and often incompatible
a specific free tendon
length,

specialists

it is

tional

area

cross-sec¬

and elastic modulus.

well as operational
the time involved in stressing and

For economic
reasons

arbitrary in
except for

as

testing anchorages

construction site

on a

should be minimised. Thus many engin¬
eers have attempted
to classify ground
which is susceptible to creep, e.g. fine
grained as opposed to coarse grained soils
in DIN 4125, in order to reduce the period
of monitoring down to 1 hour. Since these

particle size distinctions
!

always

not

are

reliable for this

purpose, a standard
quence of time intervals is ideally
quired so that only the behaviour of

se¬
re¬

the

anchorage dictates the overall period of
monitoring and not a prior judgement of

the type of ground.
This Paper discusses the
of short-term

interpretation

in rela¬
on-site suitability and routine ac¬
ceptance tests, with the
objective of

tion

service

behaviour

to

^commending universally applicable cri¬

teria based

on load relaxation or an equi¬
valent creep displacement. In addition,
"'s suggested that short duration
accep¬
tance tests of less than 1 hour are
poss™e provided that
the accuracy of the

monitoring equipment
cord
°n

a

On-Site Suitability Tests

anchorages

conditions
°aded

carried out

the working anchorages and
in the same
way to the same

period

sufficient

to

of

monitoring should

ensure

e

u s

are

constructed under identical

CJjep limits.
,"uctuations
These
a

re¬

as

evel. The
e

is sufficient to

trend towards stabilisation.

which should

that

prestress

or

stabilise within toler-

indicate the rebe obtained from the

tests

Workln9 anchorages.
outine Acceptance Tests are carried
u on
every anchorage and demonstrate

^chnical

Director.

Colcrete

Ltd.,

Rochester,

the short-term ability of the anchorage to
support a load which is greater than the

working

design

TABLE I.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR
RESIDUAL LOAD-TIME BEHAVIOUR

load and the efficiency

of load transmission to the fixed anchor
zone. A proper comparison
of the shortterm results with those of the On-Site

Suitability Tests provides
longer term behaviour.

a

guide

Period of
observation

(minutes)

to

5

1

15

2. General

proposals

For the service

monitoring of complete
anchorages as part of On-Site Suitability
Testing the period of observation should
be long enough to provide a predictive
capacity for long-term service behaviour.
With this background of information equi¬
valent

monitoring under Acceptance Test¬
ing need only confirm progressive stabili¬
sation and a similar pattern in the short
term as that indicated by the On-Site Suit¬
ability Tests.
Both load relaxation and creep displace¬
ment are important but load is proposed
as the major parameter to be monitored
since anchorages are designed for struc¬
tural purposes in the main and working
loads with load safety factors are speci¬
fied. Thus the client or engineer is con¬
cerned if load reduces. In addition, load
is relatively simple to monitor and also
sensitive to fixed anchor displacement, so

be measured,
creep indirectly. Thus, for a typical ten¬
don having a free length of 10m, a work¬
ing stress of 1kN/mm2 and a Young's
modulus of 200kN/mm:!, a 3mm change of
extension is equivalent to a 6% change
of load. For a time interval of 1 day it is
noteworthy that both these figures are
similar to 'arbitrary limits which are al¬
ready established in practice (Littiejohn
& Bruce, 1977).
It is further proposed that the time
intervals are based on A f equal to 5 min¬
utes, and a sequence of A t, 3 A t, 10 At,
30 At, 100 At, etc. (Fluder, 1978). These
intervals may permit short-term accep¬
tance testing of 50 minutes if accurate
monitoring (< 1%) is applied, and for
each interval a single relaxation or creep
criterion can be established which will
automatically ensure stabilisation. In such
a case the readings when plotted against
log time will give a straight line. Whilst
the duration of the test and the inter¬
mediate time intervals proposed are based
on
field experience and simplicity, the
recommendations should not preclude dif¬
ferent observation periods provided that
sufficient data are accumulated to permit
an accurate assessment of service perfor¬
mance in
relation to the acceptance cri¬
that

both

teria.
A 6%

Table

parameters can

specified in
proximity to
practice, and for the time inter¬

load loss figure is
I at 1 day based on

current

vals recommended the rate of prestress
loss should reduce to 1% initial residual
load or less before the period of moni¬

toring is terminated.
As an alternative to

monitoring load

Permissible loss
of load (% initial
residual load)

2

.

50

3

150

4

500

5

1 500

(say 1 day)

6

5 000

(say 3 days)

7

(say 10days)

8

15000

relaxation, the creep displacement criteria
of Table I! are proposed, where 1% A e
is the displacement
equivalent to the
amount
a

of tendon

shortening caused by

prestress loss of 1 %

of initial residual

load:

initial residual load X free tendon

length
area of tendon X elastic modulus
of tendon

Based on these concepts the following
recommendations are presented for OnSite Suitability Tests and routine Accep¬
tance Tests.

3. On-Site

Suitability Tests

General
Provision
terms of a

contract

3.1

should

be made within the
for on-site tests to

prove the suitability
for the conditions on

of the anchorages
site.

They should be constructed in exactly
the same way and located in the same
ground as the working anchorages and
should be used as standards against which
the performance of the working anchor¬
ages can be judged.
At
least the first
three anchorages
should be subjected to Suitability Tests
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR
DISPLACEMENT-TIME BEHAVIOUR AT
RESIDUAL LOAD

TABLE II.

Permissible
Period of

displacement (% of

observation

elastic extension.

(minutes)

Ae, of tendon at
load)

initial residual
5

1

15

2

50

3

150

4
5

500
1 500

(say 1 day)

6

5 000

(say 1 days)

7

(say 10 days)

8

15 000

RECOMMENDED LOAD INCREMENTS AND PERIODS OF

III '

tabif

T

extended by monitoring at 7 day inter¬
vals approximately for a period up to 3C

OBSERVATION FOR ON-SITE SUITABILITY TESTS

days
Permanent

Temporary anchorages

[^d
load

1st

increment

cycle*

Load increment

(%> Tw)

1st load

2nd & 3rd load

cycle*

(%> Tm)

(minutes)

cycles
20

20
40

50

60

50

of
observation

2nd & 3rd load

cycles

20

or until the displacement becomes
constant, whichever is the lesser period.

anchorages

80

20

5

40

5

60

5

Restressing
may

initial

at

ing

period the anchorage may be restressed and the increment of tendon dis¬

placement (ram extension may be suffi¬
cient if the bearing plate is fixed) to
regain the lock-off load (initial residual
load) is recorded after which the stress¬
ing load is released. Alternatively, the load

80

5

100

5

jack pump and the displacement of the

120

5

tendon

be held constant with the aid of the

can

100

100

100

120

or constant load methods
to monitor the displacement
residual 'load. At each monitor¬

be used

with time may be measured dir¬
(Fig. 1). This method is particularly
suited to short duration testing. In both
ect

140

5

125

125

150

150

15

100

100

100

100

5

50

50

50

50

5

20

20

20

20

5

•For this

load cycle there is no pause other than that necessary

for the recording of extension data

be

erroneous.

with further tests

3.6 Residual load-time data

monitored

Rate of displacement should reduce to
1% Ae or less per time interval for the
observation periods in Table II.
Where less accurate monitoring is ap¬

vertical or inclined, and (b) ground
type, e.g. clay, or gravel.

commencing at 110% Tw and continuing
for 10 days with observation periods in
accordance with Table I and using either
load cells or grade A pressure gauges.

plied, displacement should not exceed 6%
Ae, 7% Ae or 8% A, at 1, 3 and 10 days,
respectively.
3.8 Number of load or displacement

for each category of
anchorages envisaged in the works. An¬
chorages are categorised by (a) geometry,
e.g.

3.2 Proof loads
The maximum

proof load should gener¬
ally be 125% Tw and 150% Tw for tem¬
porary and permanent anchorages, respec¬
tively, where Tm is the working load of the
anchorage.
3.3 Load-extension data
Load-extension data should

continuously

over

Load-time

data

plotted

the range 20 to 125%

extensions

are being carefully monitored.
During unloading, extensions at not less

than two load decrements in addition to

datum, should be measured preferably oc¬
curring at one third points with respect
to the proof load
(Table III).
Each stage loading in the 2nd and 3rd
cycles should be held for at least 5
minutes and the extension recorded at the
beginning and end of each period. For
proof loads this period is extended to at
least 15 minutes with an intermediate ex¬
tension reading at 5 minutes. On comple¬
tion of the 3rd load
cycle, reload in one
operation to 110%
Tw and lock-off. Re-read
the load
immediately after lock-off to
establish the initial residual load. This

Where the load has not attained a con¬
value after allowing for tempera¬

ture, structural movements and relaxation
of the tendon, the above test should be
extended by monitoring at 7-day inter¬

approximately for a period up to 30
or until the load becomes constant,
whichever is the lesser period.
Readings within the first 1 500 minutes
should only be attempted where the moni¬
toring equipment has a relative accuracy*
of at least 0.5%. Where the monitoring in¬
volves a stressing operation, e.g. lift-off
check without load cell, an absolute 'accuracyt less than 5% is unlikely and the
observation periods are 1,3 and 10 days,
although more frequent observations may
be made if considered appropriate.
days

Where

the

accurate

monitoring

is

applied,

losses
of ini¬
days,

measurements

In order to minimise errors,
where a restressing operation

particularly

is involved
without a load cell, e.g. at 1, 3 and 10
days, each reading for 3.6 or 3.7 should
taken at least three times and the
results averaged.
3.9 Final lock-off
If the anchorages are to be used in the
be

works, and

on completion of the on-site
suitability test the cumulative relaxation
or creep has exceeded 5% initial residual
load or 5% Ae respectively, the anchor¬
age should be restressed and locked-off

110%.

at

Tl0.

4. On-Site
4.1

Acceptance Tests

General

Every anchorage used on a contract
should be subjected to an acceptance test
in accordance with 4.2-4.7 with the ex¬
ception of low capacity tensioned rock
bolts used in secondary reinforcement.
CD

respectively. For prestress gains see 4.10.
Displacement-time data at residual

3.7

load
As

an

alternative to 3.6 displacement-

be monitored commencing

110% Tm and continuing for 10 days
with observation periods in accordance
with Table II and using dial gauges or
steel rule.
Where the displacement has not reached
a constant value after allowing for tem¬

perature, structural movements
tendon, the above test

of the

and

creep

should be

recorded.

data at proof load
As an
alternative to 3.4 the proof load
can be
maintained

*

Relative accuracy

head displacement monitored

satisfied this
stage.

from

measured va'ue, i.e. the
in measurement where
small changes in load or dis¬
error

after

minutes. If the creep is less than 5%
the anchorage may be deemed to have

refers to the deviation
the

by jacking and the an-

t Absolute accuracy

placement
are
monitored
against time,
is the deviation from the true
va'ue, i.e. where the measur¬

a

greater displacement is recorded,
should be investigated and a

mcorded.

monitored

should not exceed 6%, 7% or 8%
tial residual load at 1, 3 and 10

at

is

is

per time interval for the observation per¬
iods (Table I). Alternatively, where less

3.4 Proof load-time
data
If the
proof load has not reduced dur'"9 the 15 minutes
by more than 5% after

r

load

residual load should reduce to 1 % or less

time data may

allowing for any temperature changes, and
movements of the anchored structure, the
anchorage may be deemed to have satis¬
fied this
stage. If a greater loss of prestress is
recorded, this should- be investi¬

loss of

accurately the rate of loss from the initial

(3.6, 3.7).

c or

be

stant

moment represents zero time for monitor'n9
load/displacement-time
behaviour

gated
and a diagnosis
'Displacement-time

should

vals

be

Tlt for temporary anchorages (20 to 150%
Tw for permanent anchorages) with load
increments not greater than 20% Tw where

'

however, the datum for the dis¬
placement readings, e.g. bearing plate for
restressing system or the tripod base (Fig.
1) for. the constant load system, should
be surveyed accurately for movement,
otherwise the displacement readings may
cases,

diagnosis

ing

have been
against dead wei¬

instruments

calibrated

apparatus
or
loading
machines and the accuracy is

ght

known.

Fig. 1. Typical method of measuring ten
don displacement using a dial gauge

the anchorage may be loaded to
proof load (3.2), checked for fixed

h»rP

fhe

I

displacement and then locked off
^o% y
For guidance the permanent
Led anchor displacement should not exd 20mm and 5mm for mechanical ananchor

expansion shell, and straight
e.g. cementitious or
cartridge, respectively, otherwise an
investigation as to the cause and need
(or additional anchorages should be un¬
e.g.

horages

anchorages,

shaft
resin

dertaken.
4,2 Proof loads
The maximum

accordance With
I'

proof load should be in
3.2.

increments not more

than 25% Tw where

extensions are being carefully monitored.
During unloading, extensions at not less

decrements, in addition to
be measured preferably
occurring at one-third points with res¬

than two load
datum, should

proof loads (Table IV).

Each stage loading in the 2nd cycle
should be held for at least 5 minutes
and the extension recorded at the begin¬

ning and end of each period. For proof
loads this period is extended to at least
15 minutes, with an intermediate exten¬
sion reading at 5 minutes.
On completion of the 2nd load cycle,
reload in one operation to 110% T w and
lock-off. Re-read the load immediately

'

'

|

6% of initial residual load the

performance of the anchorage is satisfac¬
tory. If the load loss exceeds 6%, further
observations may be taken at 3 days,
and if necessary at 10 days, when the
total loss should not exceed 7% or 8%

respectively.
If, after 10 days the anchorage fails to
hold its load in accordance with Table II,
anchorage should be deemed to have
failed.

Following

an investigation as to the
of failure and dependent upon the
circumstance the anchorage should be (/")
cause

abandoned

and

replaced, (/'/') reduced in
capacity, or (//'/') subjected to a remedial
restressing programme (4.10).
4.7 Displacement-time data at residual
load
As an alternative to 4.6 displacementtime data may be obtained at the speci¬
fic observation periods of 4.6. Restressing
or constant
load methods may be used
to monitor the displacement at initial resi¬
dual load (3.7).

Using accurate monitoring equipment, if
rate of displacement reduces to 1%

the

Ae or less per time interval for the obser¬
periods 5, 15 and 50 minutes, after
allowing for temperature, structural move¬
ment and creep of the tendon in accord¬
vation

ance

with

manufacturer's

the

data,

the

performance of the anchorage is satis¬
factory. If the rate of displacement ex¬
1%

after lock-off to establish the initial resi¬
dual load. This moment represents zero
time for monitoring
load/displacement-

ceeds
taken

time behaviour.

monitoring is ap¬
lift-off check without load cell,
if the total displacement at 1 day does
not exceed 6% Ae, the performance of
the anchorage is satisfactory. If the dis¬
placement exceeds 6% Ae, further obser¬
vations may be taken at 3 days, and if
necessary at 10 days, when the total dis¬
placement should not exceed 7% Ac
or 8% Ae respectively.
If after 10 days the anchorage fails to
hold the displacement in accordance with
Table II the anchorage should be deemed
to have failed,
and subsequent actions

should be in

monitoring

equipment
the residual load
may be monitored at 5,
accurate

15 and 50 minutes.
If the rate of load loss reduces to 1%
or less per time interval for the
specific

observation periods above after allow¬
ing for temperature, structural movements

Ae, further readings may be
observation

periods

up

to

10

days (Table II).
plied,

accordance with 3.4.
4.5 Displacement-time data at proof load
"The displacement-time data should be
in accordance with 3.5.
4.6 Residual load-time data

Using

at

Where

4.4 Proof load-time data
The proof load-time data

i

not exceed

the

4,3 Load-extension data
Load-extension data should be plotted
continuously over the range 20 to 125%
T for temporary anchorages (20 to 150%
t" for permanent anchorages) using load

pect to

Alternatively, where less accurate moni¬
toring is applied, e.g. lift-off check without
load cell, if the total loss at 1 day does

less accurate

e.g.

4.9 Interaction of anchorages
Where fixed anchors are closely

spaced
less than 1m, or anchor heads art
located on a single waling or structura
unit, or a group of anchorages ties back
a
re-entrant corner, interaction betweer
anchorages may occur during stressing anc
subsequent service. When testing an iso¬
lated anchorage in such circumstances i1
may be prudent to check adjacent an¬
chorages during the same period, prefer¬
ably one day, even if an acceptance tesl
has already been carried out on some o1
the anchorages in question (Littlejohn 8
Macfarlane, 1974).
e.g.

4.10 Remedial action for failed

anchorages
an anchorage fails at the ground/
grout interface, a first estimate of the
new load may generally be taken as the
maximum load at failure divided by 1.6 oi
2.0 for temporary and permanent anchor¬
ages, respectively.
Where the anchorage has passed its
proofdoading and failure is solely related
to the relaxation or creep criterion (4.6
or 4.7) a provisional reduction divisor oi
1.2 is tentatively recommended in the
absence of field data at the present time,
and service monitoring should be repeated
Where

the new reduced
with 4.6 or 4.7.

at

load in accordance

Where a remedial stressing programme
is considered appropriate, the initial resi¬
dual load (110% Tw) is regained by stress¬

ing, and service monitoring (4.6 or 4.7)
repeated. This principle has been ap¬
plied successfully in stiff/hard clay where
the preliminary stress history provides a
preloading effect (Littlejohn, 1970) there¬
by consolidating the ground local to the
fixed anchor, which in turn gives an en¬
hanced
performance during subsequent
is

service.
Where

prestress gains are
recorded
monitoring should continue to ensure sta¬
bilisation of prestress within a load incre¬

of 10% Tw. Should the gain exceed
10% Tw a careful diagnosis is required to
ascertain the cause and it will be prudent
to monitor the overall structure/ground/
ment

anchorage system. If, for example, over¬
loading progressively increases due to in¬
sufficient anchorage capacity in design or
failure of a slope, then additional support
is required to stabilise the overall anchor¬

of the anchorage is satisfactory. If
the rate of load loss exceeds
1%, further

should be in accordance with 4.6.
4.8 Final lock-off
On completion of the acceptance test,
if the cumulative relaxation or creep ex¬
ceeds 5% initial residual load or 5% Ae,

may be taken at observation per¬
iods up to 10 days
(Table I).

respectively, the anchorage should be re-

values should be carried out as prestress
values approach proof loads, e.g. 120%
and 140% Tw in the case of temporary

stressed and locked-off at

and

and relaxation of the tendon in accordance
with the manufacturer's data, the
perfor¬
mance

readings

TABLE IV.

Tm.

Destressing to working load

anchorages, respectively,

permanent

accepting that movements may continue
until additional support is provided.
RECOMMENDED LOAD INCREMENTS AND PERIODS OF
OBSERVATION OF ON-SITE ACCEPTANCE TESTS

Temporary anchorages
__

110%

age system.

Load increment

1st 'oad cycle*

(% T,r)

2nd load cycle

20
50

Permanent anchorages

Period

Load increment (% TJ

observation

1st load cycle*

20
50

2nd load cycle

20

20

5

50

50

5

100

100

for load-time (Table I) and dis¬
placement-time (Table II), and their re¬
spective sensitivities to initial residual load
(100kN and 1 OOOkN) and free tendon
length (5m, 10m and.20m) for observa¬
tion periods of 5 min, 15 min, 50 min and
1 500 min (say 1 day).
criteria

75

5

100

5

125

5

Nominal

strand

75

100

(minutes)

5. Relationship between relaxation
and creep acceptance criteria
Table V illustrates by worked example
the relationship between the acceptance

Tendon details:
area

of single

125

125

150

150

15

100

100

100

100

5

Elastic modulus
Initial residual load

50

50

50

50

5

20

20

20

20

5

(1 strand)

=

=

100mm2

200kN/mm2

=

100kN

=

1 OOOkN

Initial residual load
For 'his
load cycle there is

no

pause

other th<in

that

necessary for the

recording

of extension data

(10 strands)

t

An,p

v

'

relationship between load-time and displacement-time

Period of
observationi

Limiting loss of load

Free tendon

length

Ten strands

5

1

10

(kN)
10

0.25

0.25

1

10

0.5

0.5

20

1

10

1

1

5

2

20

0.5

0.5

10

2

20

1

1

2

20

2

2

0.75

5

3

30

0.75

10

3

30

1:5

1.5

20

3

30

3

3

5

6

60

1.5

1.5

10

6

60

3

3

20

6

60

6

6

1500

For the common

range

of free tendon

lengths quoted either acceptance criterion
may be applied quite independently. For
short free tendon lengths (< 5m), rate
of prestress loss becomes the more ap¬
propriate criterion, whilst for long free
tendon lengths (> 30m) it is clear that
rate of displacement is the more important

and therefore more ap¬
propriate as an acceptance criterion. To
take account of free tendon length in the
example quoted, a single creep criterion
parameter to limit

of 0.05mm/m of free tendon length per
time interval would be appropriate. On
some contracts
with a wide variety of
tendon lengths it may be more convenient

specify

a

limiting

criterion in

creep

such units.

6.

Stressing and monitoring
equipment

6.1 General
As a consequence of reducing the per¬
iod of monitoring for acceptance tests,
more

accuracy and control are required
site, which implies careful choice of

on

appropriate equipment
bration.

regular

and

cali¬

6.2

Stressing equipment
Stressing equipment for wire, bar and

strand tendons should
preferably tension
the whole of the tendon in one
operation.

However, both single unit and multi-unit

operations are used in practice.
The design of the jack should permit
'he tendon
elongation at every stage to
be measured to an
accuracy
lor the test
requirements.

appropriate
Accuracy of

reading may be as low as =fc 0.2mm for
short duration
(< 1 hour) testing of rate
of relaxation
or
creep but for conventional
Proof-loading cycles or long duration testln9 O 1
day), an accuracy of ± 1mm
should
normally be sufficient.
Hydraulic pumps should be rated to
operate through the
.

pressure range

ressing jack. The controls

of the

of the pump
°uld allow the
tendon extension to be
,SIT adjusted to the nearest millimetre
ether the jack is
opening or closing.
such

PLess.ure
that it is

(mm)

20

50

to

displacement

Ten strands

15

)

creep

Single strand
(mm)

(metres)

(minutes)

Limiting

Single strand
(kN)

9au9e should be mounted

reasonably free of vibration

ur|ng pumping.
"3 Load
cells

—

given to the following series of tests in~
order to simulate the service conditions to
which the load cell may be subjected, e.g.
eccentric

loading effects (McLeod & Hoadley, 1974).
(/') Routine calibration using centric load¬
ing and rigid flat platens at 20°C, say.
(//') As in (/') but using (a) concave in¬
clined platens, (b) convex inclined
platens and (c) 0.3mm sheets with
irregular spacing to simulate uneven
bedding (Fig. 2).
(/;/) Eccentric loading between rigid flat
plates, with eccentric distance up to

6re tlle ^asic characteristics of a
fCS" are ^eing established by the
nu,acturer,
should

be

voltage indicators whether mains
tery operated.
6.4 Frequency of calibration
Jacks

should

be

calibrated

bat¬

or

at

least

using properly designed test
equipment with an absolute accuracy not
every

year

exceeding

0.5% and the test records
should tabulate the relationship between
the load carried by the jack and the hy¬
draulic pressure when the jack is in the
active mode with load both increasing and

decreasing.
The jack calibration should be checked
prior to the start of tensioning on each
contract and a calibration curve prepared
for each jack.
The calibration should extend from zero
the full working range of the jack
and should be established for the opening
over

(load rising) and closing (load falling)
operation of the jack so that the friction
hysteresis can be known when repeated
(concluded on page 36)

10% cell diameter.

For

routine

.

1

Concave inclined platens

calibration the load cell
to the laboratory at

t

be delivered

should

~l

least one day before the test to permit
sufficient time for the cell to attain the
correct ambient temperature (20°C). The
cell should be subjected to centric load¬

ing between rigid flat platens using a test¬
ing machine with an absolute accuracy
not exceeding 0.5%.
Bearing in mind that the load cell may
not have been used for some time, it may
be prudent to load cycle the cell two or
three times over its full loading range
until the zero and maximum readings are
consistent. The load increments and de¬
crements should not exceed 10% of the
cell's rated capacity and short pauses at
these intervals need only be long enough
to take careful readings.

_L

£

Convex inclined platens

40

x

40

x

0.3mm thick

the specific effects of tem¬
centric loading test using rigid
flat platens should be carried out at tem¬
peratures
above and below ambient
(20'C), say 40'C and 0°C, respectively.
To

measure

perature, a

the absolute ac¬
Where a
combination of circumstances is en¬

For each individual test
curacy
worst

should

be

monitored.

of the individual errors.
The information created from

-10mm

Layout of shim plates

sum

man

consideration

should not "have more than 10m of electri¬
cal cable and should be calibrated with
the actual cable to be used on site. The
instrument should be provided with input

(;'v) If torsion is anticipated during ser¬
vice, an appropriate torque should be
applied during a test between rigid
flat platens to gauge the effect.
(v) Inclined platens up to 1'' with centric
loading.
(vi) On completion of the appropriate ser¬
ies of tests, the cell should finally be
subjected to a repeat routine cali¬
bration (/').

visaged this situation should be simulated
since the total error is not necessarily the

load

basic specification, together with any
long-term stability results. In addition a
recommended operating range should be
indicated, e.g. 10-100% of rated capacity.
The resolution of the read-out equip¬
ment should be appropriate for the accur¬
acy specified, and accuracies down to
1-10kN are available. Wherever possible
read-out equipment should be calibrated
along with the load cell.
Load read-out or recording instruments
a

acceptance criteria

of

tests

above should

the series
be compiled into

Fig. 2. Typical types of platen to simulate
uneven bedding

loading cycles

are

being carried

out

on

the tendon.
Pressure gauges should be calibrated
either every 100 stressings or after every
30 days, whichever is the more frequent,

against properly maintained Class A gau¬
whenever they have been subjected

ges, or
to

shock.

employed

If

a

group

of three gauges is
of

parallel this frequency
calibration does not apply.
in

Load cells should be calibrated every
200 stressings or after every 60 days use,
whichever is the more frequent, unless

complementary

pressure gauges

ultaneously indicate

no

used sim¬

significant varia¬

tion, in which

case the interval between
calibrations may be extended up to a maxi¬
mum of one year when a routine calibra¬
tion should be carried out using properly

designed test equipment with
accuracy not

an

absolute

exceeding 0.5%.

7. Final remarks

During acceptance testing of produc¬
anchorages one of the prime ob¬
jectives is to ensure that the service load
locked-off after stressing is stable.
The alternative methods employed in
practice of monitoring rate of load relaxa¬
tion

tion

or rate
of creep displacement are
made compatible in these proposals, and
a
standard series of time intervals is
recommended
when
monitoring either

parameter.
The shorter the time scale the greater
the accuracy of measurement required.
Where a relative accuracy of 0.5% can
be provided the minimum period of moni¬

toring is 50 minutes c.f. one day for sim¬
ple lift-off checks.
To give a background of service behav¬
iour against which to judge the perfor¬
mance of production anchorages, at least
three On-Site Suitability Tests are recom¬
mended where accurate high frequency
testing over a period of hours is combined
with a minimum overall period of observa¬
tion of 10 days.
It is hoped that this routine collection
of data related to relaxation or creep for
different types of ground and anchorage
load and geometry will improve under¬
standing of the service behaviour of an¬
chorages and lead to improved design
procedures in future. In the short term
data can establish that overload al¬
lowances applied to the working load at
initial lock-off are adequate. At the pres¬
ent time an overload of 10% T,r is com¬
such

monly applied which appears to be real¬
istic in most

cases.
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Design of Cement Based Grouts
PtSIcin^HCE, MIStruci.E, FCS
TechnicalDirectoi. Colcrete

Ltd, Rochester,

England

Abstract

Following a description of the main constitu¬
materials of cement based giouts, the paper

te

major design characteristics such as
bleeding, fluidity, setting, shrinkage, thermal
discusses

properties, strength and durability, and provides
predictive equations, together with test results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Cement grouts should be sufficiently
allow efficient pumping and injection,

fluid to
and suf¬
ficiently stable to resist displacement and erosion
after injection. Where a grout is used to water¬
proof tones of fractured rock or soil, fluidity,
particle size and bleeding are important, whereas
for grouted aggregate concrete, shrinkage, heat
of hydration and strength may be the more
dominant parameters in design. Cement grouts
are formed basically from ordinary
portland
cement (Type I) and water. Occasionally other
cements are used to obtain high early strength
(Type III) low heat of reaction (Type IV) or
resistance to chemical attack (Type V). Other
solid materials such as fine sand, fivash or clay
are added for
economy or to obtain special
trout characteristics. In this
regard chemical
admixtures designated according to their action
as anti-bleed
agents, fluidifiers, accelerators,
retarders and expansion agents, may also be

(SHEAR STRENGTH

dynes/cm2)

1kg.fr 961»

incorporated.
The

principal variable affecting the propergrouts is the water/cement
ratio (w), the amount of water
determining the
rate of
bleeding,
"es of cement

subsequent plasticity and

0.5

ultimate strength of the grout. The extent to
#hich these, and also

fluidity, are related to w
is shown in Fig 1.
water causes bleeding, low strength,
"creased
shrinkage and poor durability.
The purpose of this
paper is to provide a
simple guide to the main factors determining
Stout properties and
thereby provide a logical
asis for
ascertaining the optimum mix design
,ora sPecific
grouting application.
of neat

Type I

Excess of

a

general rule water which is suitable for

J,'*"'** Tor
,a e

the

presence of bacteria, is
1 cement grout formulation. On the

J11. d water containing sulphate (>0.1%),
J ?n ealgae,
(>0-5%),
sugars, suspended matter
or
.

as

fcrous
s m

high alkali content is technically
particularly for high strength applica-

the presence of steel
e.g. duct grouting.
ructural steel is not involved seawater can

,/fmT
°l'e(i e-g- underbase grouting of concrete
orms offshore.
f.i„SEaUa,er
tony years'.

0.7

0.8

0.9

(by weight)

V

cement grout

^constituent materials
As

0.6

WATER/CEMENT RATIO

Satisfactory field experience
concie,e in fact dates back some

Fig J. Effect of Water Content

on

Grout Properties

c,s

c,s

C,A

C«AF

Others

Ordinary
(ASTM-I)

45

27

11

10

7

High Early
Strength
(ASTM-111)

55

17

11

9

8

(ASTM-1V)

30

46

5

13

6

Sulphate
Resisting
(ASTM-V)

45

35

4

10

6

Low Heat

Table 1.

Typical Percentage Compositions of Portland Cements

nfmost common form of hydraulic cement is

imposed of the following compounds:
T,jca)cium silicate

-

CaO.SiOj)
PicaJcium silica ie
[3

(2

-C,S

CaO.SiO,)

Iijcalcium alununate
(3

C,S

-C>A

CaO.AljO»)

fdiacalcium aluminoferrite

C.AF
CaO.AljOs-Fe^OJ
Gvpsum is also included to slow down the set.
Magnesium oxide, free lime and silica are present
in minor quantities.
The main compounds behave quite differ¬
ently and their relative proportions dictate
cement properties (Table 1). C»A virtually flash
sets, great heat is evolved and some strength is
attained at 1 day but no increase thereafter.
CAf sets in minutes, with some strength
| development but less heat is evolved c.f. C>A.
C,S sets in a few hours and attains almost full
strength in 7 days. By contrast, CjS sets very
-

|4

slowly with low
1

heat but ultimately attains the

strength of CjS.
For most cements

the maximum practical

from 44-1 00m (Fig 2)
limit penetration of
soils with a permeability less

size (99% passing) ranges
aid these particle sizes
'

cement

than

less

grout to

Fig 2. Size Analysis Curves for Cement

5xl0"*m/sec, or fissures in rock of width
than 160m unless fracturing pressures are

Admixture

used.

Accelerator

Optimum
Dosage
(% cement wt)

Chemical
Calcium Chloride

Remarks
Accelerates

1-2

set

Fillers

Sodium Silicate

Retarder

Fluidifier

Held per unit

weight

foaaolans,

silicates and aluminosilicates, are

oi

w

as

or cost

of material.

themselves cementitious, but will
lime

react with

cement in the presence

of water to
:m
,a cementitious compound. Naturally
umng pozzolans include finely ground shale,
diatomite. Flyash a combustion by-

„„^1Cltean^
fu uct °f pulverised coal, and ground blastlans*? ^ 216 examP'es °f artificial pozzo-

mCe
slag are waste products
f*'6 norma^y used as cheap bulk fillers in
eifgt^ grouts f°r cavity filling eg consoli°'d c°al workings. Precipitator flyash
mote e'red 10 'a£oon ash since the latter is
lion jVanak|e- In this regard chemical composimoie 3 use^u' indicator of variability but it is
thev
low
datio
ii

tally
45

m

•

l°
monitor grading, specifiaxuTlum particle size and % passing the

ve.

•

moisture

content and % combustibles.

fluidity

Tartaric Acid

0.1-0.5

Sugar

0.1-0.5

Calcium

0.2-0.3

Detergent

0.05

Entrains air

Vinsol Resin

0.1-0.2

Up to 10% of

Expander

Aluminium Powder

0.005-0.02

Up to 15%

air entrained

pre-set

expansion
Saturated Brine

30-60

Up to 1%
post-set

expansion
Anti-Bleed

0.2-0.3

Cellulose Ether

(for

w <

Equivalent to
0.5% of

0.7)

mixing water

a

employed, there is little demand for strength
the clay filler
simply increases the volume

Also increases

Air
Entrainer

In rock
grouting and consolidation of soil
»here strength is
required, the clay content is

aw

0.2-0.5

Lignosulphonate

strength is slow and there is no well-defined
sening time. The special characteristics favour¬
able to grout formulation are
possessed most
markedly by the sodium, and to a lesser extent
by the calcium montmorillonites rather than by
the kaolinites and illites which are
mainly used
as fillers.

are

Calcium

Lignosulphonate

Clays with their capacity to absorb water and
ability to form gel structures even at low con¬
centrations as well as their small particle size
are used to stabilise the
cement, thus preventing
its bleeding. The clay performs no important
function in the final chemical set resulting from
hydration of the cement, but development of

minimum by using bentonite (2-5%
by wt. of water) for w = 1-3. For
clay/cement
pouts where
high proportions of clay (50%)

set

Sodium Aluminate

reactive.

to

Accelerates

0.5-3

significantly its physical properties. Certain
filers, however, give technical advantages, e.g.
reduced bleeding, improved fluidity or retarda¬
tion. Three basic types are used; namely,
pozzolans, sands and clays. Of these sands and
clays are basically inert while pozzolans are

h'Pt

and

hardening

Often the main purpose of fillers is to reduce
the overall cost of the grout, without affecting

Aluminium

Up to 20%

Sulphate

(for

w <

Entrains air

5)

Table 2. Common Cement Admixtures

vary

is preferred to flat, angular or flaky material
which gives poor fluid handling properties.
Evenly graded sands are preferred (5mm down

to

to

A maximum

particle size of 0.5mm is

recom¬

mended, and the amount retained at 45m can

from 15 to 25%. Fineness is also related
pozzolanicity, thus finer ashes (less than 10%
retained at 45m) react exothermically, contri¬
buting much earlier to strength than do coarser
ashes (between 20 and 30% retained at 45m).
coarser ashes contribute little to early
heat, but do not give such significant water
reductions as the finer ashes. As a further quality
control, there is good grouting experience where
% loss on ignition <5%, and moisture content

These

<10%.
can be added to neat cement/water
suspensions to form an economical grout par¬
ticularly where a high solids, low water grout
with relatively high frictional shear strength is
required. Sand is chosen as for concrete in
relation to durability, shrinkage, and alkali
reaction, and in general hard bulky crushed rock

Fine sands

75m) but for long pumping distances in

excess

of 300

metres

the maximum size should

ideally be reduced to 05mm and the maximum
sand/cement ratio limited to 3 to maintain the
particles in suspension and avoid segregation.
Admixtures

can be added in relatively small
quantities to modify grout properties (Table 2).
Most commercial admixtures are compatible
with Type I and III Portland cements, but many
are incompatible with High Alumina and Supersulphated cements. Admixtures should not be
regarded as a replacement for good grout prac¬
tice nor be used indiscriminately. In general
their suitability should be varified by trial

mixes, and if two

posed for

or more

a mix, the
should be consulted.

admixtures

are pro¬

manufacturer of each

BLEEDING

,

rins

n

panicles aje dispersed
Except in the case of a

mixing the cement

suspended in water.

d

Water/Cement ratio

the resultant suspension is
,(inv unstable and the cement particles settle
"V gravity. This bleeding mechanism is
'"riant in pout design particularly the bleedpaste,

dense

.

the

®L,v)

The initial rate

of bleeding (Fig 3)

|

(l+3w)

Dw

Y

1

E

—

2

c
O

§

*

burning acquiescent conditions.
9 dm^ Dc-Pw
w5
'"32

rate

final volume of bleeding (bleed

estimated from D'Arcy's Law for wcl

be

an

1

Constant Initial
Bleed

j

initial rate of bleed, dm = equivalent
spherical particle diameter of cement in suspenj-jn, Y = kinematic viscosity of water, Dc =
jdiity of cement, Dw = density of water and
q =

TO

0)

i

O.

•a

=>

O)
QJ

—

»-

O

F-

t «■=w/c ratio by weight.

Inless dense suspensions where particles are
stilling rapidly an analysis based on Stokes Law
•

20

realistic. Fig 4 shows results of bleed
itsts on high w grouts.
more

5

60

40

80

Time: minutes

Fig 3. Rates of Bleed (Type Ij

PROPERTIES
Flow properties are affected principally by
dynamic interparticle forces of attraction and
repulsion and, in dense grouts, by dilatency of
the moving particles. A dense grout can only be
pimped easily when it contains sufficient fluid
10 prevent expansion of the particle matrix
during shear and. generally speaking a wide well
aided range of particles is preferred since the
better the grading the lower the critical porosity
11 which the grout becomes pumpable. A reasonible percentage of fine particles is also desirable
10 increase the specific surface of the grout
panicles and thereby slow the separation of the
liquid and solid phases.
1. FLOW

0

Capcity crC*T.»

Ble d

(t)

necessary to cause the grout to
of strain is given by

flow at

/

r\3

0

Under conditions of laminar flow, cement
gouts behave as Bingham fluids. The shear stress

/
/

,/

U0 1

2

5

3

Water/Cement ratio

a

constant rate

T=

d S
W,rp tt—
d t

where

Fig 4. Effect of w
a

on

Bleed Capacity
Water/Cement ratio

Ts = initial shear strength,

j

Yn= coefficient of plastic viscosity and
= rate of shear strain or velocity
d t
gradient.

d_S

Typical flow curves in Fig 5 indicate a rapid
increase in viscosity and shear strength at w<0.9.
The
relationship between plastic viscosity and
«may be expressed approximately in the form
°fthe Arrhenius
equation5.

Wk/w

3

there

Y0 = viscosity of water
constant (range = 1.6-2.2,

'

l»r Table 3).

Based

on

and
■

(0.01 poise) and
and 1.8 assumed

0

Rate of shear strain:

the work of Ish Shalom & Green-

Papadakis4,

a

similar relationship can

e^/w

4
w

here To

=

3.5

dynes/cm5 and K

=

0.3
or.

mio

0.4

10 relat® the critical flow properties
r,eat. ce,?ent grout to its water/cement

0.5
0.6
0.7
1.0
2.0
5.0
10.0
20.0

Wed

l^at t1ie

sec'1

Shear Strength
Ts (dynes/cm5)

Plastic

Viscosity
Yp (poise)

2.1

equations 3 and 4, Table 3 has been

compiled

400

Fig 5. Flow Curves for Neat Cement Grouts

established between shear strength and w.
Ts = To

200

m0SI sophisti-

^micaT gerouts e.g. resorcinol formal¬
ize tL ale "scosities no lower than 0.015
i,';iadii!ii iit'°na' Pract5ce in fissure grouting
i"?'from ! ' 'kening the cement grout startHanine
hardly seems justified. As a
V® T.k]01^1 w = 5 w-ould seem quite adequate
fj;i 0, e and che volume of water for trans(Fie")T'ent 'S acie<iuate with bleeding at
detnde

Water

3840
670
230
120
70
29
10
5.3
4.3
3.9
0

':

Table 3

-

Shear Strength

and Plastic Viscosity of Neat Cement Grouts

4.03

0.90
0.37
0.20
0.13
0.06
0.025
0.014
0.012
0.011
0.010

Water/Cement ratio

|

Initial vicat

set

10'

2000

CN

E
o

f> 10*

\W

IS)
_

O

QJ

/

J*

_

c

,\G/

TV /

>

*o

1200
100

n

E

=

o

I 10

dynes/cm3

4.5

to

psi/100'

c
>

10'

■o

2

3

Time: hours

D)

c

5

400

Fig 7. Setting Times for Type I Grouts (I8°C)

0
LL

Initial Vicat

Specific Surface
Area (m3/kg)
-5

-1
Flow

rate:

1

it

may

36

1320
797
594
270

litres/sec (2.5cm Pipe)

[Pipe Flow Curves for Neat Cement Grouts

Foi laminar flow in pipes

Set (min)

63
180
315

Table 4. Effect of
Set (Type I - 18°C)

Cement Fineness

on

Initial

be shown

thai

V.2£

5

8 dt
aid

dP
_
•

dL

4T

6

D

«tee V = flow
dP = pressure

velocity, D = pipe diameter and
increment/unit length of pipe dL.

Substituting for
r = -(Ts +
41 D

Yp

dS

T and — in equation 2 gives
dt

32Q)
,

_ns

7tDS)

whtrtQ = flowrate, Ts =
ffldVp = o.01e-»/w poise.
•

This gives

a

3.5e:'"'wdynes/cm3

series of laminar flow

3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

1

Water/Cement ratio

curves

20

(Pig 6) for estimating line pumping distances.

Type I Cement
2: Type I +0.25% Calcium- Lignosulphonate

5. SETTING

3:

1:

40

Portland

60

80

cement

100

(%)

(Wafex)

setting process has two stages, an initial
s'Jge in which the
fluidity of the grout decreases
1° a level
at which it is no

longer pumpable and
second stage in
which the set grout hardens
increases in strength. Generally speaking
®'s of
setting and hardening are not related.
«h Shalom &
Greenburg1 have indicated a
"u
exponential increase in shear strength and
with time (Fig 7) which means that
.unnS lhe initial period
following mixing these
""eases are small and do
not affect pumping
grouting operations. For w = 0.35 an initial

Type I +2% CaClj

Fig 8. Effect of Retarder and Accelerator
Setting rime (leC)

on

Fig 9. Setting Times for Type 1 High Alumina
Mixes

1

Jscosity

lewd of 1
hour is shown which extends to 2
*
Hours for w = 0.45 and
0.55, respectively.
ese
periods can be extended by continuous
■Won of the
grout. The rate of

L"c'e

development

sllengih is also affected by

age and
of the cement, which determine

of hydration. This is low for coarse or old
partly hydrated cement and high in new finely
ground cement and Table 4 shows how initial
Vicat set, equivalent to a shear strength of
170,000 dynes/cm3 i.e., 2.5 psi, is accelerated
by fineness of cement.
Rate of shear strength development can
most readily be changed by the use of retarders
or accelerators (Fig 8). In the absence of test
results calcium chloride reduces setting time by
an amount roughly equal to 90 minutes per 1%
added by weight of cement, but it is important
to ensure that the CaClj is evenly distributed
by dissolution in the mixing water. Although an
rate

excellent accelerator
tant

ance,

CaCls has several impor¬
affect sulphate resist¬
corrode steel in contact with the

side effects. It may
can

grout and increases drying shrinkage. Where
instantaneous "flash" setting is required High

Alumina/Type 1 cement mixes may be appropri¬
ate, and Fig 9 shows the relationship between
setting time and proportion of Type I cement.
Retarders are normally used to reduce set¬
ting rates in hot conditions and when pumping
over long distances. Sugar or tartaric acid in
quantities of 0.05% by weight of cement can
increase setting time by 100%, but trial mixes
are

recommended since results

are

variable.
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6. SHRINKAGE

Shrinkage of

cement grout is related principally
the amount of water removed. Thus a moist

lift, will

not

remaining moist throughout its
shrink and may in fact expand

slightly with

time. On the other hand, a cement
pout dry cured or allowed to dry out after
moist curing will shrink (Table 5). For rich
large
volume grouts

dessication)

autogenous shrinkage (self
is known5, but even for very rich

mixes the maximum
shrinkage recorded is only
SO microstrain, and under
submerged conditions
the mechanism tends to be self

Shrinkage
m

healing.

is not normally

a

serious problem

ground

engineering where the environment is
often damp or
submerged. However, where

shrinkage leading
is
likely
proofing

to formation of microfissures
to affect the permeability of a water¬

grout, positive steps may be taken to
counteract shrinkage, by introducing expanding
J?tnts into the
grout (Table 2). Fig 10 shows
ihe effect of
aluminium powder on unrestrained
expansion during the pre-set period.

'thermal properties
Temperatures in a grout mass which are induced

1 heat of
hydration
'ipe and fineness of

placing temperature

are

1
2
3
7

8
10
14
17
21
28

pour: m

dictated

largely by

cement, cement content,
and insulation. Where ther-

^3I cracking is a major concern, low heat
iements, low cement content, cool mixing water

•md cool
constituent materials have been used
4|'h success to
reduce the placement tempera,u,e "td
heat of hydration.

For thermal cracking field experience5 indi¬
in pours up to 1.5m deep are

cates that cracks

initially formed by

a temperature

differential

of 25-28"C. Provided that the mass is less than
1.5m thick the thermal problem is short term,
the main temperature differentials dissipating
within 7 to 10 days, the greatest temperature

taking place in the first 3 days1. In the
long term there is a gradual cooling of the
grout mass to ambient temperatures.
rises

For

mass

+

0.08

+

0.11
0.11
0.72

+
-

-0.94
1.30
-2.37
3.24
-4.19
-5.14
-

-

Table 5. Shrinkage of Neat Type I grout
0.4 at 18°C and 70% relative humidityJ

increase

end

cared grout

(-%)

1*5

1

Depth of

lo

Shrinkage

(138 kg/m3cement
+ 40 kg/m PFA)
Grade E (190+46)
Grade 0 (248+83)
Grade B (260+90)

a

£

F

Time

(days)

grout or concrete pours the heat

generated by the cement hydration process is
controlled by using a low cement content,
usually less than 300kg/ms. It is often desirable
to reduce heat even further substituting some
of the cement with replacement material. In
this regard ACI studies5^ indicate that the early
heat contribution of flyash may be conserva¬
tively estimated to be 5% to 35% of equivalent

of heat generation is doubled.
Fineness of cement also has a considerable
effect on rate of heat generation, although not
total heat". When the specific surface is in¬
creased from 2505/kg up to 350 and 450m'/kg,
the rate of heat evolution is increased by 45%
and 80% respectively. The linear coefficient of

expansion of grout and grouted aggre¬
from about 5 to 15 microstrain per °C depending on richness of mix and
aggregate quality. The lowest coefficients being
thermal

gate concrete ranges

injected into preplaced
granite aggregate.

related to lean grouts

flint

or

8. GROUT STRENGTH

important variables affecting grout
strength are the original w, the pore space of
the set grout and, in the case of times up to 28
days, the type of cement and presence of
The most

admixtures.

I cement with flyash replacement
Fig 11 shows the maximum temperature rise
which increases with pour depth. The results
clearly show the temperature rise (per kg/m5)

The dominant parameter is w
fined compressive strength may
the form of Abrams' Law:

of cement

content decreases

with decreasing

There is also a distinct change
in the amount of heat generated at a placing

ucs

employed in design for Type I cement) whereas
at 21°C say, the temperature rise increases to
16°C per 100 kg/m5. In this connection for
every 10°C increase in placing temperature the

= -

and the unconbe expressed in
8

B1

cement content.

temperature of 16-1 SfC. Below this temperature
the actual temperature rise is about 12°C per
100 kg/m5 cement content (a common figure

■

rate

cement.

For Type

(w

unconflned compressive strength,
strength constant of 14,000 lb/in1 and B =
dimensionless constant depending on character¬
istic of cement at age of test. For Type I cement
at 28 days, B = 5. Since full strength is only
generated by complete hydration, Abrams'
Law is best restricted to w > 0.3 and in grout
subject to minima] bleed i.e. w < 0.7.
where UCS =
A

=

Under optimum curing condiiions and not
subject to chemical attack a set grout will con¬
tinue increasing in strength over a prolonged
period (Fig 12) and, irrespective of its short
term strength gain, will attain a constant ulti¬
mate strength. There is a tendency for cements
with a low rate of hardening to have a higher
ultimate strength due to slow formation of
denser

gel during initial stages of setting. In
Type I grout will have a set strength at
28 days equivalent to approximately 60-70%
ultimate. This proportion may be obtained in
3 days with a Type III cement. The strength
development curves of Types 1 and 111 cement
are plotted in Fig 13 to illustrate the influence
of w but also to highlight that at w > 0.6 Type
I cement will give a strength development
equivalent to that using Type III.
Addition of fluidifiers permits a reduction
of w of the grout at a given fluidity and causes
a proportionate increase in set grout strength.
Many fluidifiers also act as retarders, increasing
the initial set and decreasing early strength. For
early strenth gain, tests show that CaClj gives
30% increased strength at 24 hours when added
at 1% of cement weight, although the gain
reduces to 10%. at 28 days. Finely ground Type 1
cement (830mJ/kg) gives approximately the
"same strength increase and can be used safely in
the presence of steel. The most rapid controlled
acceleration is obtained by combining finely
ground cement and CaClj (Fig 14).
general

a

Porosity of Grouts
A relationship between void volume and strength
for brittle materials was originally developed by
Feret11 in the form:
UCS

=

E—

K

9

c + e + a

where K

= constant

and

c e

and

a are

tive volumes of cement, water

fit 11. Effect of
Hype! Mil)

K' on

the respec¬

and air in the

In a grout containing little air, the
porosity is determined by w, e.g. 6.5% and 3.5%
for w of 0.55 and 0.4 respectively, thus relating
strength to w. Where air or gas is released into
the grout there is an additional effect on
strength, e.g. 10% gas content can reduce
strength by up to 50% (Fig 15).

grout.

Strength Development

Modulus of Elasticity
As for concrete an

approximate relationship

exists between compressive strength and static
modulus for neat and normal sand/cement

giving in the latter case E values of 20-40
kN/mm® over the strength range 20-70 N/mm1.

grouts

The relative value of static to dynamic modulus
is 50-80% for the strength range 20-45 N/mm1.
Grouts are not normally designed on the basis
of E and where knowledge of this elastic pro¬

Time: hours

experimental determination
the desired materials and
proportions. In this regard for most normal
sand/cement grouts the higher the sand/cement
ratio, the higher is the E value for a given
strength, but E is sensitive to type of filler and
may
reduce considerably for lightweight
perty is important
is necessary using

Fig 14. Strength Development of Finely Ground
Type 1 Grout (w = 0.45)
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9. DURABILITY
Cement grouts are

So 60

durable under most normal
conditions, but deterioration may be caused by
abnormal environmental conditions, especially

E
-

\
5

[

10

15

20

I ^

where there

20

°2

-3

-k

-5

Fig 16. 28 day Permeability of
on

Strength

-6

Water/Cement ratio

Voids (%)

li-8ffect of Gas Entrainment

are

deficiencies in grout quality, e.g.

density and high permeability. Of the
adverse environmental conditions leading to
grout deterioration the most common are
chemical attack, notably through sulphates
low

Cement Grout

-7

contained in ground water, and large scale
temperature fluctuations.
The permeability of a mature cement grout
is related, like its strength to its original w (Fig
16). In a fresh or setting grout, permeability is

Coefficient of

Permeability
(cm/sec)

Age(days)

2x 10"

Fresh
5

4

x

6
8

1
4

x

13
24

5

x

1

x

10"*
10"'
10"
10~'°
10*"

6

x

10*"

x

Table 6. Permeability of a Type J
■

special
as an

Grout (w

=

considered primarily

adjunct to high density and low per¬
meability in increasing durability. Where grouts
are
subjected to frost attack, w should be less
than 0.4 to reduce the
capillary pore space and
permeability of the grout. Alternatively, a rapid
setting high heat of hydration cement might be
appropriate, or entrainment of air if high water/
eement ratios

are

considered inevitable.

QUALITY CONTROL
ariations

Principal

in grout
causes:

properties arise from three
(a) inadequate mixing, (b)

sanations in grout materials quantities and

Real
ity, and (c) apparent variations arising from
1e 'wing procedure. In order to obtain satisa

aciory

basis for grout mix design it is essential,
Prior to
any contract, that methods of storage,

atching, mixing and testing of materials be

"PtUy specified.
Mixing of cement grout leads to a sequence
°
exothermic reactions in four distinct stages,

k'mely (a) initial highly exothermic reaction
^sUng
minutes, (b) a dormant period of
P
25-io
hours with low
'o

rate

c) accurate monitoring of moisture content of
fillers,
d) use of fresh cement,
e) weigh batching of materials,
f) controlled water/cement rafio,

be measured. To achieve this state and at
time avoid false sets, mixing for 5-10

g) adequate rate and time of mixing,
h) early pumping and placement of grout after
mixing, and
i) rigid supervision of all operaGons.

same

Accuracy of measurement of grout proper¬
important factor in determining
of grout properties in the Geld.
Some property measurements such as bleeding
have been developed flora laboratory tests, e.g.
Powers Float Test and ASTM method, but
bleed capacities >0.5% can be easily detected
in graduated wide, low containers. Laboratory
measurements of grout Ouidity in terms of
shear strength and plastic viscosity are normally
ties is also an
the variability

the age

cements should be

increasing rate of reaction leading to final
a continuing decreas¬
ing rate of reaction after setting. During the
dormant period, a cement grout should maintain
a consistent
physical state, when its properties

minutes is normally required. Under most field
applications this should be achieved by agitation
during storage and pumping and placement
after mixing.

of the grout (Table 6) and the
subsequent degree of hydration which ultimately
determines the extent of pores in the grout.
Whilst there are no positive guidelines on grout
design for durability, a minimum cement con¬
tent is recommended to
provide acceptable
durability under the appropriate conditions of
exposure as in conventional concrete technology
eg. 400Kg cement/m5 for severe exposure to
sea
water, driving rain, alternate wetting and
drying and to freezing whilst wet.
Long and short term deterioration of cement
grouts due to chemical attack may be caused by
the presence of dissolved
sulphates or acids in
ground water, or by prolonged exposure to sea
«aier. Since
Type I cements have a poor resist¬
ance to chemical
attack, this may be increased
ty use of blast furnace, sulphate resisting (for
0.5-1.0% total SOj in ground) or ultimately
aluminous cements (for > 2% total SOs), but
to

after 6+ hours and (d)

the

w
related

an

set

can

Ultimate

(estimated)

(c)

of heat evolution.

carried

out

with

a

rotating disc

or

coaxial

cylinder viscometer. Two Geld instruments are
the Colcrete Qowmeter (which expresses Guidity
in terms of horizontal slump - Fig 17) and the
Portland Cement Association cone (in terms of
Gow time

Fig 18). Supplementary checks of
on site by measuring the grout
speciGc gravity using a Baroid mud balance.
Hydrometers are not recommended since at
low w errors of 25% may be introduced due to
the thixotropy and particulate structure of the
grouts. In most grouts the hydrogen ion con¬
w

can
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GROUND ENGINEERING GROUP

Ground anchorages: corrosion performance
G. S. LITTLEJOHN, BSc(Eng), PhD, FICE*

Introduction
Millions of highly stressed tendons have been installed around the world and to
date the FIP Working Group on Ground Anchorages has collected 35 case his¬
tories of failure by tendon corrosion, only one of which led to the collapse of the
t

<

complete structure-ground-anchorage system, but under circumstances related to
installation procedures and corrosion protection which would not be acceptable
by today's standards.
2. Of the 35 cases, 24 related to permanent anchorages (protected and
unprotected) and 11 applications were temporary with no designed protection
other than cement grout cover for the fixed length and on occasions a decoupling
sheath over the free length.
3. Generally speaking, corrosion failures are not well documented and seldom
are they investigated methodically to
diagnose root cause.
Review of results
Table 1 summarizes the

4.

key data accumulated from practice based on
reported case histories of tendon corrosion notably Portier,1 Herbst,2 Nurnberger,3 Weatherby,4 and FIP.5 The following observations and comments are pre¬
sented.
5.

Corrosion is localized and appears irrespective of tendon type in that nine
incidents involved bar, 19 involved wire and eight involved strand, the period of
service before failure ranging from a few weeks to many years for each tendon

type. Short-term failures (after a few weeks) have been due to stress corrosion

cracking
6.

or

hydrogen embrittlement.

In terms of duration of service,

nine failures occurred within six months, ten

in the

period six months to two years, and the remaining 18 over two years and up
31 years.
7.
With regard to failure location 19 incidents have occurred at, or within 1 m
of the anchor head, 21 incidents in the free length and two incidents in the fixed
to

length.
•t

Fixed anchor problems
8.

Both fixed anchor problems were
tendon bond length, which

ii}

one case

caused by inadequate grouting of the

exposed 3

m

of tendon to aggressive

groundwater containing sulphides and chlorides. In this particular case
»

three rock

anchorages tying back

an

abutment occurred after five years

failure of
in service

Written discussion closes 14 August 1987; for further details see p. ii.
*

University of Bradford; member of the FIP Commission

on

Practical Construction;

Chairman of the Working Group on Ground Anchorages.
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Table 1. Data
Dale

Time

of reported
in

of

service

installation

at

case

histories of tendon corrosion

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

location

of

environment

conditions

of
tendon

structure

failure

1934

31 years

Working
load

or

(stress

level 1

Algeria

Anchored

Dry air

dam

630N"

Masonry
overlying

5

wires

diameter

sandstone

10000
kN (65%

mm

UTS)

(11001300

1952

Few months

France

Anchored

Temperate

dam

climate

Concrete

N.mm2)

Multi wire

13 000

overlying

kN (67%

rock

UTS)

«

r

1955

16 years

Czechoslovakia

Prestressed
concrete

Humid

air

dam

Concrete

4-5

mm

dia.

overlying

smooth

rock

patented

4 MN

wires

1955

26 years

Sweden

Underground

Humid air

1959

10 months

West

Germany

underlying

beam

Underground
power
station

26

with

mm

dia. bar

300 kN

(80/105)

reported
water leakage
(pH = 7-8)

station
crane

Rock

concrete

power

Temperate
climate

Rock. Below
water

table.

Water

con¬

(74% of

15 oval
ribbed wires

elastic

(1570 N/mm:)

limit)

tains very
little chlor¬
ides i.e.

fairly nonaggressive
J

1961

2 years

USA

Anchored
cofferdam

35

Soil

mm

diameter

bar

overlying
rock in
the
presence

saltwater
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GROUND ANCHORAGES: CORROSION PERFORMANCE

Corrosion

Anchorage

protection

category

Permanent

Coaled

tarpaulin
by mixture
of grease and bitumen
with outer tarpaulin
sheath over free length.

4

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

anchorages

Beneath

covered

Permanent

bitumen

melted under

cover

high ambient temperatures,

removing protection.

fixed

Localized corrosion

length

tarpaulin
by mixture of
grease and bitumen
with outer tarpaulin
sheath

over

1

repealed
tensioning tore tarpaulin
fabric, exposed internal

Cement grout cover in

Coated

Case

diagnosis

Floodwaters and

anchor head

Wires

covered
♦

Remarks

2

in

Beneath

anchorages

2

Corrosion failure under tension

anchor head

linked

to

taken
to

free

to

of steel. Decision
working stresses

type
limit

55% UTS thereafter, but to

Increase

length. CemcDt grout
cover in fixed length

times

proof loading up to 1.5
working load on occasions.

I

Permanent

Grease

impregnated glass
bandage and outer
asphalt wrapping over
free length.
Cement grout cover in
fixed length

4

anchorages

Beneath

fibre

anchor head

3

Fully corroded wires exposed
in spite of protective wrapping.
By contrast, on same site
and in

same

tendons

location, steel

comprising 37 bundles of

19 wires of 2.9

mm.

dia.

were

undamaged. Here internal
spaces of ropes were filled
in the factory with red lead
sealing compound
Permanent

Bitumen

head;
over

coating of anchor

1

anchorage

tendon

In

length

4

Virtually no trace of grout cover.
Significant pitting and typical

Fully
bonded

cement grout cover

length 2.5 m
up from crane

reduction in

beam anchor

deepest crack

area was

cross

6.8%.
=

sectional

Depth of
1-3 mm.

Failure attributed to

head

intergranular stress corrosion.
Steel judged to be sensitive
to cracking
Permanent

No

protection at anchor
wrapping
impregnated bitumen
in free length

17

anchorages

5 in
anchor bead.

head. Jute

12 in

free

length

of which 5
were

within 0-5

Temporary

No

protection

free

over

length. Cement
in fixed
length

grout cover

A few

anchorages

m

or

environmental attack.

of anchor

Steel

head

sensitive

Free

length

5

Deep localized corrosion
where bitumen protection
was missing (differential
aeration postulated). This
protection could not withstand
damage during installation

judged to be
to

corrosion
6

Brittle failure. Groundwater

of
sulphuric acid formed from cinders
falling for many years from steam
locomotives. Brine may also have
corrosive due

to presence

contributed.
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Table 1

(Continued)

Date

Time in

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

of

service

location

of

environment

conditions

of

installation

at

tendon

structure

failure
1963

Working
load

or

(stress

level I

Few years

West

Germany

Anchored

retaining

Temperate
climate

Soil. Below
water

table.
con¬

wall

Water

adjacent

tained in¬

to

dustrial

river

lutants and

22 8

mm

dia. wires

(ST 135-150)

pol¬

high chlor¬
ide ion

con¬

tent

1964

Few weeks
up to

1

Algeria

Anchored

Dry air

dam

year

Masonry

1960 kN

54

(75% of

overlying

7

sandstone

cold drawn

elastic

wires

limit)

mm.

dia.

(1265-1432

N./'mm2)
1965

7 years

Rock face

UK

stabilization

9 years

Temperate

Limestone

44

2000 kN

high
tensile

climate

steel wires

1960s

8 years

West

Germany

Anchored

retaining

5.2

Temperate

3 months

UK

Anchored

Temperate

floor of

climate

dry dock

and
saline

atmosphere

648

diameter

(alloy

steel)

wall

1960s

mm

wires

climate

Rock

Quenched and
tempered low
alloy bars
(1500 N-mm1)

(67%
UTS)

GROUND ANCHORAGES: CORROSION

Anchorage

Corrosion

protection

category

Permanent

Tendon encased
in cement

3

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

anchorages

85% of

7

pitting

observed in tendons.

wires

Insufficient grout cover

failed in

and presence

vicinity of

Stress corrosion and

concrete

cracking. Tendon bending
due to ground movement

deadman-tendon

Case

Remarks/diagnosis

Surface corrosion and

ruptured

grout

PERFORMANCE

of chlorides.

interface

Permanent

Road oil loaded with red

Several

Button

Brittle failure under

8

lead but anchor head

individual

headed

tension. Button heads

waiting several weeks
before protective filling
placed

wires

wires

wire

at

cold

forged

on

site

anchor head

i

Permanent

Bituminous
as a

infilling

24 wires

surround for

the free length
(piped in hot).

0-6

to

1

m

in 3

beneath

anchorages.

anchor head

9

Stress corrosion due to
an

aqueous

environment

A further

Cement grout cover
in fixed length.

13 wires in
same

anchorages
2 years

Permanent

Tendon

painted with
over free length
Cement grout cover in
fixed length

3

later

anchorages

Free

length

Permanent

Bare bar.
over

ungrouted
free length.

Cement grout cover
in fixed length

10

Although no corrosion producing
elements found,

bitumen

stress

corrosion

postulated where
protection had broken down.
Surface corrosion and heavy
pitting observed on wires. Some
pits contained small fissures
bitumen

2 anchorages

Free

length

11

Corrosion

pitting leading
hydrogen induced stress
corrosion cracking at
failure. Free length
grouting actioned in 1977
to

since when

no

corrosion

failures have been observed
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Table 1 (Corninued)
Dale

Time in

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

of

service

location

of

environment

conditions

of

installation

at

load

tendon

structure

failure

1967-68

6-18

West

Germany

Underground
pumped

Temperate

18 8

Rock

climate

Within

Switzerland

3 years

storage

wires

scheme

(1500-

Underground
power

Temperate

Rock

12 8

climate

France

Anchored

foundation

1969

A few

West

days

and 100

days

Germany

Anchored

retaining

N/mm1!

650 kN

mm

wires

Temperate
climate

blocks

Before

1700 kN

diameter

station

11 years

900-

mm

diameter

1700

1968

or

[stress

level)

months

1968

Working

Temperate

Coal mine
waste

8/12

fill.

mm

dia.

oral ribbed

(67% of
clastic

Above

wires

water

(1450-1600

table

N/mm2)

Soil fill

1720 kN

f

limit

6 12-2

climate

mm

dia.

wires

wall

supporting
a

1968-69

USA

rail track

Landfill

Anchored

12-7

high
organic

retaining
wall

Up to

mm

2640 kN

dia.

with

strand

content

of 4.2

overlying

wire

mica

(270 K

schist.

grade)

mm

Brackish

groundwater
1969

10 years

USA

Anchored

retaining
wall

Acidic.

32

mm

dia.

Adjacent

(clays and

high strength

to waste

silts)

bars

acid

(1033 N./mm2

neutralization

ultimate)

plant

650

Fill

636 kN
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Corrosion protection

Anchorage
category

Permanent

A chemical filler

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

Remarks

diagnosis

(oil

Majority

based unsaturated

of 133

leaching out of nitrate

anchorages

ions from chemical

installed

protective filler

fatty
acid polymer) surrounding
the free length

Free

length

Stress corrosion due

Case

12

to

Cement grout cover in
fixed length
Test

Tendon installed in

anchorages

Presence of

heads

and 10

between

wires

anchor heads

for

either end.

at

protection by design
test

tube

over

4

anchorages

free

length

Tendon
over

unprotected
length.

3

anchorages

0-2

to

2-5

m

Brittle failure under

14

tension, initiated

anchor head

oxidized local defects

Free

length

free

Tendons

not

at

15

heavily

corroded. Failure

judged

corrosion

Cement grout cover

to

in fixed

fatigue as result of
bending due to fluctuating
loads from railway being
transmitted through frozen
ground. Cracks in steel

length

Beneath

Bentonite-cement grout
cover

in free
a

anchor head

plus outer steel pipe
length. In addition

be due

was

Brittle corrosion failure of

16

tendon where bentonite-cemenl

present in the soil and
sacrificial anode was

installed with

in fixed

failure location

had dropped 1—1 -2 m.
Hydrogen sulphide was

each tendon. Cement grout
cover

at

to

grout cover

sacrificial zinc ribbon

anode

13

surface

beneath

noted

Temporary

sulphides caused

embriltlement of the steel

length

purposes

OPC and polyethylene
outer

Temporary

Stressed

(11 wires

No

Permanent

2

borehole with anchor

consumed

length

near

the

the anchor head

of the failed tendons

Permanent

No

protection of

anchor head. In free

length grease, paper
wrapping and plastic

8

anchorages

Beneath

anchor head

Heavy pitting leading to
brittle failure of unprotected

17

tendon

sleeve embedded in cement

grout. Cement grout cover
in fixed length.
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Table 1.

(Continued)

Dale

Time in

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

of

service

location

of

environment

conditions

of

installation

at

load

tendon

structure

Working

failure
1969

Few weeks

or

(stress

level)
France

Anchored

retaining

Temperate
climate

wall

Above

8/12

mm

dia.

1030 kN

ribbed

(63% of

wires

elastic

Chlorides

(1450-1600

limit)

and

N/mm")

water
la

ble.

sulphates
in

water

from

sewer

leakages
1969

5 years

Malaysia

Rock

Humid

Rock

36 7

1970

28 months

New Zealand

Anchored

mm

700 kN

dia. wires

strengthening

—

retaining

Clay
overlying
sandstone

wall

UTS

42
7

mm.

dia.

wires

=

2570 kN
initial

tensioning
to

48%

UTS.
Tendon

designed
to

work

at

up to

66% UTS

Before
1971

West

Germany

Anchored

retaining
wall

Temperate
climate

—

15 5-2

mm

—

diameter wires

(alloy steel)

%
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Anchorage

Corrosion

protection

category

Permanent

OPC grout

steel

6

and mild

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

anchorages

lube in

outer

fret

length. Cement
in fined
length

01

to

05

m

PERFORMANCE

Remarks/diagnosis

18

Brittle failure under

beneath

tension. Decarboned steel

anchor head

at

grout cover

Case

wire perimeter.
Incomplete filling of
protective grout beneath

anchor bead

Permanent

Anchor

head

outer

1

protected by sealing
infilled with
grease and injected

anchorage
comprising

Underside
of anchor

36 wires

head and

of which

at

under pressure.

33

section of

Polypropylene sheathed
by
bitumen placed
in situ over free length.
Polypropylene sheathed

broken

cap

were

wires surrounded

bare

wires

19

Stress corrosion

cracking of
Inadequate filling of
inner head region with bitumen.
Exposed bare wires subject to
wetting and drying cycles.
Groundwater of low pH suspected
wires.

immediately
above

plastic

wires with stainless

steel end barrels
surrounded

Permanent

by cement

in fixed length

grout

Polypropylene extruded
sheathing of individual
wires with

outer

tube infilled with

5 wires

plastic

Surface corrosion

In free

Mastic filler found to be

8

hygroscopic and it

m

below

anchor head

a

polypropylene sheathing
speculated that the
polypropylene sheathing may
have been damaged during
transport and installation.
1 m. of polypropylene sheathing
stripped off below anchor head
Also

alkathene tube and epoxy
cover

was suspected
that the mineral oil softened
the

mastic sealant. Ribbed

resin

in fixed

length

before tendon installation
and

Temporary

Tendon
over

Cement grout cover

fixed

2

unprotected
length.

free

length

in

20

cracking.

length 1 to

anchorages

Free

length

*-•"

."

.

stressing

Heavy pitting and occasional
cracking of wires noted.
Chemical analysis of corrosion

21

products indicated 0-25% sulphur
content

but

no

chlorides
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Table 1. (Continued)
Time

in

service

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

location

of

environment

conditions

of

at

tendon

structure

failure
Within
1

Working
load

or

(stress

level!

West

Germany

Anchored

retaining

vear

Temperate

5 2

climate

mm

wires

wall

dia.

(alloy

steel)

«

1971

6 weeks

USA

Anchored

Acidic

32

dia.

mm

retaining

soil

bar hot

wall

embankment

rolled, drawn

comprising
mainly

and

stress

relieved.

blast

(1100

furnace

N/mm!

slag. Soil

ultimate)

moist

adjacent
to

1971

4 weeks

USA

tendon

Moist soil

Anchored

retaining

with low

wall

pH

35

mm

dia.

bar, hot
rolled, drawn
and

stress

relieved
1972

2 years

South Africa

Restraint

for
cantilevered

grandstand

654

Seasonal

wetting
drying

and

450 kN

Fill

12.2

m

dia.

strands
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Anchorage

Corrosion protection

category

Temporary

Tendon encased in
cement

5

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

anchorages

Free

length

Case

Remarks/diagnosis

22

Heavy corrosion and pitting
in certain

grout

PERFORMANCE

no

zones

adhering

where there

cement grout.

sections of tendon which

was

Other

were

completely grout free displayed
general corrosion. No corrosion
where tendon still bonded

to

grout.

Brittle failure recorded. Tendon

bending and overstressing also
by ground deformations.
Analysis of corrosion products
indicated 0-63% sulphates but no
chlorides or sulphides
induced

Temporary

Tendon

unprotected over
Cement
grout cover in fixed
length

4

anchorages

Free

length

free length.

Temporary

Free

Tendon

unprotected over
length. Cement grout
cover in fixed length

Polypropylene sheathed
and greased strands in
free length.
Cement grout cover
in free length

23

Stress corrosion cracking

24

postulated

length

postulated

free

Permanent

cracking

Stress corrosion

No failure,
but

one

tendon
located

with

unacceptable
corrosion
i.e.

pitting

and all 9

Fixed anchor
zone

Some doubts

expressed over
efficacy of grouting of
fixed anchor length where
no special precautions had been
taken. When one anchorage
excavated, grout cover in fixed
zone ranged from nil to 6 mm,
and pitting up to 1 mm in depth
was

25

measured

anchorages
condemned
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Table 1. (Continued)
Date

Time in

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

of

service

location

of

environment

conditions

of

installation

at

load

tendon

structure

Working

failure
1972-73

In the

early

or

(stress

level)
New Zealand

Anchored

Clays and

490-

Multi-

stages of

retaining

silts

wire

1050 kN

contract

wall

overlying

tendon

(50% UTS)

sandstone

1973

11 years

UK

Anchorage
restraint

Temperate
climate

Fill

350 kN

4-5
15-2

of abutment

overlying
clay and

dia.

which

weak rock

strands

was

mm

(50% UTS)
maximum)

yielding
initially
New Zealand

1974

1974

1975

5 years

6 months

Algeria

France

Anchored

Rock

abutment

wires

Concrete

Dry air

Switzerland

Concrete

36 15-2

dia.

raising

strands

Anchored

Temperate
climate

Anchored

for

pipeline
bridge

Temperate
climate

Above

32

(50% UTS)

mm

diameter

abutments

640 kN

mm

water

dia. ribbed

(74% of

table.

bars

elastic

Nothing

(1079-1225

suspicious

N/mm2)

Fill

10 12-7

mm

overlying

diameter

sands and

steel

gravels
overlying

strands

rock

656

mm

dam

wall

5 years

1000 kN
7

retaining

1976

34

bridge

11301150 kN

GROUND ANCHORAGES: CORROSION

Anchorage

Corrosion

protection

category

Temporary

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

PERFORMANCE

Remarks/diagnosis

Unprotected in free
length. Cement grout
cover in fixed length

Ground

movements

severe

created

Case

26

overloading of

tendons in certain

locations. Corrosion of
tendon
Permanent

No anchor head

1 strand

protection. Greased

in each

and sheathed strands

of

over

free

Beneath

Failure due

anchor head

27

to stress

corrosion

two

anchorages

length.

Cement grout cover
in fixed
Permanent

length

Polypropylene sheathing
over

wires with

Protective

ducting in free
length damaged during
transportation permitting
leakage of mastic filler

a

secondary protection
of

outer

tube and mastic

which had softened

infilling in free length.
Corrugated tube/grout
encapsulation over fixed
length

at

28

the

high ambient temperature.
Protected tendons stored

several months

on

site

before installation
Permanent

Where duct had

Beneath

Free

length annulus
grouted with acrylamide

anchor head

chemical. Cement grout
cover

in fixed

length

not

been filled

29

properly with acrylamide
grout, tar epoxy was poured
in to fill upper 05 m. Failure
occurred at the base of the tar
epoxy

Temporary

Permanent

Polyethylene outer tube
over free length.
Cement grout cover in
fixed length

2

Polyethylene sheathed

3

anchorages

3 and 8

Brittle failure under

m

30

tension

beneath
anchor bead

anchorages

In fixed

Bridge collapse due to failure

strands in free

anchor

length with asphalt
filling. Cement grout
cover in fixed length

within 500
of free

length

length
mm

31

of anchored abutment. Severe
corrosion of strands in

proximal
which
was only partially grouted. The
tendon was exposed to aggressive
groundwater containing sulphides
zone

of fixed anchor length

and chlorides in the fill and

sandy gravel. Poor construction

practice and lack of quality
as water testing
lead to inadequate grouting.
Fixed anchor straddled permeable

controls such

soil and rock
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Table 1
Dale

(Continued)
Time

in

of

service

installation

at

Geographical

Type

General

Ground

Type

location

of

environment

conditions

of

structure

tendon

failure
1977

Within

Working
load

or

(stress

levell

Hong Kong

3 years

Anchored

Humid and

retaining

slightly

wall

saline

Non-

7 12-9

mm

aggressive

diameter

fill

Supa strands

1050 kN

overlying

completely
weathered

granite
which

-

1977

4 months

West

Germany

Anchored

retaining

Temperate
climate

wall

improves
with depth
to moderately
strong granite

32

Fill

mm

diameter

consisting
of slag

hot rolled and

and ash.

(1100 N/mm:

Sulphate
content

200

—

threaded bars

ultimate)

=

mg/1.

No tendon
contact

with

groundwater
1978

4 years

South Africa

Slope

Humid

stabilization

1980

1-3 years

Hong Kong

Stabilization
of rock

Humid
and

slightly
saline

658

Weathered

590 kN

4 -6

890 kN

sedimentary

15.2

rock

diameter

(60%

strands

UTS)

Rock

mm

High tensile
steel bars

500650 kN
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Anchorage

Corrosion protection

category

Permanent

Anchor bead encased in
concrete.

1

Grease and

Corrosion

Failure

number

location

anchorage

Beneath

(2 strands)

plastic sheathing
over free length. Cement
grout cover in fixed

Remarks

No corrosion

diagnosis

protection

was

anchor head

provided immediately beneath

and in

the anchor head. Considerable

free

delays were experienced between
stressing and concrete encasement
of the anchor head. Metallographic

length

length

Case

32

examination of tendon wires in 45

anchorages showed

2-7%

up to

and 12% loss of diameter

for

delay periods of 1-8

months and 16-36 months

respectively. It was also
speculated that strands had been
stored

on

site for

some

time

(allowing corrosion to develop)
prior to greasing and sheathing
of the free length
Temporary

No

protection at

2

anchorages

50

mm

beneath

anchor head.

anchor head.

Polythene tube
over free length.

free

Middle of

Cement grout cover
in fixed length

length

Failure

adjacent to anchor bead
brittle fracture at a deep
pit. Second failure attributed
to hydrogen cmbrittlemenl. Ground
deformations also present leading
to bending and overstressing. Lack
of protection and use of corrosion
susceptible steel highlighted
overall. Sulphur compounds
due

present as

Permanent

Grease filled
cement
outer

or

2

anchorages

Underside
of anchor

grouted

head

anchor head.

PVC sheathed and

and epoxy

Ground movement after service

by up to
20%. Grease filling and capping of
anchor head inadequate to stop
water

Stray currents from
adjacent electrified rail
line (15-20 m distance)
identified. Sulphate reducing

resin
fixed

over

bacteria located in annul us
between strand and PVC
in

Permanent

Cement grout

plus sheath
length and
tendon bond length.
Grease at bar couplers
over

free

34

increased tendon loads

inner head.

Cement grout cover

coating
length

corrosion products

infiltration of surface

greased strands
in free length.

33

to

10 anchorages

Up to 20

m

sheathing

some cases

All fractures occurred over a
small

anchor head

grease was

but

This small air void resulted from

always
adjacent to
a coupling
joint

area

35

where neither grout nor

beneath

in contact with the bar.

the method of

encapsulation.

Metallurgical examination showed
pitting corrosion and hydrogen
embrittlcment. Traces of chloride
salts

were

present on

the bar

after

assembly which probably
initiated pitting
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and led

the

collapse of a pipeline bridge in Switzerland (Case 31, Table 1). The
following points are recorded.
to

(a) No borehole
borehole 25

was
m

sunk

at the

abutment; rock head

was

deduced from

a

away.

(b) Drilling was subcontracted, poorly supervised and drill logs were not
produced.
(c) No water or pregrouting tests were carried out before tendon installation.
Such tests would have highlighted the presence of
permeable gravels at
the top of the tendon bond length.
{d) Grout injection procedures did not provide a grout flow return—in other
words, a fixed quantity of grout was preplaced sufficient only for tendon
bond.

(e) No protective sheath
Free

was

applied

over

the tendon bond length.

length failures

9.

Failures in the free length are recorded under
combined circumstances such as

a

variety of individual and

(a) tendon overstressing caused by ground movement leading to tendon
cracking, sometimes augmented by pitting corrosion or corrosion

fatigue
(b) inadequate

in the presence of chlorides, e.g.
organic materials
(c) breakdown of bitumen cover due to lack of durability
(d) inappropriate choice of protective material, e.g. chemical grout containing
nitrate ions and hygroscopic mastic
(e) use of tendon stored on site for a long period in an unprotected state.
industrial

or no cement grout cover
waste

fills

or

Anchor head failures
10.
Failures at, or

adjacent to the anchor head are due to various causes
ranging from absence of protection (even for only a few weeks in aggressive
environments) to inadequate cover due to incomplete filling initially or slumping
of the protective filler during service.
11.
In one example in Hong Kong (Case 32, Table 1) where the delay between
stressing and concrete capping of the anchor head was one to eight months, a loss
of wire diameter up to 2.7% was measured. Where the delay was 16-36 months,
the maximum loss monitored

was

12%.

Discussion of results
histories reviewed, it is apparent that corrosion incidents
are somewhat random in terms of cause, with the possible exception of choice of
steel. In this regard, various studies have highlighted that quenched and tempered
12.

From all the

case

plain carbon steels and high strength alloy steels are more susceptible to hydrogen
embrittlement than other varieties. Accordingly, these named steels should be used
with extreme caution where environmental conditions are aggressive.
13.
Bearing in mind the exposure of the anchor head to the atmosphere, which
often subjects this component to greater risk of corrosion than the embedded free
and fixed lengths, it is surprising that the quality of the anchor head protection is
generally to a higher standard than the remainder of the anchorage. In fact, the
opposite appears to be true.
not
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Although rather unusual, there is also one case of overstressing of steel
design and bad alignment of the tendon at the anchor head. In
modern practice, application of national standards covering dynamic and static
load efficiencies of anchor head assemblies should eliminate this problem.
15. The fact that 19 failures occurred within two years of installation confirms
that where the environment is aggressive, temporary anchorages should be given
appropriate protection. The corrosion protection for the anchor head should also
be applied as soon as practicable after grouting, whatever the service life. Where a
delay is likely, consideration should be given to temporary protection in the form
of plastic paint, grease impregnated tape or some type of cover. In spite of the
above, there appears to be no evidence to suggest that the current limit of two
years for the service period of temporary anchorages, should be reduced or
14.

wires due to poor

extended.

Conclusions
16.

While the mechanisms of corrosion

understood, the aggressivity of the
ground and general environment are seldom quantified at the site investigation
stage. In the absence of aggressivity data it is unlikely the case histories involving
tendon corrosion will provide reliable information for the prediction of corrosion
rates

17.

are

in service.
Case histories of tendon corrosion indicate that failure

can

occur

after

service of

only a few weeks or many years. Invariably corrosion is localized and in
such circumstances no tendon type (bar, wire or strand) appears to have a special
immunity.
18.

Since there is

certain way

of predicting localized corrosion rates, where
aggressivity is recognized, albeit qualitatively, some degree of protection should be
provided by the designer. In this regard, the anchor head is particularly susceptible
to attack, and early protection of this component is recommended for both tem¬
porary and permanent anchorages.
19.
Choice of degree of protection should be the responsibility of the designer
(usually the Client's Engineer) and such choice depends on such factors as conse¬
quences of failure, aggressivity of environment and cost of protection. In current
practice the design solution normally ranges from double protection (implying two
physical barriers) to simple grout cover.
20.
For corrosion resistance, the anchorage should be protected overall as
partial protection of the tendon may only induce more severe corrosion of the
unprotected part. To achieve overall protection, great attention must be paid to
the design and construction detail. Junctions between the fixed length, free length
and anchor head are particularly vulnerable, as are joints and couplers.
21. Out of millions of prestressed ground anchorages which have been
installed around the world, 35 histories of failure by tendon corrosion have been
recorded. With the passage of time, lessons have been learned and standards
improved which augers well for the future. There is no room for complacency,
however, and engineers must rigorously apply high standards both in design and
construction in order to ensure satisfactory performance during service.
no
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MONITORING THE INFLUENCE OF ELASTING ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF ROCK BOLTS AT PENMAENEACH TUNNEL
C.S.

Littlejohn, E.Sc.(Eng.), Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.C.E., M.I.Struct.E., F.G.S.
(University of Bradford)
A.A. Rodger, E.Sc.(Eng.), Ph.D., C.Eng., M.I.C.E., F.G.S.
(University of Aberdeen)
D.K.V. Mothersille, B.Eng.

(University of Bradford)
D.C.

Holland,

B.Sc.

(University of Aberdeen)

classification and associated permanent rock bolt support system for Penmaenbach Tunnel are
a scheme for studying the influence of blasting on the performance of resin
bonded bolts.
Particular attention is given to the instrumentaiCon employed to measure instantaneous
fluctuations in bolt prestress, vibrational movement of bolts and surrounding rock, and the data recording
and analysis systems.
Typical monitored data are presented and from a preliminary analysis, fully bonded
prestressed bolts are shown to have accommodated accelerations up to 130 g without distress.
The rock mass

briefly described, along with

INTRODUCTION

ROCK MASS

Where

tunnelling rock demands drill and blast
there is no predictive
capacity for optimising the distance from the

The headland is

methods of excavation,

petent rhyolite of Ordovician age.

tunnel face

material with

to

safe location for the installa¬

a

tion of

permanent rock bolts.
Current estimates
usually based upon conservative distances
derived from precedent practice or a limiting
dynamic parameter e.g. peak particle velocity of
are

Intact Rock

support

Poissons Ratio

0.1-0.2

Point Load

Strength

Index

Static Elastic Modulus

Rock Mass
Static

The Penmaenbach Tunnel has been commissioned by
the Welsh Office to provide a new carriageway for

westbound traffic
It

is

on

the A55 North Wales

coast

driven

by drilling and blasting
through the rhyolite extrusion which forms the
Penmaenbach Headland, two miles to the West of
lonway.
The completed tunnel is 640 m long and
a
typical cross section is shown in Fig. 1.
A
top heading and bench extraction method was
employed to advance the tunnel face, and further
cock extraction

multiple blast
occasions.

to

form service

sources

trenches,

within the

tunnel

created
on

Elastic Modulus

Dynamic Elastic Modulus
TABLE 1.

TUNNEL PROJECT

road.

Dynamic Elastic Modulus

2.52-2.66 Mg/ms
85-339 MN/m2
2.3-10.2 MN/m2
35-60 kN/mm2
68.5-75 kN/mm2

Bulk Density
Uniaxial Compressive

a

By measuring instantaneous and residual load
changes in bolts under blast loading at various
distances from the tunnel face together with the
characteristics of the blasting vibrations, it
is hoped to provide a more fundamental apprecia¬
tion of the dynamic response of the rock mass
and the support system and thereby establish more
appropriate criteria for estimating the optimum
safe distance for permanent rock bolts subjected
to close
proximity blasting.
Since current pre¬
dictions are judged to be conservative, it is
also anticipated that the new criteria will lead
to more economical
permanent tunnel support.

com¬

The rhyolite

slightly weathered fine grained very strong
narrow to wide fracturing (spacing
typically 0.2 to >0.5 m).
The range of
properties is listed in Table 1.

specified 'safe' distance, the bolting
is generally classified as temporary, because of
lack of confidence concerning potential break¬
down of bond, loss of integrity of the corrosion
protection system or even bolt damage.
In such
circumstances costly duplication of bolting occurs
as the permanent reinforcement advances behind the
face, and the temporary bolts become redundant.
within

composed mainly of fairly

is

100 mm/s.
Wherever rock conditions demand bolt

CLASSIFICATION AND TUNNEL SUPPORT

10-40 kN/mm2
20-50 kN/mm2

GEO TECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF THE RHYOLITE

designers of the rock support at Penmaenbach
employed two well established empiri¬
cal methods, namely the NGI tunnelling quality
index (Q) developed by Barton (ref. 1) and the
CSIR Rock Mass Rating (RHR) scheme proposed by
Bieniawski (ref. 2).
Both methods were used to
compare and check the recommended amount and type
The

Tunnel have

of permanent
At

support

required for stability.

Penmaenbach three classes of rock

were

estab¬

(Table 2) each with a standard form of

lished

support which involved combinations of spot
bolting, patterned rock bolting, and sprayed
concrete, with and without fabric reinforcement.

bolting was the predominant means of support,
fully bonded two-stage resin type was
chosen for its known resilience to blasting.
Bolt length, fixed anchor length and spacing were
designed according to rock class and location of
bolt on the tunnel perimeter.
Thus the more
fractured rock required greater fixed anchor
lengths (bond length for fast setting resin,
ranged from 1.5 to 3 m) and in the crown areas
which were judged to be inherently more unstable,
overall lengths were increased form 3.5 to 7 m.
Although the rock classification provided the
Rock
and

the

basic

rock

support parameters,

detailed mapping

2

G.S.
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FIG,

TYPICAL PRODUCTION BOLT ARRAY RELATED TO ROCK CLASS

TUNNEL
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ROCKBOLT

PERIMETER

LENGTH
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(a)

ORIENT¬
ATION
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tunnel advanced dictated

of the rock face as the
actual bolt location.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
The

instrumentation employed in this project may
categorised into the system associated with
monitoring load fluctuations in the rock bolts,
the system for monitoring vibrational movement of
the bolts and surrounding rock, and the data
recording and analysis system.

RESEARCH PROJECT

be

to study the performance of rock bolts
subjected to blasting, experimental fullybonded two-stage resin bolts (Fig. 2) were
installed initially at decreasing distances (20
In order

when

3 m)

down to

(25

dia.)

from the tunnel face.

tunnel

advances of 3.5 to 4

i

of 3 bolts (wall, haunch and crown)

arrays

the

At

tion.

assess

tests

end of

were

on

m

bolt behaviour.

bolts were post-tensioned to a Dominal
100 kN when the fast setting resin had set,
after which the bolt prestress was "locked-in" by
In all

cases

load of
the

slow

setting resin, where employed, except for
length below the bolt bearing plate.
This length was decoupled by the use of grease
impregnated wrapping tape to permit some load
adjustment on the bolt in the event of surface
spalling of the rock after blasting.
a

700

mm

For each blast which

was

classified in

of

terms

hole pattern, charge weight per hole, group
and type of explosive, service loads on the
before

and after

with the

blasting

instantaneous

delay
bolts
recorded together

were
fluctuation in prestress

using load cells.
Accelerometers attached to the
load cells recorded the vibrations from the blast
to

identify the signature of each blast and permit

correlation between blast pattern and bolt load
fluctuation.
On completion of the blasting
sequence,
recorded

load extension characteristics

rock bolt

prestress were

were

investigate bolt debonding.
Currently, the vibration records are being used
to
study movement of the bolt/rock system and
wave
propagation through the rock.
to

very

scale.

Although these transducers had been used widely
in static applications little information was
available on their dynamic response.
Conse¬
quently, prior to commencement of the project,
tests were undertaken using an ESH impulse testing
machine to assess their frequency response in
comparison with a Kistler type 9071 piezoelectric
load cell as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows
comparative results of a typical rapid unloading
test from a precompression load of 70 kN. con¬
firming satisfactory performance of the hydraulic
cell.
Similar satisfactory results were obtained
where a compressive preload of 10 kN was applied
to the load cells and a compressive impulse load
of 80 kN superimposed on this.
ock face

N)«150*10thk Hardened steel

bearing plate

|-60dia. Hemispherical hardened steel washer
Galvanized
25 dia type 2 bar
to BSU61 or BSLU9

Distribution plates

gradeIA0/A25

Electronic pressure transducer
Hardened steel washer
mild steel

tensioning nut

Accelerometer

All dimensions in millimetres

FIG.

2.

measured

pressure pad formed by joining together
stiff steel discs at their edges, the
space inside the cell being filled with de-aired
hydraulic-fluid.
When a load is applied to the
cell, the pressure in this fluid changes, and this
change in pressure is transferred to the strain
gauged diaphragm of the electronic pressure trans¬
ducer.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the installed load
cell configuration.
Load distribution plates
coated with epoxy based paint to provide corrosion
protection were employed both above and below the
cells.
The load measuring range of this system
was 0-250 kN with a rated accuracy of ilZ of full
two

this phase of the work

run

in

of annular Glotzl hydraulic load cells
fitted with electronic pressure transducers to
permit remote reading.
Each cell consists of a
means

sensitive

were
the influence of bolt loca¬

decoupled bolts (slow
setting resin omitted) and shortened bolts (3.5
c.f. 6 m) to permit comparison with production
ad hoc

Fluctuations

by

per

(Table 3).
Thereafter, experimental bolts
located to within 1 m of the face and two

monitored to

Monitoring

were

coincide with face
blast

Load

placed on the south wall of the
(zone B in Fig. 1) at 3.5 m centres to

mm

were

m

The bolts

EXPERIMENTAL ROCK BOLT INSTALLATION

C.S.
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Face

Chainage
(m)

2835.4

2839.4

2783.2

(bench)

Chainage of
Experimental
Bolt
(m)
1.

2816

2.

2818.7

3.

2B22.9

4.

2826.6

5.

2854.6

2902

19.

2903

20.

2905

• ••
191817

23.

2910

24.

2910

25.

2911

2840

26.

2914.6

4

9.

2843.4

27.

2914.6

I

10.

2846.2

28.

2914.6

t

29.

2917.2

4

30.

2918.2

31.

2918.8

6.
7.

14.

15.

16.

••••••

2832.9
•••••••
7654321

2835.5

2912

••••••••••
109 87654321

2850.4

•••••••••••
11D987 65432 1

2915.8

2919.6

32.

2921

33.

2921.8

34.

2922.8

35.

2924.6

36.

2925.6

37.

2926.4

38.

2927.6

39.

2928.9

40.

2929.9

2853.7
•••••••••••••
13121110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2856.1

2923.7

2859.1
2862.1

000000000000000
151413121110 9 6 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2927.1

2866.2

000000000000000•
16151431211 10 98765432 1

2931.6

•
0

6

m

bolt

I

22 2120191817

£
.23 • ••
222120

f 3 1?
S * *3

I

\

1\\

28

long bolt
installed

-

not

TABLE

3.

monitored

•**•

343332313029

•

|

1

373635343332

403936373635

0

single stage bolt

♦

3}

EXPERIMENTAL BOLT INSTALLATIONS

m

?5

31302928

b) Phase 2

a) Phase 1

Key:

2901

18.

2907

13.

2874.0

2908.6

17.

2905.8

12.

2862.3

• ••••
5 4 3 2 1

Layout

(m)

2904.3

0 0 0
3 2 1

2830.2

Bolt

Chainage
(m)

21.

11.

2858.4

Layout

22.

8.

2851.0

Chainage of
Experimental

Face

long bolt

C.s.
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Additional vibrational loading tests were conducted
at frequencies of up to
60 Hi on production

hydraulic load cells using an Instron testing
(Fig. 6) which also confirmed satisfactory
performance.
Further tests are planned to inves¬
tigate the frequency response of the cells, up to
the maximum frequency expected in this project of
5 kHz, by means of an electrocynamic vibration

machine

exciter.
from

an

Using this method, force is calculated
acceleration signal from a given axis and

compared with the load cell output from the
axis

making evident the frequency dependent

same
error

(ref. 3).

FIG.

5.

RESULTS OF RAPID UNLOADING TEST
FROM 70 KN PRECOMPRESSION

FIG.

3.

LOAD CELL ARRANGEMENT PRIOR TO
FITTING OF ACCELEROMETER

FIG.

6.

VIBRATION TESTING OF LOAD CELL

Subsequent to the laboratory tests recording
instrumentation

was

housed

on

site

in

a

cabin

positioned approximately 100 c from the tunnel
entrance to ensure blast protection.
To prevent
excessive

FIG.

C.

IMPULSE TESTING

OF LOAD

CELL

signal loss during its transmission
through d00 m long cables, a signal conditioning
and amplification system had, however, to be
provided within the tunnel.
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consultation with the suppliers of the load
Geotechnical Instruments Ltd., the system
outlined in Fig. 7 was devised.
Each load cell
is connected via waterproof transducer cable to
its own 100 m cable drum which connects in turn
into a single, larger 200 m cable drum of multiway
cable which also houses a 10-channel amplifier and
precision power supply unit used to energise the
load cells and amplifiers.
The complete installa¬
In

triaxial

cells,

surrounding rock mass.
Insitu calibration of the
vibration monitoring installation was accomplished
by means of a portable vibration generator.

tion is
the

sealed to IP65 standard.

amplifiers, which have

from DC

to

5 kHz,

a

measurements

of

vibration

on

the

The output from

frequency

response

is passed into the single 16

mm

multiway cable contained in the larger
drum.
The multiway cable is connected into a
third drum containing a further 100 m of cable
diameter

which

box

terminates

in the

cabin with

a

sealed ABS

containing 10 BNC sockets for recorder

con¬

nection.

Transducers

Q
6*1m cable

Connectors

- -

6*100ir. cable

Cable drum

<n

FIG.

8.

CABLE PROTECTION

SYSTEM BEING INSTALLED

OVER TUNNEL PORTAL

6*2m cable

Cable drum-amplifiers

100m cable

Imultway)

200re cable

Imultiway)

Cable drum

(BNC sockets
power

FIG.

kith this
and

7.

LOAD

input)

CELL CABLE ARRANGEMENT

configuration the load cell conditioning
were designed to be placed at

amplifier units

FIG.

least 100 m from the blast face on the assumption
a full
face extraction.
After manufacture of

9.

the systems the Contractor adopted bench and
heading extraction which required provision of
reinforced timber protection for the drum con¬
taining the amplifiers.
Transducer installations
vere protected
by steel box sections fabricated
on site and cable
protection was effected by
steel channel sections or Armco ducting attached
by rock dowels to the tunnel wall.
At the tunnel

portal, cable was housed inside sheet metal racks
(Fig. 8) and from the rock face to the instru¬
mentation cabin,

the cable

was

placed in concrete

ducting

at ground level (Fig. 9).
Power to the
load cell system was provided in the site cabin
by means of a lead-acid battery via the multiway

cable.

Vibration Monitoring

Vibration was
piezoelectric

monitored

by means of a single
disposed axially with

accelerometer

tespect to each rock bolt and mounted on the
load distribution plate.
These measure¬

upper

ments

were

supplemented In the latter stages by

CONCRETE DUCTING AND

INSTRUMENTATION CABIN

of

In

recording blast vibrations it is important
adjust the system to ensure a good quality
recording without either overloading the recording
system or introducing an unacceptable signal to
noise ratio.
To achieve this two types of
to

accelerometer

were

sensitivities,

close

measurements

selected with

the lower
to

one

a

10:1

ratio in

being suitable for

the blast.

All vibration

monitoring equipment was of Eruel 6 Kjaer Ltd.
manufacture providing a frequency range from 0.1 Hz
to

5 kHz.

cable

To prevent

signal loss in the long

necessary, a line drive amplifier was
the top of each accelerometer with

lengths

attached

to

supplied along each transducer cable from the
At the site cabin the output from the
system was a signal at a level of either 10 or
1 mV/m/ss dependant upon the accelerometer employed.
Additional signal conditioning was also provided
in the site cabin by charge amplifiers modified for
voltage input.
These amplifiers provided two
stages of integration to give velocity or displace¬
ment signals for further processing.
power
cabin.
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Data

Recording and Analysis

magnetic tape to permit further processing either
site

or

at

the Universities.

On site data

analysis was effected by means of
based transient

a

microcomputer

capture system with a memory size

samples

of 16 k

per

D.C.

HOLLAND

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

All transducer signals were recorded on FM
on

AND

channel.

The software for

To date no detailed analysis of results has taken
place, but Fig. 10 illustrates dynamic load
changes in a research bolt positioned 1.9 metres

from the

tunnel

face.

76 milli-seconds

permitted Fast Fourier Transform
analysis of stored waveforms or the display of
power spectra.
A link was also devised between

burn cut" blast pattern.

site computer and the more comprehensive
facilities at the Universities using modems, the

increase and

the system

the

on

telephone line and the inter-University network
(JANET)
.

of

activity is displayed which represents prestress
fluctuations due to a single delay in the "fanned
dynamic
for

the

response of
full blast.

The duration of the
the rock bolt was 7 seconds
In Fig. 10 the maximum

decrease

in load

are

13Z and 8Z

respectively, of the initial lock-off load, and
although not shown on the graph, the residual
service load in the bolt was unchanged from its

13V. INCREASE

z
~
«

'

'

"

»o*[

'-'L.

a
<

o

BV. DECREASE
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FIG.
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LOAD

FLUCTUATION WITH TIME FOR A SINGLE DELAY

TIME ImS!

FIG.

11.

ACCELERATION PLOT FOR A

SINGLE DELAY
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«
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SPRAYED CONCRETE

FOR UNDERGROUND

SUPPORT

Professor G.S. Littlejohn
Department of Civil Engineering
University of Bradford
England.

INTRODUCTION

1.

j

Sprayed concrete is essentially a mixture of cement,
aggregate and water, which is projected at high velocity!
from a nozzle into place to produce a dense mass.
The
original "Cement-Gun" pneumatic placing machine was
invented in America by Carl Akeley in 1907 and George
Rice, chief engineer of the Pittsburg Bureau Mines is
credited with the first practical underground applica¬
tion of sprayed concrete at the Brucetown experimental
mine in

j

have evolved throughout the world,

following definitions, published by the Concrete
Society in 1979, are recommended for modern practice:
the

"Gunite" is

term

a

used

maximum aggregate size

for sprayed concrete where the
is less than 10 mm.

"Shotcrete" is used where the maximum aggregate size is
10

1914.

or

mm

more.

"Dry Process" is

mixture of cement and aggregate weigh
thoroughly mixed "dry" and fed into
purpose-made machine wherein the mixture is pressurised
metered into a dry air stream and conveyed through a
pipeline to a nozzle before which water as a spray is
introduced to hydrate the mix which is projected without
interruption into place.

of commercial success (ACI, 1966;

Kith over 70 years

ACI,

J| Although
2. DEFINITIONS
many terms

or

1976), sprayed concrete is an established

engineering expedient which can be indispensable in
deep excavations, tunnels, shafts, caverns and mines as
a temporary or permanent
support and lining (Fig. 1).

a
volume batched,

"Wet Process" is

a

mixture

of

cement

batched and mixed with water at

site

and aggregate weigh
or in mixer trucks

prior to being conveyed through a pipeline to a nozzle
is injected and the mix projected without
interruption into place.

where air

"Flash Coat" is
as

thin

a

a term used for sprayed concrete applied
layer to protect or prime the surface.

"Layer" is

a term used for a discrete thickness of
sprayed concrete built up from a number of passes of
the nozzle and allowed

"Rebound" is
r

1

;

to

set.

used for all material

having passed
through the nozzle which does not conform to the defini
tion of sprayed concrete.
I

V

'•t

a

term

ROCK SUPPORT

3.

underground excavations the need for sprayed concrete
usually in association with other forms of support such
as rock bolts,
is often assessed initially using empi¬
rical methods (LINDER, 1963; DEERE et al, 1969) or
{classification schemes (BARTON et al, 1974; BIENIAWSKI,
.1974; HOEK & BROWN, 1981).
;In

&

1

k

1
•

i

•As

an

example, CECIL (1970) proposed the empirical rela-

j tionship between Rock Quality Designation (RQD) and
support

requirements in Table 1, based on 100 case

in Swedish tunnels.
Fig. 2 shows support
requirements related to a rock classification.
studies

FIG.
For

tunnel lining.

j

underground works in rock, sprayed concrete
principal functions:

normally]

1.

Shotcreting

a

serves two

(i)

j
and j

for massive blocks
covers

and to

sprayed concrete penetrates
joints to encourage composite block action
prevent seepage or leaching out of joint

]

(U)

in the

concrete

as

surface

steel

ribs

or

rock bolts,

and

j
j
®arly loosening and disin tegration of excavated surfaces;
y
providing sufficient shear resistance to the crown
the excavation.

vantage of sprayed
egral part of
rough difficult

The main economy

concrete is that
the excavation cycle
or

and

it becomes an
when progressing
unstable ground formations.

j
]
S

.J

steel mesh and multiple
layers, up to 200 mm total thickness)

Maximum (rock bolts,

*RQD = % core recovered with core pieces greater

j

degradation.

none)

Intermediate (rock bolts and one shotcrete
layer, 50-75 mm thick)

100

Thus the main
advantage of sprayed concrete for under8round support is its
unique capability to prevent

arch and wall of

Minimum (rock bolts or

shotcrete

of

elements such
prevents

60-90%

<60%

heavily fractured zones, sprayed
!
forms a layer spanning between reinforcing^

case

>90%

;

infilling, and

Support

RQD*

than

mm

TABLE 1.

Support requirements related to RQD.

Generally speaking, there are no widely accepted
criteria for quantifying the optimum area or thickness
of sprayed concrete or the amount of any additional
reinforcement which may be required.
Rock classifica¬
tion systems are often highly subjective and leave a
wide margin for personal engineering judgement (CECIL,
1970).
Equally, it is dangerous to extrapolate empiri¬
cal rules, which are based on local experience with
limited geological conditions.
U.

I

Rock reinforcement with shotcrete
(after Linder, 1963)

2.

FIG.

1(A) No reinforcement required.

_

_

(B) 2-3 cm shotcrete; or rock bolts on 1-1.5 m spacing
with wire net, occasionally reinforcement needed
only in arch.
cm shotcrete; or rock bolts on 1-1.5 m spacing
with wire net, occasionally reinforcement needed

(C) 3-5

only in arch.
(D) 5-7

cm

0.7-1

(E) 7-15

m

shotcrete with wire net; or rock bolts on
spacing with wire net and 3 cm shotcrete.

shotcrete with wire net, rock bolts on 0.5spacing with 3-5 cm shotcrete sometimes
suitable; or steel arches with lagging.
1.2

cm

m

(F) 15-20

FIG.

cm

and

strutted

steel

arches with

up in layers.
fied for rock areas that

lagging.

that

extent

to

mm

5.0

mm

mm

to

such

using wire diameters of 2.5

common.

used to accommodate

due

to

On occasions
thick

mm

double meshes

layers of sprayed concrete

creep with the rock, and deformations of several cm have
sen recorded
over periods of months without visible
cracks or loss of
strength in the lining, e.g. the
anadian National
Railways Tunnel in Vancouver.

variety of support systems in terms oi
displacement in a 3.3 m diameter experimental
a

site

a

combination of un-

Jensioned
fully bonded resin rock bolts (1.8 m
centres) and reinforced sprayed concrete
m

•

m x

3.2

mm

diameter steel mesh)

stable solution.
^°t

mm x

provided the most

economy combined with early safe support the

ant* strengthening

to i

of

long at
(50

he

0*>t*m''-sec*
rock and

Orations.

Equipment

the

{

.

this

DRY PROCESS

each

j

and

\

At

range

of displace¬

crown

in all

the bottom chamber

in which

high air

pockets of material round in its spokes until
\
pocket comes opposite the outlet. At this point, !
pocket is picked up by a high pressure air stream
is carried into and along the delivery hose.
The ;

moves

to
are

following mapping of the rock
^^continuities. Early support is desirable to minimise
jinitial rock convergence since it is inherently more
»
jdifficult to stabilise the opening once rock movements :
are under
way.
In this regard, sprayed concrete can

tunnel in mudstone.

above

1 pressure is maintained.
The material in the bottom
chamber falls around the rotating feed wheel which

machines

Where required,
sprayed concrete is ideally applied, at j
feast as a flash coat,
immediately after a local excava-t
,tion or face advance and

r°°f

4.

4.1

material into

}

an

overbreak.

3 compares

m

The feed wheel type is a double chamber machine ir
which the top chamber acts as an air lock to feed the

spalling is probable, and mesh sizes of

200

are

fractured

rock 0.3

(a)

Mesh reinforcement is speci¬
are

of

supporting systems (after Ward et al, 1976)

Precedent practice in underground support indicates
typical sprayed concrete thicknesses of 50 to 150 mm,
vith up to 250 mm for ribs, the greater thicknesses

ibeing built

Typical displacements and
ments

quent shotcrete.

(G) shotcrete

'50

3.

shotcrete with wire net and steel arches;
strutted steel arches with lagging and subse¬

or

rates of the concrete need

relation to any dilating properties
the

timing and positions of construction

are

robust

in

construction and

expensive to maintain.

generally not

Outputs range from 0.3 to 3 m3/;

hour.

(b)

(Fig. 4) consists of a
j
cylindrical chambers set between two perfectly
;plain and parallel plates.
As the barrel revolves,
j
each chamber In turn becomes charged with material
\
I falling in from above; the chamber is sealed by passing
| into a blanked off area, and is then discharged by
|coming under air pressure from above which forces the
J material into the outlet where a further air supply
The rotating barrel type

'number of

•

blasts the material
a

into

the hose.

The machines have

higher output and

than

the double

can cope with larger aggregates
chamber type.
However, frequent

replacement of plate wearing surfaces can be expensive.
Outputs generally range from 1 to 5 m3/hour.

limited

2%

to

occasionally.

Aggregate:cement proportions by weight can vary from
down to 2, but 3.5 is most common
and, combined with
water:cement ratio of 0.45, gives
average crushing
strengths of 10, 15 and 30 N/mm2 at 3, 7 and 28 days

respectively.

Table

3 lists typical 28 day
physical properties for
3.5:1 sand:cement gunite shot onto a
vertical face
iunder production conditions.

I

{

Property

I

Value

'

compressive strength

!tensile

24-58

strength

1.9-3.6 N/mm2

4.9-7.3 N/mm2

•jflexural strength
;elastic modulus

25-33

]drying

10~6 m/m
10"6 m/m°C
(11.5-13.4) 10~6 m/m°C

shrinkage

(6.3-11.8)

'contraction coefficient
i

water'absorption
water

j
FIG. A.

100 lN/m2

3-22

Sieve Size

Percentage Passing
(by weight)

(mm)
9.5

95-100

2.4

80-100

1.2

50-85
25-60

0.6
0.3

cult

to control since fluctuations in flow rate occur
frequency of 5 per second and the nozzle operator
^an only cater for average flow conditions with his

jat

Recommended grading limits for gunite and
fine aggregate in shotcrete.

For coarse
aggregate

a

{water control valve.
However, the addition of water
|5 metres back from the nozzle assists in producing a
'good homogeneous mix.

10-30
2-10

0.15

shotcrete, Fig. 5 shows grading

limits typically specified in
Sweden,
rounded aggregates are
preferred.

and natural well

B.S. sieve sizes

3
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can

^

f/.//

y

-//

r,

80

70

\
\

60

50

i

Aliva

o

so

.

recom ■nen dation

<0

>

30

'

•

20

"^Swedi h

co de

j

of p ractic

10

20

26
Fine

Coarse

J

Medium

|

60

Coarse

Gravel

Typical grading

curves

fo|

process the ideal aggregate moisture content
we*ght, and the grading is normally restric-

and

£

o

^

.

600

Medium

to 5 mm down in feed wheel equipment.
result in great drying shrinkage
!Icoa^serSanc*s
sands will
ate

s
u

Sand

FIG.

^

y

fcjr it otcrete

200
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o
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production gunite.

;ratio.
The influence of sand:cement ratio on strength
fis shown in Table 4.
Water:cement ratio is more diffi¬

100

4.8

Mg/m3

are due primarily to
jstratification within the gunite and local variations
jin the sand:cement and water:cement ratios. Given
{correct batching of materials, the longer the mixing
jtime the smaller will be the variation in sand:cement

gunite, Table 2 indicates the sand
grading commonly recommended in North America.

jisVfT

mm

2.0-2.2

JThe variable compressive strengths

For fine aggregate

|

(by wt. of dry material)

j TABLE 3. Typical properties of

Mix Design

TABLE 2.

5-9Z

penetration at

:density

Operating principle of rotating barrel machine

kN/mm2

(290-570)

.expansion coefficient

4.2

N/mm2

while

give more rebound.
As dust coats tht
inhibit bond, fines below 0.1 mm are

shotcfete

(after Waller, 1980).

Sand'.Cement
Ratio

Average
Compressive
Strength

Average

and

80% of

Tensile

and

rebound

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)

3.25
3.50
3.75

I
I

The

'TABLE A.

Strength

42

2.9

37

2.5

33

1.9

influence of sand:cement ratio

from the

'5.

I

exceeds

reduced

0.6

mm.

Dust

emission

by adding the water at high

Equipment

i

jModern positive displacement piston

pumps have been
'developed for sprayed concrete since the 1950s along
with pure pneumatic feed guns.'
Piston pump machines
require the premixed wet concrete to be more plastic
.than the pneumatic feed type guns, and with the higher
water:cement ratios, accelerators are necessary for
'successful concrete plcement on vertical and overhead
work.
As a consequence, the rotating roller squeez;<rete pump (Fig. 7) was developed in 1965 to enable low'
slump (<50 mm) shotcrete to be conveyed into place.
!

strength.

Practical Procedures

;4.3

be

WET PROCESS

5.1

28 day

on

material

can

(up to 1500 kN/m2) some 3 to 5 metres back
nozzle, or by the use of accelerators (see 6).

pressure
,

the

possible, except when enclosing major reinmm diameter), the nozzle should
to the surface at a distance of
'0.8 to 1.2 m. When enclosing steel, the nozzle should
|be held so as to direct the material around the rein¬
forcement. For high quality structural work a nozzle
'operator's helper equipped with an air jet should blow
lout all rebound which may have lodged on the gunite or j
I reinforcement.
j
Whenever

Iforcing steel (up to 25
!be held at right angles

MATERIAL HOSE

ROTATING ROLLERS

efficient spraying Table 5 indicates typical air
requirements for hose lengths of 50 metres with the
nozzle not more than 7 metres above the delivery equip¬
For

Operating pressures are generally increases
metres (horizontally
metres (vertically).
Air pressures should be

(gun).

ment

kN/m2 for each additional 15

by 35
or

7.5

during spraying and water pressure at the
normally 100 to 150 kN/m2 above line air

held constant
nozzle is

pressure.
Hose

Nozzle

Air Flow

Diameter

Diameter

(m3/min)

(mm)

(mm)

(kN/m2)

7

25

19

275

10

38

32

380

21

50

44

590

Note:

Gun
Pressure

7.

FIG.

Operating principle of squeez-crete
Littlejohn, 1980).

Compressed air should be dry.
50

For

TABLE 5.

Typical air requirements for gunite.

radius less than 1 metre.
The effect of air pressure on
gunite performance is shown in Fig. 6.

45

h -40
u

a

hand held nozzle,

(aftei

outputs

range from 5 to 10 m3/hour although at the higher rate
:he nozzle operator needs to be spelled during the shift

Gunite mixes

can be transported up to 200 metres hori¬
zontally but for longer distances segregation of the
"dry" materials can occur prior to hydration at the
nozzle.
Gunite can also be shot at a height of 100
metres above the gun
using 21 m3/min at 690 kN/m2.
A
minimum hose length of 20-25 metres is required to allow
the materials to accelerate to the nozzle
velocity, and j
there should be as few bends as possible with no bend
\

diameter line and

mm

pump

a

75

mm

rates

up

to 15

For

5.2

line and

mechanically held 75
can be attained.

mm

nozzle,

m3/hour

\

Mix Design

Concrete mixes

for shotcreting have

similar physical
:
properties to standard mixes but tend to be richer in
j
cement and are often designed for high early strength.
Since the mixes are normally pumped through 50 mm lines,,
mix designs contain more sand, usually 55 to 65% of the
total aggregates by weight.
Tables

2 and 6 show the typical gradings for fine and

coarse

aggregates,

| 35
r

Sieve

// / Particle

1 25

/py

>

2 20
0

1

z

25

i

I
E

sJr

Comp

'strength

15

®

-

3

.

2200
21°°

5
cr

10

Density
5

c

_

Air pressure at

02

spraying machine

-8

19

100

j 12.5

100

1900

1SOO

03

|

a.S

i

2.4

10-30
0-10

1.2

0-5

'ABLE

100

6.

I

Recommended

90-100

90-100

85-100

9>5

II

>■

-

01

2000

—

-

0

a

.J

Percentage Passing
(by weight)

(mm)

•

E

•'f fy? velocity

30

Size

i

j

respectively.

e

coarse

40-70

20-55

0-15

0-10

0-5

0-5

aggregate grading limits

for shotcrete.

Generally speaking, washed natural sands are preferred.
fine sand (% passing 0.3 mm) together with the
cement and water, provides the lubricant between the
iistribution lines and the mix during pumping.
Optimum
mixes contain fine components comprising from 15 to 30%
that pass the 0.3 mm sieve and 5 to 10% that pass the
0.15 mm sieve.
Coarse aggregates comprise either

(MN.m2)

The very

IG. 6.

Effect of air pressure on

particle velocity,
density and strength of gunite (after Ward &
Hills, 1977).

he amount of
rebound varies with

position of spraying,
pressure, cement content, maximum size and grading
aggregate and layer thickness.
Typical vlaues are
2 for floors
and shallow slopes, 15-30% for steep

,

j

°Pes and vertical faces, and 20-50% for overhead work.{
pitially, the 1 rebound is large but it reduces after aj
f° c ^ayer has been built up. Rebound is much leaner an«
[°arser tHan the original mix e.g. 3.5% cement by weight J
l

gravels or crushed stone.

j

j
■

pie amount of water is selected on the basis of slump or.
Specified strength.
For general support a slump of 75
I
to

100

ijo

accelerator is permitted.

175

mm

mm

is practical,

because

at

but

may

be reduced to 50

mm

where

The upper range is 150 to

higher values the mix loses cohesion

<
;

In

computing the effective pumping distance vertical
lengths take twice the pressure of equivalent horizon¬
tal lengths.
In practice, the maximum effective line
distances for wet process shotcreting are 100 and 200
metres for 50 and 75 ram diameter lines,
respectively,
using 150 mm slump concrete.

aggregate tends to settle out leading to
line blockages.
Table 7 includes some typical water
contents tor specified maximum aggregate sizes to give
a 75 to 100 mm slump.
An increase or decrease of 5
litres per cubic metre of concrete will increase or
decrease the tabulated slump by about 25 mm.
and coarse

Water

Maximum

Quantity

(litres/m3)
227

9.5

218

12.5

209

19

For

Size

of Aggregate

production spraying the nozzle is positioned 0.6 ml
to 1.5 m from the surface, although larger distances
| are feasible. For vertical surfaces it is normal to
| commence work at the bottom to avoid trapping rebound.

(mm)

j

TABLE 7.

Required mixing water per cubic metre of
concrete (including moisture in aggregate).

•

;

'

regard to strength it is always advisable to allow J
•a15 to 20% margin of safety above the actual specified
'strength to compensate for any variations during pro¬
duction. Table 8 suggests water:cement ratios for
ivarious 28 day compressive strengths based on field
i
In

:

experience using ordinary Portland cement and damp
curing conditions.

underground work however, depressions in the rock
any particular area are generally filled
j first. No sprayed concrete should be sprayed on any

joverhanging surface, other than by remotely controlled
'.nozzles, until the surface has been inspected and

j declared safe.
.With accelerated mixes, layer thicknesses up to 300 mm
can be
sprayed, but without an accelerator 50 mm is a

^practical limit.

-.

In

1

Water:Cement

35

0.48

28

nil, 5% and 10% rebound has been monitored for
horizontal, vertical and overhead surfaces, respec¬

0.57

tively.

Ratio

21

0.68

14

0.82

general, rebound is minimal and with accelerated

mixes

28

day
Compressive
Strength (N/mm2)

I

In

.

| surface in

\In order to reinforce the

extreme

end of

a

previously

applied shotcrete lining, and to avoid damage resulting
jfrom the proximity of blasting operations, it is
I

advisable

600

to

overlap successive applications by about

mm.

Suggested water:cement ratios for shotcrete.

6.

strength after 7 days of curing is generally equal
to two thirds of the 28 day strength.
The usual range
of cement content is 280 to 450 kg/m3 depending on
strength and other requirements such as shrinkage.
Below 280 kg/m3 the lack of cement/water paste affects
lubrication whilst above 450 kg/m3 cost and shrinkage
are important considerations.

In

work it is often necessary to attain
strength as soon as possible.
This is
Jnormally achieved by the use of accelerators in either

5.3

jFor wet process shotcrete in general the following
'setting times and strengths have been specified using

TABLE 8.
The

Practical Procedures.

The performance of

the concrete pump is largely deter¬
by the concrete pipeline system, taken in con¬
junction with the pump's output capacity and maximum
mined

discharge

pressure.
Based on the results of field
experience Fig. 8 relates pumping rate to line pressure,'
line diameter, line distance and slump.
Thus for
*
example, a line pressure of 14 bars (1400 kN/m2), a
100 mm slump and a
pumping distance of 91 metres,

permits a maximum pumping rate
15 mm diameter line.
Since

of 15 m3/hour with a
8 is based on pumpable
bix
designs using gravel aggregate, line pressures are
increased by 12%, for crushed stone mixes.
Fig.

ACCELERATORS

rock support

concrete

jliquid

or

powder form.

'Station in Wales

shows

{accelerator
in varying
'on

Fig. 9 from the Dinorwic Power

the effects

of

jl to 3% Sigunite by weight of cement.

|Initial set of cement/admixture paste
;Final set of cement/admixture paste
^Compressive strength of concrete at:
i
8 hours = 4 N/mm2
7 days
24 hours = 10 N/mm2
28 days
Initial sets of

30 to

200 seconds

can

3 minute set avoids too rapid a heat

pumping

DlSTANCEf rn)

8.

types of

strength development for dry process shotcrete.

pumping

FIG.

two

proportions by weight of cement

Empirical estimation of concrete pump

performance^

=

3 min

=

12 min

=

22 N/mm2
35 N/mm2

=

be attained but

generation.

s

E
E

9
7

Age
FIG.

Comparison of early strength development■using different accelerator concentrations
(after Waller, 1980).

9.

advantages and disadvantages to the
Advantages include high early
strength, reduction in rebound, ability to stem
moderate water flows by flash set and an ability to
build up thick layers quickly.
Disadvantages include
lower long term strength, highly caustic nature, diffi¬
culty in removing rebound material and limited data on
long-term durability.
In this regard, only the first
primary lining requires accelerators in underground
There are several
use

phe preparation of test panels and coring represent

of these admixtures.

quency are

7.

can be tested by hand hammer, a hollow
response indicating a possible lack of bond or other
defect.
The compressive strength of the sprayed
:oncrete can be assessed by the Schmidt hammer, cali¬
brated by reference readings taken on sprayed concrete
/here cores for strength assessment have also been
obtained.
At least ten readings should be used for
jach strength assignment.

SURFACE PREPARATION

should be cleaned of

loose material,

mud and other

foreign matter which might prevent bond
of the sprayed concrete onto the rock surface.
After
washing down, surfaces should be damp but exhibiting no
free water prior to the application of sprayed concrete
Where flow of water could interfere with the applica¬
tion of sprayed concrete or cause leaching of cement,
the

water

membranes

lore

a

should be
to

and cement certificates.

some

led by pipes, gutters, or permeable'
point where it may be plugged off or ;
after the application of sprayed

j

concrete.

j8- QUALITY

CONTROLS

contract plywood moulds (thickness i 20 mm)
unreinforced test panels 750 mm x 750 mm x 100 mm

|thick should be rigidly fixed
pork
in positions and numbers
(Concrete

alongside the production

judged appropriate

Society, 1979). The moulds should be sprayed
working conditions.

and cured under

diameter

.right angles

j

8 hours

should be cut from test panels at
plane of the panel approximately

cores

to the

after the panel has been sprayed.

pPanel.
ould

not be taken within 125

jested

at

These

Cores
of the edges of the

mm

permit the crushing strength to be
3, 7 and 28 days, by which time a minimum
cores

^strength of 20 N/mm2 should have developed.
p°r 100 mm cores insitu, the concrete must be
|c ent thickness

to allow

i^atio (1.0-2.0).

!awe®kly basis,
concrete

material quantities

Lighting also influences quality and a minimum lighting
intensity of 50 lux should be maintained in the spraying1
area.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

provides convincing evidence of
many successful applications of sprayed concrete for
underground support over the past 70 years.
Technical literature

j
i

?
j

technique is flexible in that the area and thickness
of the sprayed concrete can be adjusted quickly on site
and used in conjunction with a variety of other support
systems to meet the demands of varying ground conditions
and excavation geometries.
The

poring
the
for

mm

on the penetration of
probe driven into the hardened concrete (KOPF et
1, 1978).
steel

In addition to

j

Porous surfaces should be kept damp for several hours
before concrete spraying.
In practice the nozzle
operator usually scours clean the area ahead of the
application with an air-water jet, then the water is
j
shut off and all free water is blown
away by compressed *
.•air,

100

recently the Windsor Probe System has been intro¬

duced for strength testing based

performance testing, full records of all ;
supplied and used should be main¬
tained, including aggregate gradings, moisture contents ;

transported away,

•

advantageous.

jboundness

support.

The rock surface

a

jtime consuming and costly procedure however, and simple
jLnsitu tests which can be carried out at a high fre¬

an

of suffi-

acceptable height: diameter

Tests of this type may be specified
or for high production works every
placed.

jWhen required 25 mm diameter
determine concrete thickness

cores

and

can

be

taken to

quality of the

To achieve
necessary

satisfactory results skilled operators are
and the work requires to be well planned and

properly supervised.
variety of techniques are available, specifica¬
should be designed so that
defined, leaving the greatest
possible degree of freedom to the contractor to use his i
experience and expertise to achieve the desired finished!
concrete for the project.
j
Since

a

for sprayed concrete
the end product is clearly
tions
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I

INTRODUCTION

j

2.

j

"Rock

DEFINITIONS

Urly reports of anchoring hara into rock to secure a
roof date froa 1918 in the Mir mine of Upper Silesia in j
folisd, and bp 1926 faces of an inclined shaft in shales
it Ctechosiovakia vere secured against caving by
kirt Installed in a fan pattern.
Over the past 70 years'
silUons of anchorages have been Installed in most
classes of rock to stabilise and facilitate the eonstruction of deep excavations, tunnels, shafts, caverns

installation that la capable of
tensile, load to load bearing
consists basically of an anchor
head, free anchor length and fixed anchor.

ud sines.

"Rock Dowel" is a

groutedf

lock reinforcement

Anchorage" is

an applied
The installation

"Rock Bolt" is
sloned

a specific
form of rock anchorage tenduring Installation, where a steel bar is fixed

in rock.

anchorage where

by anchorages strengthens the rock

span

of discontinuities within the rock

surrounding the excavation.

specific for* of untensloned rock
steel bar is fixed in rock.

(Fig. 2).

integrity of the excavated surface, possesses sufficient
flexibility to allow for the redistribution of stresses |
■round the excavation, and has enough stiffness to mini
ust

a

All three types of anchorage may be required in a rein¬
forcement pattern for highly fractured rock above a wide

surrounding an excavation by preventing the detach
tent of loose blocks, by increasing the shear resistance
of discontinuities, and by enhancing the interlocking
citure of individual blocks.
This results in a rein¬
forced rone within the rock mass which maintains the
uit

tiro the dilation

an

transmitting

rock.

Tmurj
rrt»f'w.r»T«rfU
10 HuMir

\

I

of localised reinforcement to over-!
spilling, grouted or mechanical rock bolts and
j
dowels ire a traditional solution e.g. Seelisberg tunnel
ft Switzerland.
The use of rock bolts in the People's !
iiputlic of China has been described by Liu and Huang, ;
•?82. In difficult rock conditions, long post-ter.sloned
■tthcriges may be required e.g. the 11 km Arlberg tunnel
ft the Austrian
Alps where tendons up to 12 a were used."
It the specific case

coco

sAill'
vt/rC bUx.k>

usr

uirltct

ISmin
rock boht )
irniohrt to

'Sir- ton(
ISOkN

"t

I
larger scale, high capacity rock anchorages may be
—ployed to provide or improve the overall stability of
t't'tms e.g. Roncovalgrande, Italy, El Toro, Chile,
f'ldeck, Vest Germany (Fig. 1), Drakensburg, South

ftica

act

Dincrvic, Vales.

Atchoriges may be used as the sole means of providing
"i.iaity or they may be used in conjunction with contr't«
linings or steel arches.

j
1

J
;

!

Primary, secondary and tertiary reinforcement
(after Douglas et al, 1979).

FIG.

2.

3.

ROCK SUPPORT

Instability of an underground excavation may be related
to the following:
(I)

movement
action
and

(II)

of blocks or wedges of rock under the

of external forces,

pressure

movement
action

of

of blocks
in

particularly gravity

due to water;
or

wedges of rock under the

situ stresses;

(III) failure of intact rock due to overstressing;
I (iv)

or chemical degradation of rock
exposed to atmospheric condition?.

deterioration
material

j In general, in situ (pre-excavation) stress levels
I increase with

FlC. i.

depth below ground surface. Thus, at
shallow depths, stability of an underground opening is
:generally controlled by the three-dimensional geometry
i of the excavation and by the properties of the rock
'structure.
At greater depths, the stability ci the
'excavation is controlled by the limitation of stress
'induced failures of the Intact rock or block movement

|
Self supporting cavern 106 m long, 5(g,m deep
*nd 33.5 a wide using 761 permanent rock
•nchorages installed to lengths of 20 to 28 m
•r.d pest-tensioned to working leads of 910 to
3300 EN, at Valdeck 21 Pumped Storage Scheme
In Vest
Germany.

j along pre-existing discontinuities.

2

yU*e»foebt o'f^VtaViTfty should Ft""fcase3

on

detTilTH

gtot«chnic«l investigation of the rock structure using

;

]

jAnchorages sfTou!d be selected

:

Rencountered (Hoek and Brovn, 1981; US Army Corps of
i Engineers, 1980).
The range of application is

ittreogrsphic projection or other graphical »ethods
(Hoek I Brovn, 1981) in conjunction vith the determina-'
tion of stresa conditions relative to rock mass
!
ftreogth using elastic and elasto-plastlc stress
j
analysi* methods.
•

tnchorages in maintaining

conditions

summarized in Table 1.
Rock dowels
Use:

(a)

Typical nodes of failure are indicated in Fig. 3
together vith an indication of the function of rock
'

to suit the

to ensure

stability of
surface;

excavated

(b)

stability.

to reinforce

rock

areas very near to

be

to

removed

at

a

the

later

stage;

(c) for general support vhen installed very close
to an advancing face, vhen tension is
developed after installation;

(d) for pre-reinforceaent prior
Rock

to an excavation.

suitable for all types.

In veak rocks sufficient
length should be alloved to develop the tensile
strength of the dovel.

Suspension of individual blocks

'Rock holts
Use:

for

Rock:

(*) bole, vith mechanical fixed anchor*

general support in all types of underground
opening;
suitable for

!

Inrcas'.ng the resistance

to

Is hard

arc

rock.* only;

(b) bolts vith grouted fixed anchor* may be uaed
in *11 rock type,.
In aoft rocks, or where
clsy infilling has a tendency to lln* the
drillholes, there say be insufficient
anchorage capacity available for resingrouted fixed anchors.

sliding
I

of individual blocks

use

Maximum support

?Rock

300

pressure

U;/b!.

anchorages

-Use:

for

reinforcecent

of

high

large openings which require
and long length of reir.-

support pressures
forcenent.

generally used in combination vith holts, dovels
or sprayed concrete.
!Rock:

suitable

for all rock types but

exercised
'

a

care should be
,
combination of lov RQD~,

or crushed rock, smooth sllckenjoints, high water inflows, high
in situ stresses, svelling or squeezing rock.

j

building, generally in

rocks vith

heavily JoiDted
sided

Bear,

in

filled

or

In veak rocks,

lar.ir.aied rock.

may

anchorages appropriate to soils
be required.

Minimum support pressure:
Maximum support pressure:
QUOTES:

1.

Support pressure

200 kh'/ns
600 kK/ms

support pressure available
time of installation

at

RQD

-

Rock Quality Designation,
recovered vith
100

I

TA8LE 1.

Use

of

core

i.e. 2 core
pieces greater than

mm.

anchorage reinforcement in rock

(after ES.8081).

(Initial dilation of discontinuities following excavation

lead quite rapidly to loss of integrity of the mass,
intact blocks progressively slide and rotate relaltlve to adjacent blocks. Reinforcement should bt
(installed, therefore, as soon as possible after excava¬
pay

Prevention of buckling failure
of slab

or

land

rock block columns

tion.
'An

important distinction should also he made betveen
unbonded reinforcement (Fig. 4).
An
'anchorage can either be bonded to the surrounding rock
over its full length or decoupled over the free snchor
length.
A fully bonded anchorage, which is that
normally used, provides restraint along the full free
'length, thus minimising the dilation of joints and pro¬
viding the greatest potential for achieving the desirec
(Combination of flexibility and stiffness.
A decoupled
bonded and

3.

Theoretical mechanisms of rock reinforcement
tafter CIRIA, 1983).

••he selection of

•

anchorages in a given situation is
.
experience and judgement.
Compari- j
*on vith
previous experience, together vith considera- •
t.cr.s cf classification schemes and
empirical guidelines
can
provide useful assistance.
(Hoek and Brovn, 1981; I
r*on »t al.
1974.; Farmer and Shelton, 1980).

li'gely

a

matter

of

(free length is generally only used in

cases

where

anchorages are to be restressed during service where
substantial post tensioning movement is expected or
where

s

substantial

amount

of

localised

movement

is

(which may ovcrttret, the anchorage. In
I
practice fully bondtd bolt, ere preferred to
j
expenfIon bolte which ere ueeful mainly ee locel eafety

rock.

Coder such

base the

cvrjeot

4.2

Rock/Grout

etiiurel.

conditions

design directly

it

be

cay

to

necessary

proving teat results.

on

Interface

'For weak rocks where the unconfined compreesive

^strength is less than 7 K/ma2, shear testa

ttUHMI* **» n
Im krnf ib e

'

►»»

**#«*

on represen¬

tative samples should be carried out.
In such cases,
,the ultimate akin friction proposed for design should
Snot exceed the minimum abear strength.
For strong
frocks
where
there
la an absence of abear strength data
tor field
pull-out testa, the ultimate akin friction may

A

MW

ibt taken

as 101 of
tht unconfined compressive strength
rock up to a msTliim value t
of 4.0 K/»m2.
The maximum value of l
should doY exceed 4.0 K/mm2

of

Unbonded icinfoiccmcni

the

ifor

rock, assuming that the design unconfined

any

jpreisive
Ithan 40

com-

strength of the grout la equal to

or greater
K/xat2. Increasing grout strength beyond
ko R/mai2 will not lead to a significant increase in

|on£ kmfth

frock/grout bond.

¥

For

guidance, Littlejohn and Bruce, 1977, and Barley,
1988 provide rock-grout bond (akin friction) values
jthat have been recommended for design or used in
■

loci liiUiio* • A

jpractice.
)4.3

Bonded reinforcement

Grout/Tendon Interface

^Bearing

in mind the compressive strength (30 K/mms)
required for cement based grouts prior to stressing,
the ultimate bond assumed

bond
HC.

4.

length should

Comparison of reinforcement systems
(after CXR1A, 1983).
be tensioned when it is installed or
introduced by rock movements following

tension may be
■installation.

close to

If

elements

2.0
3.0

installed and grouted

are

iThe above values may be

advancing face, there

may be no need
load is induced by
subsequent rock deformation. However, if it is not
possible to ensure that installation and grouting are

very

to tension

carried

an

the

out

reinforcement,

sovesent, useful
tensioned at the

prevent

applied to single unit tendons

can mobilise mechanical interlock or the
of the grout, the minimum spacing does
;not epply.
For resinous grouts ultimate bond values
(should be obtained from site proving tests in the
Ishear strength

only if

'absence of relevant documented
4.

ROCK ANCHORAGE

Fixed Anchor Design:Cement

Grouted Anchorages

Tf *
ult

is

the

m

i

occur

the ductile

as

is

the

ult

ultimate bond

L

is

the

^uetion (1)

,11)

is

of

diameter

on

the

or

skin

friction

J

I

at

/

I

(in c);

fixed anchor

acting
fixed

Kl)

by

to

ate

identical.

'Hi) Failure

cere

is

the

borehole and the

fixed

''

local

debondinp at the rock-grout
v

assumption of a uniformly distributed stress along
fixed anchor may require careful consideration in

'■-£

of

the

Prcximal

likely

end

of

the

1
ANCHOR CROSS SECTION
?mm DIAMETER

stress concentrations
fixed anchor in veak,

the
deformable

at

FIG.

5.

Strain distribution
anchor

anchor

Interface.
The

1

i

j
area

i

zone

of

a

along tendon in fixed
anchorage

2200 kK capacity

(after Muller, 1966).

For rock bolts,

(smooth borehole)

r.o

^

1

U NC WIRES

'

of

place by sliding at the rock-grout
or by shearing adja¬
cent to the
rock-grout interface in the weaker
nedium (rough borehole).
•

1

usit

a

takes

interface

1

the

over
anchor.

diameters

the

1
fe

uniformly distributed stress
the whole of the perimeter of the

The

to

J

/

J

VXXIj/ tiCXlj/

4K

following essumptions:

Transfer of the load from the fixed anchor
rock occurs

stress

1

length of fixed anchor (in m).

based

transfers

grout

z. e>

6

tendon

(Fig. 5). The subject demands
more study,
but since tendon density appears to be
influential, the cross sectional area of the steel
.tendon should not normally exceed 15Z of the borehole
area of parallel multi unit tendons and
20Z of the
jborehole area for single unit tendons e.g. bar.
cement

(1)

rock/grout interface (in kK/m2)

the

high capacity anchorages (>2000 kK) debonding may

brittle

and
simplicity of construction. For such rock
anchorages, designs are based on the assumption of
uniform bond distributi on (Littlejohn 4 Bruce, 1977).
Thus the pull-out capac ity of the fixed anchor
in
kK, is estimated from e quation (1):

i

data.

Tendon in Borehole
—

Tn

cost

i

Concentration of Steel

|

Vhilst there is a vide variety.of anchorage types In
rock, the straight shaf t trecie or packer grouted type
is the most popular in current
practice on the basis of

vhere:

test

DESIGN
)4.4

4.1

tendon

jtendons that

excessive rock

reinforcement can be achieved
time of installation.

the

jand to parallel multi-unit tendons where the clear
jspaclng is net less than 5 mm. For noded strands or

as

quickly enough to

over

K/«xx2 for clean plain wire or plain bar;
K/mm2 for clean crimped wire;
K/mn2 for clean strand or deformed bar;
K/mm2 for clean locally noded strands.

1.0
1.5

.Reinforcement may

be uniform

to

exceed

Dot

should be

the ratio of tendon area to borehole
accordance with manufacturer's recom¬

in

mendations.
the annular

space

i.5

r.zr.QT

In the

case of resin capsules for example,
between bar and borehole is critical
for efficient mixing.

Fixe

With the

z

Length

exception of rock bolts, the fixed anchor
length should not be less than 3m (2 o in rock if
working load < 200 kK).

itodar~certain conditions, It 1» recognised that much

Minimum

lengths than 3 m would suffice, even after the
,ppllc»tioo of a generoua factor of safety. However,
for « vtrX *hort fixed anchor, any audden drop in rock
quality along the fixed anchor length can induce a
;
leriout decrease in ultimate load holding opacity.
The fixed anchor length should not exceed 10 m.
(horter

or

grout/tendon
Temporary anchorages where
a

and
no

service

a

Tendon

Interface

load
factor

1.40

2.0

1.10

1.60

2.5

1.25

2.00

3.0*

1.50

than

failure
serious

con¬

and would not

life

of say up to

two years where,
the consequences

although
of failure
quite serious, there is
no danger to public safety
without adequate warning.
are

Permanent anchorages and

i

temporary anchorages where
corrosion risk

grouted using resin capsules, the bond
length has been estimated using the following empirical:

For rock bolts

1979).

or

is

the

high and/
of

consequences
failure are serious.

]

lMay need to be raised to 4.0 to limit creep in weak

2.5 P + 50

-

leas

Proof

endanger public safety.

Fixed Anchor Deslgn:Resin Bonded Rock Bolts

L

la

Temporary anchorages with

and blast.

(Daws,

life

six months

sequences

The working or ultimate loads are generally'
liven by the manufacturer; such values arc usually
>
keeed on the result of pull-out tests.
As the condi- I
tlom under which such tests are performed are not
'
normally available, the working load ahould be ascer- !
tilned on site from tests.
These should investigate, ,
In particular, the effect of changes in borehole orien-j
titlon with respect to natural features in the rock and;
the effect of vibrations, where excavation is by drill :

.relation

service

would have

rock bolts.

7

Anchorage category

t

provided for mechanically anchored I

deiign rules are

So

Rock/grout

Fixed Anchor DeslgorHechanically Anchored Hock Bolta

I,g

safety factor

rock.

(mm)

where L

•

bond length

F

■

working load of reinforcing element (kN).

The bond

Minimum value of

length should not be less than 400

Vhere limited

tests

1.

tests

recommended, especially in weak, deformable rocks |
(see 8).
This will confirm the adequacy of the adopted;

are

fixed anchor
'.8
In

lengths in the prevailing conditions.

Safety Factors

!

j

CORROSION' PROTECTION'

The

safety of people and property in the event of
•
anchorage failure should be balanced against cost of
•
providing protection.
Since unprotected steel tendons ;
vlll probably corrode in time, it is also necessary to !
of protection.

rate

of

corrosion merits

the

expense

there is

no

way of identifying corrosive circum¬
sufficient precision to predict corrosion

Consequently, for all permanent rock anchorages'
]

corrosion protection appropriate for the circumstances
should be provided (Table 3).
The design solution may

trout cover

•

TABLE

'

constitute a part of a double protect!"
"vs:e- because the
grout quality and integrity cannot

]

to

bond

the tendon to the

assured.

Furthermore, when tendons in cement grouts,
'tressed, cracks tend to occur at 30-100 cm inter- !
current

low capacity

safety factors recommended for

rock bolts

are employed solely as secondary reinforce¬
high capacity permanent anchorages installed
in low permeability rock, designers should Insist on at
least one physical barrlet to protect the tendon against
corrosion (single protection).
Nevertheless, satis¬
factory performance has been observed where an alkaline
environment is the only protection against corrosion
(PIP, 1986).

For

protection implies the supply of two barriers
purpose of the outer second barrier is to
protect the inner barrier against the possibility of
damage during tendon handling and placement.
The
second barrier therefore provides additional insurance.
the

Anchorage capacity

Class

of protection

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary with single protection

not

N,)s and with widths of 1 mm or more.
In
i-tactice simple grout cover is used where

u

Minimum

design of individual anchorages.

ment.

\

rock

£r*

2.

in

Grout injected in situ

*

face

;

non-aggressive rocks having a mass per"abillty less than 10
m/sec.
In general foy
corrosion resistance, the anchorage has to be protected!
overall as partial protection of the tendon may only
•
Induce more severe corrosion on the unprotected part,
j
Accordingly, protective systems usually aim to exclude (
«
moist gaseous atmosphere around the steel tendon by
totally enclosing it within an impervious covering or
'beath.
ces

safety factors applied to the rock/grout interare invariably higher compared with the tender,
values, the additional mangltude representing a
margin of uncertainty.
The

vhere

certain

range from double protection. Implying two physical
Carriers to corrosion, in permeable highly fractured
rocks in an aggressive environment, to simple cement

2.

safety factors for the rock/grout interface
generally lie between 2.0 and 3.0. However, it is
permissible to vary these, should full scale field
tests
(trial anchorage tests) provide sufficient
additional information to permit s reduction.
Minimum

Double

In

practice, corrosion rates vary enoraously according to anchorage and working mode, and
stances with
rates,

J

!

practice, the load safety factor of an
anchorage is the ratio of ultimate load-holding capa¬
city to the working load (T ).
The proof load factor
which providrs a measured margin of safety in the field
Is the ratio of proof load to the working load.
Table
2 indicates typical factors employed at present.
The
elnlmuo safety factors are applied to those anchorage
components known with the greatest degree of accuracy
1
and therefore
invariably relate to the steel tendon.

decide whether the

•

i

current

5-

be used if full scale field

Notes:

mm.

information is available proving

2.0 may

available.

are

Temporary with double protection
Permanent with

Permanent

single protection

Permanent with double protection
TABLE

3.

Proposed classes of protection for
ground anchorages (after FIP, 1986).

6.

CON" STRl'CT I OX

6.1

General

In anchorage

construction the importance of skilled
operatives cannot be over-emphasised, since quality of
workmanship greatly influences subsequent performance.
This workmanship factor also limits the ability to pjtdict.anchpragt.performance—accutare'ly solely on rhe

5

bull

{IT

(.2

(Batching of dry materials should be by veight and
fixing should be carried out mechanically aftar vhlch
(the grout should he pumped to Its final position as

of empirical rults and ground Investigation data.!
jgillty controls and record keeping are therefore
itrongly recommended during the construction stage.

I"-"11"*

j

Jsoon as practicable.

drilling procedure may be employed that can supply a
itible hole, but preferably the method should minimise
disturbance to the surrounding rock. Care should be
uken not to use high pressures vith any flushing media
Is order to minimise the risk of hydro-fracture.
In
this regard, an open return to the surface Is desirable
Ibi drilling or flushing method should not give rise to
it;

range 0.35 to 0.50. Crout injection should be
(performed In one continuous operation vith tb. aid of a
[positive dl.placement pump, care being taken to expel
[air from the pump and Use.
Injection pressure should
iprefersbly be limited to tvold distress In the aurroundllng rock end where high pressures are permitted that
,could cause hydrofracture, careful monitoring of grout

jPressure and quantity is recommended together vith

the drill hole.

isurveying of tbe rock face.

Role Geometry

4,3

Quality controls relited to batching and mixing should
Include initial fluidity and density, initial setting
time and bleed during the stiffening stage and cube
crushing strengths at 7, 14 and 28 days.

rock anchorages should be drilled to the diastttr, length, alignment and position shovn on the
drivings, but subject to tbe folloving permissible
deviations, unless otherwise specified.
loin for

♦

Entry point

75

STRESSING

mm

on requirements stressing
from torque vTeDchea to direct pull

Depending

equipment may range
hydraullcally
operated mono or multi unit jacks.
Where torque
vTenches or percussive torque wrenches are employed,

12.5"

Alignment
Deviation

1

Diameter

not

Length

designed length + 0.3 to 0.7

in 30

leas then designed diameter

the maximum load In the bar should not exceed 332 and
502 of tha characteristic strength respectively.

m

!0n completion

!hinder direct pull no tendon should be stressed beyond

ithe

Ifixed anchors,

.(.4

Water Testing

either 802 of the

of drilling rock, it is prudent to assess
likelihood of grout loss prior to tendon installa¬

tion.

Grout

■anchor

rone

loss

from around

the tendon in the fixed

of

is

G-5

Tendon

J

1

Prettressing

steel

vith national
is not

tendons

is normally supplied in accordance
A film of rust on the tendon

standards.

necessarily harmful and may improve bond, but
shoving signs of pitting should not be used.

Steel tendons

in

the

or with protective
dry conditions and be
suitably protected against mechanical damage or con¬
tamination.
For lifting, only fibre rope or webbing
:
slings should be used, and for long bars, cradles are
•ecocaended to prevent excessive bending.
Kinked or
<
s
arply bent steel should be rejected because load"tension characteristics may be adversely affected.

coating should

be

bare condition

stored

in

clean

tendons should be fabricated in a workshop or
n the
field under a covered area, using trained per,0Dnel.
^e prestressing steel should not be subjected
to

any metallic coating process, heat treatment or
ding, in multi-unit tendons, centralizers should
,r>sure a minimum
grout cover of 10 mm and where the
*Pplied tensile load is transferred by bond, the spacers'
Ve

ensure

a

minimum clear

spacing of 5

mm.

a|n on*
vlth local or general nodes that provide
anical interlock, occasional contact between
t

Unlt* is
permissible.

^e^*tely

For
tendon

(Details of all forces, extensions, seating and other
'losses observed during all stressing observations and
;tbe times at which the data were monitored should be

[recorded in an appropriate form for every anchorage.
18.

TESTING

16.1

General

I

—————

[There

are

if ollows:

three classes of tests for all anchorages as

j(a)

Proving tests;
j(b) on-site suitability tests;
!(c) On-site acceptance tests.
.Proving tests may be required to demonstrate or inves¬
tigate, in advance of the installation of working
;anchorages, the quality and adequacy of the design in
•relation to the rock conditions and materials used and
the levels of safety that the design provides.
The
tests may be more rigorous than on-site suitability
rtests and the results, therefore, cannot always be
directly compared, e.g. where short fixed anchors of
different lengths sre installed and tested, ideally to

(failure.
In such cases where the rock capacity is being
[investigated, loads are quoted in terms of characteris'tlc strength of tendon and the appropriate working load
is deduced from the proving test results.
!0n-site suitability tests are carried out on anchorages
under

identical conditions

as

the working

anchorages and loaded in the same way to the fame level.
These may be carried out In advance of the main contract
or on selected working anchorages during the course of
construction.

The

period of monitoring should be suffi¬

cient

to ensure that prestress or creep fluctuations
,stablll2e within tolerable limits.
These tests indicate
•the results that should be obtained from the working

'anchorages.
•

c

prior to installation tendons should be

Igrout

For cement grouted

stressing should not commence until the
crushing strength has attained 30 N/mm1.

constructed

Anchorage

*hould

characteristic strength or 952 of the

characteristic 0.12 proof strength.

prime importance in relation to
J
efficient distribution of load and corrosion protection.A water test using a falling head or packer injection
j
technique may be used or alternatively cement grout
j
injection may be permitted to assess loss or gain.
In j
the case of cement based grouts, pre-grouting is not
:
required if leakage or water loss in the fixed anchor
j
section of the hole does not exceed 5 litres per minute ]
rt an excess head of 100 ktf/n2.
Where there is a
:
ntisured water gain under artesian conditions, care
should be taken to counteract this flow by the applies- «
tion of a back
pressure prior to grouting.
If the flow'
cannot be stabilised in this
way, pre-grouting is
required irrespective of the magnitude of the water gain.

;

'fully inspected for damage to components and ccrrogrCn' Gfvtn a satisfactory condition, the tendons
,
^ °u d be homed at a steady controlled rate, and for
f'ndl nR
t,n^ons
vising in excess of 100 kg, mechanical :
equipment should be employed.
^

Water cement ratios generally lie

jin the

compared vith the nominal

ticisilve loaf of ground
roluae of

Grouting

On-site acceptance tests are carried out on all
anchorages except rock bolts and demonstrate the short
•term ability of the anchorage to support a load that
is
greater than the design working lead and the efficiency
if loci transmission to the fixed anchcr rone.
A ".; r:
■comparison of the shcrt-term results with those of the
on-site suitability tests provides a guide to longer
term behaviour.
A representative sample (12 to 52) of
(all rock bolts should be subject to acceptance tests,
lexcept where rock bolts are used as the principal or

of support when a higher proportion (SOI to
1001) should be subject to fuch tests.
onjy tnM

110 V. dtt'pn fret length. t>r
design free length plus 50V.
tendon bond length

two-speed resin type rock bolta are proposed the
ilotf setting resin may have to be omitted over the free
length to allow cyclic loading to be carried out.
S.ptratt Investigations should be carried out to verify
that the test results have not been Influenced by
inferences In Installation procedure.
I
there

Pn-«ite acceptance tcst»

g.2

Design free length

\r

j

design free length

already indicated, every anchorage uaed on a contract
should be aubjected to an acceptance test involving
.proof loading to show a margin of safety, loadi
displacement analysis to confirm that the resistance to'
withdrawal is being mobilised correctly in the fixed
Anchor zone, and short term monitoring of the service
j
behaviour to ensure reliable performance in the long
I
tern.
The maximum proof loads are dictated by Table 2
and load-displacement data should be plotted con!
tinuously over the loading and unloading cycles in
accordance vith Table A.
On completion of the second
Ai

j

j

tload cycle, the anchorage is re-loaded in
1102 T

to

and

Teaporary anchorages
Load

i

Permanent anchorages
Load increment

increment

(I

(I

V

lit load

2nd

cycle*

operation,

one

locked off.

load

1st

cycle

load

cycle*

Kinlmum
neriod of

observation

Tw)
load

2nd

cycle

I

I

I

*

10

10

10

10

1

min

50

50

50

50

1

100

100

100

100

1

125
100

125
100

150

15

100

150
100

50

50

50

50

1

10

10

10

10

1

Elastic

Displacement of tendon
ot anchor- head'

1

FIGURE 5.

Recommended

load

Increments

»

<

"Using

x

50
500*
1500
5000

free tendon length

elastic modulus of

(approx.
(approx.

min

monitoring equipment the minimum period

a ccurate

[
j

for rock holts, the
permanent displacement of the fixed,
anchor should not normally exceed 20 mm and 5 mm for
expansion and grouted fixed anchors respectively.

""here such displacements are exceeded additional cyclic
loading is recommended to ensure Reproducible behaviour.
an^. If necessary, to establish a more appropriate
Acceptance criterion for displacement.
cr

thest remaining rock bolts not subject to on-site
Acceptance tests, they may simply be loaded directly

to?
T^and locked off without reference to displacement•

'Chaviour,
stances,

day)
days)

reading is not observed in routine practice.

TABLE 5.

.'8.3

tendon

observation for on-site acceptance testing is 50
ninutes.

unless the bolt
the belt may have

Appropriate

.

yields.
In such circum¬
to be derated or replaced,

load)

5

**500

tendon

of

infrisl

150

service

of

at

15

jl5000 (approx.10 days)

area

Permissible

displacement
(Z of elastic

residual

of

x

load

min

nut.

initial residual load

of

tendon

Acceptance criteria for service behaviour
at

g

loss

(2 Initial
load) extension t

vhcre

is

observation

residual

behaviour either loss of prestress j
creep displacement can be monitored in the short term
in accordance vith the
acceptance criteria of Table 5

*-02

of

accep-

Pius 5CZ of the intended bond length or 1102 of the
intended free tendon length.
The latter upper limit
takes Account of relatively short encapsulated tendon
bond lengths and fully decoupled tendons vith an enc
In terms

anchor head.

Permissible
Period

:

The apparent free tendon length is calculated from the >
«lastic displacement curve (Fig. 5) using the manufac- '
turer's values for elastic modulus.
The apparent length
should not be less than 902 of the free length intended;
in the
design nor more than the intended free length

or

at

and minimum

periods of observat Ion for on-site
tance tests (after BS.S081).

plate

Acceptance criteria for displacement
of tendon

Tor this load cycle, there is no pause othe r than that
necessary for che re cording of displacement data.
TABLE L.

Penrcnent

displacement displacement

t

residual

load.

Monitoring Service Behaviour
for

buildings, bridges and dams, monitoring of
support systems vill be
•appropriate on occasions.
Monitoring may be by two
•methods, either measurement of individual anchorage
s

jcertain underground anchorage

'loads or measurement of the excavated face as a whole,
.the latter being preferred.
Variations up to 102 of

working load do not generally
'losses unless

the

reasons

cause concern, but higher
known should he investi¬

are

gated to diagnose the causes and consequences.
Remedial
'action, which may involve partial destressing or
additional anchorages, is recommended where prestress
.gains exceed 202 1
and &CZ 1 for temporary and
•permanent anchorages, respectively.
,

9.

CONCLUSIONS

.Over

the

■become

t

past 70 years the use of rock anchorages has
widespread for both temporary and permanent

»ppllc»11 on« *n<i It is reassuring to Dote that millionsof jocborsges have been Installed successfully.
for

these

applications, anchorages can be employed to !
direct tension, sliding, over-J
and ground prestresslng, which-'
of design, construction and
!

,olve problems Involving
turning, dynamic loading
In turn demand a variety
■testing techniques.

,

construction techniques and workmanship greatly
Influence subsequent performance, quality controls and
record keeping are strongly recommended during the cooSince

:

etructlon phase.
Furthermore, each anchorage once
'installed, should be subjected to some form of perfortance testing for on-site acceptance.

!
I

\
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SYNOPSIS.

is

being undertaken by
provide
a
fundamental
the dynamic
response of rock bolt

universities

two

the

research

understanding of
systems.
The
work

to

has

involved

a

combination of

the

dynamic response of rock
bolts installed during the
construction of the new
Penmaenbach
Tunnel
in
North
Wales,
along
with
complementary laboratory
model
and finite element
computer studies.
This paper describes the instru¬
mentation systems devised
to measure bolt perform¬
ance
when subjected to
dynamic loading.
Important
results arising from
the
field work are presented
which
should
ultimately
lead
to
significant
improvements in design practice.
field

measurements

of

INTRODUCTION
1.

The

use

of

support

of

resin

tunnels

bonded

formed

by

rock bolts

drill

and

for the

blast

becoming common practice.
Yet, a review
of published literature has indicated that there is
a
dearth of information concerning the behaviour of
resin bonded
rock
bolts
under
impulsive loading
conditions.
Research to
date appears to have con¬
centrated
on
the
performance
of
mechanically
anchored bolts (refs
1-2)
and cement grouted rock
reinforcement (refs 3-5).
The
research into the
performance of resin
bonded bolts which has been
conducted has shown
the
bolts
to be resilient to
methods

is

dynamic loading.
Dunham
(ref.
6) monitoring the
long term
behaviour
of
20mm diameter, two-speed
resin bolts with
fixed
anchor
lengths of 350 and
650mm and prestress levels
of between 50 and 120kN
encountered load losses of at most 14kN when placed
as
close as
5m
from
the
blast
face.
For fixed
anchor lengths of
350mm,
Beveridge (ref. 7) found
that 20mm diameter bolts, installed 10-12m from the
face in a
limestone
tunnel, experienced prestress
losses
of
15-20%
under
prolonged
blast induced
in

fcolcihmca;

TTL. London. W

tunnels and underground chambers

vibrations

suffered
appears

whereas

losses

mechanically

of

up

to

to be available

on
to

installed closer

than

5m

anchored
bolts
80%.
No information
the behaviour of bolts

the

face.

Currently therefore there is no basis for the
production
of
a
rational
design
procedure
for
distances
for
the
installation of
defining safe
rock bolts
close
to
a
blast
face.
Design at
present is based
on conservative distances derived
from precedent practice.
The project described in
this paper was devised
to produce a more fundamen¬
tal understanding of the
dynamic response of resin
bonded rock bolts by undertaking fully instrumented
field measurements during
the
construction of the
Penmaenbach Tunnel in
North
Wales.
Complementary
laboratory and
finite
element
studies
were also
initiated.
This
paper
describes the instrumenta¬
tion devised for measuring
the dynamic response of
the rock bolts
and
some
important results arising
2.

from

the

measurements.

PENMAENBACH

The

3.

the

Tunnel

Penmaenbach

Office

Welsh

westbound

road.

TUNNEL

traffic

Work

provide

to

the

on

commenced

on

was

a
A55

the

commissioned

by
carriageway for

new
North

tunnel

in

Wales
1986

coast

and

it

driven

by
drilling
and
blasting through the
extrusion
which
forms
the
Penmaenbach
headland.
The completed
tunnel is 640m in length,
8m high and 10m
wide.
The rhyolite was slightly
weathered, fine grained and very strong with narrow
to
wide
fracturing
(spacing
typically
0.2
to
>0.5m).
Full
details
of
this
rock have already
been published in ref. 8.
Depending on the condi¬
was

rhyolite

tion
of

of

the

resin

encountered various combinations
bolts
and sprayed concrete

rock

bonded

rock

employed for support within the tunnel.

were

4.

of
the research work fully
two-speed resin bolts were installed in the
wall
initially
in
a
linear
pattern
at

For

bonded,
tunnel

distances

the

of

The

lateral

was

3.5m

to

purpose

20m

down

to

3m

from the

blast

face.

spacing

between

these research bolts

coincide

with the

expected face advance

blast.
Subsequent
tests
involved
bolts,
installed within 1m of the face and arrays of bolts
installed in
the
wall,
haunch
and
crown of the
tunnel to assess
the
influence
of bolt location.
per

The

bolts

diameter,
lOOkN.
and
of

employed
in
the
test
work were 25mm
in length
and were prestressed up to

6m

Tests

were

also

conducted with

shortened

single speed bolts.
Fig. 1 shows the location
experimental
rock
bolts
which were moni¬

the

tored

.
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Face

chainage

(m)

Chainage of
experimental
bolt (m)

Layout

Face

chainaqe

(m)

17. 2901

1. 2816

2. 2818-7

2835-4

• •

3

3. 2822-9

2839.4

(bench)

7. 2835-5

•
1

• ••••
5 4 3 2 1

5. 2830-2

6. 2832-9

2

1918 17

2904-3

21. 2905-8

2912

••••••

I 222120191817

24. 2910

I

25. 2911

5

'
25

26. 2914-6

9. 2843-4

11. 2850-4

12. 2853-7
13. 2856-1

••••••••••
C9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

•••••••••••
HD987654321

2915-8

2919-6

14. 2859-1

15. 2862.1

22 2120

24

27. 2914-6

26

28. 2914-6

?8?5

29. 2917-2

4

30.2918-2

|i

31. 2918-8

23

3130 29 2 8

32- 2921
•••••••••••••
13121110 987654321

2923-7

33. 2921-8
34. 2922-8

2862-3

• ••

19. 2903

23. 2910
•••••••
7 6 S 4 3 2 1

10. 2846-2

2858-4

18. 2902

22. 2907

8. 2840

2854-6

2904-3

20. 2905

4. 2826-6

2783-2

2851-0

Layout

Change of
experimental
bolt(m)

xmii
3433323130 29

35. 2924-6
«*•••••••••••••
15141312 H 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2927-1

36. 2925.6

***mmm
373635343332

37. 2926.4

38. 2927-6

2874-0

16.2866.2

*«*•••••••••••••
1615 1413 1211 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

a) Phase 1

• 6m long bolt
bolt installed-not monitored

Key.

0

Figure

1

:

2931-6

39. 2928-9
40. 2929-9

403536 373635

b) Phase 2

* single stage bolt
* 3 Am long bo t

Experimental rock bolt locations

2 b1-'

tunnels and underground chambers
Rock face

All dimensions in millimetres

80

x

150

60 dia.

x 10thk. Hardened steel bearing plate
Hemispherical hardened steel washer

Galvanized

Distribution

25 dia. type 2 bar
toBS4461 or BS4449 grade 460/425

plates

Electronic pressure

transducer

Hardened steel washer
M24 mild steel

tensioning nut

L

Jm— Accelerometer

Figure 2

:

a typical experimental rock bolt installation

INSTRUMENTATION
each

For

5.
were

recorded

test, the service loads on the bolts
before
and
after blasting together

instantaneous

with

fluctuation

in

the

prestress

Accelerometers attached to the
recording of blast induced
vibrations.
On
completion
of
the
blasting
sequence,
load-extension
behaviour
was investiga¬
ted.
The
suites
of
instrumentation employed to
using load cells.
load

cells

effect

these

the

measurements

consisted

of

three

systems:

separate
Load

enabled

Cell

System

annular Glotzl hydraulic load
cells, fitted with
electronic pressure transducers
to permit remote reading,
which were connected via
6.

a

network

der.
to

This

The

measure

comprised

of

a
7 channel FM tape recor¬
attached to the bolts such as
load as shown in Fig. 2.
The load

cables

cells

to

were

axial

designed to
measure
from zero to 250kN
of 1%
and a frequency response of
up to 2kHz.
To
prevent
excessive signal loss in
the 400m of cable
necessary between the load cells
and the
monitoring
station,
an in-line amplifier
system was devised
to
be
situated
100m from the
cells.
The
amplifiers
were
designed to operate
from dc to 5kHz,
were
able
to compensate for the
voltage drop
along
the
remaining
300m
of cable
leading to the
monitoring
station,
and had a low
drift with regard
to
temperature.
The amplifiers
were powered by a
12v lead acid battery, contained
at the monitoring station,
through the same multiway
cable
as
used
for
the
transducer signals.
Static and
dynamic
calibration
of
the load cell
cells

with

were

an

accuracy
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system was
effected
in
the
laboratory
using an
and an ESH
impulse, testing machine.
The
dynamic calibration involved both rapid loading and
unloading,
and
steady
state
vibrational loading
Instron,

tests.
Details
of
the
calibration procedure are
described in ref.
8.
Fig. 3 shows schematically
the field arrangement of the load cell system.

Accelerometer System
Vibration

monitored

by means of a single
piezo-electric accelerometer
mounted
on
the load
distribution plate of
each
rock bolt and disposed
axially along the line of
action of the bolt.
The
signals from these accelerometers were also record¬
ed on
FM
magnetic
tape
for subsequent analysis.
Two
types
of
accelerometer
were
employed which
differed in sensitivity
by
a
factor
of 10.
For
7.

bolts

nearest

accelerometer

was

to
was

the

blast

employed

face

a

lower

sensitivity

which produced lpC/m/s

271

tunnels and underground chambers
with

frequency
limit
of 12kHz and trans¬
sensitivity of 1.5$.
Each accelerometer was
upper

an

verse

fitted with a line
drive amplifier powered through
the transducer cable
from
the monitoring station.
The line drive amplifier
unit attaches directly to
the accelerometer and
consists
of two components,
the first
amplifies
the
charge
output
from the
acceleroroeter and the
second
uses
this signal to
modulate

the current of the supply voltage enabling
signal to be
transmitted over the cable carry¬
ing the power supply.
This system presents a very
low impedance allowing the
use of very long cables
without altering the accelerometer sensitivity.
To
prevent the occurrence of
ground loops and 1 cross¬
the

between

talk1

the

load

cell

and

accelerometer

systems, the
accelerometer
was
mounted
using an
insulating stud
and
mica
washer.An additional
stage of amplification was provided in the monitor¬
ing station with
units
which also permitted inte¬
gration of the signals before or after recording to
give velocity or displacement values.
8.
In situ calibration of the system was effect¬
ed by a portable vibration
generator which produced
a reference
acceleration
of
lOm/s
peak at 80Hz.
Fig. 3 shows the
field
arrangement of the instru¬
mentation.
Substantial
blast
protection systems
needed
of

to

be

cables

meter

devised
within

heavy steel
wall by

tunnel
were

used

ducers
Data
9.

to

the

channel
dowels.
protect

for

load

tunnel.

cell

and

This

took

accelero¬
the

form

sections
connected to the
Prefabricated steel boxes
the
bolt
heads and trans¬

.

Recording,

Analysis & Coraunication System

All

signals
were
recorded in the monitoring
magnetic tape at a speed which allowed a
recorded bandwidth of dc to 2.. 5kHz.
This speed was
selected for the recordings after preliminary testwork revealed
that
all
signals
fell within this
bandwidth.
An
on
site microcomputer, a transient
recorder
and
an
analogue
to
digital
convertor
provided a means for preliminary analysis of recor¬
station

ded

on

data

sites

and

enabled

communication

with

remote

using
a
modem.
Time
or frequency domain
analysis could be performed using the microcomputer
with the results
being
output
to a line printer.
The transient recording system had the facility for
digitising 50k samples
per
second and could store
16k samples within the unit itself.
Control of the
transient capture system was effected by the micro¬
computer

.
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analysis

of results

Throughout the
period
of the site work the
experimental
data
was
analysed
using
the
site
facilities to provide a check
on data quality.
In
the laboratory analysis
was
effected by initially
producing a complete time
history of bolt response
to each
blast
by
displaying
the
load
cell and
accelerometer results by
means
of an ultra-violet
(UV) recorder.
The
need
for
examination of the
complete time
history
becomes
apparent
when the
mechanics of the
blasting
process are considered.
Each blast
involved
detonation
of
a
pattern of
charges covering the tunnel face.
The charges were
10.

detonated
with

the

designated

blast

induced

blasting efficiency.
were

time

intervals

in

groups

elapsed
before each detonation being
'delay'.
This
detonation
method

a

the

reduces

successive

at

time

involved

in

vibration

and

increases

Typically twenty three delays

each

blast

at

Penmaenbach

with

delay times ranging from

100 to 6000 milliseconds.
history permitted identifi¬
cation of the
bolt
response
associated with each
group of
delays.
Following
study
of
the time
history of the
bolt
response, the characteristics
of the response
waveforms
were examined in detail
in the
time
and
frequency
domains
using a high
resolution signal analyser.
Fig. 4 shows a typical
set of
load
and acceleration waveforms correspond¬
ing to a single explosive detonation.
11.
Analysis of
the
results undertaken to date
has shown that all
bolts under test exhibited only
elastic
response
to
the
blast
including
bolts
positioned as close as
0.7m
to
the face.
Fig. 5
shows
the
maximum
dynamic
load
induced
in the
bolts, expressed as
a
percentage of the prestress
load, and
the
corresponding vibrational accelera¬
Examination

tion.

For

stressed

of

bolt

a

the

leration

300mm/s
0.8m

of

was

blast

change

gjaph
.

with

For

face

of

and pre-

over

40%

is

corresponding

a

prestressed to

bolts

lo^d change was 12% with an acce¬

lOOOm/s

.

determined

the

the

to

load

a

6400m/s

highest
of

from

close

this

in

acceleration
lOOkN

time

39kN,

to

indicated

the

A

for

velocity
this

of motion of
positioned

bolt

face.

practice
permanent
rock
bolts
are
designed to withstand
load
change
of 50% without
damage.
In
the
absence
of
reliable
damage
criteria, a velocity limit
of 200mm/s was employed
12.

In

the safe installation of
rock
bolts.
The peak over¬
loads shown
in
Fig.
5
coupled
with the elastic
nature of the bolt
response in the local rhyolite,
suggest
that
higher
velocities
can
be
safely
at

Penmaenbach

permanent

to

control

resin bonded
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.
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Nota ion
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3500

tunnels and underground chambers

accommodated.
Furthermore,
results
presented in
this form could provide
a
means of predicting the
change in bolt load
by measurement of acceleration
of vibration at the bolt head.
13.
Fig. 5
also
shows that increasing the preload

stress

in

the

bolt

acceleration experienced
assumed to occur
as
a
mass of
rock
mobilised
load.
No
appreciable

decreases

the

amplitude of
by
the
bolt.
This is
consequence of the greater
by
the
higher prestress
difference

was

the

observed
3.5 and 6m

dynamic
load
response
of
long bolts.
Fig. 6 shows the corresponding results
for the
single-speed
resin
bonded
bolts where a
greater load
change
is
experienced
for
a given

between

acceleration.
close

to

values

the

These
face

lower.

bolts

not

were

and

therefore

The

greater

positioned

the

so
acceleration

load change arises
larger
free
length
of the single-speed
This result highlights the advantages to be
from the use
of
two-speed bolts in dynamic

are

the

from

bolts.

gained
load

environments.

14.

tive

Fig.

distance

7

shows

is

the dynamic

distance'.

'scaled

to

load change rela¬
The

term

scaled

parameter which enables linearisation
relationship between induced load change and
distance
and
incorporates
the
charge
weight
involved in the test.
Also
shown on the graph is
the prestress load involved
in
each test.
Graphs
of this kind are
often
employed to predict poten¬
tial damage and
employ
peak
particle velocity as
the damage
criterion.
The attenuation relation¬
ships resulting from this work are:
of

a

the

PPV

=

19

PDLR

=

4

0(x)~° * 615

(1)

-0-633

(2)

(X)

where,
PDLR

x

the

peak particle velocity
ratio of the peak dynamic load to
pre-stress load expressed as a percentage
is the scaled distance, being a ratio of

PPV

is

is

the

distance
of

the

from

blast

the

face

to

the

square

root

charge mass

LABORATORY MODEL RESEARCH

aimed at

investigating aspects
of dynamic response
of
rock bolts which at this
stage in the research could
not be examined in the
field such as the
nature
and
pattern of the load
distribution in the
fixed
anchor.
The model was
devised to
simulate
a
single-speed
resin bonded
bolt subject to impulsive
loading.
The results of
15.

This

work

was
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-0-5)

Relationship between dynamic load and scaled
distance for 6 m two-speed bolts.
(The numbers
on the
graph indicate the prestress loads).

:

testwork have

shown

decays exponentially with

that the

load distribution

distance from the proxi¬

Increasing the magni¬
tude
of
impulse
was
found
to
lead to an
increased rate of attenuation of load with distance
along the fixed anchor.
The effects of prestress
load on
overall
bolt
behaviour were significant.
Bolts with greater initial
prestress were found to
sustain less dynamic stress increase confirming the
important result observed in the field test work.

mal

end

of

SIMULATION

COMPUTER
16.

fixed anchor.

the
the

The

simulation is being developed as a means

and providing theoretical corrobo¬
field
and laboratory experimental
results.
The
approach
being adopted is based on
the dynamic
finite
element method which enables

of

generalising,

ration

the

of,

changes to
be
effected in the system geometry,
applied loading,
material properties and stressstrain relationships.
The transient response cal¬
culations

are

being undertaken

using the Newmark B
of an

applied
loadings consisting
initial prestress and a superimposed impulse.
respect to load
distribution in the fixed

method

with

With
anchor

tunnels and underground chambers

trends
to
those
obtained
from the model
tests have been obtained
to
date.
Currently work
is in progress
to
extend
the simulation to model
the field situation.

similar

CONCLUSIONS
17.

Analysis of

valuable
in

tions

the field results have produced

information
rock

the

on

transmission

of

vibra¬

from blast loading and the
corresponding response of
rock
bolts installed in

the

rock.

loading

even

are

confirmed

initial

possible

observed
at

temporary bolting

Pen

may
face

the

to

close

to

to dynamic
from a

0.7m

as

results

the

reduce

Penmanebach

at

in

itself

which

of

of

the

'safe'
in the
If the
0.7-lm

practice of
able
to be

clip,
the
future
be

y

have

bolts

resilient

as

the

on

rock

advancing
face
to
3m
Clip Tunnel
in North Wales.

y
distances

restricted

bonded

an

proposed Pen
'safe'

installed

proved

from

distance

resin

remarkably

when
Based

has

it

be

to

face.

blast
work

Prestressed

found

been

resulting

would

result

in

significant savings in construction practice.
18.
The complex
nature of the problem, however,
makes generalisation of the results difficult.
The
problem requires,
for
example, a characterisation
of the method of blasting, assessment of the vibra¬
tion transmission properties
of the rock involved,
including
the
effect
of
discontinuities,
and,
determination

of

the

vibration

on

method

construction.

of

considered
results

rock bolts

the

that

effect

the

assist

this

valuable
in

transmitted

the

taking account of their

With

most

of

use

in

of

mind
the

it

is

field

the

development
of a
comprehensive finite element
simulation.
Signifi¬
cant advances have been
made in the development of
such a simulation.
Further research is currently
planned to confirm the
results obtained to date in
a wider
range
of
rock
types
and to obtain field
is

to

corroboration

of

the

load

transfer

mechanism

laboratory
model results.
Once
fully developed, such
a
simulation will provide a
powerful design
tool
for• predicting
the dynamic
response of rock masses and anchorage systems.
predicted

from the
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describes the performance of post-tensioned resin bonded rock bolts, when subjected to close
proximity blasting during the construction of the new Penmaenbach Tunnel in North Wales.
For the very
strong rhyolite encountered on this site attenuation relationships are established for peak particle
velocity and peak dynamic load (expressed as a Z of prestress load).
Prestressing the bolt serves to
The paper

the effect of vibrational loading on the bolt.
For accelerations ranging from 10 g up to 640 g
were found to be elastic,
and no significant load loss or resin/bolt debonding was

decrease

all deformations

registered on bolts

even

when located within 1

m

of the blast face.
this

INTRODUCTION

limiting PPV is expected is designated the
beyond which structural elements
are judged to have no risk of blast Induced
damage.
safe distance

This paper describes
the field monitoring

the main results arising from
an ongoing research
project which has the aim of investigating the
performance of rock bolts when subjected to blast
loading in order to produce a rational design
sethodology.
The field work reported in this
paper was undertaken during the construction of
the

phase of

Penmaenbach Tunnel in North Wales.

new

Ihis 640

long tunnel was constructed by drilling
md blasting through a slightly weathered fine
grained very strong rhyolite with narrow to wide
fracturing (spacing typically 0.2 to >0.5 m).
For tunnel support, 6 m long fully bonded twospeed resin rock bolts were installed routinely
ind

m

At Penmaenbach Tunnel

selected

experimental programme comprised the
sonitoring of standard 6 m long bolts at distances
sf 20 m down to 0.7 m from the tunnel face, plus
some single
speed resin bolts and 3.5 m long fully
>onded bolts.
Deasured

Axial

the head

at

load and

of

acceleration

each bolt

using

were

an

production rock bolts.

A vibration survey
taken in advance of tunnel construction led

under¬
to

the

prediction that the corresponding safe distance
for bolt installation would be 5 m from the blast
face.
The results of the field research work
showed

close

that
as

following blasting bolts located

0.7

■

to

face

the blast

were

in

as

fact

undamaged.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Standard

bolts

hydraulic cell and a piezo-electric
respectively, and a novel signal
conditioning system was developed to permit remote
nonitoring via 400 m of cables to FM tape recorders,
details of the tunnel geometry, rock mass
ic el romet r,

>roperties and the instrumentation systems
Involved have already been published (1,2).

6

were

m

the

'rior

2

wall, haunch and
from

m

of

mance

The

there had
of rock
>olts to dynamic loading.
Where tunnels are to
>e constructed
using blasting methods, the need
or safe
support often necessitates the placing of
'ock bolts in close promixity to the blast source.
>een

to

commencement

little research

present

there

are

of this project

into the response

no

reliable

and economic

criteria for determining how near to the
'ock bolt

blast

a

be

'ined with information borrowed from research into
he response of structures to blast induced vibra-

ions.
to

PPV).

A maximum

the

blast

The

permissible limit is usually
peak particle velocity

induced

distance

from

the blast

face

at

which

m

centres

but

at

the

face.

crown

The

these bolts.

tunnel

excavated using a top heading and
the heading being advanced 3.5 to 4 m
As the top heading was up to 6.5 m
54 ma) a burn cut blasting pattern was

was

per blast.
high (area •
used, typically of 97 holes and detonated in 23
arrays (see Figure 2a).
The central cut comprised
three 100 mm diameter void holes surrounded by
eight closely spaced shot holes with a charge mass
of 23.6 to 57.1 kg (see Figure 2b).
Each delay

interval

was

100

ms

so

that

the duration of the

cut

Following formation of the
central cavity, the main blasting sequence comprise
charge masses of 7.1 to 35.8 kg per delay, delay
800

ms.

intervals of

100

to

of

The

sequence was

placed without diminishing its
capacity for permanent support.
Current design
elies on past experience with rock bolts comcan

3.5

of the tunnel at 1
monitoring of singlespeed and shorter (3.5 m) bolts were also conducted
at 0.7 to 2.7 m from the face.
Figure 1 shows the
instrumentation system used to monitor the perfor¬
and

bench method,

:URRENT PRACTICE

long, two-speed fully bonded rock

Installed at

gradually decreasing distances (20 m down to 3 m)
from the blast face.
Subsequent bolts were
located at 1 m centres (3 m down to 0.7 m) from
the face and two arrays of bolts were positioned
on

innular Glotzl

et

200 mm/s was
for permanent

post-tensioned to 100 kN.

rhe field

Lt

PPV of

a

the safe vibration limit

as

700

500

ms

and

an

overall duration

expbsive used to extract the main
body of rock was Quarrex 'A', a high energy nitro¬
glycerine powder with a detonation velocity of
ms.

4800 ra/s.
To minimise overbreak, a lower
combination was used in the perimeter holes
(0.85 kit Gurit + 0.25 kg Gelamex per hole).

2500

to

energy

acceler-ometer„load cell with

plus line drive

machined

bearing p.lates

amplifier

Instrumentation
100m cable

200m coaxial
cable drui

drum
load cell
1

10 channel in-line

-<^ sited
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tunnel

channel

{LCI)
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200m multivay
cable drum—■

200m

coaxial

cable drum

100m

multivay
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IAC1

junctioi

I

I box

s~

2 channel
line drive

supply units

Instrumentation
sited in the

monitoring unit

7 channel

F.M. recorder
7 channel

RM. recorder

accelerometer layout

Figure 1:

Layout of

load cell

layout

instrumentation.
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on the diagram
represent delay times in
the blasting sequence
(each No. is mitiplied by 100 ns)
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Details

of

the central cut

Figure 2:
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Details of blasting pattern.
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analysis of results

In

addition

to recording dynamic
response waveforms
performance of the bolts was assessed
following each blast to establish which bolts had
sustained blast induced damage.
By direct
stressing the prestress load of each bolt was
recorded together with the load-extension behaviour
both before and after blasting.

the

results were recorded on TH magnetic tape
order to permit detailed analysis of dynamic

All field
In

response waveforms.
Figure 3 shows the instru¬
mentation used in the laboratory for analysis of
waveforms in the time and frequency domains.
Vhere no overlap of vibrations occurred between
auccessive delays, it was found possible to link
the response waveforms of load aDd acceleration
measured at the bolt head to the detonation of
Individual delays.
Figure 4 shows a dynamic load
and acceleration waveform relating to a single
delay explosive detonation.
Communication
cable IE EE - 488

static

dynamic load response of bolts

Comparison of the load-extension behaviour of the
monitored rock bolts before and after blasting
showed that no significant load loss or resin-bolt

debonding
BtK

was

registered for

bolt,

any

those

even

I.E.C.62S/

HP-IB conversion
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Hewlett Packard

HP 747S

Hewlett Packard
HP-85B

Graphics plotter

computer

I
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at Ihe
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Frequency and
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tape recorder

trigger
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screen
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y
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81K263S used
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Figure 3:

Arrangement of equipment for the digital display of data
positioned within 1
indicated

that

on

i

site

of the blast face.
a

This

large number of bolts

scheduled to be replaced after each blast, due to
their proximity to the blast face, were in fact

undamaged.
Figure 5 shows the experimental relationship
peak dynamic load, expressed as a per¬
centage of the prestress load, and peak acceleration
for 6 m long, two-speed rock bolts
subjected to a
range of prestress loads.
The general trend is
towards a linear relationship between load and
acceleration with the amplitude of acceleration
decreasing with increase in prestress load for
monitoring positions located at the same distance
between the

from

the blast

face.

The

results

shown

in

Figure 5 relate to measurements obtained from
bolts positioned at various distances from the
blast face (I - 0.7 m, * • 0.8 m, 0 - 2.0 m, V 4.0 m).
Comparison of the results obtained with
prestress loads of 32 and 104 kN highlights the
effect of prestressing, as these bolts were
posi¬
tioned
For

the

at

similar distances

104

from

the blast

face.

kN prestress

the range of accelerations
experienced by the bolt extend to 120 g with changes
in the load of up to 12Z.
For the case of a 39 kN
prestress, the acceleration range is over 600 g with
a
load change of up to 40Z.
This result had been
anticipated, as it was expected that increasing the
prestress
11

:igure 4:

Example of
meter

de

t

a

II

*

*

load cell and accelero-

response

onation

tt

to a

single delay

load would mobilise

surrounding rock, however,

no

a

greater mass

Justification of this had been available.
results have

of

prior experimental

also been confirmed

These

by laboratory

G.S. Li tt

It John et al

o
CL

Figure 5:

The relationship betveen peak dynamic load increase CPDL) and peak
acceleration (PPA) for 6 m two speed resin holts installed in rhyolite.

nodel tests conducted
at

Penmaenbacb

subsequent to the field tests

(3).

bolt and

highlights the improvement to be gained
use of tvo-speed fully bonded bolts in a
dynamic environment.
Figure 6 shows the results
obtained from monitoring the performance of the
single-speed bolts.
The free lengths were 0.7 ■
and 4 m for the 6 m two-speed bolts and 6 m singlespeed bolts, respectively.
from the

No

appreciable difference was observed between the
peak dynamic load response of 3.5 and 6 m long
tvo-speed bolts while the single speed bolts were
found to experience tvice the dynamic load of the
tvo-speed.
The latter result arises directly
from the longer free length of the single speed
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The relationship between peak dynamic load Increase and scaled distance
(distance/f charge mass) for 6 m two speed resin holts Installed in rhyolite.

TRANSMISSION OF VIBRATION

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the peak
dynamic load expressed as a percentage of the prestress load and distance along the tunnel wall.
In this figure an attempt has been made to
incorporate the influence of charge mass by
dividing the distance from the tunnel face by the
square root of the charge mass, to give what is
commonly referred to as a scaled distance.
Graphs employing a scaled distance parameter are
often employed in current practice to predict
damage potential of vibrations using peak particle
velocity as the damage criterion.

information on the response of rock bolts
dynamic loading has been gained from the field
work.
For accelerations ranging from 10 g up to
640 g, all deformations were found to be elastic.
No significant load loss or resin/bolt debonding
was registered on the
experimental bolts, even when

By plotting the results on a semi-logarithmic
graph the linear relationship shown in Figure 8
may be obtained.
Analysis of the results has
led to the development of the following attenuation

dynamic loads of the equivalent two-speed
resin bonded bolts due to the longer decoupled
length of the single-speed resin bolts.

relationships for the Penmaenbach Tunnel site:

where, PDL

»

PPV

-

190(x)"0,615

(1)

PDL

-

4(x)"0,633

(2)

x

-

in

surrounding the bolts, the
of rock mobilised at higher prestress

of the rock
mass

loads, changes in blast face geometry and vari¬
ations in the actual amount of charge associated
with each delay.
To give the scatter some pers¬
pective

range of

Figure 8 the shaded
ilOZ of the prestress

in

considered

excessive

in

'A') in the

envelope covers a
load which is not

practice.

of the blast face.

m

subjected to
range

Such bolts

maximum charge mass (Quarrex
16.5 to 35.8 kg per delay.

a

appreciable difference was observed between the
dynamic load responses of fully bonded 3.5 m and
No

6

bolts.

m

Single-speed 6

m

bolts experienced

the

twice

regard to attenuation of
distance from the blast face,

With

vibrations with
relationships have

to peak dynamic load
(expressed as a percentage of prestress load) and
peak particle velocity for the Penmaenbach Tunnel.

been established with respect

increase

the

in

the bolt

prestress serves to

effect of vibrational

loading

on

the

bolt - a result which has also been confirmed in
associated laboratory testwork.

scaled distance.

significant amount of scatter may be observed
the data associated with these relationships.This arises as a result of variations in the
greater

located within 1
were

decrease

of prestress load

A

nature

to

An

peak dynamic load expressed as a
percentage

Valuable

Based

on

the

results at Penmaenbach,

the safe

distance for permanent rock bolt installation has
been reduced to 3 m for the new Pen y Clip Tunnel

Wales, where the rock is microdiorite
discontinuity spacing of 0.1 to 0.2 m.
Confirmatory testing of the rock bolts will be
carried out during the construction of this
tunnel and the load transfer mechanism along the
fixed anchor length of the bolts will also be
in North

with

a

studied

in detail.
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Figure 8:

The relationship between peak dynamic load increase and
(distance// charge mass) for 6 a two speed resin bolts installed

in rhyol

.
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If the safe distances observed at Penmaenbach of
(5,7 -Id are confirmed at Pen y Clip, the practice
of teDporary bolting could be restricted to the
face itself, where fully bonded resin bolts are

In world practice duplication of
bolts by permanent primary support could

employed.
temporary
be

reduced with savings of up to 50Z.

Assessment of the dynamic response of rock bolts Is

multi-faceted problem.
The development of
rational design methodology which may be used

a

a

generally in practice requires characterisation of
method of blasting, assessment of the vibration
transmission properties of the rock incorporating
the effect of discontinuities, and a knowledge of
the load-transfer mechanisms appropriate to the
form of bolt to be employed.
To that end a
the

dynamic finite element model is now being developed
vith the

objective of providing theoretical

corro¬

boration of the experimental results and to provide
a means
of generalising the results to act as a
basis

for

design predictive capacity.
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Figure 1: Typical unprotected bar anchorage.
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Corrosion protection of steel tendons
for Ground

Anchorages

byGS Littlejohn*
1. Introduction
In view of the number of ground anchorages currently being installed
around the world, where cement grout cover is considered to provide

adequate protection against corrosion of the steel tendon, the
purpose of this paper is to review the tendon corrosion performance
of ground anchorages and, given the lessons learned, to highlight the
principles of protection which should be considered by designers of
permanent anchorages, and temporary anchorages exposed to an
aggressive environment Guidelines are provided for the recognition
ofaggressive ground conditions together with examples of the
protective systems recommended by the Federation Internationale
delaPrdcontrainte (19S6) and the British Standards Institution
(1989).

designers that an increase in steel tendon diameter will secure

the designed service life of post tensfoned anchorages.
In this regard, it is important to note that the current

recommendations of the Bureau Securitas (1989) to take account erf
losses of steel through corrosion, and the guide reference to annual
loss of material of 0.01mm to 0. lmm/year for driven steel pOes, only

applies to steels for non-prestressed anchorages (passive
anchorages). It is the author's view that caution should still be
exercised even for passive anchorages, since nature may demand
that the tendons mobilise tensfle stresses during service.
With regard to failure location, 19 incidents occurred at, or within
lm of the anchor head, 21 incidents in the free length and two
incidents in the fixed length.
Both fixed anchor problems were caused by inadequate grouting of
the tendon bot>d length which exposed the tendon to an aggressive
environment.
Failures in the free length were recorded under a variety of
individual or combined circumstances such as:
G) tendon overstressing caused by ground movement,
® little or no cement grout cover in the presence of chlorides,

(iii) inappropriate choice of protective material,
Crv) use of tendon after a long period of storage in an unprotected
state.

2. Extent and nature of tendon corrosion
la 1986 FIP published 35 case histories of anchorage failure by tendon
corrosion, which included 24 permanent anchorage projects
(protected and unprotected tendons) and 11 temporary anchorage
projects where the tendons had no designed protection other than
cement grout cover for the fixed length and on occasion a decoupling
sheath over the free length (see Figure J).

Analysis of the results shows that for post tensioned prestressing
taking the form of pitting,

sleel corrosion is invariably localised,

hydrogen embrittlement or stress corrosion cracking. In such

circumstances there is no certain way of predicting localised
corrosion rates and the case histories of tendon corrosion indicate
that failure can occur after service of only a few weeks or many years.

Failures at, or adjacent to the anchor head were due to causes
ranging from absence of protection (even for only a few weeks in
aggressive environments) to inadequate cover due to incomplete
filling initially or slumping of the protective fillet in service.
From all the case histories reviewed, it is apparent that corrosion
incidents are somewhat random in terms of cause, with the possible
exception of choice of prestressing steel Various studies (eg
Burdekin & RothweD, 1981) have highlighted that quenched and
tempered plain carbon steels and high strength aDoy steels are more
susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement than other varieties.
Accordingly, these named steels should be used with extreme caution
where environmental conditions are aggressive.

Short term failures (after a few weeks) have been due to stress
corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement.
For localised corrosion no tendon type (bar, wire or strand)
aPPears to have a special immunity in that nine incidents involved bar,
19 involved wire and
eight involved strand, the period of service

Wore failure ranging from a few weeks to many years for each
tendon type.

These observations invalidate the traditional or intuitive view of
I
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Figure 2:
Typical free
length detail
for single
protection of

Tendons comprise 10
strands eoch, greased
and then sheathed in

polypropylene. Minimum
thickness of plastics

coating

=

0.8mm.

strand tendon.
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Figure 3: Typical double protection of
bond length of smooth or ribbed bar
tendon using a double corrugated
sheath.

It is also noteworthy that Uhlig (1971) indicates that high-strength
steels with yield strengths greater than
1240 N/rnm2, or a RockweD C hardness value greater than 40, are

susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. If sulphides are present,
Phelps (1967) has stated that the equivalent RockweD C threshold is

sulphate in anaerobic conditions. Suitable anaerobic conditions are
found in spaces isolated from atmospheric oxygen,

particularly in

sulp>hate-bearing clay or organic soDs below the water table. SRB are
most active at pH values of 6.2 to 7.8 and microbiologica] corrosion is
frequently characterised by pitting attack.

reduced to 22.

Corrosiveness

Redox

Resistivity

3. Corrosion of steel tendon in hydraulic
cement

•Wetrod#

Steel is protected against corrosion when maintained in a high pH
environment free of aggressive ions. Such an environment is

Very corrosive

provided by hydrated hydraulic cement (pH = 11-13), which wiD give
protection over the long term while the high level of alkalinity
remains. However, loss of protection to the steel tendon or anchor
tod can occur as a resultof lowering alkalinity, through cracks,
carbonatkm, or the presence of aggressive ions, especially chloride
When steel tendons in cement fixed anchor grouts are stressed,
cracks tend to occur at about 50mm to 100mm apart and

of widths up

tolmmormorefseeGraber, 1981 and Meyer, 1977). Such cracks
are
unacceptable in a protective barrier.
Although there is little field evidence to indicate what crack widths
are
acceptable in a cementitious barrier, an upper limiting crack width
c'O.lmm has been proposed by several researchers (FIP, 1986). In
thisregard, field evidence of the performance of ribbed bar

(Ostermayer & Scheele,

1977) has illustrated that the ribs can control

the frequency of
cracking within a corrugated duct encapsulation, to
such an extent thatthecrackwidths are less than 0.1mm For this

situation it may be argued that the inner cracked grout will provide a
Physical barrier to corrosion. The field work was carried out in
wmpactgraveUy sands (Dr = 76%; 0 = 42°) and looking to the future
fore research is
required to confirm that ribs can limit crack widths to

11mm in poor ground with a low lateral restraint

A

potential

(corr»ct»d to pH =
7) Normal Wydr09»fi

Aggressivity of ground and ground water

Corrosive

Moderately corrosive
Mildly corrosive or
non-corrosrve

Q.cm
<700
700 to 2000
2000 to 5000

mV

>5000

>

<100
100 to 200
200 to 400
430 if clay

sofl

Note: In the absence of the above tests, ground and ground water

samples should be taken for detailed chemical analysis eg chloride
sulphate ions, in order to judge aggressivity.

and

Table 1. Corrosiveness of soils related to values of

resistivity and redox potential (after King, 1977).
Table 1 provides guidance for soDs of single compvosition and
special precautions may be necessary where the anchorage passes
through strata of differing composition to avoid the development of
differential embedment ceBs, eg where tendons pass from an aerated
sofl such as gravel to a non-aerated sofl such as clay.
At the present time there is no standard method for measuring
redox potential and consequently care is required both in the
performance of the test and interpretation of the results (see also
Department of Transport, 1986). Similarly, methods of measuring
resistivity vary but all involve passing a known current through the
ground and measuring the voltage drop along the line of current flow
(Palmer, 1974). For soils that are weD graded and homogeneous, the
resistivity values should adequately predict the corrosion hazard.

,.

Whilst the mechanisms of steel corrosion are understood, the
Jggressivity of the ground towards steel is seldom quantified at the

Non-cohesive soils are the most reliable to measure, ie there is less
scatter of results.
ASTM (1979) provides useful data on the corrosion processes and
measurements involved underground. In general, fills and disturbed

sulphide and nitrate ions, and permeability of the ground all influence
^Tosion, it is apparent that some generalised measure of redox
Potential and soil resistivity can provide guidance for the assessment

soils demand careful investigation.
Another important consideration is

s"e

Investigation stage.
•Although water content aggressive ion content eg chloride,

Potential ground corrosiveness to embedded metals (see Table

Quantitative
e

assessment

of redox

1)-

potential provides guidance on

njoohc
>k of microbiological corrosion which most often results from the
processes of

UND

sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRJB) utilising
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corrosion, since high tensile steel is

the potential for stray current
sensitive to such attack

more

than mOd steeL

The presence in the ground of stray electrical currents arising
adjacent to electrical plant, eg electrified railways and cathodic
protection systems, can cause corrosion of a steel tendon if this
becomes the anode in a galvanitic process. Insulation of the anchorage

Figure 4: Typical double protection of
bond length ofstrand tendon using a
double corrugated sheath and cement
grout
tendons from the structure and the ground is recommended as a
routine prudent practice.
In broad terms FEP (1986) highlights that the following, or similar,
circumstances warrant consideration of corrosion protection of

Anchoroge category
Temporary

ground anchorages:
(i) situations exposed to sea water which contains chlorides ar>d
sulphates:
(S) saturated clays with low oxygen content and high sulphate
content;

Cm) fiD materials;
fiv) evaporite rocks that contain chlorides eg salt lake deposits;
(v) soils in the vicinity of chemical factories that have corrosive
effluents;
(vi) where tendons pass through ground with fluctuating water
levels;
(vii) where tendons pass through strata of differing character with
reference to chemical composition or differences in water or

Permanent

Class of protection
Temporary without protection
Temporary with single protection
Temporary with double protection
Permanent with single protection
Permanent with double protection

Table 2. Proposed classes ofprotection for ground
anchorages.

Double protection implies the supply of two barriers where the
second barrier is to protect the inner barrier

purpose of the outer

against the possibility of damage during tendon handling and
placement.
5.2

Properties of a protective system

gas content;

(viii)tendons subject to cyclic stress changes.
In summary, exposure to combinations of oxygen and chlorides,
anaerobic conditions in the presence of sulphates, or severely

A protective system should have the following properties;
(i) have an effective life at least equal to that required of the

anchorages;

fluctuating and high stress levels all enhance the rate of corrosioa

(ii) not adversely affect the environment nor the effidency of the

5. Corrosion
5.1 General

(in) not restrict movement of the free tendon length at least until

protected anchorage;

protection

after the

Die object of design against corrosion is to ensure that during the
design life of the ground anchorage the probability of unacceptable
corrosion occuring is small. In addition, the safety of people and
property in the event of anchorage failure should be assessed
carefully in relation to the cost of providing protection.
Given that 19 failures described by FIP occurred within 18 months
ofinstallation, it is dear that temporary anchorages exposed to
aggressive conditions (service life th two years) wiH demand

consideration of corrosion protection as wefl as permanent

anchorages.
Various degrees of protection are possible, but unless there is a

Positive demonstration that anchorages are not at risk within their

working life, protection graded according to the severity of the

Problem should be provided.
For corrosion resistance, the anchorage should be protected

overall as partial
protection
sovere corrosion on the

of the tendon may only induce more
unprotected part
Choice of class of protection (see Table 2) should be the
responsibility of the designer, and the dedsion depends on such
•actors as consequence of failure,
aggressivity of the environment and

cost of protection.

By definition single protection implies that one physical barrier

test corrosion is provided for the tendon prior to installation.
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anchorage has been locked off permanently, where
restressability is not required;
(iv) comprise materials that are mutually compatible with respect
to deformability, permanence and avoidance of corrosive
circumstances;
(v) allow for once only treatment preferably because, with few
exceptions, protective systems can be neither replaced nor
maintained;
(vi) not fail during stressing to proof load, especially at junctions
between components of the protective system;
(vii) be tough enough to withstand handling during manufacture,
transport and installation in the ground;
(viii)permit inspection prior to installation, where practicable.
5.3

Principles of protection

To fulfil the above recommendations, protective systems should aim
to exdude a moist gaseous atmosphere around the metal by totally

enclosing it within an impervious covering or sheath.
Grout injected in situ to bond the tendon to the ground does not
consitute a part of a protective system because the grout quality and
integrity cannot be assured. Furthermore, fluid materials that
become brittle on hardening crack in service as the structure suffers
differential strains, the onset of cracking depending upon tensile
strength and ductility.
Non-hardening fluid materials such as greases also have limitations

Figure 5: Typical detensionable
anchor bead detail for double

protection ofbar tendon.
corrosion protection media. Reasons include:
(i) fluids are susceptible to drying out, this is usually accompanied

as

by shrinkage and change in chemical properties:
(i) fluids are liable to leakage if even slight damage is sustained by
their containment sheaths;
(ib) fluids having virtually no shear strength are easily displaced and
removed from the metal they are meant to protect;
Crv) even in ideal conditions their long term chemical stability, eg

susceptibility to oxidation, is not known with confidence.
that non-hardening materials are themselves
protected or contained by a moisture proof, robust form of sheathing,
These aspects require

which must itself be resistant to corrosion.

Nevertheless, non-hardening fluids such as grease fulfil an
essential role in corrosion protection systems, in that they act as a
ierto exclude the atmosphere from the surface of a steel tendon,
create the correct electrochemical environment and reduce friction in
the free length.
Whilst a layer of grease is not considered acceptable as one of the
physical barriers required in the decoupled free length of a double
corrosion protection system, grease is acceptable as a protective
harrier in a restressable anchor head, since the grease can be

replaced or replenished.
Use of thicker metal sections for the tendon, with sacrificial area in
feu of physical barriers, gives no effective protection, as corrosion is

rarely uniform and extends most rapidly and preferentially at localised
pits or surface irregularities.
Non-corrodible metals may be used for anchorage components,
subject to verifying their electrochemical behaviour relative to other
components, and stress corrosion characteristics in appropriate
environments.

6. Protective systems
6-1 General
There is a variety of protective coatings or coverings. The principles
protection are the same for all parts of the anchorage, but different
detailed treatments are necessary for the tendon bond length, tendon
hoe length and anchor head.

Designers should choose systems appropriate to their assessment
service conditions.

5.2 Free

length of tendon

Protection is achieved generally by either injection of solidifying fluids
10 enclose
the tendon or by pre-applied coatings, or by a combination
both, depending on circumstances.
Tendon coatings should be applied in factory conditions, either by
e

manufacturer of the tendon or on site within specially constructed

Workshops, where air-dry and clean conditions can be assured.
In the free

length, the protective system should permit reasonably

uninhibited extension of the tendon during stressing, and thereafter,
if the anchorage is restressable. Greased and sheathed tendons are a

popular solution in such circumstances (see Figure 2).
Continuous diffusion impermeable polypropylene or polyethylene
sheaths applied in factory conditions-are suitable for both temporary
and permanent

anchorages. Minimum wall thickness should be

0.8mm. Plastics that

are

susceptible to ultraviolet light may be used,

provided that carbon black or ultraviolet inhibitors are incorporated to
resist degradation.
Greases should not contain any substance that could provoke
corrosion, eg unsaturated fatty acids, and water, and individual
contents of sulphides, nitrates and chlorides should not exceed 5 x
10~4% (m/m). Anti-corrosion compounds should be described.
Greases should be stable against water ai d oxygen and should not
separate into soap and oil. Hydrophobic g. cases are preferable.
Other important factors include bacterial and microbiological
degradation resistance, low moisture vapour transmission and high
electrical resistivity (see FIP, 1986).
Greases should be checked to ensure that they are compatible with
wrapping or sheathing materials that may be applied after greasing.
Greases should not affect barrier properties of coverings.
Light corrugated metal sheaths are not suitable for corrosion
protection, since they are easily perforated by corrosion. Any metal
used has to be compatible with the tendon, so as not to induce
corrosion potentials between the differing metals.
Sacrificial metallic coatings for high strength steel (> 1040 N/mm2)
should not be used when such coatings can cause part of the steel
tendon to act as a cathode in an uncontrolled manner in a galvanitic
process.

6.3 Bond

length of tendon

The bond length requires the same degree of protection as the free
length. In addition the protective elements have all to be capable of
transmitting high tendon stresses to the ground. This requires
strength and deformability characteristics that have to be checked
structurally.
The deformation of individual elements of the corrosion protection
system should not be such as to allow continuing creep nor expose the
tendon bond length through cracking.
and no cracking are in conflict and few

The requirements of no creep
materials are available that can
comply with them under the intensity of stress around the fixed
anchor.
Certain materials,

notably epoxy or polyester resins, have
appropriate strength, ductility and resistance to corrosion. They may
be substituted for cementitious grouts but are more expensive.
When used to encapsulate bond lengths of tendon in combination
with plastics ducts, compatibility of elastic properties of the
anchorage components has to be examined to minimise decoupling or
debonding of the resin from the duct.
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Figure 6: Typical restressable anchor
head detail for double protection of
strand tendon.

Where cement grout is employed for stressed tendon bonding the
total chloride content from all sources should not exceed 0.1 % by

weight of cement.
The detail of the plastics duct that forms one element of protection
is important as the duct has also to transmit stresses from filler to
external grout without displacement or distress.
To ensure effective load transfer between duct and grout, ducts

corrugated. The pitch of corrugations should be within six and 12
tiroes the duct wall thickness and amplitude of corrugation not less
are

than three times the wall thickness. The minimum wall thickness is

0.8mm, but consideration of material type, method of installation and
service required may demand a greater thickness. Duct material
should be impervious to fluids.
Duct joints, whether screwed ornot, should be sealed to preclude

of fluids. Unjointed ducts are preferred.
forming vertical or inclined grouted duct encapsulations, it is
good practice to tremie or otherwise introduce the grout from the
bottom of the vertically restrained sheath to ensure complete
expulsion of air and to provide good grout contact with the contained
wires, strands or bar. This contact is critically important for bond and
corrosion protection.
Typical examples of double protection arrangements for the bond
length of bar and strand tendons are shown in Figure 3 and 4 (see
alsoFlP, 1986).
Where protection has not been specified, and the conditions are
known to be benign then cement grout cover over the fixed length
may be deemed appropriate for temporary anchorage proposals, on
the basis that nothing more stringent has been required.
passage

When

6.4 Anchor head

Unlike fixed anchors, anchor heads cannot be wholly prefabricated.
Because of the strain in the tendon associated with prestressing.
friction grips for strand and locking nuts on bars cannot fix the tendon
until extension has been achieved.
All existing locking arrangements

require bare wire, strand or bar
which to grip and any preformed corrosion protection of the tendon
has to be removed. This leaves two sections of the tendon, above and
below the bearing plate (outer head and inner head, respectively),
tvhich require separate protective measures in addition to the
on

protection of the bearing plate itself
if the environment is aggressive, early protection of the
head is recommended for both temporary and permanent

anchor

anchorages.
The essence of the inner bead protection is to provide an effective
overlap with the free length protection, to protect the short exposed
length of tendon below the plate and to isolate the short section of the
exposed tendon passing through the plate. In satisfying these
recommendations, the protective measures have to allow free

movement

of the tendon that in certain instances may be

solved by
telescopic duct
Cement grouts are generally considered unsuitable for inner head
protection. Primary grout should not be in contact with the structure
and where a weak, low bleed secondary grout is required to fill the
void above the primary grout, it may be subject to cracking during
the use of a

structural movement

Grease-based corrosion protection compounds or similar ductile
materials immiscible with water may be required. They may be

preplaced or injected and should be fully contained within surrounding
ducts and retained by an end seaL
Where injection techniques are employed, a lower injection pipe
and upper vent pipe should be used to ensure complete filling of the
void and displacement of water and air. Preferably, injected material
should be conveyed by tremie to the lowest part of the duct,
displacing fluids upwards to the vent Pressures of 150kN/mm2 or
more are desirable for this operation, subject to limitations arising
from structural constraints. In restricted space, simple grease gun
techniques may be accepted. Alternatively, the filler inside the duct
may be a prepacked grease if there is no access for injection after
stressing.
Outer head protection of the bare tendon, the friction grips or the
locking nuts above the bearing place generally falls into two
categories, controDed by whether the anchorage is restressable or
not Where restressability is called for, both the anchor head cap and
the contents should be removable to allow access to an adequate
length of tendon for restressing. Clearly these requirements will vary
depending on the stressing and locking system employed. Grease is
the most commonly used material within plastics or steel caps.
Alternatives include corrosion resistant grease impregnated tape and
heat shrink sleeving.
A suitable seal and mechanical coupling between the cap and the
bearing plate should be provided.
Where restressability is not a requirement of the anchorage, then
the cap and its contents are not required to be removable. Thus resins
or other setting sealants may be used and a mechanical
coupling
between the cap and the bearing plate is not essential.
Where the anchor head is to be totally enclosed by the structure,
the outer head components may be encased in dense concrete as an
alternative protection, given adequate cover.
The bearing plate and other essentia] exposed steel components at
the anchor head should be painted with bitumastic or other protective
materials, prior to being brought to site. Steel surfaces should be
cleaned of all rust and deleterious matter prior to priming, eg by blast
cleaning. The coatings should be compatible with the materials
selected for both inner head and outer head protection. Bearing plates
on concrete structures may be set in a seating formed of concrete,
cement, epoxy or polyester mortar or alternatively may be seated
direct on to a cast in steel plate.
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Typical examples of double protection arrangements for the anchor
in Figures 5 and 6.

bead are illustrated

conditions on service performance. Given a satisfactory outcome
from these investigations, it will then be necessary, as with any

6.5Centralisers and spacers

prefabricated component, to instigate quality controls to ensure the
integrity and continuity of the protective epoxy coating.

central positioning and spacing of the tendon in the
borehole, appropriate centralisers/spacers should be employed. This
ensures a correct thickness of cover of filler or grout around the
tendon for efficient load transfer and also guards against the presence
of smear from the surrounding ground. For permanent anchorages,
centralisers and spacers of the fixed anchor in aggressive ground
should be manufactured from non-corrodible materials, eg plastics or
To ensure proper

plastics coated metal.

Out of millions of prestressed ground anchorages which have been
installed around the world, 35 case histories of failure by tendon
corrosion have been recorded, some of which were protected only by
cement

grout cover.

Invariably the corrosion has been localised and failures have
occurred after service of only a few weeks to many years.
As a consequence, it is considered that all permanent anchorages,
and temporary anchorages exposed to aggressive conditions should

7Quality controls
Corrosion protection systems should be assembled according to an

agreed method statement and checks shoud be carried out on each
system to ensure the quality and integrity of prefabricated
components, adequate overlap of protective barriers at the key
interfaces, eg anchor head/free length and free length/tendon bond
length, and appropriate grout properties, eg adequate strength and
low bleed. It may also be prudent on occasion to cut up a completed
protection system into sections, eg tendon bond length, to permit
assessment of the quality and integrity of the work.
Electrical resistance measurements offer a simple and convenient
method of checking the insulation of the sheath between the steel
tendon and the surrounding ground, once the unstressed tendon has
been grouted. Based on the recent experience of Swiss ground
anchorage companies (see Fischli, 1989), a minimum resistance of
O.lMohm should be obtained when a 5O0V direct current is applied
between the steel tendon and the ground (earth). Once the tendon
has been stressed but prior to encasing the anchor head, the
insulation of the anchor head may be checked by applying a 40V
alternating current between the anchor head and earth. In such
circumstances experience to date indicates that a minimum
resistance of lOOMohm should be obtained. More experience in the
use of electrical resistance
techniques is required before generallyapplicable acceptance criteria and tolerances can be proposed
together with stage by stage method statements, but these systems
could have considerable potential in the future.

8 New developments

Non-metallic fibres with appropriate strength and creep properties
toay be used for tendons, subject to investigation of their effective life
"stressed conditions' when exposed to potentially aggressive

environments that may differ from those aggressive to steeL In other
words, although non-metallic fibres may be resistant to highly acidic
conditions, these same materials may deteriorate in a highly alkaline
environment such as that provided by a cement grout.
Epoxy coated steel tendon is another recent development (see
Cousins, Johnston and Zia, 1990) whereby prestressing strand is
coated with an epoxy resin
(typically 1mm thick) and impregnated
with a crushed glass
grit to improve bond. Initial data on load transfer
by bond are encouraging and assuming that cost is not an inhibiting
fsotor, the only potential areas of concern which require further
"vestigation relate to the relaxation or creep losses within the anchor
bead, ie at the wedges, the ongoing need for inner head and outer
bead protection
given the epoxy coating deformations caused by the
teeth in the
wedges, and the effect of high temperature or fire
GR0|JND ENGINEERING NOVEMBER 1990
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be protected, the degree of protection depending primarily on factors
such as consequence of failure, aggressivity of the environment and
cost of protection.
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Table 1: Minimum
of individual

safety factors recommended for design
working anchorages
Minimum

Minimum
load

proof load

safety

factor

factor

Anchorage category
1

T,

T,
y =

—

T
1 w

T»

Temporary anchorages where
the service life is less than six
months and failure would have
few serious consequences and
would not endanger public safety,

1.4

1.1

1.6

1.25

2.0

1.5

short term pile test loading
using anchorages as a reaction
eg

system.
2

Temporary anchorages with a
service life of up two years,

where, although the
of local failure are
quite serious, there is no danger
to public safety without adequate
warning, eg retaining wall tie
consequences

Routine on-site acceptance tests for

ground anchorages
byGSLittlejohn*

consequences

serious,

Following a review of ground anchorage practice it is apparent that
tee stfll exists a wide variety of testing procedures and criteria for
the acceptance of individual anchorages which are to be incorporated

into temporary or permanent works.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the minimum requirements
lor routine on-site acceptance testing and the associated reasoning,
based on the recommendations of the Federation Internationale de la

Precontrainte (FIP, 1991) and the British Standards Institution

(BS8081,1989).

General considerations
Toput the subject into perspective there are three major classes of
tests for ground anchorages, namely (i) prosing tests, (ii) on-site
suitability tests and (iii) on-site acceptance tests.
Prosing tests are required to demonstrate or investigate in
advance of the installation of working anchorages, the quality and
adequacy of the design in relation to ground conditions and materials
used and the levels of safety that the design provides. The tests may
be more rigorous than on-site suitability tests and the results,
therefore, cannot always be directly compared, eg where short fixed
anchors of different lengths are installed and tested, ideally to failure.
On-site suitability tests are carried out on anchorages constructed
under identical conditions to the working anchorages and loaded in the
same way to the same level. These may be carried out in advance of
the main contract or on selected working anchorages during the
®urse of construction. The period of monitoring should be sufficient
to ensure that
prestress or creep fluctuations stabilise within

tolerable limits. These tests indicate the results that should be
obtained from the working anchorages and constitute the models
against which the working anchorages can be assessed.
On-site acceptance tests are carried out on all anchorages and
demonstrate the short term ability of the anchorage to support a load
'hat is greater than the design working load and the efficiency of load
Emission to the fixed anchor zone. A proper comparison of the
short term service results with those of the on-site suitability tests
provide a guide to longer term behaviour.
As ground is a variable material and anchorage construction is
sensitive to workmanship, it is not considered prudent to simply
a

proportion of the anchorages,

anchorages and also

temporary anchorages where the

Introduction

select and test

backs.
3 Permanent

say

10%. If all the

selected anchorages pass, the writer's field experience, particularly
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Bradford, Chairman of BSI
t°m,™ttee on Ground Anchorages, Chairman of FIP Working Group on
"round
.Anchorages.

of failure are

eg temporary

anchorages for main cables of a
suspension bridge,

or as a

reaction for lifting heavy
structural members.
in alluvial deposits, fissured days and weak mudstones indicates that
there is no guarantee that the remaining 90% will foDow a similar
behaviour. Furthermore, if one or two do fail, unless the reasons can
be identified dearly, there is a strong obligation to confirm the "health'
of all the remaining anchorages in order to provide the necessary
reassurance that they are fit for their intended purpose.
As a prindple, acceptance testing should comprise standard

procedures of short duration, and be independent of ground type.Wbere specific procedures and durations of testing are specified for
different major ground types arguments can arise over the most
appropriate geotechnical class for variable ground.
Guidelines on maximum test or proof loads are provided in Table 1
which is recognised internationally through FIP.
Although the prindple of proof loading is now widely accepted,
slight variations in the magnitude of the specified proof load may still
be encountered in practice from one country to another.
Cyclic loading is also traditional since non-recoverable movements,
such as "bedding in' and wedge 'pull-in' of the anchor head, are
encountered during the initial loading phase. These movements are
not repeated in subsequent cycles and so the reprodudble behaviour
of the anchorages can be both confirmed and measured.
Given increased confidence and the improved reliability of ground
anchorage technology, the number of cyclic load increments and the
minimum periods of observation have gradually been reduced over
the years. These reductions have saved time and money, and Table
2 provides an example of current recommendations. In spite of the
simplicity of these test procedures acceptance criteria for ground
anchorages remain rigorous when compared with other foundation
systems.
At each stage of loading, the displacement should be recorded at
the beginning and end of each period, and for proof loads the minimum

period of one-minute is extended to at least 15 minutes with an
displacement reading at five minutes. With these
procedures any tendency to creep can be monitored.
In some countries, creep displacements at proof load are recorded
in greater detail after the proof load is applied, while in other countries
engineers prefer to monitor such displacements at the initial lock-off
load («= 110% Tw) in order to predict service behaviour.
intermediate
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Table 2: Recommended load

increments and minimum

periods of observation for on-site acceptance tests
Temporary anchorages Permanent anchorages
load increment (%TW)

load increment (%TW)
Minimum

1st load

2nd load

1st load

2nd load

period of

cycle*

cycle

cycle*

cycle

%

%

%

%

observation
min

10
1
10
10
10
50
50
1
50
50
100
100
1
100
100
150
150
15
125
125
100
100
1
100
100
50
1
50
50
50
10
10
1
10
10
'
For this load cycle, which often includes extraneous nonrecoverable movements such as wedge 'pull-in', bearing plate
settlement and initial fixed anchor displacement, there is no pause
other than that necessary for the recording of displacement data.

90%

fr»« Ungth

Figure 1:
Acceptance
criteria for

displacement of
tendon
head.

at

anchor

Ax.
Bostk

cfUpJocwn^ni

Displocwn»nt ol tmdoft
crt

anchor K#od

stage, and the anchorage can be passed or failed, within a period of
to one and a half hours. Where monitoring involves a stressing

one

operation, eg a single lift-off check without load cell, an accuracy of
less than 5% is unlikely and longer observation periods of one day and
With regard to design considerations related to overall stability, it
is important to confirm that the post-tensioned load is properly
transferred through the free 'decoupled' length of the tendon into the
fixed anchor zone.
Toestablish the actual seat of load transfer within the anchorage,
the apparent free length of the tendon should be calculated from the
load-elastic displacement curve over the proof loading range using the
manufacturer's value of elastic modulus and allowing for such effects
as

bedding of the anchor head and, in exceptional circumstances,

temperature. It is normally adequate simply to record the ambient
temperature during the test, unless the monitoring equipment or
anchored structure is known or observed to be temperature
sensitive.
The free length analysis should be based on the results obtained
during the second cycle, otherwise extraneous non-recoverable
movements may

mask the reproducible behaviour of the anchorage in

beyond are required. If necessary, the accuracy of lift-off checks can
be improved by repeating the test several times.
Where displacement-time data are required, a dial gauge/tripod
system is suitable for short duration testing, given that the tripod
base should be surveyed accurately for movement (Figure 3). In
practice dial gauges reading to 0.01mm are commonly used during the
test, and where movement of the tripod base is anticipated, its
position is checked before and after the test to an accuracy of 1mm.
For the testing procedures outlined above, acceptance criteria
based on proof load-time data, apparent free tendon length, and short
term service behaviour, should be established for temporary and
permanent anchorages. Appropriate criteria, which are well proven
on site and judged to be cost effective, are detailed in the following
sections (see also BS8081,1989 and FIP, 1991).

service (Figure 1).

Figure 2: Proof
testing of58

For simplicity in practice the foDowing equation is employed

strand tendon at
L Lynn dam,
West Virginia

Apparent free tendon length

(courtesy of

A.E, AX,
=

where A, is the cross section of the tendon, E, is the manufacturer's
elastic modulus for the tendon unit, AX* is the elastic displacement of
tendon (A X* is equated to the displacement monitored at proof
minus the displacement at datum load, ie 10% Tw say) and T is
proof load minus datum load.
On completion of the second
cycle, the anchorage

should be

g oaded in one operation to 110% Tw say, and locked-off, after which

e is re-read to establish the initial residual load. This moment
^Presents zero time for monitoring load or displacement-time
Jvkwt during service,
rela
6-'0SS °^'oad is monitored accurately using load cells with a
50 miVe accun?cy 0'
tendings can be attempted within the first
soDhi U'£S ^\'8ure 2). This development, although demanding more
r

'Pstrumentation, permits the on-site acceptance test to

^rned out in

G*OUND

one

operation iongside the routine post-tensioning
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Nicolson
Construction Co
ofAmerica).
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sincic strand hollo* ram jack
fMor^o^xAJ

U»J'< puff*

Proof load-time acceptance criteria
lithe proof load has not reduced during the 15 minute observation
Jjod by more than 5% after allowing for any movement of the
anchored structure, the anchorage may be deemed satisfactory. If a
greater loss of prestress is recorded the anchorage should be subject
D two

further proof load cycles and the beha viour recorded. If the 5%

criterion is not exceeded on both occasions the anchorage may be
Itemed satisfactory. If the 5% criterion is exceeded on either cycle
the proof load should be reduced to a value at which compliance with

lie5% criterion can be achieved. Thereafter, the anchorage may be
accepted at a derated proof load, if appropriate.

merely serves to illustrate that the anchorage will
not yield significantly at proof load and no attempt is made to ascertain
the proof load-time characteristic of the anchorage at this abnormally
high stress level.
As an alternative to these recommendations, the proof load can be
maintained by jacking and the anchor head monitored after 15 minutes
in which case the creep criterion is 5% A X^, ie the displacement
which would cause a 5% loss of proof load.
The 5% loss limit

Mtn.ti strand SOl»D ram jack

Figure 4: Typical jacks for stressing steel tendons.
transferred to the adjacent grout though discrete lengths uniformly
distributed at intervals along the encapsulation or fixed anchor length.
In such circumstances individual strands or groups of strands have
different free tendon lengths and care is required to avoid strand

overstressing at the tendon proof load.
For routine multi strand stressing of these anchorages all strands
are stressed to different levels at a given tendon load or displacement,
and the maximum tendon proof load will be reached when the load in
the shortest strand attains 80% fpu (fpu = characteristic strength of
the strand). If it is necessary to increase further the proof load using a
multi jack, then a prestretGh procedure must be introduced whereby
all strands, which are longer than the shortest strand length, are
tensioned to predetermined displacements such that when
multistrand stressing of the tendon takes place all strands attain the
same stress level at the required proof load. Alternatively, a
monojack may be used to load incrementally each strand to the same
value for proof loading.
Irrespective of the mode of stressing, which may be more time
consuming for distributed stress transfer fixed anchors, the proof
load-time acceptance criteria above still apply.

Load transfer acceptance criteria
The apparent free tendon length should be not less than 90% of the
free length intended in the design, nor more than the intended free

figure 3: Displacement-time monitoring at Delli in
Switzerland (courtesy of VSL International).
In some countries
limiting creep displacements are

specified

Respective of free tendon length eg 2mm (0.5 - 5 min.) for the US

^partment of Transport (1984), 1.5mm(l - 10 min.) for the Bureau
juntas
(1989) and 0.5mm (5 — 15 min.) for the Deutsche Industrie
orm (1974 and
1976). These

figures illustrate the ad hoc nature of
peep criteria and at the present time few countries provide
correlations to permit either load or creep monitoring to be adopted.
For
anchorages that do fail a proof load criterion it is noteworthy
I tendon unit
stressing (mono jacking) may help to ascertain
.1)011 °f failure (Figure 4). For standard bonded tendons the
P -out of
individual tendon units by mono jack indicates debonding at
current

ind'ttdua]
via0Ut~ten<^On
*nter^ace' whereas, if all tendon units hold their
proof loads, attention is directed towards failure of the fixed
no 0lf31
Sround'2rout interface. In this diagnostic test there is
caw6Qty anchorages,
sequence for stressing individual strands. For long high
mono
d

jacking may also be useful in establishing a
prior to cyclic loading by mufti
stressing (multi jack).

i.„.1711 crutial loading of strands,
dulti

^ 1load
mu^P'e
encapsulation system or an encapsulation with a
transfer mechanism is

unit
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length plus 50% of tendon bond length or 110% of the intended free
tendon length (Figure 1).
The latter upper limit takes account

of relatively short
encapsulated tendon bond lengths of lm to 3m and fully decoupled
tendons with an end plate or nut, and the application of this upper limit
should be restricted to such circumstances.
The boundary limit of'90% free length' reflects a tightening of
tolerances over the years, bearing in mind that a limit of '80% free

length' was in common use in the 1960s. Where greased and sheathed
tendons are assembled under 'factory-controlled' conditions the more
rigorous criterion is attained without difficulty. The key to success is
to ensure that the plastics sheathing has a 'loose' fit over the tendon.
If the observed free tendon length does faD outside either of the
limits a further two load cycles up to proof load should be carried out in
order to gauge reproducibility of the load-displacement data
particularly during the third and fourth cycles. For a 'long' apparent
free tendon length the comparison of load-displacement behaviour
during the second, third and fourth cycles checks for progressive
debonding within the tendon's bond length. For a 'short' apparent free
tendon length a potential explanation is friction within a greased and
sheathed decoupled free tendon length. Such a load transfer
mechanism is often visco-elastic in nature and given time, eg 6 to 12
hours, creep within the decoupled system will permit the friction load

Table 3: Acceptance criteria for service behaviour at
residual load

Permissible toss of
Permissible
toad (% initial
displacement
residual
(% of elastic extension
load)
Ae of tendon at
initial residual toad)

Period of
observation

min
5
15
50
150
500

the tendon bond length. In these circumstances
check is only relevant to the load-displacement
tehaviour during the third and fourth cycles.
lobe transferred to
lie reproducibility

anchorage behaves consistently in an elastic manner,
ihe anchorage need not be abandoned, provided the reason can be
Where the

diagnosed and accepted. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the
elastic modulus E of a long strand tendon may be less than the
manufacturer's E value for a single strand, which has been measured
overa short gauge length between rigid platens (see also Janische,
1968and Leeming, 1974). A reduction in the manufacturer's E value
of up to 10% should be allowed in any field diagnosis of the load-elastic
displacement behaviour of single or multi-strand tendons.
In the case of distributed stress transfer fixed anchors the above
load transfer criteria apply to an analysis of the apparent free length of
each individual strand or group of strands of equal length, bearing in
mind the designed decoupled and bonded lengths. To obtain the
appropriate strand load-displacement data it is usually necessary to
use multijacking with prestretch or monojacking. Analysis of an
average apparent free tendon length is not recommended since this
parameter masks the true load transfer behaviour of individual
strands.

Short term service acceptance criteria
Using accurate load cell and logging equipment, the residual load may
be monitored at 5, 15 and 50 minutes. If the rate ofload loss reduces
tol% or less per time interval for these specific observation periods
after allowing for temperature (where necessary), structural
movements and relaxation of the tendon, the anchorage may be
deemed satisfactory in relation to this serviceability criterion. If the
rate ofload loss exceeds 1 %, further readings should be taken at

observation periods up to 10 days

(Table 3).

K, after 10 days, the anchorage fails to hold its toad as given in Table
3, the anchorage is not satisfactory and following an investigation as to
the cause of failure, the anchorage should be (i) abandoned and
replaced, (ii) reduced in capacity or (iii) subjected to a remedial

stressing programme.
Where prestress gains are recorded, monitoring should continue to
ensure

stabilisation of prestress within a load

increment of 10% Tw.

Should the gain exceed 10% Tw, a careful analysis is required and it
rill be prudent to monitor the overall structure/ground/anchorage
system. If, for example, overloading progressively increases due to
insufficient anchorage capacity in design or failure of a slop>e, then
additional support is required to stabilise the overall anchorage
system. Destressing to working loads should be carried out as
prestress values approach

proof loads, accepting that movement may

continue until additional support is provided.
As an alternative to load monitoring, displacement-time data at the
residual toad may be obtained at the specific observation periods in

3"% 3, in which case the rate of displacement should reduce to 1%
Ae or less per

time interval. To ensure compatibility of the
acceptance criteria 1 % A e is the displacement equivalent to the
aroount of tendon shortening caused by a prestress toss of 1 % initial
residual load, ie.

initial residua) load x apparent free tendon length

^

area

^ the

of tendon x elastic modulus of tendon

anchorages are to be used in the work and, on completion of
acceptance test, the cumulative relaxation or creep has

the on-site

e*ceeded 5% initial residua) load or 5% A e, respectively, the
^borage should be restressed and locked-off at 110% Tw, say.

This

1500 (=1
5000 (= 3

day)
days)
15000 (= 10 days)

%

%

1

1
2

2
3

3

4

4

5

5

6
7

6
7

8

8

procedure ensures that a contingency overload is locked into the
ground anchorage at the start of its service.
As a general guide, either acceptance criterion for short term
service, ie rate of prestress loss or rate of displacement may be
applied quite independently for the common range of free tendon
lengths. For short free tendon lengths (> 5m), toss of prestress
becomes the more appropriate criterion, while for long free tendon
lengths (> 30m) it is clear that creep displacement may be more
important to limit and therefore more appropriate as an acceptance
criterion.

Records
Details of all forces, displacements, seating and other tosses
observed during all stressing operations and the times at which the
data were monitored should be recorded in an appropriate form for
every anchorage.

The completion of the record sheet and graphical

plot of toad displacement during a stressing operation allows on-going
assessment of the anchorage performance and immediate
confirmation regarding compliance with the acceptance criteria (load
transfer, and percentage toad or displacement change).

Safety
During stressing safety precautions are essential and operatives and
one side of the tensioning equipment and
never piass behind when it is under toad. Notices should also be
displayed stating 'DANGER - Tensioning in Progress' or similar
wording.
Reference should be made to published guidelines eg Concrete
Society (1980) and FIP (1989).

observers should stand to
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GROUND ANCHORAGE TECHNOLOGY

-

A FORWARD LOOK

by
Stuart

Llttlejohn1

Introduction

Although reliable methods of designing, constructing and testing
ground anchorages are now well established in many parts of the world
for both temporary and permanent works, the subject remains a fertile
field for research and practical innovation.
The purpose

of this paper is to highlight those areas where further
investigation, improved standards, and in some cases better technical
explanation, would enhance understanding of anchorage behaviour,
increase confidence, and thereby extend the anchorage market place
for the benefit of the construction industry and its clients.
Uplift Capacity
For vertical or downward inclined anchorages subjected to uplift
forces, the fixed anchors must be installed at a depth sufficient to
resist safely the applied working load without failure developing
within the ground mass.
Current design assumptions of cone, wedge or
block failure mechanisms tend to be conservative as the shear strength
of the ground is often ignored and calculations to estimate the uplift

resistance are based
mobilised at failure.

simply

on the weight of overlying ground
This weight is calculated from the top, mid

point or base of the fixed anchor, and for standard bonded tendons the
former

choice

is

the

most

conservative.

For

less

conservative

designs, e.g. where the apex of an inverted cone is taken from the mid
point of the fixed anchor length, evidence should be available to
substantiate that design assumption.
Practical

experience indicates that general failure in the ground
accompanying surface heave does not occur for slenderness ratios
(h/D) in excess of 15, where h is the depth to the top of the fixed
anchor and D is the diameter of the fixed anchor (Bruce, 1976).
In
current practice a minimum depth of 5 m to the top of the fixed anchor
is also commonly considered prudent.

with

^Professor

of Civil Engineering,

University of Bradford, England.
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There is little

experimental evidence to substantiate these empirical
design methods and yet the calculated minimum depth of embedment can
affect
significantly the
cost
of
the
anchorage
solution.
Furthermore, routine co-axial loading during acceptance testing (see
Figure 1) does not confirm the margin of safety for uplift capacity
because the ground immediately surrounding the anchor head is used as
a bearing surface for the stressing jack, thus an appropriate ground

mass

failure mechanism cannot be mobilised.

anchorage (after ISRH, 1985)

anchorage (after ISRM, 1985)

Full scale pull-out tests by remote loading (see Figure 2) are
therefore recommended for a variety of ground types and grouted fixed
anchor geometries, including different load transfer systems.
In
ground masses which are horizontally bedded the mechanism of laminar
failure is of particular interest,
including the influence of

to establish
geotechnical
of the ground and type of anchorage, coupled with a
estimating uplift capacity which accommodates both the

fracture geometry. The objective of each study should be
the mechanism of failure and its relationship to the

classification
safe method of
service and limit states.

Initially, tests should be carried out on individual anchorages both
post-tensioned and untensioned (passive) in order to study the
influence of post-tensioning.
Subsequently, group effects should be
investigated where two or more closely spaced anchorages are pulled
out simultaneously.
The tendons of individual anchorages could also
be instrumented to monitor the effects of stressing and de-stressing
(failure simulation) on adjacent post-tensioned anchorages.
7
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Where

closely spaced high capacity anchorages

are

planned

a

highly

stressed fixed anchor zone may be created at a single elevation.
In
such circumstances it would appear that the designer simply uses

(i) stagger the depth location of alternate fixed anchors
(Littlejohn and Truman Davies, 1974) or (ii) spread fixed anchors
further apart by choosing different inclinations (Soletanche, 1968),
in order to reduce the intensity of stress on any plane.
Speaking
personally, I cannot always justify the decision by a rigorous
intuition to

calculation but it is like

Looking to the future,

a

glass of wine, it makes

me

feel better.

published results of remote pull-out tests
greatly the design of economic ground
anchorages required to resist uplift of floors of structures such as
dry docks, reservoirs and highway pavements subject to hydrostatic
pressures, or the foundations of multi-storey buiTdings, towers and
to

failure

masts

would

more

benefit

subject to overturning.

Overall Stability

assessing the overall stability of an anchored retaining wall, the
shape of the sliding block in cohesionless soil, which will occur for
systems wiith only one row of anchorages, has been accepted for some
time based on the early work of Kranz (1953), and Ranke and Ostermayer
(1968). Subsequently, simplified variations (see Figure 3), and more
rigorous variations (Cheney, 1984) have been published.
For
systems with one or more rows of anchorages, laboratory work with
cohesionless soils (Anderson et al. 1983) has suggested that the
failure surface is best represented by a logarithmic spiral (see
Figure 4).
In

Force

polygon'

Assumed

pin joint
(point of

zero

shear)

Factor of safety

where

Sf is given by Sf

tan 6'
- tan

,

c

-i1-3

<£'n is nominal angle of shearing resistance (in degrees).

<p'n has been correctly assumed, the weight W and the forces
Rn and Pn are in equilibrium.
If this is not the case <p'n has to be
NOTE.

If

altered.

Figure 3.

Sliding block method of analysis (after Littlejohn, 1970)
5
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In the stability analyses described the basic assumption is that
anchorage prestress increases the shear strength of the cohesionless
soil sufficiently to displace the potential failure plane beyond the
proximal end of the fixed anchor. Care should therefore be taken not
to apply these methods outside the range of cohesionless soils.
Further research is needed to extend the study to cohesive granular
soils and all mathematical and physical models should be validated
under field or large scale conditions.

Sf

=

tan <b'
tan <p'n

For

equilibrium

Stability analysis using
(after Littlejohn, 1970)

Figure 4.

a

Moment due to Ws
Honient due t0 w„

-1

logarithmic spiral

In cohesive soils it is clear
increase the shear strength of

that anchorage prestress will only
the soil gradually as consolidation
occurs.
Consequently, in this situation it is considered prudent to
carry out a conventional analysis of overall stability neglecting the
presence of the soil anchorages.
The fixed anchors should then be
located some distance, typically 2 to 3 m, beyond the potential slip
zone to provide a stable founding material.
As soil

nailing technology develops it is important to note that in

overall stability analyses, a reinforced soil gravity structure is
often assumed which demands that the nails interact with the soil and
each other to create a composite structure.
Although anchorage

spacings for retaining wall tie backs may be of a similar order to
nails, the overall stability analyses for anchorages are much more
conservative at the
future more data are

present time. To avoid potential conflict in the
required on the load transfer distributions and
4
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interactions for both

cohesive and

anchorages and nails installed in cohesionless,
cohesive-granular soils.

In these

investigations emphasis should be placed on large and full
observations, but mathematical modelling and centrifugal
testing could also be exploited for comparative studies, with
particular reference to the failure mechanisms mobilised by different
anchorage and nailing systems.
scale

Resistance to Withdrawal of Fixed Anchor
In

general,

more

full

scale pull-out tests to failure in highly

weathered rocks and cohesive soils liable to creep are required, to
check the validity of current empirical design rules, and to extend
our

knowledge of anchoring in these poorer quality-materials.

With

regard to the resistance to withdrawal of fixed anchors at depth
(local shear failure), improved design data and valuable case
histories have been published by Barley (1988) for weak rocks.

However, highly weathered mudstones, shales and marls continue to be
unreliable founding materials for straight shafted
anchorages (see Figure 5), unless very low skin frictions are

rather

type A
used in
design.
There is a need to carry out more full scale proving tests to
failure where load versus fixed anchor displacement is monitored
(preferably with load distribution along the fixed anchor) and where
the geotechnical properties are detailed in order to ascertain which
geotechnical parameters dictate anchorage performance.
In this way
empirical design data may be won relating for example skin friction at
the rock/grout interface directly to site investigation data.

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

Figure 5. Main types of cement grout injection anchorage
(after BS.8081, 1989)
5
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For pressure grouted soil

anchorages of types B and C, two distinct
design approaches have evolved, namely empirical equations and skin
friction envelopes, respectively.
Since the main distinction
between the two anchorage types relates to magnitude of grout
injection pressure, more guidance is required on injection pressure
limits that determine if the ground is permeated, compacted or
hydrofractured, together with the influence of grout pressure on skin
friction and fixed anchor diameter for a variety of soil conditions.
The subject of load transfer in the fixed anchor zone, with particular
reference to the major parameters that influence stress distribution,
warrants further study.
Under failure conditions, the results for

standard bonded tendons could indicate an upper limit to fixed anchor
length. This seldom exceeds 10 m in current practice.
Under service

conditions,

a knowledge of the stresses imposed -on the ground would
assist calculation of the magnitude and rate of consolidation, where
appropriate, around the fixed anchor and improve our predictive
capability concerning loss of prestress and creep displacement with
time.
Stress/strain contours or pressure bulbs for fixed anchors
would be useful in practice.
The relative importance of the tendon

type, e.g. bar or strand, should also be noted, bearing in mind the
greater stiffness of bars that will magnify prestress loss in any
comparative study.
To distribute load

uniformly in weak ground, distributed stress
have been developed over the past decade,
whereby the tendon load is transferred to the adjacent grout through
discrete
lengths uniformly distributed at intervals along the
encapsulation or fixed anchor length.
To ensure uniform stresses
within the tendon mono-strand stressing is essential.
If detailed
monitoring of these anchorages confirms enhanced performances in weak
ground compared with standard bonded systems no upper limit to fixed
anchor length will apply.
Some national codes may need amendment to
accommodate this practical innovation.
transfer

At the

study.

fixed

more

anchors

grout/tendon interface of fixed anchors, debonding requires
This is particularly important in anchorages where the

load exceeds 2000 kN and occurs as the ductile tendon
transfers stress to the brittle cement grout.
The influence of
tendon density, centralizers and spacers on load transfer and
service

microcracking should be studied.
Similar tests are required for
resin grouts used in tendon bond length encapsulations, and the more
recently developed resin coated strands (Cousins, Johnston and Zia,

1990).
As a practical improvement centralization should be provided on all
tendons to ensure that the tendon is centred in the grout column, with
a minimum grout cover of 5 to 10 mm.
The possible exception is coarse

sands and gravels where cement grout can permeate the soil beyond the
borehole.
In current practice, tendon centralization receives
insufficient attention and grout/tendon bond failures due to ground
contamination have been recorded at the acceptance testing stage,

particularly in clay and chalk.
6
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Corrosion Performance

Following

worldwide review by the Federation Internationale de la
(FIP), 35 case histories of failure by tendon corrosion
were published in 1986,
related to permanent anchorages (protected
and unprotected),
and
temporary anchorages with no designed
protection other than cement grout cover for the fixed length and on
occasion a decoupling sheath over the free length.
The findings are
important and bear repeating.
a

Pr£contrainte

Analysis

of the results shows that the corrosion is invariably
localised and appears to be independent of tendon type in that 9
incidents involved bar, 19 involved wire and 8 involved strand, the

period of service before failure ranging from a few weeks to many
for each tendon type.
Short term failures [after a few weeks)
were due to stress corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement.
years

These observations

invalidate the traditional

or

intuitive view of

designers that an increase in steel tendon diameter will
the design service life of post-tensioned anchorages.
some

secure

In terms of duration of service, 9 failures occurred within six
months, 10 in the period of six months to two years, and the remaining
18 beyond two years and up to thirty-one years.

The fact that 19 failures occurred within two years of installation
confirms
that
where
the
environment
is
aggressive, temporary

anchorages should be given appropriate protection. However, there is
evidence to suggest that the recommended limit of two years for the
service period of temporary anchorages should be reduced or extended.

no

With regard to failure location, 19 incidents occurred at, or within 1
of the anchor head, 21 incidents in the free length and 2 incidents
in the fixed length.
Both fixed anchor problems were caused by

m

inadequate grouting of the tendon bond length which exposed the tendon
to

an

aggressive environment.

Failures in the free length were recorded
individual and combined circumstances such as

(a)

(b)

under

a

variety

of

tendon overstressing caused by ground movement leading to tendon
cracking, sometimes augmented by pitting corrosion or corrosion
fatigue,

inadequate or no cement grout cover in the presence of chlorides,
industrial waste fills or organic materials,

e.g.

(c)

breakdown of bitumen cover due to lack of durability,

(d)

inappropriate choice of protective material, e.g. chemical grout
containing nitrate ions or hygroscopic mastic, and

7
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(e)

of tendon stored

use

on site for a

long period in an unprotected

state.
In regard to (e), steel tendons showing signs of pitting or transverse
defects must not be used for temporary or permanent ground anchorages
under any circumstances.
On the other hand a film of rust on the
tendon is not considered harmful and may improve bond.
In practice,
a

light film of rust also provides

materials, such
For

tendons.

reassurance that no lubricant
are present on the surface of the
guidance on tendon supplied or stored on
of rust cannot be removed by wiping with a

as grease or soap,

practical

site, an unacceptable film
cloth.
Failures at, or
from absence of

adjacent to the anchor head were due to causes ranging
protection (even for only a few weeks in aggressive
environments) to inadequate cover due to incomplete filling initially
or slumping of the protective filler during service.
From all the case histories reviewed, it is apparent that corrosion
incidents are somewhat random in terms of cause, with the possible

exception of choice of steel.

Quenched and tempered plain carbon

steels and high strength alloy steels are more susceptible to hydrogen
embrittlement than other varieties.
Accordingly, those named steels
should be used with extreme caution where environmental conditions
are

aggressive.

To

provide better guidelines on the maximum safe period of service for
unprotected temporary anchorages more fundamental research in the
laboratory and field monitoring are needed in relation to steel tendon
corrosion.
The overall objective should be to create a predictive
capacity concerning rates of localised corrosion and limiting
acceptable degrees of corrosion for stressed steel tendon, given
properly classified aggressivities for the ground.
of
prestress with time of full scale anchorages installed in specific
aggressive environments.
Bar, wire and strand tendons should be
investigated where excavation of individual anchorages takes place
after regular intervals, e.g. 5 years, or when significant prestress
losses are recorded.
To facilitate such studies alternative means of
monitoring tendon corrosion
should also be investigated, e.g. by
electrical resistivity, ultrasonic or acoustic monitoring techniques
Corrosion

studies

and electrochemical

in

the

field

should involve

the monitoring

potential measurement.

corrosion, fundamental research and field
monitoring are needed in relation to the durability of cement based
grouts in known aggressive ground and ground water conditions.
On
the multi thousand anchorage contract for the new ring road to Kuwait
City, the fixed anchors were installed with at least one underream to
provide mechanical interlock and thereby avoid total reliance on skin
friction, because of concern over the durability of sulphate
resisting cement, when subjected to ground water containing over
As

for

5000 ppm

steel

tendon

each of sulphates and chlorides.
8
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Effort
widths

should also be directed towards establishing minimum crack
in cementitious grouts for no corrosion under aggressive

ground water conditions, both static and flowing, in order to check
the validity of the 0.1 mm acceptance limit assumed in some national
standards.
For steel ribbed bar tendons more research is required to
confirm that ribs can limit crack widths to 0.1 mm in poor ground with
low lateral restraint.

Aggress1v1ty of the Ground
While the mechanisms of corrosion

are

well

understood

(ASTM, 1979;

FIP, 1986), the aggressivity of the ground and general environment is
seldom quantified at the site investigation stage.
In the absence of

quantified aggressivity data it is unlikely that case histories
involving tendon corrosion will provide reliable information for the
prediction of corrosion rates in service.
There is no single parameter which can be used to predict the risk of
corrosion to an embedded anchorage, bearing in mind that corrosion can
be chemical, electrochemical and/or microbiological in nature.
The
risk of these types of corrosion is currently assessed by resistivity,

pH and redox (oxidation reduction) potential.
Corrosion specialists today use a global technique which assigns a
value to each parameter measured and then a summation of these values
determines the overall aggressivity (see Table 1).
Preliminary

tests, as part of the site investigation, should include all items
listed under Section 1 of Table 1.
If the results of these tests are
marginal, e.g. total value of -1 to -4 say, then the tests under
Section 2 should be undertaken to provide a global assessment of
aggressivity (see Table 2).
Given a reliable data base in the future
it should be possible to relate class of protection directly to a

global value of aggressivity, but such a value will have to be sought
routinely from site investigations if practice is to be improved.

9
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Item

Measured Characteristic

Value

Section 1
Soil classification

(I)

>10% passing 63 micron sieve; plasticity index <2
for material passing 425 micron sieve
(ii) >75% and >10% passing 63 and 2 micron sieves,
resp.; plasticity Index <6 for material passing 425
micron sieve

+2

0

(ii!) all material passing 425 micron sieve; plasticity index
<15

-2

(iv) all material passing 425 micron sieve; plasticity index
-4

>15

Groundwater

(v) material with organic content >0.2% by^ weight

-4

(I) anchorage in well drained area
(II) anchorage In poorly drained area

-1

3,000
1,000

-1

R < 10,000
R < 3,000
100 <R< 1,000

m

(by weight)
pH

m >

-4

100

0
-1
0

-2
0

SO4 < 200
SO4 < 500
< SO4 < 1000

-1

<

500

1000 <

ground

-3

pH > 6
pH < 6
200

Cinder, coke or

-2

<

20%

sulphate

(ppm)

<

R<
< 20%

Moisture content

made

0

R> 10,000

Resistivity
(ohm-cm)

Soluble

+1

-2
-3

SO4

None

0

Exist

-4

Section 2
Redox

400

(mV)

Sulphide

Carbonate

+2

RP > 400

potential
>

200

>

0

>

0

RP > 200

-2

RP > 0
RP

-4

None

0

Trace

-2

Present

-3

High
High

-4

Present

+1

+2
0

Trace

Chloride Ion

(ppm)

Table 1.

50

<

250

<

500

<

0

C(< 50
C(< 250
C£ <500
CI

Elements of

-1

-2
-4

global assessment of soli aggresslvity

(after Eyre & Lewis, 1987)
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Global Aggresslvity Value

Qualnative Classification

0 or higher
-1 to -4
-5 to -10
-11 or less

Unlikely to be aggressive
Mildly aggressive
Aggressive
Highly aggressive

Table 2.

Global aggressiviity of

soil
(after Eyre & Lewis, 1987).

Corrosion Protection
Since at the present time there is no certain way of predicting
localised corrosion rates, where aggressivity is recognised, albeit
qualitatively, some degree of protection to the steel tendon should be

specified by the designer.
A typical protection for permanent
anchorages comprises a galvanised steel hat over the anchor head, a
greased and plastics sheathed free tendon length and a tendon bond
length encased in a corrugated plastics duct (see Figure 6).
Provision of

adequate tendon protection is not routine practice at the
present time, and in at least one national standard simple cement
grout cover is still considered acceptable for the protection of
permanent fixed anchors.
In view of the number of ground anchorages currently being installed
around the world, where cement grout cover is considered to provide

adequate protection against corrosion of the steel tendon, it is
important to emphasise that when a fluid grout is injected remotely
into the ground the quality and integrity of the cured grout as a low
permeability barrier cannot be assured.
Furthermore, when smooth
bar, wire or strand tendons in cement fixed anchor grouts are
stressed, cracks tend to occur at about 50 to 100 mm apart and of
widths

of

1

to

2

mm

(Meyer,

1977 and Graber,

1981).

In such

circumstances, the protective alkaline environment of the cement
grout (pH = 11-13) can be depassivated quickly in the presence of

aggressive anions, notably chloride (FIP, 1986).
As a consequence,
grout injected in situ to bond the tendon or its encapsulation to the
ground should not be considered as part of the designed protective
system in aggressive ground.
Non-hardening fluid materials such as greases also have limitations
as
corrosion
protection media,
e.g.
liable to leakage or
displacement, which means that non-hardening materials must
themselves be

protected or contained by a moisture proof, robust form
As a consequence, a layer of grease should
not be considered as one of the physical barriers required in the
decoupled free length of a double corrosion protection system.
On
the other hand, grease is acceptable as a protective barrier in a
restressable anchor head, since the grease can be replaced or
replenished.
of

protective sheathing.

i
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In spite of the above limitations, greases fulfil an essential role in
corrosion protection systems, in that they act as a filler to exclude
the atmosphere from the surface of a steel tendon, create the correct
electrochemical environment and reduce friction in the free length.
For corrosion resistance,

the anchorage should be protected overall
protection of the tendon may only induce more severe
corrosion of the unprotected part.
Thus, the least protected zone of
a
ground anchorage defines the class of protection provided.
Junctions between the fixed length, free length and anchor head are
particularly vulnerable, as are joints and couplers.
as

partial

Choice of class of protection (see Table 3) depends on such factors as
consequence of failure, aggressivity of the environment and cost of

protection.
By definition single protection implies that one
physical barrier against corrosion is provided for the tendon prior to
installation.
Double protection implies the supply of two barriers
where the purpose of the outer second barrier is to protect the inner
barrier against the possibility of damage during final
tendon
handling and placement.
Anchorage category

Class of protection

Temporary

Temporary without protection
Temporary with single protection
Temporary with double protection

Permanent

Permanent with single
Permanent with double

Table 3.

protection
protection

Proposed classes of protection for ground anchorages.
(after FIP, 1986)

It is considered that anchorage designers should explain the design
philosophy behind each proposed protection system, highlighting, for
example, the specific roles of materials such as greases, plastics and
cementitious grouts.
Detailed guidelines on the principles of
protection are provided by FIP (1986), and if the conservative
assumptions
and
associated tendon protection
systems
were
communicated more widely in future, confidence in the use of permanent
anchorages would be enhanced.

To improve standards further corrosion protection systems should be
assembled according to an agreed method statement including checks on
each system to ensure the quality and integrity of prefabricated

components, adequate overlap of protective barriers at the key
interfaces, e.g. anchor head/free length and free length/tendon bond
length, and appropriate grout properties, e.g. adequate strength and
low bleed.
It may also be prudent on occasion to cut up a completed
protection system into sections to permit assessment of the quality
and integrity of the work.
In future,

non-destructive quality controls should be exploited for
1
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protected tendons installed in the ground.

Electrical resistance

measurements offer a simple and convenient method of checking the
insulation of the sheath between the steel tendon and the surrounding

ground,

once the unstressed tendon has been grouted.
Based on the
recent experience of Swiss ground anchorage companies, a minimum
resistance of 0.1 Mohm should be obtained when a 500 V direct current
is applied between the steel tendon and the ground (earth).
Once the
tendon has been stressed but prior to encasing the anchor head, the

insulation

of the anchor head may be checked by applying a 40 V
alternating current between the anchor head and earth.
In such
circumstances experience to date indicates that a minimum resistance
of 100 Mohm should be obtained.
More experience in the use of
electrical
resistance
techniques is required before generally
applicable acceptance criteria and tolerances can be proposed, but
these systems could have considerable potential.

Looking further ahead, non-metallic fibres with appropriate strength
creep properties may offer an alternative to steel tendons,
subject to investigation of the effective life of fibres in stressed
conditions, when exposed to potentially aggressive environments that
may differ from those aggressive to steel.
In other words, although
non-metallic fibres may be resistant to highly acidic conditions,
these same materials may deteriorate in a highly alkaline environment
such as that provided by a cement grout.
Adoption of non-metallic
fibre tendons is only likely if they provide a cheaper alternative to
protected steel tendons,
including considerations related to
different anchor head and stressing details.
and

Acceptance Testing
In ground anchorage practice there still exists a wide variety of
testing procedures and criteria for the acceptance of individual
anchorages which are to be incorporated into temporary or permanent

works.

specific procedures and durations of testing
specified for different major ground types, arguments can arise
over the most appropriate geotechnical
class for variable ground.
For example, if the ground is cohesive and judged to be liable to creep
the specified test duration may increase from 2 to 24 hours, with
significant cost implications.
As a consequence, it is considered
that acceptance testing procedures should be independent of ground
type, and comprise standard time intervals initially of short
duration, where the overall duration of the test is only extended when
the anchorage fails to demonstrate a stabilising trend within
specified limits.
In other words, the observational method is
exploited to direct decisions.
In those countries where

are

a variable material and anchorage construction is
workmanship, the selection of a proportion of the
anchorages for testing, say 10%, is also not considered appropriate or
prudent.
If all the selected anchorages pass there is no guarantee
that the remaining 90% will follow a similar behaviour, particularly

As ground is
sensitive to

LI THE JOHN

in

alluvial

deposits,

fissured clays and highly weathered rocks.
two do fail, unless the reasons can be
identified and accepted as specific to the failed installations,
there is a strong obligation to confirm the 'health' of all the
remaining anchorages, in order to provide the necessary reassurance
that they are all fit for their intended purpose.
Furthermore,

if

one

or

Looking to the future, it is the writer's view that on-site acceptance
demonstrate (i) the
proof load that is
greater than the design working load, and (ii) the efficiency of load
transfer to the fixed anchor zone.
Thereafter, the short term
service behaviour should be monitored to ensure that prestress or
creep fluctuations follow a stabilising trend within tolerable
tests should be carried out on all anchorages to
short term ability of the anchorage to support a

limits.

The principle of proof loading is now widely accepted within a range
of 1.25 to 1.5 times the design working load.
This practice is

encouraging but with the current trend towards the use of high
capacity permanent anchorages (>5000 kN) in dam strengthening, the
standard proof load multipliers should not be used arbitrarily.
Our
concept of safety needs to be reviewed and consideration should be
given to reductions in both the load safety factor for the tendon and
associated proof load factor, bearing in mind that significant
overloads can still be applied during acceptance testing (see Table
4). Adoption of a load safety factor of 1.5 for high capacity tendon
design under appropriate conditions could provide substantial
savings.
Proof
Load

Overload

Working

Margin

Stress

(kN)

Proof
Load
Factor

(kN)

(kN)

(%)'

1500
15000
11250

1.5
1.5
1.2

1125
11250
9000

375
3750
1500

50.0
50.0
65.7

Working

Load

Load

Safety

Ultimate
Load

(kN)

Factor

750
7500
7500

2.0
2.0
1.5

Table 4.

Influence of load safety factor on
and overload margin.

*

% of characteristic strength
ultimate tensile strength (GUTS)

proof load factor

_(fpu) in Europe

in North America.

or %

of guaranteed

It is encouraging to observe that cyclic loading is now becoming
routine practice bearing in mind that non-recoverable movements, such

wedge "pull-in" of the anchor head, are
initial loading phase.
These movements are
not repeated in subsequent cycles and so the reproducible behaviour of
the anchorages can be both confirmed and measured.
as

"bedding-in"

and

encountered during the

increased confidence and the improved reliability of ground
anchorage technology, the number of cyclic load increments and the
minimum periods of observation have gradually been reduced over the
Given
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These reductions have saved time and money, and Table 5
provides an example of international recommendations to be published
shortly (FIP, 1992).

years.

Temporary anchorages
load increment (% Tw)

Permanent anchorages
load increment (% Tw)
Minimum

1st load

2nd load

cycle*

cycle

%

%

10
50
100
125
100
50
10

10
50
100
125
100
50
10

1st load

cycle*

2nd load

period of
observation

cycle

%

%

min

10
50
100
150
100
50
10

10
50
100
150
100
50
10

1
1
1
15
1
1
1

"For this load cycle, which often includes extraneous
non-recoverable movements such as wedge 'pull-in', bearing

plate settlement and initial fixed anchor displacement,
there is no pause other than that necessary for the recording
of displacement data.
Table 5.

Recommended load increments and minimum
observation for on-site acceptance tests

periods of
(after FIP,

1992).
At each stage

of loading the displacement should be recorded at the
beginning and end of each period, and for proof loads the minimum
period of one minute is extended to at least 15 minutes with an
intermediate displacement reading at five minutes.
With these
procedures any tendency to creep can be monitored.
With

reference

to uplift capacity or overall
stability, it is
to check that the post-tensioned load is properly
transferred through the free decoupled length of the tendon into the
fixed
anchor
zone,
otherwise the design assumptions may be

important

invalidated.
To establish the actual seat of load transfer within the

anchorage the
apparent free length of the tendon should be calculated from the
load-elastic displacement curve over the proof loading range using
the manufacturer's value of elastic modulus and allowing for such
effects
as
bedding of the anchor head and, in exceptional
circumstances, temperature.
The analysis should be based on the
results
obtained during the second cycle to avoid extraneous
non-recoverable movements.
For standard bonded anchorages the apparent free tendon length should
be not less than 90% of the free length intended in the design, nor
more than the intended free length plus 50% of tendon bond length.
LITTLEJOHN

This load transfer acceptance criterion is only applied in a
countries and yet the information is vital to confirm that (i)

anchorage load is transferred into stable ground beyond any
slip plane and (ii) debonding is not excessive.

few
the
potential

With reference to distributed stress transfer fixed anchors in weak

ground, the above load transfer criterion still applies, but the
analysis of apparent free length must be applied to each individual
strand or group of strands of equal length.
To obtain the appropriate
strand load-displacement data it is necessary to use multijacking
with prestretch or monojacking.
Analysis of an average apparent free
tendon length is not appropriate since this parameter masks the true
load transfer behaviour of individual strands.
To

improve the accuracy of estimating the free~ tendon length in
practice, a comparison of load-extension graphs and elastic modulus
values is recommended between the standard 610 mm test length often
used by tendon manufacturers and the longer lengths, i.e. 10 m, 20 m
and 30 m,
that are applicable in ground anchorage practice.
Reductions in elastic modulus of up to 9.2% have been observed in long
strand tendons (BS.8081, 1989).
Phase one of the test work should
concentrate on single-unit tendons, and phase two should accommodate
multi-unit tendons, where load distribution between tendon units is a
further variable.
To monitor the short term service behaviour of

a

works anchorage, on

completion of the second cycle (see Table 5) the anchorage should be
reloaded in one operation to 110% design working load say, and
locked-off, after which the load is re-read to establish the initial
residual load.
This moment represents zero time for monitoring load
or displacement-time behaviour during service.
Using accurate load cell and logging equipment, the residual load may
be monitored at 5, 15 and 50 minutes.
If the rate of load loss reduces
to 1% or less per time interval for these specific observation periods
after
allowing for temperature (where necessary),
structural
movements and relaxation of the tendon, the anchorage may be deemed
satisfactory in relation to this serviceability criterion.
If the
further readings should be taken at

rate of loss exceeds 1%,
observation periods up to 10

days (see Table 6).

an alternative to load monitoring, displacement-time data at the
residual load may be obtained at the same observations periods, in
which case the rate of displacement should reduce to 1% Ae or less per
time interval (see Table 6).

As

ensure compatibility of the acceptance criteria 1% Ae is the
displacement equivalent to the amount of tendon shortening caused by a
prestress loss of 1% initial load, i.e.

To

initial residual load
e "

area

of tendon

1

x

7

x

apparent free tendon length

elastic modulus of tendon
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Permissible loss
of load

(% initial
Period of
observation

residual

load)

min

5
15
50
150
500
1500
5000
15000

%
1
2
3

(~ 1 day)
(~ 3 days)
(~ 10 days)

Table 5.

If

on

Permissible

displacement
(% of elastic extension
of tendon at
initial residual load)
%
1
2

3

4

4

5
6
7
8

5
6
7
8

Acceptance criteria for service behaviour at
residual load (after FIP, 1992).

completion of the acceptance test, the cumulative relaxation

or

creep has exceeded 5% initial residual load or 5% Ae, respectively,
the anchorage should be restressed and locked-off at 110% design
working load.
This procedure ensures that a contingency overload is
locked into the ground anchorage at the start of its service.
As

general guide, either acceptance criterion for short term
service, i.e. rate of prestress loss or rate of displacement may be
applied quite independently for the common range of free tendon
lengths.
For long free tendon lengths (>30 m) it is clear that creep
displacement may be more important to limit and therefore more
a

appropriate as an acceptance criterion, while for shorter free tendon
lengths (<10 m) loss of prestress becomes the more appropriate
criterion.

the present time few national standards provide correlations to
permit either load or creep monitoring to be adopted, but it is
encouraging to know that international organisations such as FIP and
ISRM are addressing this issue.

At

Bearing in mind that some engineers may specify a design life of say
100 years, it is important to note that Table 6 provides load loss or
displacement limits against log time.
The acceptance criterion for
load loss is 2% per log cycle, so that the maximum predicted loss after
100 years (~ 7.5 log cycles) would be 15% approximately, leaving a
residual load equivalent to 93% design working load.
Variations of
up to 10% of working load do not generally cause concern in practice.

wishes to maintain the load in service above the
design working load, any prestress losses accumulated over the first
day, equivalent to three log cycles, can be eliminated by restressing
up to 110% design working load.

Where the designer

1

8
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It is considered that the unique nature of the three elements of
on-site acceptance testing proposed, namely proof loading,
load
transfer analysis and serviceability check, should be advanced and

explained at every opportunity, in order to provide greater assurance
to engineers and clients.
Moreover, if compatible on-site acceptance
testing procedures could be developed between countries in the
future, a wealth of useful short term performance data could be pooled
and long term predictions could be attempted for anchorage types A to
D in

a

range

of classified ground conditions.

Service Behaviour
There is

dearth of

published data on long term monitoring, both for
anchorages
and
complete structure/ground/anchorage
systems.
In spite of an absence of problems one important
consequence is that some engineers lack the confidence to accept
ground anchorages for permanent works.
Another consequence for
acceptance testing is that further optimisation of procedures is
inhibited.
In order to establish the optimum short term acceptance
test for satisfactory performance over a service period of 50 years or
more, more results should be published on long term service behaviour
where short term acceptance criteria have been met.
a

individual

The advantages of monitoring should be explained to clients.
They
include (i) the engineer being able to feed back performance
observations into future designs and thereby optimise such parameters
as overload allowances and load safety factors;
and (ii) the client

being accurately and confidently informed of how anchorages installed
his expense
data collection

will perform after installation.
Furthermore, the
permits all parties to judge at the earliest possible
stage whether anchorages being monitored are, in fact, acting
satisfactorily.
On a broader front, this form of monitoring may
permit correlation of anchorage load and structural movement, and
thereby lead to a better understanding of anchorage/ground/structure
at

interaction.

Generally speaking, short term monitoring over 3 to 6 months of
anchorages installed in cohesionless soils has shown a rapid
stabilisation of load after initial post-tensioning (Littlejohn,
1970).
Where overall ground movements are mobilised during
excavation, such stabilisation of anchorage loads usually occurs
shortly after completion of the excavation.
No long term prestress
losses due to creep have been noted in cohesionless soils and there
appears to be little concern in practice over the ability of these
anchorages to maintain their load holding capacity in the long term,
given adequate corrosion protection.
Early examples of permanent
anchorages installed in sands and gravels in the UK are included in
Table 7, simply to give some historical
perspective for this
particular country.
It would be useful if engineers in other
countries could cite early examples.
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Number of
Location

Anchorages

Tilbury, Essex
Grosvenor Road, London

52
44

Ponders End

18

Bromley Theatre, Kent
Solihull, Birmingham

10
14

Table 7.

Working Load
(kN)

Type of
Soil

Date of
Installation

300

gravels
gravels
300 & 400
gravels
sands & gravels
630
250
gravels
300 & 350

Early examples of

1968
1969
1969
1970
1970

permanent anchorages installed

in cohesionless soils in the UK.
In cohesive soils such

as clays that are known to be
susceptible to
the dearth of monitoring has left some engineers concerned
about long term behaviour.
Again there are no incidents of adverse
service behaviour due to creep known to the author, and most modern
national codes now demand a stabilising trend for prestress loss or
displacement with time, coupled with an appropriate overload
allowance in routine on-site acceptance testing.
Early examples of
permanent anchorages installed in cohesive soils in the UK are

creep,

included in Table 8.

Location

Number of

Working Load

Type of

Anchorages

(kN)

Soil

Pithay, Bristol
London
Coventry
Scarborough

26
18
102
23

Neasden

580

500
300
450 & 900
400
100 - 500

40

650

New

Kilburn Square,

Underpass,

marl
London clay
marl

sandy clay
clay

London

Date of

Installation
1964
1968
1969
1969
1969

London

Derby Underpass
Table 8.

marl

1970

Early examples of permanent anchorages installed
in cohesive soils in the UK.

the

of

Kilburn

Square, although the anchorages were not
subjected to rigorous serviceability tests, which are now imposed by
the British code (BS.8081, 1989) satisfactory behaviour for all 18
anchorages has been confirmed by lift-off tests after 11 years of
service, when residual loads ranged from 108% to 93% of the initial
In

case

residual load of 312 kN.
To offset the

concerns

related to permanent anchorages installed in

clays, more service monitoring is recommended where details of the
clay mineralogy and
plasticity are included in the site
investigation.
Given adequate case histories it should be possible
to relate service performance and design assumptions to the material
and mass properties of clays.
As in the case of soils, there is a dearth of monitored performance
data for rocks where the case histories have been properly documented
in terms of rock classification, type and location of anchorages,
2

0
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including design loading, and prestress fluctuations or creep
displacement with time.
Again there is an absence of problems, and
Table 9 simply lists some early examples of permanent rock anchorages
to illustrate up to 56 years of successful
experience.
Table 10
indicates the nominal load losses

for the 10,000 kN

the first 18 years of service
anchorages at Cheurfas Dam.

Number of
Location

Anchorages

Cheurfas dam,

over

Working Load
(kN)

Date of
Installation

Type of
Rock

37

10000

sandstone

1934

Steenbras dam,
326
South Africa
Tansa dam,
2399
India
Swallow Falls dam, 70
South Africa
Witbank dam,
236
South Africa
412
Catagunya dam,
Tasmania
Forth Road Bridge, 80
Scotland

700

sandstone

1953-54

700

basalt

1953-55

2000

granite

1956-58

2000

felsite

1957-59

2000

dolerite

1959-61

1200

whinstone &
coal measures

Algeria

Table 9.

1960

Early examples of permanent anchorages installed in

rocks.

Period of Service

(years)

Loss (kN)

3
6
9
18
Table 10.
Since there is

408
449
459
561
Record of prestress

Loss (%)
4
4.4
4.5
5.5

loss at Cheurfas Dam.

shortage of published case histories on successful
long term performance or detailed service behaviour, it would be
beneficial to collect simple records of the type listed in Tables 7 to
9 for each country.
This would illustrate just how long and widely
established the permanent anchorage market place is throughout the
world.
Such cases should also be augmented by more recent records
where anchorage behaviour (load fluctuation or displacement) has been
a

monitored.
The writer would welcome any service records and through
the F£d£ration Internationale de la Pr£contrainte an international
data base could be published for the ultimate benefit of both

anchorage specialists and clients.
from establishing a credible data base, field monitoring of
anchorage loads and the movements of the structure/ground/anchorage
system should be organized to study overall service behaviour and, in

Aside
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particular,

the

effect

of

prestress

on

deformations.

The

distribution of load in walings also warrants study, together with the
effect of anchorage detensioning (failure simulation) on redistribu¬
tion of anchorage loads and bending moments in the walings.
An
excellent example of this type of work is the treatise by Stille on the
behaviour of anchored sheet pile wall in clays in Sweden which was

published in 1976.

These observations and

an

understanding of the

overall behaviour of the structure/ground/anchorage system should be
communicated more since the data can influence the conceptual
thinking of a designer in terms of risk and dictate the load safety
factor for the tendon and/or the required proof load factor.
In regard to dynamic loading, guidance on the influence of cyclic
loading on untensioned model plate and model short cylinder fixed
anchors in cohesionless soil is available through the^work of Hanna et
al. (1978) and Haddocks (1978), which generally indicates that once
the fixed anchor begins to yield it will do so at an increasing rate
until failure.
However, many structures, e.g. transmission towers
and quays, subject to such loads and restrained by post-tensioned
anchorages, have performed satisfactorily.

In

regard to seismic effects,

a

major tied back excavation at the

Atlantic-Richfield Plaza in Los Angeles was at a depth of 20 m when
struck by the San Fernando earthquake of 9th February 1971 and
survived without incident.
The 468 kN design working load anchorages
were installed in a soft grey siltstone, almost a preconsolidated clay

consistency with some limestone layers (Feld and White, 1974).

Anchorages have also been found to be resilient to the effects of
close proximity blasting.
At Westfield open pit in Scotland, 1600 kN
design working load anchorages were located in coal bearing strata
comprising the normal sequence of sandstones, siltstones, mudstones
and seatearths, with occasional clay mylonite bands having low shear
strength properties (cr - 0; <pr - 10®-15°). The monitored anchorages
had a free length of 12 metres and a fixed anchor length ranging from 4
to 6 metres.
Over 1200 kg of explosives were detonated within 5
metres of the anchor heads and the greatest increase in load recorded
was
110 kN (7% of service load) within one second of detonation, a
residual increase of 64 kN (4% of service load) being noted after 10
seconds.
A peak particle velocity of 40 mm/sec was measured 60 metres
from the blast.
These results are very encouraging bearing in mind
that post-tensioned permanent anchorages can accommodate much higher
overloads without distress (Littlejohn, Norton and Turner, 1977).

field records of dynamic behaviour are required
special full scale anchorages is recommended, to
investigate the influence of cyclic loading at different amplitudes,
e.g. ±10% Tw, ±20% Tw and ±30% Tw, on the service performance of
post-tensioned anchorages, locked-off at 110% Tw.
Comparative
Looking ahead,

more

and monitoring of

studies could also be run on untensioned anchorages.
information covering bar, wire and strand tendons would
further guidance on the sensitivity of anchorages to dynamic

This

provide
loading,

including seismic effects.
LITTLEJOHN

Final Remarks
Given the

specialised nature of ground anchorage work and the wide
variety of anchorage types and construction procedures, coupled with
the variability of ground, more reliance in future should be placed on
performance specifications related to choice of materials and
acceptance testing of all anchorages, compared with attempts to
supervise and control the construction phase.
Aside from load holding considerations which can be confirmed from
precedent practice or proving tests, the choice of materials will be

primarily related to aggressivity which in future should be assessed
using a global technique.
Routine

testing of all anchorages should involve proof loading to
provide a margin of safety, load-displacement analysis to confirm
that the resistance to withdrawal is mobilised correctly in the fixed
anchor zone,

and short term monitoring of the service behaviour to
stabilising trend within tolerable limits.
In this way
reliable performance should be assured in the long term.
ensure

a

full

Systematic

scale

testing

remains

the

finest

source

of

the behaviour of anchorages and more research should be
directed towards investigations of the performance characteristics of
full scale anchorages and structure/ground/anchorage systems, with
information

on

particular reference to the long term behaviour of permanent works.
These recommendations should in
of outstanding uncertainty and

no sense

be taken

as

evidence of

areas

therefore doubt.
With millions of
anchorages successfully exploited or performing throughout the world,
the market place is well established and quality controls in terms of
on-site acceptance testing are second to none in the field of
geotechnical processes.
The purpose of this paper is simply to
highlight those areas which are worthy of further investigation and
development in order to maintain ground anchorage technology at the
forefront in the field of ground improvement.
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Synopsis
This paper

describes a research programme devised to examine the dynamic
bolt systems to blast loading. The research work has comprised
of bolt response at two active tunnel construction sites in North
Wales.
In addition finite element and laboratory model investigations have been
conducted.
The paper presents the results which have arisen to date from the field
investigations. The conservative nature of current design practice is confirmed as
is the resilience of resin bonded rock bolt systems to blast loading.
Attenuation
relationships for the two tunnels are presented. The influence of prestress load on
the dynamic response of a rock bolt is discussed as is the nature of the dynamic
stress distribution along the length of the rock bolt.
response of rock
field monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION
In many

hard rock tunnels, constructed by drill and blast methods, rock bolts are
primary form of support. Due to a dearth of published information on research
into this complex problem, current methods for assessing the safe distance for the
the

installation

of permanent bolts are very conservative.
involves safe distances derived from case histories, or trial

Design practice either
blasting combined with
some limiting dynamic parameter, normally peak particle velocity.
If the rock bolts
need to be placed closer to the blast face than the specified safe distance the bolts
are deemed to be temporary and are replaced by permanent bolts after blasting.
This duplication of bolts is both costly and time consuming and may be
unnecessary.
Whereas trial blasting provides an indication of the level of vibration
transmitted from a blast source to a bolt, there is no current design procedure for
assessing the effect of vibration on rock bolt performance.
To enable the development of an improved design procedure a research
programme has been conducted by the two universities in two phases over the
period 19S6-1992.
The first phase was conducted in three main parts and
involved:
1. A full scale field

investigation of the dynamic response of resin bonded rock bolt
This work was conducted on an active tunnel construction site at

systems.
Penmaenbach in North Wales.

At this site axial load and acceleration

were

measured at the head of resin bonded bolts

positioned at distances varying from
only 0.7 m from a substantial blast face. The influence of prestress
load on bolt performance was also studied as was the difference in bolt response
resulting from the use of single speed rather than two speed resin bonding.
2.
Laboratory model tests to examine the stress distribution within dynamically
20

m

down to

loaded rock bolts.
3.

Finite element simulation of the response

of rock bolts to transient dynamic
loading to assist with the interpretation and generalisation of field and laboratory
experimental work.
This work was a development of previous finite element
studies of the static behaviour of rock anchorage systems (Yap & Rodger (1981)).
The rock bolts monitored at Penmaenbach Tunnel were 6 m long and were
embedded in a slightly weathered, fine grained, very strong rhyolite with a fracture
spacing of 0.5 to 1 m. The results of the field monitoring tests showed that no
significant load loss or resin/bolt debonding was registered for any bolts, even those
positioned only 0.7 m from the blast face.
In the tunnel design 5 m had been
specified as the safe distance for permanent rock bolt installation. Consequently
many bolts were scheduled to be replaced that were in fact undamaged.
Reducing
the safe distance to 3 m would have led to a 38% saving in rock bolting costs. The
field monitoring trials also provided a corroboration of an important result found
from laboratory and finite element studies, namely that prestressing the rock bolts
decreases the effect of vibrational loading on the bolts.
In addition it was found
that single speed resin bonded bolts experienced twice the dynamic loading of the
equivalent two speed bolts due to their shorter decoupled length. (Further details
of the first phase of the research programme were contained in references 2-4.)
Aside from the findings of immediate practical importance, the first phase of the
research provided fundamental information on the character of the blast induced
waveforms within a rock mass and on how these dynamic signatures affected the
overall rock bolt system used at Penmaenbach.
The finite element simulation
provided a mechanism for investigating the stress distribution along the fixed
anchor length.
This distribution was also investigated using the laboratory model.
Field verification of the load transfer results could not, however, be obtained with
the instrumentation

employed at Penmaenbach Tunnel.
phase of the research programme, which is the subject of this paper,
conducted over the period 1989-1992 at the construction site of the Pen y Clip

The second
was

Tunnel in North Wales and was devised to examine the

validity of the results

phase across a wider range of rock conditions. In addition, it
hoped that the nature of the stress distribution along the fixed anchor length
resulting from dynamic loading conditions could be investigated in more detail.
obtained in the first

was

This paper presents

preliminary results arising from this phase of the programme.

2. FIELD TRIALS AT PEN Y CLIP TUNNEL
2.1 Site conditions

Construction of the tunnel is part of a scheme for dualling of a 1.9 km section of
the A55 North Wales Coast Road between Penmaenmawr and Llanfairfechan.
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The tunnel

designed to provide for a 930 m long, 7.3 m wide, two lane
carriageway with a minimum vertical clearance of 5.1 m.
The tunnel passes
through the Pen y Clip Headland which is a steeply rising microdiorite intrusion.
The rock is overlain by sandy scree, coarse scree and quarry related debris.
Prior
to commencement of work the tunnelling conditions were envisaged as ranging
from good to extremely poor (fracture spacing 50 tolOO mm) with structural
support being required throughout, primarily by shotcrete and rock bolting.
In the
zones near the portals, where rock cover is shallow or the quality very poor, steel
ribs were specified.
A secondary concrete lining was specified throughout.
was

2.2 Research instrumentation
A

two

part instrumentation system was designed for the field trials at Pen y Clip.
of the system was developed to monitor the stress distribution along

The first part
the length of

the rock bolts. This consisted of special rock bolts, 6 m long, with
sensing inserts introduced at various positions along the bolt length.
Associated with these instrumented bolts was a signal conditioning and
amplification system designed to transmit signals 500 m to a remote
instrumentation cabin.
At the cabin dynamic signals were monitored using FM
magnetic tape recorders, and static response was recorded over a long period using
a
computer controlled data logging system.
The second part of the
instrumentation system enabled measurements to be effected of changes in prestress
load and the corresponding dynamic movement of the bolt head.
Figure 1 shows
diagrammatically both parts of the instrumentation system.
load

2.3

Summary of results of field monitoring

2.3.1 Introduction
The rock bolts involved

were

two

speed resin bolts, chosen because they have
blasting.
This form of bolt uses a fast

been found to be the most resilient to

setting resin for a 2 m length of bolt furthest from the rock surface.
The
remaining 4 m length of the bolt is grouted with a slow setting resin (except for a
700 mm decoupled length at the bolt head).
The fast setting resin is used to
create the fL\ed anchor which is tensioned before the slow setting resin bonds the
remaining length of bolt to the surrounding rock.
The programme of work involved monitoring 24 instrumented rock bolts,
subjected to full face burn cut blasting to assess the influ_ence_o.f distance from the
face, prestress load and rock class on the load carrying characteristics of the bolts.
Eight bolts with load sensing inserts were installed to assess the stress distribution
along the bolt length resulting from static and dynamic loading.
Four of these
bolts had the inserts installed in the slow setting resin and the other four had them
in the fast setting resin zone.
At each instrumented rock bolt position, 30 to 40 response waveforms were
recorded for each 6 second blast sequence.
Vibrational acceleration and dynamic
load at the proximal end of the bolts were recorded to give typically 35 values each
of peak particle acceleration (ppa) and peak dynamic load (pdl) for each rock bolt
responding to a blast sequence (4500 results in all).
Values of peak particle
velocity (ppv) were obtained by integration of acceleration signals.
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As

expected measurement of ppa, ppv and pdl indicated that values attenuate
rapidly with distance from the source. A major finding was confirmation of the
Penmaenbach result that safe distances to the blast face could be reduced to 1
without

perceptible damage to the bolt

weaker

much

as

rock

a

mass

than

m

even though the ground at Pen y Clip was
that of Penmaenbach.
This has major

-

implications for bolt installation practice.
2.3.2 Blast characteristics
The characteristics of the blast

assumed to be affected by the following
charge mass per delay, form of charge confinement (as influenced in
particular by surrounding rock mass properties), spatial distribution of blast holes
throughout the face and the scatter of detonation times.
Figure 2a shows the
relationship between ppa and charge mass for one rock bolt responding to a blast
sequence.
The graph indicates no clear relationship between charge mass per
delay and ppa for the rock mass structure at Pen y Clip. The results obtained at
Penmaenbach Tunnei (Figure 2b) indicated a greater reliance of ppa on charge
mass.
It seems possible therefore that the effect of varying charge mass on
vibration induced in nearby rock bolts increases with increasing rock mass quality,
as a result of improved charge confinement.
source are

parameters:

2.3.3 Attenuation

By examining how a group of rock bolts responds to
effect of blast characteristics is removed.
Using

relationship for Pen
ppa =

1137

where

r

Back

ppa =

y

the same blast sequence, the
this method an attenuation

Clip is:

H-09

is the distance from the blast face.

analysis of the Penmaenbach data using the

1200

same

method gives:

rO-87

relationships in this paper the units of acceleration are m/s/s, force kN,
velocity mm/s and distance is in metres. The higher attenuation of blast energy at
Pen y Clip was expected due to the more highly fractured rock mass.
In all

2.3.4

Relationship between dynamic load and acceleration of the bolt head
relationship

For each of the 45 blast sequence responses at Pen y Clip a linear
was found in all plots of peak dynamic load against peak acceleration.

Figure 3a

shows a typical example.
This form of relationship was also found at Penmaenbach, an example of
shown in Figure 3b.
The availability of such graphs, along with trial

which is
blasting
results provide a means for assessing rock anchorage response to dynamic loading.
It was also found that there is a tendency for the gradient of the pdl/ppa line to
increase with increasing prestress load for results relating to similar distances from
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the

face.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the pdl/ppa gradient and
prestress load for distances less than 4 m from the face for both the Pen y Clip and
Penmaenbach Tunnels.
The difference in the pdl/ppa gradient between the two
tunnels is assumed to be due primarily to the differences in rock mass quality.
2.3.5 Stress distribution within the bolts
From

laboratory model and finite element studies it was found that the dynamic
along the fixed anchor of the rock bolts took the form of an
exponential decay from the proximal end of the resin/bolt interface in response to
an impulse load applied axially at the head of the bolt.
In the tunnel however the
loading condition is considerably more complex as the blast creates both surface
and body waves.
If the bolts installed normal to the tunnel walls are subjected
primarily to body waves the loading along the length of the fixed anchor would be
expected to be relatively uniform.
If, however, a surface wave predominates, the
component normal to the tunnel wall would contain a significant proportion of the
total energy of the wavefront with the amplitude attenuating rapidly with distance
from the tunnel perimeter.
Consequently in this situation a result similar to that
found in the finite element and laboratory tests may be possible.
The results
obtained at Pen y Clip are still under analysis.
However, early results suggest that
body waves were influential in determining the bolt response.
A new finite
element model is being used to simulate this complex loading on the bolts and good
progress has been achieved.
stress

distribution

3. CONCLUSIONS
A full scale

investigation has been conducted into the dynamic response of rock

systems at the construction site of Pen y Clip Tunnel in North Wales.
Associated finite element and laboratory model studies have also been conducted.
Based on this work, and the earlier research results obtained at Penmaenbach
bolt

Tunnel, the following

conclusions have been reached:

For both the very strong rhyolite at Penmaenbach
microdioriie mass at Pen y Clip Tunnel, no significant

Tunnel and the weaker
load loss or resin/bolt
debonding was registered for any bolts, even those positioned only 1.0 m from the
face.
This confirms the conservative nature of current design practice and the
resilience of resin grouted rock bolt systems to dynamic loads.
2. Attenuation relationships for peak particle velocity and peak dynamic load have
been established for both the Penmaenbach and Pen y Clip Tunnels.
It is
postulated that the effect of varying charge mass per delay on vibration induced in
nearby rock bolts increases with increasing rock mass quality.
3.
A linear relationship has been established between peak dynamic load and
acceleration of the bolt head for both the Penmaenbach and Pen y Clip Tunnels.
The gradient of this relationship depends on the prestress level applied to the bolt.
The results from the Penmaenbach Tunnel indicated that prestressing the bolt
serves to decrease the effect of vibrational loading on the bolt.
This has been
corroborated by both finite element and laboratory model tests.
1.
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4.

Model and finite element studies have indicated that the stress distribution

along
action of the
of the bolt.
The dynamic loading in a tunnel resulting from blast loading is more complex due
to the influence of both surface and body wa-es and depends on the orientation of
the

length of

a bolt subject to a dynamic load applied along the line of
bolt takes the form of an exponential decay from the proximal end

the rock bolts to the blast

5.

source.

A refined finite element simulation is

behaviour in the tunnel in order

to act as a

being developed that models anchorage
a design predictive capacity.

basis for
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A SIMPLE DEVICE TO CONTROL ROCK BOLT TENSIONING

G.S.
1.

by
Littlejohn and J.J. Conway

Introduction
When current rock bolt

tensioning procedures are employed to provide a predetermined restraint
support, problems are encountered routinely in ensuring that the correct tension is
locked into each bolt. To eliminate these problems a minor conversion of the bolt involving the
incorporation of a tension control sensor has been investigated.
The design principle and
conversion technique are outlined and the results of a full scale trial at Pen y Clip tunnel in North
Wales are described to demonstrate the practical application of the system for improved control
for tunnel rock

of lock-off loads.
2.

Current

Tensioning Procedures

Two methods

frequently used for tensioning rock bolts, namely direct axial tensioning using
hydraulic jack, and indirect tensioning by applying torque to the locking nut.
In the first
method the hydraulic jack is used to apply an axial load to the free threaded end of the bolt (see
Figure 1). The load is increased to the prescribed level, which is monitored using a pressure
gauge in the jack's hydraulic circuit, after which the bolt is 'locked-off by tightening the nut
against the face plate usually with the aid of a small wrench, and occasionally by hand. In the
second method the nut is simply tensioned against the face plate until a prescribed torque is
achieved, which is measured using a calibrated torque wrench.
There are significant
disadvantages associated with both methods.
are

an

In direct

tensioning the hydraulic jack can be

a

cumbersome piece of equipment, requiring two

persons to handle it. In many tunnelling or mining situations this problem is compounded since
the two persons must work in the basket of a jumbo or other lifting equipment and for safety
reasons the jack must be secured to the basket.
To fit the jack over the bolt shank one person

support the jack while the other fits and tightens a threaded coupler, which can be an
time-consuming operation. Once the bolt has been tensioned, the nut must be
tightened against the face plate to lock-in the load when the jack is subsequently released.
Again, this can be an awkward operation requiring a wrench to be inserted between the legs of
the stressing stool, allowing the nut to be tightened by one-third of a turn before the wrench must
be repositioned and the rotation repeated.
In principle it should be possible to achieve accurate
bolt tensions using this method but recent studies (Xu, 1993) have shown unacceptable and
erratic load-loss during lock-off (see Table 1).
There is now considerable uncertainty as to
whether design loads are actually applied in many production bolting situations. This means that
there may be less support immediately available to resist applied loads, and an increase in bolt
restraint can only be mobilised as rock convergence develops within the tunnels.
must

awkward and

Observations of site

practice indicate that serious discrepancies can result from i) inadequate
tightening of locking nut by procedure, ii) yielding of face plate by excessive bending, punching
or rock deformation, iii) infrequent calibration of jacks, iv) inadequate instruction of bolting crews
as to the correct pressure gauge reading for lock-off, and v) absence of a check lift stage.
The indirect

tensioning method is simpler, and can readily be carried out by one person. The
of this method is the uncertainty associated with the correlation between

main disadvantage

torque and tension.

Under carefully controlled conditions reproducible results may be achieved,

however these may not be realised in a production situation.
The main source of error is
variation in friction between the nut and bolt threads, and between the nut, washer and face plate

resulting, for example, from the presence of rust, grease, grout or other contaminants, or
mechnical damage to the threads.
In addition, the torque wrench can be incorrectly set. In
view of these

potential problems, direct tensioning is generally specified on British tunnelling

contracts in the UK.

Anchorages recommends that a representative sample (1% to 5%) of all rock
subject to acceptance tests by direct tensioning, except where rock bolts are used

BS.8081 Ground
bolts should be
as

the

principal or only means of support in which case a higher proportion (50% to 100%) should

be

subject to such tests.
In many overseas countries torque tensioning is still widely used
form of direct tensioning check.

without any
3.

The Rotabolt System
In the Rotabolt

system a tension control sensor is incorporated into the threaded end
The conversion process involves drilling a small 5 mm diameter hole along

of standard
the central
axis of the bolt and inserting a smooth pin with a threaded end to provide a mechanical
anchorage at the base of the hole. This gauge pin is made in material which is compatible to the
parent bolt, for example a matching coefficient of thermal expansion. At the other end of the pin
a head and stainless steel washer protrude just above the threaded end of the bolt (see Figure 2).
The washer is attached to an outer control cap which sits on the end of the bolt, and the cap is
free to spin in a preset air gap between the washer and the end face of the rock bolt. When the
correct tension is applied, the bolt stretches by the set amount, the air gap closes and the cap
locks to touch.
The air gap is determined by a physical load calibration test as part of the
conversion process, and an accuracy of ± 5% can be attained.
bolts.

The range of tension control can be extended
dual indicating cap on a single pin (see Figure

if required by providing two tension settings via a
If the rock support designer wishes to monitor
for overload due to convergence, the outer cap can be set at an overload level whilst the inner
cap can be set at the specified design prestress. Alternatively, if loss of prestress during service
is the concern, the outer cap can be set at the design prestress with the inner cap set at a lower
level, indicating a loss of load where action should be taken.
In either case, the operational
range of tension can be checked by a simple finger and thumb test.

3).

Since the Rotabolt system provides a direct internal measure of bolt tension, it avoids the
tensioning problems outlined earlier and offers a significant improvement in the quality control of
both tensioning procedures.
As a consequence, the simplicity of torque tensioning can be
restored to practice without the attendant disadvantages. Tensioning can be earned out quickly
by a single operative resulting in cost and time savings, and because the rockbolts are
'converted' under carefully controlled conditions the problems associated with calibration of field
instruments, and the potential errors associated with misreading gauges or incorrectly setting
torque wrenches are avoided. Tensioning consists simply of tightening the nut against the face
plate until the control cap locks, thereby ensuring a tension within a reasonable tolerance of the
specified value.
For direct tensioning, the control sensor ensures that the lock-off operation is
only completed when the control cap locks and an appropriate and calculable load has been
attained, thereby eliminating the need for a check lift stage.

Irrespective of the stressing procedure, it may be observed that the Rotabolt tension control
system offers considerable advantages for works involving post-tensioned rock bolts in terms of

quality control, consistency of result, time and money.
4.

Practical

Implementation

Application of the Rotabolt system to production bolting operations requires a minor conversion
of each rock bolt to incorporate the tension control sensor.
The smallest bolt thread diameter
which can be converted is 20 mm whilst there is no upper limit.
For both small and large bolt
quantity projects, conversions are carried out in the factory. It may be feasible however to set
up an on-site conversion if the market develops in that direction.
All Rotabolt system

contracts are processed and controlled under a registered BS.5750 quality

programme, and as part of the conversion procedure each individual finished product is load
tested. For bolt placement in the drill hole a suitable coupler is required for the drilling machine
to allow bolts to be spun-in without risk of damage to the control cap.
Training of installation
crews is required to ensure correct drill hole lengths and that bolts are installed with an

appropriate length of protruding thread beyond the face plate i.e. an appropriate stand-off (see
Figure 2).
For the bolt installation and tensioning phases the extension coupler is externally
similar to the standard couplers used on site, but the overall dimensions and internal detail are
chosen to prevent damage to the control caps and to ensure a satisfactory nut stand-off position
(Figure 4).

5.

Field Trial
In order to

investigate these practical aspects

a field trial was undertaken in the Pen y Clip tunnel
by the University of Bradford and carried out by
consultants Travers Morgan and tunnelling contractor Trafalgar House Construction (Tunnelling),
working with the supplier Rotabolt. On-site monitoring and assessment of the results were the
responsibility of the University researchers.
in North Wales.

The trials

were

initiated

Twenty rock bolts were fitted with tension control sensors, installed in the tunnel and tested under
production conditions. The two-speed resin rock bolts were spun-in by a Tamrock rig as
complete assemblies i.e. bolt, face plate, hemispherical washer and nut, using the protective
coupler.
,

All

twenty bolts were installed satisfactorily using routine site procedures. Five of the rock bolts
subject to direct tensioning conventionally using an hydraulic jack, but without the protective
coupler. As a result three of the sensors were badly damaged and rendered ineffective. The
remaining fifteen bolts were tensioned indirectly using a pneumatic torque wrench and suffered
no damage.

were

Following tensioning, dimensions X and Y (see Figure 5) were measured using a scale and the
tightness. The dimension X indicates the nut stand-off and Y
checks whether or not the locking nut is located within the operating distance of the sensor, and,
if so, the operational length of the gauge pin.
dual indicators were checked for

The

factory set gauge length Lf was 98.5 mm (including 50%of nut length) and for the low load
setting (P) of 80 kN, the factory set air gap (AL) was calculated from equation 1.
AL

P

Lj-

AE

...1

where A is the area of the steel gauge pin
E is the elastic modulus of the steel gauge

pin.

Any change in stand-off which creates a new site gauge length (L^, affects the new low load
setting for the pre set air gap, as shown in equation 2.
AL

=

new

load setting

...2

AE

Ls
Using equations 1 and 2,
New load

setting =

The estimated revised load

settings for the stand- off distances measured on site are shown in

Table 2.
6.

Discussion of Results

two-speed resin rock bolts used at Pen y Clip were typical of those used in many tunnelling
mining operations. Conventional installation methods can be problematic however in terms
of potential damage to the tension control sensors and achieving the correct stand-off. The field
tests which made use of the specially designed coupler eliminated the damage problem.
None
of the bolts tensioned using this coupler or the pneumatic torque wrench suffered damage.
The
and

Although use of the incorrect coupler negated the direct tensioning element of the trial, direct
tensioning procedures have been employed successfully with the identical Rotabolt system in
many other applications where correct bolt tension is critical.
These applications give

considerable confidence and include

crane

slewing rings, high pressure flanges, power station

valves, subsea riser clamps, coal face shearers, wind turbines and high speed locomotives.
Some

problems with variable nut stand-off were observed however, due to a combination of
during tensioning including bolt displacement, face plate deflection and spherical
washer distortion. In spite of these problems 5 of the 14 bolts tensioned with the torque wrench
achieved tensions within Rotabolt's normal ± 5% accuracy assurance.
The stand-off accuracy
can be improved significantly if the following steps are taken.
movements

i)

The gauge pin length should be increased to 300 mm to accommodate variations in stand¬
In such circumstances, the readings at Pen y Clip would have been in the range 77.5 to
93.6 kN (see Table 3).
off.

Good quality hardened and tempered T or V grade steel face plates should be used in place
plates employed in the trials. The full plate dimensions should be made
compatible with the spherical washers used.
Both these measures will reduce the degree of
plate distortion and punching of the washers, thus reducing the variations in stand-off and
improving further the accuracy of the control system.
ii)

of the mild steel

iii) The bond length resins should be correctly cured prior to tensioning to prevent excessive bolt
displacement during tensioning.

Conclusions
The trials carried out at Pen y

Clip have demonstrated that tension control sensors can be used
successfully in a production bolting situation, with only minor changes to current procedures and
equipment.
Although the Rotabolt system can be used in conjunction with either direct or
indirect tensioning methods, it is with the latter that the main advantages, of simplicity, speed and
lower resource requirements, are to be realised.
Implementation of tension sensors would require only minimal training of bolting crews.
No
are required to the drilling equipment.
To install and tension the bolt a special
coupler is required. Externally the modified coupler differs little from those with which the crews
are already familiar, and tensioning can be achieved using a standard pneumatic or manual
wrench.
The correct tension is attained simply by tightening the nut until the cap locks.
modifications

The cost of

converting rock bolts to incorporate the Rotabolt mechanism is estimated to be about
bolt for single and dual control indicators, respectively, with discounts for large
This is not expensive, given the savings in time and personnel offered by torque

£15 to 30 per

projects.
tensioning.

It is considered that the use of tension sensors offers control of lock-off loads in rock bolting
applications, and permits a simple check of all post-tensioned bolts to ensure that they are fit for
their intended purpose.
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Load

Bolt

Load

(kN)

Number

(kN)

1

19

13

92

2

29

14

46

3

3

15

78

4

65

16

36

5

78

17

70

6

91

18

108

7

5

19

74

8

73

20

90

9

75

21

108

10

74

22

64

11

29

23

13

12

66

24

66

Lock-offloads monitored
where

specified load

was

during production rock bolting
100 kN.

Tension

Mode of

X

Y

Setting

Tensioning

mm

mm

kN

Remarks

1

90

72

-

Direct

Bolt tensioned to 100 kN but gauge
broke due to jack coupler.

2

77

59

-

Direct

Bolt tensioned to 100 kN.
Both caps

3

115

97

4

-

5

pin

locked.

Direct

Bolt tensioned to 100 kN but gauge
broke due to jack coupler.

Direct

Cap 1 locked. Cap 2 damaged by jack
coupler.

Direct

Resin did not set.

pin

6

60

42

79

Torque

Both caps

7

65

47

83

Torque

Cap 1 locked. Cap 2 loose.

8

53

35

74

Torque

Both caps

9

58

40

78

Torque

Cap 1 locked. Cap 2 loose.

10

65

47

83

Torque

Both caps

11

52

34

Torque/

Torque tensioning left both caps loose.
When jack employed the sensor broke
due to jack coupler.

-

Direct

looked.

locked.

locked.

12

75

57

93

Torque

Both caps

locked.

13

80

62

99

Torque

Both caps

locked.

14

78

60

97

Torque

Both caps

loose.

15

73

55

91

Torque

Both caps

locked.

16

85

67

106

Torque

Both caps

locked.

17

70

52

88

Torque

Cap 1 locked. Cap 2 loose.

18

97

79

126

Torque

Cap 1 locked.

19

127

109

242

Torque

Cap 1 locked. Cap 2 loose. Bolt yield.

65

47

83

Torque

Both caps

Table 2 Revised tension

locked.

settings at recorded X and Y values

Bolt

Tension

Bolt

Tension

Number

Setting
(kN)

Number

Setting
(kN)

6

80

14

86

7

81

15

84

8

78

16

89

9

79

17

83

10

81

18

94

12

85

19

-

13

87

20

81

Table 3

Estimated tension

settings assuming

at recorded X and Y values

a

300 mm long gauge pin

